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A STATUE OF HOREMHAB BEFORE HIS ACCESSION

By H. E. WIXLOCK

With Plates I—IV

The Metropolitan Museum of New York has recently acquired, through the generosity

of Mr, and Mrs. V. Everit Macy, a life-sized statue of the General Horemhab (Pis. I and II).

It is an object of such remarkable beauty and of such historical interest that a few brief

notes on it cannot fail to be of interest.

Including its pedestal, the statue is II7 cm. high. The material is a grey granite. The

injuries which it has suffered are surprisingly small. At some time in antiquity it has

received a blow, or a series of blows, on its right side, from which it has lost the nose, the

right hand and wrist, and a corner of the pedestal. However, the resulting lacunae in the

inscription on the base do not obscure its sense, and the missing hand is still recognizable

as having held the pen just as the right hands do on the statues of Amenhotp son of Hapi

and Paramessu son of Seti found by Legrain at Karnak\ That the disfigurement of the

nose was more to be deplored was felt in ancient times, just as it was felt in the case of

the famous Amenophis in Cairo I In this latter case a new nose was carved in antiquity by

depressing the cheeks on either side, with most unpleasing results. In the case of the

Horemhab the stump of the nose was chiselled away to inset a new piece of stone, but

whether or not this was ever actually done it is now impossible to say. In any case, after

due consideration it has been felt in the Metropolitan Museum that the mutilated profile

prevented many from doing full justice to the statue and therefore the ancient restoration

has been completed in plaster (PI. III).

The accompan3
dng photographs show adequately the position and costume of the figure,

but there are certain smaller details which are not evident. Both on the chest and back

there is carved in very low relief the archaic scribe’s palette in its hieroglyphic form

ostensibly suspended by a cord over the shoulder. This is clearly nothing but an ideogram

defining Horemhab’s clerkly position. Being drawn in conventional form there is no

pretence of showing it either on a reasonable scale or as hanging naturally, and further-

more the real palette in use is a shell resting on the statue’s left knee with two circular

cakes of ink in it—evidently the usual red and black. Another detail not visible in the

photographs is a figure of Amun carved on the right forearm in sunken relief. This may

be explained as something entirely sportive—a whim of the artist or of some later sculptor

—but the wHter has an impression—not susceptible of clear proof—that it represents

tattooing.

The facsimile copies of the inscriptions here given were made by the writer and his

colleague Ambrose Lansing, and were collated wuth the original in New York by Professor

James H. Breasted. The translations, how^ever, must not be regarded as in any sense

^ Legrain, Anaoles, 1914, 15 ff. and plates.

- Legrain, Statves et StatuetUs (42127), PI. LXXVI.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 1



2 H. E. WINLOCK

final. They embody suggestions from several scholars, none of whom, however, can at

present spare the time for such a detailed and rigorous study as the dull but extremely

difficult Hymn to Thoth demands.

Around the pedestal are two horizontal lines of inscription. On the front, in the middle

of the top line, there is an and to right and left start prayers which are to be read to

the middle of the back, and then continued from the middle of the second line in front

once more to the back, where both end with the name Horemhab justified” sharing in

common the
|
of the last word.

Inscriptio7i 071 Base, PL IV, top.

An offering which the King gives (and) Thoth, Lord of the Hieroglyphs, Lord of

Hermopolis, who administers justice, who embarks the Sun-god in the Ship of the Evening

;

mayest thou answer words which are true^ for the ku of the Prince, the Eoyal Scribe

Horemhab, justified ^

:

I was one accurate towards the courtiers : when any crime was reported to me I was

ready of tongue in rectifying it : one who enforced the laws for the King and gave regula-

tion to the courtiers: one skilled of speech, and there was nothing which I did not know.

I was a leader for everyone, seeing that every man knew his course, and not forgetting

that which was entrusted to me. I was adviser (?) to the Lord of the Two Lands: the

mentor (?) of all the forgetful, not unmindful of the words of the Lord. I was one who

reported to the Council : nor did I neglect the designs of His Majesty.

An offering which the King gives (and) Ptah South-of-his-Wall, Sekhmet Beloved-of-

Ptah, Ptah-Sokaris Lord of Shethit^ and Osiris Lord of Rostau^: May ye gi^ant that my
ba may come forth by day in order to see the Suns disk, and may ye hearken to his

requests every day, as ye do for the spirits of those whom you glorify. Mayest thou®

command me to follow thee by day and night as thou dost all of thy favourites, because

I was a just one of God while I was upon earth. I satisfied them'^ with truth every day
and turned my back upon evils before him. I have never [committed sin ?] since I was
born. Indeed I was one steadfast before God, understanding and content when he hears

truth. May ye grant that I be among the crew of the Neshmet Ship in its festival of the

District of Peker. For the ka of the Prince, Sole Companion, King’s Deputy before the

Two Lands, the Royal Scribe Horemhab, justified.

Horemhab is portrayed to us in a reverie at the completion of a composition on a scroll

of papyrus which is rolled out across his lap. As a touch of realism his writing is carved
the right way up to him, and thus upside down to one facing the statue—but with total

disregard for reality the hand lying upon the columns covers nothing. The sculptor has
had a difficult task. The signs are small

;
to him they were upside down, and the corners

beside the hand and the rolls at either end were hard to reach. Hence many of the signs

1 Literally ‘‘ words on account of their correctness.'’ 2 Yrom the end of the prayer
3 The Sanctuary of Ptah-Sokaris in Gtzah (Erman, Glossar).
^ A name of the Glzah Necropolis (ibid.),

5 The change to 2nd Pers. Sing, shows that the following sentences are addre.s.sed to “Osiris” or to
“ God,” alone.

® The favourites.













Plate IV.

Inscriptions from the statue of Horemhab.



A STATUE OF HOREMHAB BEFORE HIS ACCESSION 3

are malformed, and worse for us, the lap having been the repository for offerings or having

been frequently touched by ancient devotees, the columns 2-9 have become badly worn.

Nevertheless it is possible to copy most of the Hymn to Thoth there given.

Inscription on the i<crolL PL IV, bottom.

Praise to Thoth, son of Re^, the mo')n, beautiful in its rising, lord of bright appearings,

who illumines the gods,—by the Prince, Count, Fan-Bearer on the King’s Right, (2) Great

Army Commander, King’s Scribe, Horemhab, the justified. He saith :—Hail to thee,

Thoth, Bull in Hermopolis, in the midst of (3) Besret, who openest the place of the gods,

who knowest the mysteries, who establishes t their utterances, who distinguishest (one)

report from (4) another, who judgest for all men. Skilful in the boat of Millions of Years,

waiting for (?) mankind, knowing a man reading or
(1) j

by bis (5) utterance;

making the evil deed rise up again.st the doer; contenting ReC reporting to the Sole

reading t causing him to know all that happens. Day

dawns when he summons (it) in heaven ; he is not forgetful of the report of yesterday

:

of the Evening Ship, contenting the Morning Ship; outstretched of hands (?) in the

forepart of the ship of the Pure of Face : who takes the log(?)-book of the Morning Ship,

rejoicing with the joy of the Evening Ship at the Feast of Traversing Heaven, over-

throwing the fiend, seizing the Western Horizon. The ennead of gods that is in the

Evening Ship give praise to Thoth, they say to him, ‘Praise [to
],

praised of ReC

when(?) he recites praises to the gods, and they repeat what thy ka loves. Thou leadest

the way to the place of the ship and thou art active against this fiend. Thou cuttest off

his head; thou destro3’est his ha: thou takest his to the fire. Thou art the God who

slaughtered him. Nothing is done that th^m knowest not, in thy capacity of Great One (?),

son of the Great One(?), who issued from her body, Protector of Harakhti, wise enterer into

On; who maketh the place for the gods; who knoweth the mvsteries and explaineth their

words. Let us praise Thoth the exact plummet in the midst of the balance, who passeth

by (?) sin, who accepteth him that inclineth (?) not to do evil : the vizier who giveth judg-

ment, who allayeth clamour in peace; scribe of the mat(?); who establisheth the book,

who vanquisheth crime; who accepteth what(?) is under the arnis(?); sound of shoulder;

learned within the ennead; who recalls all that is forgotten; wise for him who is in error;

the remembrancer of the moment and of infinity
;
who pn^claims the hour(s) of the night

;

whose words abide for ever. Who enters into the Tei, and knows what is therein. They

(the gods) shall set (him) down in the list.

There are two points of interest in connection with this statue which are worth working

out—first its provenance and second its exact date.

So far as the provenance of the statue is concerned a reasonable case can be made out.

The dealer from whom the statue was bought was never asked and never gave any informa-

tion on its finding-place. However, when it was rumoured in Cairo that the writer had

seen this statue, another dealer and an Arab from the Pyramids gave him the hint that it

had come from privately owned lands in the date palm groves of Mitrahinah. Unsupported

this information might be contested did we not know that Horemhab, at a stage in his

career w^hen he bore the titles found on this statue, resided in Memphis and there built his

1—2
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tomb. Furthermore the statue itself bears clear enough indication of its Memphite origin

with its invocation of Ptah South-of-his-Wall, Sekhmet Beloved-of-Ptah, Ptah-Sokaris Lord

of his Sanctuary in Gizah (stit) and Osiris Lord of Gizah Necropolis (R-stfw). In spite of

these references to the cemetery gods of Memphis, we can safely eliminate the tomb as the

place for which this statue was made and class it with the well known statues of Amenhotp
son of Hapi and the Vizier Paramessu, son of Seti, found by Legrain inside the gateway of

Horemhab at Karnak. We thus return to the dealers’ gossip in Cairo, for the palms of

Mitrahinah cover the great temple of Ptah, in the heart of Memphis, and we are on fairly

safe ground if we conclude that this statue was made for and set up in a court of the Ptah

temple by Horemhab at the time when he was residing in Memphis.

The question of the exact date of the statue is intimately involved with our reconstruc-

tion of the career of Horemhab. It has often been assumed that he came into prominence
in the reign of Akheiiaten. The foundation for this idea rests solely on the style of the
draughtsmanship of the portraits of Horemhab’s sovereign in the tomb which he built in

his Memphite days, and of a portrait of himself on a stele in Leyden from the same source.

The cartouche of this sovereign has been erased, and regardless of the historical absurdity,

Horemhab’s own later royal name has been substituted in its place. The original cartouche
could hardly have been Akhenaten’s, however. All of the in.scriptions of Horemhab’s
Memphite tomb—as of the present, contemporary statue—are frankly pantheistic, and the
sovereign there portrayed is even assured that the kingdom is his for all time because
“ Arnun has decreed it to him.” Admittedly, then, the decorations of the tomb are sub-
sequent to the aposta.sy under Tutfankhamun, and the probability is strong that Tutfankh-
amun, or his successor, must be the king sho’iVTi in them. The draughtsmanship of Tell
el-‘Amarnah did not disappear overnight.

So much for the probabilities. There exists, fortunately, evidence of a more conclusive
sort that this statue—and hence the tomb—belongs to the period of Horemhab’s service
under Tut^ankhamun. In 1899, in the passages south of the sanctuary at Karnak, Legrain
found a battered fragment of a duplicate of the Metropolitan Museum’s statue’. From his
description of it, the position, costume and size of the Karnak statue appear to be identical
with the Memphis one. The material differs in a most interesting way. The Karnak statue
is of the same red quartzite as the fragments of the magnificent contemporary group of
Amun and Amenit found near by. Now Horemhab was “Overseer of works in the Mountain
of Gritstone’—the Gebel el-Ahmar, opposite Memphis, where this red quartzite was
quarried'^ Hence it is perfectly fair to suppose that it was under his direction that the
Amun and Amenit were carved, and that he took advantage of the occasion to fashion for
himself a statue destined for the same temple.

On both the Karnak and the Memphis statues Horemhab bears identical titles
Fan-bearer on the King’s Right Hand, Generalissimo, Prince and Royal Scribe. The
inscriptions, however, are different. The two-lined inscription on the base of the Karnak
statue gives a double prayer to Amenre^ begging for Horemhab honours before the king
throughout a long life and a daily entry into the palace and audience with the affection
and praise of His Majesty. From the god himself he prays for happiness and contentment

1 E\ideiitly this is the monument referred to vaguely by
P,S.B,A., XXI, 141. The fragment, now in Cairo, is described

de rots et de partmdiers^ No. 42129.

^ B., A. It, III. ^ IT.

Sa\ce in a letter of about this period in
(but not illustrated) by Legrain in Statues
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and—most remarkable—“ life, power, and health!”^ On the scroll on the lap of the

Karnak statue there is an almost obliterated hymn to be sung “from the front of eternity

to the back of perpetuity, to the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of the Two Lands,

Nebkheperure^ [bodily son of Ee^] Tut^^ankhamun, endowed with life.’' Unfortunately

the words of this courtier-like composition are lost except for fleeting phrases lauding

Tut^ankhamun because “ the laws of the Temple of Amfin are given by him " again, and

because “ he founds anew the city ” of Thebes. Evidently this statue was destined from

the first for the temple of Amun in the king’s residence city, where a pretence of loyalty

was advisable. In the Ptah temple in distant Memphis, for which the New York statue was

intended, this was scarcely so necessary and Thoth is given credit there for Horemhab’s

unparallele<l success.

That Horemhab was general of the army under Tut^ankhamun is thus incontrovertible,

and fortunately so, for it makes it possible to connect him with one of the most dramatic

incidents of Egyptian history.

In 1915 Hrozny gave a tentative translation of the opening lines of a Boghazkdi cunei-

form tablet in the Hittite tongue written Avith Babylonian words employed as ideograms^

In lines 7 and 8 mention is made of the death of the King of Egypt Bib-khuru-riyas who
Avas identified by Eduard Meyer and Schaefer as Nebkheperure^ Tut^ankhamunl King,

tAvo years later, accepted and approved this identification*^. Recently Sayce has continued

the translation through most of the 68 lines of the tablet, again endorsing the identification

^

The story unfolded is probably familiar to the reader—hoAv the AvidoAv of Tut^ankhamun

AA^as suitor for the hand of a Hittite prince and hoAv the Hittite king hesitated to faA^our

the suit because “ my son to the kingship the general of the army has not promoted/’ or

rather supported.

Taking Sayce’s translation at its face A'alue, Ave evidently K. re here a mention of

Horemhab. He Avas great general of the army of Tut<^ankhamun, und a man whose (Hher

titles shoAV him to have had practically dictatorial poAver. Without his support the Hittites

believed that the chances of one of their princes succeeding to the Egyptian throne Avere

highly dubious. In fiict, Avhile the tablet closes Avith the statement that the Hittite king

eventually “selected one of the sons” for the venture, Ave know that he neA^er became king

of Egypt. The Divine Father Ay did, and the conclusion therefore folloAvs logically that

Ay had the support of Horemhab Avhich the Hittite prince lacked.

Briefly the outline of Horemhab’s career as thus dcA^eloped is somewhat as folloAvs

:

(1) We knoAv nothing of Horemhab under Akhenaten, except by inference; (2) he Avas

general of the army and virtually dictator of Egypt under TuUankhamun
; (3) he Avas

instrumental in placing Ay upon the throne at TuUankhamfin’s death, and (4) of course,

he succeeded Ay as king. It is from the second of these periods that the Metropolitan

Museum statue comes—the best portrait of Horemhab as a pri\^ate person Avhich has so

far come to light.

1 Maspero, The Tortihs of Harmhahi and Tonatdiikhainanotty 11, points out much the same breach of

royal etiquette in HoremliaVs biographical inscription in Turin,

2 M.D,O.G., 50, Dec. 1915, 35.

^ Ibid., 15.
* Journal^ lA^, 193.

° Ancient Egypt, 1922, 66, based <iii K^iUchrifttexte aai Boyhazkoi, v, 41.
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THE TOWN OF SELLE (ZAEU) IN THE
‘AMARNAH TABLETS

By Professor W. R ALBRIGHT

Ever since Klithmann showed in 1911 that the time-honoured reading “Zaru” should

be corrected to Sile or Sele, and that the town bearing this name was situated at Tell Abu

Sefah, just east of Kantarah\ historians have been particularly interested in it. While the

syllabic orthography of the name, shows that it is of late, presumably foreign origin,

a fact not contradicted by the appearance of Selle in late nome-lists as capital of the

fourteenth norae, the town certainly attained considerable importance during the New

Empire. At this time it was the frontier post of Eg}^pt Proper on the caravan road to

Syria‘S and in this r61e witnessed the march of countless Egyptian hosts, bound for spoil

and glory in Syria, or returning with due measure of both. Hitherto, strange to say, the

name of our fortress has never been found in any ancient Asiatic document. The lacuna

we wish to fill in this note.

In the fourth letter of ABAH-Gepa^ of Jerusalem (Knudtzon erlition, no. 288), this

prince warns the Pharaoh of the shaky condition of Egyptian power in Asia. After some

preliminary remarks he goes on to say: ‘‘As sure as there is a ship in the midst of the sea,

the mighty arm of the king will seize Naharim and Kapasi^ but now (meanwhile) the

Hebrews are seizing the towns of the king. There is no prefect (left) to the king my lord

;

all have perished. Behold, Turbazu has been slain in the very gate of Zilii, yet the king

holds back. As for Zimrida of Lachish, his (own) servants, become Hebrews, have butchered

(lit. slaughtered as a sacrifice) him. Yaptih-Hadad has been slain in the very gate of

Zilu yet the king holds back®.’' In another letter (‘Amarnah, no. 835) the chief of Zuhru,

1 gee KuTHiiANy, Die Ostgrenze Aegyptetis, 38 ft.
;
(tardiner, Jovnml^ v, 24:^ -4.

2 gee especially Gardixer, Jovrnal^ vi, 99 ff.

- This name is usually read ^Ahdi-Heha, but the ideogram for ^‘servant'' should be doubtless road as

a Cappadocian (Yasi) word (Joiirn. Pal. Or. JSoc., ii, 127). The Egyptian transcription Krgp for Gibi'ffepOj

shows that the name of the goddess should be read with agk; cf. Eg. Sngr— can. Sanhar=}ieh. >SV/iV«r

(i.e. Si^gar^^ ^gs'= A uhassi^^ Ij^s^Lgn of the Zlcv Stele.

^ Kapod is usually explained as a mistake for KaUi (cf. Weber, Notes on the Amarna Tablets^

i;340 f.), but this explanation is most unsatisfactory. I would suggest that the worthy ARAD~GiC^2, mixed

his foreign names, creating a new blend formation of a very common type by fusing Kaptara (Caphtor;

cf. Joum. Pal. Or. Soc., I, 191 ff.) and Alad~Alaliya. Kapasi is then a vague term for “Mediterranean

lands.” There is no s in Nasi.

^ Text: eahma elippu ina libhi qat {znruk — Hch. zero^) kirn dannatn iUiqq€ mat Nahrlma u

mat Kapasi—n manna dlCtni satri tiliqihi awililt Habiru. ydnu-mi istka hazidnn ana sarn beliya—halqu

gabbu. dmur^ Turbazu deka ina abul dl Zild {Zi-lu-u)—kdl mmi. dmvr, Ziuirida Lakisi iqqhUu arddtu

ipiu ana awthU Habiri. Yaptih-Adad deka ina abul Zild —kdl. The translation offered by Knudtzon

is wrong; lahiati—laknat and belongs with the previous sentence; endrna introduces an oath or assevera-

tion, like the corresponding Hebrew conditional irn. The reason for my other changes in rendering will be

obvious to any Assyriologist.
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probably Zoar, in southern Palestine, also mentions the deaths of Turbazu and Yaptih-
Hadad, but without any particulars to assist us. Previous writers on the topography of the
'Amarnah letters have made various suggestions in regard to the identification of Zilu, each
worse than the preceding. The favourites have been Zelah, an insignificant village of

Benjamin, just north of Jerusalem^ and Selah in Edom% not to mention Cunder’s idea that
Zilu was Shiloh ^ Of course, Zilii must have been an important place wdth gates and walls,

which none of the towns suggested, except perhaps the otherwise' impossible Selah,

possessed.

The point of i?AZ)-Gepa s remarks obviously consists in his emphasis on the serious

character of the rebellion afoot in southern Palestine. A few lines above, in this same
letter, he states that the whole land has slipped from the control of the Egyptian prefects

as far as Seir {8e-e-ri) and Gath-Carrael (Ginti-kirmil), the Carmel south of Hebron, near

the southern edge of the Judaean hills^ If, then, we identify Zilu with Selle, the meaning
of the prince of Jerusalem becomes immediately clear ; the two Egyptian governors are

slain at the threshold of Egypt, at the very gate of Selle itself—yet the Pharaoh takes no

steps to restore the impaired Egyptian prestige in Palestine. Whether the words “ at the

gate of Zilfi ” are hyperbole or not is indifferent to our interpretation of the passage, which
merely implies that the royal authority is no longer secure anywhere beyond the frontier of

Egypt Proper, and that it is high time for the king to bestir himself if he wishes to save

anything from the wreck.

From the writing Z/M alone, the identification wmuld be at least plausible: the syllable

zi in the 'Amarnah Tablets corresponds regularly to Egyptian syllabic U, as in Hazi =
as well as to d (Ziduna = Ddii ; Ziri-basani = Li'bsii). The reason for these equivalences is

that the zi of Anatolian cuneiform orthography, employed also in the ‘Amarnah Tablets,

corresponds to Semitic zi, si (with sdineky and si. The form Zilu is of considerable value

in restoring the original vocalization of the name, pronounced in the Roman period Sele,

Selle, and Sile. Zilu is not, as might be thought off-hand, a nominative form, but repi'csents

an actual pronunciation "^Silvy or the like
;
the nominative in is no longer used in place-

names at the time of the 'Amarnah Tablets. *8ilu-Si{e)le is another illustration of the

change of 4 to e between 1300 b.c. and the Coptic age
;
see the writer’s remarks in Rec, de

Trav. XL, 66, 68®. In view of the spelling Selle] I have no hesitation in reading the name
SUM ; but the Egyptians never stressed consonantal doubling, and only preserved it in

isolated cases or secondary formations, so the doubling is not important, and Avas disregarded

by foreign scribes for the most part, as it would seem.

In concluding we may throw out a hint regarding the origin of the name, Avhich is, as

noted above, not Egyptian, in all probability. I would suggest that *SilMj comes from a

1 This village, the home of Saul’s dan, originally bore the name htj-Elef, Ox-rib,’’ a fuller form

preserved in one [>assage.

- Clauss, Zeitiichrift d<‘S DenUc/ojn PaldUiati-Ve^'eiiis, 1907
,
73 .

Tdl Araarna Tablets, 146, n. 2,

^ The combination with Getta, some distance south of Oarmel, mentioned by Pliny, ib quite impossible

because of the context, which demands a town in the extreme south of Judaea.

^ The Hebrew sarnek was not then pronounced like s {Ua), but the exact nuance escapes us
;
the most

probable pronunciations are the affricative ts or the spirant (not aspirate
!) th,

® In a letter to the writer Sethe has endorsed this phonetic law, citing also S^^tk—a very

happy parallel.
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Semitic ^8ill6—a normal development, since there was no 6 in Egyptian before about

1300 B.c. or later. The name Sillo belongs etymologically with Silld, probably pronounced

also Sillo, the name of a town near Jerusalem^, and with Heb. solelah, '‘wall, rampart,”

borrow^ed by the Egyptians as trrt (Burchardt, no. 1166). We have thus another Semitic

name in the north-eastern corner of Egypt, along with Succoth (corrupted by the Egyptians

to *SeM = Tkw, by dropping the final t, as regularly), Migdol, etc. There can be little or

no doubt that these names are relics of Semitic influence during the period of Hyksos
occupation—of which more elsewhere.
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A PECULIAK FORM OF NEW KINGDOM LAMP

By N. de GARIS DAVIES

With Plates V-VII

{The figure numhers 1-15 refer to the figures on these plates)

In preparing two Ramesside tombs (Nos, 51 and 217) for publication by the Metro-

politan Museum of New York I came upon a peculiar object which was new to me,

but to which I have since found numerous parallels. This ignorance is not surprising in

view of the other astonishing discovery that no Ramesside tomb has yet been completely

published, though the centenary year of Champollion is now behind us.

The strange objects which were the starting-point of this investigation ai’e shown in

Fig. 1 from Tomb 51, where they are set beside an altar of offerings between the owner and

his wife on the one hand and a priest officiating with censer and libation-vase on the other.

They consist of two white cones decorated with red and yellow bands, set on short poles

stuck in the ground and flanked by three burning tapers, each of which is formed of three

white strands t^visted like a rope and lashed in the middle and at the end with red twine.

Each strand seems to form, or to contain, its own wick ; for there are three separate

flames.

The association with burning candles will lead to the correct conclusion that these

pyramidal objects are themselves a form of lamp. One is reminded at once of the similar

cone shaped like a white loaf which I have already interpreted as a pastille of incense mixed

with fat for burning ^ This identification becomes certain, I think, when in other tombs of

the Ramesside era one finds the pyramidal candle blazing at the tip {e.g,, Figs. 6 to 14).

What is, and may remain, indecisive is whether these cones, which henceforth become

frequent, are primarily for illumination, like the candies with which they are almost always

associated, or for fumigation, or are a convenient combination of the two. Although they

are connected with “ making a light
’’

or even ‘‘ striking a light,” the means and process of

ignition are never indicated, nor within the Eighteenth Dynasty, unless at its very close, is

the candle ever seen lighted, whether because this was supposed to be done by the dead at

night-time or at evening festivals, or for some ritual or superstitious reason.

The taper, especially when lighted, must have been unpleasant to hold in the hand and

would not last very longl It was natural to seek improvement in both directions, par-

ticularly if, as seems probable, it became more customary for the friends of the dead to

present them personally. The p}Tamidal candle of larger dimensions and set upon a pole

may have been the result. The later tapers too are larger and sometimes triple in form, and

are set upright in stands or on the ground.

1 Davies, Tomh of Kokkt^ 52.

2 In Tomb 181 the lady carrying it has been wi.se enough to hvsh it to a cane, or i>erhaps insert it in

one
;
for the latter seems to be the case with a candle of unusual form shown in the papyrus of Hatshepsut,

Cairo.

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. x. 2
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During the Eighteenth Dynasty the presentation of the pair of ritual tapers was gene»

rally made by the priest {e.g,, in Tombs 39, 40, 54 ; 90^ 93, 176), though on the occasion of

a festival friends might present them in pairs along with a cruse of fat for their replenish-

ment-. This was a performance of the rite of affording light to the dead in the dark

necropolis^. Logical!}^, though not, as it seems, in practice, this rite is to be differentiated

from the presentation of a cup of incense for fumigation, where a wick stands upright in

the cup^ The less frequent representation of this simple censer might be explained if it is

only another form of the bowl containing the white cone of fat, which now has melted down

into the cup and left the embedded wick visible. On the west walls of the Nineteenth

Dynasty tombs of Der el-Medinah we often see one, two, or three wicks standing in a cup

which the god of flame, Sejti, presents to Osiris or Anubis as the sun sets in the western

hills, the personified eye of Horns sometimes providing a similar lamp. In Tomb 218 this

is labelled '' kindling a light for thee.” The candles in these cases take the shape either of

tapers or of conical pastilles and are lighted at the tip.

We seem here to have a conjunction or confusion of the ideas of illumination and fumi-

gation. The primitive lamp too is probably a censer rather than a lamp, its drooping

wick (?) indicating either the direction of its products towards the offerings among which it

is placed or the slow burning of the gums by the help of commingled charcoal, the smoking

wick or flame being so heavily charged with unconsumed material that it distils on to the

offerings below ^ The candlestick recently found in the tomb of Tut^ankhamun is very

similar to the cups described above. Here a thick length of rope-like wick stands in a

handled cup and calls apparently for a repeated supply of oil or fat to be poured upon it or

into its cup. Whether this candlestick, which so closely resembles our own in appearance,

was intended primarily for light or fumigation is scarcely to be determined
;

if the former,

it does not promise to be smokeless.

The taper however was not the only form of candle used, even in the Eighteenth

Dynasty. The scenes also occasionally show a pyramidal light being brought for the service

of the dead, though it takes a form which, but for later representations, would scarcely

have received its proper interpretation. It is rhomboidal in shape, and one might suspect

it to consist of a cone of fat inverted on a conical holder; but, as no division is ever marked,

it is more likely to be a single lump of tallow, one end being pointed for ignilion, the other

elongated by being pressed round the stick on which it is carried. No wick is vet seen, nor

is there a flame to betray its use. Its first appearance is in Tomb 75*^ (Fig. 2) where three

or more are being carried behind bearers of libation-vases to be used at the meal of the

dead. In the succeeding reign of Amenophis III we have further examples—a very rough

one (white, Fig. 3) set in the midst of a pile of offerings in Tomb 54, and two carried in

1 Theban Tombs Series, in, PI. XXXY.

^ Gardiner, Tomb of AmenemMt, PL XXTII
;
Davies, Tomb of Nakht, PL XIII. Note in the former

case that the phrases ^‘Ointment is given'’ and ^‘Eeceiving illumination" alternate in the legends, as if one
was the result of the other.

3 Chapter 137b of the Book of the Dead; Moret, Fdtnel, 9 ; Gardiner, op. cit,^ 97 (in PL XLYI the
text shows that it is being used in a rite of fumigation purely).

^ Theban Tombs Series, iii, PL XY.

5 In Tombs 85 and 93 the hieroglyph ends in a stream of red drops. The actual di>stillation is seen in
Schaefer, PHestergrdber, 72.

^ Theban Tombs Series, iii, PL XYII,





Plate VI

Egyptian lamps, candles and tapers.
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procession towards the table of the dead in Tomb 69, again behind four bearers of libation-

vases (Fig. 4). In the latter case they are red (the material being no doubt stained, as votive

candles often are in Christian churches) and the lower part decorated with a coloured

ribbon (?), as the pile of ointment for the head often is at El-‘Amarnah,

The crude method of clapping the liiiitp of tallow or wax on the end of a stick was soon

bettered by resting it on a flat base fastened to the handle. At least I infer this from the

straight line of the base as it appears in Tomb 247 (Fig, 5). This cresset-like object is here

carried along with ointment and offerings as ‘'the gift of a htp atr,'' while in the opposite

direction come three men bringing offerings, candle and fat, and bags of eye-paint, or, in

words “making a \])tp cU nlsfrty’ ‘^giving fat and kindling the daily lamp,’' and “giving

insdmt to ” The two processions meet at a little niche in the back wall of the little

chamber which may have been made to hold the candle h Finally in Tomb 254, which is

probably still within the limits' of the dynasty but beyond the revolution, we have (Fig. 6) a

roughly diMwn scene in which red incense or fragrant fat is being thrown by a man on on<'

of three candles set on an altar, two being ordinary tapers (but burning this time) and tho

third a pyramidal cone of the rhomboidal shape flaming at the apex. Behind this figure

another man censes and libates a pile of oflerings. The scene is close to the entrance, taking

the place of the usual offerings to the gods. Thus there appears to be a confusion between

the offerings to the god and to the dead, as also between the purposes of the candle and the

brazier—light in darkness and acceptable odour. As the conical candle here takes the place

of the open bowl of fragrant fat on which new incense might be poured, the direction of

the stream on the tapers is an error, due perhaps to the practice of soaking them anew with

oil at intervals. But we see here already an approach to the drawings of the Xineteenth

Dynasty in (1) the association of cones and tapers, (2) their position on an altar, (3) their

ignition, (4) the conical shape of the large candle or cresset.

The representation in Tomb 51 which started our inquiry brings us to the new era and

the strange drawing for which we have now found earlier parallels. In this case the tapers

are burning, but not the cones. These latter, though now, as henceforth, flat in the base,

are still decorated with horizontal bands of colour, formed perhaps of layers of tinted fat.

But, besides this, we see looped bands thrown round the cones. Apparently it was found

that the cone when lighted tended to collapse ; hence the coloured bands were replaced by

ribbons (0 which bound it round and lashed it down to the plate on which it rested. Since

one might suppose that the ribbons too would ignite and make the candle gutter still more,

one might postulate thin copper bands which would form an indestructible support for the

fat. But, as no remains of such cressets have been found, it is more likely that the bands

were perishable too, but so constructed as not to cause this obvious inconvenience. The rite

is here entitled “kindling a light ” (h'f tkd) and is accompanied by the censing and libation

of offerings and by the mourning of women for the dead—the latter a thoroughly character-

istic Kamesside addition in contrast with the earlier jovial participation in the meal of the

resuscitated dead.

Apparently this more durable form of candle became popular and it was the custom for

friends to bring them in pairs already lighted and plant them by their handles in the

ground or on an altar. This latter often takes the form of the tubs of earth in which trees

were planted (Figs. 11, 14), and this would certainly form a convenient stand in which to

1 It is ten inches deep, twelve high, f^ixteen long, and, though apparently sealed by a slab, was not con-

cealed, as the frieze above was narrowed to admit of it.

2—2
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plant the stems of the cressets. The latter had moreover by chance the shape of trees, and

this suggestiveness would much appeal to the childish imagination of the Egyptians. If,

moreover, these presentation candles served the purpose of fumigation, even secondarily, the

reflection of the incense-bearing sycamores in the similarly-shaped and incense-cariying

cones was not so far-fetched as it seems.

The actual presentation of conical candles is only depicted in Tomb 10 of the reign of

Ramesses II, but there on two walls
;
for the tomb belongs both to one Kasa and his son

Penby (Figs. 7, 8). From the smoke and flame which can still be seen in Fig. 7 in front of

the lamps carried, it appears that two cones or tapers were fixed upon or beside the offerings

as well. Whether they are set as lights on the table or take the place of the sprinkled

incense which converts the sacrifice into a burnt-offering with pleasant odour is not clear,

but the customary presence of both cones and tapers on the table of offering suggests that

the taper is to give light, the cone to give odour, though both may have been made to serve

both ends. In the example cited the white staff by which the cone is carried is seen running

up through the cone and blazing at the tip. It may have been itself therefore an inflam-

mable reed or stiffer candle which served as a wickS the surrounding mass of fat merely

prolonging its life or adding odour of incense to it. The candles are presented here, not by

priests, but by the children of the dead pair; nor merely as a rite, but as an addition to

other gifts.

All the remaining presentations of conical candles that I know of shoAv them set upright

on a stand, table, or tree-tub near the offerings and accompanied by two to five tapers,

all being already ignited^. The cone, like the tapers, has a red tip, indicating potential

flame. The stem is usually twisted like a taper, suggesting that it was a stiffened wick of

some sort. The red or yellow bands show that they are no longer a mere ornament by

taking the form of a lashing.

Although indirect evidence has been given that the cones, and perhaps the tapers too,

had powers of fumigation, this rite was not completed by their ignition alone : a priest, or

a son acting as such, censes and libates the offerings as well. Hence the presentation of the

candles is not generally accompanied by a text. In the court of Tomb 23, however, a long

inscription is added to the scene which sets forth the beneficent qualities of the burning

cresset, and gives it the same name (tU) as the tapers. In this scene also a priest (on the

right) censes and libates the offerings before the deceased pair. Between the offerings and
the recipients is set the stand of candles shown in Fig. 14, and also (but separated from the

last by a column of the text) another stand of offerings accompanied by a jar of ointment

or fat and a burning bowl (censer ?) set on a papyrus-headed staff". The text runs :

^ There is an interesting account of the use of rushlights in AVhite, Natural History of Selhorne, Letter

xxvr.

2 Figs. 9 (Tomb 159), 10 (Tomb 31), 11 (Tomb 283), 12 (Tomb 259), 13 (hall of Tomb 23), 14 (court of

Tomb 23). Tomb 277 also contains a rough picture of four tapers and a blunted conical candle. Tornk 278
shows a burning pyramidal candle between two tapers. The lights are set on a solid altar in both cases,

and a priest performs the rite.

3 This is important, as it is in this form exactly that Ranke describes the ^‘lamp” from the tomb of
Kha {Apgypten, 217). The difficulty of drawing a distinction between the use of flaming bowls as censers
and as lamps is extreme. I do not think that any examples of the flaming bowl on its stand can be claimed
indubitably as a lamp, whereas it is often certain that it is a censer (Lacau, Sarcophayes, No. 28083;
Blackmax. Afeir //, PL X, ///, PL XVU : Newberry, Beni Hasan, i, PL XXXY; Davies, Puyemri, Pis’
LIII. LIV, and perhaps also PL XLVI from the funeral rites). Either it is so stated, or their po.sition
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“...of the new year, making \Jitp d\ ntsivt to] Osiris To, scribe of the archives of the

Lord of the two Lands, on the said day, anointing with nidt oil, kindling a light, and
depositing offerings to Osiris To,

Hail to thee 0 good candle of Osiris To ! Hail U) thee, Eye of Horns, who guidest the

gods in darkness and guidest Osiris To frran any resting-place of his to the place wherein
his spirit desires to be

!
[I supply] this good lamp of Osiris To with fresh fat... thy father

Geb, thy mother ^sut, Osiris, Isis, Set, and Nephthys, that they may brighten thy face...

that they may open thy mouth with those five^(?) fingers (?) of the olive ('‘five tapers of

ohve oiL’ ?) by which the mouth of the gods is opened. There is given to thee... . It is

given on earth; it is given in the fields of lalu, in the night of this propitious day of the

ISew \ear(?) to— There is given to thee fresh water of the god; thei'e are given to thee

likewise the gods (of) fresh water (“ fresh water of these gods ” 0, the. . .stars, the tireless, the

pure, the indestructible stars. May this good candle of (Jsiris To be eternal. May this good
candle of Osiris To thrive as thrives Atum, loid of. ..in ( )n. May this good candle of Osiris

To thrive as thrives the name of Shu (similarly Tefnut, Geb, Nut, Isis, Nephthys, Horus,

Wazyt, ..., and Thot). May this good lamp of Osiris They thrive in the Sektet bark and
in the Adet bark^; may it not fail or be destroyed ever. Twice pure is Osiris To. Heaven
is open to thee

;
earth is open to thee

;
the roads in the necropolis are open to thee. Thou

goest out and in with Re^^ and strollest like the lords of Eternity—Hapi, namely, who shall

give thee water; Nepera, bread; Hathor, beer; Hesat, milk; 0 twice-pure Osiris Thoy!”
It is to be remarked on this text that the reference in it is to a single “ good candle

(by which the conical lamp must be meant) and to illumination as its purpose
;
yet what has

been said before of its secondary powers of fumigation finds an echo at the end of the text

where the end served is seen to be the all-important ritual purity of the dead. In Tomb 82

and also here it is the festival of the five epagomenal days at the end of the year that is

being celebrated, because on that occasion, as if it was the evening of the year, lighted

candles were made a special feature. In Tomb 82 five candles are being provided for these

days, reckoned as the birthdays of Osiris, Horus, Set, Isis, and Nephthys, as well as two

others for the New Year and the feast of '‘Uniting the kasj' and also the daily candle--.

These same five tapers have also been provided in Tomb 23, being ranged on the table, and

accordingly we find a special reference to the four children of Geb and Nut in the text. The
great cone is perhaps the candle for New Years day itself.

Should I be right in my restoration "five fingers,*’ there is also a fanciful perception by

the scribe of the resemblance of the five tapers to five fingers, j^nd, by another stretch of

imagination, he likens them to the pale yellow finger of electrum which was used in the

ceremony of opening the mouth. Moreover he has evidently seized the likeness to a tree,

close to or under the table of offering (of. Wreszinski, Atlas, 14.3) points to this conclusion. In El A mania,

III, PL Yll, and ii, PI. XXXII, they seem to be lamps set by water-jars, but might be interpreted as censers

with jars of oil, as at Beni Hasan. In Tomb 89 four tapers stand Ijefore the dead man in a rack, and a

wick or taper in a bowl on a high stand (Fig. 15). The general evidence for the Eighteenth Dynasty, then,

seems to be that the taper is for light, and the burning wick or tai>er set in a bowl or embedded in a cone

of fat is primarily for burning incense. Hence a larger lamp-stand is quite properly used as a brazier

for aromatic burnt offerings.

^ This “five*’ is guess-work, since only the last

|
and a trace of another before it are preserved.

2 For the candle in the bark of the dead, see Gardiner, Tomb of AnieaemMt, PI. XL
3 Mention of the candle of Set (lost from the wall) has been omitted by Gardiner, op, cit., 97.
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and, as the candles are compounded or fed with olive oil, he makes it an olive instead of an

incense-hearing tree. The same tendency to picture-punning may possibly also be reflected

in the blunted apex of the cone, by which he has made it closely approximate to that of the

fetish of Osiris of Abydos\ and in so doing rendered it easier to personify the candle as he

has done in the text and make it equivalent to the person of Osiris Thoy.

Primitive man in lands of short night, such as reigns in Egypt uses artificial lights but

little, and the rite of setting the evening lamp for the use of the dead in his tomb does not

seem to have been popularly practised except on rare festivals, such as, falling in winter

time, would call for it also in the houses of the living. But, so soon as the home of the dead

was pictured as lying in the dark underworld, sympathetic relatives might well be more

ready to dedicate the daily candle to the dead and make it of larger proportions. So that

the change that I have indicated may not be a mere whim of the period, but reflect beliefs

and feelings which are not negligible.

1 WiXLOCK, Bas-reliefs frohi the temple of Rameses /, PL III. It will be seen from the illustrations that

the conical candle is more than once blunted in this way. So also in Tomb 277.
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A NEW VIZIER OF THE ELEVENTH DYNASTY

By LUDLOW S. BULL, Ph.D.

Mr. Winlock has lately cleared for the Metropolitan Museum of New York a number

of the Eleventh Dynasty rock-tombs in the great bay in the cliffs at Der el-Bahri. One of

these which lies high in the northern cliff belonged to an official of the name of
1

The poor quality of the limestone of the cliff and the ruthless hand of later ancient intruders

have caused the disappearance of almost all the inscriptions with which the tomb was

adorned by its owner. Some interesting traces are visible, however, upon the interior of the

magnificent rectangular outer sarcophagus of fine limestone which remains in situ in the

burial chamber. The exterior of the sarcophagus is uninscribed, while the interior is

decorated, in the manner common to many pre- and early-Middle Kingdom coffins. There is

a horizontal line of inscription in large hieroglyphs near the top of each side, while mortuary

texts in vertical columns of small rather cursively-made characters occupy the space below.

The horizontal inscription in large hieroglyphs on the interior of the “front-’' of the coffin

is the usual htp dy nisW't formula, largely lost. Fortunately, however, enough remains

of the titles preceding the name at the end of the line to make their restoration certain as

follows: is clearly visible, the following space is exactly right

for
,
and the legs and tail of the quadruped are certain.

The reading of these two titles is borne out by the presence of the following titles in the

horizontal inscription in large hieroglyphs on the interior of the “head-”:

the last of these being associated as it is so closely with the vizierate.

We have here then a new name to be added to the slowly growing list of chief ministers

of ancient Egypt.

^ The evidence iiidicute;^ that this tomb belongs to the reign of Mentuhotp III. It was in it'^ forecourt

that Mr. Winlock discovered the remarkable private letters of which he has published a preliminary report

in Bull xvii, 12, Pt. 2, 83-48.

“ Front ;
head. These are the terms <idopted by Professor Breasted in transcribing texts from the

rectangular coffins of the i^eriod preceding the Twelfth Dynasty. The ^Tront'^ is that side of the coffin

toward which the dead faced as he lay on his left side and which was often decorated with a “ false door ''

and with a pair of eyes. The term “ head ’’
is self-explanatory.

3 The signs , and © are slightly damaged. Of the head and tail are clear.
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UNPUBLISHED HEBREW, ARAMAIC AND BABYLO-
NIAN INSCRIPTIONS FROM EGYPT, JERUSALEM
AND CARCHEMISH

By Rev. Professor A. H. SAYCE

In 1896 M. Legrain uncovered a graffito inscription in Phoenician letters on the (jviay-

wall of Karnak. Only a portion of it was legible and this I copied sh(.>rtly after its disci>very

(Fig. ], No. 1). When I was at Karnak again a few months later even this portion had

^ 2.^tO/A vXl ^ 4;^"'

Fig. I.

ceased to be decipherable. What there is, however, is interesting as, unlike most of the
Egyptian graffiti of the kind, it is in Hebrew and not Aramaic. It reads :

p^... p B'snn naxaSjyi piix

"I am Baal[i]amar the freedman, son of...”

The samech, which I have queried in my copy, must evidently be a god, the name being
either Baali-amar or Baal-yomar. In the name of the father the penultimate character could
be daleth as well as resh. The title of the writer is especially interesting.

I copied No. 2 in one of the quarries at iVla's^rah in the spring of 1886. The letters were
well cut and veiy clear. As the wall of rock on which it was engraved was quarried away
shortly afterwards I add two demotic graffiti (3 and 4) which were cut close to it, though
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my ignorance of demotic prevents me from being able to guarantee the correctness of my
copies. The Aramaic text reads

:

'fin in 'CDS

“Phiiti the son of Shaman the Babylonian.”

The interest of this gi'aflBto lies in the fact that the Babel referred to in it must be the

Egyptian Babylon which is consequently mentioned here for the first time. The name

Phuti "He of Phut” is also interesting. A fragment of the annals of Nebuchadrezzar, first

published by Strassmaier {Babylonische Texte, PL 6, No. 329) tells us that in his 37th year

he marched against "Egypt to make war [and battle with Amajsis king of Egypt,” and that

in the course of his invasion he defeated "the soldiers of the city of Putu-Yavan (Phut of

the lonians), a distant land which is within the sea.”

The two cuneiform inscriptions (5 and 6) were on Babylonian seal-cylinders of the early

Kassite period which were shown to me at Jerusalem, where I copied them. I was told

they had been found in the neighbourhood.

No. 5 reads

:

Pum-mari tur-sal Ya-siua-muk~x^-Adadu

ARAD D.P. Khamii-^X-Zl sarri.

“Pusu-mari, daughter of Yasummuk-Hadad,

servant of Khamu-Marduk the king.”

The names are Amorite or West Semitic and consequently the statement that the seal was

found in Jerusalem or its neighbourhood is probably correct. The second element in the

royal name I would read ideographically, SA-zi representing Marduk or Merodach. The

first element is the Heb. Dj;-

No. 6 reads:

Uharrum “Ubarrum

TUR Ili-maliki son of Elimelech

ARAD ILANI Mar-rib servant of the Amorite god.”

This, again, is a Canaanite seal, the use of the plural Hdni for the singular ilu (as in the

Old Testament) being, as we learn from the Tell el-‘Amarnah tablets, a Canaan itish custom.

Elimelech is also a Canaanitish name
;
Ubarrum, however, is Babylonian and testifies to

the Babylonian occupation of Palestine.

George Smith, after his return from his first expedition to Assyria, gave me a trans-

literated copy of a fragment of cuneiform text that he had made at Jerablus, a site which

the British consul Skene had recently identified with Carchemish. The fragment belonged

to a clay cylinder which Smith had either discovered or bought at Jerablus, and contains

a date. The copy is as follows :

...[Y] i ne ra hi,..

...arhu apin gal mu na...

...an ka ar vis (O--

This is clearly: “Ibil-rabi (or Ibi-rabi) [the king of]...[day of] the month of the Great

Plough, the year when [the king made an image of?] the god Karka[mis]...” Ibil-rabi was

probably king of Khana (Tell Tshara) like [Isarjlim son of [Bi]n-Ami king of Carchemish

and "the land of the Amorites” whose fragmentary texts have been discovered at Jerablus.

There was a period when Carchemish formed part of that West-Semitic kingdom.

Ris (?) is evidently ka which closely resembles it in form. "The divine Carchemish”

with the determinative of "god” is frequent in the Hittite (Kaskian) hieroglyphic texts,

where " the god Carchemish ” is identified with the god Tarku or Hadad.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x.



THE GEOGRAPHY OE THE EXODUS

By EDOUARD NAYILLE

Recently Dr. Alan Gardiner, supported by Professor Feet, has endeavoured to upset

the results at which Brugsch, Professor Petrie and myself arrived, either by philology or

by excavation, as to the geography of the Exodus, and Avhich had generally been adopted h

Goshen is not ^ ^ nor Phacusa, as Brugsch had been the first to propose. Professor
*'

. ... g* ^ V

Peet says : Dr. Gardiner has for ever destro
3^ed this illusion. 1

0^^ is no longer

Sukkoth
;
the sea did not extend as far as Lake Timsah. Tell el-MaskhCitah is not Pithom

but Theku. Tell Retabah is not Raamses, for Professor Petrie did not find any monument
confirming this identification. As, I believe, nobod}" has made excavations in these two

places since Professor Petrie and myself, we must take for ourselves what Professor Peet

says. Our excavations and the conclusions we have derived from them are only guesses of

early explorers bent on finding biblical sites at any cost, as against Gardiner s irresistible

combination of philological reasoning and inquiry into what the Egyptians themselves have

to say on the matter (a detail only too frequently ignored by Egyptologists^).’'

I shall now consider what this '' irresistible combination ” is worth
;
whether it rests on

truly scholarly arguments, and Avhether, when I translated from the first line to the last the

inscriptions I discovered and drew my conclusions from their contents, I ignored what the

Egyptians themselves had to say on the matter, which was revealed to me by Dr. Gardiner.

But before entering into these discussions, I must state that Dr. Gardiner and myself
belong to opposite historical schools. For me, the leading principle is that the texts are to

be taken as they were written, in their proper and literal sense, and interpreted as simply
as possible. We have to admit them ingenuously, without mixing them with our personal

views. We have to listen to the texts and accept what they say, though perhaps they do
not agree with modern ideas, or with the logical rules which scholars of the present day do
not hesitate to enforce upon them. These are the principles which are followed now by a
numerous French school of historians, and which are also those of several German scholars.

Dr. Gardiner starts from the a priori view of the critical school and from certain
religious tendencies. All the story of the Exodus ought to be regarded as no less mythical
than the details of creation as recorded in Genesis. At all events our first task must be to
attempt to interpret those details on the supposition that they are a legend. Instead there-
fore of comparing each place-name as it occurs with some supposed corresponding site in
Egypt or the desert, I shall first survey the legend as a whole, and attempt to discover the
general movement underlying it^”

> This was written before I saw in the papers that Professor Peet had published a book on E-vpt
and Israel. I tried at once to get it, but did not succeed. I know it only from a review in the Expositor,,
Times. But the quotations which I make here will ,diow sufficiently the tendency of the book.

2 Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology^ IX, 58.

3 The Geography of the Exodus, in Etudes CharnpoGion, 205.
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I must protest most emphatically against this way of treating ancient documents like

the books of Moses. It is the denial of the elementary principles of sound historical research.

Supposing the author of these texts were Herodotus or Livy, would you say from the first :

all he relates is a mere legend, and I shall interpret his narratives as statements having

this character? Would that be ‘"tolerated in historical fields uncompromised by religious

conservatism ? For it is Dr. Gardiner who introduces the religious element, which should

be entirely left aside. He is strongly biasbed, not by religir)us conservatism, but by the

opposite tendency and its conclusions which, as some theologians sa)", are the truth and

“are sure of the everlasting future historical method is this: the

books of the Old Testament and especially the books of Moses tnust be studied, a.s a {German

scholar says about Homer, on the same principles which we are bound to employ for all

other authors. Theology is not to rule our views. There are some great historical principles

which apply to all ancient documents, whatever be their origin and the language in which

they were written. These are the principles which I have endeavoured to follow in my
books, whether on Egyptology or on the Old Testament. I have treated the inscriptions

I found at Pithom exactly like those of Der el-Bahri or Bubastis. In mv books on the Old

Testament I have never departed from the strictly scientific ground. I made no incursion

whatever into the religious domain. I even abstained completely from what might make

the readers understand to what religious school or party I belong. But since my results,

which are merely scientific, are often in contradiction with the favourite theories of the

critical school, which are constantly represented as being indisputable, and which are the

basis of their religious tendencies, my adversaries like Dr. Gardiner cannot admit that they

are not fancies of religious conservatism. The questions concerning the authenticity of the

books of the Old Testament, the interpretation to be given to what they say, depend merely

on scholarship like any other document ;
theologians therefore are not the authorities whose

voice is decisive, more than historians or in many cases a man of common sense. We have

to consider what these texts say, irrespective of the influence which our conclusions may

exert on the religious belief. Science, sound historical principles are our guide. We entirely

banish theology, which has its own domain, we move exclusively in the domain of scholar-

ship. I do not know what religious conservatism means.

Let us now revert to the subject of this article : the geography of the Exodus.

Goshen.

Dr. Gardiner assumes beforehand that what is related in the first chapter of Genesis

and the beginning of Exodus is mere legend. He starts from this preconcei\ed idea, on

which he bases the geography of the Exodus. The narrative is not historical. Therefore the

Egyptian documents which we may find are to be interpreted in that light and adapted to

that conception. This is what Professor Peet calls "‘inquiring into what the Egyptians

themselves have to say on the matter,'’ a detail which we Egyptologists have ignored.

Dr. Gardiner begins with an elaborate discussion about the towns called Kamesses or

House of Ramesses, of which he finds a great number, which he tries to locate. We cannot

but admire the fulness of his information. Xo place, however small, has been forgotten, and

we are sometimes at loss to find our way in this labyrinth of names. However, we can

follow the leading idea, viz. finding which of these towns ut Ramesses was the Delta residence

of the king and his capital. The conclusion at which Dr. Gardiner has arrived is that it is

Pelusium. Another conclusion to which he attaches great importance is that there was no

3—2
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Ramesses in the Wadi Tumilat, and that Tell Eet^bah, where Professor Petrie made

excavations, is not Ramesses, for Professor Petrie’s claim “was uncorroborated by any

inscriptional testimony whatsoever^”

Now let us consider how far these conclusions are defensible and by what evidence they

are supported; we shall begin with the second one. At Tell Retabah or Tell Rotab, Sir

Flinders Petrie was more fortunate in his excavations than I was. The result of his work,

especially a temple of Ramesses II, is described in the following words: “All of these

discoveries exactly accord with the requirements of the city of Rameses, where both the

second and third kings of that name are stated to have worked, and where another city was

built by the Israelites along with that of Pithom, which is only eight miles distant. The

absence of any other Egyptian site suitable to these conditions, which are fulfilled here,

makes it practically certain that this was the city of Rameses named in Exodus^.”

The most important monument is a granite stele of Ramesses II, of which unfortunately

only the lower part is preserved. Evidently this stele related the most glorious events, the

leading features of his reign, his victorious campaigns in various countries. He began with

the South, the country of the which, as Dr. Junker has shown, must mean not

the country of the negroes only, but of the populations south of Egj^pt, which were at first

Hamites and Kushites. The following line begins with these words :
“

. ..crushed, the whole

country is under him (in his power) for ever... the rest is lacking, except the name of

the king. The third line reads: “inspiring great terror, the hero of bravery in all lands...

in distant countries. The last two lines speak of a campaign in the neighbourhood in the

land of the Shasu, the nomads of the Sinaitic peninsula T.T.rl ^
I I

Tw\ ^ ^ rrl o , 1 . j LH k i ©iTa^3-
translates : “ (of the) great enemies in the land of the Bedawyn he plundered their hill

fortresses, slaughtering their faces and building in cities upon which his name is to eternity

and he adds this commentary :
“ This allusion to building in the various cities called after

Ramessu suggests that this city was one of such, that is Rameses.” On this translation and
commentary. Or. Gardiner says. The first phrases are simple, but are misunderstood by
Professor Petrie ; at the end it seems necessary to bring the words kd m dmlw somehow
into connection with the Asiatics (Shosu) and it is therefore likely that sn, “ their,” has
been omitted. Accordingly I translate “ making a great massacre in the land of the Shosu
he plunders their hills and slaughters upon them building in (their) cities in his own name
for ever.” The reference, then, would be to the annexation of towns in Palestine, not to the
building of towns of Ramesses in Egypt.

We have several objections to make to Dr. Gardiner’s translation. ^ does not

mean plunder, but seize, make prisoner. This does not agree with the^ frying word
height, mountain. I believe we have here the word of the Anastasi

papyrus, which I do not hesitate to translate with Chabas^ and Budge^ soldiers levies
from districts.

’

1 The Delta Eesideace of the Ramessides, in Journal, v. 127 ff 179 £f, £42 ff
2 Hyksos and Israelite cities, 28 .

’

3 Recherches povr sernr 0 Vhistoire de VEgyjpte an temps de I’Exode, 96 . Diet., 860.
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Afterwards we find t i wFich cannot be translated otherwise than slayin?

cutting off their face. It is the same idea which we find twice in the temple of Der el-Bahri
(PL LVII, 10), “ Thou smitest with thy mace the Nubians, thou cuttest off the heads of the
soldiers,” and also PL CLII, “ I bind for thee all the rebels of the Anu of Nubia. I grant
thee to cut off their heads.” To cut off the head or, as here, the face, is to achieve the
destruction, making corpses which cannot be recognized, and thus destroying the charac-
teristic appearance of the people. There ends what Rameeses has to say concerning his

military campaigns, the last of which was in the neighbourhood in the country of the Shasu,
the nomads of Sinai.

The following is a great deed of the king, “ building cities in his name for ever.” We
know that he built many cities bearing his name

;
but what reason would he have to say

so here, if this place was not one of them ? Why should he have said in an inscription of

the WMi Tumilat that he built many cities bearing his name, which might be in the Delta
and Upper Egypt, if the city where he engraved this inscription was not one of them ? As
Professor Petrie said, it seems evident that the place where this text was found must have
been one of the various cities built by Ramesses.

But Dr. Gardiner cannot admit this, and he contradicts this statement in changing the
sense of the passage, and in correcting the text where there has been an omission, the pron.

so that it should be their cities, that of the Shosu. “At the end it seems necessary to

bring the words kd m dmiw somehow into connection with the Asiatics (Shosu).” I do not
see the necessity of this connection

;
it is a mere assumption of Dr. Gardiner, not at all

justified by the text, which he has to adapt to his idea. The Shosu or Shasu are the
Asiatics and their towns should mean towns in Palestine. This is in contradiction with what
w'e know of the Shosu. They are nomads living in the Sinaitic peninsula who had some-
times threatened Egypt, for instance under Seti I

;
we read that in the first year of his

reign he defeated them from the fortress of Zar (Zoar) as far as Kanana
; that is, from the

frontier of Egypt to the most southerly point of Palestine^ The following victories of Seti
in Palestine are not over the Shosu, but over Retenu, and to call the cities of Palestine
cities of the Shosu is to go against all the information we have on the geography of Palestine.

Besides, if Ramesses says that he built all the cities he conquered, it would be a rather
curious way of speaking of annexations. This, I suppose, I must consider as an example of
what Professor Peet calls “ Dr. Gardiner’s irresistible combination of philological reasonincr

and inquiry.” Following the principle which is at the base of our method, taking the texts

in their literal sense and admitting them ingenuously, without mixing our personal views
I conclude that this stele contains a clear statement that Tell Retabah is the site of
Raamses.

Let us now revert to the first of Dr. Gardiner’s conclusions. The city of Ramesses, which
was built on the site of Avaris, is Pelusium. Since the city of Ramesses and Avaris are at

the same place, what is said of one may refer to the other. The city of Ramesses could not
be Pelusium, which did not exist at the time of the Hyksos nor at the time of the Nineteenth
Dynasty. It was built by the Greefks of Psammetichus I when the king assigned to his

Ionian and Cariau mercenaries places which lay near the sea below the city of Bubastis on
the Pelusiac mouth of the Nilel The city was 20 stades distant from the sea= and sur-

* Lepsius, Denhniilw, in, 126 a. ^ Herodotas, ii, 1.74. = Manxert, Geograpkie von Afrika, 489
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rounded by marshes, lakes and ditches, so much so that it could not be approached either

by a fleet or by a troop of horsemen or infantry
;
on the north side the desert towards the

Heroopolitan gulf was impassable for an army. This, according to Dr. Gardiner, was the

country the admirable fertility of which was described by the Papyrus Anastasi and which

was the centre of a great wine-growing region. There Eamesses built his capital, the town

of Ramesses, where he made long stays, and where “ the Vizier and high officials of the land

will have thronged together with the high priests of the provinces and their sacred barks

bearing the shrine of the gods.’'

Dr. Gardiner has told us that Ramesses the capital and Avaris are the same place.

The question is therefore : where was Avaris ? Here I have no hesitation in agreeing with

M. Cledat^ that it was the region and the city called present Kantarah,

and its neighbourhood. I transcribe this name Zoar, which Dr. Gardiner says is phonetically

impossible. I maintain that my transcription is absolutely correct and much more in

accordance with philology than that of Dr. Gardiner, Thel. I often protested against the

pedantic principle which submits all transcriptions to the rules of philology. Transcriptions

are made from the ear, not from written texts, and not from rules established by professors.

They are the approximate way of reproducing a foreign word with the letters of a certain

language, and of imitating its sound with those to which he who speaks the foreign language

is accustomed. Therefore there is not one single transcription for a name : it will be very

different if it is made by a man who speaks a Semitic language, or Greek, or Latin. Take
in our time the pronunciation and the transcription of a geographical name

;
it is quite

different if it is written by an Englishman, a German, or a Frenchman.

Dr. Gardiner reads thel.
, t appears as <7 in Greek

;

cf. Tbntr SeySeWuro?. This is

rather an extraordinary proof of the reading, considering that is never

written with a but always with and is not once written with

r,
as Kouge says, becomes a frequent homophone of or

j\
after the Nineteenth

Dynasty. The two signs and
|

vary with the syllabic they correspond to

T and X. The Greeks were somewhat embarrassed when they had to render this special

consonant, for which they used T, B or a-.

says Brugsch“, appears as a variant for
y? though there are words in which

is constantly employed. corresponds exactly to the Semitic X and in Coptic is

generally rendered by ^ appears in geographical names chiefly from Semitic

countries. Its equivalence to
|

appears clearly in a name like

,
and in words like 5

M"*-! That
I yI AiMWWS f

1 Le site d^icaris, in Etudes Cha„ipollioji, 185 ff.

It may also be a variant of
’ ^'0-^

was X we see in Semitic words like A

t!i I

5

Tyre,

2 Wijvterhueh^ 1702, 1690. Diet. (Jeog., 988.
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others. is a 5^ in the name

ji'Tfy. Maspero' also says that the Egyptian scribes often gave as equivalent for the

Semitic V- Therefore when I transcribe by If I follow what the Egyptian scribes

often do.

I I © nanio of a territory with a city of that name. It is a

border land, the place where Egypt ends. It is therefore quite possible that it may be

a foreign name, the Egyptian transcription of a name which may be Semitic or perhaps

more ancient, since Semites were not the original population of the Sinaitic peninsula.

Nevertheless we shall consider the name as Egyptian and see how it is to be transcribed in

a Semitic language.

It is clear from what we saw that is a as the examples quoted above sufficiently

prove, and it is a flagrant error to look for the value of these letters in a language which

possesses none of them, and which fills up the deficiency as best it can. For instance, in

Greek there is no ^ ;
in Semitic names we find for it four substitutes

; is StSaip, liv

is Ti5po9, of Moab is always while "lyi* on the frontier of Egypt is Zoyopa, It

would be just as erroneous to say that If has the value of one of these three letters only; as

when Dr. Gardiner transcribes or by a th or an s.

The reading of the lion
^

is

'

-j]

.Sas a lion.
C3

we have a considerable number of examples of it

with the complementary sign

B is always an ^ (Erman, Grammar, 3rd ed., p. 10).a door. For the Berlin school, ^
"
nmTTTT

Those who do not accept the German classification of Egyptian among Semitic languages,

Rouge, Renouf, Montet, Maspero and others, observe that Semitic languages, especially

Hebrew, usually express the a by y, without a being a consonant like the Hebrew

letter.

Therefore in the name 'j
according to the usual transcription of

Egyptian into Hebrew, S, y, and T, and even in one instance the vowel o is marked. In the

stele of the year 400 of the time of Ramesses II, the name, which occurs three times, is

written once where is clearly the point written over V, so that my tran-

scription Zoar, far from being a phonetic impossibility/' is much more correct than those

of Dr. Gardiner, Thel or Sile, in the alphabet of languages which do not know either

or X.

We have interesting information about
,
Zoar, We know that in ancient

times it was the north-eastern limit of the country. In a text which neither Dr. Gardiner

nor M. Cledat has (juoted, the conquest of Egypt over Set and his companions for Harmachis

1 Introdvction d Vetiide de la phonttique egyptknne, 21.

- See roLe Brugsch, ^S^ijrterbunh, 205 and foil., v, 258 and ff. Budge, Diet., 129.
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which is said to beby his son Horus^ we see that the last battle is fought at

east. There Horus is said to have taken the form of a lion with the head of a man, wearing

the a^^-crown
;
he tore the enemies with his claws, standing on his mesen ,

which is

here represented as a kind of huge box. Zoar is called or often Meseii of the EaMy

for there were several Mesen in Egypt, which seem to have been in the temples the special

part dedicated to Horus. At Zoar the campaign is finished, the whole country is conquered,

and the enemies pursued by the gods go back to Nubia, so that Zoar may well be called,

like the city of Ramesses, “ the end of Egypt.”

We know that it was an important military point, that there was a fortress there, and

that it was the starting-point of the armies marching against Palestine. It was the key of

Egypt, even in modern times, when Kantarah was a bridge on the road to Syria
;
for all the

region before the Suez Canal was a marshy region which was reached by the inundation

through a kind of ravine over which the bridge was built. Beyond it was the desert^.

is not Tanis, as Brugsch maintains. The few ruins still extant and the

excavations have shown what I stated more than thirty years ago : that it was Kantarah,

the capital of the nome of “ the first eastern.” The representations we have of the

city in the first campaign of Seti I, when he marches against the Shosu^ and the narrative

which Ahmose has left of the capture of
jj^

'

^

Avaris, has shown M. Cledat^ that Zoar

was Avaris, the city of the Hyksos, which according to Manetho was on the eastern side

of the Bubastis branch; it was an ancient city, rebuilt and fortified by King Salatis.

was not only a city, it was also the territory which surrounded the city.

When we speak of cities, we must consider what the word meant before the country was

constituted into an united kingdom. Let us see what Canaan was at the time of the con-

quest. We see that Joshua and the Israelites defeated the kings of thirty-one cities, each

of which had villages which depended on it, a certain territory which belonged to it, as is

said of the cities of the Philistines : Ashdod had towns and villages, Gaza had towns and
villages : Ashdod and Gaza were not mere towns, they were cantons which depended upon
them. It was the same with Egypt before Menes

;
there were various tribes or clans

gathered round a city which afterwards, when the kingdom was constituted, became the

nomes wuth their capitals.

A great many states in the Middle Ages and even in modern times have been formed
in this way. Florence in the Middle Ages was the name of a powerful republic with an'
extensive territory, \vhich became Tuscany and a province of the Kingdom of Italy. In my
country, Switzerland, you see it at the present day. Berne and Zurich are not only the names
of cities, but of cantons which up to the end of the eighteenth century were independent
states with large territories with cities not so important as the capital, and where, as at
Berne, armies could be raised.

1 Kaville, Textes relatifs an mytke d'Honis^ Pi. XVHI.
^ See the description of the place by Linant de Bellefonds, who visited it between 1820 and 1830.
moires sur les principaiix tramux d^utilite puhlique executes en Egypte^ 175.

3 LEPSiXJfc?, Denl.^ iii, 128. ^ Le site dWvans^ in Etudes Ckampollion, 185.
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It is so with and, as we see further, with It is the oldest

name of the territory, which is derived from that of the capital, or which perhaps gave its

name to the capital. The capital itself could have several names; as we saw, it could be

called _ or Mesen of the East. The territories could contain other cities. We read

of
O
^

.

® 8" f i (1 (Xi the fortress

of Ramessesb which is in Zoar, but there was not a fort only, there was the habitation

rn
R^i^^^ses, so that w'e can \vell conclude that Zoar also w^as one of the

numerous cities to which Ramesses has given his name. The fortress was much older than

Ramesses, since Tuthmosis III took it as the starting-point of his first campaign in

Palestine. The same wdth Seti I, who, remembering that the god of Zoar has the form of

a lion, says that he w^as like a lion against the Sh5su. Ramesses himself says that in his

fifth year, \vhen he was marching against Kadesh, he passed the fortress of Zoai\

This city of Ramesses seems to have been a favourite resort of this king, w^ho like

Salatis probably came there in the time of summer to distribute corn and to train his

soldiers, in order to inspire terror in his enemies It \vas the centre of the revenue

administration ‘I Its importance in every lespect made it what Dr. Gardiner calls ’‘the

Delta residence of the Ramessides.” It seems to me probable that it is the
^ [j ^ n I

Ramesses, >vhere the messenger of the king of Kheta brought the silver tablet containing

the peace treaty.

Since the city of Ramesses or the fortress of Ramesses had been the starting-point for

campaigns in Palestine, it is impossible that it should have been Pelusium, This city was

the key of Egypt for invaders having the command of the sea, like the Persians or the

Greeks
;
but the populations of Palestine had no fleets, knew^ nothing of navigation

;
they

communicated w ith Egypt through the desert, and entered the country either in the Wadi

Tumilat or at Zoar, the first point w'here they reached the Nile. Having passed the fortress

of Zoar, they had access to the most fertile part of the country, and w^ere not distant from

the great cities of the Delta, Bubastis, Heliopolis, Memphis, wFat may be called the heart

of the country. We cannot suppose the great kings of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth

Dynasties concentrating their armies at Pelusium, so as to leave their eastern frontier

defenceless, for thus the best part of the country wmuld be open to the attacks of invaders

coming from Palestine or Sinai.

It is said of the city of Ramesses that it is the forefront of every foreign land, the end

of Egypt. The nome of Zoar is the
^

‘'the first eastern,'' and we know^ from the narrative

of the Conquest of Horus that he fights there his last battle, w’hich completes the subjuga-

tion of the country. The dwelling of Ramesses is also called

‘'the dwelling of the lionV* for at Zoar Horus took the form of that animaD.

The papyri give lyrical descriptions of the country in w^hich Ramesses was built®: It is

1 Pap. Anastasi, v, 24, 7 and 8. - Cledat, Xotes sur Visthiiie de Sne:^ 162 ff.

3 Lepsius, Denkm.^ iii, 128 a. ^ Naville, op. PI. XVIII.

^ Pap. Anastasi, ill, 1. 11. (Jardiner in Jovrnnl^ y, 185.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. X. 4
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a fair spot, there is not the like of it*..The residence is agreeable to live in, its fields are

full of all good things; it is furnished with abundant provisions every day...its meads are

verdant with herbage. . .the fruit is like the taste of honey in the cultivated fields; its

granaries are full of wheat and spelt; they draw near to the sky, onions and leeks in the...

clusters of flowers in the grove, pomegranates, apples and olives, figs from the orchard;

sweet wine of Kenkeme surpassing honey...Abundance of food is in it every day.

A similar description is found in the Pap3n'us Harris of the country around the city of

Ramesses III, which is evidently the same as that of Ramesses II. When the author of

Genesis wants to quote a country of surpassing beauty, he quotes “ the land of Egypt as

thou goest unto Zoar.’’

This beauty was still striking at the end of the fourth century A.D. when the pious

pilgrim Silvia visited Egypt. Going from the city of Arabia in the Wadi Tumilat, to Tanis,

and going through what she believed to be the land of Goshen, she is carried away by her

admiration; she says: “We went all day through vineyards producing wine, and others

producing balsam, orchards very well cultivated, fields and gardens...What more ? I do not

think I ever saw a more beautiful territory.’’ Linant de Bellefonds, in his description of

the country near Kantarah, at the beginning of last century, says it still bears traces of

cultivation and of many villages.

We may safely conclude, as we did before, that
] is Kantarah and, as M. Cledat

maintains, that it was the city of Ramesses, the Delta residence of the king, where he
prepared an expedition to the East, or where he had some communications wdth the East,

for he may have resided elsewhere, for instance at Bubastis, where he made important con-

structions usurping those of the Twelfth Dynasty, and where he introduced the worship
of Set.

Now we pass to another of Dr. Gardiner s contentions, in which he is strongly supported

by Professor Peet^ It is an error of Brugsch to pretend that Goshen

that the Greek name of Goshen is Phacusa. We shall follow Dr. Gardiner. “ The comparison

of the name
^

with Pecre/x of the LXX is, in point of fact, unsuitable both topo-

graphically and phonetically. The topographical difficulty is the less important, but it will

clear the ground to deal with it first.”

The first argument of Dr. Gardiner is a statement which I cannot consider otherwise than
as absolutely wrong ;

“ Gesem was a town (Heroopolis).” It is impossible to admit this inter-
pretation of the text of the LXX. It rests on the following passage (Gen. xlvi, 28 29) • Ton
Be ToiiSan d'TriaTeiXev efi-n-poaOev avrov irpo^i avvavTrjaai ailrm «ad’ 'Up’axov ttoXip
ek yvv 'VafMeara-fj. “And he sent Judah before him unto Joseph to meet him at Heroopolis
towards the land of Ramesses.” Here we have ei?, which is the equivalent of the n_ “towards,”

after a substantive^. The Hebrew does not mention Heroopolis and has only “ towards
”

Goshen. The same in the following verse, where the Greek has “ to Heroopolis ” and the
Hebrew “towards Goshen.” This is easy to understand. Heroopolis was the' first city
reached by travellers who came from Beersheba by the road which was still used by the
caravans before the Suez Canal, at the entrance of the Wadi Tumilat, near what is now

' supposed Egyptian equivalent of the land of Goshen, in Journal v 218 .

^ Gesexii* 8
,
Hebrew Orammar^ 148 .

» 5 •
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Isma'lliyah. It was the border-land of
^ y cAa. Joseph goes to meet his father and to

show the tribe which followed him where was the part of the country allotted to them.

It was not a city; the text says the contrary; it was the land of Goshen 7 /} Teckfji

(Gen. xlvii, 1
,
6

, 27), the same word 7?} as for the land of Canaan. It is never called other-

wise in all the passages where it is mentioned.

Twice Goshen is called Fecre^ 'Apa^la^ (xlv, 10 ;
xlvi, 84) where the Hebrew has only

the land of Goshen.^’ It is the king who calls it so, in both cases, in reference to the

Hebrews being shepherds and having much cattle. This mention of 'Apa^ia is only in the

LXX. This translation was made for the Jews in Egypt, and it is natural that the translator

who writes for them should add a word indicating exactly which part of the country was

allotted to Jacob and his family; it was the land which at that time was in the noine of

Arabia.

I cannot understand the interpretation Dr. Gardiner gives of the passage of Judith (i, 7).

Nebuchadrezzar sends messengers “to Persia and to the West to Cilicia, to Palestine. . .and

the river of Egypt, to Tahpanes and to Paniesses and to the whole land of Goshen

until thou comest above Tanis and Memphis, and to all that dwelt in Egypt until thou

comest to the borders of Ethiopia.” This is said to mean that in this passage “Goshen

appears to signify the whole Delta or at least the whole Eastern Delta as opposed to

Egypt or Upper Egypt.” Here the only interpretation possible is that of common

sense : the messengers of the king are said to have visited the cities of Palestine, then

to have gone beyond, irepav. . .tov TrorapLov Aiyvirrov the river of Egypt, which was con-

sidered as its limit, and to have gone to the first places which were reached coming

from Palestine, places well known to the Israelites and which were in the Eastern Delta,

called by Jeremiah, Aai^val by Herodotus and now Tell Defennah, a place

of refuge for the Jews in the time of Jeremiah, about 12 kilometres west of Zoar and one of

the first places reached by the fugitives. Raamses was either the city or the land from

which the Israelites started going to Sukkoth. Every reader of the book knew that these

places were in Egypt without being obliged to say so. It is clear that the wTiter does not

pretend to geographical correctness
;
afterwards he mentions the whole land of Goshen, to

which he gives a too large extent : it is between Tanis and Memphis
;
that does not mean

the whole Eastern Delta, since Daphnae and Ramesses would not belong to it. Having

mentioned the first places reached in Egypt, which were well known to the Jews, the author

cannot go over all the other places where the king sent his messengers, and speaks of all

that dwelt in Egypt as far as Ethiopia. Thus, says Dr. Gardiner, the land of Goshen, beizig

the whole Eastern Delta, is in opposition to Egypt, i.e. Upper Egypt. Let us translate that

in language of the present day. When I say that the king sent messengers to Dover and

Canterbury, and to the whole of Sussex as far as London, and to all that dwelt in Great

Britain as far as the Trent, it is clear that this does not mean that Sussex is the whole of

the south-eastern part of England and that it does not belong to Great Britain to which

it is opposed. That is how Dr. Gardiner interprets the passage of Judith.

Let us consider now how we are to understand a later Christian document, the pilgrimage

to Palestine and Egypt of the pious lady whom, following the first editor Gamurrini,

I shall still call Silvia Aquitana, who travelled between the years 385 and 388 a.d. The

pilgrim who is, according to Dr. Gardiner’s standpoint, the abbess Aetheria, was evidently the

interpreter of her own time, and her language is clearly based upon the LXX gloss (sic) Feaepi

4^2
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’A/oaySi'a?. Aetheria speaks of arriving '' ad civitatem quae appellatur Arabia quae est in

terra Jesse/’ That, says Dr. Gardiner, ''reversing the view of the LXX itself, where as we

have seen Gesem was a town (Heroopolis) w^hile Arabia ^vas a land/’ Now I have only to

say that this is just the contrary of what the LXX says. I am not going to discuss whether

it is a gloss, but in the two cases when Fecre/x is connected with ’Apa^ta, we have 77)

Fecrep- ’ApaySta? (xlv, 10
;

xlvi, 31), showing clearly that Gesem is a land and not a city.

Silvia says once that the civitas Arabia is a city in the land of Jesse. The name of the

capital of the province became that of the province. If Dr. Gardiner had quoted a little

further he would have found this :
" ad civitatem quae appellatur Arabia, quae civitas in

terra Gesse est
;
nam inde ipsum territorium sic appellatur; id est terra Arabia terra Gesse.”

Hero, Heroopolis. Heroopolis is sixteen miles distant from Gesse, for it is “ in finibus

Aegypti”; there Joseph met his father Jacob. Sixteen Roman miles from the site of Ero

would carry us not far from Tell el-Kebir, which must have been very near the land of

Goshen. As Dr. Gardiner says, the pilgrim identifies Goshen with the district round Saft

el-^Jennah. This agrees entirely with the text of the LXX, which Dr. Gardiner calls a gloss.

Another objection of Dr. Gardiner is that Saft el-^ennah is in Egypt, while the WMi
Tumilat is officially outside it, for the purpose of the Bible narrative. TJjis again is an
error : the WMi Tumilat is not outside Egypt : the Ras ehWMi, the beginning of it, is

near the lake of Mahsamah and extends west nearly as far as Zakazik^ Tell el-Kebir, Abu
Hammad are in the WMi, all the land of Goshen is in Egypt, and when Joseph had his

family there he established them in Egypt.

C{

Let us now pass to the philological objections to identifying ^ with. Goshen,

which are vastly more serious,” q cannot be read Teae/j., it has to be read hmt^.

A survey of the cases in which the sign ^ is employed has led us to the opposite conclusion.
In this case 5 is not to be read h. g is a polyphonous sign which may be read gs or ks and
ss. The sign may sometimes take this form and the two forms may often interchange.

They are not distinguished in hieratic, but in hieroglyphic ^ is never used except when the

first consonant is a or a k, while 5 may often be a g, for instance ^ 55"^ or

var. (Erman) ^ (Brugsch), var.
0 I I l

var. (Twenty-first Dynasty). M.
see tne maps oi Liinaut ae .Kelleronds

Dr. Gardiner quotes a pas.sage from the Petrie Papyri, PI. II, 4, 3, where Mr. Griffith reads

j !

"h^translates: walls and sharp stones of Kesem (Goshen). Dr. Gardiner says

r, I I I
^ P

“even as a wall of copper of Shesem,” Shesem
he cati give a better sense.

_cr\^ u: Aww\ 111
1

ojucoolu

being the country from which the copper comes, therefore not Goshen I cannot a3,n;t tn- t .•— n'
' " AAtirrs is

1 behind Mesen. I should readJ J l|

^ ^

a wall of iron or metal behind his sanctuary
^

0/wwvs Ji 1 P at that time was the most easterly part of
the laud.

: 0 !

1

^1
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564, 46. We see the value of both signs in the name of the town of Kous ^ ^

Q (Champollion) and ffi ffi

^ which I found twice on the spot on the ruins of a

pylon. As I said, ^ is never found in hieroglyphic when it has not the value of a ^ or k, as

in the name of Koptos ^ ^ which may be found written
^

or z]
J:

Therefore the fact that we find -settles the question of the reading Gesem or

Kesem. This occurs in an inscription of one of the upper chambers of Denderah. It has

been published twice by Duemichen {Geograph isclie Inschriften, I, LXViii and iii, PI. XXV).
The first publication is only a reproduction of the few signs which Duemichen could see

and is therefore very fragmentary. The later one is as complete a copy as he could make
of the inscription in its present state. Of these publications, Dr. Gardiner says ; In the later

publication Duemichen gives the first sign as which, if correct, would be a strong

argument in tavour of the reading Gesen
;
but the earlier edition shows the sign cross-

hatched as though indistinct, and the subsequent reading is probably mere interpretation.”

Now let us listen to what Duemichen says of this inscription :
“ In my first sojourn in

the beautiful sanctuary of the Ilathor of Denderah I had succeeded in getting a few words,

and here and there a sentence from these representations and explanations. Mariette and

Brugsch after me could not recover more from this wall blackened by smoke and covered

by dung of bats.... During my last stay at Denderah, I succeeded in taking complete

possession of these valuable inscriptions by attacking the wall with hot water so vigorously

that the inscriptions showed themselves in their full clearness, so far as they had been

preserved in the course of centuries.” In this publication, where this inscription covers

24 plates instead of 2 of the first, ^ is perfectl}" clear
;
I see no reason not to

trust Duemichen s copy, and still less to argue from his first edition. This disposes of the

serious philological objections of Dr. Gardiner. The reading of the name is Gesem or Kesem.

As for the p {m) at the end of the word, we have other examples of the -m and n

being used indifferently in the Semitic transcriptions, for instance or

ra w

ra /WVSAA 1

A

Naharaim, and at Tell el-Arnarnah Xahrima, or the reverse

j®]. n33“lD at Tell el-Arnarnah narkahtu^. There we find also

Mimmuria and Nimmuria for the name of Seti I.

and 1 in the lists of Tuthmosis III and later often correspond to the Semitic ^ or

in Egyptian

the X the 1. We have even the vowel o. We have seen that the variant of

^ is known that the vowel-sign has often the value of o) which we

find in the name Kct)9, the Kous of the present day, and Koptos. We could not have a

better transcription of .

According to Dr. Gardiner, Saft el-^Jennah cannot be Phacusa. It is certain that the

^ WiNCKLER, Tell d-Amarna Letters, vocabulary, 25. retrf/i itself is also read by the Greeks Teo-ev

Kai<r(rdv, Keao'dv.
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god of the nome was or Sopt This name must perhaps be read Soptakhem. Some

of the coins which represent this god, a hawk with two feathers, call him EiTTrafccop^ the

Greek transcription of the Egyptian name. These coins, as M. J. de Rouge says^, are clearly

to be attributed to the nome of Arabia. It is to this god that the fine naos of Nectanebo

was dedicated. The inscriptions give us a great deal of information about the gods of the

place which had various names. The most usual which we find in the lists is

the house of Sopt, with many variants, one of which, often met with, is . It had a

iWi

sacred tree
p ^

a sycamore. Curiously, this tradition of the sycamore had persisted as

late as the journey of the pilgrim; but then a Christian origin was attributed to it.

find: orIn the list of nomes speaking of ^

0 03

which we also find written 5

-rr^

, It was the name of a territory with a capital of the

same name, containing a sacred city, the house of Sopt, just as the territory of

had a sacred city, Pithom. It is very interesting that, speaking of the dedication of the

shrine to the gods of the locality, the place is called ^ ^ .
This shows that already in

Nectanebo s time the final had fallen off in the pronunciation; it was already the Ko)?

of the Copts, and with the article Phacusa. There are other examples of the final

not being written, such as the goddess where the is very seldom written, and

cisa
if this name is to be read as Sesemt.

It seems to me that we have sufficient evidence showing that was Feaep and that

Teaip was the nome, the capital of which was on the site of Saft el-Rennah.

That this place ^vas Phacusa, Kw? with the article, is stated by Ptolemy, who, as Sir

Flinders Petrie has shown, points exactly to Saft el-Hennah'*, and could not be Fakkfis.

Strabo says that the canal which runs from the Nile to the Red Sea branches off from the

river at Phacusa. It cannot be Fakkus, since no canal started from there towards the Red
Sea, and there are no traces of any such canal in the desert, the land of which would have

been an insuperable obstacle. But, according to Dr. Gardiner, Strabo's statement is of no

value
;

it is a mistake of the geographer who confused the earlier and later capitals of the

nome. That there has been a change in the capitals seems certain. We have other examples

of names being shifted from one place to another
; we know two Beni Rasan, two Korein

and others. But we have no proof whatever that the change in capitals had already taken

place in Strabo s time. One does not see any reason for it in the time of Augustus. But if

Fakkus became the seat of a bishopric, it is natural that in Christian times its importance

should have been greater than the residence of the god Sopt, it became the religious capital

of the region and the name of the old capital was applied to it.

^ Monnaies des nomes de VEgypte^ 40
3 Op. CiV., Ill, 25 .

^ Duemichen, Geogr. Insckr.^ iv, 126 .

^ Saiicratis^ i, 91
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Here is another point in which Dr. Gardiner s view is in disagreement with the texts.

“ The conception of the land of Goshen revealed by the biblical narrative is that of a

region near Egypt, suitable for grazing cattle, but not inhabited by the Egyptians them-

selves (Gen. xlvi, 34; Ex. ix, 26). Now this description would evidently not apply to the

district round about Saft el-Hennah.” The land of Goshen as described by the biblical

narrative is not a region near Egypt, it is part of Egypt. Such passages seem clear enough

:

(Gen. xlvii, 6) ‘‘Pharaoh spake unto Joseph the land of Egypt is before thee: in the

best of the land make thy father and thy brethren to dwell; in the land of Goshen let them

dwelP'; and this: (Ex. ix, 26) “And the hail smote throughout all the land of Egypt...only

in the land of Goshen, where the children of Israel were, was there no haiP'; “And Israel

dwelt in the land of Egypt, in the land of Goshen (Gen. xlvii, 27).

What the Egyptian texts tell us of the nature of the land is quite in harmony with

what we hear from Genesis or Exodus. If we look at the oldest list of notnes which we

have, of the time of Seti I, we find that there are only fifteen nomes of Lower Egypt, and

that those of Athribis (Benha) Bubastis and Septakhem (Saft el-^ennah) are absent. This

part of the country was therefore not yet organized in provinces with a settled administra-

tion, each nome having its government and administration. Instead of nomes we find

branches of the Nile and marshlands, such as
^/WW\

ftA/VW\ /WWVA
/VWW\

I

tQ the water of Re^, in

which there was the locality called

n
I J

w

n
I

J
W

J" Q
Bailos, or, according to other texts

:

^ . Brugsch {Diet, Giog., 77 and 197) recognizes there ^>eX/Se9, Belbeisb

which Arab authors say was the land of Goshen. The water of Ee^ seems to have been the

continuance of the canal Ati of Heliopolis, the ‘En esh-Shems. Dr. Gardiner objects to

Brugsch s identification, “which has received a quite unmerited degree of acceptance, for it

rests on nothing more than a superficial consonantal resemblance.'' Having no monuments

found on the spot, we are obliged to rely on the transcription, which is much better than

many others As to there being no evidence that the Bubastis branch ran so far east as

Belbeis, we read in Herodotus that the canal to the Red Sea starts a little above the city

of Bubastis. Belbeis is only 12 miles above Bubastis, so that the canal must have started

very near. It is hardly more east of Bubastis than Heliopolis, and the canal of Heliopolis,

the Bubastis branch, must have gone through it.

We have most interesting information about the country round Belbeis in the great

triumphal inscription of King Meneptah relating his victory over the peoples of the sea.

He tells us that the enemies had pitched their tents in the front of Pi Bailos, in the tract(0

of Ati (the canal of Heliopolis) (the country) was not cared for, it was left as pasture
1 1 j

\

o Hi III/'

waste from the time of the

ancestors.” ^ e could not have a more accurate description of the land of Goshen, a country

not cultivated, hut left for cattle, where probably the king had his, a region which for cattle-

driving was the best of the country.

Summing up this long discussion and taking each of the statements of Dr. Gardiner,

and of answers, we find that

;

Raamses is not the city of Tell Retabah, for Professor Petrie did not find there any
• "Mac-rizy, dan.s sa dc.^vriptiou des villes d’Egypte, .s’exprirae ainsi ; La ville de Belbeis est la meme

que la terre de Gesseii doiit il est fait mention dans le Pentateuque, et oil habita Jacob apres qu’il se fut

rendu aupr^s de son fits Joseph.” Qu.vTREMt:RE, Memoires sxir VEgt/pte, i, .02.
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inscriptional testimony whatsoever.—On the contrary, we maintain that if the inscription is

not corrected, if it is taken as it is, translated simply and not interpreted in a fanciful way,

it corroborates absolutely Professor Petrie’s discovery that Tell Retabah is the site of

Raamses.

Avaris is Pelusium and the city of Ramesses. It could not be Pelusium, which did not

exist at the time of the Hyksos. Besides, Pelusium could not be the city of Ramesses, the

starting-point of campaigns against the populations of Palestine and the Sinaitic peninsula,

and the defence against such invaders who came across the desert to the Wadi Tumilat or

the region of Kan^rah, and who did not attack Egypt from the sea.

Fecre/x of the LXX was a town .—This is the contrary of what we read in the text w'here,

without a single exception, we always read 7?} Vecreix the land of Gesem,

^ © cannot be read Gesem, it must be read Ssm .—In the inscription of Denderah

the word is written with the sign ^ which has always as variant a zi, a or a

The land of Goshen was a region near Egypt, and not a part of the country.—This is in

contradiction with what we read in Genesis xlvii, 6 and Exodus ix, 26, especially Gen. xlvii, 27,

where it is said : ‘And Israel dwelt in the land of Egypt, in the land of Goshen.”

The country around Saft el-Hennah could not be Goshen, which was a region suitable

for grazing cattle, but not inhabited by the Egyptians themselves.—This is exactly what

the Egyptian inscriptions say of that part of the country
;

it was not cared for, it was left

for pasture for cattle because of the strangers.

Phacusa was not Saft el-Rennah, but Fakkus, and Strabo made a mistake when he says

that the canal from the Nile to the Red Sea branches off at Phacusa. He made a confusion

between the two capitals of the nome.—We are not inclined to attribute such a grave

mistake to a geographer giving the description of the country he visited. It seems probable

that Fakkus superseded the old capital when it became a bishopric, long after Strabo’s time.

Such is, as Professor Peet calls it, Dr. Gardiner’s irresistible combination of philological

reasoning and inquiry into what the Egyptians themselves had to say, by which he destroyed

for eve)' the illusion that Goshen equals Gesem or Saft el-Hennah.

Pithom and Sukkoth.

In a note which Dr. Gardiner adds to the fifth chapter of his article on the Delta
Residence of the Ramessides, he asserts that all the inscriptions, Egyptian and Latin, which
I found in my excavations at Tell el-Maskhutah and on which I based the proof that this

place was the site of Pithom-Heroopolis, apply much better to Tell Retabah, and that Tell

el-Maskhutah is not Pithom, but Theku.

Dr. Gardiner begins with a statement which is no longer correct. He says the only
scholar who appears to disagree with me is M. Daressy. This is no longer the case

;
on the

contrary. When M. Daressy wrote the paper which Dr. Gardiner quotes, he had not read
my memoir on the result of my excavations. I was in Cairo at that time. Having found
that my memoir on “ The Store City of Pithom and the Route of the Exodus ” was not in

the library ot the museum, I had it sent at once, and the result was that in a paper which
he read before the Societe de Geographic, M. Daressy stated that Tell el-Maskhutah was
Pithom-Heroopolis, and on his map it can be seen that he places the passage of the Red
Sea exactly at the same spot which I indicated, which implies the extent of the Red Sea
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conclusions which I derived from them.

Turn or Atum, of which the variant is
f

as far as Lake Timsah, the view which I advocated also with the nearly unanimous testi-

mony of geologists.

Another scholar whose views on another point Dr. Gardiner fully endorses, Dr. Kuthmann,
says at the beginning of an article on the eastern limits of Egypt ^ that my excavations at

Tell el-Maskhutah have established decisively (endgliltig) that it was the site of Heroopolis

Hero, and that the Egyptian name was^^ and
^ ^

.

We have now to go over the results of my excavations, and to substantiate again the

or ^ means the house or the temple of

3 m o
been found all the characteristics of a temple of Turn. At the entrance in the dromos

leading to it were found two or more sphinxes, such as can be seen at the entrance of the

temple of Turn Harmachis, at Heliopolis and also in Nubia at Es-Sebu‘, where there is a

temple of the same god. Before I went to Tell el-Maskhutah, M, Paponot, an engineer of

the Freshwater Canal, who had a villa there, had made excavations, found the dromos of

the temple and two great sphinxes, one on each side. The best preserved of those monu-

ments has been carried to Isma‘iliyah, where it adorns the public square. These two

sphinxes alone would have been sufficient to show that the avenue on the sides of which

they were found led to a temple of Turn. For the sphinx is one of the forms of Turn

Harmachis, as we know from the gigantic figure which is near the pyramids. The name of

At Tell el-Maskhutah have

the sphinx is which does not mean the double lion, but the lion-like, in German

der Lowengestaltete or Lowenartige, in French le lionard ou lionesque, le faux lion. The

animal, which is masculine, is the body of a lion with a human head, and that the sphinx

was considered as a lion is proved by the name Es-Sebfr given to the temple of Turn in

Nubia, the entrance of which is an avenue of sphinxes.

But whatever be its name, it is certain that the sphinx is a f)rm of Turn, and that it

was worshipped at Tell el-Maskhiitah. Besides the sphinxes, M. Paponot has found also

the naos of the temple in red sandstone, the inner part of which is not empty, but contains

a recumbent sphinx with a human head, not detached from the floor. It is usual for the

emblems of the gods to be deposited in a naos in the temple. At Edfu the naos contained

a hawk, the emblem of Horus. Here it contains the emblem of Turn, showing again that it

is the temple of Turn. According to Dr. Gardiner, this naos should have been at Tell

Retabah.

Before going on with the inscriptions referring especially to Pithom, I should like to

speak of another name which is found more frequently : it is the name of
^ This

is clearly a border land, which is mentioned in the papyri. It had a governor, a wakil

^ contained a fortification which was the fence of

the region. There was also probably, at the entrance, a fort ^8^ which defended it,

and where there was a guard. In all these instances,

a border land.

is always indicated as being

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x.

‘ Die Ostgrenze Aegyptens.

5
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Brugsch has been the first to show that the was not a t but a letter pronounced

like the English th and often transcribed by the Hebrew D so that in Hebrew it was

Sukkoth^ This is an example of a popular etymology which is usually found in the tran-

scription of foreign names. ^ sound similar to the Hebrew

word “ tents.” This does not mean that it is a Semitic word. The first population of the

Sinaitic peninsula was not Semitic, it was African, and the word may be the African thnkka,

which means pasture, and is the pasture land, the country where the Beduins

ask to be allowed to go in order to feed their cattle.

The land of Sukkoth contained several cities : the first which was reached coming from

the desert was Pithom, as we learn from this passage of the Pap. Anastasi, vi : “We have

allowed the Beduin tribes of Etham^ to pass the fortress of Meneptah belonging to the

land of Sukkoth towards the pools of Pithom of Meneptah belonging to the land of Sukkoth

in order to feed themselves, and to feed their flocks in the great estate of Pharaoh.” This is

clear enough. The fortress is at the entrance of the region
;
after having passed it, the

Beduins reach the pools of Pithom.
^(9

Turn is the god of the whole region, therefore we constantly find
| ^ or

The name of the capital was the same as that of the region. We have seen

that before, speaking of Zoar and Peo-e/i.

There is no doubt that the civil name of the city, the ruins of which are Tell el-

Maskhutah, is^^^© ; but as there was an important sanctuary of Turn there, the part

of the city where the temple stood, which gave the city its religious name, was^
Pithom.

We have already seen that the presence of two sphinxes at the entrance of the temple

of Tell el-Maskhu^h, and of one in the sanctuary, proved that the temple was a temple of

Turn, the house or the abode of the god. Let us now consult the monuments which have

been discovered on the spot.

One is the squatting statue of Ankh-sher-nefer “ the good recorder of Turn ” or of Pithom,

and the kehaa of Pithom. Two triads of gods will grant that his name may last. This man
was attached to the service of Turn, was living at Pithom, and he naturally wished that his

name should remain in the city and in the temple where his activity had been exerted

;

that is the reason why he put his statue there. That seems obvious. But Dr. Gardiner tells

us it is not so. The statue was set up in a fort eight miles distant from the temple of Turn,

and from the city which has the chief sanctuary of the god.

Another squatting statue shows more evidently still that Maskhutah where it was found
was Pithom. It belongs to a man called Aak, who, with other titles, is head of the prophets
of Turn, the great living god of Sukkoth. He addresses “ all the priests who go into the

1 Maspero in hLs article on Egyptian phonetics (p. 21) says the equivalence between s=s and D does not
exist. This assertion seems to me too positive. Evidently neither Hebrew nor Greek had a letter corresponding
exactly to which is transcribed in various ways. It may be either n or T but it is certainly D in

’\'7f ,

just as in Greek ^ ^€^€VWTOS.

2 Naville, Store City of Pithom, 4ed., 28.
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sanctuary of Turn, the great god of Sukkoth, let them say that a royal offering be made to

the beloved of the great god, Aak, that ceremonies should be made to his ka, that his name
be established in the temple/' Further it is said that “ all that appears on the altar of Turn

is for thy ka, Aak." Common-sense teaches us that the inscription addressed to the prophets

who enter the temple of Turn must be placed in the temple of the god. The altar of Turn

is in his temple, there the ka of Aak will enjoy all the good things deposited on it. How
could he do it if the statue of his ka were not in the temple of the god who has his altar

there ? Aak, like Ankh-sher-nefer, wishes also that his name may remain in the temple

;

that is the reason why he caused his statue to be put there.

The same wish is that of the high priest Aahau or Auhauuntiy who is also an official of

the house of Turn of Sukkoth. In this inscription the god is called the Lord Turn, the

the sphinx Hathor is called the lady ^
“she grants that my name may remain with this statue in the temple of Turn, the great

living god of Sukkoth." According to Dr. Gardiner, it is in a wrong place, it is not in the

temple of Turn which is 8|- miles distant. Like the two other men's, his wish is not fulfilled.

The most important monument found at Maskhutah is the great historic stele which

unfortunately is very badly engraved, so that a great part of it is hardly legible. This stele

relates various events at different dates, of the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, especially all

the king did for the Heroopolitan nome and its gods, of whom it is said that he is a wor-

shipper, and especially for Turn the great living god of Sukkoth, who is constantly named

as the ruling divinity of the nome. It mentions the construction of temples, the digging of

canals, a journey of the king to Persia in order to bring back the gods, among whom were

those of Pithom of Sukkoth. Later on, we see the foundation of Arsinoe, where Turn of

Sukkoth would also be worshipped. On the Eed Sea, the king built Ptolemais Theron. The

stele ends with the lists of grants to the temples of Egypt. “These revenues which have

been given to his father Turn, and to the gods of Egypt, have been inscribed on this tablet

in front of his father Turn, the great living god of the land of Sukkoth." It is obvious that

such an important tablet, which relates various deeds of the king and decrees referring to

Turn of Sukkoth, is placed in the capital of the land of Sukkoth, in the temple of the god

;

as the text says, in front of Turn. A stele like this, dedicated to Turn, followed by the other

gods of the province, must clearly be placed in the temple of Turn, the chief of the other

divinities. I may add that I found also a big stone hawk, now in the British Museum, the

other emblem of Turn Harmachis
;
with the sphinxes we find the same emblems as in

Heliopolis.

So that at Tell eLMaskhutah we have ; hawk and sphinx, the two emblems of Turn, the

. . 1 cjl 1

/VVWV^

sphinx being in the naos
;
three statues of men connected with

^ ^ j j J
wishing that their names may remain in the temple, and the great stele which has to be

placed in front of the god. I do not imagine what better archaeological and epigraphic

evidence we might have that at Tell el-Maskhutah was the great temple of Turn, from

which the city derived its name Pithom.

But Dr. Gardiner brushes off all these monuments : a much better evidence for him is

that there should be no monuments at all. Pithom is Tell Retabah where the land of

Sukkoth is mentioned, and Turn, who is the lord of the whole region extending as far as

Tell Retabah, but where there is no trace whatever of a temple of Turn. Nevertheless it is

Pithom, the house or abode of Turn, it may be theoretically considered as such.

the lord being expressed by

0—2
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We know the Egyptian name of Tell el-Maskhhtah, Pithom, but we know also the

Greek and Latin names Eropolis, which Dr. Gardiner says was the original name of the city,

and Ero Castra. These two names were found on a stone in a wall at the side of a doorway.

It is clearly the name of the place reached and to which the doorway gave access. Another

inscription found close by on a small and thin slab says that from Ero to Clusma there are

nine miles. It is not an ordinary milestone, as Mommsen observes, either in the inscription

or in the form. Milestones marking the road are not thin slabs. They are generally pillars

made of hard stone. This slab was on a wall, it is an indication for the soldiers occupying

the camp of the distance to the neighbouring sea-beach. When I see on a doorway the

names of Eropolis and Ero Castra, it seems to me the indication that I enter the city of

Eropolis and the camp of Ero. No, says Dr, Gardiner, it is a mistake
;
the inscription should

not be there, for these two names are those of a city and a camp, 8^ miles distant.

Eropolis means the city of Ero, the lion, the sphinx h the emblem of Turn. The sphinx

is called a lion, the name of which, as I stated when speaking of Zoar, is the Greek

reading of which would be Hp, The w at the end may come from an for the reading of

final <^:r> is often . This word having no sense for a Greek, they changed it into a

word vrhich they understood "Hpwwz/ ttoXk, the city of the heroes, which gave its name to

the gulf, the head of which was at nine Roman miles^ distance. Heroonpolis being a Greek
name, was not used by the Copts, who wrote Egyptian, and when the LXX (Gen, xlvi, 28)
says that Judah met Joseph KaS" 'Hpcowz/ m-okiv, the Copts give the city its Egyptian name

H€eu)M, near Pithom.

In conclusion, considering that at Tell el-Maskhfitah have been found sphinxes, naos,

or be-
statues, steles which all were part of a temple of Turn called ^i » DU.
longed to it, I say that there cannot be any doubt that Tell el-Maskhhtah is PiSjn, called
by the Greeks Heroopolis and by the Eomans Ero, and I cannot admit this principle of
research, to put aside all the monuments which are so clear, and to locate Pithom at Tell
Retabah, in a place where there are no remains of it, and where the temple exists only
theoretically. As for the Greek and Latin names of the city, if Eropolis, Ero Castra is
Tell Eetabah. then the name of the city, which should be at the entrance, is inscribed on a
doorway eight miles away. This, to quote Professor Peet again, is another example of
Dr. Gardiner s “irresistible combination of philological reasoning and inquiry into what the
Egyptians had to say.

The Red Sea.

As for the M Sea not extending further north than the present Gulf of Sues, the
authonlj of Dr. G.rimer .s Dr. Ktithmann, who maintains that there are no ground forsnp^mg this extent This statement is advocated in his pamphlet Die Oetgrense Aegjyiene,
an InaugumI Disserttlon for ohtmnmg a doctor’s degree. This dissertation is
chie«y agamst me 1 have established decisively the site of Pithom-Heroopolis. but when
I took up again the idea that the Red Sea ascendtal as far as the Wadi TnSlat 1 revived
he pomt of view put forward by the savants of the French expedition, and 1 left aside allthe evidence of the contrary which we find in antiquity.

> On this subject see my articles on the sphinx in Sphinx, v, 130; x, 138; xxi, 12.
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We shall now submit these views to a searching criticism. The starting-point is this

:

The savants of Napoleon's expedition have opposed the view that since antiquity there had
been no change in the land of the isthmus, and they have postulated that in Greek times
the Gulf of Suez extended much farther north, and ended at the present Lake Timsah.
Thus the labour of men like Le Pere and Du Bois Ayme, who spent years in the region,

who had it surveyed by engineers who explored it carefully, noting \vhat was found on the

soil, the plants, the shells, the nature of the water found by soundings, and who were led to

conclude that the sea extended much further north than Suez, this, for a young German
doctor,- is only a postulate."

Lately Dr. Gardiner has found another supporter to his views, M, Cledat, who says that

without any doubt Tell el-Maskhutah is Ero Castra, who alw^ays speaks of Theku as being

Sukkoth, of Gessen as being part of the Wadi Tumilat. The only point in which he differs

from me is that he does not admit the idea of the Red Sea extending further north than at

present. This is an “invention" of Le Pere, who has been refuted by Roziere, whose

arguments Kiithmann repeats without naming him. I took up again Le Pere's invention.

I shall now consider briefly the chief arguments of Kiithmann and C16dat. The French

scholar knows well that the northern part of the Red Sea was called the Heroopolitan gulf.

One cannot admit that a gulf receives its name from a city 80 kilometres distant, and that

Heroopolis, which is spoken of as a harbour, should be so far from the head of the gulf.

But the very simple way of solving the difficulty is to endorse Roziere's invention and to

suppose that there were two cities of Heroopolis : Tell el-Maskhutah and another near Suez,

of which there is absolutely no trace whatever, and which is just as “theoretical" as the

temple which Dr. Gardiner locates at Tell Retabah. It is impossible that Heroopolis should

have been at Abu KeshM, the old name of Tell el-Maskhutah, wffiich was still in use not

very long ago, in spite of the ruins found there, which the members of the French expedition

frequently mention.

To the authority of Roziere I shall oppose that of Linant de Bellefonds, both engineer

and geologist, who between 1821 and 1840 explored and studied the isthmus of Suez,

especially with, the view of ascertaining its nature and its formation. He checked the levels

taken by the French expedition and collected a great deal of information, out of which he

made a memoir which was used by M. de Lesseps for the digging of the canal. In every

journey which he made to the isthmus he added to it or made some slight corrections,

and it was published in its final form in 1872. He quotes all the excursions and the work

he did in the isthmus, in order that the readers may be persuaded that it is not lightly

that I arrived at the conclusions I now state... for such researches it is necessary to stay in

the country, to study the ground step by step
;
the smallest thing, the remains of a con-

struction, a stone, a small mound, remains of a dyke may be a clue leading to a conclusion."

Certainly, considering how Linant Bey worked, we can say that he is the most trustworthy

authority on these questions, since he, having stayed long in the country, could check what

the French expedition had done, and what was ascertained by the digging of the canal, and

thus make use of what had been done before him,

Linant describes all the soundings which he made north of Suez as far as the

Mediterranean, the nature of the soil in what is now the Bitter Lakes, before they were

filled by the digging of the canal. This basin was very clearly limited by considerable

deposits of shells and plants quite similar to those which are found on the coast of the Red

Sea
;
they were not fossils, but in their natural state, exactly like those which might be
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collected on the beach of the Red Sea, showing evidently that it was not at a very remote

period that the sea occupied these places, and that this epoch does not go further back

than historical times.

This may be considered as the assertion of geology, which a great number of those

scientists would be ready to endorse, like Sir William Dawson or Professor Hull. Further,

^vhen locating the cities of the isthmus mentioned by the ancients, Linant says there can

be no doubt that Heroopolis was Tell el-Maskhutah, at the head of the gulf which derived

its name from the city.

We have now to consider what ancient writers say about Heroopolis and about the gulf.

I shall begin with Herodotus. I need not revert to the long discussion on what the Greek

author says : some of my contradictors, especially the Germans like Mommsen or Dillmann,

have objected that my interpretation of the text rested on a correction (emendation).

I have done nothing of the kind
;
this favourite practice of German scholars of correcting

the texts according to their view^s is not in my line. I have only cut the sentence at the

place indicated by logic, and I may say common-sense. Herodotus speaks of the canal

which goes to the Red Sea, et? Tr]v ^pv6pr]v 6d\aaaav (p^povcry. It is a matter of

course that it runs into the Red Sea, but the author will tell us the names of the cities

where it begins and ^vhere it ends. This is the text, according to a manuscript in Paris.

Se KarvTrepOe oXtyov Bov^dariof; ttoXlo^ Trapd Udrov/jiov rrjj/ 'Apaj3i'r]v iroXtv iaix^L

St) €9 TTJV 'Epv6pr)v BdXaaaav. It is obvious that the old commentators Wesseling, dAnville
had already found that the sentence must be cut after ttoXiov, We know with certainty

that Patumos, the Greek form of Pithorn, was not near Bubastis, so that it cannot mean
the starting-point of the canal. Why should Patumos be mentioned if it is a city along
w^hich the canal passes ? The canal skirted many other cities. It is clearly the indication
of the end of the canal. Herodotus mentions the city by its complete Egyptian name
ca

I

Pithom at the Eastern door: Ro ah, which sounds very like Arab.

Herodotus speaks as Ptolemy, who gives also the two ends of the canal, Babylon and
Heroopolis. According to the oldest manuscript of the geographer, Heroopolis is only one-
sixth of a degree distant from the head of the Heroopolitan gulfb

What Strabo says is just as clear. He speaks of the distance between Arabia and Egypt
I quote the manuscript without making any correction: xov too Wpa^iov
koXttov, Biorc utto Hp^^p TroXeai? eVri Trpd? NeiXoi This is clear enough,
“ as far as the .^abian Gulf, namely from Heroopolis, which is the head of the Arabian Gulf
towards the Isile. I do not see any reason for considering this text as corrupt. Strabo says
that Heroopolis IS the head of the side of the Arabian Gulf which is towards the Nile, andah tie further he will say that Aelana is at the head of the other side, towards Gaza. ButKuthmann cannot ^dmit that

; the text has to be corrected. Heroopolis is not the head of
e gu f he Arabian Gu f has two pvxol, two branches, one towards the Nile, and one

towaids Gaza^and Heroopolis is not the head of the Egyptian branch, it is only on it. Itmay be near Suez or further South.
^

‘f;
“i* ‘hat it is longand narrow. Surely he would not say this of the Red Sea beginning at Suet. It is not

> Mm., r^d. h.„
~

' 13 r*'”’’
“ “«“»»»• "f Cltdat.

the sense.
^ ‘ ^vhich is not a correction and does not change
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difiScult to get rid of such positive statements in supposing with M. Cledat that there were

two Heroopolis, one which was a harbour, and the other which was the camp of Ero Castra.

But the inscription which I found on the doorway gives both names, the Greek Eropolis

and the Latin Ero Castra, and no trace whatever has been found of a Heroopolis near the

present Suez. M. Cledat follows the method of critics of the Old Testament, who create a

great number of authors who are absolutely unknown. He creates a city which is a mere

fiction.

Strabo, quoting Artemidorus, says that ft'orn Heroopolis the ships started which went

to the land of the Troglodytes. It is exactly what the Pithorn stele states : the inscription

says that in the sixteenth year the king dug a canal which went from Heliopolis as far as the

Lake of the Scorpion, which we know by the lists to be the marshland of the Heroopolitan

nome; from there he went to the lake of Kenmer, where he built a city to his sister

Arsinoe. The lake of Kemuer we know from the story of Sinuhe to be Lake Timsah and

to be a salt lake. There the king gathered transports loaded with all the good things of

Egypt. They sailed to the land of the Troglodytes, founded the city of Ptolemais Theron,

brought back elephants and all sorts ofgood things, to the Lake of the Scorpion, to Keinnerrna

where ships after ships arrived, so that there was abundance in the land.

We must notice that we read once the lake of Kemuer, and twice Kemuerma, which

Brugsch and Erman translate also the lake of Kemuer. It seems to me that it might be

the shore or the beach of Kemuer, which would be the Egyptian name of what the Roman

stone called Glusma, a common name meaning the sea-beach, which was nine miles distant

from Ero and which in the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus must have been reached by the

canal going through the Lake of the Scorpion. Thus we see that the stele fully confirms

what we know from Herodotus, Ptolemy and Strabo.

I have one more document to quote, the book of Exodus. Why should I not make use

of it, as I did of Herodotus and Strabo ? I do not consider that the fact that it disproves

the views of certain theologians is a suflBcient reason for putting it aside as relating mere

legends. As I said at the beginning, I shall treat it as any other document of antiquity,

irrespective of the theories which theologians may build upon it. The children of Israel are

a large tribe which cannot make long marches since they travel on foot. “And the children

of Israel journeyed from Ramesses to Sukkoth.'' This seems to be one day’s march. Ramesses

is evidently the eastern part of the land of Goshen, as far as the city of Raarases. They

reach the land of Sukkoth, somewhere near Pithom
;
it would be a march of about ten miles.

A second march brings them to Etham on the etlge of the wilderness, through which they

have only to push straight forward on the road to Beersheba, which evidently Jacob had

followed and which was still the caravan route in our time. But there, on the edge of the

wilderness, they receive the order to turn back and to encamp by the sea. Evidently the

sea must be near, and another day’s march will bring them to the place where they are to

camp. Supposing the sea did not go further than Suez, they would have had to march fifty

miles through a desert, and part of the journey would be over mountains, the Gebel Attaka,

which would have presented great difficulties for a large tribe, if it were not an insuperable

obstacle. The narrative of the Exodus would be absolutely incomprehensible if the Red

Sea did not go further than Suez, while it agrees perfectly with Strabo, Herodotus and the

inscriptions found at Tell el-Maskhutah.

The reader who has followed me in this long discussion will judge whether, as Professor

Peet maintains, in my description of the geography of the Exodus, I was bent on finding

biblical sites at any cost, ignoring what the Egyptians themselves have to say on the matter.
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A RARE VIGNETTE FROM THE BOOK OF THE DEAD

By warren R. DAWSON, F.Z.S.

With Plate VIII

Amongst the numerous copies of the Book of the Dead preserved in the Louvre Museum,
is an Eighteenth Dynasty papyrus of special interest. This papyrus (Inv. No. 3074) is

remarkable in that a considerable part of the text is written with white ink*. The manu-
script is one of those used by Naville in his great edition of the Book of the Dead and is

there cited by the abbreviation Pc? More remarkable however than the white script is the
unique vignette to Spell 85. The usual picture accompanying this text is the human-
headed bird {hi) usually armless {e.g., Naville, Funeral Papyrus of louiya, PI. VII; Pap.
Nehseni B.M. 9900 etc.) but sometimes with upraised arms in the attitude of adoration {e.g.,

Naville, Pa.). Another variant is the sacred ram, its homophone (e.g.. Pap. Ani, PI. 27 •

Naville, Pb.f. In the papjn-us we are now considering the 67-bird hovers with outstretched
wings above the recumbent figure of a man lying on a mattress. The human figure is that
of a shrunken corpse, the flesh shrivelled about the bones and the joints standing out with
great prominence. Both Deveria* and Maspero® many years ago recognized that this picture
of a dead body was very rare if not unique, and they both describe it in almost the same
words as “ un cadavre noir, decharne.”

The Egyptians always represented the dead either as completed and bandaged mummies
or else visualized them as living*, and this picture appeared to me of such interest that by
the kind offices of M. Charles^ Boreux of the Louvre I obtained the photograph of the
original which is here reproduced, and although very dark and not altogether distinct it
shows the details of the corpse more clearly than was possible in the very small-scale
reproductions published by Naville* and Renouf*. The body seems to be that of a half-
made mummy in the state immediately following its immersion in the salt-bath before the
anointing and bandaging had begun. The effect of the immersion was to dissolve away all
fleshy and fatty matter and to leave the skin stretched over the skeleton, the articulations
in which would thus be brought into prominence.

I According to Devebia, Cat. des Manuscrits, 115, another papyrus at Cairo has the same peculiarity
= Naville, Todtenhuch, Eiuleitung, 98. 3 Naville, op. dt., i, PI. XCVII
< Devebia, op. dt.. 116. s Maspeeo, Etudes de Mythologie, etc, in 403
« C/. Blackmax, Bee. de Trav., 39, 56, and Journal, v. 123.
* Naville, Todtenhuch, i, PI. XCVII. '

, Kexocf, Book of the Dead, PI. XXII.
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THE KEPEESENTATION OF SHAWLS WITH
A RIPPLED STRIPE IX THE THEBAX TOMBS

By ERXEST MACKAY
With Plate IX

A PKCULIAR shawl -like garment with a rippled texture is worn by iiriportant people

pictured in Tombs 17, 21, 24, 79, 80, 84, 85, 86, 155, 179, 200, 251 and 262 in the Theban

necropolis.

It is represented as passing over one shoulder (always the left) and brought down

under the other arm. A pointed end, generally depicted at the back of the figure, suggests

a tied end; the garment thus appears to have been tied or otherwise secured at the back.

The selvedged upper edge of the garment is always shown, but the lower fringed edge is

frequently omitted and it would seem, therefore, that the fringe was an item that could be

added as desired.

The shawl was either worn alone over the bare body, as shown in Tomb 21 (PL IX,

Fig. I), or more usually over a vest, as in Tombs 79, 80, 85, etc. (Figs. 2 and 3). In its

simplest form it hung as far as the waist or ev^en to the knees
;
in rare instances, it reached

to the anklesL On one wall in Tomb 21 the owner is shown wearing a kilt of this

material as his sole garment.

This rippled fabric first appears in the Theban necropolis in the time of Tuthmosis 1“

and HatshepsutL It makes its last appearance in definitely dated tcmibs in Nos. 80, 85

and 200, all of which are of the period of Amenophis II.

The rippled markings on the shawls must have been woven in one of two wavs:

() the warp of the material was grouped so as to give the etfect of close and open, or

() the rippled lines were produced in the cloth by special means in the course of weaving.

We have definite proof in Tomb 21 that they were not an attempt to represent folds or

creases, for when the garment is worn by a man those parts of the material between the

lines are represented as pink to denote transparency and the red body-colour showing

through. In the case of a female body in the same tomb the transparent parts are shown
in yellow, the same colour as the women’s skin.

The second method of weaving seems the more probable. If the warp of the material

were grouped, we should certainly have the effect of a series of straight lines in the place

of rippled lines, producing a fabric which was used extensively in Ramesside times, but not

immediately before to the writer’s knowledge, though such material has been found dating

to a very early period L

Figure 1 shows a shawl of rippled material worn over a white kilt. The lines over the

upper part of the body are not continuous, it will be seen, with those of that portion of the

garment which falls over the kilt. This is portrayed perfectly correctly. The transparent

^ Tombs 24, 79, 80, 85. 2
-> Tomb 179.

^ W. M. Fi.ixder.s Petrie, Deshaskehj 32. A similar material has been found at Tarkhan of the

]^ieriod of the First Dynastv.

Juiirn. of Egypt. Arch. x. G
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portion of the cloth between the opaque rippled lines would be accentuated by the flesh

beneath showing through over the upper part of the body, whereas the rippled lines would

stand out more clearly with the backing of another material, namely the kilt, in the lower

part of the body\

An exactly identical fabric is made on hand-looms in most parts of Greece at the

present day. The writer has examined a sample which agrees in every particular with the

material pictured in the illustrations. It is a very fine silk gauze with rippled lines of a

thicker fibre running through it in pairs. These rippled lines are introduced in the woof,

and it would seem that two shuttles were employed, one for the thread forming the gauze

and the other for the paired lines. The appearance of this modern material, which is

produced in cotton and linen as well as in silk, agrees in the closest manner with the

Egyptian examples, even to the selvedge (PI. IX, Fig. 4).

Though now used in Greece, it does not follow that this method of weaving originated

there, though a similar fabric is represented in ancient Greek painting and statuary of the

Ionic period, and neither before nor after that time. In ancient Greece it was only

employed for the chiton, and, as such, worn next to the skin.

The material of which these rippled shawls were made was probably costly. It is worn
by the king in Tombs 85 and 86 ^ and, with very few exceptions, by no one but the owner
of the tomb itself. In Tomb 179, however, garments made of the same fabric are worn
by a group of dancing girls and by a few of the more important guests at the banquet, as

well as by the wife of Nebamtin.

A female figure making offerings to the seated vizier User in Tomb 21 is dressed in a
long tight-fitting garment of the early period with a strap over each shoulder, and both
garment and shoulder supports are of rippled materials

X)wing to the comparatively small number of tombs in which this rippled fabric is

represented and the prominence given to it in the tombs, it is suggested that it was a
royal gift and imported or brought in as tribute from abroad. Tuthmosis I, as we know,
made at least one expedition to Syria and Upper Mesopotamiaf and might well have
brought back tribute in the form of clothing. If the material had been made locally or in
another part of Egypt, we should have found it used more extensively and down to a later
period of the Eighteenth Dynasty.

It IS well known that Greece in ancient as well as in modern times has borrowed much
from Sy ria, and it is to that country that the writer would ascribe the origin of the rippled
material. It may well ha\ e been exported in early times, being first adopted for a short
period by Egypt and then nearly a thousand years later by Greece ^ It is interesting
to note in this connection that a figure of Naram-Sin, King of Akkad, appears to be
wearing a very similar fabric, even to the selvedge on the edge

; and it is thus possible
that the method of weaving originated in Babylonia and was thence introduced into
Syria®.

> A clearer illustration X. de G. Davies, Five Theban Tombs, Pis. 25, 27.
2 Probably other examples of the king wearing clothing of this material have been destroyed.
2 These appear to be the only two tombs in which this fabric is worn by women For Tomb 91

again Five Theban Tombs, Pis. 25 and 27.

'

Biography of x\hruose, El Kab.

About 500 B.c.

L. W. King d Gao? 245 and Fig. 59; see also Fig. 66. As far as the writer has beenable to ai^certam the fabric is not made in Mesopotamia.
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The same shawl-like garment was also made in a plain material, coloured pink in some

cases to denote a certain amount of transparency ^ In two tombs the fabric is coloured

white, showing that a more substantial material was sometimes used ; the date of the

earlier tomb is Amenophis II and of the later one Amenophis III. It would appear,

therefore, that this shawl-like garment was, when first introduced into Egypt, made of the

rippled fabric, and that when that material went out of use a different fabric was employed,

but by that time the garment itself was going out of fashion.

^ Tombs 52, 85, 92, 104, 261, etc.

G--2
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THE STOKY OF THE ELOQUENT PEASANT
A SUGGESTION

By G. D. HORNBLOWEK, B.A.

Dr. Gardiner, in Journal, ix, ti, has pointed out the difference in quality between the

narrative part of this story, written with the simple clearness of the classic period, and the

part containing the petitions, “clumsy and turgid.” It is indeed disappointing to the curious

reader, stimulated by the opening, so full of promise of a real insight into the people’s life

of those old days, to fall into a dull display of oriental eloquence in petitioning. This dulness

must surely have weighed on the ancient reader as it does on us, and we wonder at the

undoubted popularity of a work so bare, in its greater part, of literary charm. But,

knowing the practical nature of the race, we are justified in looking for a clue to the

matter in the realms of utility, and in this we shall be helped by a review of modern

Egyptian practice.

In Egypt today, in spite of the extraordinary educational enlargement of recent years,

petition-writing flourishes exceedingly. Public scribes sit at their tables in the streets,

especially in the neighbourhood of public ofiSces, ready to write letters for the illiterate, to

prepare for them simple contracts and, above all, to frame their petitions to officials of all

degrees. The predominance of petition-^mting is well shown by the name applied by the

populace to these scribes
—“petition-men” {ardihalghi), their official title being “public

writers” (they have for many years been subject to regulations, and cannot practise without

a licence).

It is in petition-writing that eloquence is demanded and the scribe who commands it is

sure of good custom. He will have in his mind a varied stock of models, graduated according

to the importance of the subject-matter and the fee tendered by the client. To take an

example, observed some thirty years ago : a fellah, wishing to charge an enemy with an

offence punishable by law, would procure a scribe to write an accusation, for the nearest

police station, giving all necessary details, real or not. The scribe would ask his client,

“ what do you wish for your enemy ? penal servitude ? for life or a term ? simple imprison-

ment, or with hard labour ? for how long ?
” and so on, and would fix his fee in proportion

to the sentence required and the amount of eloquence he has to expend. Needless to say,

the eloquence, impressive enough, maybe, for the client, is florid and trite, mere stale

routine for the officials at whom it is aimed.

The peasant s eloquence in this story, though running to lengths much beyond those of

the modern scribe, is essentially of the same character, and we shall probably be justified

in connecting the two, and in considering the peasant s nine speeches as models of eloquence

for the use of petitioners.

It will be noticed that none of the speeches refers to any actual facts, they are wholly
composed of general moral considerations padded flatteringly round a heightened figure of
the personage addressed, though sometimes curiously tinged, it would seem, with veiled
threatenings ; thus they could be applied to any kind of case in which a peasant considered
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himself wronged, and, in short, are mere models, hung on the peg of a story. That the

peasant s eloquence was destined to succeed is made evident at once, from Pharaoh s instruc-

tions to the steward (B. 75-88); by this device the author displays the virtue of his wares.

It is probable that the models are of a professional nature. The ordinary fellah of those

days, as of these, would be quite incapable of framing his petitions, and, since petitions

were certainly made, as this story shows, there must have been a class of men ready to put

them into proper and efficacious form. To such men, perhaps even to their clients this

collection of models, with their powers duly attested, would be a document of much practical

use, and it is for this reason, probably, that it gained its popularity.
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NOTE ON THE EGYPTIAN PAPYRUS BOAT
By WARREN R. DAWSON, F.Z.S.

With Plate X

The Science Museum at South Kensington has recently acquired a model of a type of

boat used on Lake Tsana in Abyssinia (Inv. No. 1923-626). Colonel H. G. Lyons, F.R.S.,

Director of the Museum, drew my attention to this boat and to its resemblance to the

papyrus skiffs of ancient Egypt. He kindly permitted me to examine the boat, and

suggested that a note upon it might be of interest to readers of this Journal, providing

me with the photographs which are reproduced on PI. X.

Of the model itself but little description need be given, as an examination of the

photograph (PI. X, Fig. 2) renders this superfluous. It consists of a number of strips of

palm-fibre lashed together and prolonged into a rostrum rising slightly above horizontal

level at the prow, and bending sharply upwards at the stem. These single fibre units in

the model represent bundles of reeds in the actual boats. There is no keel, and the vessel

is flat-bottomed and fairly broad in proportion to its length. The hollow of the boat is

capacious and is entirely filled with a stout rectangular bundle of fibres, closely lashed

together and furnished with sling-ropes by which the whole mass can be bodily lifted

out when the boat is required for cargo carrying. When the natives use these boats for

fishing or for ferrying the central platform always occupies its place, for as Colonel Lyons
suggests, not only does this form a firm and high deck, but it prevents the feet of the
boatmen or passengers from going through the bottom of the boat, thereby flooding it and
causing considerable damage and risk. The fibres which compose that part of the vessel

which is normally under water tend to become soft and pulpy from prolonged immersion
hence the necessity of a firm dry platform upon which to stand.

Now on looking at a number of examples of papyrus skiffs used in the fishing scenes
in Egyptian tombs of all periods, it will be noticed that in nearly all cases the central
figure, in the act of using the harpoon, stands upon a flat horizontal surface which rises

clear above the gunwale of the vessel (PI. X, Fig. 1). This flat surface, therefore, is

probably no mere convention of drawing, but an actual representation of the moveable
deck so clearly shown in the South Kensington model. Instances of such pictures are so
abundant in tombs of all periods that it would be useless to specify them, but as examples
we may cite, for the Old Kingdom, that in the tomb of Ti (Steindobff, Grab des Ti
Pis. LVIII and CXIII), for the Middle Kingdom, Khnumhotp’s tomb at Beni Hasan (PI. x'
Fig. 1 = Beni Hasan I, PI. XXXIV) and for the New Kingdom, the scene in the tomb of
Nakht (Davies, The Tomb of Nakht, PI. XXIV).

Colonel Lyons informs me that the boats in actual use in Abyssinia, in which he
himself has often travelled, are from six to seven metres in length. The present day use
of this type of boat, of which the typical papyrus skiff of ancient Egypt is the prototype'^^il
another interesting example of the survival and diffusion of Egyptian ideas similar to that
recorded by Professor Breasted in connection with the primitive reed-floats which h
discussed in this Journal some years ago (iv, 174-176).
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THE RITE OF OPENING THE MOUTH IN ANCIENT
EGYPT AND BABYLONIA

'

By AYLWARD M. BLACKMAN, D.Litt.

In Vol. VII of this Journal, pp. 133-153, Professor Langdon has drawn attention to

what he regards as evidence of direct contact between the peoples of the Nile and Tigris

valleys in predynastic times, and in Vol. vi, pp. 4-27, Professor Rostovtzeff has also pointed

out that the very early Egyptian, Babylonian, and South Russian civilizations have elements

in common, elements which, if not due to direct intercourse between the inhabitants of

those widely separated regions, must be derived from the same source, a centre of culture

situated perhaps in Northern Syria or Asia Minor, and so still waiting to be disclosed by

the excavator s pick.

Possibly this article may throw a ray or two of light on what is at present a quite

obscure problem.

In the course of one out of many conversations with Professor Langdon I was telling

him about the Ancient Egyptian rite of Opening the Mouth, practised on mummies,

statues, and figures used for magical pui'poses, whereupon he informed me that a similar

rite was employed in Babylonia. Later he supplied me with much interesting and valuable

material, which indeed forms the main part of this article.

The most important of the texts to which Professor Langdon drew my attention was

published by Professor Zimmern in 1901% and of this he has furnished me with the

following translation, based upon his own carefully collated copy:

—

Fragment 1. Beginning broken away... (2) sadanu-s^one... (3) musgarrn-stone, por-

phyry. .
. (4) dusu-5^one, silver, gold, copper,. . .-stone. .

. (5) . ..best oil, finest oil, cedar-oil, honey,

butter {...shall thou pre']pare

;

(6) ichite luool, red luool, bluish wool, shall thou bind on his

(the statue s) neck

;

(7) ...the door shall Ihou shut, while thou shuttesl it... (8) the incantation

"" ...king, who dost illumine heaven and earth, who dost decree...'' shall thou thnce repeat;

(9) {censerl, torch, holy-ivater bowl shall thou bring [unto him], (10) with holy [ivater] shall

thou wash (him); the ground shall thou sweep, and holy water shall thou sprinkle

;

(11) cedar

and cypress shall thou place {i.e. in the censer), sesame- wine shall thou libate, (12) a heap of

meal on the holy-water bowl shall thou scatter ; {\^){the incantation] ''Mountain of evergreen

trees and cedars'' shall thou thrice repeat

;

(14) [the incantation] “ The... of Azag-sud and

Nin-habur-sil-du
"
(15) [before] the holy-water boivl shall thou thrice repeat

;

(16) the mcan-

tation "...house () of Nisaba" shall thou thrice repeat; (17) before {?) the holy-water bowl

;

the cidt-installation shall thou prepare; (18) a lamb-offering shall thou offer, a censer with

cypress {in it) shall thou place; (19) sesarne-wine shall thou libate; thine hand shall thou

1 This piper was read before the Royal Asiatic Society during the Centenary Celebrations on July 20th,

1923.

2 Zimmern, Ritualtafeln, Nos. 31-37
;
see also No. 38.
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raise, and (20) the incantation ‘‘ Holy ivater, water brought from the Tigris ” (21) shalt thou

thmce repeat before the holy-water howl, and (then) kneel.

(22) Then to the.., -house shalt thou go, a reed-altar shalt thou set up, at the river shalt

thou look.

(23) In the House of the Craftsmen, where they have fashioned the god, (24) shalt thou

sweep the ground and sprinkle holy water
; for Ea, Marduk, and that god, (25) shalt thou

place three censers with cypress (m them); sesame-ivine shalt thou libate

;

(26) on that god

Waskwg of the Mouth and Opening of the Month shalt thou perform

;

(27) censer and torch

shalt thou bring him, in the holy-water bowl shalt thou purify him,{2S) {and) to that god

shalt thou speak thus:—(29) ''From this hour shalt thou go before Ea, thy father. (30) May
thy heai't be happy, thy mind joyful. (31) May Ea, thy father, be full ofjoy in face of thee I’

(32) Thrice shalt thou speak thus, kneel down, arid grasp the hands of the god ; a sheep shalt

thou....

(33) The incantation "Thou art great in thy going forth, in thy going forth'" shalt

thou repeat, (34) as thou goest in front of the god with a torch front the House of the Crafts-

men to the river.

(35) ...the craftsmen, as many of them as...purification for that god (36) .. .their tools

beside that god on the field (?)... (37) ...a cult- installation on the bank of the river shalt thou

set up. (38) That god shalt thou place upon a reed-mat, canopies shalt thou erect, (39) ...for

Ea and Marduk a reed-altar shalt thou set up ; (40) ...dates, laskw-meal shalt thou scatter,

(41) date-wine mingled with honey and butter shalt thou serve up

;

(42) ...shalt thou place, a

lamb-offering shalt thou offri, (43) ...shalt thou mice, pour out, {4i4}) and (then) kneel down; a

censer with cypress shalt thou set forth, sesame-wine shalt thou libate; (45) ...an acce, a...a...

(46) ...sheep... (47) ...shalt thou place....

Fragment IL ... (2) ...wash his mouth, (3) ...recite to him;... (4) before Ea shalt thou
iwmove the cult-installation

;

(5) ...in the midst of the canopies and the reed-spears (6) shalt

thou place that god in a covering of linen upon a reed-maC

;

(7) his eyes shalt thou turn
towards the sunrise and beside that image (8) shalt thou place, in the midst of the canopies
and reed-spears, the utensils of the god, as many as there are of them, (9) and the tools of the

craftsmen ; thou shalt remove (!), and then kneel down.

(10) For Anu (Heaven-god), En-lil (Earth-god), Ea (Water-god), Sin (Moon-god), Samas
(Sun-god), (11 ) Adad (Thunder-god). Marduk (god of Babylon), Gu-la (goddess of medicine),
Nin-si-anna (Venus), (12) shalt thou place nine censers to the evening-star, a cult-imtallation
shalt thou prepare, (13) a lamb-offering shalt thou offer, sesame-ioine shalt thou libate;

(14) Washing of the Mouth and Opening of the Mouth shalt thou perform, {and) then shalt
thou remove the installation.

(15) For Mah (Mother-goddess), Azag-sud (lustration-goddess), Nin-habur-sil-du (lustra-
tion-goddess), Nm-kitr-ra (quarry-goddess), (16) Nin-a-gal {smith-god\ Guskin-banda (god
of gold-workers), Nin-igi-nangar-gid (carpenter-god), Nin-zadim (jeweller-god), and that
god, (17) shalt thou place nine censers to the gods of the night, their names shalt thou pro-
nounce,{l8}a lamb-offering shalt thou offer. Washing of the Mouth and Opening of the Mouth
shall thou perform.

(19) At dawn for Fa, Samal and Marduk, in the midst of the canopies, shalt thou
(20) ijlace three seats, pease-meal shalt thou serve up, a linen cloth shalt thou drai thereover •

^ Reading hun% (Lakgdon),
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(21 ) three banquet-tables shalt thou prepare, dates, h^sku-yneal shall thou scatter thereon,

(22) date-ivine mixed with honey and butter shalt thou serve up, (23) an adagur-vessel shalt

thou fill with beer, milk,... (24) sweet-smelliny cane and. ..shalt thou prepare... (25) six...

shalt thou fill with sesame-wine.,, (26)—(35) ....

Fragment III. ... (2) ...date-palm... (3) ...Ea, Fainas, and Marduk. (4) ...Ea, Samas,
and [Marduk^ (5) ...this before Samas [shalt thou recite\

(6) For Azag-sud, Nin-hahur-sil-du, Nin-kur-rafil) Nin-a-gal, Guskin-handa, Nin-igi-

nangar-gid, (8) Nin-zadim, shalt thou place a censer ivith cypress, (9) a lamb-offering shalt

thou offer, sesame-wine shalt thou present; (10) Washing of the Mouth and Opening of the

Mouth shalt thou perform; (11) censers, and a torch shalt thou bring to him (i.e. to the

statue), (12) the holy-water bowl shalt thou wash him; thou shalt take away and then

kneel dawn ....

Fragment IV. ...shalt thou remove, (ff) ...shalt thou remove, (3) ...[Nin]-habu 7^-sil-du

shalt thou remove, (4) ...shalt thou remove....

This text shows clearly that the Washing and Opening of the Mouth of statues, as

practised in Babylonia, consisted of a series of episodes, apparently ten in number, which
were enacted in at least three different places, the House of the Craftsmen, i.e. the sculptors'

workshop (see below, p. 50, Episode 3), some building on the river-bank (see ibid., Episode 2),

and the river-bank itself (see ibid.. Episodes 4, 5).

Before proceeding to discuss other Babylonian texts that deal with the Washing and
Opening of the Mouth, it will be as well to give a general description, based upon the

directions laid down in the foregoing document, of each of the ten episodes in the order of

their occurrence. The description, which has been read and approved by Dr. Langdon, will

be especially useful to us when we come to compare the Babylonian with the corresponding

Egyptian rite.

Episode 1 (Fragment I, lines 1-21). The beginning of the text, which unfortunately is

broken away, would doubtless have told us where the first episode was performed. It is

obvious from line 7 that it took place in some building, that building being, .so Dr. Langdon
is inclined to think, in view of what follows, the House of the Craftsmen.

Judging from the statements in Fragment II, lines 12, 17, 19, the rite was begun at

some time during the night and lasted until sunrise. Hence perhaps the directions about

the use of a torch k

Before he started upon the actual consecration of the statue, the priest had to see that

certain objects and commodities were ready to hand. These consisted of various kinds of

stones, blocks of gold, silver, and copper, unguents enumerated as ‘‘best oil," “finest oil,”

and cedar oil," and lastly butter and honey. Our text does not tell us to what use the

stones, metals, and oils were put. However, it seems probable that with the last mentioned

the priest anointed the statue. The honey and butter were mingled with date-wine and
employed as a drink-offering", and they were also used, so another tablet informs us^ for

the washing of the statue's mouth. The first act of consecration was to bind strands of

white, red, and bluish wool about the statue s neck. The priest then shut the door of the

room or building in which this part of the rite was taking place, and, while so doing,

recited a formula. He next fumigated the statue with incense, offered it a lighted torch,

1 See Episodes 1, 4 and 10. - See Episodes 5, 9. See below, p. 51.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. -
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and sprinkled it with holy water. After that he swept the floor and sprinkled it also with

holy water. Once more the priest burnt incense, placing cedar- and cypress-wood on the

censer, poured out a libation of sesame-wine, and scattered meal on the holy-water bowl,

—

each action being performed to the accompaniment of a thrice-repeated formula.

A ceremony especially connected with the holy-water bowl was performed at this

juncture. The priest having made ready the cult-installation in front of the holy-water

bowl, oftered a lamb, burnt incense, and poured out a libation. Then standing before the

bowl with his hands raised in prayer, he recited a formula, the purpose of which, judging

from the introductory words that are given, was to identify the contents of the bowl with

the water of the Tigris.

Episode 2 (Fragment I, line 22). The priest now went to some temple or shrine,

evidently situated on the river-bank, and having set up a reed-altar, looked at the river.

Episode 3 (Fragment I, lines 23-32). The priest returned to the House of the

Craftsmen in which the statue had been fashioned, and there he once more swept the

ground and sprinkled it with holy water. After this preliminary performance, he burnt

incense and poured out a libation of sesame-wine to Ea, Marduk, and the statue. The priest

then washed and opened the mouth of the statue, fumigating it (the statue) with incense

and sprinkling it with holy water.

The episode ends with the threefold repetition of a formula which speaks of the joy of

Ea and of the god, whose statue was being consecrated, in one another s presence. Having

thus spoken the priest knelt down and grasped the hands of the statue.

Episode 4 (Fragment I, lines 33-34). The statue was now taken from the House of

the Craftsmen to the river-bank, and the priest was directed to walk in front of it carrying

a lighted torch and reciting as he went the words, Thou art great in thy going forthj in thy

going forth.

Episode 5 (Fragment I, line 35-Fragraent II, line 3). The beginning of the directions

for the next part of the rite, which was enacted on the river-bank, is unhappily much
mutilated. However, we learn that the craftsmen who had made the statue participated in

the performance, and that their tools were laid on the ground beside the statue, which was

placed on a reed-mat. Canopies or baldachins were now erected and an array of reed-spears

stuck upright in the ground. Having set up a reed-altar for Ea and Marduk in the midst

of the canopies and spears, the priest scattered dates and saskii-me?il upon it and served

up a drink-offering of date-wine mingled with honey and butter. After the sacrifice of a

lamb and the pouring out of some of the above-mentioned drink-offerings, the priest knelt

down. On rising from his knees he burnt incense and made a libation of sesame-wine.

In the much-broken line 45 mention is made of an axe, which suggests that the priest

now approached the statue, which stood on its mat at a little distance from the canopies

and reed-spears, and lightly touched its mouth to open it.

The broken lines 1-3 of Fragment II show that this episode concluded with the

washing of the statue’s mouth to the accompanying recitation of a formula.

Episode 6 (Fragment II, lines 4-9). The priest’s next act was to remove the cult-

installation set up in front of Ea in the midst of the canopies and reed-spears, and to

replace it by the statue which, wrapped in a covering of linen, was set up on a reed-mat
with its eyes turned towards the sunrise. Be^de the statue were laid the utensils of the
god and the tools of the craftsmen who had fashioned it. These objects the priest seems
presently to have removed and then to have knelt down.
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Episode 7 (Fragment II, lines 10-14). This episode began with the burning of

incense in nine censers to nine divinities and the preparing of a cult-installation, after

which the priest offered a lamb and poured out a libation of sesame-wine. Then for the

third time he washed and opened the mouth of the statue, and, having so done, removed

the cult-installation.

Episode 8 (Fragment II, lines 15-18). This episode is similar to the preceding one.

Nine censers of incense were offered to nine more divinities, among whom, in this instance,

was included the statue undergoing consecration. After the offering of a lamb (no mention

is made of a libation) the mouth of the statue was washed and opened for the fourth time.

Episode 9 (Fragment II, line 19-Fragment III, line 5). At dawn the priest placed

three seats for the three lustration-gods, Ea, Samas, and Marduk, in the midst of the

canopies. Having first offered them a sort of porriflge made of pease-meal, which In*

covered with a linen cloth, the priest made ready three tables. On these he scattered dates

and ia547f-meal, and then laid upon them a drink-offering of date-wine mixed with honey

and butter. On, or beside, the tables was also placed a vessel containing beer and milk,

and apparently another vessel as well containing sesame-wine.

The rest of the directions referring to this episode are too fragmentary to convey any

information, except that a formula was to be recited before Samas.

Episode 10 (Fragment III, lines 6-12 and Fragment lY, lines 1-4). Having ot!ere<l

incense to seven divinities, presented them with a lamb, and poured out to them a libation

of sesame-wine, the priest for the fifth time washed and opened the statue's mouth. This

done, he fumigated it with incense, illuminated it with a torch, and sprinkled it with holy

water. He then removed the various articles he had employed and knelt down.

The rest of the text is so broken as to be unintelligible, except that the surviving

words of Fragment IV seem to indicate that the rite was over, and that it was now the

priests business to remove the images of the different divinities who had participated

in it.

A partially preserved tablet in the British Museum k so Professor Langdon informs me,

contains the formulae by means of which the various materials employed at the celebra-

tion of the rite just described were consecrated. Thus one, which is the best preserved,

consecrates the butter, which, as we have seen, figures among the food-stuffs used for ritual

purposes, by relating that commodity's mystic origin and power. The formula in rpiestion

which is called in the rubric An incantation for washing the month of a god luith hutter\

begins as follows:—TAe pare hatter, the clean hatter, ivhich ivas born from the cow of the

cattle stall.

This formula is preceded on that tablet by another formula recited at the washing of a

god s mouth with honey.

‘AYe know from another tabletk” says Professor Langdon, ‘Ahat formulae were

employed to consecrate plants, woods, and similar substances, used in these wishing and

opening of the mouth rituals. In fact all lustration material was so consecrated.” He

points out, too, that the burning of incense, the presentation of meal-offerings, animal-

sacrifices, the pouring out of libations, and the use of butter and honey, “ belong to the

179-7-8,68-1-511. i

2 On the universal belief in the mvbtic power of milk and honey see Usener, Milch and Hordg, in the

Rheinisches Museum (1902;, Lvii, 177 ff. and the literature there cited.

^ British Museum^ K. 5412b.
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ceremony of invoking the aid of the great lustration deities and of the deity whose image

was being consecrated.''

Professor Langdon has also supplied me with the following information, which I give

in his own words ;

—

“ A large tablet in four columns, almost entirely preserved, describes the ceremony of

consecration employed for the crescent or symbol of Nusku, the god of the new moon\

Here the ritual is called the ‘Opening of the Mouth.' The ritual first consists in the

recitation of an exorcism to consecrate a ship which is also a symbol of the god Nusku. In

the elaborate ritual of lustration which follows, a statue of Nusku is placed upon a throne

and arrayed in fine linen, and then the linen is removed. Offerings and libations are made
to the lustration gods Samas, Ea and Marduk, and to the god whose image is to be con>

secrated. The image is then washed in holy water. In the directions for the lustration

service honey and butter are mentioned.

“ Here follows the only known Sumerian incantation which was actually recited during

the act of opening the mouth. The glory of the god Nusku and the moon's crescent intro-

duce the exorcism. Then the wood from which the crescent was made is extolled. The
image itself is here spoken of as the crescent, so completely is the god absorbed in his

symbol :

—

The crescent ivill not smell incense if his mouth he not opened.

Food he ivill not eat, water he will not drink.

Thus runs the exorcism, and the holy waters in which the image and crescent are washed
are extolled. The water-god himself is said to have brought the image to the river's bank
where the consecration is performed. The great god of lustration brings this image, bathed
in honey and butter, and casts the ivaters of exorcism in its mouth. Thus the act of opening
the mouth actually consists in washing it with the magic water.

“ A Semitic inscription of Nabuapaliddin, king of Babylon in the eighth century B.c.,

describes how that king ordered a statue of the sun-god to be made of gold and jewels. The
account, which gives only an historical notice of the event, then reads :—By the lustration-

rites of Ea and Marduk in the presence of Samas in the 'house of the pure quay' at the

bank of the Euphrates, he washed its mouth and put garments upon iP.

“ The phrase ‘ washing of the mouth,' and probably also the synonymous one ‘ opening
of the mouth,’ finally lost its literal sense and became a general term for consecrating any
sacred object. So in a well-preserved ritual of the consecration of a bronze tambourine as a
symbol of music in the hall of the temple musicians in Babylon we have the rubric employed
in this perverted sense. A liturgy of consecration is followed by the rubric, Prayer for the
washing of the mouth of a bronze tambouiineK The term as here employed refers to a ritual
of consecrating an object with holy water, incense, and other magic material, accompanied
by prayers.

“Finally a tablet of rituals exists in which the ceremony of washing and opening the
mouth is concerned with small images, apparently of the god of the lower world the pest-
god. The ritual is written for the expulsion of demons from the body of a sick person, and
part ol the magic operation consists in censing and baptizing these little images of the

I Bntish Museum, K. 63, pubUshed in IV Rawlixsox, PI. 25. A translation in C. Fosset, La Maaie
Assyneane, .338 ti. ^

V R.AWLIXSOX, 60-61, Col. iv, 22-28. = ly Rawlixsox, 23, Xo. 1, Rev. i, 23.
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pest-god. They are then subjected to the ceremony of mouth washing and mouth opening.

The object of this ritual is obviously not consecration, but to induce the pest-god to issue

an order of departure to the devils. In fact the entire ceremony of mouth washing and
mouth opening appears to have its raison cVetre in the idea of ‘ opening the mouth ' so that

sacred revelation or sacred commands may be uttered/'

We will now turn to the Egyptian rite of Opening the Mouth^ and see what are to be
found therein in the way of comparisons with the corresponding Babylonian rite.

Though in the period of the New Kingdom the rite of Opening the Mouth seems often

to have been performed on the actual mummy on the day of its interment, that rite was
clearly in the first instance instituted for the purpose of identifying a statue with the

divinity or human being (king or private individual) whom it represented, and of imbuing

it with that divinity or human beings life and personality-.

Episode 1. Proceedings opened with the placing of the statue upon a heap of sand with its

face to the south (see Fig. 1 ). In respect of orientation the Egyptian and Babylonian rites are

not in agreement. In Episode 6 of the Babylonian rite, the only episode in which the

orientation is mentioned, the priest is directed to place the statue with its face towards the

sunrise. Again, whereas according to the Babylonian rite the statue was placed upon a mat,

according to the Eg}'ptian it was set upon a mound of sand. With regard to the mat,

however, it might be pointed out that according to the Papyrus Rhind'^, the body, on being

brought into the embalmer s workshop, rested on a mat of green rush. As I have pointed

out in this Journal^ v, 157 ff., the rite of preparing the body for burial and that of

1 See E. Schiaparelli, Lihro dei Funerali, two vols., Rome, 1882-90
;
E. A. AV. Budge, The Book of

Opening the Mouthy two vols., London, 1909.

See A. M. Blackman in Journaf v, 159, with note 8.

3 G. AIoller, Die beidea Totenpapyrus Rhind^ Leipzig, 1913, 16, 56.
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Opening the Mouth are closely connected, both being based upon the supposed matutinal

lustration and toilet of the sun-god.

Episode 2. A preliminary censing of the statue. There were also other fumigations

with incense at intervals during the course of the rite.

It will have been seen that in the first episode of the Babylonian rite the statue was

fumigated with incense, and that there were also subsequent fumigations as in the Egyptian

rite.

Episodes 3 and 4. The statue was sprinkled with water from two sets of vessels, four to

each set (see Fig. 2). The formula pronounced during the sprinklings asserts that thy

purijicotion (i.e. that of the divinity or person with whom the statue is being associated) is

the purification of Horns, the purification ofHorus is thy purification. Thy purification is

the purification of Seth, the purification of Seth is thy purification. At the third repetition

of the formula the divinity's name is Thoth, and at the fourth, Sepa. The formula, therefore.

consecrated the water here employed by identifying it with that used by the four great
Heliopolitan lustrator-gods, Horus, Seth, Thoth, and Sepah

°

According to the Babylonian rite the statue, after being censed, was illuminated with a
torch and then sprinkled with holy water, this censing and lustral washing taking place
during the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd episodes. In Episode 1 of the Babylonian rite the contents of
the holy-water stoup were identified with the sacred waters of the Tigris. In the Egyptian
rite the water used for lustration was, as has just been pointed out, identified with t^t
used by the four Heliopolitan lustrator-gods, i.e. with that drawn from a pool or tank sac • d
to the sun-god-.

^ feee A. iji.

2 Ibid. The provenance of the water is only implied in this particular lastration-formula user! in .u
rite of Opening the Mouth, by the mention of the names of Horus, Seth, Thoth, and Sepa. But fn “thtr
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Episodes 5-7. The statue was presented with ten balls of natnni and five balls of

incense for the purification of its mouth.

In the Babylonian rite the mouth of the statue was washed and opened five times (see

Episodes 3, 5, 7, 8, and 10), not with natron but apparently with butter and honey.

Episode 8. The actual purificatory ceremonies were brought to a close with the fumi-

gation of the statue with incense.

These eight ceremonies are followed by several (Nos. 9-24) which are peculiar to the

Egyptian rite of Opening the Mouth as distinct from the other related Hlgyptian rites, and

include the twofold slaughter of an ox, the slaying of two gazelles, and a duck or goose, the

presentation of the foreleg (see Fig. 3) and heart of either ox to the statue, the touching ot

the mouth of the statue with various adzes (see Fig. 4) and other implements, such as a

chisel (see Fig. 5), and the rubbing of the statue’s mouth with milk. These acts were

Fig. 5. The mouth of the statue being opened with a chisel.

gypposed to open not only the mouth of the statue, but the eyes and ears as well, indeed

endow it with the faculties of a living person.

As we have seen, the tools of the workmen figure in the Babylonian rite, and Professor

Lancrdon has suggested that they were employed in the same way as the adzes and other

implements in the Egyptian rite, i,e, the officiant touched the lips of the statue with them.

The sacrifices of the oxen, gazelles, and goose correspond, perhaps, to the offering of a lamb

on three different occasions in the Babylonian rite. Again, the smearing of the lips of the

statue with milk may be compared with the washing of the mouth of the Babylonian statue

with butter (see the rubric quoted on p. 51 ).

lustration-formulae, used in closely connected rites, it is definitely asserted that the water is that of a pool

sacred to the sun-god, or is actually the god s own efflux. In Osirianized lustration-formulae, the water is

identified with that which wells up from the source of the Nile at the first cataract, i.e. it is an exudation

from the body of O^^iris. See A. M. Blackman, Rec, de Trat\, 40, 49-78.
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Episodes 25-33. The officiant now placed the white head-covering upon the

statue and arrayed it in various coloured cloths, white, green, red, and dark red ;
he also

hung the “ broad collar '' (ivsh) about its neck.

These cloths may perhaps be compared with the white, blue, and red wools tied round

the neck of the statue in the Babylonian rite. It will be remembered also that the statue

of Nusku is described as being placed upon a throne and arrayed in fine linen, and that at

the consecration of the statue of the sun-god, made by the order of King Nabuapaliddin, the

officiant washed its mouth and put garments upon it

Episode 34. The statue was anointed with various unguents and the eyes were painted

with green and black cosmetic.

The mention of oils at the beginning of the text given in full on pp. 47-49, suggests

that in the Babylonian rite also the statue was anointed at one stage or other in the pro-

ceedings, though we are not actually told when this anointing took place.

Episodes 35-37. The statue was now invested with various insignia of royalty for

which there seems to be no parallel in the Babylonian rite.

Episodes 38-41. After another censing of the statue, incense was burned to the

uraeus-goddess and then to all the divinities of Egypt. This last-mentioned proceeding

finds perhaps a parallel in Episodes 7 and 8 of the Babylonian rite, in each of which

incense is offered to nine divinities.

After a further censing of the statue and other preliminaries, such as the bringing in

and purifying of the altar or offering-table, a meal was served. This ended, the floor was

swept, and then the statue was solemnly borne away by nine companions or courtiers.

The sweeping of the floor was an important act in the Ancient Eg3rptian temple and

funerary liturgy. At the close of the service, before he left the sanctuary or tomb-chapel,

the officiant carefully obliterated all traces of footprints with a besom or cloth. In the

temple liturgy the officiant also swept the floor early in the proceedings as well as at the

end\

This sweeping of the floor seems likewise to have been an important ceremony in the

Babylonian rite of Opening the Mouth, occurring in Episodes 1 and 3.

The meal at the end of the Egyptian rite is to be compared with the constant presen-

tation of food- and drink-offerings to the statue in the Babylonian rite.

It will have been observed that at the end of the Babylonian rite the priest is instructed

to take away the statues. Similarly at the end of the Egyptian rite the statue was removed,

not by the chief officiant however, but by the nine courtiers.

It will also have been observed that the Babylonian priest is directed in Episodes 1, 4
and 10 to illuminate the statue with a torch,—or is it a candle ? In the Egj^ptian rite of
Opening the Mouth the ceremonial use of the torch or candle is not enjoined. But as a
matter of fact the ceremonial use of lighted candles is frequently referred to in Egyptian
inscriptions. Candles were burned in tomb-chapels on the occasions of certain annual
festivals-. They were also burned before the statues of divinities in the temples. Thus we
find Tuthmosis III ordaining that a candle should be burned every day in the presence of
both Ptah and father in the temple of Ptah at Karnak^ It w^ould seem, indeed, that a
candle was regarded as the most ordinary and as the cheapest offering that could be made

^ See A. M. Blackman, Rod Tombs of Meir, iv, 50 with note 1, where full references are given
2 See XiXA DE G. Davies and A. H. Gardiner, The Tomb of AmeoemkeL 97 ff.

3 Sethe, Urkunden, iv, 771 ff.
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to a divinity*. This custom still survives in the cult of modern Egyptian saints, both Moslem
and Christian^

Professor Langdon has pointed out (see pp. 52 ff.) that in Babylonia the rite of Opening
the Mouth was performed over small images of the pest-god, to make them efficacious for

expelling demons from the body of a sick person. In Egypt the rite was employed for

similar purposes. In Pap. TuHn^ 131, 1-8 = Mettevmch Stele, 3-8, quoted by Dr. Gardiner

in an article by him on Egyptian magic there is a spell for curing a person who has been

bitten by a poisonous snake. The magician is to take a hawk made of 25y-wood crowned

with two feathers, open its mouth and offer it bread and beer {t\\e staple food and drink of the

Egyptians) and incense. He is then to place it on the face of one sufferingfrom the bite (f ang
snake and recite (the prescribed spell)from beginning to end. The spell in question conjures

the poison to leave the sufferer, and the conjuration is definitely said to be the utterance of

Horus, whom, of course, the feather-crowned hawk represented. By means of the Opening

of the Mouth the image was identified with the god, and mysteriously imbued with his life

and power, and he thereupon became immanent in it (see above, p. 53, note 2). Accordingly

when the magician recited these words of Horus in the presence of the image, it was as

though Horus recited them himself. The figure was offered food, of course, because it was

regarded as being endued with life and therefore requiring sustenance, the Egyptians

always supposing that the gods and the dead needed food and drink no less than living

men.

Again the shawahtyA.\k.e wooden figure, which was set on a brick pedestal and placed on

a hole in the north wall of the burial chamber of an Egyptian tomb, w^as made efficacious

for the protection of that chamber by having the Opening of the Mouth performed on it^

By the same rite also the so-called heart-scarab was made efficacious for securing its pos-

sessor justification at the posthumous triaD. The purpose of the rite in both these cases

was not so much to identify the object consecrated with any particular divinity or entity

(though the charm engraved upon it speaks of the heart-scarab as the dead man’s ka) as to

imbue it with life. Thus mysteriously alive both wooden figure and scarab would be truly

efficacious.

Professor Langdon considers that the term Washing of the Mouth, which is probably

synonymous with Opening of the Mouth, is used in a “perverted sense” when referring to

the ritual of consecrating a bronze tambourine, which seems to have been placed as a symbol

of music in the hall of the temple musicians in Babylon (see p. 52).

But perhaps there is not quite so much perversion as Professor Liingdon is inclined to

suppose. Was not the tambourine thus consecrated with a view to its becoming a vital and

potent olyect, partaking of the same mysterious power as was conferred by the performance

of the rite on images of divinities ?

I know of no Egyptian instance of the rite of Opening the Mouth being put to exactly

such a use. The nearest approach is perhaps the Opening of the Mouth of the heart-scarab;

yet the scarab represents a living thing, a beetle. But was the tambourine the symbol of a

divinity ? If so, then the employment of the rite in this instance is easily understandable

from the Eg^^ptian standpoint. For example, the sistruin and nmlt-collar were not only

^ See above, pp. 9 ff Aho Gardiner in Eec. de Trar,, 40, 79.

2 See W. S. Blackman in Discovery, iv, 11, 283, 286 ;
v, 67, 71.

Hastincjs, Encydopaediii of Rdiyioa and Ethics, viii, 264.

^ Davies and Gardiner, Tomb of Amenemhct, 117. Dp. dt., U2ft*.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 8
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closely associated with the cult of the goddess father and regarded as her emblems, but

she was supposed to be immanent in them
;
Hathor appears not only as “ Possessor of the

mmty^ but is actually herself the mn\t\ It is more than likely that the image venerated in

the temple of Denderah, which represents ^^'thor as a mnWy had its mouth opened before

it was installed there as an object of worship.

It might be pointed out in this connection that the separate parts of the censer used in

an Egyptian temple, namely the bronze holder and the small pottery brazier in which the

burning charcoal was placed, were regarded as separate entities and were addressed as such

in the formulae pronounced by the priest when he laid hands upon them and proceeded to

put them together^

In Babylonia the rite of Washing and Opening the Mouth was also performed on priests

at their consecration and on other occasions. Professor Langdon has supplied me with the

following particulars :

—

Two classes of priests, and in fact the two most important kinds of priests, are known
to have passed through this ritual, not only, apparently, at their consecration, but at any

time when by inadvertence they had lost power over demons or favour with the gods. The
sacramental priests who alone operated in magical ceremonies were the asi'pu order or

representatives of the water-god and ministers primarily of his cult. An incantation per-

formed by an asipu over a sick man supposed to be possessed by the demons begins :

—

lam
of the river-god, I am of the god [ ] ; the asipu who gives life to the ; the great

magician who walks in the city am I ; the asipu of Eridu^ whose month has hem washed
am I\ The priests of divination {bar4) were submitted to the same ritual whenever they

failed to obtain revelations from the gods®. It is probable that any one admitted to the

order of the augurs was consecrated by washing and opening of the mouth
I know of no such extended use of this rite in Egypt. The nearest approaches to such

a usage are the following :

—

Part of the purification of a priest, before entering upon his course of service in the
temple to which he was attached, was his drinking of natron for a certain number of days®.
The purification undergone by the Pharaoh in the House of the Morning, or temple-vestry,
before he officiated in the temple liturgy, included the chewing of natron for the cleansing
of his mouth, this substance being spat out when sufficiently chewed Lastly we are informed
that the wailing women who bemoaned Osiris had to purify themselves four times before
they could stand within the door of the Broad Hall, and they also washed their mouths,
chewed natron, and purified themselves with incense, in order that they and the lamenta-
tions with which they beatified the dead god might be pure^®.

It will have been seen that the Egyptian and Babylonian rites of Opening the Mouth
have several features in common. Is this just a coincidence, as is by no means impossible?
If, however, there is any connection between the two rites, I personally incline to the view
that they are both derived from a common ancestor, rather than that one was derived from
the other. The Babylonian rite is clearly so thoroughly Babylonian and the Egyptian rite

1 A. M. Blackman in Journal, vii, 14. 2 23
3 Moret, Rituel du culte divin jounialier en igypte, 16-20.
^ City of the water-god Ea. 5 q 5

^
170-177,

' ZiMMERN, op, Cit,, 116, 20.

ZiMMERN, Ritualtafeln, No. 1009.

« A. M. Blackman in Hastings, Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, x, 480-.
9 Ibid., 478^

;
A. M. Bl.\ckman in JourTial, v, 156 ff.

AO Junker, Stundenwaohep in den Osirismysterien, 6, 70.
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so thoroughly Egyptian. In the Egyptian rite not only has every episode an Egyptian

signification, but, apart from certain interpolations, the series of episodes forms a con-

tinuous whole, viz. the Solar-Pharaonic toilet followed by a meal. These two elements, the

royal toilet and the meal, are the basis of all the other main Egyptian religious rites, namely

the preparation of the body for burial, the funerary liturgy, the temple-liturgy and the

purification of the Pharaoh in the temple-vestry^

If there is any connection between Babylonia and Egypt in respect of this rite, it must

date back to very early times, perhaps to times when the ancestors of certain racial elements

that found their way eventually into Egypt on the one hand and Mesopotamia on the other,

lived together in North Syria or Asia ]\[inorl Those people may have had some rite of

Opening the Mouth of statues, which they carried into either country, where it underwent

modifications in accordance with the ideas with which it came in contact.

One thing seems certain and that is that the Egyptians did not get the rite from the

Babylonians. It is essentially Egyptian as we know it and, as already stated, is closely

linked with all the main Egyptian religious rites.

It should here be pointed out that because of its close association with the Solar-

Pharaonic toilet, which took place at dawn, the rite of Opening the Mouth of an Egyptian

statue was also supposed to be celebrated at dawn^

It will have been observed that the Babylonian rite was likewise celebrated in the

small hours of the morning, terminating j ust after dawn. The question I should like to put

to Assyriologists is : Was there any reason why the Babylonian ceremony should take

place at that time ? If not, then it is just possible that the Babylonians borrowed the rite

from Egypt ’‘and adapted it thoroughly in course of time to Babylonian ideas and mythology,

meaningless incidents like the night to dawn celebration of the rite surviving. Finally, were

the coloured wools of significance in Babylonian ritual, or are they survivals from, or mis-

understandings of, the Egyptian coloured cloths ?

^ A. M. Blackman in Journal^ v, 155-164. ^ See above, p. 47.

3 A. M. Blackman, ibid.., 155. ^ Cf. Langdon in Journal, vii, 137-145.

8—2
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NOTES AND NEWS

The appearance of VoL x, Part i of the Journal as a separate part does not, as might

be thought, herald a return to the old system of four issues each year, but is the unavoid-

able result of editorial diflBculties. It is probable that Part II will appear by itself in June

or early July, and Parts ill and iv as a combined number later in the year. Part ii will

contain a long and important article by Mr. Winlock on the tombs of the kings of the

Seventeenth Dynasty at Thebes.

Excavation was carried on at Eb'Amarnah from early in October 1923 until the begin-

ning of February 1924. The work has now closed down, the division has been made, and it

is hoped that an exhibition of the finds allotted to the Society will be held in July. Digging

was begun on October 9th under the direction of Mr. F. G. Newton who, fortunately for the

Society, has been able to act as architect and draughtsman on all three expeditions to

El-'Amarnah, and who this year commanded the expedition for the early part of the season,

iM. until the beginning of January. On his departure the work was carried on by Mr. F. LI.

Griffith, who had intended arriving earlier, but was prevented by a severe illness which kept

him at Cairo and Delwan for a couple of months. Work was first started on the town site,

many houses being cleared, and a considerable number of finds made. Among the most

interesting were four bronze knives, all in excellent condition, measuring about 33 to 40 cm.

in length, and a small figure of the king wearing the blue crown with a uraeus and skirt of

gold leaf
;
the head was separate from the body, and unfortunately the feet and stand are

missing, but the colour is well preserved and bright.

At the beginning of November Mr. Newton took a squad of men to the north of Et-Til,

more than an hours walk from El-Dag Kandil, and opened up a square mound, which from

its general appearance gave the impression that it might cover important ruins. It proved

to be the site of a very fine palace with a large central court, probably originally containing

water, surrounded on three sides by colonnades with series of rooms or cubicles behind. The
outer wall of the palace forms an enclosure 144 by 115 m. On the east side of the pool were

the palace buildings, on the west open courts with chambers round, and on the north the

cattle stables ;
the south has not yet been excavated. All the rooms to the north and west

side of the court had remains of plaster decoration, but in so flaky a condition that it will

be impossible to remove it. Many of the walls are preserved to a height of six feet. Quan-
tities of carved stone from the columns came to light, so that it may be possible to make
accurate restorations of the rooms and colonnades. In the cattle stables were many carved

stalls still in situ, but in a sadly damaged condition. Owing to Mr. New^ton’s contract to

join Mr. Woolley at Ur the work on the palace has had to be held over for another season
when it is hoped that he may be able to complete it. So far rather more than half has been
carefully uncovered and planned, and it is expected that the other half will correspond in
architectural design.

Mr. Griffith continued the work on the town site, excavating many houses, among them
a magnificent one belonging to Pnehesi, probably the owner of the tomb recorded by
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Mr. N. de G. Davies. This work is tedious as the site is so extensive, but it is of great

importance, and although nothing sensational has been discovered this season, yet an

amount of solid work has been done, and valuable information gained.

The work was finally closed down on February 6th, Mr. Emery has gone on to join

Mr. Robert Mond at Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah, Mr. Glanvil returned direct to England, and

Mr. and Mrs. Griffith remained on till the end of February. Professor T. Whittemore, the

American representative on the staff, spent most of November and December wdth Mr. Newton

but left at the close of the year.

The five lectures given during the winter months were fairly well attended, though the

change of hall does not appear to be a popular move, and many of the regular attendants

are hoping for a return to the Royal Society’s rooms. The first two lectures were announced

in our last number. On January 16th Professor Elliot Smith, F.R.S., gave a highly interest-

ing lecture on “ Medicine and Mummies.” This was succeeded by a lecture from Dr. D. G-

Hogarth, C.M.G., on “ The Hittites,” a most able summary of practically all that is so far

known about these people, and on February 26th Dr. H. R. Hall gave a similar account of

“The Philistines.” This concluded the series for the season, though it is sincerely hoped

that we shall have an account of the season s work at El-‘Araarnah when the excavators

return to England.

It may not be out of place here to draw the attention of Egyptologists to the fact that

the important results of the Oxford Expedition in Nubia, 1910 to 1913, are being published

by Mr. F. LL Griffith in the Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology, issued by the

Liverpool University Institute of Archaeology. The first two seasons were spent at Faras

and the third at Sanam, part of the site of the ancient Napata. Mr. GriflSth s publication of

his results, which is profusely illustrated, began in Volume viii of the Annals and is still

continuing in Volume xi, the current volume. His results have a particular interest for

readers of the Journal in connection with Dr. Reisner s article on the Meroitic Kingdom of

Ethiopia in our last years issue.

The Champollion Centenaire of 1922, which has been previously referred to in these

Notes, was the occasion of the publication of a series of studies by a large number of

Egyptologists under the title of Recneil d'etudes egyptologiques dediees d la memoire de

Jean-Frangois Champollion. The Editor had intended to have the volume reviewed by a

number of reviewers, each dealing wuth articles affecting his own special branch. This has,

however, proved impracticable and we must content ourselves with giving a very short

account of the volume here.

Several articles deal with Champollion himself. L. de Blacas gives an inventory of some

hitherto unpublished Champollion documents, S. de Ricci gives a most valuable biblio-

graphy from which some idea of the astounding versatility of the decipherer of the hiero-

glyphs may be gained, E. Naville deals with Champollion’s grammar and Jean Capart

writes attractively on Champollion et Vart egyptien.

Of the other articles the most sensational is undoubtedly that in which Breasted

describes the newly re-discovered Edwin Smith Medical Papyrus, a treatise on surgery. It

is to be hoped that Professor Breasted’s immense commitments in other directions will not

prevent him from giving the world at least a facsimile of this document in the very near
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future. Another new papyrus is made known to us by Sir Ernest Budge in his article

called The precepts of life by Amen-em-Apt: a facsimile of this has fortunately since been

published by the Trustees of the British Museum.

Among so many good things it is almost invidious to pick out anything for special

mention, but if this might be allowed we should fix upon A. Moret s L'accession de la plebe

egyptienne aux droits religieux et politiques sous le Moyen Empire and Blackman's Study

of the liturgy celebrated in the temple of the Aton at El-Amarna as being particularly

important contributions to Egyptology.

The volume is a dignified and fitting memorial to the scholar whose genius it com-

memorates.
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^^OTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS

The Origin of Magic and Religion. By AV. J. Perry, M.A. Methuen & Co., London, 1923.

I wish I could believe all that Mr. Perry tells me. Anthropology for him is such a simple science. To
use a pet phrase of his “ it all comes out,” rather like the complicated problems in our school algebra

examinations, where everything cancels in the last line leaving plain a or 6 : dullards like myself, however,

go on covering sheet after sheet with figures and getting no result.

Mr. Perry is perfectly candid as to the value of his results. He believes that Professor Elliot Smith

and he have discovered a new anthropology, and that most of the old will have to go : he is even a little

irritated because some of the older anthropologists are unable to see this.

Let us admit at the outset that these two scholars have rendered an important service to anthropology

in insisting on the homogeneity of early civilization in various parts of the world as opposed to its

heterogeneity. It may be further reckoned to them for virtue that they can both “think black” as the

anthropologists say, that is, they realize that the origin of a primitive or savage custom may be something

so outre, so grotesque as to be outside the wildest flights of fancy of a civilized mind. Thus when we read

in Air. Perry^s book that the AIikado,as high priest of the national sun-cult, “ is but attending the altar of

his ancestors, whose line presumably goes right back into the family of the Children of the Sun at Helio-

polis in Egypt,” or that the “archaic civilization” was spread by men wandering about the globe in search

of cowries, pearl-oysters and other “ givers of life,” or of “ an earthly paradise ” where immortality is to

be found, we must not follow our first impulse and throw the volume aside unread. AVe have a right, how-

ever, to ask that these somewhat astonishing statements should be substantiated, if not by a rigorous

train of logical argument, at least by a concatenation of very high probabilities, based on detailed evidence

of the most accurate and unassailable type. Air. Perry admits this, for he tells us on p. 2 that he will rely

“on nothing but what is patent fact, or what can directly be inferred therefrom.” Two tests must therefore

be applied to the immense structure which he has built up: firstly we must verify his evidence, and

secondly we must examine the general principles of reasoning which he applies to this evidence. If either

of these fails to stand the test the whole building must collapse.

Air. Perry’s book is called The Origin of Magic and Religion, but it is in point of fact simply a re-

statement, with the religious aspect emphasized, of the argument of his larger volume. The Children of the

Sun, His theory, expressed briefly, is as follows :

—

In early, though not the earliest times, he believes he can trace across the world from Europe to Asia

and over the Pacific to America a homogeneous culture to which he gives the name “the archaic civiliza-

tion,” the principal characteristics of which include the building of pyramids, mummification of rulers,

sun-cult, dual organization in the state, irrigation, terraced cultivation, the use of megalith ic monuments and

of polished stone axes. This civilization is so uniform that Air. Perry thinks it must have a single origin,

and this he traces to Egypt of the time of about the Fifth Dynasty. Its spread is due to Egyptian

“Children of the Sun,” members of the ruling family, going forth to look for an “earthly paradise” and

for “ givers of life.
”

Mr. Perry sets out with three very wide assumptions. In the first place he denies any value to

geographical or climatic influences in the spreading of cultures; all depends for him on the working of

men’s own minds. He is perhaps right in thinking that the desiccation theory of the movement of i^eoples

has been overdone, but one cannot for that reason simply ignore geographical and climatic considerations

as he does. After all, we know, to take extreme cases, that man was driven out of certain regions by the

coming of ice, that a hunting tribe must follow the movements of its prey, and that a pastoral people must
follow the grass. Air. Perry may reply that none of this applies to his people, who are agriculturists, but
does not all pre-industrial history show us that a fertile soil is the greatest temptation to one’s neighbours ?

Those big movements of peoples which we can still study from contemporary records lend no support to a

theory in which geographical pressure, personal ambition, religious and political prejudice have no place-

That the Spanish Jews settled in Saloniai in search of the earthly paradise will hardly be accepted by
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those who have campaigned there, nor did the hapless Russian aristocrats who starve on the streets of

London and Paris set forth in search of pearls and cowries. Yet the great forces which caused these and

other vaster movements of men and culture simply do not exist for Mr. Perry.

But he would reply that such movements are all based on war, which was non-existent at the time of

the ‘^archaic civilization.” It is hardly possible to discuss this assumption at length here, but there is

surely an initial difficulty in supposing that man, evolved and trained up in the hard school of self-

preservation against a hundred animals stronger than himself, had grown up “naturally peaceful,” and that

it was not until he needed human sacrifices for the tombs of his monarchs that the idea of warfare ever

occurred to him (p. 114). What, in any case, will Mr, Perry do with the endless records of early wars in

Sumeria and Babylonia which, whatever chronology we accept, are earlier than the spread of his archaic

civilization from Egypt ? Nay let us consider Egypt itself. Mr. Perry is perhaps not to be blamed for his

belief that the early Egyptians were not a warlike people, for it is to be found in many a book on

Egyptology, though it is based on nothing more than the fact that we hear little of standing armies or

mercenaries before the New Kingdom. It suits Mr. Perry’s case to accept this and to imagine the

Egyptians of the early dynasties as peaceful folk^. Yet in reality there is no more monstrous error. The

archaic slate palettes and knife handles depict wars, and the earliest commemorative tablets in Sinai,

instead of recording the exploitation of the turquoise mines, show u>s scenes in which the king smites his

Bedawi foes, while the gods, sad to relate, stand by in mute approval. The Narmerof the Libyan cylinder

and the famous slate palette with their thousands of prisoners was hardly a man of peace, and Den of the

First Dynasty named one of his regnal years after the “first time of smiting the East,” while the vast

archaic fortresses of Abydos were certainly not built to remedy unemployment.

So much then for Mr. Perry’s second great assumption. The third is perhaps the Hardiest of all. It is

the assumption, generally tacit, that identical customs or usages found in two separate regions are likely

to have a single origin. This is of course a subject on which there will probably never be agreement, and

if an anthropologist likes to assume it we can hardly disprove it, though anything which he infers from it

must be regarded as theory and theory only. It leaves no place whatever for the possibility of similar

customs being due to the similar working of the human mind in different places to meet similar needs.

Surely this cannot be ignored. Let us take an example. I will not insist on the possibility that a primitive

agriculture might gradually have arisen in more places than one through the fact that men began to

protect against molestation and destruction the wild trees, shrubs and herbs which they despoiled for food.

Once however agriculture had arisen, irrigation, in places where it is necessary, may surely follow as a

matter of course, and terraced cultivation as a matter almost of necessity to people living in a hilly country.

Yet Mr. Perry finds it necessary to ascribe both these to single Egyptian origins. Surely a strong case

might be made out for the belief that in proportion as a custom or usage corresponds to a common natural

need or development so there is less logical obligation to suppose a common origin.

Such then are Mr. Perry’s three main assumptions. I admit none of them, but I am ready to believe

that others may accept all three. I only insist that all three are essential to his theory and that none of

them can be proved. I prefer to think that man even in 2500 b.c. was still to some extent at the mercy of

nature, and that in so far as he moved of his own free will he was generally in search of a much more
practical “giver of life” than any of Mr. Perry’s, namely food. I believe too that the early world had its

Alexanders and its Napoleons, men urged on by little more than a blind personal or patriotic ambition,

and that they helped to mould its history and spread its culture, without any regard for “ givers of life.”

Mr. Perry is not squeamish about chronology. His Children of the Sun leave Egypt towards the end of

the Old Kingdom, a date which the lowest computation places two or three centuries before 2000 b.c. He
gives us but little idea of the rate at which they travel, and he is perhaps well advised here, for his archaic
civilization seems to bear very variable and uncertain dates in different areas. Frequently he has no
evidence whatsoever for the date of a cultural element : in such case he contents himself with telling us
that the present natives recognize it as something belonging to their predecessors in the country.

It may be imagined that with time and space so plastic in Mr. Perry’s hands his task is an easy one, and
he has little difficulty in moulding together, in spite of miles and centuries, a culture which satisfies him
as being homogeneous and to which he gives the rather unexpected name of the “archaic cmlization.”
Some of its elements seem to us somewhat fluid in content, in particular his “dual organization of the
ruling class,” which is by no means that defined by Rivers, as we should have expected. It would I believe

^ Children of the Sun, p, 463.
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be possible to find in almost every society a dual organization of some kind. Rome had her patricians and

plebeians, Italy has her Kings and her Popes, nay, we ourselves have our Whigs and T<'>ries, or, if these

will not serve the turn, our two Houses of Parliament. Mr. Perry naturally finds such dualisms in every

community in his culture circle, but it is not in each case the same kind of dualism, nor is it, as it ought

to Ije for his purpose, the same dualism which we find in Egypt. I have always wondered, too, how, on this

theory, the archaic communities came to have a ruling class in two divisions, (//) the (diildren of the Sun
connected with the sky, and (b) a class as^ociatcd with the underworld, for though ^Ir. Perry finds both

these classes in Egypt, he expressly states that only one class, tlie Children of the Sun, went abroatl and

spread the new culture. It is curious, too, that these wanderers failed to communicate the most wonderful

gift they had to give, namely the power of writing. I am also sometimes puzzled to know how the royal

family provided the supply of men, and, I presume, women too, necessary to spread a civilization over lialf

the world. But {>erhaps Mr. Perry will tell us this in his promised second volume.

I cannot refrain from astonishment wlieu I see Egypt (pioted as the home of the polislied stone axe and

the megalithic monument, the former of which is rare in Egypt and the latter absent, except for one

doubtful example up on the high desert. Mr. Perry, however, is quite cheerful about these things. It is

true, he says, that the polished stone axe is not an Egyptian tool, but when the Egyptians went to Nubia

to get gold they found no flint, and therefore used the local Nubian stone, and so originatc<l polished stone

axes. As an example of argumentative ingenuity this is entertaining : as a piece of solid argument it is

negligible. As for the Egyptian origin of the megalithic monuments Mr. Perry falls back on Professor

Elliot Smith who has ‘‘finally solved’’ the problem of the dolmen and “shown that it is nothing more

than a degenerate Egyptian mastaba tomb.” Mr. Perry omits to mention that Elliot Smith s “solution” is

very definitely rejected by those who have most deeply studied the megalithicvnoimments.

Mr. Perry makes his task too easy for himself. He wishes to establish the single origin uf a vast

civilization, and he starts by laying down certain features as characteristic of it. These features are very

numerous, and they become more so as Mr. Perry's researches progress. They are so numerous, in fact, that it

is almost impossible to find any part of the world which has not at some time or another both possessed

and lacked sufficient of them to justify either its inclusion in or its exclusion from the “archaic civilization.”

The advantages of this for purposes of argument can easily be seen. In the same fashion Mr. Perry

smooths the way before himself when he deals with “givers of life.'’ The builders of the megalithic

monuments were, he believes, looking for “givers of life.” He attempts to prove this by drawing extremely

small scale maps showing the distribution of the megalithic monuments and pointing nut that tliey are

often situated near a source of some particular -‘giver of life
’’ But anyone can do this if his maps are as

small and his list of “givers of life” as long as Mr. Perry’s arc. It would seem to include every suK->tanre

which in any country and at any time has been regarded as a “giver of life '’
. it it is not jade or quartz it

is gold, if it is not gold it is the pearl-oyster, and if the latter is not to be found the pearl-mussel will serve

his turn. Sometimes the evidence is no better than that there are old gold-workings (date unknown; near

the monuments, or a river which even now contains a certain small quantity uf gold. If all else fails the

cowrie will do, for does not Professor Elliot Smith believe it to be a “giver of life ” from its resemblance

to the “portal of birth.” I shall be more inclined to believe in Mr. Perry's pe;\rl-seekers when he can show

me pearls in early Mediterranean and Egyptian^ tombs and settlements
;
at present tliey are conspicuously

absent. I have often wondered, too, what the megalithic l.)uililers of ^Lilta were seeking in an island totally

devoid of all useful resources, and even of all the “givers of life" in Mr. Perry’s lung list.

We now pass on to treat of Mr. Perry's detailed evidence. This is drawn from every quarter of the

globe, and naturally each section of it. must be examined by a specialist in that })articular area. Con-

sequently I propose to deal here mainly with the Egyptian evidence, premising that since Egypt is the

source of Mr. Perry’.s archaic civilization this particular body of evidence is of vital importance to his

thesis, and should therefore conform to the highest standard of accuracy and reliability.

I am bound to say that I have often a difficulty in recognizing Egypt of Old Kingdom times in the garb

in which Mr. Perry has dressed her up. Some of his “facts’’ are literally not true. Others have a kernel

of truth in them, but are nut true in the sense in which he presents and uses them. Sometimes it is the

slight perversion of a word, sometimes the distortion of an idea, sometimes the unconscious suppression of

a part of a truth, and most frequently of all the additi(m of a question-begging epithet. However,

generalities are easy, and it is more important to give examples, and in doing .so I shall occasionally take

‘-givers of life ” !
1 111 Chihlrcii of the Sun, p. we are actually told that among the Egyptians pearls were

Journ. of Kgypt. Arcii \. 9
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the liberty of choosing them not from Egypt but from other regions which have fallen within the sphere

of my studies.

Mr. Perry believes in the existence at an early stage of civilization of a “Great Mother Goddess.’' His
sole evidence for this is the occurrence in various countries, from Aurignacian tirae^ onward, of a type of

female figure in clay or stone with the hi
2)s and certain other parts of the anatomy grossly exaggerated.

Both Mr. Perry and Professor Elliot Smith interpret these figures as those of a Great Mother Goddess.

Mr. Perry rightly rejects Elliot Smith’s suggestion that the abnormalities of the figure are an attempt to

combine the figure of a woman with the form of a cowrie, a shell closely symbolical {according to E. S.) of

birth, and hence connected with a Mother Goddess. Having rejected this Mr. Perry still clings to the idea

that the figure is that of a Mother Goddess who “first took shape as a woman with the maternal parts
greatly exaggerated.'’ Yet everyone who has seriously studipd these early steatopygous figures knows that
in almost every case the traits exaggerated are not those indicative of })regnancv nor yet of materiiitv in

the wider sense. In any case, what is to prove that these figures, particulcirly the Aurignacian examples,
represent a goddess? M hy not a human being? Yet these are among the ''iiatent facts’* on which
Mr. Perry’s theory is built. We may add too that the steatopygous figures of Egypt, wlicre Mr. Perry is

pai ticulai
Ij^

anxious to establish a Mother Goddess, are precisely those which most obstinately rc'^ist the
maternity explanation.

Ml. Peiiys treatment of the Mother Goddess in Egypt is, indeed, one of the worst }>arts of hi>- argu-
ment. It is essential to him, as it was to Profe.'^sor Elliot Smith, that Egypt should have a “Great Mother
Goddes\s.” Hathor is selected as the victim. She is then subjected to a course of argument by Profess(>r
Elliot Smith which whirls us breathless from assumption to assum])tion [Enjbnioo of th- Dnofott, 1 15 th
“ Hathor was originally nothing more than an amulet to enhance fertility and vitality.” The sole evidence
for this appears to be that on the Narnier palette the king wears a girdle from which hang Hathor-heads
“in place of the cowry-amulets of more primitive peoples” {op. dt., Fig. 18). She then becomes a moon-
goddess, because of the relation of the lunar period to reiiroduction, next a cow betvuise she feeiis her
children with milk, and finally emerges as a “Great Mother Goddes.s,” a result achie^ed mainlv by
assuming the conclusion at the start, and a result, be it added, which would considerably have startled the
Egyptians themselves, in whose early literature there is not a single reference to Hathor as a Great
Mother Goddess h In Mr. Perry’s books we find this process complete, and Hathor is rarely referred to
by him without the addition “The Great Mother Goddess of Egypt.” But Mr Perry believes in liivin-
two strings to his bow, and in case Hathor should fail him he has other Mother Goddesses in reserve On
p. 20 we read “Upper and Lower Egypt each had a protecting mother goddess,” the reference being of
couise to ^ekhbet and Y azyt. But in all Egyptian literature there is not the slightest hint that these
were mother goddesses.' The word “mother” is Mr. Perry’s own insertion and Ts a typical example of
the question-begging epithet-. ^

Mr. Perry is anxious to link Hathor up as Mother Goddess with variou.s “giver.s of life” fp 101 cowries
and gold for ^stance. The latter is easy, for Hathor bears the name “ Gold ” .not originally th'; ep.thet
golden as Mr. Perry states). He is unw.se, however, to quote as a “fact” Professor Elliot Smith’s state

ment t^at the “earliest hieroglyphic sign for gold was a necklace of cowries.” There is no evidence for it
nor IS there for the statement that the Egyptians regarded the turquoise as a Mver of life

"o
the Egyptian had dtvised the notion of a Ma^icM and....It has been shown conclusively that this idea was derived from the function.s of tlie nteru: ”

Mr. Perry is here concerned, as the reader will have guessed, to show that the Egyptians believed ingivers ot life. The connection between the instrument used by the Egyptians in {he Openin. of theMouth ceremony, which Mr. Perry not unjustly calls a Magic Wand, and the uterus, a “giver of life”£from being ‘ shown conclusively, ' is the merest conjecture based on its form, which might be said renmteHto resemble the bicoruate uterus of animals (Griffith, Hieroglyphs, p. 60).

^ remotely

On p. 22 Mr. Perry perpetuates another hypothesis of Professor Elliot Smith for which very littlesupport IS to be found in the hieroglyphs. He is anxious to prove that the Mother Goddess i7Etyibecame connected with irrigation, and with pottery-iuaking, and his evidence for this belief is thU “

If the phiase means anything at all it must denote a goddess who is (\) thp mniViov i i ^ /-i ^

goddess of fertility. In the Egyptian texts Hathor is neitheix
^ mankind and (L) the

Peny’s sense of the
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earliest Egyptian hieroglyphic writing the picture of a pot of water was taken as the Nyinbol of womanhood,

the ‘vessel’ 'which received the seed.” Xow the sign xy used in the writing of “woman” and “vulva” is

probably in origin quite distinct from the sign (perhaps a vase containing a liquid
;

see Muller,

Paldographie^ i, 9, note 1), and even were this not the case, that is to say, even if the sign was

originally used in ^vriting the word “ woman,” and even if it could be shown with certainty to be a vessel

of water, this would not for a moment prove that the Egyptians conceived of woman as *'the ‘vessel’

which received the seed,” and the occasional use of this sign to determine nk (coire) is equally indecisive.

Mr. Perry, ho\vever, swallows this whole and on the same page goes on to speak of the many primitive

ve.ssels which show the relationship between women and pots. He might have added the hundreds of

examples from Egypt alone which would show a similar relation between men and pots or geese and pots.

Pots in the form of or with some of the characteristics of 'women, men or animals are common in nearly

every civilization and do not necessarily show a relation between pottery and the particular living being

imitated. Indeed this passage (pp. 21-22) is typical of Mr. Perry’s method throughout. In two short pages he

is able to satisfy himself of the connection between the Mother Goddess, irrigation and pottery-making. It

is all so plausible as we skim lightly over it, and it crumbles so completely the moment we look into it.

Here is the process : —Great Mother Goddess—womanhood—vessel which receives the seed—water-pots

—

water pots—irrigatioiG and pottery-making. These in Mr. Perry's argument are no more connected by

relations of cause and effect than our thoughts as we sit in an armchair thinking about nothing in

particular: there is transition, but no true logical connection. Macaulay once said of Southey “ A chain of

associations is to him what a chain of reasoning is to other men.'’

On p. 26 there are two statements which will astonish the Egyptologist. The first is to the etiect that

in Egypt we can watch the unbroken march of ci^dlization from late palaeolithic time^ down to the

Pyramid Age. One of the most remarkable phenomena of Egypt is the fact that as far as our knowledge

goes at present there is a complete break between the palaeolithic and the predynastic, the latter appearing

quite suddenly with a ready-made civilization, including possibly the use of coppei*. Future research may

fill up this gap, but at present it is a great gulf. The second statement is to the effect that “all the known

evidence goes to show that the other early communities of the civilization of the Ancient East derived their

culture, directly or indirectly, from Egypt of the predynastic or early dynastic age.” We should like to ask

Mr. Perry what is the evidence which shows that the early civilization of Elam or Sumer for instance

was derived from Egypt. There are not wanting those who think precisely the contrary, and even tho.'^e of

us who do not go as far as that are totally unacquainted with the “known evidence” to which Mr. Perry

refers.

On p. 30 we meet another instance of Mr. Perry’s method of establi.shing connections. We are told

“ Inquiry shows at once that the early kings of Egypt and Sumer were especially connected with the

irrigation systems of tho.se countries.” The evidence adduced for this is that an early picture shows the

Egyptian king cutting the first sod of an irrigation canal. Granting that Mr. Perrys interpretation of the

picture is correct we could in the same way prove that His Majesty King George V is specndly connected

with architecture because a picture in the newspapers records him laying the foundation-stone of a public

building. There is no evidence to prove any special connection between the rulers and irrigation, though

every ruler was as a matter of course interested in what was in fact the very life of his country. Mr. Perry

similarly argues “ The royal family was closely interested in calendrical matters for in the early royal

inscriptions, mention is made constantly of the height of the Kile.” In this .short sentence there is an

inaccuracy on a point of fact and an unjustified inference. The inscriptions in Mr. Perry’s mind are the

Palermo Stone and its congeners, which are not royal inscriptions at all, but year by year records of

Egyptian history. The height of the Kile is given for each year merely because it is a fact of vital

importance to Egypt, and to argue from that to a close connection with the royal family is simply a non

sequitur.

When Mr. Perry enters the field of Egyptian religion he goes badly astray. On p. 32 we are told that

“Osiris was in Egypt connected with mummification.” Here is a good instance of a fact which is true but

not in the sense in which Mr. Perry uses it. Osiris is only connected with mummification in the sense that

he is represented in ait as a mummy, as were also Ptah and Min, and he is represented as a mummy
merely because he is dead. The god who is specially connected with mummification is of course Anubis.

1 Here, as elsewhere in the book, Mr. Perry confuses natural inundation with artificial iiTigation.

9—2
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On p. 33 Mr. Perry proceeds to exploit his statement about Osiris. “ The coming into being of the practice

of mummification...caused the king of Egypt to be regarded as Horns, the son of Osiris.'’ Ill-gotten gains

never prosper, and one false inference has here led to a second worse than itself : there is no particle of

evidence in reality to show that the conception of the king as Horus, a conception older than our first

known mummies, was in any way dependent on Osiris. Lower on the same page we find quoted wdth

approval Elliot Smith’s statement that “Osiris was the prototype of all gods, his ritual was the basis of all

religious ceremonial.” Mr. Perry elaborates this “The Egyptians claimed that all funerary cults originated

with Osiris, that he gave them their religious doctrines, their rites, the rules for their sanctuaries and plans

for their temples.” No falser statements were ever made about Egypt. The authors of them seem unaware

of the existence of religious cults other than those of a funerary nature in which Osiris figured so

prominently. They would do well to study some of Dr. Blackman’s latest work, based on the Egyptian

texts, in which it is shown that the temple ritual throughout Eg\ pt was almost w’holly derived primarily

from the cult of the sun-god, the Osirian element being mainly secondary.

On p. 34 I must’ crave leave to dispute some of Mr. Perry’s “patent facts.” The royal tombs of the

first dynasties were not mastabas, as he would have us believe, or, if they were, the rnastaba portion has

been so completely swept away that no archaeologist has ever claimed its existence. Mr. Perry proceeds

“These (rnastaba) tombs were given up in the Third Dynasty by the royal family.” On the contrary it is

precisely in the Third Dynasty that the first royal mastaba-tombs a})pear.

I do not know wLere Mr. Perry got the “fact” that the calendar was invented in Heliopolis, The
astronomical evidence, if it is to be trusted, shows nothing more than that the calendar must have taken
its rise somewhere about the 30th degree south latitude. There were doubtless several important early

towns within this limit, and Mr. Perry selects Heliopolis merely because it suits his hypothesis
and then proceeds to speak of the “fact” that the solar calendar was invented there. It is no fact, but a
fancy of Mr. Perry’s, which may or may not be true, but which cannot be pnn^ed.

We have not space here to analyse in detail all that Mr. Perry tells us about Egyptian ideas on death
and immortality. It will suffice to mention such statements as that on p. 47 that “ the ghost of the dead
was supposed to live in the tomb.” The Egyptian texts seem quite unequivocal on the point that what
lived in the tomb was no ghost but the man himself We might also quote the statement on p. 53 to the
effect that sycamore and acacia are “life-giving,” for which Egypt gives no authority, that the use of
libations (p. 54) was derived from ideas connected with irrigation (a pure hypothesis), and that the name
Ptah “apparently means sculptor, engraver,” the evidence for which statement is very flimsy and very
late. The statement on p. 56 that Osiris went from Bubastis to Abydos is perhaps only a lapms calami.

In the chapter entitled the Search for the Earthly Paradise considerable violence is done to the state-
ments of the Egyptian texts. We are told that the Egyptian civilization was spread over the world by
Egyptian Children of the Sun wandering about in search of two things, the earthly paradise and givers of
life. The relation of the two motives to one another Mr. Perry never fully determines, thon-h\e once
hints that the givers of life are to be found in the earthly paradise. Now it is true that Eo-vptians speak
of a land beyond the grave, the Fields of laru, where the dead lived on in a paradise where'the corn ^rew
seven cubits high. But never do they speak of this as an earthly paradise

;
it is only to be reached by the

dead. Mr. Ferry, however, attaches the question-begging epithet “earthly,” and thus endeavours to conceal
the absurdity of his hypothesis of men setting out to seek on earth what was manifestly only to be reached
through death. His suggestion that the Babylonian idea of the earthly paradise was a combination of the
Egyptian Paradise with the God’s Land of Punt is the merest surmise: he should in any case remember
that Syria was also a “ God’s Land ” to the Egyptians.

Chapter V contains some amazing logic. We learn that the beehive tombs from Crete up to New
Grange in Ireland and the Orkneys are due to the “setting out from Egypt of members of the royal family
of the Children of the Sun, who came to power at the beginning of the Fifth Dynasty.” These -.raves, we
are told on the amhority of Professor Flinders Petrie, “are modelled on the pyramids of the Twelfth
Dynasty in E^pt. e scarcely notice the difficultie.s of chronology in our astonishment at the comparison
between a beehii^ tomb and a pjTamid, for it is not easy to conceive two types of tomb which could be
less alike. But Mr. Perry has another argument in reserve. The phase of culture to which these tombs
belong IS characterized by small tnangular daggers of copper or bronze.” Now “the dagger is a si-m of
noble or royal birth in early Egyptian hieroglyphs,” and this is used as a step in an argument to p°rove
that the beehive tomb phase of culture wa.s due to Egyptians of royal birth, f... Children of the Sun Can
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cruder reasoning be imagined } Is it even worth while to point out that the statement that the dagger is

a sign of noble or royal birth in early Egypt is completely void of foundation ?

In Chapter VI on the Children of the Sun we hnd much that is already known to us from ^Ir. Perry’s

larger book. He leaves little to chance. One of the characteristics of his archaic civilization is what he

calls the “dual organization” and it iis necessary for his thesis that this should be shown to have originated

in Egypt. The task is easy. Everybody knows that Egypt was formed by the union of the two kingdoms

of Upper and Lower Egypt, and that this duality Tvas never lost sight of. Surely Mr. Perry might have

been contented with this, for he has never thought it worth while to attempt to show (a point which we
should have thought to be of some importance to his argument) that the duality which he finds in various

other countries is of such a nature that it might be reasonably supposed to be derived from that of the

two kingdoms in Egypt. But not so. As usual he has two strings to his bow, and consequently on p. 94

we read “ In addition, as the result of the coming to power of the Children of the Sun at the beginning of

the Fifth Dynasty the ruling power was split into two, the king performing the sacred offices, while

members of another family, usually of Memphis, or of Abydos, acted as viziers.” Now this is Mr. Perry’s

version of a very simple fact. In the Fourth Dynasty the king's sc)n seems frequently to have acted as

vizier, while in the Fifth this custom seems to have been given up, and the viziership held, at least for

some time, by members of a family whose name was Ptahhotpe and who therefore were probably Mem-
phites. This may or may not indicate a compromise between the old noble or even ruling families^ and the

new kings from Heliopolis. The facts are passed through Mr. Perry’s magic crucible, and what comes out ?

The ruling power “split into two” or “bisected,” the king perfoiToing the sacred offices while “the civil

administration was carried on by another family.” Mr, Perry can now ofier excellent parallels to this dual

organization from other places in his archaic civilization area. In reality the split is of his making. The
vizier was never anything more than the subordinate of the king and carried out his orders, and had

Mr. Perry lived in those days and been unfortunate enough to incur the king’s displeasure he would doubt-

less have found that his majesty wielded other powers than those of performing the sacred offices.

On pp. 95-6 the Phoenicians are quoted as “a type of the communities that were originated by the

Egyptians when they went out to seek countries with stores of givers of life.” The passage is too long to

quote but it is a t^-pical specimen of the kind of argument which runs through the book. Among other

things I had always supposed that Phoenicia was remarkable for the absence not the presence of mega-

lithic monuments.

There is an even worse piece of logic on p. 98 where we read “there is no trace throughout North

America of the invention of a single important element of culture subsequent to the Maya civilization,

\vhich, therefore, must have been the work of strangers.'’ In other words because a country has invented

nothing in a number of centuries it never can have invented anything.

But I have already been too long. Mr. Perry has made a big incursion into Egyptology and he must

therefore not be surprised if Egyptologists claim the right to test his evidence. I have done so, and I can

only say that I find it wanting often on matters of fact and nearly always on exact method of presentrition.

Mr. Perry puts it through a process compared with which the Bed of Procrustes must have been comfort-

able. I cannot speak for others, but for myself I can freely say that my examination of the Egyptian

evidence, which is a vital pai-t of his argument, makes it quite impossible for me to accept Mr. Perry’s

results, even if I could believe in his general method of reasoning. Mr. Perry will hardly deny me the right

to wonder whether his Indian and American evidence would stand specialist criticism any better than his

Egyptian.

His book contains many things which are good. It is the product of much thought, and it has stirred

us all up and made us think too. But that it has said the last word on the origin of civilization or even of

any branch of it is to me at least not a “patent fact,’’

^ The nature of Mr. Perry’s attempt to prove intermarriage between the families of king and vizier in the late

Fifth and the Sixth Dynasties may be judged from two of his assumptions, (1) that the title rh nmvt indicates

membership of the royal family and (2) that a certain Khui and Khuit were related, because of the similarity of

their names.

T. Eric Peet.
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J.,™. B,A.T.Om.»«. Se,,b..r’. so... «»+« He ilWratio.. .nd .3 and

plans. . • in I vr

The English public have no^v for many years recognized the value of ancient

need Professor Olmstead has written the present volume, designed as a companion to Profes-u L

invaluable History of Egypt. By that high standard it must be judged.
adinira-

The merits of the book are chiefly two. The writer has an enthusiasm for his subject, ^

tiou for Assyrian civilization has enabled him to give a juster estimate of the great emp. e “

612 than previous writers had done. He has also read very widely; all the known inscript ons

and translated by other scholars have been used by him, and archaeological publications kare been .

Tnder"o^rLtii to an extent which no other writer will be likely to attemi>t. Above all, Br. tt atevman

has put at his disposal the careful work of many years on the correspondence of the A.ssynan -stat

archives published by Harper. This act of generosity puts Profe.ssor Olmstead in a position .-uperior to

that of any previous historian. Whether the historical conclusions he has drawn are all justihed, ue mus

await Dr Waterman’s publication to see. At first sight the practice of smoothly .summarizing documen s

without noting that they are broken is not to be commended. The full use of all these s-iurces will. ^Mth

certain reservations, make the book very acceptable to the Bible student, the Egyptoh.gi.st and the axel age

r03idGr. . »

For most readers, the essential point in a ^v^ork of this kind is accuracy of detail Certain errors in

translation are therefore to be regretted since Professor Olmstead is preparing e<btions of the historical

inscriptions for certain reigns, and was able in all cases to use previous translations. Among errors ot tins

kind the following may be noted :-P. 28, Igurkapkapu. This name does not e.xist
;

it sliould probably

read leri-kapkapu. P. 40, « waxed strong with his servants.’’ Read “united with- or -joined with Ins

servants/’ P. 41, “Ten women.” Read “ a concubine ” P. 233, “ like malt 1 brewed.” Read “ I scattered,

and see Thureau-Daugin ad loc. P. 346, “ two talents of gold.” Read “ of bronze ” or possibly “ of copper
”

which invalidates the argument. P. 356, “ Kudur has perfoi-med the incantation for the eclipse and sends

a messenger to the king asking for many more.” Kudurru actually sa;ys, -When I was ‘raising’ the

ineantation of the eclipse of the month Tammuz, he (a messenger) ran away to the king’s presence. (There

follow six lines of broken text.) I shall send one Median sorceress to the king my lord. Let the king

examine (her).” P. 3T0, “There are three talents of refined gold and four of unrefined in the palace, which

have been deposited and sealed by the chief of the metal workers. The gold for the statues of the kings

and of the king’s mother has not been given.” Read, “Three talents of refined gold and four of unrefined

are deposited in the hit qatati of the rah daaihe; he (the rah daaihe) will seal (tiiem). He did not give

{ie, issue) the gold for the statues of the kings and the king’s mother.” P. 383, “ On the back of the statue

he has ^iven his name not in its Assyrian form, but as Belshazzer.” Belsliaz/ar is and remain.'^ a textual

corruption now immortalized. The name on the statue in the article by Lidzbaiski referred to is

which is a regular Aramaic rendering of the Assyrian. P, 462, this Aramaic letter, the purport of which

is mysterious, is badly misrepresented. It is addressed to PiP-Avvurr by Bel-etir, in'^t rioi rer-^tf. A com-

parison of Olmstead’s summary with Lidzbarski’s edition, }yisse/iscJiaftIivhe Xeraff^ndiriuingeit dcr Deutschen

Orient-Gesellschaft, No. 38, reveals how dangerous it is to present a smooth and coii.secative version of a

much broken document. P. 549, “How a woman who is already once enslaved can be again enslaved

because she has not lived up to her contract is one of the mysteries of the very peculiar Assyrian slave

system.” Why create a mystery ? The document in question has always been correctly interpreted as the

transfer of a slave to Siuqi-Ishtar by an unnamed person, see Johns ad loc. P. 584, “Let wise man tell

wise man, the fool shall not behold it, for it is a mystery of the gods Atm and Eulil.” Read, - Let the

initiated (priest) reveal to the initiated (priest), let not the uninitiated see, it is a thing forbidden by Aim

and Enlil” P. 586, is “IMount of Salvation” intended to be a translation of Mt. Nlsir? P. 601, “the

crown prince is my god,” read “ is my lord ”
;
there is not necessarily any reference to divinity. P. 629, the

first of these letters is much broken and therefore obscure. No hint of this appears in the translation.

Mistranslations from ancient languages are so difficult to avoid, especially in the case of a brnguage of

which there is no adequate dictionary, that Professor Olmstead’s book should be examined on other

grounds. It is the business of the historian carefully to establish the course of events, and to base thereon
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a judgment of the general trend which may be deduced therefrom. In the case of ancient history it is

above all necessary to admit “scientiam quandam nesciendi.’’ But “perhaps” and “possibly,” “it may
be” and “it might be” are rarely to be found in Professor 01ni?>tead’s pages. It is also to be regretted

that few authorities are quoted, and no bibliography is given in so full a treatment of the subject. In the

Preface the reader is referred to a list of the author’s own articles in half-a-dozen different journals, and to

his tw’o books. A typical instance of Professor Olmstead’s method is his treatment of chronology, wliich,

for the period before 1700, is still in dispute. Weidner, Konige von Assynen^ has collected evidence from

Assyrian inscriptions which shows that at any rate certain Assyrians dated Ilushuma and his son

Erishum I about 2030 and 2000 respectively, and this he claims is in accord with his own astronomical

investigations. Other scholars prefer to accept Kugler's dates, based purely on astron()mical observations,

and place these kings about a century and a half earlier i. Albright, in Rerve dWssynologie^ xviii, and

Waterman in A.J,S,L.^ xxxix, have objected on various sound grounds to some of Weidner’s hypothesc.^,

but unle.ss Albright’s assumption that two German scholars sa\v a blank space where a name w^as written

is correct, the evidence of the king lists is all in favour of the lower dating. Olmstead does not meiition

the matter; he merely gives Kugler’s dates. Again, in the later period, Forrer, Z}(r Chronologie der neif~

assynscken Zeit, in a careful study of the lininui lists gave sound reasons for believing that from 785

onwards the Assyrian dates were to be set one year later than is usual, see J/. 1015. There is no

mention of this in the book. And while Breasted has wisely assisted his readers with a king list, Olm.stead

has omitted this invaluable aid.

On matters of fact there is too often cause to question the author’s statements. A few may be pointed

out :—P. 9, “seashore city of Eridu.” Campbell Thompson made knowm some time ago, Archaeologia^ 1920,

reasons for believing that Eridu was not on the shore of the Persian Gulf, but surrounded by, or on the

shore of, an inland lake. P. 28, “ King of the Universe, an old title formerly connected with the extreme

north of Babylonia.” This is an assumption of the author, wherein he follows Winckler. The theory has

often been disputed, and is doubtful. P. 39, “Sharrupsha escaped with his life.” Winckler (J/. F.^.G.,

1913, 4, 87) and Weidner {Politische DokuniPute) both think the phrase must mean “ 8harrupshi was

murdered” or “died.” P. 52, Tukulti-Urta. Here and throughout the book it should be noted that the

reading Urta for (ilu)XIK.IB is at present based on LuckenbilFs views {A.J.S.L,^ xxxix), and neglects

the Aramaic rikJ'IJN ;
that the true reading is probably Xinurta or Inurta w'as finally shown by Gadd in

Cuneiform Texts^ Part 35, 5, and is the conclusion of most scholars. “ Babylonia had suffered a series

of minorities This should be stated as an inference from scarcely sufficient evidence. P. 55, A.shur-

nadin-apal. It should be stated that there is a i^ossibility that Ashur-nasir-apli as given by the Babylonian

chronicle in King, Tnkidti-Akinih /, 99, came between Tukulti-Xinurta I and Ashur-nadin-apli. See

Weidner, Konige von Assyrien, Assur 4128, Col. ii, 2, and compare ibid. 5-6. P. 56, “The very name of

Enlil-kudur-usur, ‘ 0 Enlil protect the frontier,’ shows the extremity into which Assyria had rapidly

fallen.” This is an unwarranted view. Does Xabu-kudur-usur (Xebuchadrezzar) show anything of the

sort ? And note that the exact meaning of kudur in such names is very doubtful
;

it may mean “clan ” or

“family” or the like. P. 71, it is difficult to see the reason for the reference to Andrae, Af.D.O.G.., 54, 37 ;

this is a report on the discovery of royal graves, of which only those of 8hamshi-Adad the son of

Shalmaneser III and Ashurnasirpal II (or III contained inscribed material. It does not mention

Ashur-bel-kala. P. 71, “We know not whether it was Shamshi-Adad or his brother,” said of the king who

erected the “Broken Obelisk.” Possibly it was neither, but Adad-nirari II, see Lewy in Orientalisti^che

Literain rzeitung., 1923, Nr. 5. P. 75, “the Shupuru River.” Why Shupuru? The natural reading is

Ru-it’TU. P. 76, “With the accession of Adad-nii'ari II (91U later scribes begin their list of eponyms.”

This is an argument from absence, always dangerous. The lists from Kuyunjik as we know them start so

;

but lists for the preceding period quite possibly existed. Pp. 130 and 163-4, the identification of

ii, no. 76, with the Girparuda, Girparundi or Garparunda of the Assyrian inscriptions proposed by

Sachau is very improbable. The Aramaic inscription appears to belong to the 7th century, while

Girparuda belongs to the 9th. P. 151, “badly garbled annals edition.” This view has been argued by

the author in his Historiography

)

the criticism seems forced to the present writer, and it may be noted

that it is rather invalidated by an epigraphical study. The text seems to have been written in three

portions by different masons, presumably at some years’ interval. The discrepancies in numbers on which

^ Kugler himself in his Von Mose^ bin Pnuhifi has accepted the lower dating, while Langdon in Oxford Edition.<i

of Cuneiform Text% Vol. ii, m states that in Dr. Fotheringhain’s opinion the sixth year of Ammizaduga can only

be 1915, so that the difference in dating is now reduced to about 100 years.
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Professor Olmstead lays emphasis are common at all times in every kind of document, whether building

inscription, Assyrian annals, Babylonian chronicles or paltry business document. P. 152, ‘‘The one

occasion on which Shalmaneser appears on horseback, it is with the awkwardness of a man not accustomed

to ride and not quite certain that he can keep a firm seat.*’ See also p. 116, “the king, whose s^id lack of

horsemanship is indicated by his riding straight legged, and with huge stirrui^s tied to the horse-blanket.”

Shalmaneser’s stirrups were probably a sign of his rank, as often in modern Iraq ; and his horse is being

led over a bridge, so that his seat (he is not “straight legged”) seems perfectly natural. P. 161, Hum-
hummu. Re^id Himhahaia, see Clay, A Hebrew Behnje Story

^

52. P. 179, “first example the second

scribe with the papyrus roll.” Insert “or more probably parchment," and see p. 560, Compare Meissner,
Babylomen und Amyrien^ 250. P. 181, “no one could be rightfully king until he had ‘.seized the hands
of Bel’ and thus had become his ‘man’ in truly feudal relation.” The phrase “he took the hands of Bel”
simply means that the king led the statue of the god out in the festival procession. See Thcreau-Dangin,
Ritvels Accadiens, 146, note 3. There is no implication of a “truly feudal relation," sugge.sted hy AVincklcr

' 1Cnon. LUO Lonuer suscepciuiiuand others, and here stated with conv
,

he even permitted them to use a separate name, Pulu. ' There is a tal'let in the Rritisli Museum,
iso. ^8156, svhich proves that the Babylonians used the name Tiglathpileser in dating documents. Older
authorities suggested that Pulu was the usurper’s own personal name. Olmstead does not note that Pulu
and Ululai are called in the king list “ dynasty of Tinu,” which may point to an origin outside Assyria
proper. P. 186, there is no such conipk’te certainty about the lu.itter of Azriau of Vaudi a.s would appear
from this. It is not certain that \ ’di of the Senjirli inscriptions was pronounced Yaudi by the Assyrians

;

in Shalmaneser Ill’s time it was apparently called Yaeti, see Obelisk 90 and Bull. no. 1, 4:?. Tiglathpile.sePs
inscription is badly broken, but it appears that Azriau was able to face the Assyrians with a considerable
force; Hamath and the coast towns were his allies. There is nothing in the Senjirli inscriptions definitely
to show that the murderer of Bar Sur was such an important character; he had little time to form
alliances after his usurpation, and he can scarcely have made them previously. lYinckler’s ingenious
suggestion is probable or possible; it should scarcely be stated, without mention of his name, as certain.
P. 200, for epigraphical reasons the stele from Taima cannot be earlier than the first half of the 6th century.
It is pointless to mention it in connection with events which took place in the latter half of the 8th.
P. 207, laubi’di has been much discussed, and the meaning of names compounded with bfdi is not clear.
The name lakba-bieda (see Journal, viii, 207) is rather against the “startling proof” P. 242 Thureau-
Dangin’s cautious statement of the facts about the death of Rusa.s in the introduction to “La huitieme
campagne” should be referred to. P. 24.o, “Name, time, place prove that this petty princeling (Daiukku)
is the historical Deioces.” The name is unquestionably identical. Time and place seem to the present
writer against the identification. P. 208, “the natives...reverence the hero as the prophet Hanun ”

Should this be stated “without a peradventure ? P. 215, does II Kings, x.x, relate events of Sennacherib’.s
time or Sargon s ? The majority of scholars favour Sennacherib’s, see Rogers, History, ii, 357. Olmstead
attributes it without question to Sargon’s. Pp. 221-2, the identity of Mita with the Midas’of Greek stories
is very uncertain. The identity of name does not lead to a conclusion on the matter, as is clear from the
last paragraph on p. 222. P. 250, the wording might lead the readw to suppose that the Kaldu were
a homogeneous tribe who from Merodaohbaladan’s time onwards only admitted one princely family This
is contrary to the historical facts. Each of the five or six Kaldu tribes had a princely family and Bit
Amukkani especially strove for the sovereignty of Babylon. P. 284, “ Sennacherib...handed over Babylon
to his younger brother.” Had he done so, surely some statement as to such an important event would
have appeared m his annals. There may be a confusion in the Greek sources; “perhaps” or “ixissiblv”
would make the statement acceptable. P. 296, “For eight years there was no kina in the land ” It may
be noted here that perhaps the correct translation is “ No king was installed in the land,” which would
agree with the use of TLK in early Babylonian date-formulae. P. 302, “The army of the Egyptian andEthmpian bngs under Taharka had taken up their position at Eltekeh.” This should be stated as a verydoubtful interpretation of the Biblical sources; in any case II Kinas xix 9 is corrunt fc TirR.l. n
not king of Ethiopia at the time. Pp. 308-9, most Biblical critics arl unit;d’in consider’ing that II Kin^xvin-xix includes accoimts of two campaigns. Professor Olmstead neglects their arguments without aquey. Why did Palestine not rise at once after the decimation of Sennacherib’s army ^ He writes “ the

state” in the reign of Esarhaddon is surely prophetic. P. 378, there are many streZtsXuTiu iMthis volume which the present writer has found it difficult to check. Thus on p. 199 it is said t^t Zld
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queen of the Aribi fled to Bazu. If a conjecture of Eost’s be correct, Samsi fled to the city Bazil, but there

is no certainty about this. On p. 378 it is stated that ^‘Bazu proper^’ was “a mountain of some sort of

stone.” Esarhaddon’s inscriptions speak of a Mt. Ha-zu-u of SAG . GIL . MUT stone, on the road to Bazu.

Professor Olmstead repeats the old and at one time natural conjecture that Bazu was in Arabia as a

certainty. But it is now clear from Adad-nirari II’s inscription that Bazu lay east of the Tigris, see

ScHROEDER, Keilschrifttexte aus Assirr historiscken Inhalts^ ii, no. 83, rev. 6-9. “ ladi, a desert Judah.”

There is no obvious reason for assuming that ladi^ is a defective writing of InudL P. 389, the installation

of Ashurbanipal into the hit riduii seems to be dated without question in 672. The ordinary view, which

at least deserves mention, is that the installation took place in 670, see Streck, Assurhanipol^ CCLii.

Perhaps further evidence on this point might be cited. P. 407, why do the letters cited prove that

Ashur-mukin-palea “survived for at least twenty years”? P. 408, “the older brother, also sickly if we

may trust the evidence of his name, Shamash-meta-uballit.” The name can only be used as evidence of

religious beliefs. There is in general no proof that the Assyrian royal family suffered abnormally from

ill-health. P. 416, “Soon after”: the student will be left in some doubt as to the actual date of this

important campaign of Ashurbanipal against Eg}q)t ; it certainly took place in 667. “ Taharkah died in

663.” Although Tirhakah is known to have been alive in the tenth Egyptian month of 664, he must have

died during the last two months of that year. See Streck, Assiirbanipal^ cclxxvii. P. 453, the danger

of using picturesque detail in such a way as to give a disproportionate importance to certain events is

illustrated by the fifteen pages devoted to the affairs of Bel-ibni, while Sin-balatsu-ikbi, a governor who

ruled the Sea-Land for many years, is dismissed with a mere cursory mention. P, 495, “ Harran was once

the metropolis of Mitanni.” This assertion is based on a very bold assumption as to the meaning of

Kharri, p. 38. It is far more probable that the home of the Kharri was in that {matu) Ha-ri-a which in

Tiglathpileser I’s time lay at the foot of the northern hills. See Prism inscription, iii, 36, 58. P. 507, “ a

historian with an Egyptian father.” This statement seems to be based on the equation Harmakki

= Harmachis, which is improbable. Pp. 510, 519, “taint associated with business,” “excluded shop-

keepers.” This view is very doubtful
;
there does not seem to be any evidence on the point. Note that

the Syrian campaigns especially were waged to secure the caravan routes, as is obvious from the Boghaz

Keui correspondence. P. 521, Ashurnasirpal’s “sickle,” called on p. 105 “a long rounding teethed

sickle is more like a shepherd’s crook with metal bosses. P. 546, the late bowls with Hebrew,

Mandaitic and Syriac inscriptions, cannot all have been used for drinking, for the ink is in most cases

quite fresh. Pognon has advanced a better speculation which will be found repeated in the British Mvseum

Guidcy 193. P. 579, “ honesty is thrown to the winds and whole campaigns are stolen from the father.”

This is the view argued in the author’s Historiography, 54, which once led him to the conclusion that

two Egyptian campaigns and one against Tyre were taken over from Esarhaddon’s inscriptions. In the

case of Egypt, Professor Olmstead seems to have modified his conclusions, which were certainly wrong, but

he still omits all reference to a siege of Tyre in Ashurbanipal’s reign. It would be better to state the view

with more hesitation in a general history. P. 573, “ Six thousand years ago the Shumerians in Elam drew

crude pictographs roughly similar to those just coming into use among their distant neighbours of Egypt.”

There is no explanation and no reference is given. P. 585, “ Sennacherib was not satisfied.” Few scholars

will admit that Sennacherib differed from the orthodox Assyrian view that Ashur performed the acts

attributed in the Babylonian epic to Marduk. P. 596, “Babylonian map.” It should be stated that

Weidner has convincingly shown that this map was intended to illustrate the campaigns of Sargon of

Akkad; Professor Olmstead’s interpretation of it is very doubtful. P. 600, “Ashurnasirpars statue has

actually been found with its altar before it.” The altar was in fact found before a stele depicting Ashur-

nasirpal worshipping the symbols of Ann (or Enlil or Ea), Ashur, Sin, Adad and Ishtar, described on

pp. 102-3. This is scarcely a proof of the deification of the king in Assyria, which Olmstead confidently

afiSnus. The view that Ahaz set up an altar to the Assyrian king, and that this “ must be included among

the images worshipped by Manasseh,” is a speculation not based on any evidence. P. 637, the view that

Cyaxares is intended by the “king of the Umman-Manda” in the Nabopolassar chronicle is very unlikely.

The sound analysis of the historical statements and traditions, and the exposition of the text itself in

Gadd, Fall of Nineveh, show that the evidence is overwhelmingly in favour of the view that “Umman-
Manda ” here refers to the Scythians.

Apart from these details it will be understood that there must necessarily be many points on larger

issues which cannot be raised here. Especially in matters of art, the views of Professor Olmstead are not

in accord with accepted opinion. Thus on p. 373 he sees Egyptian influence in the alabaster winged

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. x. 10
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“sphinx'' in the British Museum; but the winged “sphinx” is the human-headed winged bull, a type

which seems indigenous in Asia, On p, 165 he states that “the eyes and eyebrows” of the Xabu statue

“are most primitive”; the condition of the original in the British Museum is so bad that more reserve

would be in place. On p. 151 the Black Obelisk “makes little appeal to the artist,” on p. 567, “Early

Shumerian art is simply ho2>eless.” These judgments will not be generally endorsed
;
Leon Heuzey, the

most acute student of Assyrian and Babylonian art, thought otherwise of the early Sumerian w’ork. On
p. 620 we read of “the temple tower, the large mass of solid brickwork which was the ancestor of our

church steeple. Imported into the alluvium by the mountain loving Shumerians, it wa.s rather out of jdace

in Assyria where it was dwarfed by near-hy hills Many readers will desire further information. On

2>p. 277“8 some reflections on a relief from Sargon IPs jjalace read, “...a little building of almost purely

Greek character. On a high podium is a dystyle (sic) temtJe with antae. The columns are unfluted, but

the torus and fillet which form the base and the convex necking, volute and abacus of the cajutal are

X^urely Ionic....Such a building is totally un-Assyrian and it must have been borrowed from the Greeks

directly and recently, so exact is its form.” This contradicts the orthodox views exjiressed in the standard

works on Architecture, and assumes the existence of the Ionic order at the end of the eighth century b.c.

whereas the earliest known Ionic forms belong to the middle of the sixth century. Bannister Fletcher,
History of Architecture, p. 47, discusses this very relief, and states the generally accepted opinion that the

column on its way from Egy^it through Asia to Ionia was modified by Assyrian and other influences. This
should at least be mentioned.

Apart from trivial printing errors, e.g. p. 37, Togormah for Togarniah, and also in Index, p. 196,
scyamores for sycamores, p. 369, Pythagoras for Pythagora:^, p. 499, hasilicar for basilica, the English
of the book is frequently careless and incorrect. Thus on p. 36 we read, “...not to l>e outdone by his rival,

he goes him one better... .Rarely can we catch two rivals in such a beautiful series of lie.s”
;
on

i>. 58, “Just
then Ashur-dan I began his long reign in Assyria, while Babylonia could only place o

2)])osite the one-year
reign of Zamama-shiim-iddina ”

;
on p. 94, “ Mantles and other weaves in wool te^^ti^ied to a rather large

industrial population”; on p. 184, “ unconsciously we call to mind the contemporary Greek Danians”; on
p. 354, ‘ the annals does tell the truth”; on p. 407, “The ceremonies carried out in March include the
images ot Ann etc.^

;
on p. 416, laharka died in 663 shortly after associating his nephew Tanutamon”;

on p. 507, “Scarcely less to demand consideration are the peoples across the boundary”
; on p. 625, “All

in all, they (the Assyrians) seem pretty decent folks {sic), not so very different from the men of our
block {sic), in spite of different clothes, different speech and a religion which never reached the Christian
ideal.” And further, “Sarcophagi were of stone or of clay; sometimes the last body only occupied its
safety...”; on p. 645, “One must leave over the whole of the world's history” is apparently intended as
a translation of De Morgan’s “II faub feuilleter Thistoire enti^re du monde”; on p, 647, “The majority of
Biblical critics are confident that the story the poor old Chronicler tells of Manasseh’s rebellion and
forgiveness is made out of whole cloth.” There are numerous illustrations from photograjAs of objects and
of modern sites, with plans and maj^s. It may be questioned whether the tribesman in Fig. 3 should be
called “ more than half savage.” Students will be disappointed to find no information as to where the
originals of the objects photographed are to be found, except when they are in the Louvre, though there are
references to casts in American museums

;
the greater number of the originals are of course in the BritLh

Museum. Finally, it is ungenerous of the author, after he has borrowed very freely from the works of
Layard and Rassam, the founders, with Rich, Botta and Place, of Assyrian archaeology, to say, “The
palace (of Ashurbanipal at Nineveh) seems to have been well preserved down to the middle of the nine-
teenth century. The plundering methods of so-called excavation then in vogue were apjAied with unusual
thoroughness to this ruin. A wonderful booty of sculptured .slabs was won but neither adequate i)lan nor
description was ever attempted.” Professor Olmstead has said too much or too little. If the objection is
mainly to the removal of the slabs, few archaeologists who know the story of the bull related by Budge
By Nile and Tigris, ii, 23, few who have been told by Sheikh Agil of the Shammar of the disfigurement
of the sculptures at Hatrah by tribesmen who indulge in the cry Hai sheiUn, and few of those who foresee
the fate of the Ishtar gate at Babylon, which is already suffering from exposure, or who have seen the now
weather-worn head of the statue at Nimrud which is continually exposed l.y the natives for financial

“i lie ^
both published then- results to the be«t of their ability, as fully as their digs allowed, afsoonTsA more recent excavation in Mesopotamia has never been scientifically published at all.

Sidney Smith.
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Atlas ziir altaegyptisehen Kultnryeschichte. By Walter Wrebzixskl Lieferungeii 6—17. Leipzig, com-
pleted 1923.

The first five Lieferungen of this work were reviewed in this Journal, iii, 224— 5. Much has happened
since then, and those who read the Vorwort published with Lieferung 17 will have some conceptual

of the appalling difficulties with which Dr. Wreszinski has had to grap}>le in completing the work. He is

indeed to be congratulated on the courage, patience and industry which have enabled him to bring it

despite all obstacles to a successful conclusion. The work is in every way admirable, and should its

author still feel some disappointment at his inability to carry out in its entirety his original scheme

he may comfort himself with the thought that even as it is he has rendered a very solid service to his

science.

It is an anomaly of Egyptology that the most famous sites in Egypt are on the whole the least com-

pletely published. We may read in full detail exactly what is to be seen at Tell el-‘Amarnah and what

has been done there, within the limits of say a dozen volumes : but where can we get a complete or

connected account of Karnak, or of Sakkarah, or of the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings at Thebes?

Still more astonishing, nowhere can we find any account of the nearly 200 Theban private tombs whose

sculptured or painted walls, one might have thought, would form our richest mine of information with

regard to life—and death—in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties : if we except perhaps twenty

tombs on which special memoirs have been written, the whole of this treasure is still available only to the

fortunate Egyptologist who lives at Luxor.

It is this defect in our system of publication which Dr. Wreszinski has endeavoured to remedy, and it

is precisely because his wmrk contains such large numbers of unpublished scenes from these tombs that it

is to be reckoned as one of the most important contributions yet made to Egyptology. He has seen,

moreover, that for a work of this kind collotype is the only satisfactory medium of reproduction. All his

plates are good, though they vary a little in quality, and some are quite excellent. Those who use the

work will certainly be grateful for the sketch-plans added to assist the eye in dealing with representations

which are badly damaged, and where, in the absence of colour, it is not always easy to discern without

this aid what is damaged and what is not. The text has, owing to circumstances, been reduced to a

minimum,’ but what there is is always to the point.

We cannot speak too highly of the whole work and we would only add in conclusion that it may
confidently be recommended not only to the Egyptologist but also to the layman who is anxious to get

some idea of Egyptian life, especially under the New Empire.

T. Eric Peet.

Wadi Sarga: Coptic and Greek Texts from the Excarations undertaken hg the Byzantine Besearch Account,

edited by W. E. Crum and H. 1. Bell with an Introduction by R. Campbell Thompson {Coptica

consilio et irnpensis InstituXi Ra.sk-Oerstediani ediia iii), Hauniae, 1922,

From the fouiTh to the eighth century a.d., and to some extent even later, monasticism was a very

potent factor in the history of Egypt. Religious and social aspects apart, it profoundly (and adversely)

aftected the economic gravity of the country. This, rather than religious fanaticism, was the cause of the

anti-monastic measures taken by various officials of the Muslim Government in the eighth century

—

measures which clearly resulted in the dissolution of a vast number of minor monasteries throughout

Egypt.

It is surprising that so little attention has been paid by archaeologists to the material remains of

monasticism in Egypt in order to arrive at a just estimate of this factor. The excavations of Quibell at

Sakk^irah, of Cledat at Bawlt, of Kaiifmann at the Shrine of St. Menas, and of Winlock at the Theban

Monastery of Epiphanius are but scattered items in what should be an extensive programme. What is

urgently needed is a series of excavations on monastic sites representative of all parts of Egypt. This

would enable us to trace far more certainly than at present the spread and decline of monasticism, and to

picture more accurately the material (as distinguished from the spiritual) life of the monks.

An important step towards this end was taken by the Byzantine Research Account in its excavations

at Wfidl Sargah. We have still to wait for a full report on the archaeological results of that work
; for

the summary notice with sketch-plan contributed to the Introduction by Mr. Campbell Thompson leaves

many mattei-s obscure. I would here suggest that the nucleus (Church, Keep, etc.) of the “ Monastery of

10—2
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Apa Thomas was situated, not in the xvadi itself, but within the area enclosed by the so-called “ vallum,

which may be no other than the boulder-footing of a crude-brick enclosure wall.

The present volume, however, is essentially a publication of the Coptic and Greek texts found during

the excavations, and to these we must now turn. They include a cei-tain number of “literary’’ (biblical

and theological) fragments, but the majority are ephemeral—letters, lists, and accounts of various kinds.

While there is no single text of outstanding importance the collection as a whole is of high interest. Of

their strictly philological importance, I am not qualified to judge
;
but every student will welcome the

accession of so much material which illustrates the daily life of an Egyptian monastery. Literary texts

almost ignore the material side of monastic life, suggesting that the Fathers, wrapped in devotion, were

only maintained by a series of fortunate accidents. The Wadi Sargah texts constitute a useful corrective,

showing that the monks by no means neglected the affairs of this world. Indeed, their attention seems

to have been occupied with a multitude of material concerns. Especially interesting, when we recall Abba

Poemen’s dictum that monks had no business at all with wine, are the various accounts of wine (Nos.

121 flf.). Evidently wine was freely used in Egyptian monasteries, and the litter of broken wine-jars to

be found on every ruined site tells the same tale as the documents. Generally, we conclude that but for

the observance of religious rites and for the absence of domestic ties, life in a monastery of the sixth

century did not greatly differ from life in any large household of the same period.

Mr. Crum and Mr. Bell are such proven masters in their respective subjects that it would be im-

pertinence for a novice to do more than express envious admiration of the sure skill and profound science

with which they have edited and commented on these texts. If any parts of their work are to be singled

out for special mention, I would name the sections headed The Monastic Settlement and its Inhabitants^

and Metrology. The latter should be of immense help to any who in the future may have to deal with

suchlike documents.

In conclusion I venture to touch on a few matters of detail. No, 19, a calendar of lucky and unlucky

days, shows some (accidental) coincidences with the Hesiodic list. Thus with 11. 1—2 we may compare

W. and D. 788 f., and with 1. 9 id. 792—4. It is regrettable that this text is not more complete. In

No. 100, 1. 3 occurs the word explained (p. 94, n. 1) as a group of monastic dwellings. The

Boh. was similarly used in Scetis (where it occurs in Arabic guise as to denote

a “dependent cell” or unit in a laura (cf. Mist, of the Patr. ed. Evetts, p. [555], where we have,

These mansnhah^^ as their remains show, were enclosures of considerable size

containing within a strong outer wall, a church, Jcasr^ cells for the inmates, and other buildings. The

larger may have accommodated as many as twenty monks ; they may be compared to the halls or hostels

of the mediaeval universities. In 1. 4 of the same letter igoir^T is rendered “ window (niche).” In the

pi’esent context “ cupboard ” might be suggested (closed cupboards used for storing books and the like

were used at the Mt. of Nitria in the fourth century)
;
though indeed the word is definitely applied to a

niche or aumbry in a church (as in the Service for the Consecration of a Churchy ed. Horner, 388, where

it denotes the eastern niche in the sanctuary).

Students of the Coptic language and of Coptic monasticism cannot sufficiently thank the editors for so

admirable and scholarly a publication.

H. G. Evelyn White.

The Tomb of Tutankhamen. By Jean Capart; translated from the French by Warren K. Dawson.
London,' 1923.

As a writer on serious Egyptological subjects Jean Capart holds a very high place in the esteem of his

colleagues, and even of his more popular work there is very little which would not be worth translating

into English for the benefit of those who do not read his tongue. Yet I am not sure that the present book
does not fall among that little. Not that it is a bad book

;
far from it, for it contains a great deal of

information correctly given. The articles and letters of which it is composed were, at the moment when
they appeared, of the highest interest, but was the case so strong for reprinting them ? This country had
already been deluged with material of this kind, of which the charm mostly passes with the romantic
moment, the more so in the case of a work some of the hopes expressed in which have already proved to

be unfounded (witness the mythical box of papyri). No form of literature translates less successfully from
one language into another than letters, and the emotions stirred by historic moments, however well they
have been expressed in the original French, are slightly tawdry when done into English.
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The informative matter of the volume is accurate and thoughtful, like all M. Capart’s work, and

I notice only two small points to query. On p. 32 Tut^ankhamun is said to be a son of Amenophis III,

a statement which has appeared in other books, but for which I can find no evidence, save that of the

Barkal lions, which is hardly cogent. On the same page the translation of the name Akhenaten by

“Servant of the Disk” would be hard to justify. To say that it seems that Tut^ankhamun reigned only

six years (p. 53), merely because the highest year-date yet known to us from his reign is Year 6 is to fall

into an old trap. But these are minute blemishes in a piece of work the accuracy of which is the more

remarkable since it must mainly have been done from memory on the author’s travels.

In his translation Mr. Dawson has probably come as near perfection as is possible in rendering letters

into English. Here and there signs of hurry are evident, as was almost inevitable seeing the haste with

which the work was got out. These lapses fortunately do not take the form of mistranslations, but merely

of unconscious imitations of French constructions. Thus no fewer than three times (pp. 53, 60 and 71)

we find the English Relative Pronoun preceded by that redundant “and” which French idiom demands

and English rejects. Similarly on p. 70, line 2, there is a preposition “ to ” which is needed in French but

not allowed in English, and on p. 79 we find the verb “to prevent” followed first by “from” with the

Verbal Noun and secondly by “ to ” with the Infinitive. On the plate opposite p. 56 occurs the strange

phrase to “come at” (presumably arriver a), and on p. 57 we find “signs of the life” for “signs of life.”

“Disembodied” is a better word than “ disincarnated ” (87), and the sun can hardly in English prose be

described as “the astral god” (57). On p. 32 “workshop” is misprinted “worship.” There are a few small

slips in speUing: thus on p. 60 read “practised” and on p. 59 “paltriness.” “Hypogoeum” with diph-

thong ce is surely indefensible, as also is “Akenaten,” the Egyptian h being rendered kh in other names

in the book. But these details would scarcely be worth mentioning except in so far as they may be useful

to Mr. Dawson in case of a reprint.

T. Eric Peet.

Egyptian Art. Introductory Studies. By Jean Capart
;
translated by Warren R. Dawson. London, 1923.

Although the science of Egyptology has existed for over a century the teacher has still the greatest

difficulty in prescribing books for his pupils, more especially for those who have not yet mastered French

and German. Breasted has solved the problem on the historical side, but we still await a general manual

on archaeology, a tedious and difficult task of which Egyptologists one and all seem to fight shy, though

Erman’s admirable Aegypten, especially in the new edition by Ranke, has filled many of the gaps.

Egyptian art, however, has until quite lately cried in vain for adequate treatment. Books which consist

mainly of collections of actual examples of art exist in numbers, but it was not until 1921 that Schaefer

with his Agyptische Kunst raised the study of the subject to a new plane. Even he dealt only or chiefly

with drawing, and Mr. Dawson was thus more than justified in thinking that Capart’s Lecons sur Vart

egyptien deserved translation into English. The present book contains only the introductory portion of

the Lemons. The word introductory must, however, not be taken quite literally, for the book includes, in

addition to much truly preliminary matter, a chapter on the first Pharaonic monuments, five chapters on

architecture, and one on the conventions of Egj^ptian drawing. There is obviously a lack of proportion

here which we hope Mr. Dawson will soon remedy by the translation of more of the Legons. In the mean-

time we are duly thankful for what he has given us. The text is marked by that scholarship, thought and

common sense which are characteristic of all M. Capart’s work. The illustrations are excellently chosen

and the more hackneyed views carefully avoided. Mr. Dawson has further provided for our comfort by

refusing to place any of his pictures sideways on his plates. This in some cases involves having plates

which are more than half blank, an arrangement to which we take no exception, for the advantage gained

is worth it. We do, however, think that in some of these cases it would have been better to bring down

the picture to the middle of the page instead of leaving it stranded at the top with its title far away

below it. Plates X and XXIX are striking instances of this. If and when Mr. Dawson decides to give us

more of the Legons we hope he will consider the possibility of using collotypes instead of half-tones. They

are now very little more expensive, they are always better, and the paper on which they are printed is

far more durable.

The translation does not read like a translation, which is merely to say that it is excellent. Mr. Daw-

son has introduced an admirable book to the English-reading public, and he has done it in a manner

worthy of it.

T. Eric Feet.
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A HEAD OF KING RAME8SES I FROM HIS TEMPLE
AT ABYDOS

With Plate XI

Plate XI, which furais the Iroiitispiece to this nuiiiber, is a reproduction from a colour-

sketch by Major Benton Fletcher. In 1912, when Major Fletcher was staying at the

Society’s camp at Abydos, a small chapel of Ramesses I was discovered by a native of

the village of ‘Arabah el-Madfiinah in his garden. The walls of this chapel were adorned

with reliefs very similar in style to those of the Seti temple close by, and not inferior to

them in delicacy of finish. The director of the Society’s excavations at once reported this

discovery to the local Inspector of Antiquities, who indeed had already heard of it from

another source. Despite all efforts on his part the Service des Antiquites decided not to

interfere in the matter, and we at Abydos had the melancholy spectacle of seeing these

priceless reliefs carelessly sawn from their blocks, rudely packed in cases and removed by

camel to be sold to a dealer presumably in Cairo.

Fate, however, partially relented, for most of the blocks fell some years later into the hands

of the Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York, where they have received the patient and

skilful treatment which that institution knows how to apply to sick antiquities. Since then

they have been published in Mr. H. E. Winlock’s volume, called Bas-Reliefs from the

Temple of Rameses I at Ahydos {Metropolitan Miisenni if Art Papers, Yol. i, Part 1).

The sketch shown will be of interest to readers, since it was made by Major Fletcher

in the chapel itself before the removal of the reliefs, and gives a very good idea of the

beauty of the work in the original. It is taken from the scene shown in Winlock’s Plate Y,

in which the king offers calves to Osiris. The block itself was, a short time ago, still in the

possession of M. Kelekian in Paris.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 11
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AEMILIANUS THE “TYRANT ’

By J. GRAFTON MILNE

The miscellaneous collection of Roman generals, client kings, and other people of more

or less eminence which is found in the Historia Augusta under the title of the Thirty

Tyrants inchules one man (jn whose career some light has been thrown by Egyjjtian papyri

which may give some clue to the circumstances leading to his appearance in this connection.

The account of Aemilianus given in the Historia Augusta is, briefly, to the effect that

he was in command of Egypt and was compelled by an outbreak of rioting at Alexandria

to assume the position of emperor for his own safety. He ruled with vigour, occupied the

Thebaid and the whole of the country, and drove back the barbarian tribes. He was pre-

paring an expedition against the Indians {i.e. presumably the Axumites of Abyssinia) when
he was overthrown and captured by Theodotus, the general sent by Gallienus.

Lucius Mussius Aemilianus and Aurelius Theodotus are both known as prefects of

Egypt from papyri. The latest date fur Aemilianus, who had first been vice-prefect, but
was prefect by 24 Sept. 2.58 (P. Oxy. 1201), is Sept./Oct. 2.59 (P. Ryl. 110): the only

recorded date for Theodotus is 14 Aug. 2(i2 (P. Strasb. 5). In view of the statements of

the Historia Augusta, it may safely be concluded that Theodotus was the immediate suc-

cessor of Aemilianus : but the precise date at which the change was effected is left vaguo
within a period of three years (cf. Stein, Arch. Pap., V, 419, n. 1).

This period however covers that during which two other “ tyrants were recognised in

Egypt. Macrianus and Quietus were proclaimed as emperors in Syria in the summer of

260, and shortly afterwards were accepted by the Egyptians. The earliest recorded dating
by them is on 29 Sept. 260, in a horoscope from Gxyrhynchus (P. Oxy. 1476); this date is

expressed as in their first year, which shows that they had not been recognised in Egypt
before the previous 29 Aug. Nearly two months later the inhabitants of O.xyrhynchus
seem still to have been doubtful as to the legitimacy of their title, since it was necessary
for the strategos on 24 Nov. to issue an order recpiiring the local bankers to accept and
exchange their coins, which it was reported had been refused (P. Oxy. 1411). A distribu-

tion of corn in their names was announced at Hermopolis on 15 Fob. 261 (P. Lond. 955)-
which suggests that they were then firmly established in Middle Egypt. But nine days
later an ostrakon at Thebes is dated by Valerian and Gallienus (WiLCKEN, G. 0 . 1474)

;

and there are no certain dates of Macrianus and Quietus after this. The coin in the
British Museum of year 2 of Macrianus is, as pointed out by Laffranchi {Riv. Ital.

Xuntisvt., 1907, 381), a tooled coin of Gallienus : and the entry in a Strasburg papyrus of
a date in the second year is not a safe guide, as the whole of the dating of the group in
which this occurs (P. Strasb. 6-8) is hopelessly confusedh

I Alternatively it may be sugge.^teil that the date iu the Strasburg papyrus—30 Oct. 261—is correct
according to the scribe’s knowledge and belief, and that though Macrianus and Quietus had lost hold on
Alexandria and possibly on all Egypt before 20 Aug., the scribe in the Fayy urn had not heard or realised the
news. This is possiblo-almost anything is possible with a Fayyum scribe : but the eccentricity of the
whole of his datings looks as if he had been trying to work out a chronological scheme of his own and oot
into a coin}>lete muddle.

®
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The numismatic evidence, which was discussed in a paper on the coinage of the eighth

year of Gallienus {Anc, Egypt, 1917, pt. iv), is in general agreement with the conclusion

suggested by the papyrus dates. A few coins (jf Valerian, Gallienus, and Salonina, linkc‘d

in style with those of previous years, were issued fi’orn the Alexandrian mint at the

beginning, presumably, of their year 8

—

i,e. Aug./Sept. 260. Other coins of Gallienus alone,

dated in the same yeai*, but in style resembling those of later yeai’s, are found, which pre-

sumably belong to the end of this 3'ear. And intermediate between these two groups are

the coins of Macrianus and Quietus, which are all dated in their tirst year.

The question arises, whether Aemilianus had any dealings with Macrianus and (^)uietus.

Either he or Theodotus—more probably Aemilianus—was in nominal command of Egypt

during the few^ moiiths when ^lacrianus and Quitdus were otKciall\^ regarded as ruling at

Alexandria and in Middle Eg^’pt : what was the relation of the representati\X‘ <>f Gallienus

to the usurpers It would not have been unprecedented tbr a prefect to continue in office

during and after a revolt from Rome': L. IMant-enniiis Sabiuus was prefect on G ^lar. IGo

under Pertinax {B. G. U. 640), and still prefect under Severus on 21 Apr. 194 (/. (r. R,

1062), though in the interval Pescennius Niger had been accepted as emperor in Egypt and

had been crushed by Severus. But a more probable explanat ion uui}' be siiggosted.

It is worth noting that the dating on the Theban ostrakon mentii)ned above is bv

Valerian and Gallienus. Now in Lower and Middle Egypt datings by Valerian and

Gallienus continue up to Sept. 260—but, after tlu' break caused by tlie usurpation of

Macrianus and Quietus, datings are b\^ Gallienus alone. The fact that the name of \bilerian

occurs at Thebes on 24 Feb. 261 suggests tliat there had bet.ui no break in the recognition

of Valerian and Gallienus there, and that Macrianus and (Quietus had not extended their

authority so far southk And, as a matter of fact, no monuments or records of Macrianus

and Quietus seem to have been found above Koptos, from which place there is an inscrip-

tion of Quietus (/. G. R. 1181).

The special mention in the Hlstoria A gusto of the activities of Aemilianus in the

Thebaid may give ground for supposing that he held out there for Gallienus against the

representatives of Macrianus and Quietus, and from there finally recovered Egvpt for his

master. As Macriani;s and (Quietus were first proclaimed in Syria, their authority over

Egypt would probablj" spread through Pelusium to the head of the Delta, and thence

northwards to Alexandi*ia and southwards through iliddle Egvpt : and it is consecpiently

not surprising that though Gallienus was still recognised, and coins were struck foi- him, at

Alexandria after 29 Aug. 260, Macrianus and Quietus were recognised at f)xyrhynchus as

earlyas 29 Sept.v And the recovery of the countryfor Gallienus probably f(dlowe<l the reverse

course: if Hermopolis was feasting in honour of Macrianus and Quietus on 15 Feb. 261, it

is very unlikely that they could have been overthrown and the news of thi'ir overthnjw^ liave

reached Thebes by 24 Feb., if the wave of recovery were proceeding southwards: it is more

1 If the Roman officials in the Thebaid had been cut off from direct communication wuth the ^^leditcr-

ranean hy the forces of ^lacrianus and Quietus on the Low^r Xile, thej^ would not have heard that

Valerian had disappeared from the imperial pt)W^er after his capture hy the kew't.ians, and so wmuld con-

tinue to join his name with that of Gallienus.

2 The horoscope (P. Ox3\ 1476) may not have been written at Oxyrbynchu^, though found there : but

there is a reasonable probability that it was. The next earliest dating for Macrianus and Quietus is 25

days later (P. Grenf. I, 50): this is from the Fayyfirn, wiiich wtmid naturally get news from outside later

than Oxyrhynchus, possibly by as much as a w'eek : so the margin of error in the argument is not wide.
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probable that Hermopolis returned to its allegiance somewhat later, as Alexandria did

before the end of the year.

If, however, Aeniilianus had been the loyal upholder of the cause of Gallienus in Egypt

against the Syrian “tyrants,” how came he into the same category with them ? That he was

superseded and arrested by orders of Gallienus seems certain from the Historia Augusta:

but it may be doubted whether he ever laid claim to imperial power. It is significant that

no coins of his are known—the one supposed to exist in the British ^luseum is, as has been

shown by Dattari, a tooled coin of Philip—and that no datings by his reign have been

found : if he had regarded himself as emperor, and had ruled as vigorously and as long as

the Historia Augusta suggests, it is almost certain that coins would have been struck and

documents dated in his name. There may have been grounds for the supersession of

Aemilianus, and he may have been suspected of a design to seize the empire : but it is

almost certain that he did not call himself emperor.

After all, if he had saved Egypt for Gallienus and then been driven to revolt, he would

only have been in the same position as others of his contemporaries. Odenathus of

Palmyra, who had similarly upheld the cause of Rome in Syria against Macrianus and
Quietus, did not himself break away from the empire : but had it not been for his early

death, he would probably have taken this step, since his widow and son very shortly after-

wards claimed their independence. The most remarkable shifting of parts, however, was in

Greece, where Pisowent to take possession of the province on behalf of IMacriauus : Yaleiis,

the governor appointed by Gallienus, revolted and set himself up as “tyrant”: and Piso

thereupon took up the cause of Gallienus. The whole situation of the Roman empire
during the seventh decade of the third century was one of kaleidoscopic changes, the
meaning and purpose of which it is difficult to discover. So the degree to which the charo-e

of disloyalty can be justly brought against Aemilianus may perhaps be left undetermined.
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THE MOUSE IN EGYPTIAN AND LATER MEDICINE'

Bv WARREN R. DAWSON, F.Z.S.

The mouse is one of the most ancient merticinos used by mankind, and, as the following

paragraphs will show, it has been in continuous use from very early prehistoric times to the

present day. How the mouse acquired its reputation is difficult to decide. There was a

belief current in Pliny's time, which also figures in the mediaeval Bestiaries, the mouse

was a spontaneous product of the Nile mud after each inundation. It may have acquired

on this account the virtue of a Giver of Life,” a virtue which was ascribetl to the Nile

and to everything directly connected therewith or resulting from the inundation. The

modern Egyptians, I am told, likewise believe in the spontaneous generation of mice from

the Nile mud. I know of no text of the Pharaonic period expressing the it lea, but the

account of Pliny, obviously coloured with Egyptian ideas as was so much else in his book,

is worth quoting (Lib. ix, cap. 84)

:

Verum omnibus his fidem Nili inundatio affert, omnia excedente miraculo: quippe

detegente eo ninsculi reperiuntur inchoate opere genitalis aquae terraeque
;
jam parte

corporis viventes, novissima effigie etiamnum terrena.
’

Plutarch {Symposiacs v, 10) in accounting for tlu‘ divine origin of salt suggests that

this divinity may have arisen because the mineral preserves bodies from decay after the

soul has taken flight, and because mice conceive by merely licking salt. Here then we

have the foundation of a belief in the virtue of the mouse derived from its con’" ^^ction

with salt, which was likewise, to primitive man, a ''Giver of Life.” Belief in the spon-

taneous generation of the mouse survived for many centuries, and turns up again and again,

e.g. in Basil's Homilies (329-379 a.d.).

Many of the materia laedica used by the ancients are of so bizarre a nature that doubts

are often entertained as to whether they were ever actually used, in spite of the written

prescriptions containing them. In the case of the mouse we have the most striking CAudence

that it was medicinally employed. In 1901 Prof. Keisner carried out excavations at Nagtr

ed-Der in Upper Egypt, in the course of which he found many human bodies belonging

to the earliest pre-dynastic period. The conditions under which these bodies had been

buried, in direct contact with the hot, dry, desert sand, have handed them down to us

absolutely intact with the soft parts completely preserved—the skin, the hair, the muscles,

the nerves and the viscera. From the alimentary canals and intestines of these bodies food-

materials were recovered by Prof. Elliot Smith, who handed them on for examination to

Prof. Netolitzky". In his book The Ancient Egyptians (2nd ed., 1923, 50) Prof. Elliot

Smith makes the following remarks :

"The occasional presence of the remains of mice in the alimentary canals of children,

under circumstances which prove that the small rodent had been eaten after being skinned,

1 A paper read before the Royal Society of Medicine (Historical Section) on Dec. I9th, 1923.

2 His report is published in the Zeitschrift ft'fr Cniersuckuny der Xahrungs- und Genussmittel, xxi,

607, 1911, Part 10.
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is a discovery of very great interest, for Dr. Netolitzky informs me that the body of a mouse

was the last resort of medical practitioners in the East several millennia later as a remedy

for children in extremis, as it still is in Europe.’'

Here we have well attested evidence of the medicinal use of the mouse in Egypt at a

period which, at the lowest possible computation, is six thousand years ago, and as it is still

common in England and in other parts of Europe to use the mouse as a medicine for

children, it occurred to me to hunt out such references as I could find in early medical

literature which might throw light on mouse-medicine in the interval which divides these

widely separated periods.

In the Egyptian medical pap^ua the mouse occurs only three times. In the Ebers

Papyrus^ it figures in a prescription for some kind of rheumatoid trouble ''to relax stiffness.”

Here equ.al parts of the fxt of the pig, the mouse, the snake and the cat are to be mixed
together and bandaged on to the afiected part. In an unpublished papyrus of earlier date

the fat of the mouse is used for a similar purpose, mixed with that of the lion, hippopota-

mus, crocodile, ass and other animals, and with olive oil to be used as an ointment daily

until the patient is well-. In the Hearst Medical Papyrus^ amongst a number of recipes for

the hair, the following occurs: “Cooked mouse put in fat until it is rotten : do likewise”

{i.e, anoint the hair with it).

A more interesting mention of the mouse is to be found in a magical papyrus at Berlin^

which contains a number of spells for the protection of mothers and children. Amongst these

spells is an incantation to di'ive away sesnii (some infantile ailment) which ends with these

words :
“ Make this child, or his mother, eat a cooked mouse. Put the bones upon his neck,

bound with a string in which seven knots have been tied.” This instance is the earliest

written mention of the mouse as a medicine for children. It dates fi*om about 1500 B.c.

Dioscorides (Lib. ii, cap. 74) says, “It is well known that mice which run about
houses can be very usefully cut up and applied to scorpion stings. If children eat them
roasted it helps to stop dribbling at the mouth.” Perhaps the unknown word sesmi in the
Berlin papyrus means dribbling. The Algerian physician 'Abd er-Razzak who lived at the
end of the 17th century, evidently borrowed directly from Dioscorides when he wrote
“grilled and eaten, it [sc, the mouse] stops dribbling of saliva in children... .Roasted alive

and placed upon the sting of a scorpion, it cures it. Applied similarly to splinters and
thorns, it draws them out I”

When we examine Pliny’s Natural Histor'y we find it literally swarming with mice.
The mouse, or parts of it, or its blood or dung appear again and again. Thus mice cut open
and applied are effective against serpent bites (Book xxix, cap. 25) and scorpion-stino-s

(xxix, 29). The ashes of the head of a mouse, the tail of a mouse, or a mouse entire, is a
cure for alopecia (xxix, 34). For ulcerations of the head produced by the use of cantharides
apply the head, gall, and dung of mice with hellebore and pepper (xxix, 34). The ashes of
a mouse mixed with honey cure ear-ache (xxix, 39), or, rubbed on the teeth, sweeten the

» 85, 5.

2 I am indebted to Dr. Alan Gardiner for this information.
3 10

,
10-11 .

4 Papyrus No. 3027. Published by Erman: Zauherspriiche far Mvtter mid Kind. Berlin 1901.
8, 2—3.

j
Kachef er-Rowao,h (The Revelation of Enigmas). It was translated into French l.y Leclerc, Paris
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breath (xxx, 9). Lung affections are cured by micC; and especially African mice, flayed,

cooked in oil and salt and eaten. This preparation is good also for suppurati(jn of pus or

blood (xxx, 14). Cut-open mice are good for gout (xxx, 23), and for warts of all kinds the

blood of a mouse, or the mouse itself cut open, is to be used (xxx, 23). To draw out

foreign matter, such as thorns, from the flesh, apply a mouse cut open (xxx, 42). To cure

children who cannot hold their water, make them cat cooked mice (xxx, 47). The examples

are selected from amongst many.

Galen, who was well aware of such uses of the mouse, condemns them in one of his

books as superstitious, whilst in another he recommends them^

Marcellus {De Medicamentis, 4th cent, A.D.) employs the mouse and other ingredients

much ill the manner of Pliny-.

In the Syriac Book of Medicines published by Budget we have a strange medley in

which ancient Egyptian, Greek and other influences are manifest. The mouse seldom

occurs, however. Its dung, mixed with other ingredients, is used for scabies (op. city 69o)

and is used as an external application to assist urination (p. 681).

A Coptic medical papyrus of the 9-1 0th cent, A.D. has an interesting prescription for

ulcers which creep, and remain open. Wax 1 ounce
;
santal 2 oz.

;
unsalted pig-lard 1 oz.

;

decoction of cut-open mouse 1 oz. Cook them together and use them for ulcers The

Arabic physician Ibn el-BeD^i’ (died 1248 A.D.) refers to the mouse in terms very similar to

those of Dioscorides''. Unfortunately I have lacked facilities fur searching the works of the

mediaeval writers on medicine. In the Collectio Saleiidtana references to the mouse exist,

but I have not had an opportunity of hunting them up. Dr. Kendel Harris tpiotes an

extract from a manuscript book in his possession dated 1692 which is interesting in this

connection'’:

“Fry71 mice are very good to eat. And mice flea’d and dryd to powder, and the powder

mixt with sugar-candy is veiy good for chinn-cough. You must flea the mice when you

fry them. These I know to be good.'’

In Culpeper s Fharmacopuna Londinotsis^ it is stated that “a flead mouse dried and

beaten into ponder and given at a time helps such as cannot hold their water, or have a

Diabetes if you do the like for three days together,” and a century later in the PliarntacoiKcia

Universalis of Dr. R.. James, ]\I.D.^ w^e find the mouse once more in use for nearly all the

varied purposes to w hich it has been applied in the ancient wuaters already quoted. The

author states (p. 349), “ The w hole Animak and its Dung are used in Medicine. The Mouse,

cut up alive, and applied, draws out Splinters, Darts, and Arrows, and cures the Bites of

Scorpions, extracting the Poison. The Ashes cure the involuntary or nocturnal Flux of the

Urine. The Dung purges infants by stool, is used in Clysters, cures an Alo2)€cia, absterges

Scurf from the Hoad, diminishes Stones in the Kidneys, or Bladder, and removes a Condy-

lonuty VerriiccL FiciiSy Marisca, and the Tumors affecting the

1 Thorndike, Mayic and ExperimenVd. Science

y

i, 1923, 1G6 and 175.

2 Thorndike, op. cit.y 587.

3 2 vols., Oxford, 1913.

^ Chassinat, JJn papyrm medical coptCy Cairo, 1921, 297.

3 Leclerc, Notices et extraits des manuscritSy t. xxvi, 17. Paris, 1875.

The Ascent of OlympnSy S3.

^ Sixth edition, 1659, 46.

s Second edition, Loudon, 1752,
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To-day the mouse is chiefly used for children. I have found instances all over England

and Wales. It is usually flayed, fried or boiled or made into a pie, and is given to children

for incontinence of the bladder, for dribbling, and for whooping-cough.

The above illustrations (which might be increased almost indefinitely) however much
they differ have many points in common. It will be noted for instance that in nearly every

case the mouse must be skinned or cooked for internal use, and split-open for external

application. The mouse when we first meet it is a child’s medicine, and when a Lancashire

mother administers a mouse to her ailing baby to-day, she is doing what the prehistoric

mothers by the banks of the Nile did for their infants six thousand years ago.
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THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE EXODUS : AN ANSWER
TO PROFESSOR NAVILLE AND OTHERS

Bv ALAN H. GARDINER

By the kindness of the Editor I am given an opportunity of replying to Professor Xavillc^

without delay, and I welcome the occasion thus offered to review the statements of some

other critics. Incidentally, I have a few scraps of new evidence to put forward. By way of

preface, let me protest my innocence of any claim to have said the last word on the difficult

topographical problems here involved; the exact site of Pi-Ra^messe has still to be found,

and more satisfactory testimony is required on almost every point. But I do claim to have

brought the discussion of these matters into a new phase, and to have destroyed or at least

rendered extremely improbable certain hypotheses hitherto regarded as certainties. It is

disconcerting to find my arguments partly ignored and partly misrepresented by my
opponents; is it too much to ask to be carefully read ?

Professor Naville starts with a misrepresentation of my position with regard to the

Exodus which no doubt is unintentional, but which is none the less crass for that reason.

He attributes to me the statement, quoted in invertcAl commas, that all the story of the

Exodus ought ti^ be regarded as no h^ss mythical than the details of creation as recorded in

Genesis.'' On reading this, I asked myself with astonishment whether, in a moment of

aberration, I could conceivably have committed myself to so rash an assertion. Reference

to my article in the Recueil CJunnpollion showed, to my relief, that my supposed words ‘*all

the story of the Exodus" are Professor Naville's own invention. Since my original article

is likely to be inaccessible to many readers of the Journal, I will ({uote the entire passage :

“ It does not enter into my plan to elaborate the case for or against the historicity of the

Exodus, but it will conduce to clearness if I outline the opinions which I hold upon the

subject. That Israel was in Egypt under one form or another no historian could possibly

doubt; a legend of such tenacity repi*esenting the early fortunes of a people under so

unfavourable an aspect could not have arisen save as a reflexion, however much distorted,

of real occurrences. But the Hyksos invasion and the subseipuuit expulsion of the Hyksos

afford quite sufficient basis for the origination of the legend. Xor would it make the

slightest diflerence to this assertion shout I it be proved that the Hyksos were raciallv

quite unrelated to the Israelites, for nations irdierit with all possible ease the traditions ef

the lands which in course of time they come to occupy. Would it not, indeed, be strange

if the whole episode of the Hyksos had left no trace in Hebrew legend { When, further,

it is taken into consideration that the date of Joseph, according to any reasonable compu-

tation, falls within the Hyksos period, surely little doubt can be entertained but that the

fortunes of the Shepherd kings are somehow imaged in the Exodus story. But the mention

of the town of Raamses-Rameses introduces an ingredient of later date, and it is not

impossible that, as the <|uotations from Manetho and Chaeremoii in Josephus suggest, some

further events at the beginning of the Nineteenth Dynasty may have become blended with
^ See Jintmal, x, 18-30.

Joiiru. of Egypt- Arch. x. 1*2
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the memory of the Hyksos. Illustrative material indicating the kind of relations existing

between Egypt and the Bedawin tribes on its borders is found in the papyri, for example in

Anastasi VI. But not a vestige of evidence points to any serious occupation of Egyptian

territory such as could have resulted in a drama resembling that enacted in the book of

Exodus. Until there emerges evidence of a character wholly different from that already

available, I submit that the details of the story ought to be regarded as no less m
3
’thical

than the details of the creation as recorded in Genesis. At all events our first task must
be to attempt to interpret those details on the supposition that they are legend.”

So far, then, from maintaining that “ all the story of the Exodus ” is mythical, I had
most clearly and explicitly affirmed my conviction that the story, as a whole, reflects a

definite historical event, namely the expulsion of the Hyksos from Egj pt. This, I must add,

was no new hypothesis, since it had already been ablj’ advocated by Dr. H. R. Hall in his

Ancient History of the Near East (1st ed., pp. 408-9). To maintain that a story is false in

its entirety and to declare the details to be legendary are obviously two very different

things, and Professor Naville does me a wrong in neglecting the difference. I am ready to

admit, however, that if I had merely assumed the details of the Exodus story to be
legendary, and had left the matter there, I should have laid myself open to fair criticisnt.

But such was not the case
;
the method pursued in my article was a perfectly sound one.

Asking the reader to concede that the details of the story might be legendary, I surveyed
the topographical movements which it records in their enseinhle and then sought to

demonstrate, point by point, that this enseinhle is utterly at variance with the actual
physical facts. In othm- words, what I did was to state my conclusion first and then to
prove it afterwards, a very ordinary dialectical expedient.

Before passing on to details, I will allude briefly to a recent discovery which appears to
me to strengthen the case against an Exodus of the traditional kind. Dr. Fisher’s excavations
at Beisan, the ancient Bethshean, between Jezreel and the Jordan, have brought to light
an Egyptian fortress with stelae of Sethos I and Eamesses II, and what is still more
important, a statue of Ramesses III. To quote Dr. Fisher’s own words', “this group of dated
records found in situ is sufficient proof that the town had remained in Egyptian hands
practically from 1313 to 1167 B.C.” Now the traditional Exodus story would seem to make
but little sense except on the supposition that the Egj^ptian control in Pale.stine after the
Akhenaten period was, at the best, relaxed and discontinuous. Systematic excavations are
beginning to show, on the contrary, that the Ramessides still retained a firm hold on the
promised land. Under these circumstances, the Israelites in fleeing from Eg^-pt would have
been merely jumping out of the frying pan into the fire. However, a friend to whom I
submitted this objection replied : “ Quite so, and that is why the Israelites made for Sinai
rather than for the promised land itself !

”

1. The question of Rameses.

I have no quarrel with Professor Naville for omitting to discuss the remainder of
my article in the Recueil Champollion, since the corner-stone upon which its argume t

'

'

built up is my contention, disputed by him, that the Biblical Rameses was the reside"ice-
city of the Pharaohs at or near Pelusium. In opposition to that contention Professor Naville
declares (1) that the Rameses of the Old Testament is Tell er-Retubah in the Wadi

1 The Museum Journal (Philadelphia 1923}, p, ^36.
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Tumilat and (2) that the greater city of Raineses (Ri-Ka^iueSvSe) was situated, not in the

neighbourhood of Pelusiuiii, but at the well-known frontier town of
l"

= Kantarah.

Let us examine these two contentions in turn. (1) Professor Nuville pays no attention to

my demonstration (Journal, V, 262-6) that the Hebrew text prinddes little or no evidence

in favour of a city of Ramoses in the Wadi Tumilat, .so that, failing archaeological evidence

to the contrar\', the existence of such a city is pure conjecture; he and my other critics fail

also to answer my' (piestions as to how, on the supposition that Moses and the Israelites

were separated off in the Wadi Tumilat, Moses could have risen up early in the morning

to stand before Pharaoh, or his cradle have been found by Pharaoh’s daughter among

the flags of the river. To convey any clear picture to the mind, the Biblical narrative must

in many jxissages presuppose that Moses and his followers were resident in tlie actual

capital-city of the Pharaohs, so that it naturally became the starting-point of the Exodus.

But waiving this important point, is there any serious evidence that Tell er-Retabah was

ever called Raineses, or was a royal residence at all ? Certainly the stela of Ramesses II, on

which Profes.sor Naville comments so lengthily (pp. 20-1), proves nothing of the kind. The

crucial passage' ends with the epithet M m dmiw hr rvfr <J_t, which I had connected with

the foregoing references to the land of the Shosu and had rendered “ building in (their)

cities in his (own) name for ever.” Professor Naville may possibly be right in rejecting the

connection with the Shosu which I had surmised'-, but his own translation “building cities

in his name for ever” overlooks the preposition in “in” and is therefore quite impossible;

whether the cities referred to were Shosu-cities or not, all that the epithet states is that

the Pharaoh erected buildings in them bearing his own name, and consequently the

deduction that Er-Retabah was named after Ramesses II is altogether beside the mark.

A more plausible argument in favour of Er-Retabah being a royal residence is advanced

by Mr. Harold M. Wiener in his courteously worded and thoughtful criticism of my views

published in Ancient Egypt, 1923, pp. 75-7. This is the passage from P«p. Anadasi V
(19, 6-20, 2) translated by me Journal, vi, 109, which begins as follows:

—

“I was

despatched from the Courts of the Royal Palace on the ninth day of the third month of

summer, at eventide, in quest of those two servants. I reached the enclosure-wall of Theku

(i.e. Tell el-Maskhutah) on the tenth day of the third month of summer; they told me that

they had said in the south that they (the slaves) had passed on the tenth day of the third

month of summer. And [when I] reached the fortress (sell, of Theku) they told me that the

groom (!) had come from the desert [to say'] that they had passed the north luall of the Migdol

of Sety-Meneptah-is-heloved-like-Aeth:’ Mr. Wiener, believing me to hold that “ the Courts

of the Royal Palace ” must refer to the Pi-Ra^messe at or near Pelusium, first refuses to

accept my identification of the migdol here mentioned with that which lies on the great

military road to Asia (Tell el-Rer T, since the detour from Pelusium to Tell el-Rer via

Maskhutah is obviously an absurdity. He then continues;—“While a portion of the

document is obscure, certain inferences can be drawn from the parts of it that are clear

:

' Profe.s.'5or Naville’s criticisms of my translation are mostly mistaken. It is true that hik means “ to

capture” “take as plunder'’ rather than “to plunder,” hut since dmi “town” often occurs as its object,

there is no rea.son for emending “capturing their hills ” into “ capturing their troop.s”—hills can be captured

as easily as towns. If hi-sn means “their faces ” rather than “ upon them ” we obtain the absurd translation

“slaving their faces”
;
rmi hfs» cannot mean “cutting off their heads.”

2 There is some force in Prof. Naville’s argument that the Shosu were Bedawtn and had no cities. But

the reference may be to such borderline places as Eaphia and Gaza.

12—2
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(1) There was a royal palace situate at the distance of only one stage from Maskhiitah, for

the narrator arrived at the latter on the morrow of leaving the palace. (2) Persons seeking

to go from that palace to a
2
)oint beyond the Egyptian frontier would pass through or near

Maskhutah in, at any rate, .some cases It is thus certain that there W’ere at least two

royal residences in the Eastern Delta. Retabah lies at the e.vact sjjot that w'ould best suit

this document.” This reasoning is sensible, on the whole', though an ofBcial who succeeded

only in getting from Retabah to the outskirts of Maskhukih in a day, or oven half a ilay,

would have but little chance of catching a coujile of run-away slave.s—the distance is

a short nine miles ! But the passage is full of difficulties, and I for one .should be unwilling

to base any important conclusion ujwn it. The fact that this pa.ssagc W'as not included by

me in my treatise on the towns of Rame.sses .shows that I never thought of identifying

“ the Courts of the Royal Palace ” with the residence-city of Pi-Ra<'mc.sse. On the contrary,

I had vaguely in mind either Heliojjolis or Memphis, though both of these are too far from

Ma-skhutah for a single day’s journey. But the dates given in the papyrus arc very-

suspicious : if the jmrsuing official really reached Ma-skhibah on the tenth, there must
surely be something w-rong with the further statement “ they told me that they had said in

the south that they (the slaves) had passed on the tenthv” One e.xpects either that the

writer should say in the latter case “earlier on the same day,” or that the first date should

be a date posterior to the tenth, e.g. either the eleventh or twelfth. 1 )o not let u.s forget

that we are dealing here with a schoolboy’s exercise which has some very patent and
indisputable corruptions;. Again, even supposing that Retabah could be proved to have
been an occasional royal residence—the evidence for this is e.vceedingly meagre there is

nothing w-hatsoever to indicate that it was ever called Rameses. To support the view that
there was a Rameses in the Wadi Tfxmilat hyjxothesis has to be built upon hyijothe.sish

(2) To turn now to Professor Naville’s second the.sis, namely that the residence-city

of Pi-Ra^messe was situated at Kantarah, not, as I had sought to prove, at or near Pelusium.
Curiously enough, Profe.ssor Naville accepts without demur my conjecture (for it is not
much more) that the Ramesside residence-city w-as built on the site of the Hyksos strong-
hold of Avaris. In both these ^joints he is in agreement with M. Cledat, whose views,
accordingly, I shall criticize at the same time. M. Cledat has the inestimable advantage,’
denied to myself, of knowing intimately the sites about which he writes; all the more
regrettable, in my opinion, is the injudicious use which he makes of the a’ncient sources.

It will simplify matters if we dispose of the question of Avaris first of all. In my
detailed discussion of this question {Journal, iii, 99-101) I concluded from the rather
slender evidence “ that Avaris lay quite close to the caravan-route to Syria, which is now-
known to have started somewhere near Kantarah : and there are reasons which urge us to
seek it as far north as possible, and as nearly as possible on the fringe of the desert

' ilr. Wiener does not observe that his argument about “ the Courts of tho Royal Palace” de.strovs his
argument about the migdol. If the royal palace wa.s at Retabah, as he suppo.ses, or at Memphis or Helio'"
ixolis, as I am inclined to conjecture (see below; there .seems no good reason why tho mir/dot should not 1..!

identified with that at Tell el-Hcr.
^ ®

= The numeral is partly destroyed, but its tail show.s 10 to be the only possibility; 20 of course i.s

excluded by the context.

3 E.g. sdt for mdt in 19, 8 ; hiht for hd) in 20, 1 ;
ml at the end of 20, 1.

4 On the door-jamb quoted by Mr. W iener p. it i« a title apparently rendered by Mr. Griffith “keei>er
of the Residency in Succoth.” The title in que.stion i.s Img-r ht and I know of no ju-stification for ffie
translation Residency,’’ if at least this means Royal Residency.”
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%£, anywhere between Kantarah and Pelusiuui.” In uiy later article dealing with Fi-Ra^iiiesse

I fixed the site of that city, on the strength of various kinds of evidence, either at or near

Pelusiuin, and reinforced this argument by pointing out that, on the one hand, Josephus

and his sources display a strong tendency to confound Avaris and Pelusium with onr

another, and that, on the other hand, Setekh was one of the principal gods of Pi-Ka^inessp

just as he was the principal deity of Avaris, suggesting an identity of Pi-Ka^niesse and

Avaris. I repeat, however, that this prop<.)sed identification is little more than c(>nj<x‘lure.

In his article on the site t>f Avaris {Recueil Chantpoll ion, pp. 18o-20l) M. ( JiMlat states

that the Stela of the Year 400 would alone suffice to prove the identity of Avaris and

Kantarah-Sele. His argumentation is very obscure', for the famous stela in rpiestioii does

not mention Avaris at all. Presumably M. Cledat conjectures that the Setrkh of whom tho

vizier Sety was high -priest was the Setekh of Avaris. To also this appears probable, but

all that the stela itself indicates (in the scene at top) is that the Setekh in (juestion ^\as the

‘‘Setekh of Harnesses,’' be. in all likelihood (see Journal, v, 2o5) the Sruekh of Pi-Ra^nu'ssr.

No doubt we ma}^ use the stela of Year 400 for purposes of corroboration, but as tho

starting-point of a demonstration concerning either Pi-Ra^messe or Avaris it alfords but a

very precarious foothold. Let us suppose for a moment, however, that the vizier Sety w<'i’e

explicitly described on the stela as high-priest of Setekh of iVvaris. Would the stela even

in that case prove, or even hint, that Avaris was situated at Thel-Kantarah ^ Assure<llv

not, for the vizier was a very high functionary whose offices must have ('x tended over a

wide-spread area
;
there is no reason whatsoever for assuming that Sety was “high-priesl of

Setekh” in the same place where he was “overseer of the fortress of Thek” On the contraiu
,

we have good grounds for thinking that Setekh was never worshipp^al at Thel-Kantarah at.

all, the god of that place being Horus of Mesenb

The only other serious argument which M. Cledat adduces is the woll-known passage

about the siege of Avaris in the biography of Ahmose of El-Kab. ]\I. Cledat ignon s the

translation of this passage given by Mr. Gunn and myself in Journal, v, 4b, as well as the

admirable note on the subject previously published by Pnffiessor Schafer in the ZeiUchrift

(42, 136). Hence he wrongly emends ti kmt rst n dnii pn into R mwt
(
®

j
rst, etc., and

misses the meaning of R xvH pi dim lower down. Anyhow, the passage is far too va<nie to

be used for topographical purposes. I am glad to have the opportunity of acknowledoin^r

M. Cledat s correction of the position of Pelusium as marked on my map; he informs us
that Pelusium lies to the right, not to the left, of the river-mouth, and this ao-rces b(‘ it

noted, with what Josephus expressly states in reference to Avaris
;
the mistake was due to

my giving insufficient instructions to the mapmaker. But whatever the 2)ositiou of the

river in relation to Pelusium, my theory of the location of Avaris is barely affected by
the data of the biography of Ahmose, for I am not committed to the view that Avaris was
actually at Pelusium, but only that it was cither at or near that city (see Journal, v 254 •

270). It may well prove true that, as M. Cledat (p. 199 ;
also Bull de VInst.franc. 22, 170-1

)

and M. Naville affirm, Pelusium became an important city only in Greek times, and in this

case both Pi-Ra^messe and Avaris will have to be sought a little further up the Bubastite
branch. But to state, as my opponents do, that Avaris is not Pelusium because Pelusium
did not exist at the time of the Hyksos is simply begging the question. The Greek authors

1 The pyramidioii of Kantarah, dedicated to Horns of Mesen, has recently been published la extenso
{Annales, 23, 176-82) ;

the only other deity to whom it gives any prominence is Buto of Xebesheh {IwV.
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quoted by M. Cledat are indifferent authorities and Herodotus, ii, 154, which both he and

Professor Naville cite, says nothing about Pelusitim at all

!

By a happy chance I am now able to make known fur the first time an important piece

of evidence bearing upon the position of Avaris. Last winter I purchased at Thebes a large

limestone ostracon inscribed on both sides in a bold literary hand, containing a model letter

purporting to be sent by the ''royal scribe.,,rinehas ivho is in the north (^-mhty) to Hon,''

an official of ^^{the house of^ Amun in the southern city"] the date is probably early

Ramesside, The letter evidently deals with the property belonging to Amun in the Delta,

and the substantial part of the document begins as follows: rp J| 7^

^

I I I
AA/Wv\ /wwv\

AAAAAA ^ unknown longth ^ (^5)
3 ^ %

[propertij {!) of] the estate

of Amim which is here under my authority in the North, starting from the gate [o/..., as far
(/*] the end of the Delta, in the three streams {namely) in the Great River, [;« (//(rf] in.

the stream of Avaris.” The importance of this passage will escape no one; it dearly implies

that there were in the Delta three main branches of the Nile, in reference to which the
location of the property of Amun coulrl aj)tly be described. This agrees well with the data
of the great Harris papyrus, on the one hand, and of the Eamesseum wine-jar sealings, on
the other ;

the latter have recently been re-studied by Professor Spiegelberg in a valuable
article {Zeitschr.f tig. Spr., 5<S, 2-5-36), where fresh references will be found for many of the
topographical names here interesting us. It is a pity that the ostracon should be broken
just in such a way as to deprive us of the name of the second of the three Nile-branches
The first is “ the Great River,” in all probability the westernmost channel {Journal, \, 130)'

;

“the Waters of Avaris” are evidently the easternmost channel, elsewhere known as “the
Waters of Fre<^.” Now it is surely certain that “ the Waters of Avaris” would not be so
called unless Avaris was situated actually upon them, cf the Greek terms “ the Bubastite
river” and “the Pelusiac mouth.” This disposes once and for all of the theory that Avaris
is to be looked for at Thel-Kantarah, which has never been situated on the Nile=. To sum
up, the position of Avaris is conditioned, so far as I can see, by the following three facts •

(1) it was on the easternmost branch of the Nile, (2) it belonged to the Sethroite or
northernmost nome, and (3) it was on the edge of the desert (see the determinative is^

)
to the east of the Nile. These facts in conjunction with one another jjoint to Pclusium or
its neighbourhood. Let it be remembered that my theory does not necessarily cling to the
actual site of Pelusium itself, but merely states that Avaris is to be looked for in that direction.
If Pelusium itself proves to be the site, so much the better

;
if not, so much the worse.

The localization of Pi-RaGnesse, to which we must now turn, is a related question,'but
one that cannot simply be interchanged with the question of Avaris. In other words, I am

To my references must be added a pre-Akheuaten stela at Avignon commemorating a mayor (h!tn-C\
of the Great River; published Rec. de Tmc. 32, 154.

^ i

Aid?. * I’Inst. franr., 17, 107. In the accompanying sketch-map (PI. Ij the
canal of Thel is marked as sejiarating from the Pelusiac branch a little west of Daphnae.
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in entire disagreement with Professor Xavilles statement (p. 21) that “since the city of

Ramesses and Avaris are at the same place, what is said of one may refer to the other/'

We must guard against treating a conclusion as a premiss, though, if a conclusion proves

satisfactory, no doubt it reinforces the validity of the premisses. 1 have but little new

evidence to bring forward; Professor Spiegelberg quotes a jar-sealing at Karlsruhe which

mentions wine from ''the great vineyard of Ra^niesse-rni-Am itn which is to the west of

Pi'Ra^messe-mi-Aninn'' and there is also a reference to Pi-Ra^’messe on the great stela of

the 9th year of Ramesses II recently found by Dr. Fisher at Beisan. Since erroneous

statements have appe^i'ed in the daily press as to the last-named document, I (piote fi’om

the copy made by Dr. Albright and Mr. Rowe, to whom I am deeply indebted for

permission to use it; their readings have been compared with the photograph sent to me by

Dr. Fisher himself. Among the laudatory epithets applied to Ramesses II are the following :

"he causes the Asiatics to retreat, pacifying the fighting ivhich had arisen among everyone ;

those ^vho desire, they come to him all together bowing down at his castle of life and

prosperity, namely Pt-Ra^messe-Great’-ofA ictories.

As regards the localization of Pi-Ra^messe neither Professoi’ Naville nor M. CRMat

adduces any serious argument in opposition to my own, contenting themselves with first

affirming*- the identity of Pi-Ra^messe and Avaris, and then attempting to show^ that Avaris

was situated at Kantarah. Professor Naville writes (p. 25): “since the city of Ramesses

or the fortress of Ramesses had been the starting-point for campaigns in Palestine, it is

impossible that it should have been Pelusium." For my part I know^ of no evidence that

Pi-Ra^messe ever was the starting-point of Egyptian campaigns; Ramesses II, in his cam-

paic^n against the Hittites, started from Thel-Kantarah {Journal, v, 179), and Professor

Naville s contention is hardly proved by the epithets "the marshalling place (fthy cavalry,

the rallying-point of thy soldiers’" applied to Pi-Ra<'messe {Journal, \, 187). It is only by

bego*ing the question that Professor Naville can connect “ the fortress of Ra^messe-iai-AmCui

which is in TheV {Anast,, V, 24-7) Avith the ‘residence-city of Pi-Ra<'messe. The only

aro-ument used by M. Cledat wdiich directly affects Pi-Ra^messe is his ideiitificatiiui of

h\-Hr " the Waters of Horus/’ the Biblical Shihor, with Lake Balah. In support of this he

(juotes his article in Bulletin de VInstitut franc., 18, 169-73, where I fail to find any

tano*ible evidence in favour of his hypothesis. Indeed, he omits all reference to the two

passao*es in the Old Testament w hich most convincingly show' that the Biblical Shihor was

a name for the easternmost branch of the Nile, namely Isaiah xxiii, 3 and Jeremiah ii, 18.

Thus, since the Egyptian is undoubtedly the same as the Biblical ShihOr and,

further, is inseparably associated Avith Pi-Ra^messe, w e are inevitably compelled to look for

Pi-Ra^messe on the Pelusiac branch of the Nile. M. Oledat does, indeed, urge that S\~Hr

cannot have been flnAving Avater, since it produced both salt and reeds (see Journal,\, 251):

but, on the other hand, wo possess both an Egyptian and a Biblical passage (op. cit., 251-2)

to prove that the Avater of Sl-Hr = Shihor Avas drunk. Possibly there Avore stagnant pools

and sAvamps in the neighbourhood of Shihor Avhich will account for the reeds and the salt.

That Pi-RaDnesse Avas not identical Avith Thel-Kantarah is indicated, again, by Professor

Spiegelberg s Avinejar sealings, Avhich frequently mention the latter place
;
at a moment
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when Pi-Ra^messe was at the height of its glory, surely the old name Thel would ha\e

been suppressed in favour of the name Pi-Ra^messe if both referred to the same site.

Furthermore, it has been noted that Horus of Meson was the god of Thel; that god is not

found among the deities of Pi-Ra^messe. But the decisive reason for disassociating Thel

an<l Pi-Ra^messe is that both are mentioned separately in the Golenischeff glossaiy, where

the names are not even next one another (Journal, V, 198)\

The view that the residence-city of Pi-Ra^messe is to be sought at or near Pelusium

becomes, in my view, more and more incontestable. Like Avaris, it was on the Nile and

]iear the desert, and the epithet ''the harhourage of thy ships troops,'' together with the

tlescriptive phrase "its ships fare forth, and return to port" (Journal, \, 187), suggests

that it was near the sea. For absolute proof, however, we must a\\ait further evidence.

One argument used by me I have to retract, namely my contention (Journal, v, 255)

that nepcAiovn, the Coptic name of Pelusium, is derived from Pr~Inin '"the house of

Amfiii/' The real origin of the Coptic name (however it may hav^e to be explained) turns

out to be ^ P^Ar-innt, for Pelusium is thus rendered in the hieroglyphic
AAAA^v\ ^

portion of a very im
2
)ortant trilingual inscription recently found at Tell el-Maskhiitah ;

I am indebted to M. Gauthier, who is to publish the inscription, for this information.

2. Goshen.

Under this liead I confess myself corrected by Professor Naville upon two points.

I ^\as w'l'ong in stating that the Septuagint regarded Gesem (Goshen) as a town, not as a

land
;
in Genesis xlvi, 28-9 Goshen of the Hebrew text is represented by Heroonpolis in

the Greek, but this is substitution, not identification
;
and Professor Naville rightly points

out that wherever Veaep occurs in the Septuagint it is preceded by the word 7 /;. Again,

to have stated as I did that if the name Goshen is Semitic, its would have to be rendered

in Egj^ptian by r \w i s is too sweeping a statement, fur several instances are known

s\ Fur the rest, however,

o
{e.g. ‘Ashtoreth) where Hebrew^ appears in Egyptian as —h

—

c

I do not think that Professor Naville makes out a good case for ^ ^ being the

Egyptian ecpii valent of Gosheu. Even if the form ^ be actually the original reading in the

iJeiidereh inscription, I doubt if this Avould be sufficient evidence to warrant the reading

tis/nt in view of the connection with Sopd both of the ^^iM^aproii and of the land of Ssnit.

On tlie topographical side, I can only repeat that to put forward an unusual name of the

tow’ll of Safi ehyennah as the jiresumptive origin of the name Goshen belonging to the

MVidi Tinniiat appears to me to lack plausibility".

1 Professor Naville defends at length his identification of T^rtr with the Zoar of Genesis xiii, 10. That
something is aiui.-^s witli the words ‘Gike the land of Egypt, as thou goest unto Zoar’’ is shown by xix, 22,

wlicre Zoar is again in close proximity to the mention of Sodom and Gomorrah, and is evidently a place
ue;«r thf» Dead Sea. Tlie reading Zoair’ preserved ]>y the Syriac Peslutto may couceivaldy give the clue
to tlte riddle. On tin* pliiloh^gical side, the liieruglyph of the fledgling regularly corresponds to the Hebrew^

13? not to and the one example which Professor 2saville cpiotes in favour of ^ is an impossible conjecture i

that the lion .sljould read 0* is quite indefensible, its value in the syllabic writing being always /• or /, see
PCKCHARDT, Die AlthoufUnff isc/aol Frt'nnlu'orUs, i 2« {%m). If Professor Albright is iTght in identifying
the Zilu of the Amarna letters with Sele {Journal, x, 6), this lends considerable support to my transcript

tion Thel whicli Professor Naville combats so energetically. I should like to transcribe Sel rather than
Thel, but this innovation I have not dared.

“ See Burchardt, oik rit., i 30, § 107.

- Professor Naville criticises me for speaking of Goshen as ^‘near'* Egypt, rather than in it. Strictly
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In this section of Professor Naville's article I have two further points to criticize,

namely his views on Phakusa and on Belbes. That Phakusa (which certainly cannot

represent Ko)? with the article, see Joarnaly V, 219, ii. 1) is the modern Fakiis {Joarmd,

24*5, n. 4) is rendered yet more probable than it hitherto was by the itinerary of an unknown
functionary published in the Florentine Fapivi Greci e Latini, vol. 5, no. 543 (third

century The traveller's starting-point is Pelusium and his objective (.^inopus, to

reach which he proceeds roughly towards the apex of the Delta, then turning north-west.

The first stages are YiifKovcnov, iroXis, ]^a\apLvr}, ^Pa/^oucrcrat,

Bon/Sacrro?, and would seem, so far as the places are known, to be fairly evenly spaced out.

Now if Herakleopolis is Tell esh-Sherig, as is usually sujiposed (Tell Belirn" is one alternative

name, and Tell Battik" apparently another), the distance to Fakus is a reasonable one to be

separated by only a single stage
;
the distance to Saft el-^ennah, on the contrary, would

be excessive. This state of affairs would be worsened if M. Cledat s view^ (supported mainly,

it would appear, by an untenable etymology) that Herakleopolis is Tell Tennis were

accepted, for Tell Tennis is much further north. On the other hand, the journey from

Phakusa to Bubastos included a stop for lunch at Isieion, an unknown village or temple

;

this makes the identification of Phakusa with Fakus practically certain, since Saft el-yenneh

is a bare six miles from Bubastos"’. The place next named after Bubastos is T^eTTrao, which

is not otherwise known
;

it looks as though it might contain the name of the god Sopd,

and thus it might even be the prototype of the name Saft. Here our traveller stayed fur

the day with one Diokles, Avho seems to have been a friend, since he supplies his guest

gratis with provender for three days.

As regards Belbes, Professor Naville says that this name provides a transcription of

“ which is much better than many others.'' How Professor Naville accounts

for the second h in Belbes passes my understanding
;
he does not mention, far less discuss,

my arguments tending to show that Brst is merely a name of Bubastos.

3. Pithom.

It is in the section dealing with Pithom that Professor Naville shows most fully his

inability to appreciate, or even to read properly, the views of those who have been bold

enough to differ from him. If the reader will take the trouble to refer to my “ Note on

Pithom and Heroonpulis” {Journal, V, 2(i7-9), he will see for himself the very tentative-

way in which I hazard the suggestion that Pithom is more probably Tell er-Betabah than

Maskhutah. There are strong arguments in favour of Maskhutah which I both enumerate

and admit; but there are arguments on the other side to which Professor Naville makes no

allusion. He overlooks my argument from the Antonine Itinerary, and is so prepossessed

of his opinion that the sea was only 9 Roman miles distant from Maskhutah that he

will not even discuss my view of the milestone. I suppose I could hardly have expected

him to accept my translation gods of Pithom and Theku " on the Pithom stela, where his

s^)caking, Goshen was conceived of as belonging to Egypt. But iny meaning was clear
; Goshen is, at least

in a certain sense, outside Egypt pro^xir.

1 Professor Grenfell pointed out to me the importance of this document sh<^rtly after its publication,

2 So Griffith in Xeheshek, p. 103, n. 2, ^ Grenfell in P. Oxj, 1380, 56 n.

^ Bull, de VList. franc,, 22, 178.

s This argumerit, drawn from an actual journey with horses, seems to me to discredit the argument

from Ptolemy’s data set forth by Sir Flinders Petrie in Xaucratis i 91,

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 13
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own rendei’ing had “of” for my “and.” His insistence on the fact that the temple of Maskhhtah

was a temple of Turn seems due to a notion that I deny this. On the contrary, I state

unequivocally that the .so-called Pithom-stela, found at Ma.skhutah, was erected “ in front

of Turn, the great god of Theku,” and I imply the same quite clearly in reference to the

statue of Aak, in connection with which Professor Naville, misunderstanding me or failing

to read what I wrote, waxes ironical at my expense. I have always believed that the

principal temple of the district was the temple of Turn, lord of Theku, at Maskhutah, and

this is quite sufficient reason why fAnkh.shernufer .should wish to dedicate his .statue there;

but it does not necessarily follow that the Pi-tum of which ho was an otficial was

Maskhutah. Professor Naville a.ssures us that there was no temple of Turn at Ketabah

;

the temple-sculpture published by Petrie, Tell er-Ketdbeli, 2j 1. 30, pru\ es the contrary, though

I am ready to admit that the temple which has been found is very .small, barely more than

a shrine. In Professor Poet s admirable book Egt/pt and the Old Testament—jierhaps it is

something of a petltio principii fur me to call the book admirable, .since it sjieaks with .so

much approval of my orvu researches—1 find the following note (^i. 86) ;
—

“ Naville’.s

description of the ruins (of 31askhutah) as those of a ‘store-city’ is incorrect. The
' store-chambers ’ which he unearthed, and which he assumed, on no evidence whatever, to

extend ‘over the greater part of the space surrounded by the enclosure,’ are jirobably

nothing more than the foundation-walls of a fortre.ss, precisely similar to those found at

Naukratis and Dajrhnae. These late Egyptian fortresses were built up on massive brick

platforms containing hollow compartments. No one who examines Naville’s plan can

remain in doubt as to the real nature of what he found. Ubserve, too, that he di.scovered

no evidence of the Ramesside date of this structui'e.’’ This is a matter iqajn which I am
incompetent to express an opinion, but one ’.vould have thought that so important a
fortress as that of Theku would leave some visible traces, and I therefore incline to recognize
that fortress in Maskhutah. Accordingly “the jiools of Pitlmm” mentioned by Pap. Anastasi
VI would fall somew'here westw'ard of Ma.skhutah. Professor Naville, if I understand him
rightly, locates the fortre.ss of Theku towards the eastern end of the wadi, ,so that the
“pools of Pithom” wmiild be near Maskhutah

;
can he ^loint to any ruins of a fortress in the

direction supposed by him ?

Mr. Wiener rightly objects to my view that, according to Sir Flinders Petrie, Tell cr-

Eetabah shows no signs of a Roman occuiiation, and therefore cannot be Horoonpolis*. This
is, of course, an imiiortant argument on the side of Professor Naville. There seems in fact

to be a conflict of evidence, but I still lean to my preference for Eetabah. Possibly I have
misjudged in weighing the evidence, and Professor Naville may be right after all. Let us
hope that new' evidence will bring a final decision.

The question of the northward extension of the Red Sea is no affair of mine, and I must
here leave Professor Naville to settle his difference wdth Dr. Kuthmann. In conclusion let

me again say that I welcome Professor Naville’s criticisms as having given me an oppor-
tunity to review my former conclusions. I am grateful to him for the few minor points in
which he has corrected me. For the rest, I do not feel that my position has been weakened.

1 In this, connection it mu.st be mentioned that M. Lefebvre ha.s adduced serion.s reasons for thinkin<t
that Heroonpohs was the olde.st (Ireek name of tlic city in que.stion, so th.it my view th.rt the proper form
should l.e Heropoh^ and that this was a mere translation of Pr-Tm will probablv h.tve to be aban t I •

see Aihvdpii dn 30, 237-40,
“ ' oneu:
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THE “CANNIBAL HYMN" FBOM THE
PYRAMID TEXTS

By R. 0. FAULKNER

The P3Tamicl Texts contain a mass of information with regard to oaiiy Egyptian religion

and society the value of which cannot he fully appraised until they have been much more

deeply studied. While much that is in them is still totally obscure there are however

portions the bearing of Avhich cannot be mistaken. Among these one of the mo^t interest-

ing is the so-called Cannibal Hvmn, which is found in the pyramids of Weiiis and Tet
3^

The following translation is based on the text published by Sethe, Die Altaegfjpti.schen

PyramidenteMey Spriiche 273-4, =^§393-414.

The previous translations of Maspero\ Breasted-, ami Erman which hav(‘ provided

man3
" valuable suggestions, are referred to in the commentarv under the names of their

authors. The paragraph numbering is that of Sethe.

Translation.

393a. The sky pours water, the stars darken (0,

393b. The Bows rush about, the bones of the Earth-gods tremble,

393e. The}' are still the Pleiades f/)

394a. When they see Wenis^ appearing, animated,

394b. As a god who lives on his fathers and feeds on his mothers.

394c. Wenis is the Lord of Wisdom, whose mother knows not his name,

395a. The glory of Wenis is in the sky, his power is in the horiz(Ui

395b. Like Atum his fother who begat him; when he begat Wenis, he (Wenis) was

mightier than he.

396a. The kas of Wenis are about him, his attributes are under his feet

;

39Gb. His gods are upon him, his uraei are on his brow,

396c. The guiding-serpent of enis is on his forehead, and (his) s<)ul beholds the serpent

(jf tiame,

396d. The powers of Wenis protect him.

397a. Wenis is the bull of the skv, who conquers according to his desire, who lives on

the being of eveiy god,

397b. Who eats their entrails (?), who comes when their bell3' is tilled wuth magic

397c. From the Island of Fire.

398a. Wenis is equipped, his spirits are united,

398b. Wenis appears as this Great One, Lord of (divine) helpers,

398c. He sits (with) his back to Geb,

399a. It is Wenis wdio judges w ith him whose name is hidden

399b. (In) this day of sla
3
ung the Oldest One.

1 Rer. de Tntc.y iv, .">0-61. “ ot lldiipon and Thvtfght in Ancient Egqpty 1^7-9.

Die Ltteratur dtc Acgijptei\ 30 '2 .

^ Or, (»f e(jur^e 4ety in the text of T.

13-2
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399c. Wenis is the Lord of Food-offerings, who knots the cord,

399d. Who himself prepares his meal

400a. It is Wenis who eats men and lives on gods,

400b. Lord of porters, who despatches messages.

401a. It is Grasper-of-Horns who is in Khho who lassoes them for Wenis,

401b. It is the serpent '' He-whose-head-is-raised who watches them for him and who

drives them to him,

401c. It is '‘He-who-is-upomthe-Willows’' who binds them for him,

402a. It is “ The-Wanderer-who-slaughters-the-Lords ’’ who strangles them for Wenis,

402b. He cuts out their intestines for him,

402c. He is the messenger whom he sends to punish
;

403a. It is ‘‘ He-of-the-Winepress ” who cuts them up for Wenis,

403b, Cooking for him a portion of them in his evening cooking-pots.

403c. It is Wenis who eats their magic and swallows their spirits

;

404a. Their great ones are for his morning portion,

404b. Their middle-sized ones are for his evening portion,

404c. Their little ones are for his night portion,

404d. Their old men and old women are for his incense-burning.

405a. It is the Great Ones who are in the north of the sky who place for him the fire

405b. To the kettles containing them with the thighs of their oldest ones.

406a. Those who are in the sky serve Wenis,

406b. The cooking-pots are wiped out for him with the legs of their women.

406c. He has gone around the two complete skies, he has encircled the two regions,

407a. Wenis is the Great Mighty One who has power over the mighty ones,

407b. Wenis is the figure of a god who endows with divinity (?) the great figures of the

gods.

407c. Him whom he finds in his way, him he devours for himself quite raw,

407d. The protection of Wenis is before all the noble ones who are in the horizon.

408a. Wenis is a god, older than the oldest,

408b, Thousands serve him, hundreds offer to him,

408c. A warrant-of-appointment as Great Mighty One is given to him by Orion, Father

of the Gods.

409a. Wenis has reappeared in the sky, he is crowned as Lord of the Horizon,

409b. He has smashed the vertebrae and the spinal marrows,

409c. He has taken the hearts of the gods,

410a. He has eaten the Red Crown, he has swallowed the Green One,

410b. Wenis feeds on the lungs of the Wise Ones,

410c. He is satisfied by living on hearts and their magic.

411a. Wenis rejoices (?) that he devours the shsw which are in the Red Crown

;

411b. Wenis flourishes, their magic is in his belly,

411c. The dignities of Wenis are not taken from him,

41 Id. He has swallowed the intelligence of every god.

412a. The lifetime of Wenis is eternity, his limit is everlastingness,

412b. In this his dignity of

“ If he wishes, he does.

If he wishes not, he does not,'’
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412c. Who is within the boundary of the horizon for ever and ever.

413a. Lo, their soul is in the belly of Wenis, their spirits are with Wenis,

413b. His surplus of food is more than (that of) the gods, being cooked for Wenis with

their bones

;

413c. Lo, their soul is with Wenis, their shadows are with their companions.

414a. Wenis is with this which appears, which appears, which hides, which hides;

414b. The doers of (evil) deeds have not power over the hacking up (of the earth (?)),

414c. The favourite place of Wenis is with those who live in this earth for ever and ever.

Commentary.

393a. Gp (W); (T). Erman, “bewolkt sich,” from Coptic Breasted s “pour

water” is probably the more correct, not only on account of the det. of rain, which occurs in

both texts, but also on account of the connection of this word with }gb “ flood.”

'Ihll. Erman “ regnen (?),” Breasted “rain down,” connecting this word with §[](] wvw.
All AA^Wv\

HI “ to rain,” while Maspero (“ se battent ”) apparently connects it with hwl “ to strike,”

In T, however, it has the det. of night, which suggests that the real meaning is “ to darken,”

the natural result of the sky “ pouring water.”

393c. Grr4n gnmw. Breasted, “ the porters (?) are silent,” presumably from gr (2 lit.)

“ to be silent, to be still.” But why then the doubled r ? Was gr originally a 3ae inf. ?

The meaning “ to be still ” properly refers to absence of sound only, but it might easily be

transferred to absence of motion, as seems to be the case here, since in T gnmiv has the det.

of motion. Gnmiv, Breasted, “ porters (?),” but the usual word for “porters” is hnv (q/i

§ 400b). It seems rather to be connected with the Coptic (S'mMO'S'T “ the Pleiades,” which

would fit the context exactly. The change from masc. to fern, might be due to the word

being later treated as a collective.

396c. Ptrt hi iht nt bs. Obscure. Pti^t is apparently the sdintf-iorm^ used in place of

sdw'fy as known from Sinuhe and elsewhere. Bi, if it refers to the soul of the king, lacks

the personal suffix, iht is here a name for the serpent on the royal diadem. Nt is possibly

an early writing for nt

397a. Nhdy probably a niph^al formation of hd “ to push, to attack.”

399c. An allusion to the ceremonial lassoing of the sacrificial animal. Cf. the scene

from Abydos figured in Capart, Le Temple de Seti leVy PL XLYIII.

400b. Hi^. Breasted, “ to despatch.” The word is not otherwise known in this sense,

which might however be derived quite easily from the more common meaning “ to throw.”

Erman s “erteilen” does not take sufficient account of the fact that hi^ is a verb of motion.

401a. Phm^ wpwt Erman, “ Scheitelfasser ”
;
Breasted “ (irasper of Forelocks.” Sethe

translates “Gehiirne” (Zeitsckr. f. dg. Sp7\, 45, 48). Probably “Grasper of Horns” is the

more exact translation, since it maintains the imagery of hunting the victims like cattle.

401b. For = “to raise” see Ember in Zeitschr, f. dg. Spr., 51, 120 and n. 4. The
allusion is to the characteristic attitude of the cobra about to strike.

406b. Ssr is probably the same word as ssr by metathesis of 8 and s, and this itself is

a variant of shr, which occurs in Ebers, 97, 17 with the meaning “to sweep out, to clean

out.” Here it would refer to the cleaning of the cooking-pots after use.

407b. This is a jingle like 407a, where the keyword was sHn, The substantive

(later ^fm) means “figure of a god”; thus the second Qm here must be the participle of a
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transitive verb meaning “ to make into a divine figure,” “ to endow with divinity ” or the

like.

407c. Miunm occurs three times in the Pyr., each time in an identical context, i.e. in
AAA^^^ p AAiAAAA

§§ 278a 407c, and 444e. In §444e T has the variant /WWW instead of the more

usual Kmher (Zeitsch7\ f. dg, Spr., 51, 116 and n. 3, quoting

Sethe) the meaning of 77uv is ‘'raw/' the reduplicated 77i%0)7m meaning “entirely raw."
//VWWA \

411c. The writing of the negative in T shows that we have here the emphatic

negative and the verb ^whnot the simple negative and the verb iiliTii. H/yii usually means
“ to drive away/’ but here the sense is certainly “ to take away/' being in this case

synonymous with nhn. Possibly this last is a niph'al formation from hyu^ with loss of the

weak final radical. The form here employed is the khmvf passive, the doubled radical

being perhaps due tu a desire to avoid the use of the weak consonant w.

The Literary Aspect.

The poetic form employed by this hymn is the oldest of all styles of poetry, the

“parallelism of members," familiar to everyone in the Hebrew Psalms. While our igno-

rance of the vocalisation prevents us from restoring the sound and rhythm of the original,

the parallelism is clearly distinguishable, both in the grammatical construction and in the

thought to which it gives expression. For example, the following lines are parallel in

structure, and all begin with the verb “b> be "

:

“ Are the ‘ kas ' of Wenis about him,

Are his attributes under his feet

;

Are his gods upon him,

Are his uraei on his brow."

The passages which describe the butchering and cutting up of the victims show this

parallelism in a more marked degree, being constructed on the general plan “ It is X who
does so-and-so for Wenis":

“ It is ‘ Grasper-of-Horns ' who is in Khiw who lassoes them for Wenis

;

It is ‘ He-whose-head-is-raised ’ who watches them for him and drives them to him •

It is ‘ He-who-is-upon-the-willows ' who binds them for him."

In §§409a-410a is a series of short lines which describe the actions of the Pharaoh in

the terms “ he has done so-and-so "

:

“ Wenis has reappeared in the sky, he is crowned as Lord of the Horizon,
He has smashed the vertebrae and the spinal marrows,

He has taken the hearts of the gods.

He has eaten the Red Crown,

He has swallowed the Green One.'’

The parallelisms of this hymn, of which the above quotations are typical examples, are
however in a comparatively advanced stage of development, and are less obvious in'the
English translation than some of the cruder forms, which depend to a large extent upon
actual repetition. It is possible from the hymns in the Pyramid Texts to trace the gradual
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growth of this poetic form from the merest repetition to a developed literary style. Perhaps

the most primitive of all is the following extract from Pyr. Spruch 22::

:

He has come to thee his father,

He has come to thee, 0 ReC

He has come to thee his father,

He has come to thee, O Xd\.

He has come to thee his father,

He has come to thee, O PndiK

He has come to thee his father,

He has come to thee, O Dndn.

He has come to thee his father,

He has come to thee, 0 Great Bull {snt^ 'wr).

He has come to thee his father,

He has come to thee, 0 Great Embracer {shn fvr),''

In this extract, simple in structure though it is, there is clear evidence of literary

artihee. Further, there setuiis to be an attempt at rhyme. Of the last four couplets, the

first two end on the same S3dlable, d-n, and the last two end on lu-r, while the lines appear

to scan.

The next stage in the development is the limiting of the repetition to the opening

phrase of each line or stanza. This is the form of parallelism which occurs most frequentl}^

in Egyptian hymns, whether of Pyramid Age or later. A good example of this form from

the P^uamid Texts is the “ Hymn to the ( h^jwn ” from Spruch 221

:

“ Hail, Crown Xt ! Hail, Crown Pn ! Hail, Great Crown

!

Hail, mighty of magic ! Hail, Serpent 1

Cause thou the terror of Wenis U) be like thy terror;

Cause thou the fear of Wenis to be like the fear of thee ;

Cause thou the cry(:^) of Wenis to be like thy cry(?);

Cause thou the love of Wenis to be like the love of thee

;

Cause thou that his sceptre be at the head of the living;

Cause thou that his staff be at the head of the spirits,

Cause thou that his sword prevail against his enemies.”

Another poetic constructitjn based on the same principle is the constantly recurring

refrain, as in this passage from Spruch 266

:

“ The reed rafts of the sky are placed for Re^

;

I, Re^, cross on them to the horizon with Horns of the Horizon.

The reed rafts of the sky are placed for this Pepi

;

He crosses on them to the horizon with Horns of the Horizon.

The reed rafts of the sky are placed for Horus of the Horizon
;

Horus of the Horizon crosses on them to the horizon with ReC

The reed rafts of the sky are placed for this Pepi

;

This Pepi crosses on them to the horizon with Re^.”

The third stage is best illustrated by the quotations which have been made from the

Cannibal Hymn itself, where the actual repetition is confined to the initial word, the

parallelism being maintained by similarity of idea and by the grammatical structure.

Finally, in Spruch 269 there is a hymn, intended for use in the ritual of burning
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incense, which is more complicated in design. It consists of a series of couplets, each com-

plete in itself. The rule of parallelism is maintained by making the two lines of each

couplet begin with the same word, but a new element is introduced by making the second

line reciprocate the sense of the first

:

“ The fire is laid, the fire shines

:

The incense is laid on the fire, the incense shines.

Thy perfume comes to Wenis, 0 incense

;

The perfume of Wenis comes to thee, O incense.

Your perfume comes to Wenis, 0 gods;

The perfume of Wenis comes to you, 0 gods.

Wenis is with you, 0 gods;

Ye are with Wenis, 0 gods.

Wenis loves you, 0 gods

;

Love him, O gods.”

This last quotation shows a great advance in poetic construction on the mechanical re-

petition of Spruch 222, and it probably represents the best of which the Egyptian of the

Pyramid Age was capable in this department of literature.

The Religious Aspect.

This hymn gives us a remarkable view of the life after death, utterly diflerent from the

better-known Egyptian doctrines as to the future life. Instead of the decca,sed living a

peaceful life in the Elysian Fields, sowing and reaping his corn, or sailing through the

hours of day and night on board the bark of the Sun-god, we here see him as a mighty
hunter, slaying and devouring the gods as food. So great is the terror inspired in the

inhabitants of the celestial regions by the advent in the sky of the deceased Pharaoh, that

the rain pours down, the earth quakes, the whole universe is thrown into disorder. On his

arrival in the next world, the Pharaoh takes his seat before Geb as the judge of all creation,

his power and glory pervading the whole sky. When he requires food, he hunts the gods

as he was wont to hunt wild cattle upon earth, bringing them down with the lasso, while

attendant spirits act the part of huntsmen, butchering the game, preparing it for food, and
cleaning the cooking-pots after the meal. All sizes, large, medium, and small, are cooked
for the Pharaoh’s meals, the old ones, men and women, who are unfit for food, being burnt
for incense. The internal organs, hearts, lungs, and viscerae, all are eaten, while the legs

of the victims are used for fuel or to wipe out the cooking-vessels.

The object of this cannibalism is quite unmistakable. By devouring the bodies of the

gods, the Pharaoh not only obtains physical nutriment, but also becomes possessed of the

powers and qualities of his victims ;
“ He has swallowed the intelligence of every god ”

;

“Their magic is in his belly”; “He eats their magic and swallows their spirits”; “He is

satisfied by living on hearts and their magic.” By thus absorbing the power, intelligence,

and magic of the gods, the Pharaoh combines in his own person all the attributes of

divinity, and becomes Deity itself, the supreme Omnipotent. The text tells us so in the

plainest of terms :
“ A warrant of appointment as ‘ Great Mighty One ’ is given to him by

Orion, father of the gods”; “he has power over the mighty ones”; “he endows with

divinity the great figures of the gods.” His life becomes everlasting, he is free to act as he
desires, and when he wishes he can mingle with those who are still living on earth.

In considering the way in which such an idea arose, one is forced to the conclusion that

it is a reflection of a custom of cannibalism which was either in full practice at the time
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when this text was carved in the pyramids of Weiiis and Tety, or had died out long

before these kings reigned, but which had become enshrined in the religious literature.

The first suggestion may be ruled out at once, as there is no evidence that cannibalism was

practised in Egypt at the time of the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties, nor is it likely that such

a custom would continue with a people that had attained to a high state of material and

intellectual culture. There thus remains only the second alternative, that this hymn is a

reflection of an ancient custom which had long since died out, but which became embalmed
in the Pyramid Texts. The question then arises, at what date was cannibalism still

practised ? Some evidence on this point is given by the text. The lines “ He has eaten the

Red Crown, he has swallowed the Green One,'’ “ Wenis rejoices (?) to devour the sbsw who

are in (or ‘with’?) the Red Crown” show that the practice of eating one’s opponents in

war still obtained at the time of the struggle between X^q^er and Lower Egypt, which re-

sulted in the wearer of the White Crown of the South overcoming the wearer of the Red
Crown of the North, whose goddess was Buto, “ The Green One.” It might of course be

objected that these lines are metaphorical in reference to the conquest of the North, and

that they do not refer to actual cannibalism, but such an assumption involves giving the

whole hymn a metaphorical and allegorical character, since there is no reason to suppose

that the lines quoted above are metaphorical, to the exclusion of the remainder of the

text. To assume, however, that this h3’mn is figurative throughout, is equally out of the

question. The Egyptian, so far as his writings reveal him to us, was a literal person, whose

attempts at metaphor were usually commonplace and often clumsy, and a piece of sustained

symbolism such as this Avoidd be quite beyond his powers. We are thus forced to conclude

that the lines referring to the comjuest of the North arc, in common with the rest of the

hymn, to be taken literally, that this text does really represent the actual belief current

when it was composed, and that cannibalism was still practised, at any rate during

war, at the time of the struggles between the rival kingdoms. In our admiration of the

civilization and achievements of the Egyptians, we are perhaps apt to forget that their

remote ancestors were African savages, with customs probably similar to those of the

African savage of to-day.

That this hymn actually represents the belief of the kings in whose pyramids it appears

is unlikelv^ These Pharaohs were sun-worshippers, followers of Re^, and so would of course

accept the doctrine of the solar hereafter, which consisted of eternal association with the

sun-god, as either a servant or an e(pial, according to which variant the individual adhered.

It is, however, characteristically Eg}^ptian to include utterly inconsistent ideas of the

hereafter in the same body of religious texts, perhaps on the principle that if one belief

failed in its purpose, another might serve, and so this hymn, gruesome in content but

sanctified by age, found its way into the P^u'amid Texts. It may possibly be more than a

coincidence that it is found only in the two earliest of the inscribed pyramids of Sakkarah.

Perhaps the later kings of the Sixth Dynasty felt that such a primitive view of the life

after death was too crude for them to inscribe in their tombs.

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that further evidence of the antiquity of the hymn
is afforded by the fact that the only two great gods mentioned in it are Geb and Orion,

both of whom, especially the latter, fall into the background in later times. There is as yet

no trace of that Solar faith which, rising into prominence in the Fourth Djmasty, became

in the Fifth Dynasty the State religion, and maintained that position to the end of

Egj^ptian history, while there is equally no indication of the cult of Osiris, which did not

attain its fullest power till the close of the Old Kingdom.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 14
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KIZZUWADNA

By SIDNEY SMITH, M.A.

Boghaz Keui has produced documents of the greatest importance for the student of

the ancient East, whatever his special subject may be^; it is, therefore, not surprising that

the material they offer should be the subject of study from various points of view. But the

material remains useless until the approximate location of the many names, whether of

physical or political features, of the geography of Asia Minor, is determined; and every

writer who has dealt with the subject has perforce had to make statements or express

opinions on geographical points. The most important pronouncements and discussions of

recent years have been by Professor Hrozny^, Dr. Weidner^Dr. Forrer^ Professor Garstang^

Professor Sayce^ Dr. HalP, Dr. Hogarth® and Herr Albrecht Gutzel It is the purpose of

the present article to examine some of the arguments and counter-arguments advanced by
these writers.

The correct method of inquiry into a new set of geographical names is not in doubt.

(1) Certain fixed points must be ascertained
; (2) approximate location must be deduced

from itineraries, or geographical groupings of names
; (3) the approximate position being

known, it is legitimate to identify a place if a later name be known which corresponds to

that of the inquiry, provided that the name is not too far removed in time, and is the

earliest name known for the site or natural feature
; (4) under exceptional circumstances,

with exceptional names, it may be possible to use modern names for identifications, pro-

vided it be shown that they are possibly old. Such identifications, when based simply on
linguistic grounds, should always be accompanied by a question mark, and should not be
used as a sound basis for further speculation. They are rarely worth putting forward.

The fixed points for the study of the geography as far as Syria is concerned are very

numerous, since names are mentioned which can be located by contemporary Egyptian and
Assyrian inscriptions. The only fixed point in Asia Minor is Hattusas, the capital of the
Hittite kings, at Boghaz Keui. A certain number of approximate locations are assured

from the accounts of campaigns and definitions of boundaries in the royal inscriptions and
treaties, while some help is obtained from the grouping of names in other documents

;
a

1 FoiTer has pardonably exaggerated when he says, Z.D.M.G., (N.F.) i, 175, “Die Keilinschriften aus
Boghazkoi haben jetzt diirch ihre Fiille und Mannigfaltigkeit iiber das Dunkel blendendes Licht ausgef^osseii
mit einer Plotzlichkeit, wie sie in der Geschichte der Geschichtsforschung einzig dasteht.'^ But truth
the documents from Boghaz Keui provide nothing so startling and revolutionary as resulted from the
decipherment of the hieroglyphs and cuneiform writing.

2 Boghazkd Studien no. 2. 3 M,D.O.G., no. 58 ; B.S., nos. 6, 8, 9. ^ M.D.O.G., nos, 61, 63.
L.A.A.^ X, 21-6, l<2-^9, and Index of Hittite Aames {I.H.N.\ in collaboration with Dr Mayer

e “The Early Geography of South-Eastern Asia Minor” mJ.ILS,, xliii, 44-9 and “The Langulges of
Asia Minor” in Anatolian Studies presented to Sir TV. M. Ramsay {A.S\ 391-98.

' “The Hittites and Egypt” in A./S., 165-85.
s “The Hittite Monuments of Southern Asia Minor” in A.S.y 225-38.
9 Kleinasien zur Hethiterzeity Heidelberg, 1924 {K.Z.H.).
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good instance is Isuwa^ which is to be placed east of the bend of the Euphrates by

Kharpiit. In a few cases some degree of certainty can be felt about identifications with

names which occur in Egyptian, Assyrian and Greek, and these occasionally settle the

location of a place. As instances Hubisna- and Kutmar may be cited \

The difficulties entailed in the use of the fourth method, more especially in the East,

are too well known to require exemplification. Of all the sites that have been identified

with certainty in Syria, Mesopotamia and Iraq, some few have recognisably retained their

names, Warka; others have been distorted almost beyond recognition, Carchemish,

Jerabis, Jerablus (modern natives); while a large proportion, some of which ottered tempt-

ing identifications, are entirely changed, e^g., Gozan, Tall ^alaf. In Asia Minor even

greater difficulties present themselves
;
throughout the ages there have been given to old

sites names of the most various periods, belonging to an even greater variety of languages

than is to be found in Syria and Mesopotamia. The names even of mountains and rivers

have been more freely changed than in Mesopotamia.

I should not have ventured to state observations commonly known, were it not for the

fiict that the study of Hittite geography is likely to be prejudiced by the breach of sound

methods of inquiry. Two examples may be quoted, to prove the danger more especially of

Professor Garstang's methods, A river Seha, fi'om which a district took its name, is

approximately located somewhere along the Mediterranean sea-board west of the Gulf of

Issos. It is variously located, (a) in central Pisidia (Forrer^), (h) in Cilicia Tracheia, a

western tributary of the Calycadnus (Sayce'^), (c) in Phrygia, the Maeander (Gotze*^). It

will be gathered that the approximation is at present a very loose one. Professor Garstang’s

note reads

:

SEHA : A river of Arzawa giving its name to a district associated with Ahhiawa (Anchiale). It is

readily identified with the Sarus FI., Turk. Seihan.

Turning to his note on AMiawa one finds

AHHIAWA : A district mentioned in association with the Land of the River Seha. If the latter 1^5

correctly identified with the River Seihan in Cilicia, there can be no doubt that this name is to be identi-

fied with Anhiale (Gk. *\yxid^7])’ The first element in the Hittite doubled consonant hh was probably

nasal, as in Greek gg, seen also in the Assyrian sj)elling, Ingira....

This argument then depends entirely on the equation Seha = “ Seihan,'' since there is

nothing whatever in Professor Garstang s argument to locate Ahhiawa apart from philo-

logical speculation. Now the facts about the Sayhan are well known
;

it is not a Turkish,

but an Arabic name. Le Strange has stated the facts quite clearly.

The rivers Barus and Pyramiijs were known to the Moslems respectively as the Nahr Sayhan and Xahr

Jayhau. In early days they were the frontier rivei’s of the lands of Islam towards the Greek country. As

such, on the analogy of the more famous Oxas and Jaxartes of Central Asia, which were called the JayhCm

1 See maps in M.D.O.G.y nos. 58 and 61 ;
I.H.X,

;
K,Z,H,

;
and the references in no. 6, 4\

2 The identity of Hubisna in the Hittite texts with the Hiibisna of Assyrian times (from the reign of

Sargon II onwards), six centuries later, is not doubted, see Hrozny, B.S., no. 2, The common
identification with Gk. Kybistra, maintained by Sayce, xliii, 45, Gotze, K.Z.E.y 30, is doubted

by Garstaxg, IM.y.y 22, who suggests Gk. Kabassos.

3 Forrer, P/'Oci/izeuiteihuig des Ass^nschen ReicheSy 20, identified this with Assyrian Kullimeri, and

also, Z.D.MM.y (X.F.) i, 229, with Armenian K'lmar, Byzantine Wtofidptav, So also Garstaxg, LH.S.
;

for the modern site, Keruman on the Sel)ene Su, see Weidner, B.S.^ no. 6,
8'-.

Jf.D.O.O.y no. 63, 5. ^ J.H.S,, xuii, 47. ^ K.ZM.y 25.

14—2
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and the Sayhtin by the Arab geographers...the rivers Pyramus and Sarus were named the Jayh^n and

Sayhan^.

The medieval Arabs knew the rivers Oxus and Jaxartes under the names, respectively, of Jayhun

and Sayhdn, which like the Tigris and Euphrates, the legend said, were the rivers of Paradise. The origin

of these names is not quite clear, but apparently the Arabs took them from the Jews, Jaylain and

Sayhhn being corrupted forms of two of the rivers mentioned in Genesis ii, 11, 13, to wit the Gihon and

the Pison^

Professor Garstang uses a name first applied to the Saros in the seventh century A.D.

to identify a name of the thirteenth-twelfth centuries B.c, There is no proof whatever that

the name Seha survived. The philological speculations concerning Ahhiawa = Ingira =
are worthless. The latter is a purely Greek name. It has yet to be proved that

in the twelfth century a Greek colony existed at Anchiale, and whether, if so, it would have

been called by that name^

The second instance is somewhat similar. Two districts mentioned in the documents bore

the name Walma, one on the river Astarpa^, one on the river Hulaias. The river Astarpa

has been identified (a) with the Calj^cadnus (Sayce^), (h) ''am ehesten einer der westlichen

Zufliisse des Ak-Gul, des Sees von Eregli’' (Gotze'^), (c) as one of the rivers of the Saros

basin (Fon^er'). Professor Garstang s note reads

:

WALMAA : Textiially^ "Wa-al-ma-a. A town of Arzawa near the river A.starpa. Identified wdth

Strabo’s Olbia near the mouth of the river Isbarta, the Kestrus FI. in eastern Pamphylia,... The form is

comparable with the Lycian Ula-ma and the Ulamoi of Steph. Byz

The note on the river Astarpa is as follows:

ASTARPA. R. : This river is mentioned twice in the accounts of the campaigns of Mur^il III in

Arzawa, who fought a battle near it in the neighbourhood of Walmaa (Olbia) and fixed his headquarters

upon its banks. It was apparently the “ Upper Boundary ” of “ Mira and Kawaliya ” and if these princi-

palities are identical with IMilyas and Kabalia, then there can be no doubt as to the identity of the river

with the modem R. Isparta. The names of three rivers of Arzawa, the Seha, the Astarpa and the Siyanta

thus seem to reappear more clearly in their Turkish forms of Seihan, Isparta and Eshen(ide). The name
Isparta or Isbarta is derived, Professor Ramsay points out, from the town name Baris (etj Baprar) ; the

old river name has thus been assimilated to the modern form.

It is clear from this that Professor Garstang s argument as to the Astarpa depends on
his identification of Walma as Olbia, rather than vice versa; Avhether even so his curious

interpretation of the modern name, in face of Professor Ramsay's proof that it is derived

from a Greek phrase, as an assimilation to an old form, is worth consideration at all, need
not be discussed here. Why should Walma be Olbia ? The latter is a purely Greek name

;

even if the sites could be proved identical beyond doubt, it would not be necessary to

regard Olbia as a phonetic equivalent of Walma unless the latter name also means “ the

1 Le Strange, Lands of the Eastern Caliphate^ 131. - Op. 434.

3 Forrer equates Ahhiawa with 'AxatFa^ no. 63, 9.

^ IV, no. 10, Obv. 31, (mat ali) Walmammas. Gotze, 15, reduces this to Walma, and
distinguishes the two districts; Forrer, M.D.O.G., no. 63, 4, also gives AValma and identifies the two
districts by placing Walma at the junction of the rivers he identifies as the Astarpa and Hulaias (see the
map).

& XLiii, 47. « 24.

* So much may be deduced from the map, M.D.O.G.^ no. 63.

8 Garstang’s use of this word is not quite clear. Thus he says ‘‘KURSAURA

:

This name, textually
Garsaura...,” where it obviously bears a difierent meaning from the present passage.
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happy.” The identification is a negation of all sound methods ^ As a matter of fact,

Walma may be an inland district, as indicated by FoiTer%

The truth is that until approximate locations are more generally agreed upon than at

present, it is useless to adduce names, unless they are exceptional and the equivalence is

striking. If for instance Kurkura is to be located near Archelais, it may legitimately be

identified with Gk. Tapaaovpa
;

if Arzawa included Cilicia west of the Cydnus, it is just

to compare the name 'Ap^vlStor'; if Kuwalia be somewhere near Korakosion, the name

KovaXt<; may be derived from it^ In the absence of a fairly close location however, most

comparisons of the kind are highly doubtful, and lead to confusion rather than understand-

ino*. For instance Gk. MtXiia? is variously identified with Mira (Garstang', Gotze*’) and

Millawanda^ (Forrer).

The chief method of study therefore should be that given above as (2); only on rare

occasions, when certain points have been settled, should the method numbered as (:l) be

emplo^^ed. Unfortunately the use of (2) in Hittite geography has led to such completely

contradictory results that the ordinary student will deduce therefrom that the information

available is not capable of any assured interpretation. The confusion may be most clearly

seen if the maps of Forrer^ Gotze, Weidner^ and Garstang and Mayer be compared. Thus

Furrer places the lands of the Gasga(s) north of Hattusas, south of Kizzuwadna; Garstang

and ]\rayer locate the same districts Avest of the Euphrates, opposite Isuwa
;
while accord-

ing to Gotze the Gasga(s) lands correspond to eastern Cilicia^^ Weidiier identified

Mt. Niblani with the Nemrud Dagh, just west of the Euphrates—an identification (piitt^

contrary to the inscriptions he quoted in its support

;

Garstang and Mayer are unable to

mark it on their map, since they identify it with Nimrud Dagh, east of the Euphrates, near

Lake Wan—a view unsupported by any evidence; while Weidner'- has subse(|uently

adhered to the only possible view, that Mt. Niblani^" is a variant of Mt. Lablani, and is the

Lebanon. Forrer places Pala (Bala) in Paphlagonia
;
for Garstang and Mayer the same

country is east of the Euphrates and Isuwa; while Gotze^^ states ‘‘Tumana und Pala

umfassen einen Landerstreifen, der sich von den Kilikischen Toren nordwestlich von

Taurus und Antitaurus bis nach Kalasma hinaufzieht.” Weidner^" thinks that Forrer s

original opinion that Pala lay west of Sivas is “ ungefahr richtig.” To these instances may

be added the rivers Astarpa and Seha quoted above
;
and numerous other differences might

be cited. In some cases the identity of certain names in the Hittite inscriptions them-

I The siime remark applies to Albright’s suggestion that the river Sianta is ‘‘to l>e fjimd in the ela.>sical

Xanthiis,” LILA., 42.

- M.D.O.G., no. 63, map. ^ Bayce in xi, 250. Op. cit., XLiii, 48.

» L.A,A., X, 24. ^ K.Z.IL, 23.

" M.D.O.O., no. 03, 5. ^ Op. cit., nos. 61 and 63. 9 Qp ^
53

Ciu-iously enough none of these authorities refers to the decisive statement of Hrozny, B.IS., no. 2, 158.

If in the unpubli.shed inscription Bo. 2002, Rer, I, 35 f. the people of the enemy state Kasgas and “the

people of Kummaha'’ are mentioned as neighbours, then the Ga.sgas can only be located somewhere on the

west bank of the Euphrates north of the Taurus, as Hrozny points out.

II B.S., no. 6, 77b Ihid., no. 8, 3b

13 It seems to me po.ssible that Mt. Niblani should be read Mt. Liblani, While recognising that an

interchange of n and I takes place, I am not convinced that it does so in the initial position. Thus Nulahhi

which occurs as a variant of Lulahhi should perhaps be read Lalahhi
;
so also Nuhassi = is perhaps

to be read Lahas-^i.

1^ K.Z.H., 13.
13 B.B., no. 8, 1091". B.P.A.W., 1919, 1037.
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selves is in question; thus Weidner identifies Hassuwa and Assuwa^ and AMinva and

Isuwa-, while Hrozny^ and Forrer^ do not admit this. Sayce^ reads a certain name

Barsuhanda, and identifies it with Burushanda; Forrer*^ and Garstang read Massuhanda,

and distinguish the two. Yet even on this doubtful reading fiir-reaching speculations are

based.

The confusion appears hopeless for the present
;

it will doubtless be partially dispelled

by the publication of more texts and further discussion. The imiuediate duty is to distin-

guish between locations which are certain, those which are probable and those which are

possible. One location at least is regarded as certain by some authorities, whereas there is

reason to believe that at the most it should not be regarded as more than possible. The

case in question is that of Kizzuwadna.

The suggestion was made by Winckler that the state Kizzuwadna is to be located on

the Black Sea, owing to the mention of iron in storehouses there, in a letter sent by a

Hittite king to an Egyptian Pharaohs Hrozny at first stated that Kizzuwadna was

perhaps Pontus®; in reference to a text which deals Avith the utterances of a ‘'priestess of

Kumani/' also called a priestess of KizzuAvadna,^' he stated that as Kizzuwadna lay on

the Black Sea, it must be between Comana of Pontus and the sea, east of Hattie Weidner,

before Hrozny s second statement, had dealt with the matter in relation to the letter men-

tioned, of which he gave a translation of the relevant passage, as follows''^

:

^yas das reine Eisen V)etrifiFfc, dessentwegen du mir geschrieben hast^i, so ist reiiies Eisen in Kizwatna

in meirjem Siegelhause nicht vorhanden. Eisen anzufertigeu war schlecht angiingig. Aber ich babe
gescLickt^^ iind man wird reines Eisen anfertigen, Bisher ist es nicht fertig^-

; ibt es fertig*^, so werde ich

es dir schicken. Fiir diesmal >schicke ich^-^ dir bier eine eiserne Schwertkliiige.

He then proceeded

Kizwatna...erscheint also hier als das Eisen produzierende Land. Kizwatna umfasst West-Armenien
und Pontus, die im Pontus sitzenden Chalyber haben aber dem ganzen Altertiim als Erfinder der
Eisentechnik gegolten.

Forrer stated that Kizzuwadna lay “am Nordrande Kleinasiens^V’ and pointed out that

the language of the country was “das Luvische.” He now refers to Kizzuwadna as
“ Kaiserreich Trapezunt^®.”

The arguments adduced for this location of Kizzuwadna were, then, (1) that iron Avas

stored and perhaps Avorked in Kizziuvadna, (2) that a city called Kumani, possibly one of

the tAVo famous Coinanas, Avas in Kizzuwadna. There are certain difficulties about this

location, Avhich led the present writer to attempt to shoAV^' that the main argument is not

conclusive, and that certain evidence pointed rather to KizzuAvadna lying on the Mediter-

ranean coast, round the Gulf of Issos, and on the Saros. Certain place names, it Avas

suggested, might be identified with names in the Assyrian inscriptions, and a different

I Stiidien zur heihitischen ^pmchidsseaschaft^ i. 2 4 .'>^ 3 Qp ^ j oqq
^ M.D.O.a., no. 63, 6. xliii, 43. c BogkazM Te.vte in U,ns,?hnft, Heft 2, 23.
' Winckler, Vordemsmi im ztmtea Jahrtausend, 61. s M.D.0.0, no. 56 43b
« B.S,, no. 2,

61C 10
no. 58, 77.

II The text, i., no. 14, Obv. 19, read.s la alpuraaiil^ and Weidner’s collation, K, U.B., ia^, 50 a offers
no correction; but clearly he emends to la talparanni. The point is immaterial.

12 The original uses the present. i3 The translation is not intended to be literal.
II The verb is partially broken away. u M.D.O.G. no 61 *’3

I'l Z.D.M.O.y (N.F.) I, 182
; M.D.O.G,, no, 63, 12. u Journal^ AUii, 45-7.
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interpretation of the passage in the letter was pointed out as having more force. Professor

Sayceh who had come to the same conclusion independently, advanced his own reasons;

^umani he identified as certainly Comana Cappadociae. Professor Olmstead- identified

K^izzuwadna with Cilicia, mainly on the ground of classical names. Dr. HalP, reverting to

the present writers opinion, mentions that there are reasons for thinking. ..that the real

position of Kizzuwadna is to be found in East Cilicia.’* Finally Dr. Hogarth^ has put

forward some weighty arguments, present possibly in the minds of others, which led him

independently to the vie^v that Kizzuwadna lay round Ariniia and Kumani in the basins

of the Karmalas and the Saros.

Dr. Weidner, in his edition of the treaties from Boghaz Keui, restated the view that

Kizzuwadna is Pontus, without adducing fresh evidenced Gotze^^, who says ‘'Dariiber ist

Einigkeit erzielt, dass Kizwadna an der Ktiste des Schwarzen Meercs zu suchen ist,”

identifies the Samri as the Iris, and uses this location as a certainty to locate other districts,

as does also Dr. Weidner^ Professor Garstang, whose own views of Kizzuwadna are ruled

by a series of identifications with names of different periods®, advanced the following

arguments for the location in Pontus ^

{a) It bordered on Harri and Hatti : Urussa (Eriza) was a point on or near the junction of the com-

mon frontiers, {h) It includes Komana—at a date undetermined. The antiquity of the name of Komana
Cappadociae is doubtful (c/. Arinna). (c) In the later empire, probably during the reign of Hattusil, it con-

tained the iron-stores, hence probably the iron -fields, and the earliest known iron -fields were those of

the Chalybes, which though ill-defined were somewhere in Pontus. (o?) The frontier as revised by

Min>il III (tO The general position of the central portion of the frontier, along the heights to the

north of the Euphrates...indicated by the foregoing considerations, is borne out by several chance refe-

rences, notably Mursil’s incursion to Biggainaressa and the position of Uru^sa....

These arguments deserve individual consideration to test their validity.

(a) That Kizzuwadna bordered on Harri is a fact of considerable importance. On it is

based the theory that the land of Harri included the kingdom subsequently known to the

Assyrians as Urartu. But if Kizzuwadna lay on the Mediterranean, Harri in the treaty is

a term which included Mitanni, where the Harri were always the ruling class
;
this inter-

pretation accords with the supremacy of the Harri during the reigns of Mursilis, the son of

Suppiluliu^'’, and Arnuandas^b The Hittite king who concluded the treaty with Suna-

1 Jovnial, VIII, 233-4.

2 op. cit., 230*^
;
see also his Histo)'y of Assyria^ 45, ‘‘Kissuwadna or Cilicia.’^ It may perhaps be pointed

out th.it s in the Semitic documents from Boghaz Keui may represent zayin, tsadhe, or samekh. The

Egyptian spelling, to my mind, points to zayin as the most probable, and also to the longer form Kizzuwadna

as preferable to Kizwatna. Whether the consonant before the n was a d or hard t there is no proof.

3 A.S., 178, ^ Op. clt, 232-3.

^ B.S.., no. 8, OCfi. The strangely worded remark, ‘‘S. Smith, der Kizwatna in Kilikien sucht, diirfte

schwerlich auf Zustimmung rechnen diirfen” is suf&cieiitly answered by the independent conclusions of

other authorities.

^ K.Z.II.., 4-5. Ilerr Gotze misstates my argument when he says Smith... Kizwadna mit agypt.

Kode identifiziert und so am mittellandischen Meere lokalisiert.^’ My statement was, that if, on the

ground of other evidence, Kizzuwadna lies on the ^lediterranean coast of Cilicia, about where the land

called Kode by the Egyptians is almost universally assumed to be (Gotze assumes that “ Kd is Halpai,

Aleppo), it is not impossible that the two terms cover the one the other.

' no. 8, 109^^ ® L.A.A., x, 172-7. ^ 28.

Dr. Hall has discussed this name in Journrd, viii, 220-221
;
with his conclusion I can only agree,

that “it seems best to transcribe it as Suppiluliu.” Note that Forrer now Uf>es “Soppiluljoma,”

no. 63, 13, (without remark) for his previous Subbiluliumas, M.D.O.G., no. 61, 31.

For the historical fact see Forrer s statement, M.D.O.O., no. 61, 32.
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aSvSura of Kizzuwadiia cannot have been Mursilis, since the grandfather of the Hittite king

in question can only be Suppiluliuh The treaty was certainly concluded before the battle of

Kadesh, in the reign of Muwattalis, and may well have been agreed on in the opening years

of that reign, the first step towards regaining a path into Syria. Thus the land of Harri

cannot be used as an argument
;

it is capable of two interpretations. As to Uru^, the

identification of which with Eriza is stressed, its location depends entirely on that of

Kizzuwadna.

(b) This argument is just, and no exception can be taken to it, unless it be that the

existence of the Pontic Comana is equally doubtful. In this connection Professor Garstang’s

argument may even be reinforced by another consideration, namely that the ordinary

view- of Tiglathpileser I's annals. Col. v, 67-CoL vi, 38, where the lands of Miisri and

Kumani are mentioned, is open to some doubt, since Kumani there may be identical with

the land often mentioned east of the Tigris in other Assyrian inscriptions ^ and Musri and

Arini therefore be situated somewhere in Media Arini in that passage should not there-

fore have been adduced by me as an argument.

(c) This argument, a restatement of that already noted, consists of two members
;
the

first may be classed as possible, the second irrelevant. All that the letter proves is that iron

was stored and perhaps worked in Kizzuwadna
;
that the iron-fields ” actually lay in that

country is a non sequitur, but is possible. That the vague stories of the classical authorities

about the Chalybes should be adduced until the locality of Kizzuwadna is fixed for other

reasons is not strictly logical, and confuses the question.

{d) and (c) both depend on identifications with classical and modern names. Of them-

selves these have no more value than those adduced by Professor 01mstead'\ Curiously

enough the evidence of the other Hittite documents leads Professor Garstang into some

dilemmas, which must be noted. A district on the border of Kizzuwadna, reckoned in the

territory of that state, is called Atania. In other documents*^ a district called Adanias is

mentioned in connection with Arzawa. Now d and t constantly interchange in the Boghaz

Keui documents, so that there is strong reason to believe that the same district may be

intended^. Professor Garstang distinguishes the two. Another town mentioned in the

definition of the border of Kizzuwadna, called Salia, has been identified® with a town also

1 K,A.B, I, no. 5, i, U. See Forrer, S,P.A.W.^ 1919, 1036; no. 61, 32. Wkidner, B.S.,

no. 8, 88‘t In 0,L.Z., 1923, 160, Weiduei* wrongly states that I identified the Hittite king as Miir.sil.

I have made no such statement.

- Stated by me with too much conviction, Journal^ viii, 46.

2 See, e.g.^ King, Records of the reign of Tukalii-Ninih /, 46-7, 80.

^ This seems to be Piofessor Olmstead’s view, Historg of Assyria^ 41, 333, since he speaks of “the first

line of mountains to the north and east of the triangle, the region of Mu^ri,” and states that the ‘‘Misiiri

clan of Kurds preserves the name of the ancient :Musri.*' Yet on }). 64 he says “he (Tiglathpileser I) must
march against a new enemy on the north-west frontier, the Musri, about the east branch of the
Apparently “noi*th-west» should read “ north-east

; but the Kumani or Ukunumi lay due east of Ass^u-ia.
^ Journal^ viii, 230h

6 Forrer, Boghazkoi Texte in Urnschriff ii, no, 23, B. ii, 7-8 and duplicates.

So, implicitly, Sayce in Journal, viii, 23 ; Olmstead, op. cit, 230^. Both authorities identify Atania-
AdaniaS withAdana,as against the suggestion, /oM/7ia?,viii,46,that it may be the Assyrian Atim.Gk.Tynna.
How old the name Adana may be I can find nothing to prove; it is noticeable that it does not occur
in connection with Shalmaneser Ill’s or Sennacherib’s campaigns to Tarsus.

8 'Weidxer, B.S., no. 8, 109>'; Gotze, E.Z.H., 4.
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givea^ as a point on the boundary between Dattusas and Hatti, and Professor Garstang

seems inclined to accept this identification. It is the more probable since the city of

Erimma in the Kizziiwadna treaty may be identical with the city Arimmattas in the

Dattasas(?) treaty ^ But on the Dattasa^:^) boundary lay a city called Ussa. If there fnre

Dattasas(?) and Kizziiwadna were coterminous along a portion of the boundary, Ussa must
be somewhere near Kizziiwadna. But Ussa is identified by Professor Garstang with a city

of the same name mentioned between Nena^sa and Hubisria, and with Aleppo and Pala,

—

facts which led Professor Garstang to propose Issos as a probable identificatioiP. But he

can hardly believe that Dattasas(^j stretched from the boundary of Kizziiwadna, as given

by him, to Issos. His postulates demand either that Ussa in the Dattasas treaty should be

distinguished from the Ussa in the other documents, or else that Salia and Erimma on the

Kizzuwadna border be distinguished from Halias and Arimmattas on the Dattasavs(?)

border. Such a position is of coiu'se logical and intelligible. But we may go further. The
border of Dattasas (?) included districts which adjoined the river Hulaias. Now the river

Hiilaias has been variously located, (a) between the Highlands and (.hlicia (Forrer®), (b) in

Cilicia, the Pyramus (Sayce'’), (c) bi the north, ‘^am ehesten der FIuss von Angora""

(Gotze^). That the Hulaias territory bordered on Arzawa is clear from the texts^; Dattasas

therefore bordered on districts which adjoined Arzawa, unquestionably on the Mediter-

ranean. Professor Garstang’s postulates can only be maintained therefore if the identifica-

tions of Salia and Erimma with Salias and Arimmattas be rejected ^ Thus on the borders

of Kizzuwadna we have Atania, Salia and Erimma
;
in Arzawa, Adanias, in Dattasas, and

therefore near Arzawa, in approximately the same relative j)ositiony Salias and Arimmattas.

The assumption is possible, hardly probable, and certainly not to be accejjted as certain

unless absolutely proved

The arguments of Professor Garstang then are all, save one, unconvincing, unless his

identifications of names be in themselves arguments. The one sound ground advanced

relates to the doubt about the identification of Kiimani with Comana Cappadociae, and

that is by no means decisive in favour of the Pontic Comana.

If Professor Garstang’s arguments are the best that can be alleged in favour of the

location on the Black Sea—and they are the only arguments yet put forward—the state-

ment that “ it is far more probable that Kizzuwadna lay round and to the west of the Gulf

of Issos than that it should be located on the Black Sea^^ "" may be repeated. Until it is proved

i K.A .B.j IV, no. 10, Obv. 29.

- So read by Uotze, K.ZJL^ 17-^, whose i!iterj)retatioii of K.A.B,^ iv,no. 10, Obv. 30, is very cittraetive.

Forror reads Te.-^ub-tas.-^a ;
Sayce, xlhi, 45, Tarhuiitasba, where a tran»slatiou of the passage

coiieeniing the boundary is given.

3 So Weidxer, B.S.^ no. 8, 109^^ who reduces Arimrnatta.'^ to Arimma.
4 So also Sayce, J.ILS., xlhi, 46. •» no. 63,4.

JJf.S., xmi, 45. Sayee’s identification would be certain if hallahuxaaza is correctly translated by

him “ the Aleppiaii territory.”

' K.ZJL
,
25.

^ See the discussion in Gotze, K.ZM.^ 16-18; the fact is also recognised in Forreu's map, U.D.O.U.^
no. 63.

9 How Weidner reconciles his acceptance of these identifications with his location of Kizzuwadna is

not clear.

Forrer’s map, 0.6^., no. 63, implies that the same objection may be urged against his geographical

locations. It may be remarked that Professor Garstang is inclined to assume doublets where no sufiicient

reason, only a theory, is given, e.^., in the case of Nenassa. u Journal^ viii, 47.

Joiira. of Egypt. Arch. x. 15
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that Atania, Salia and Erimma cannot be Adanias, Salias and Arimmattas, it may be pre-

sumed, so long as the identification is not treated as absolutely certain, that they are the

same places. Until some better explanation is forthcoming the fact^ that at one time the

border of Annatana and Hatti was at the city of Kizziiwadna- can only mean that the

people of Armatana, which certainly lay on or near the western bank of the Euphrates^,

were pushing westwards ^ as also were the Gasga and the people of Isuwa in the same

text, while the Arzawan invasion seems to show an eastward trend along, or southward to,

the coast.

The evidence that Kizzuwadna bordered on^ or lay near to^ Arzawa is so difficult to

account for according to Professor Garstang's geographical system that it is not surprising

that an entirely different system is advocated by Gotze, who also holds that Kizzuwadna

lay on the Black Sea. For him, Dattasas (?) is approximately Paphlagonia; the district of

Pitassa', on the border of Dattasas (?), lies to the south, adjoining the northern border of

Mira, a district of Arzawa which lies for inland. These countries must then have been states

of very considerable extent, though nothing in the texts can be taken to imply that they were

of great importance. Whether Gotze s reconstruction of the geography is probable or even

possible must depend very largely on the unpublished texts of geographical importance

concerning which Forrer has summarily given his views if these latter approach the

truth, Gotze's arguments must be dismissed. His position is really vitiated by the assump-

tion that Kizzuwadna can only lie on the Black Sea, from which he argues as a fixed point.

His location of the Gasga in Cilicia and the Pala northwards depends on faulty arguments.

Amongst the towns on the border of Kizzuwadna is one of uncertain reading-’; Gotze, with-

out a query, reads Zaparassa, which may be correct, and identifies it with a town known to

lie in the district Kalasraa. This identification is then used as the basis of further

argument. Gotze s location of the Gasga ignores Professor Hrozny s evidence.

The problem of the reconstruction of Hittite geography resembles in its nature that

presented by a finely constructed jig-saw puzzle. Neglect any small detail in design, force

any ‘"join,” and the problem will never be solved. What has been said above may serve to

show one respect in which the maps hitherto produced have depended on a violent forcing

of the facts to suit an unproven hypothesis, rather than a delicate adjustment of deductions

to facts; hence the lamentable confusion to be found in them.

I was originally led to consider that Kizzuwadna was more probably on the Mcditcr-

1 VI, no. 28, Obv. 13; !see Journal, viii, 233.

{alu) Klz‘^mcadaa, an abbreviation foi* {inat all) KLutwadna, as frequently.
3 See K.A.B., I, no. 1, Obv. 13, 16, 22.

* All advance northwards would have been, on Garstang's hyiiotlio.so.s, not against Haiti but against
Kizzuwadna

;
and how could a state on the Black Sea act as a “buft'er’' (I.H.J., 7) betiveen Arniatana to

the south and the Hittite to the west ?

3 At Atania. ® Dattasas (?) intervening at some point.

BI.AS.SA., read Pitassa by Fokrer, M.D.O .G., no. 63, 4 and Gotze, 17 ;
JSayce J.H

S

XLiir, 46, reads Biassas.
’ ’

M.D.O.O., IK). 63 ; Forrer announces a work on the geography of Arzawa and the .south coivst of Asia
Minor.

9 The copy, K A.B i., no. o, iv, 49, read.s {alit) Za-ba-ar-a’^-aa. It .seemed (and seems) to me po.ssible
that the CM was due to an accidental doubling of the horizontal wedge, and I accordingly read (nb.)

A^eidners emendation {alu) Zaharaiia is more violent, but po.ssible; he supports it hy the
Identification adopted by Gdtze^ LuckenbilFs Zabarina, A.J.S.L., x.xvii, 187, seems to me impossiblethough hailed by G..RSIA^•G, LH.X., 28, as correct. In l.A.A

,
.x, 176, a different view is stated
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ranean than the Black Sea by certain general considerations^ which led me to piupose some
geographical identifications. Other writers have since stated a few general considerations,

and these may be enumerated here, whether previously published or not, since some
authorities do not, apparently, admit their force. They fall under the headings of (1) his-

torical probability, (2; linguistic and (3) archaeological evidence.

(1) Historical probability. The gods of Kizzuwadna, mentioned in the Mitanni treaty,

were worshipped by the Hittites, for vSuppiluliu installed his son Telibinus as “ Priest of

Kizzuwadnak” Now the religious text which Hrozny has translated- puts into the mouth
of a priestess of Kizzuwadna a series of incantations and rituals which resemble very

closely the texts of this type from Babylonia and Assyria. This serves to show a cultural

connection with these countries. It is useless in this connection to argue that the

Sumerian and an early civilisation at Astrabad^ may possibly have common elements; the

incantations and rituals from Babylonia in ({uestion did not originate in the early

Sumerian period, and can hardly have been written much before 2000 B.C., possiblv later. It

is historically improbable that Babylonian inHuence ever reached a people whose home was
Pontus.

The Hittite Code of Laws has revealed the very important fact that the ummane
Manda^ were known to the Hittites. There is no sound reason for distinguishing these

Manda men from the Manda who, five centuries later, in alliance with the Chaldaeans and
the Medes, burst through the defences of the Assyrian Empire. The historical probability,

as has often been pointed out, is, that the Umman-Manda came from the Black Sea and

the Caucasus region. If the Hittites, to whom no one attributes any considerable extension

eastwards, came into contact with them, it is very probable that Pontus, at the time of the

later Hittite kings, was in the hands of the Umman-Manda. Perhaps the cities mentioned

in this connection in the Code ai^e to be located on the Black Sea or thereabouts.

The historical importance of the treaty itself demands consideration. Muwatallis and
the Harri were at issue over the peoples of the western bank of the upper Euphrates, who,

flying from a Hittite punitive expedition, had taken refuge with their southern neighbour,

as had also happened in the reign of Suppiluliu. Muwatallis demanded of the Harri that

they should be abandoned; the Harri replied by sending an army and plundering

Muwatallis lines of communication. Muwatallis then attempted diplomacy; if the Karri

protected mutinous subjects of the Hittites, then the Hittites would conclude alliances with

subjects of the Karri. The threat having no effect on the Harri, the treaty with Kizzu-

wadna was concluded, since Suna-assura had his own reasons for wishing to break away
from his allegiance to the Karri, chiefly owing to a personal insult to himselP. Kizzuwadna

appears then as a pawn in the game between the Hittites and the Karri, a quid pro quo for

the rebellious people of the upper Euphrates, That the Karri, whose land lay about the

Euphrates, south of Isuwa, and reached the point where the river debouches from the

1 Z.D.M.G., (X.F.) I, 182. 2
2, iii.

Rostovtzeff, Jonnial, vi, 4-27, and Inniunis and Oreels in South Russia.
* Hrozxy, Code Hittite^ § 54. The present argument holds whatever the exact sense of the passage may

he. Note tKit Sayce has introduced an unnecessary confusion, xmi, 48, ‘‘the land of Tabal-ki.”

The text reads, “ the city of Tamalki.” There is no proof that the name Tabal was known to the Hittites

it appears in Assyrian inscriptions of the ninth century, a minor indication of the landslide which took
place in Cilicia after the fall of the Hittites. Tainalki appears in the Cappadocian tablets in the form
Timelkia, see Coxtexau, Tahlettes cappadoeieanes, no. 76, 7. '> A7d.Z>., i, no. 5, Obv. i, 38.
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Anti-Taurus \ were ever in a position to claim the overlordship over a king of Pontus,

seems very improbable, for their wars were mainly conducted in the richer lands of Meso-

potamia. That a king of Pontus was only able to exchange one suzerainty for another, and

could make no effort at independence, is inexplicable. Grant that Suna-assura was a king

of a small land, whose importance for the two great powers consisted in the fact that it

was the key to northern Syria,'and the position is clear.

One of the terms of the treaty is, that if the king of the Hittites makes war on ‘'another

land, whether against the Harri or against Arzawa/’ Suna-assura agrees to send a contin-

gent of 100 span of horses and 1000 infantry. The special mention of these two particular

powers has most point if Kizzuwadna lay between the two-. If this be accepted, and it

seems historically the most probable, Kizzuwadna can only lie in eastern Cilicia, unless

Gutze s peculiar geographical scheme be possible. The geographical arrangements of

Forrer, Weidner, and Garstang are incompatible with this simple explanation.

In the lists of the vassal states which fought at Kadesh given by the Egyptian .scribes,

Kizzuwadna is named between Lk and Krkms (Luxor), before Krkms (Karnak), between

Lk and Kds, immediately after Krkms (Papyrus Raifet). The Egyptians must have had

fairly accurate knowledge of the geography of the northern Mediterranean sea-board at

this time, owing to the close connections established
;

if Lk are the Lugga of the Hittite

texts^ the mention of Kizzuwadna between the Lugga and Carchemish or Kadesh is not

accidental, but roughly geographical. Gotze s explanation, “ Kizwadna, der Avichtigste

Vasall in Ost-Kleinasien ist den syrischen Vasallen vorausgestellt,” seems a desperate

device to avoid the implication.

(2) The linguistic evidence. Forrer has repeatedly stated that "das Luvische,’' the

language of Luia, was spoken in Kizzuwadna, in Cappadocia and in Cilicia^ Luia certainly

lay immediately west of the lands of Arzawa. If KizzuAvadna immediately adjoined Arzawa
on the east, there was originally a solid phalanx of people speaking the same language'';

the probability of this is confirmed by the fact that the people of Arzawa Avere

invaders ^ who presumably Avere of "Hittite” race. Luia and Kizzuwadna once formed
a geographical unit from a linguistic point of vieAv. " Luvish ” appears to be a
purely Asianic language of the northern Mediterranean littoraP. That a language native

to that coast Avas also spoken in Pontus seems improbable, and the far-reaching specula-

tions based on the assumption that Kizzuwadna is on the Black Sea need only be con-

sidered Avhen it is conclusively proved that KizzuAvadna is so to be located.

t Tliis is the geographical position of {maht)n(iria defined in Tiglathpileser Vs annals, Col. iii, 30-05.
Sayce has pointed out, implicitly, Jovrnal, viri, 234, that Tiglathpileser found the lands along the east
bank of the upi)er Euphrates in exactly th'e positions indicated fur them in the Boghaz Keui texts • the
fall of the Hittites did not aftect this area. The assumption that the Harri ruled as far east as Lake IVan
and northwaid to the boundary of Pontus, depends entirely on the location of Kizzuwadna. Since the
Harri provided the ruling class in Mitanni and Syria, an enormous extent of country, unequalled by any
other ancient power save Assyria, is assigned to them.

" *

2 This was first pointed out, to my knowledge, by Hogarth, d.-V., 232
;

it seems implicit in the
geographical identifications of Sayce and Olmstead. ^Note that it strongly reinforces the assumption that
Salia, Erimma and Atania are to be identified with Salias, Arimmattas and Adanias.

^ M,D.O.G,y no. 63, 4.

^ II.D.O.G., no. 61, 23 ; Z.D.M.G., (KF.) i, 216. For Forrer, Cilicia is Arzawa.
The argument was first adduced by^ Sa\ce, Jov viii, 233. ^ A'.d.Zl., vr iio 28 Obv 8

• A point raised by Dr. Hall, d.,?., 174. Profes.sor Ungxad thinks that “das’ Luvische” mw be
Lycian, Z. Ass., (K.F.) i, 1.

^
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In the incantation text dealt with by Forrer^ a priest of Kizzuwadna, in “ Luvish/’

invokes Santas, obviously the chief god of his country since it is translated by the ideogram

for Mardiik, All the available evidence points to Sandon being endemic in Cilicia.

Of the twelve names of cities- on the border, four certainly eml in 'ua, onv. probably

does so. This -net termination is common in the names of both cities and districts in North

Syria and the Anti-Taurus, and seems to point to that area.

The name of King Suna-assura recalls that of U-assur-me, king of Tabal in the reign

of Tiglathpileser IIP. To the best of my knowledge it does not resemble any demonstrably

Hittite or Luvian name. It is not clear to me that these names are not theophorous^
;
in

other words it is possible that we ought to read Suna-Assura. The god Ashur was

worshipped in the neighbourhood of Caesarea (Mazaca) at the end of the second millen-

nium, and not impossibly his worship remained in the country throughout the Hittite

period until the eighth century.

The river Samri which marked the boundary of Kizzuwadna for a certain distance bore

a Semitic name. It might possibly be supposed that this is merely a vSemitic translation

of a native name'* were this not contrary to the habits of antiquity. The names of cities

were not infrequently changed, but I know of no case in which natural features, more

especially mountains and rivers, were rechristened. Very occasionally a descriptive term is

used
;
thus Demavend, whose native name probably remained unknown to the Assyrians,

was called Lapis Lazuli IVIountain.” Similarl}^ the Halys in the Hittite texts is designated

“the Red River”; but this implies I think that the native name actually meant “ red” and

that the ideogram was read in native wise. There is no sound ground for supposing that

Samri is anything but the name in common use for the river. Does anyone believe that a

river flowing into the Black Sea had a Semitic name ? On the other hand, a Semitic name

for the Saros is quite intelligible.

(3) The archaeological evidence. This has been frequently adduced by Professor Sayce^

and fully stated by Dr. Hogarth. For those accustomed to lay emphasis on such evidence,

it is clear and convincing^

The conclusion of the matter seems to be that those who believe that Kizzuwadna lay

on the Mediterranean have put forward arguments that deserve careful consideration, not

mere negation. To my mind they have made such a location probable
;
I do not think we

are justified yet in assuming that it is certain to the extent of building further hypotheses

upon it. On the other hand those who consider that Kizzuwadna certainly lay on the

Black Sea should put forward some more logical arguments than have yet appeared. In

the meantime more caution should be shown in the acceptance of such equations as

Kizzuwadna = Katpatuka = KaTTTraSo/cta^ by scholars. The name might equally be found

in Cataonia^ or something quite different.

1 Z.DJLG,, (X.F.) I, 21G~17.

2 Note that owing to a careless error on iny part Anumusbsha in Jonnud^ vin, 45 should read

Anamusta. On the other hand Ehbina is correct (so also Weidiier), and is the only possible reading,

against LuckenbilFs Durbina, accepted by Garstang. " ii, 20, 11. 59, G4.

The -Ttu is clearly the emphatic particle constantly appended to names. U may be an ideogram.

^ This seems to be Garstano’s view, Z.d.d., x, ITG. lie identifies it with the Gk. boas, alleging an

analogy of meaning which is not convincing. Samri means “violent,"’ and is as applicable to the Saros or

half a dozen other rivers as to the Boas. ^ See his latest remarks in A.S., 395. • Op, 229-233.

Proposed by Zimmerer, accepted by llommel ; independently proposed by Herzfeld, ac-cepted by

Meyer. For references see Gutze, K.Z.K
,
5. Also accepted by Sayce, xliii, 4G.

Hall, Ancient History of the Xear East, 359.
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A HISTOKICAL DOCUMENT OF RAMESSIDE AGE
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It is a singular and distressing fact that a very considerable proportion of the original

written sources for Egyptian history and archaeology still remain unpublished. This is due

firstly to the fewness of those capable of translating them, and secondly to a very natural

scruple on the part of those who are. Egyptian texts are never easy, and many of the

renderings are so uncertain that the scholarly translator hesitates to give them unless

accompanied by the evidence necessary either to support them or to enable others to im-

prove upon them. This means that every translation ought to be accompanied by a copy

of the original, or if the document be in hieratic by a transcription into hieroglyphs—an

expensive matter in these days—,
and by a mass of critical notes which are not only very

costly to print but which repel the average reader, and thus actually detract from the

historical value of the publication. Such scruples as these, though honourable, are probably

exaggerated, for their consequence is that masses of material of priceless value for

Egyptian history lie locked up in philologists’ notebooks instead of being available for

general use.

It is with this consideration in mind that I venture to publish the translation con-

tained in this article. The papyrus in question is both incomplete and difficult. A hiero-

glyphic transcription of so long a document is out of the question in this Journal, though
I hope eventually to publish one elsewhere. Rossi’s facsimile (see later) aided by the short

critical notes here added will enable scholars to control some of my readings, and the non-
philologist may rest assured that every translation about which there is the least doubt
has been marked with a query.

It is customary for historians of Egypt to dismiss the Twentieth Dynasty in a few
pages as a period of decline ending in complete disaster. The evidence generally produced
for this view is, rightly enough, the tomb-robbery papyri of about the reign of Ramesses X,
the apparent cessation of the exploitation of the turquoise mines of Sinai after Ramesses Vl'
and the melancholy story of Wenamun dating from the reign of Ramesses XII. There arc^
however, other documents which tell the tale less dramatically perhaps but no less un-
mistakably. Many of these are to be found among the papyri of the Reale Museo di
Antichita in Turin. The particular papyrus to which I wish to call attention is not
unknown to scholars. It was published in bad facsimile by Pleyte and Rossi in their
Papyrus de Turin, Pis. LI to LX, and a partial translation and commentary was published
by Spiegelberg’ in Zeitschr. f. ay. Spr., 29, 73 ff. In the summer of 1923, while
working on the papyri in Turin, I made a complete collation of this document'". It con-

1 The more one work.s among the busine.s.s and legal papyri of the New Empire the more one realizes
how much this branch of our subject, like many other branches, owes to the industry and scholurshin of
Spiegelberg. ^

2 I owe some readings, probably more than I realize, to a collation previously lent to me by Gardiner.
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stitutes such a striking picture of the times during which it was compiled that it seems

worth while to publish here a translation in full.

The papyrus, which as at present mounted measures 183 cm. by 41, is written on both

sides in a large slanting script. The true verso, i,e. that side on which the main fibres of

the papyrus run vertically and which was almost always filled last by an Egyptian scribe,

but which is here to be read first, and treated as recto, contains two complete pages of

writing*. It is clear, however, that there is at k‘ast one page lost in front of these for

on the right-hand edge near the top are the ends of two lines of such a page. The first

is illegible and the second gives “ He said, It is true.” There are three pages of writing

on the true recto and as the third of these is a short page ending with a blank of at least

7 cm. below its last line it is probable that the papyrus ended here’u and that this side

must be regarded as the verso.

It is not easy to say what is the precise nature of our document. It has its closest

parallel in Papyrus Salt 124 of the British Museum l This hi^st contains a series of charges

against a single individual, and, as is clear from its concluding lines, it either constitutes

or is a digest of the indictment actually laid before the Vizier. Our papyrus is a little

difierent from this. Even in its damaged state it contains charges against at least three

separate individuals. Moreover Section A is headed “ The records^ which are in the hands

of the ?K6-pricst Penanket.” The papyrus would therefore seem to have been a list of

documents embodying charges against various persons. Each document, however, is

described in some detail and this fact distinguishes the papyrus from Papyrus Ambras" at

Vienna, which gives the barest description of a series of documents dealing with the famous

tomb-robberies*^. Presumably the documents described here formed part of the temple

archives of Khnum, since they were in the hands of a priest, though this is not definitely

stated. Whether the papyrus is a mere catalogue of these for record purposes, or whether,

like Papyrus Salt, it was to be jiart of an actual indictment before the Vizier or other

official we have no means of knowing.

As it now stands the papyrus consists of three distinct sections and the lost pages

undoubtedly contained at least one other separate section, for recto page 1 begins a new

section. This section (A), recto 1, 1 to recto 2, 17, is a list of records {shhu) stated in 1, 1 to

1 This recto is covered with [Ktpier ir<j^tal and heavily varnished, so that it is at times intensely

dirticiilt to read.

2 Pleyte-Rossi^s plates should he read in the following order: 57-8 (recto 1), 50-60 (recto 51-2

(verso 1), 53-4 (verso 2), 55-6 (verso 3). The fragment of the lost page at the heginning of the recto is

given on PI. 57, lelt.

Ill PL 60 the narrow vertical fragment near the left edge of the right-hand i>agc must be transferred to

the left edge of the left-hand page, where it fits on. The wide gaps marked by Rossi both before and after

this fragment are to be closed. On the left-hand }>age the large fragment shown really consists of two

fragments meeting on a vertical line continuing the left edge of the narrow vertical gap shown by Rossi in

the three bottom lines. These two fragments should he sepaiMtcd by about a centimetre.

In PI. 52, which gives the b\ck of PL 60, corresponding modifications must of course be made. The
vertical fragment under the number I fits on to the right-hand edge of the papyrus, the great gap in the

centre is to be closed, and the large fragment on the right is to l>e divided into two separate pieces with

about a centimetre between them as Ijefore.

3 Cf. too page 4 of the verso of Pap. Harris A (P>.M. 10053;. ^ nf shhv. Ct\ Abbott Pap., 6, 23.

3 Yon Bergmann, Hieratische Texte^ 6; Zeitschr, t\ ag, Spr.^ 1876, 1ft’.

^ Cf, also the Paris leather roll published by Virey and referred to in Spiegelbeug, Studien und
Materialien,, 53.
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be in the charge of the ?^^6-priest of Khnum, Penanket. Seventeen charges of the most

varied type have survived, and if they were all well founded the accused man must have

been a surprising specimen of the ancient Egyptian crook/’ His name is unfortunately

lost to criminolog}^ for he is referred to throughout as “ this w^6-priest ” or more fully

“ this tv^b-^riest of Khnum/’ His name must thus have occurred in the lost page which

precedes recto 1.

The second section (B) begins with verso 1, 1 and ends at 1, 6, where it is separated

from what follows by a blank space. The section is clearly incomplete at the beginning

and something is therefore lost between recto 2 and verso 1, or in other words our papyrus

is incomplete at both ends. The criminals, for they are plural, do not in what is left to us

display that versatility in wickedness which distinguishes the priest of Khnum, for all the

charges are those of theft.

The third section (C), verso 1, 7 to the end, began with a date which is unfortunately

lost but which cannot have been earlier than Year 4 of Ramesses V. The first charge is

one of enormous peculations extending over a period of 10 years against a boat s-captain,

whose name would seem from verso 1, 9 and verso 2, 7-8 to have been Khnumnakht^ It

was this man’s duty to carry in his boat certain taxes payable in barley to Khnum at

Elephantine. He conspired “ with the scribes, the inspectors and the farmers ” to convert

to his own use almost the whole of the grain. From verso 2, 12 to the end we are dealing

with a series of miscellaneous charges. On verso 3 these become so fragmentary that we

cannot ascertain what part Khnuinnakht himself played in some of them, but, as there is

no gap between verso pages 2 and 3, the 3rd Person Singular of 3, 1 can refer to no one

else. Here then is another master spirit uf the Egyptian criminal world.

The theatre of the misdeeds of these various persons is clearly Elephantine, and more

particularly the temple of Khnum there. The records in the first section are said to be in

the charge of Penanket, an U'^t-priest of the temple.

It is greatly to be regretted that not enough of the document remains to show us

before what court these numerous offences were tried, for tried they must have been.

There appears to be no evidence to indicate whether all offences both religious and lay

were dealt with by the same courts in Egypt or whether there existed anything of the

nature of an ecclesiastical court. In Pap. Mayer A various priests, guilty of participation

in the tomb-robberies, are tried by the same court as their lay fellows% and there seems no

reason for supposing that a priest who broke the law in Egypt was treated differently from

other men, despite the various exceptions which later history affords. At the same time it

might not unreasonably have been imagined that offences of a strictly religious nature by

priests would be tried by a special court. Such a court would of course have consisted

wholly or mainly of priests, probably those of the temple where the offence was committed.

Yet there is no example of any such court, and the one court known to us consisting

entirely of priests tried a civil action concerning rights in property^ leased to the temple.

On the other hand priests were certainly eligible for service in criminal and civil courts

(hibt)\ In the Abbott Papyrus the thieves are tried for tomb-robbery by a court {knbt nt

Nivt) of 8 members including a high-priest and prophet of Amuirl In the inscription of

^ This is not quite certain owing to the lacunae.

2 Pap. Mayer A, 11, 5 and 13; also 12, 15 and 16.

3 Pap. Berlin 3047
; ZeiUchr.f. ag. Spr., 17 (1879), 71 flf.

i Spiegelberg, Stud. u. Mat, 61-2.
5 Pap. Abbott, 8, 3,
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Mes^ a priest of the litter (or whatever n hnU may mean) is sent out to investigate a

division of lands, for he is a member {sr) of the court {knht) which dealt with the case.

Dr. Blackman points out to me the interesting but damaged passage in the great decree of

Horemhab" where the priesthood appears to take a very large part in the newly recon-

stituted courts {hthi) of the country.

The fact is that our knowledge of Egyptian legal procedure is extremely scanty. Not
more than a dozen cases are known to us in all, and those incompletely. The documents at

our command date from various periods, and deal with cases of the most varied nature, and

many more papyri will have to come to light if we are ever to succci^d in reconstructing

the judicial system in anything like its entirety \

M. Moret has tried to make out a case for the existence of tribiuiaux ecclesiastiques in

the Eamesside era, enjoying not only considerable power and popularity but capable of

being appealed to against the decisions of the ordinary courts b This case is based purely

on the identity of the Mes or Mesmen of the famous oracle stele from Abydos'^ with the

defendant in the inscription of Mes, an identity which must be regarded as quite hypothe-

tical. If we do not feel able to accept this equation the ecclesiastical courts resolve them-

selves at once into mere judgements by oracle such as that contained in the stele mentioned

above, in the British 3Iuseum ostracon published along with a Berlin papyrus by Erman
and in the papyrus under discussion^ Such judgements undoubtedly enjoyed considerable

popularity, especially in small disputes concerning property and theft, and particularly in

the Theban necropolis, but we shall need much mure evidence before we can presume to

elevate them into the dignity of ecclesiastical c(jurts”.

The papyrus, or at least that portion of it which remains, is not actually dated, but it

is clear from verso 2, 12-14 that it was written not earlier than the fourth year (probably

after the end of that year) of the king there entitled Pharaoh, who, as is clear from lines

5-6 of the same ])age, is the successor of Ramesses IV Hekma^re^ Setepenamun, or in

other words Ramesses Y Userma^re^ Sekheporenre<^. 3Iaspero has rightly pointed out that

these same lines show that Ramesses IV ruled six years, for to Year 6 of this king (line 5)

succeeds in the yearly series Year 1 of Pharaoh, i.e, of the reigning king Ramesses V.

Spiegelberg has removed the possible objection that a year might have been skipped in

this list by noting that in lines 12-14 below a yearly peculation of 100 khar (50 plus 50)

is stated to amount to 1000 khar from \ear 1 of Ramesses IV to Year 4 of Pharaoh, from

which it is clear that the Avhole period covered is ten years, giving six years for the

reign of Ramesses IV.

A further question is raised by those dates. Gardima*- and Sethe'' have lately shown

that in the New Empire, contrary to the custom both of earlier and of Ptolemaic times

1 Gardiner, Liscriptioti of Mes^ pp. 12-13, nu. 8-9. “ Breasted, Iiecnnlff, in, 64-5.

^ S}>io^'cll>erg lon^^ emphasized this {S(f/d. ?/. Mat., 63; ,uul pointed o\it the danger of assuming that

the hiht were standing camrts of Liw, and that their duties were s(^Iely legal and i\ot administrative.

^ Coinptes-natcho^ Je VAc<(dv'niie des hiscr, et Befles-Lettrcs, 1917, 157 ft.

^ Ami*den dll Service, xvi, 161-73.

^ Further to this ?>uhject ^ee Erman, Zirei Akt'^nstfoke aifs der thehudnchen (k'ttherstadt, in SitzifiUjsJ>er.

der K. P. Akad. der Wiss., phllddnt. Cfanne, 1910 (xix), 330 if.

^ At the scime time they must have put great [)ower in the hands of the priests, who either caused the

god's image to iiod its head by some mechanical device or, what is perhaps more likely, reported that the

image, invisible to the suppliant, had or iirid not done so.

» Journal, V, 190. Zdtsehr, f ag . Spi\, 58, 30-42.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 16
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the regnal years of a king were reckoned from the date of his accession and not from the

calendrical New Years Day. Now in the list which runs from verso 1, line 13 (in this line

restore Year 1 of Ramesses IV) to line 9 of verso 2 it is clear that the amount of grain

annually due to the temple of Khnum was 700 khar. Thus a full amount was exacted in

the last year, Year 6, of Ramesses IV, and yet unless this king died on the date of his

accession this year must have been an incomplete year. Similarly this year is reckoned as

a full year in the arithmetic of lines 13-14. Put brietiy the difficulty is as follows. The

papyrus seems to show that certain taxes or offerings made to the temple of Khnum were

calculated yearly on the basis of the regnal years of the kings. When a change of reign took

place the last year of the first king must in the nature of things have been incomplete,

sometimes less sometimes more. And yet in the case before us the full amount of the dues

is reckoned for this defective year. Unless it be that in the case before us the Year 6 of

Ramesses IV was so nearly complete that it might without injustice be counted as com-
plete the Egyptian taxpayer would seem to have had a cause of complaint which wouhl
have more than satisfied the grumbling propensities of his modern fellow-sufferer. Did
Khnum then exact his full years dues when the regnal year was only a month or six

weeks in length ? Surely not. Common sense forces us to suppose that a tax in kind, such

as grain, would only be exacted once on each harvest. And does it not follow as a corollary

that a very short last regnal year, more particularly one containing no harvest, may quite

conceivably be omitted in a list such as that before us? In other words, though the last

year of Ramesses IV for taxation purposes was Year 6, is it not possible that he actually

began a Year 7 which, as it contained no harvest, was for these same purposes omitted ?

If this idea is correct such lists are to be used with caution for purposes of dating.

Translatiox.

Section A,

Recto, page I.

(1) The documents which are in charge of' the priest Penanket called Sed of the

temple of Khnum. (2) Charge concerning the black cow which is in his possession ; it

gave birth to five calves" of Mnevis, and he carried them off and appropriated them in the
field. He parted with" them and he took them away to the south and he sold' them to the
priests.

(3) Charge concerning the great calf of Mnevis which he had. He parted with it and he
sold it to certain Nubians of the fortress of Bigah and received its price from them.

(4) Charge concerning his going to Thebes and receiving certain documents
though Ke^ did not suffer him to flourish for ever. He brought them to the south in order
to lay them before Khnum, but he (the god ?) refused to acknowledge them.

(5) Charge concerning his debauching the citizeness Metnemeh, daughter of Pase-
khety : she was wife to the fisherman Dhoutemhab son of Pentaure.

1 r w:d, “in charge of.” Cf. Pap. Bol. 1094, 6, 7; Pap. Bibl. Xat. 197, III, ro. 4 and v.s 7
2 k-mi Spiegelberg refers to Pap. Harri.s i, 30, 3.

3 s<d dt m. Cf. i<d dt n, Pap. Salt 124, ro., 1, 7, in a similar but damaged conte.xt.

' Readw/rfli.!c/»naJ
^

; Coptic gi£e.

Reading very uncertain.nkfv: n mdhct n '
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(6) Charge concerning his debauching Tebes the daughter of Shuiu : she was the wife

of Ahauty.

(7) Charge concerning the theft by Yem(?) of a sacred-eye amulet in the temple of

Khnum. He (the priest) appropriated it together with the man who stole it.

(8) Charge concerning the handing over to the temple (?) by the priest Bekenkhons of

a chest ^ in which w^ere two ; he opened it and he took a from it. He laid

them before Khnum and he (the god) acknowledged- them.

(9) Charge concerning his coming into the inside of the fortress when he had only done

7 (??) days of drinking natron ^ Now the scribe of the treasury, Menthuherkhepesh (sic) made

(10)

this prophet of Khnum take an oath by the Ruler saying, will not let him enter

with the god until he accomplish (?) his days of drinking natron^ But he disobeyed and

entered (11) with the god when he had three days of drinking natron (still to do ?).

(12) Charge concerning the election by the vizier Neferronpe of the priest Bekenkhons

to be prophet of Khnum, whereupon this priest said to the priest Nebun, We will introduce ( ?)

another......priests*^ and (13) we will cause the god to cast out^ the son of Pashuty. He
was examined and it was found that he had actually said it. He was made to take an oath

by the Ruler not to enter the temple. But he gave (14) a bribe® to this prophet, saying.

Let me enter with the god, and this prophet took his bribe and let him enter with the god.

Recto, page 2.

(1) Charge concerning Pharaoh’s sending the overseer of the treasury Menemtir to

examine the treasury of the temple of Khnum, and this priest had stolen 60 dPa<;-garments

from the treasury of the temple of Khnum. And they made a search® for them (2) and

found 24 of them in his possession, he having disposed of the rest.

(3) Charge concerning the cutting off by this priest of the ear of Wenemtuemnefer, son

of Beksetyt, without the knowledge of Pharaoh.

(4) Charge concerning the sending by the vizier Neferronpe of the servant Pekhal the

younger and the servant Panefunezemenkhons (?), saying, Bring (?) to me the divine father

Very uncertain; ^fdt r hit-iitr(C) hv 2 uns.

^(sic). Read ]iiiit(J) '‘to nod.”- ra

3 Read (|@

ii-J

A/WVW

(«io)ra„ !

Ill ^ ^ /W/WV c r /N
I /wwv' t ^

.
‘ 1 _ I

The /if is most un-

certain is possible, but it is tempting to read an abnormal N.K. form of the numeral 7. If ht/i is

read we mi^ht supply /a ^iher it, while we were in our days of drinking natron,^*’ but this leaves

nf
( 'l'i/"f unexplained.

* Le. the prophet, whom the scribe of the treasury makes responsible.

5 Read ih'fmh{V nfhf ft rw.

/WWV\ AAAAAA ^ q

f ; J
I I

'

AArWv\ ^ Q /

I
three unintelligible vertical signs

/WWV.I I I \The text reads J ^
tj

j

M ‘‘to introduce'^ here seems to be HI Inf. despite Gardiner, Si/tiihe, 71. Cf.between and

[perhaps also SetHE, L /’L, iv, 82, 11.

‘ r bL Cf. Pap. Bob 1094, 9, 9-10.

s
Q * ^ 0 2$^ . Cf. Rec. cU T/xic.., 1C, GO, but whether in the same sense I cannot

o 1 M
determine.

^ hi' ir liV'tw [^r]

16-^2
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Kakhepesh. (5) Now the servants found me serving a monthly turn of the first jyliyle^^ And

so the servants left me alone, for they said, \Ve(?)- will not take you during your month of

service. So said they. But this priest gave them a garment of Upper Egyptian cloth

and a chair and two spears (?) of copper, a tusk(?) of ivory of two cubits and a bundle of

vegetables'' 1000 fish, light beer, sajung to them. Do not release him. [He

spent ?] 15 days without having the great s and the chiet (^) The

(9) in the land of Egypt, for it is I who the god( ?)

he caused them(?) to let [me ?] go

(10) Charge concerning the leaving by Prome of the house of Bek the

mother. ..the (?) saying to him (11) he blinded^ Beksetyt her daughter likewise, and

they remain blind today.

(12)

Charge concerning the quarrel which this priest had with the herdsman Pakamen

of the temple (of Khnum ?) when he answered and said to him (And when)

(13)

three months had passed Zaza died(?)'''^ he having said iP*

(14)

Charge concerning their handing over 20 oxen to this priest in Year 1 of King

Uekma^re^ Setepenamim the great [god]. They seized (?) the oxen in his possession

(15) he brought them from above (?)...he gave the oxen he having given [them

to ?] the chief. also

(16) Charge concerning the giving by the priest Penanket of 20 dehen of copper and

three cZ/Jw-garments of Upper Egyptian cloth to this priest [in order tliat he might deny ?]

every charge® which was made

(17) Charge concerning this priest’s standing up in front of this god [and saying] if he

would make a good man to thee^ So said he to him as he stood

Section B.

Verso, page 1.

(1) Charge concerning their stealing the large (copper) belonging to the boat

of Khnum and making away with it.

(2) [Charge concerning] their stealing 10 rcZ-garments of coloured cloth, total 15, from

the temple of Anket Mistress of Aswan. The scribe of the treasury Menthuherkhepeshef

who was acting as mayor of Elephantine examined them and found these in their pos-

session, (3) they having given them to Amentekh, a workman of the Place of Truth, and

having received their price. And this prince took a bribe from them and let them go.

(4) [Charge concerning] their opening a storehouse of the temple of Khnum which

was under the seal of the inspectors of the granary who inspect fur the temple of Khnum (?)

and stealing 180 (?) khar of barley from it.

1 lui lid T 9 ® u (•'’O Gardiner).
lA I I

^

SIC

2 hc’iv in error for ht"n. 3 p.-^p_ Harri.s i, 65 r/, 7-8 and 74, 5-G.
^ hi,an transitively. Cf. Pap. Tur. Judic. 5, 5. •> ph pt (possibly jdt / pt).
G Eossfs facsimile (PL 60) is fairly accurate, uc hn ic^bt i/I dit \ddHp^..:\w hlr-fdclv:. But what is the

grammar of this ?

" See Rossi's facsimile PI. 60. The line runs: tnt'tv va fcayi hit'-f dlt Ihivia 'mshv' Iw hlv'f

» v:hU {( for wsht) nh nti iw-tv: dd-xc. For ivsht, a charge, cf. Pap. Abbjtt C, 11,
“ if iv-flrt v< ufr n nxit...lrhw (or xnf]j nk.
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(5) [Charge concerning] the opening Khnuin (?) stealing rfi-garinents

of Upper Egyptian cloth. And the prophet found them in their possession and took them

but did nothing to them.

(6) [Charge concerning] a full of the garments of the divine fathers and

the priests in which they [carry] the god. They [were] found in their pos.session.

Section C.

(7) [Year] [under the majesty of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt] life,

health and prosperity, the Great God. (The) farmers the grain in order to give

their 700 khar of barley to Khnuin, Lord of Elephantine, here in the southern district.

They brought them by boat (8) Elephantine. They were carried by boat,

and they [brought ?] them, and unloaded into the granary of the god and they were

received for him every year. Now in Year 28 of (9) [King] thi.s boat s-captain,

he died. Now
,
who was prophet of the temple of Khnum, brought the merchant

Khnumnakht: he made him (10) barley here in the northern

district and he began to transport it by boat. Now in Year 1 of the King of Upper Egypt

RekmaAe^" Setepenamim, life, health and prosperity, the Great God, he made away with

much of the barley. Now this boat’s-captain (11) nakht(??) 140 deben belonging

to the treasury (?) of Khnum, making 7 deben of gold. The gold was not in the

treasury of the temple of Khnum, and what he had appropriated of the barley was not in

the granary^ of Khnum, he having stolen (12) Khnum. (a blank here) The six (?)

rowers (?) of the crew of the boat of Khnum: they were with him in his

(13) [Year 1 of King IJekmafref Setepenamun] received (?) at Elephantine by the

hand of the boat’s-captain 100 khar', remainder 600.

Yerso, page 2.

(1) Year 2 of King IJ., life, prosperity and health, the Great God, 130 khar; remainder

570 khar.

(2) Year 3 of King H., life, prosperity and health, the Great God, 700 khar; he brought

none of them into the granary.

(3) Year 4 of King R. etc. 700 khar : arrived in the boat of (?) the Staff, by the hand

of the sailor Panekhtta 20 khar; remainder 680 khar.

(4) Year 5 of King R. etc. Received for the divine offerings of the Staff (?) of Khnum

20 khar; remainder 680 khar.

(5) Year 6 of King R. etc. 700 khar: he did not deliver them.

(6) Year 1 of Pharaoh, life, health and pro.sperity, 700 khar; he did not deliver them.

(7) Year 2 of Pharaoh, life, prosperity and health, arrived by the hand of the boat’s-

captain Khnumnakht 186 khar; remainder 514 khar.

(8) Year 3 of Pharaoh, life, prosperity and health, 700 khar. Arrived by the hand of

this boat’s-captain 120 khar

;

remainder 580.

(9) Total : barley of the temple of Khnum, Lord of Elephantine, which this boat’s-

captain had conspired with the scribes, the inspectors and the land-workers (11) of the

temple of Khnum to purloin and appropriate to their own use, 5004 {sic) khar.

(10) (A note crowded in between 11. 9 and 11.) Now Khnumnakht)?)

take his barley: he lives on the top of the hill: received (?) from him barley (???).

1 hr pfi'f icy ta nf U ha k //? ti
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(12) Charge concerning the exaction by this boat s-captain of the temple of Khnum
of taxes^; an assessment (?) of 50 khar from (??) Rome, son of Penanket, and an assess-

ment (?) of 50 khar from (??) Paukhed, son of Pathewemabu, total 2, making 100 khar from

Year 1 of King ^ekma^re^ Setepenamun, life, prosperity and health, the Great God, up to

Year 4 of Pharaoh, making 1000 khar: he appropriated them to his own use and brought

none of them into the temple of Khnum.

(15) Charge concerning the burning by this boat's-captain of the temple of Khnum of

a boat belonging to the temple of Khnum together with its spars and its rigging. (16) But

he gave a bribe to the inspectors of the temple of Khnum and they made no report about

it. He has not {sicY up to this day.

Verso, page 3.

(1) Charge concerning his procuring abortion for the citizeness Tarep[yt]

(2) Charge concerning the giving by Panekhtta, a sailor of the Staffs of Khnum,

: he gave a bribe to the inspectors (3) and they never reported it..

(4) Charge concerning the debauching by this sailor Panekhtta [of X], a land-

worker of the temple of Khnum, Lord of Elephantine who is in the city of Pa

(6) Charge concerning the opening by the z^^6-priest Payiri(?) of this (7) and

he did it in great haste

(8) Charge concerning the sending by the divine father Dhouthotpe of the temple of

Month, ^ (9) who was doing the duties of the post of divine father of the temple

of Khnum, of a (?) (10) letter by their hand for the scribe of the temple

Dhoutemhab. And they caused to send (11) caused their hides to come forth

on

Commentary.

Section A.

Charges against “ this w^5-priest,''

The first two charges, recto 1, 1-3, deal with certain Mnevis-calves. The crime consists

in his selling these, and the simple explanation may be that they were not his to sell. But

there is another possible explanation. The Mnevis-bull, the sacred bull of Heliopolis, in

which Re^ was incarnate, would seem, like the Apis, to have possessed a hartm of cows

;

and that not only in his Heliopolite home but also, to judge by our papyrus, at Elephan-

tine, and doubtless elsewhere (see Blackman, Rock Tombs of Meit\ ii, 25-7). From the

male offspring of the Mnevis and these sacred cows the new Mnevis would eventually be
chosen, and for this reason they were not to be sold or parted with.

The charge of I 4 is obscure owing to the difficulty of the reading. Spiegelberg has
however pointed out the parallel with Pap. Rollin, 11. 2-3, and it is tempting to suppose
that the documents in question were, like those of Pap. Lee and Rollin, to be used for

Rossi is accurate. Spiegelberg^s
(g

^ ^ ^

is tempting after kll (to levy a tax) and perhaps

right, though the form of would be most abnormal. The obvious reading would be

2 bn sw hric. Omit hn kw or suppose a verb lost after it.

3 Perhaps nothing lost.

I I r
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magical purposes. Or were they perhaps forged documents such as those referred to in

the inscription of Mes, giving him rights which he really did not p<jssess ? In any case

he laid these documents before Khnum with the evident intention of getting the god to

approve either his ownership of them or his action in getting them^ The approval of the

god was to be shown in the usual way by nodding the head (hnn).

Line 7 contains a charge of theft and 8 is very similar, though the exact wording is

uncertain. On this occasion the god seems to have given a favourable response.

The linos that follow, 9-14, contain one of the most interesting points in the papyrus.

The general sense is certain, and the priest s crime consisted in taking part in divine

service and carrying the image before he had properly purified himself by washing the

mouth with natron for the prescribed number of days^. Dr. Blackman tells me that he is

aware of no evidence for fixing the number of days required for purification either by

natron or by any other meansI If our reading of the passage is correct the period was an

Egyptian “ week ” of ten days.

The fortress is doubtless that of Elephantine, within which the temple of Khnum lay*

The interference of the scribe of the treasury Menthuherkhepeshef is explained by verso 1, 2

where we learn that this man was acting as mayor of Elephantine. It must have been in

virtue of his holding this office that a purely religious question was referred to him, a

layman.

Lines 12-14 are difficult owing to obscurities of reading. The vizier Xeferronpe had

appointed a certain Bekenkhons as a prophet, and the criminal priest in some way takes

advantage of this to get rid of another w^6-priest called merely the child of Pashuty, whom
presumably he dislikes. The wording seems to show that this was to be done by means of

an oracle. The plot is exposed and the ringleader excommunicated, but he manages to

re-enter the temple service by bribing the newly appointed Bekenkhons.

The vizier Neferronpe was already known from ostraca^ dating from the reign of

Ramesses IV. For the election of ^^;^6-priests by the Vizier compare Pap. Bologna 1094,

5, 2-3 \

The next charge, recto 2, 1, contains one point of interest, the sending of an overseer of

the treasury to examine the treasury of the temple of Khnum. It is clear from this that

the Pharaoh still had control of the temples in the reign to which this refers. Compare,

for an earlier example, the famous Coptos decree of Nubkheperure^ Antef where a scribe

of the divine treasure of Amim is sent to enquire into an offence, probably treason, in the

temple of Min^

From the next charge, 2, 3, it would seem a legitimate deduction that the Pharaoh

alone might order the cutting off of nose and ears.

Lines 4-9 contain an interesting charge. The vizier Neferronpe sends t\vo messengers

to summon to his presence a certain divine father Kakhepesh, who, judging by the use of

1 To the documents quoted by Erm.vn, op. cit, for these oracular responses concerning the ownership

of property add an important unpublished papyrus in the British Museum dealing with an orcicle of Auiun.

2 Blackman, article Purification {Egyptian)., in Hastings' Dictionary of Religion and Ethics, § v, 7.

^ He quotes, however, the difficult passage Mariette, Dendera, iv, PI. 44 c, where the mourners

personifying Isis and Nephthys in the annual re-enactment of the embalmment of Osiris are purified “four

times, seven days by seven days.'^ Does this mean 28 days in all ?

^ Daressy, Ostraca, 25033 etc.
;
Weil, Die Veziei'e des Pharaonenrexches, § 40.

5 For the election of priests in general see Blackman, article Priest, Priesthood {Egyptian), in op. cit.,

y XII.
® Petrie, Koptos, PI. VIII.
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the first person singular in what follows, must be the writer of this papyrus, unless the

scribe has inadvertently quoted from his evidence without turning it into Oratio Obliqua.

Now the priesthood of every temple was divided into four watches {sho), each of which

served a month in turnhand the messengers, finding that Kakhepesh’s watch was then in

service, decided to wait until this service should be completed. The criminal, however, who

for some reason unexplained was anxious to get rid of Kakhepesh, attempted to bribe the

messengers, but the result is obscured by the fragmentary state of the text at this point.

We do not know the reason of the Vizier s summons, but since the messengers of this great

official were content to wait for at least 15 days before carrying out his command we may

safely infer that a very considerable sanctity surrounded a priest during his month of

service.

The charge of 11. 10-11 is partly obscured by lacunae, and from there the difficulties

become more and more severe until we reach the end of the page.

Section B,

Charges against certain unknoAvn persons.

This section, verso 1, 1-6, is the least interesting of the three. It deals with cases of

vulgar theft, and the only matter of importance is the corruptibility of Menthuher-

khepeshef, a scribe of the treasury, who was acting as prince of Elephantine.

Section C,

This section began with a year-date in the reign of a deceased Pharaoh, of which only

the words ‘^the Great God'^ remain^. The section describes the conditions under which the

thefts which follow were committed. If I understand the passage rightly, despite the lacunae,

the situation is as follows. The temple of Khnum at Elephantine owned some corn-land in

the ‘"northern district,” and the farmers of this land, referred to in verso 2 line 9 as

"" farmers of the temple of Khnum,” held their land in consideration of an annual tax to the

temple, amounting in all to 700 Ihar of barley. This barley was collected and carried by

river to Elephantine by a certain boat s-captain who died in Year 28 of Ramesses III.

Thereupon a prophet of the temple, whose name is lost, replaced him by a certain

Khnumnakht^ Presumably this man remained honest for the few remaining years of

Ramesses III, but in Year 1 of his successor Ramesses IV he began to purloin large

quantities of the barley with the connivance, as we see from verso 2, 9, of the “ scribes,

inspectors and farmers of the temple of Khnum.'' If my transcription of 1. 12 is correct,

other members of the boat of Khnum were also involved. Owing to the lacunae in 1. 11 it

is impossible to seize the bearing of the reference to 140 dehen of gold.

There follows a list of the defalcations in each year up to Year 3 of Pharaoh, Le,

Ramesses V. The total, o004 hhctVj is incorrect
j

it should be 5724. The common error of
taking a 60-sign in hieratic for an 80 may account for the 20, and the 700 is perhaps to be
explained by the fact, obvious on the original, that the scribe first missed out Year 1 of
Ramesses IV and crowded it in afterwards. As, however, totals in Egyptian account papyri
are frequently wrong, it is doubtful whether this attempt at justification is worth making.

^ Blackman, article Priest^ Pnesthood {Egyptian in op, cit.^ ^ viii, 3a.
2 At this period the dead Pharaoh is “the Great God” and the reigning Pharaoh “the Good God.”
3 See, however, p, 118, n. 1.
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The only other point of interest in this part of the papyrus is the reference to the

Staff of Khnum. In verso 2,

3

we have “ the boat of the Staff,” in 1. 4 is a reference to the

‘‘divine offerings of the Staff of Khnum,” and in verso 3, 2 there is a “sailor of the Staffs

of Khnum.” The question of the staff of the deity has been discussed by Spiegelberg*,

who points out that we hear of the Staff* of the following gods, Thoth, Hathor, Horns and

Khons^, and is inclined to think, judging from representations of such staffs on the walls of

the Denderah temple, that they are to be regarded as fetishes of the deity. Each deity, he

adds, could manifest himself in a staff, and thus the god became identified with the staff*.

The references to the Staff of Khnum in this papyrus tell us nothing more as to the

nature of the conception, except that it was sometimes regarded as plural (unless this be a

mere scribe’s error), that it possessed its own boat on the Nile and that divine offerings

were made to it.

The exact nature of the further charge in 11. 12-14 is difficult to perceive. All that is

clear is that the boat’s-captain diverted to his own use 100 Mar' per annum of some com-

modity presumably barley^ which formed the contribution to the temple of two persons,

Rome and Paukhed.

The charge of 11. 15-16 explains itself. Here the inspectors of the temple are definitely

accused of venality.

The charges of verso 3 are of a varied nature and are obscured by lacunae. In 1. 1 we

have a charge against the boat’s-captain, but the two charges which follow concern the

sailor Panekhtta, unless the lacunae mislead us. Of the rest not enough remains to enable

an opinion to be formed. The fact revealed in 11. 8-9 that a divine father of the temple of

Month could do the duties of divine father in the temple of Khnum is not without interest.

The whole papyrus forms a vivid picture of the venality of the state officials and of the

power and the corruption of the priesthood. Small wonder that when at last the priests

overthrew the monarchy they proved incapable of governing the country in its place.

1 Bee. de Trav., 25, 184 ff.
^ Add Amun (Pap. Turin P. R. xxxii, 8).

3 See, however, p. 124, n. 1.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 17
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MISTAKES IN CHEMICAL MATTERS FREQUENTLY
MADE IN ARCHAEOLOGY

By a. LUCAS, O.B.E., F.I.C.

Formerly Director, Chemical Department, Egypt.

As various inaccuracies in chemical matters frequently occur in archaeological reports,

the writer has ventured in the following note to draw attention to some of the more serious

of them, in the hope that in time they may be rectified. As the question is not one of who

is right, but of what is right, it has been thought better to avoid giving references. The
matter will be made as little technical as possible.

Ancient Egyptian Plaster.

As the terms limestone, lime, whiting, carbonate of lime and gypsum will frequently be

employed these will be defined and described at the outset.

Limestone.

This is the natural rock which forms the hills bordering the Nile valley from Cairo to

Esnah, where the Nubian sandstone begins. Chemically it is carbonate of lime and, being a

natural product, it is rarely pure, but contains varying proportions of sand, clay and small

amounts of other ingredients. It is amorphous and not crystalline.

Lime.

This is produced by heating limestone, or other forms of carbonate of lime, to a tem-
perature of about 900° C. (1652° F.). When freshly burned it is ‘‘quick” lime, which
chemically is calcium oxide and which on the addition or absorption of water becomes
“ slaked ” lime, which is calcium hydrate. When exposed to the air, slaked lime gradually
absorbs carbon dioxide and becomes converted on the surface into carbonate of lime, that
is, it reverts to its original condition.

Lime is used for many purposes, especially for building, ordinary mortar for example, as
distinguished from cement mortar, being a mixture of lime and sand. A similar mixture i.s

also employed as a plaster for walls.

After careful and prolonged search, the writer has been unable to find any evidence of
the use of lime in Egypt before the time of the Roman occupation. The reason for this
doubtless arose from the scarcity of fuel and from the fact that a material (gypsum) which
answered all the purposes of lime occurred plentifully in the country and could be burned
at a much lower temperature. The Romans, however, who knew lime in Europe where
gypsum would be useless for outdoor work on account of the wet climate, appear to have
introduced lime-burnmg into Egypt, a country where the raw material is very abundant
and where the only drawback is the scarcity of fuel.

^

Whiting.

This is a soft, friable, amorphous form of carbonate of lime, identical
properties with chalk.

in nature and
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Carbonate of Lime.

This occurs in many forms, but only those of interest in the present connection need be

mentioned: these are limestone, including powder or dust derived from limestone, whiting,

and as an impurity in sand, clay, soil and many minerals. It can also be produced by

exposing lime to the air.

Gypsum.

This is sulphate of lime, containing water in intimate chemical combination. On bcung

heated to a temperature of about 100° C. (212“ F.) gypsum loses about three-fourths of its

water and forms a substance which has the property of recombining with water, proJucing

a hard mass. The temperature usually employed for burning gypsum varies from 100 G.

(212° F.) to about 204° C. (400° F.). The calcined material in the pure form as made in

Europe is known as plaster of Paris.’’

Gypsum is slightly soluble in, and easily disintegrated by, water and hence is not suit-

able for outdoor use in a wet climate. It occurs plentifully in Egypt and is worked on a

considerable scale at the present time ; as well as being found in fairly pure rock-like

formation, which has to be quarried, it also occurs extensively in the desert, just below the

surface of the ground, in loosely aggregated masses, which are easily dug up. As thus

found, gypsum is never pure, but contains varying proportions of carbonate of lime and

sand, together with small amounts of other ingredients. The presence of carbonate of li nu*,

which is readily disclosed by chemical analysis, has led those who were not familiar with

gypsum and who only know the purer European article, to imagine that it is due

to an intentional admixture with lime, which in course of time has become converted into

carbonate by natural processes, as happens in the case of lime mortar. In the same way
the presence of the sand, to those who only know of sand in this connection as a deliberate

addition to mortar or plaster, is equally confusing and conveys a wrong impression. Ancient

Egyptian plaster however is simply crude gypsum burned and powdered, and the carbonate

of lime and sand which it contains are not artificial additions but impurities derived from

the raw material, in which they occur naturally. Occasionally, however, carbonate of lime,

beyond that naturally present,- may have been added in the form of powdered limestone in

order to give a lighter colour to the plaster.

Three specimens of present day crude gypsum from Relwan, near Cairo, gave the

following results on analysis :

V-. Vo

Sand 7-6 3-7 •2-1

Gypsum 75-4 85-2 89-9

Carbonate of lime, etc. 170 111 8-0

100-0 100-0 100-0

The plasters used by the ancient Egyptians may now be described. They are as follows :

Mud Piaster^

This consists of clay of varying, and generally poor, quality. Mud plaster as found in

Upper Egypt contains, as a rule, a considerable proportion of carbonate of lime as a natural

impurity’^ in the clav. For use the mud was usually mixed with chopped straw’.

17—2
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Gypsum Plaster.

This varies considerably in colour and may be white or practically white, different shades

of grey, or very light brown. Occasionally gypsum plaster is pink on the surface, but this

colour is adventitious and is due to chemical changes that have taken place in the iron

compounds by exposure. Twenty different specimens of gypsum plaster from tombs at

Thebes have recently been analysed with the following results

:

Min. Max. ‘
1 ,

Sand 90 :30-0

Gypsum 9-6 8.5'5

• Carbonate of lime, etc. trace 7.30

In thirteen out of these twenty specimens the minimum percentage of gypsum was

66*3 and the maximum of carbonate of lime, etc. was 21*9, This plaster often contains a

large number of small black particles, which are the remains of partially burned fuel.

The identity of this material with crude gypsum is evident and therefore to call ancient

Egyptian plaster a lime plaster is wrong.

A similar material was used as mortar and the results of the analysis of fifteen different

specimens, taken respectively from the Sphinx, Temple of the Sphinx, Gizah Pyramids and

Karnak, were as follows

:

Sand
Min.

20
Max. %
25-5

Gypsum 23-4 89-2

Carbonate of lime, etc. 0-7 71-8

Sometimes on the surface of one plaster there is a thin coating of another plaster, of a

white or practically white colour, which consists essentially of carbonate of lime and con-

tains only a trace of gypsum. It seems probable that in such cases the binding material is

not the small amount of gypsum present, which may be regarded as an impurity, but is

glue (size), and generally this coating is so thin that it may have been put on like a

modern distemper. The presence of size as an adhesive however is very difficult to prove,

since the plaster may have been sized to make it suitable for painting.

Miscellaneous materials used for or in plaster.

In addition to the mistakes made owing to a misapprehension of the origin of the

carbonate of lime in gypsum plaster, other mistakes often due to a confusion between lime

and carbonate of lime, are not uncommon. Thus one writer in describing certain Theban
tombs states that lime was mixed with gypsum, mud, limestone-gravel, hihy and chopped
straw respectively, to form the various kinds of plaster used. This however is a mistake,
for what the plasters in question do contain is not lime, but carbonate of lime.

The same writer refers to Mh (a local material which, in the neighbourhood of Thebes,
is still used as a plaster) as a kind of decayed limestone, and another writer calls it a
soft lime plaster.’’ It is however merely a natural mixture of clay and limestone, both in

a very finely divided condition, which is washed out of the hills and plateaux and deposited
in hollows and pockets at a lower level Another writer states that certain walls were
prepared for decoration by being covered with "a layer of coarsely ground limestone" on
which was laid a thin layer of very fine limestone plaster." Limestone however, whether
coarsely ground or very fine, would neither cohere nor adhere and could not be used as
plaster. It is suggested that these plasters contain carbonate of lime and not limestone,
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and that gypsum is also present, the carbonate of lime occurring simply as an impurity.

In the case of the thin surface layer of finer plaster the binding material may be

glue (size).

The very thin white coating on certain ancient wails is often erroneously called “ lime-

wash.’' This, which means washed with lime, is a misnomer, due to the fact that in Europe

the material used for such a purpose is lime. In Egypt however, as already stated, there is

no evidence that lime was known, the material employed being probably a wash of whiting,

mixed with size to make it adhere. The only names that can be suggested are whitewash
”

or “ distemper,” which although ambiguous are not incorrect.

Various kinds of stone.

Mistakes in nomenclature are also veiy common in connection with various stones used

by the ancient Egyptians. A few of the more frequent will be mentioned.

Alabaster.

In connection with alabaster there are two problems, firstly whether the name rightly

belongs to the sulphate of lime or to the carbonate of lime, both of which are of similar

appearance, and secondly whether the carbonate is calcite or aragonite. Although the ancient

Egyptians occasionally used sulphate of lime for making small objects, and the present writer

has chemically tested certain articles and found them to consist of sulphate, by far the

greater part of the material called alabaster employed for sarcophagi, statues, vases and other

objects and also for inlay is carbonate of lime and not sulphate, and there is no doubt that

in Egyptology alabaster means carbonate of lime. Whether or not the carbonate has the

prior claim to the name need not be discussed, but it is so well established that it should

be allowed to stand.

Calcite and aragonite are of similar composition, both being carbonate of lime, and also

of very similar appearance, and the differences between them, though substantial, cannot

always be seen by simple inspection. These differences are in crystalline form and in specific

gravity. Much of the material employed by the ancient Egyptians is of a well marked

banded character and this is all certainly calcite. Of the non-banded variety a considerable

proportion is also calcite, as may be proved by the determination of its specific gi’avity.

It is not denied however that aragonite may occasionally have been used, but the greater

part of Egyptian alabaster is calcite.

Sandstone.

Sandstone, chiefly from the quarries at Silsilah and Kirtas, was largely employed in

ancient Egypt for building purposes and the greater number of the temples in Upper Egypt

are of sandstone, A harder and more compact variety of sandstone from Gebel Ahmar, near

Cairo, was however sometimes used for making sarcophagi and statues. This latter is termed

“quartzite” by the geologist, but frequently “crystalline sandstone” by the archaeologist.

As all sandstone is crystalline, the special use of this adjective to describe one variety is

unnecessary and it is better to call it by its correct name of quartzite.

Bitumen and Pitch,

As a rule every material found in connection with burials in Egypt that looks at all like

bitumen or pitch is called one or the other. Thus the black material on mummies is almost

invariably termed bitumen or pitch, or occasionally tar, as is also the black coating on

various funerary objects.
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The writer has shown^ that the black preservative material on mummies is generallj’

resin, though occasionally gum -resin or gum, which has blackened in the manner so

characteristic of organic bodies by the chemical changes brought about by age. It is true

that many Greek, Roman and Arab writers make the statement that bitumen or pitch from

Judaea was used in mummification, and this may possibly have been the case during the

later periods, though it has not yet been proved, but the use of these materials earlier than

Ptolemaic times is most improbable. The writer, who has made special search and has

examined a very large number of specimens of these black pitch-like materials from Egyptian

mummies of all periods, has failed to find a single example of bitumen or mineral pitch.

He has however identified a few specimens of wood pitch.

The black coating, often lustrous, on various wooden funerary objects such as coffins,

boxes, and figures of gods, animals, birds, etc., which, despite its close resemblance in

appearance to varnish or paint, is almost always called bitumen or tar, has been found to be
resin in every case in which it has been examined.

As the funerary objects in question were intentionally and originally black, the resin

cannot have blackened from age like that on mummies and therefore a naturally black

lesin must be postulated. Such a resin however, although not unknown, is most unusual,
the colour of most resins being various shades of brown or red. A few black resins however
do occur, thus there is a black dammar, the resin from (Jcinctriuhi stvictiiiHj which grows in

western and southern India and which would be a suitable material for making varnish.

Natural varnishes, too, are known, such as the resin from Rhus vernicifera (Japan and
China), the resin from a species of Melanorrhoea (China), the resin from Melanorrhoea lacci-

fera (Indo-China), and the resin from Melanorrhoea usitata (Cochin-China and Cambodia).
These resins when fi:*esh are greyish white, viscous fluids which, on exposure in thin films,

dry to hard, black, lustrous surfaces and are used as lacquers. It is probable that something
of this nature may have been employed by the ancient Egyptians. It is suggested that
"‘black varnish” would be the best name for this material.

1 Preservatire Materials used hy the Ancient Egyptians in Enihahning, Cairo, 1911. Journal 1911 t



NOTE ON SOME OSTEACA FROM EL-^AMARNAH

By warren R. DAWSON, F.Z.S.

Some time ago I acquired a series of 70 wine- and meat-jar inscriptions which were

formerly in the Amherst collection. These were found by Petrie’s expedition of 1891-2 and

include a few purchased from the natives by Mr. Howard Carter. i\Iost of my series is un-

published excepting those numbered 91 to 101 by Griffith in Petrie, Tell el-Amarna,

PI. XXV.
There is one (No. 6) which is of special interest because it is one of the few in which

the vineyard-master’s name is undamaged; but the name itself is more remarkable still

since it contains the hated word Amun. The text reads as follows

:

-
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“I
[Year ...] Wine of the House of Aten which is in the

[The master of] the vine-dressers Amenemhet of the mansion

The occurrence on a single fragment of the names Aten and Amun is so unusual that

it appeared to me to be worth putting on record. There cannot be the slightest doubt as

to the reading Amun.

To the list of sources published by Gunn^ I can add two more types from my collection.

No. 58 has

No. 61 1^

^ “wine from the House of the King’s-mother.../’ and

Op. From this writing it appears that Itn is not necessarily
AWW\ %

written first, and therefore by analogy with this instance of the princess M^aketaten,

Meritaten is probably the correct restoration in No. 10 of Gunn’s list {op. cit., 1G6) in spite

of his footnote to the contrary.

^ Citu of Akhenaten^ I, 166.
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THE CASTANET DANCERS OF ARSINOE
By W. L. WESTERMANN

The following document is one of those allotted to Cornell University out of the general

purchases of papyri of the season of 1922. The Cornell allotment reached the University

in February 1923. The document is in itself neither highly significant nor entirely new in

content, but the results of the task of interpreting it for publication seem to have enough

social and economic interest to warrant separate treatment before the more formal appear-

ance of the papyrus in a projected volume of the Cornell lot. These results are to be

regarded as an indication of an open field for a longer and more complete study of the

theatre and all forms of musical and other entertainments in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt

as they appear in the papyri, in the archaeological, and in the literary sources

h

This Cornell contract had been folded twice, lengthwise, causing the loss of from one to

three letters in the right hand crease.

Contract with Castanet Dancers

for a Festival.

Philadelphia 206 a.d.

Cornell Papyrus Inv. No. 26, Second Series.

8 inches x 3| inches.

TcriSotJpa KpoTd\i[aT]pLa

irapa ’ApT[6]^f[crt]j79 (itto kw- i

pbrjs ^i\aS€\<f)€La^, ^ovXopiai

7rap[a]Xa^€iv <re <tvv iripai fcpo-

5 Ta\[i<r^TpLaij {ylvovraL) (Siio), XiTovp^rjaaaai

Trap^ rjpLtv eVt 97/^[€p]a? citto

kS tov Ilav[v^i pL7}vo(; tear dp-

XapijSavovTwv vpwv

virep pLicOov Kad' \^p,^epav e«aV-

10 TT]V (Spa%/ia?) Xr KoX Tr\^po<j'\'Trape\^6v'\Twv

KpiOy]^ [(dpTa^a^;)] S kul dp-

Twv ^evyr] (eiKoat riaaapa) w] Se, iav Ka-

T€V€yK7]Tat ipL[dT]ia fj ')(^pv(jd

KoafiiUj Tavra <r[c3]a 7rapa<j)v-

15 Xd^ofievy 7rap[e^]d/ie^a

vpuv KaT€p‘)(opLe[vo]i^ 6vov<;

Bvo Kal aV€p^o[p-]ez^otS‘

TOU9 taov^,

erou? ih' KovkLov 2€7rTt[/i]toi; 'teovqpov

20 Eucre^oOv IlepTtVaAro? [/cat] Mdp/cou

AvprjXiov ^AvTayve[Lvo~\v UapOtKov

^e/SaaToiv kul Uov^Xlov SeTrrt/ttou

PeVa KatVapo? Se^[aaTo]y. IIav[p]t 7?.

1
(7/. WILHEL3I SCHUBARX, Einfuhrung m die Papgruskunde, 401.
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To Isidora, castanet dancer, from Artemisia of the village of Philadelphia. I request

that you, assisted by another castanet dancer—total two—undertake to perfin-m at the

festival at my house for six days beginning with the 24th of the month Payni according to

the old calendar, you (two) to receive as pay 36 drachmas for each day, and we to furnish

in addition 4 artabas of barley and 24 pairs of bread loaves, and on condition further that, if

garments or gold ornaments are brought down, we will guard these safely, and that we will

furnish you with two donkeys when you come down to us and a like number when you go

back to the city.

Year 14 of Lucius Septimius Severus Pius Pertinax and Marcus Aurelius Antoninus

Parthicus, Augusti, and Publius Septimius Geta Caesar Augustus, Payni 16.”

Notes.

1. KpoToXa {Kporoij Clement of Alexandria, Paed(fffo[fns, ii, 4, 192) are clappers” of

some kind, which Clement distinguished from “ cymbals.” Cf. P. Hib. 54 of 245 B.c., where

the musical instruments required for a festival are a drum, cymbals and castanets (rupuTravov

Kal Kvpb/SaXa kul /cporaXa). WlLCKEX, Chrestomathie, 494, n. 17, is justified in his

remark, '' KporaXa sind nicht Kastagnetten,” in the sense that the clappers were not

chestnuts. In the general use of the word “ castanet,” as a clapper-like instrument, this

translation is the best that I can find. See Daiiemberg-Saglio, Dktionnaire^ s.v., which

requires, rather than discredits, the translation “ castanets.”

This is the first appearance of the form KpoToXiarpla. P. Oxy., Ill, 475, 18 of 182 A.D.,

has the third declension form KporaXKrrpk. But compare the form opy?;crTpm for “dancer”

in P. Grenf., ii, 67.

2. The name of the first party of the contract, Artemisia, has become dim. The form

ending in -t'tj has appeared before. See Preisioke, Namenhuch^ s.v. (1922).

7. Comparison with the similar contract P. Grenf., il, 67, a]7ro ri)? ^7 p,7}vo<;

[/carja dpxctLov<i makes the reading certain, though I was long in doubt about it. Mr. H.

Idris Bell, of the British Museum, has kindly checked the reading of Grenfell, just quoted,

and fully confirms it.

Kar dpxciiov<i. Another example of the late use of the old Egyptian year, annus vaguSy

as opposed to the fixed year introduced into Egypt by Augustus, with its intercalated day

in each fourth year. Gf. P. Grenf, n, 67, n. 10.

8. Aapb^avovTiov vpwv. The masculine form of the participle is also used in P. Grenf,

II, 67, although there, too, the parties of the second part, the two dancers, are women. The

use of the masculine must, I believe, have some technical legal explanation and is not to be

regarded as a mistake for Xapi^avovaoiVy as the editors of P. Grenf, il, 67 assumed.

11. WiLCKEN in reprinting P. Grenf, ii, 67 {Chrestomathiey 497), found the reading

TTvpoJv dprdjSas of line 14 uncertain. H. I. Bell later re-read it as Trvpov (see F. Preisigke,

BeHchtigungslistey I, 190). The payment of barley in our contract follows the money

payment (also 36 drachmas per day in P. Grenf, ii, 67), just as the wheat payment does in

the Grenfell contract. There is no reason to doubt the reading Trvpov of Grenfell-Hunt and

Bell.

12 . For dprcov as “pairs of bread loaves” see Wilcken, Gnechische OstrakUy

755-57. The Twins of the Serapeum (P. Lond,, Xiv, 22 f) were to receive eight loaves

per day, Le. four pairs. That is exactly the amount which the two dancers receive in our

document, 24 pairs of bread loaves for 6 days, or 4 pairs of loaves per day. Evidently this

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 18
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payment and the barley (also the wheat and in P. Grenf., II, 67) are in lieu of

“ keep/’ or food, for the six days, developed the meaning of apro? in late Roman

and Byzantine times, Th. Reil, Beitrdge zur Kenntniss des Gewerhes im hellenistischen

Aegypteriy 157, Leipzig, 1913.

16-17. KaT€pxopevoi<;—avepxop^voL^. Compare the regular use of Kara^aiveiv, 'Ho go

down” to a village from a city, and of dva^alvetv, " to go up” into the city from a village.

WiLCKEN, Ghrestmiathiey No. 495.

Discussion.

The closest extant parallel to the Cornell contract printed above is P. Grenf., ii, 67 of

237 A.D. Its provenance and general content are the same—engagement of two dancers

(^opXrjarpLai) from the cit}^ of Arsinoe in the Fayyum for the celebration of a ten day(?)

festival in the village of Bacchias. The difference in time between the two contracts is

31 years
;
but the money payment per day for the artists is the same, 36 drachmas. The

general form is the same, both being of the letter-contract type. The technical

phraseology and the sequence of the provisions of the contract are similar. There are,

however, two outstanding differences in the two contracts. The first party in P. Grenf., ii,

67, is a guild, or corporation, of Bacchias {avpoSov Ba/c^^iaSov), its president (AvprjXiov

\S.<jK\d '^yovpevov) acting officially for the guild in the making of the contract. And the

dancers in P. Grenf., II, 67 received an advance payment as earnest money, virep dpa^wvo^

[•]
.

The contract form for the hiring of dancers, and other minor artists remained constant

for at least three decades at the beginning of the third century in the north-eastern corner

of the Fa3^yum about Philadelphia, as these two contracts show. This was to be expected.

Legal phraseology in itself tends toward the stereotyped; and the habits of Egypt, par-

ticularly, were old habits. They had been tested pragmatically and their value approved

by long experience. Why, then, change an adequate form ?

This particular legal form had the following elements

:

1. Address to the artist in charge of the group or company whose services were desired.

2. Request for services, the type of services being implied in the professional name of

the artist, KporaXicrTpAj 6pxv<^Tpla. The verb Xetrovpyeiv is colourless.

3. Number of days’ services to be contracted for, with exact fixation of the date of

beginning and closing of the festival concerned.

4. Payment for services.

5. Special conditions. In the Cornell document, obligation of the hiring party to insure

the artists against loss of their professional wardrobe. In P. Grenf., ii, 67, an
advance on account to the artists.

6. Arrangements for transportation of the artists, from and back to their place of

business.

The woman Isidora, party of the second part in our contract, was a dancer, known as a
specialist in dancing with the castanets (fcporaXtaTpia). Living at the metropolis, Arsinoe,

her services were contracted for by the woman Artemisia of the village of Philadelphia for

1 Of, the irrevocable earnest payment in a Rainer Papyrus mentioned by Wessely, Karanu und
Socnopaei Nestis, p. 26, paid to a flageolet player, an dppa^^v dvaTroppirros of 4 drachmas eVl avXijaai

TOis Trepi Tov '^Qpov €<p ^p4pas inra.
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a festival at her home, which was a private celebration only in the sense that it was paid

for by Artemisia herself. Oxyrhynchus Papyri, iii, 475 of 182 a.d. offers a clear picture of

the semi-public character of these privately organized celebrations. It is a request for

oflScial inspection and report on the accidental death of a slave boy in the village of Senepta

near Oxyrhynchus. '‘Late yesterday afternoon, the sixth, while the festival was going on

and the castanet dancers were giving their customary performance at the house of my son-

in-law Ploution—Epaphroditus, his slave, aged eight, desiring to peep over from the roof of

the same house and see the castanet dancers h fell and was killed.’’ The performances would

necessarily, in view of village housing conditions in Egypt, be held in the open, either in

the court yard or in the street, and be enjoyed by the people of the village.

This is a vivid glimpse into the intimate village life of Egypt in the second century of

our era, as clean cut as that passage in Acts xx, 9 which tells of the young man who fell

out of the window of a loft hall at Troas when Paul was preaching and so met his death.

Of greater value is the information which can be gleaned, from the Cornell Papyrus

published above and a group of related documents, upon the economic organization of

professional entertainers in Roman Egypt an<l the character of the contracts which they

made. Two of these, a contract for instruction in flageolet-playing, and a mutilated contract

for an artist’s services, are from the period of Augustus^ The remaining documents, ten in

number if we include Cornell Inv., 26, fall within the second, third and early fourth

centuries.

The professional entertainers lived, in all the cases in which their actual homes can be

determined, in the cities, such as Arsinoe, Oxyrhynchus and Hermopolis. This is most

natural in view of the greater opportunities for emplo3mient in their professions which

urban life oifered'^. In engaging the services of the entertainers it was customary for the

person hiring them to make his contract with one or two professionals who, either singly or

together, were in the business of hiring artists and grouping together temporary companies

of them for the fulfilment of single contracts, or had their own organized companies whose

services they completely controlled. To the first type of organization, in which the con-

tracting artists would be in a rather difficult position regarding their help, we may assign

P. London, ii, 331 (pp. 154“5): "To Cosmas, Chief of the flageolet players^ from Satyrus,

son of Satyrus, from the Island. I wish you to undertake, with three skilled gymnasts (?) and

four maidens, to celebrate a festival in the above-mentioned village for six days^” It is

thus that I should interpret the contract ( P. Corn. Inv., 26) with Isidora the castanet dancer,

who probably worked the small town festivals with some temporary companion. An
organized company ((rvfji(f>o)VLa) of artists appears in the contract P. Flor., 74, of 181 A.D,

' OedcraaSaL rds KporaXioTfiLbas. The verb and the whole setting of this document, and the garments and
gold ornaments of the artists in the Cornell papyrus, show that these were dancers, not "castanet-players,’’

as translated by the editoi'S of the Oxyrhynchus document.
2 B.G.U, IV, 1125 of 13 B.c. and P. Oxy., iv, 731 of 8-9 a.d.

3 At Arsinoe : the castanet-dancers of P. Corn. Inv. 2G
;
the flageolet-players of P. Grenf., it, 67 ;

the

flageolet-player, gymnasts and four little girls of P. Lond., ir, pp. 154-5. At Hermopolis : the pantomimists

and musicians of P. Flor., 74 ;
the flageolet-player of Stud. FaL, xx, 78. At Oxyrhynchus, the flageolet-

player and other musicians of P. Oxy., x, 1275.

< I accept Wilcken's resolutions 7rp(o{voTj)T{7i) av\T){Tptb<siv) in Chrestomathie^ 495, and his other sugges-

tions for 11. 4-5.

5 Probably the w^oman Pamounis of P. Geneva, 73, was not the head of a regular company. She makes
the contract for herself "with three other dancers’’ {naLorais, see Wilcken in Archiv, iii, 402).

18—2
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with Sarapion and Phoibammon, pantomimists of Hertnopolis, which reads, after the cus-

tomary address :
'' I agree that you (two) have undertaken, with the entire company which

you have of musicians and others, to render service for five days from Tybi 26th to the 30th

in the before-mentioned village of Ibion ” In P. Oxy., xii, 1275, of the third century,

one Copreus is addressed in the contract as head of a company of flageolet players and

musicians (TTpoecrrco? o-vfx<f)(opla<; av\7}Twv)f and the contract is for the services of Copreus

himself and his company\ Our contracts are with people living in the villages. They deal,

one may surmise, with the second-raters of the profession. In the cities greater artists were

hired as individuals. Such, at least, is the impression given by two accounts which we have

from Oxyrh}mchus, P. Oxy., ill, 519 and VI i, 1050. They are both public accounts. In the

one case a mime, a Homerist, and a dancer are listed as being paid individually, but the

musicians are grouped. In the other, a flageolet player, a mime and a Homerist appear

separately in the payment list.

On the understanding developed above, that there were companies of professional

entertainers in Egypt which were fairly permanent in their organization, I offer a new
interpretation of P. Oxy., iv, 731, of 8 a.d. It was regarded by the editors as a contract for

the professional services of some kind of an artist- for a years term. So far as it goes this

is correct. The artist contracted that his services were to be available upon the ninth and
tenth of every month, and for two additional days at the Isis festival and three days at the

time of “ the Stars of Hera,” a total of 20 days during the year. The large number of days

of service to be rendered and the fact that he is to receive a fixed salary of 40 silver

drachmas for the year leads to the conclusion that the artist was contracting his services

for a year’s time to the business managers- of an entertainment company {cv^^ravia). But
the document itself gives the information that it is an antichretistic pledge of these services^

in lieu of interest upon a money loan made to the artist the nature of which was recorded

in the missing first part of the contract. It is for this reason that the professional enter-

tainer says, “ in consideration of which I shall give you my services monthly on the 9th and
lOthV' Because of the complicating character of the antichresis in this agreement and the
fact that the amount of the loan is lost, it is difficult to use the document for the purpose
of determining the relative rate of pay of artists. It is useful as being the only example as

yet extant to show that the antichretistic contract was employed in hiring artists as well as

apprentices to weavers and nailmakers^

Acknowledging the peculiar character of the contract P. Oxy., iv, 731, it still has points

of interest which may be safely deduced and applied to the study of the entertainer class.

The contract of services was to run for a year, for three fixed periods, the ninth and tenth
of each month, the Isis festival (2 days), and the festival of the Stars of Hera (3 days). The

1 In P. Grenf., ii, 67, the contract is also made with a person who furnishes two dancers, but does not
himself go to the village.

As pro\en by the mention of the two festivals and the verb XtrouDyntro), 1. 4, as in P Corn Inv
26, 1. 5.

‘ ‘

3 More persons than one were mentioned as parties of the second part in this contract as shown bv v/uv,
1. 4, and and Scoo-frf later in the contract.

’

P. Ox}., \II, 731, 13-14, T] ofioKoyia rrjs {{a))7rapafiovfjs. For the Trapafxovai agreements see WiLCKEX,
PapynisJcunde, i, 1, 261 ; Miiteis, Papyruskunde, ll, 1, 67, n. 6

;
H. Lewald, Zur Personcdexekution, 13 ff.

3 P. OxT., IV, 731, 5-7.
’

« P. Teb., I, 384 and B.U.U., 1124. Cf. AVe.sieriia.\*x, Apprentice Contracts in Class. Phil, ix, 296, 300.
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ninth and tenth were busy days in the profession, presumably because they were feast days

of some kind. For these 29 days’ service^ the artist was to receive a fixed sum of 40 silver

drachmas, and 13 silver drachmas 2 obols as oyjrcoviov, which must be understood in its

original meaning of “allowance for food^” If the artist is needed by the company beyond

the stipulated number of 29 days, he is to b(^ hired by the day at the samf‘ rate, 1 drachma

2 obols. This provision is evidently put in so that the company head may be in a position

to meet unexpected calls. For the opi^ortunities offered to the artists of meagre attainments

were not confined to the public and private festivals. Wcssely has published a contract

{Stud. Pal, xiii, 6, XX, 78) between a fiageolet player and a wine-growing farmer in

which the musician agrees to work with the wine- 1readers, playing to them throughout tlie

period of the vintage. Obviously, as Wessely suggested, he supplied the rh3d-hm for tlie

movements of the vintagers in their work. This is to be regarded as an efficiency
’’ or

“speeding up” process, as it is called in American Industry, rather than as a mm-e means

of entertainment for the vintagers. The relation between rhythm and labour movements

among primitive peoples, lasting well down toward the period of modern machine industry,

has long since received comprehensive treatment by Karl Biicher *. The ancient Gre»‘ks

were accustomed to use the flageolet to give the rhythm for the movements of the vintagers

in treading grapes and grain, for which there was an especial musical composition custo-

maril}" usedt One is not warranted, however, in drawing the conclusion that the use of the

flageolet as an aid in industrial processes, as it thus appeared in Ptolemaic-Roman Egypt,

was specifically an innovation in Egypt brought in b\^ the Greek coiujiierors. Rhythmical

labour was equally well-known in Pharaonic Egypt.

The contract just discussed (P. Oxy., iv, 731) for the hire of an artist’s services for a

year by entrepreneurs differs onl}" slightly from one modern type of contract which actors

make with booking agents. Often the modern agents guarantee to hire an actor for a

specified number of weeks at a stated sum per week. This amount the booking agents are

required to pay, whether they are able to book the contracting actor or not. As I under-

stand the Greek contract’ the artist has a guarantee of 29 days of work and his pay of

40 drachmas per year. He does, however, forfeit 1 drachma 2 obols per day for each da\" of

the specified 29 days on which he does not work. This seems to be nothing more than a

measure to avoid loss on the part of the entrepreneurs in case of sickness of the artist or

other unavoidable cause of failure to meet the terms of the contract. The guarantee by the

heads of the company is not, apparently, affected thereby. The company head is not

relieved from the contractual obligation of paying for the 29 days’ work, except in the case

when the artist fails to meet his obligation of doing the required work.

Some idea of the rate of pay of these artists may be obtained by analysis of the decuments

concerned. The artists furnished their equipment, such as instruments, costumes and gold

^ Really counted as thiiiiy days in making up the total payment for the year. See the editors’ note to

11. 8-9.

^ P, Oxy., IV, 731, 10-11, w [S]a)cr€Tc fioi Kar apyv{^lov) bpaxp[cis 5ro d/SdXous. The

restoration of deKjarpis is no doubt correct. It is to be observed that the food allowance is tlius tixed at

just \ of the total money payment (40 drachmas) for the 29 days of the contract.

^ In his Arbeit mid Rhythmus^ Teubner, Leipzig, 1909.

^ Ibid.^ 39 f., where the references are cited. Cf. the terra-cotta group of four women kneading bread,

with a flageolet player giving the rKvthm (original in the Louvre), reproduced by Biicher as PI. IT.

^ My interpretation differs slightly from that of the editors.
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ornaments (as in P. Corn. Inv., 2G, 14-15)^ P. Hibeh, 54^, of 245 B.C., despite its early date,

may be taken as typical of the customary instruments and costumes furnished. A well-to-do

Greek writes to a friend asking him to send a flageolet player, and requests that the artist

bring flageolets of a particular type, the Phrygian*^, along with the othei's. If it is necessary

the friend is to advance the money to the player fur the purchase of the Phrygian flageolets.

The giver of the festival wishes also the presence of a particular artist, an effeminate

named Zenobius, who is to bring a drum, cymbals and castanets
;
and his costume was to

be as elegant as possible.”

The artists customarily required in the contracts that transportation to and fro, in case

they went out into neighbouring villages, be furnished them. In P. Corn. Inv., 26, one donkey

was supplied for each of the two artists
;
in P. Grenf, ii, 67, three donkeys for two dancers,

the third animal evidently carrying the instruments and properties. The presidents of the

village of Souis in P. Oxy., x, 1275, in arranging for a public festival in the village, agreed

to furnish ten donkeys for a flageolet player and his company of flageolet players and other

musicians. Only four donkeys were furnished for eight persons in P. Lond., ii, 831 (pp.

154-55), the eight including a flageolet player, three gymnasts and four girls.

The question of the amount of pay received by the artists is difficult to determine. The

absolute amount is retained in six different documents. The pay is, in most cases, contracted

for both in money and in kind. The “ double loaves of bread ” which appear in a number of

the contracts were no doubt used immediately by the artists as food during the period of

the festivities. This is made clear in P. Gen., 73 (Wilcken, Ghrest., 496). The contracting

agent of four dancers, who signed them up for seven days for the festival of a guild in the

village of Philadelphia in the Fayyum, makes the following arrangements for the services of

his group :
“ I am to receive from you (the head of the guild) on account of money payment^

28 drachmas daily, you feeding us and furnishing suitable entertainment^ and as honorarium"

three artabas of dates from the guild.” The requirement of food stands here in the place

commonly taken in the contracts by the arrangement for double bread loaves. The wheat,

barley, dates, raphanous oil and vinegar which appear in various contracts must be figured

as an element of the earnings of the artists rather than as a part of the food supplied.

Herein lies the difficulty of determining the relative wage-earning power of these enter-

tainers.

The following table is arranged so as to supply a survey of the material which may be

useful in giving a solution to the problem

;

1 Costly dress and ornaments of the mimes, Hermanx Reich, Der Mimus^ 158 -9, Berlin, 1903.

2 Wilcken, Chrestomathie, 477.

3 Tibia Ph'ygia^ Daremberg-Saglio, s.v. tihia^ v, 312 f.

^ MaXaKoff seems to refer to a definite type of professional dancer. The bditoi’s of P. Hibeh, 54, call

attention to the cinaedus malacits of Plautus, Miles Glor.^ 668. Possibly the /xaXa/cos was a male dancer

who dressed as a woman and executed feminine dances.

'* Tff \6iyov,

^ Seviav eTTiT^Sftoir, which must refer to lodging, as the context shows. This is the only case where
lodging is expressly mentioned in the contract. Unfortunately the papyrus is incomplete, so that it is

impossible to say whether the artists may have furnished their own transportation, by jackass, as an offset

to the lodging furnished to them.

^ TtfiTj. See Wilcken, Chrest.^ 496, “Ehrensold.” There is a clear distinction made here between fiio-Oos,

the money payment, and rt/z^, the honorary present, as also in P. Oxy., vii, 1025, 19-20. Although the

Tt^rj had probably been regarded, originally, as a gift to the artists, in these contracts it has become an
essential part of the contractual arrangement. Economically and legally it is a payment in kind. Realistic-

ally translated it would be a ‘'commodity payment,” as opposed to ^ktOos, the money payment.
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As a comparison of a different nature there may he placed against the flageolet players’

pay of P. Grenf., ii, 67, the daily wage of a skilled labourer, namely a shipwright, in P. Flor.,

I, 69, amounting to 7 drachmas. This document is dated as of the third centuryh

In drawing inferences from the comparisons made above, several disturbing flictors must

be considered

:

1. In determining the daily rate for entertainers the sum must be distributed over two

additional days, namely the time lost in travelling to and fro between villages and metropolis.

2. With this the fact must be considered that a portion of the expense for food for the

entertainers was supplied.

3. The payment in kind must be added to their money wage.

4. The higher rate taken by the head of the company of artists requires a deduction

from the daily wage of the employed artist. This is a factor impossible to estimate.

The rough impression which one gains of the great difference in pay of artists as against

day-labourers is probably more apparent than real. Perhaps the best point of departure is,

after all, the antichretistic contract of 8/9 A.D. discussed above (P. Oxy., iv, 731) with the

artist who obtained a guarantee of 29 days’ work during the year. This performer received

pay at the rate of I drachma 2 obols per day with a food allowance of 13 drachmas 2 obols

for the entire year. This allowance distributed over 30 days (which is the actual basis of

calculation for the ^^ear s pay) brings the pay of the artist up to 1 drachma obols. To

this there must still be added the indeterminable amount of the interest of the loan which

is now lost in the earlier part of this antichretistic contract^. Hazarding a rough guess,

the addition for interest would bring the performer’s pay to about two drachmas a day.

With this pay the best comparison is the wage of weavers, 3^ asses per day, and of a master

weaver, 6 asses per day, in a Latin papyrus of 1 A.D.^ The equivalents in the Graeco-Egyptian

coinage are obols and 1|- drachmas ^ On this calc illation the ordinary entertainer, under

contract with the manager of a company, received about twice the pay of a common weaver

and about 25 per cent, more than a master weaver. Obviously the bulk of the earnings of

the organized entertaining companies went to the entrepreneurs.

From the available sources it is possible to obtain only a vague idea of the relative

economic standing of different types of artists within the profession. From Oxyrhynchus of

the second century, Christian era (P. Oxy., iii, 519), we have a fragmentary list of payments

made by the city officials for festival entertainment. Assuming that they were all hired for

the same period, the mime received 496 drachmas and a Homerist 448 drachmas. In the

list there follows a payment “ on account of music ” (amount lost) and that for a dancer.

The reading of this last item is not certain
;
but it seems to lie between one hundred and

two hundred drachmas. P. Oxy., vii, 1025, of the late third century, is a contract for the

hire of a mime, here called a ySio\(>709,
and a Homeric reciter. These two performers had

been hired frequently for the same festival by the same city\ In consequence the terms of

the contract were that they were to serve for the usual number of days and for the usual

money payment and emoluments in kind. Significant here is only the fact that the order

of the two is the same as in P. Oxy., iii, 519, the Homerist following the mime. This order

^ A. Segre, Circolazione MomUma^ Rome, 1922, 116-17.

2 This point was missed by Louis West in Classical Philology^ xi, 304, table IL
3 P. Oxy., IV, 737. ^ Louis West, 295.

P. Oxy., VII, 1025, 10-12, €^avr^$ ^k€T€ Ka^w[s'] €$os vyiv icrriv (XvvTravrjyvpLdeLv.
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is also followed in P. Oxy., vil, 1050, col. II. In this document the payment to a flageolet

player appears listed with those made to a boxer, a theatre guard, a sprinkler, and thi*

temple slaves.

The popularity of the mimic artists and the high financial rewards which they received

are well kiiown\ Counting six days for the festival at Oxyrhvnchus recorded in 1\ Oxy.,

Ill, 510, the mime would be receiving pay at th(‘ rate of 82^, drachmas j)er day, the H(unerist

at the rate of 74f! drachmas. Counting ten days for the festival which by Wilcken ’s reading

of P. Greiif, II, 67- is the longest recorded festival noted in artists’ contracts, they would

be paid at the following rate })er day: mime 49;'; drachmas, Homerist 444 drachmas.

Obviously these artists were, as a group, much more highly paid than dancers and musicians,

probably also more highly regarded in the public esteem

Hermann Reich has expressed the belief that the mimists did not presume to demand
a place in the guilds of Dionysiac artists Among the members of the Dionysiac guild of

Ptolemais, however, we find listed a cithara player, a singer to cithara accompaniment, a

dancer, a flageolet player for tragic performances, and a trumpeter \ If the lower classes of

artists, including even the castanet dancers, gymnasts, flageoletists and other musicians who

appear in our village and small city contracts, did not have access to the more respectable

Dionysiac associations, they must surely have had their own social-industrial groups. The

number and character of these associations already known in Egypt"^ is sufficient warrant

for this supposition.

Training for the musical profes.sion was obtained by apprenticeship of a boy, either

slave or free, to a trained performer. The only apprentice contract in the musical techne

which we have' is unfortunately mutilated. vert he I ess, it gives an astonishing impression

of the degree of specialization which existed in the musical profession. Just as Isidora, the

dancer of the Cornell contract, was a specialist in castanet dancing, so the slave boy

Narcissus is to bo instructed in certain musical specialties which are clearly defined in the

apprentice contract. He is to know four tunes (?)^ on the double Lydian flageolets, two of

these to be arranged as accompaniments to other instruments. He is to have also at his

disposal five tunes'* on the syrinx and on another Egyptian instrument of the flageolet type

1 Reich, Der Munns^ 159-02. The noted Dinnysia of whom Cicero spoke in his defence of Quintus

Roscius the comic actor, pro Rosdo coiaoedo, 8, was a d^mcer, not a mimist as Reich says. Gellius, i, 5, 3,

calls her a saltatricufa.

' In Chrestoniathie^ 407.

^ Wilcken, Grurdzugt^ 421, has made the interesting observation that there was a marked difference

between the village festivals and those of the cities, the latter being more distinctively Greek (Homerists,

mimists, etc.), the former retaining in much higher degree old-Pharaonic characteristics (dancers, flageolet

players, etc.). He feels that the difference noted arises from the stronger Greek element in the cities. The
fact, so far as our present materieds go, is only that Homerists and mimic actors do not appear in the

villages. This can he fully explained on the simple ground of the high payments demaiideil hy the Homerists

and mimevS and the lower cultured niveau of the villagers. It is to be noted that the dancers and musicians

lived in the cities and presumably fouii<I much work to do there, as I suggested earlier in the paper.

^ Reich, Dcr 27.

:> IJitt., Or. Or. Irs., i, 51, 30 ff., cf. San Xicolo, Aegi/ptisches Verein.^tnjseyi :ur Zdt diO' Ptolenmer ^nid

Rtnner., I, 46.

^ See San Nicolo’s study, quoted above.

‘ IV, 1125 of 13 B.c. Cf. Westermann, Apprentice Contracts in C^ass. Phil, ix, 295 ff.

^ Maya8i.o( )...apta, IV, 1125, 21.

® Aftrovpyta(f), “accomplishments” actually, 23.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, x. 19
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which is unknown to me\ Two of these are to be adapted as accompaniments. Further he

is to be taught two accompaniments to go with cithara performances for the Serapis

festivals (?) ;
four more accompaniments and six more musical numbers which appear to be

for solo rendition. Two of these are for the Phrygian flageolets which have already been

mentioned as special instruments (P. Hibeh, 54).

This teaching contract for flageolet playing is filled with technical expressions. It

clearly needs a complete interpretation, on the basis of Schubart’s readings, by a musically

trained scholar. If I am not greatly mistaken two of the compositions are to be arias

{fcpovfiara) played on the longer, or left hand, reed of the double tibia, which usually carried

the Kpovdi^ or accompaniments The period of training in this contract seems to cover not

more than six months" >vhich would imply that the slave had already some mastery of the

rudiments of the instrument before entering upon his technical training^ The contract

calls for a testing of the musical candidate by three persons of technical proficiency who are

to be selected by agreement between the two parties to the contract. Economically con-

sidered the contract shows that teaching the fiovaifci) re-xvv Avas another source of revenue

for accomplished performers. The remuneration received by the master ffageoletist in this

instance amounts to 100 drachmas^ In view of this contract and the numerous apprentice

contracts in the banausic crafts® it is scarcely doubtful that the dancing profession was

recruited by similar business-like methods.

No more contracts with professional entertainers appear among the published papyri

after the end of the third century. Even the words avXTjrrj^, op^7;o‘rpta, KporaXtarpis and

the like, cease to appear in the later documents. Those facts do not prove by any means

that dancing and musical entertainments ceased in Egypt with the development of an anti-

hedonistic attitude fostered by Christian ascetism. The fact of the non-appearance of

entertainer contracts maybe due entirely to the Tyche which rules papyri finds, just as, for

that matter, no contract with an artist has so far appeared from the three centuries of the

Ptolemaic rule in Egypt. Reich has shown how the stage-production of the mime continued

in the fourth century, even in Jerusalem itself, despite the thunderings of the Church

Fathers against the mime and its actors'. The same thing must have held true of the

performances of the lesser artists such as Isidora and her companion of the city of Arsinoe

Avhose vocation it Avas to bring pleasure into the toilsome lives of the Egyptian villagers.

' TepetVr;, 23, Aiyuirr/oty rfpetratff, 4.

^ L. 31, €vapnjT€pois Kpovpara /3. See Daremberg-Sagho, s.v. tibia, v, 318, and cf. tibia dextra and

tibia sinistra in Varro, dc re rust., i, 2, 15-16.

3 L. 6, 33.

^ Horace in the Poetica^ 414, says
;
qui Pythia cantat tibicen, didicit prius extimuitque inagistruin.

^ L. 5, 32. 6 Article on Apprentice Co7ifracts in Class. Phil., ix.

" JJer 3Iimiis, 747 ff., 787 ff.
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A MUSICIAN’S CONTRACT
(An Appendix to the above)

Bv H. L BELL

As an appendix to Prof, Westennann’s valuable article it seems well to publish the text

of a contract in the British Museum which belongs to the same class as P. Corn. Inv. 20.

I should indeed have preferred to delay publication till I could clear up one or two doubtful

points of reading, but the desirability of making Prof. Westermann’s material complete

outweighs the objection to publishing the text in its present condition.

The papyrus, which was ac(piiied in 1911, was apparently undated (see 11. 22-3, n.),

but it formed part of a gi’oup of documents from the muniments of a family (citizens of

Antinoopolis, though resident in the Fayyum) whose genealogy can be traced, and the

Philosarapis here concerned was the son of a Lysimachus who in 133 was 7 years old and

brother of a Heraclides 6 koX Valerius who in 151 was 20 days old. Ho. himself was active

in the reigns of Septimius Severus, Caracalla and Geta. We may the refort* date this

contract about the end of the second century, and it cannot be far removed in time from

the Cornell papyrus. Probabl}^ the third year referred to is that of Severus.

Contract wdth Flageolet Players.

Tebtunis a.d. 194(0-
P. Lond. Inv. No. 1917.

7 inches x 4 inches.

\vp 7]\i(p \_av~\\y]T'rj ri]v epya-

aiav

irapa <I>iXoo'a[pd]7rtSo9 \vaipia~

'^ov AvTivo[eays;\ eopr[fi<;] ovai]^ ev koh-

5 pL7) Te7rTu[r]t €v\^(o^^ovfi€vo}V 7)-

pLWV CITTO T7)[9] ^ fl7}v6<;

To[v] ei/ea'Tw[To]9 7 (erou?) ert re Ka\

/c\iv .
.
fo[^']To9 fioy [apb]a erepoi^ ySou-

XopLUL (TUL [7r]apaXayS[eij^] <jvv irepot^

10 rpial TeXe[to]£9 Xirg[vpy]^<ravTa<; eVl

7}/xe/3a9 \apL/3qif[6v]T(ov y/jLMV

Trap* i/jLOV vTrep ya£[(<r)0]pu eKaarrj^ 7)-

fjiepa^ OKT^ XiTovp-

yovvToyy i)/xco[i^ ap^ev pLtaOov

15 dXX7]v 7]jjL€pay p{_6p't]^y dXXd kul Bco-

aco vfiiv VTrep 6aX[L](pv 6^
fcal Bcoao) vpilv V7r[ep] dv[a]^do-6&)9

Ka\ AcaTa^dp'[eo)9 Spa^yad]9 Svo oaa

Be [i]dv AcaTe[p%]e[a0e] exovT€{s;} dpya-

>0 Xe[£a] r 7]^ aijT[ri^ ravra aoya

v[p.]£V «7r[avTa d7ro8d)]<joyLtev.

Avp7][Xco(; p . ao) . aj8

-[ ]

'

9. 1. (re. 11. V of vp(^v corr. from 12. e of €pov coiT. from a. 13. bpaxpas perhaps corr. from bpa)(pT]v.

19—2
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‘‘ To Aurelius Onnophris, flageolet player by trade, from Aurelius Philosarapis son of

Lysimachus, citizen of Antinoopolis. Since there is a festival in the village of Tebtiinis

and we are feasting from the 28th of the present month of Phaophi in the present 3rd year,

and moreover I am giving a banquet (?) along with others, I wish to engage you with three

other fully trained performers, to perform for six days
;
you to receive from me for wages

eighteen drachmas per day and to perform without wages one other day only. Moreover

I will pay you as a gratuity six drachmas, and I will pay you for your journey up and down

two drachmas
;
and whatsoever implements of your said craft you bring with you we will

return to you in safety,”

Notes.

8. The word at the beginning is difficult. kXip is certain and o[i^]to? is unavoidable.

After V (which is confused by the down-stroke of the ^ of is a straight iip-stroke

like fc followed by what may be e or a. The next letter is either ^ altered to ^ or ^ altered

to preferably the former. /cXti^ap^ourrov cannot be read. On the whole the least un-

satisfactory solution is to regard the stroke after v (which is in a fold of the papyrus) as a

set-off from the down-stroke of 6 or an error and to take the letter followine: as a, thus

reading K\ivd^ovro<; (or tcXivd^ovro^^ as a future) in the sense holding (or presiding over)

a banquet ”
; but it cannot be said that this is a very probable conclusion.

16. cf. P. Oxy., xii, 1481, 7, n.

19. Not wholly satisfactory. P. Corn. Inv. 26 suggests that KarevejKTjre or some part

of the verb should be read, but the space seems clearly too large for it. Even to read

KaT€[v]e[v]yxovr€ (sic) = as a barbarous passive^ hardly fills the lacunae.
22—3. I can at present make nothing of this. It should be the subscription of one of

the parties (though apparently in the same hand as the rest) or the date. The last seems
quite impossible, and I cannot read either <4>iXoo-a/)a7rt9 or "OvvM(f)pt^, In I 28 v[p.d^ or
v[fxtv is suggested, but then what precedes ? There is a blank space below 1. 28 and no
trace of a dating clause.

^ In P. Corn. Inv. 2G, 12 f. I would correct to Karev^yKrjre and render you hrhiq doivu,'^
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BIBLIOGKAPHY: GRAECO-KOMAN EGYPT
A. PAPYRI (1922-1928)

By H. IDRIS BELL

[I HAVE again to thank Mr. Tod and Mr. Norman H. Baynes for references; and I should like to add

a word of gratitude to the many scholars whose kindness in >sending me eo[)ies of their works has so

materially lightened the labour of preparing this bibliography. As before, I have not referred to articles

in such works as Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll or, as a rule, to brief reviews and notices which add nothing to

the subject dealt with.]

1. Literary Texts.

[^OniittiiHj Migious and ‘niagkal tcorki^^for trhick see ^ '2.]

General. There is this year no volume of literary texts from (")xyrhynchus to recr)rd. P. Oxij. xv,

noticed by me last year, has been review^ed by M. Croiset {Joura. des ^^arants, N.S., xx, 1922, 201-6;,

C. O. ZcRETTi {Rir. di Fil, N.S., i, 1923, 101-0), Lb von AYilamowitz-Moeelendorff (2). Lit.-Z., xiair,

1922, 313-7), W, N. Stearns {Chtss. Joura., xvii, 1922, 477-8), and A. Kolar {Listg FiloL, xlix, 1922,

297-9
;
not accessible to me

;
see Aeggi^tus, iv, 93, no. 2865).

Two small collections of literary texts have, however, been published. The first, by W. Lronert,

consists mainly of un}>ublished papyri but includes one text already publisheil. They are :— i. Euripides,

Alexander (P. Strassb. 2342, 2343, 2344). Three fragments, 1st cent. b.c. Attempted reconstruction of

portions and discassion of plot. II. Papyrus containing a collection of lyrics from dramas, rl:. (i; Phoe-

nlssae, (ii) Medea, (iii) unknown. Strassb. WG. 304-307 (four pieces). Oartonnage. There may be other

“ungeldste Mumienreste.^’ Only partially copied. Late Pbdemaic. III. Passage from the quoted

by Demetrius Laco. P. Hercul. 1012. iv. Unidentified tragic fragments. Strassb. 1917 (2nd or 3rd cent.),

1313 (beginning of Roman i)eri<3d). v. Fragments of a comedy, a dialogue between an Athenian ami a

Spartan, apparently containing a criticism of Spartan policy, probably between 404 and 395 b.c. Interesting.

Strassb. 2345. Early 3rd cent. b.c. vi. ((3n the verso of ii.) An anthology. Quotes some lines in praise

of a royal officer. Gronert thinks they are from a Comedy, vii. Republishes the Freiburg “Macedonian

Dialogue” (P. Freib. 2). Cronert explains the curious fc^rmat on the theory that the work was written not

by [irofessional literary scribes but by ‘‘ Kanzlistcn ” for their employer, who gave them odd bits of papyrus ;

no doubt the leaves should have l:>een stuck together later. Gives new text and notes. As to the text

itself, Cronert determines the two sides, rL. Antipater and Cassander with Menaechmus and Steroi)e

against Olympias with Mnesippus and Callistratus. The dialogue takes place soon after Alexanders

death. The intention was probably to exalt the Alexander ideal (which wa>s specially i)rominent under

Trajan). The writer had good sources. (For Reitzenstein’s article on this see l>elow, under Drama, p. LjO.)

VIII. Fragment of Lycurgus, Kara Mereo-at;^/Liou fiVayyfX/a. P. Berol. 11748. 2nd~3rd cent. A facsimile

of I is given. Grieehisehe literarwihe Papyri aas Strasshurg, Frfahorg uad Berlin, in Xaelir. (Jes. d. ILon'.s.

z\i Gottingen, 1922, 1-46.

The second is a selection of literary papyri from the already splendid i)apyrus collection of the llni-

vei-sity of Michigan, edited by J. G. Winter. The texts are:—(i) Homer, Iliad, xviii, 439-617. Collation

only. A good typical text. The pat)yrus is written in a good calligraphic hand of the 2nd-3rd cent.

P. Mich. 2. (ii) An epic fragment, perhaps Hesiod, Eome. Fac.simile. A good hand, which Winter dates

“2nd or Si-d century a.d.”; I should myself be inclined to place it not very late in the 2nd. Text and

translation, with notes. P. Mich. 11. (iii) An anonymous treatise on the use of myth, called on the vers«>

xiep'i pvBov. The format is curious, the text being written on lx)th sides of the papyrus, in each case in

one broad and one narrow column. (Qu. a codex?) Winter thinks the text is a student’s or professors

notes, or an epitome of some sort, which seems likely. The date is probably the 3rd cent. Text, transla-

tion, and uoto^. P. Mich. 6. Soine Literary Papyri m the Unicersity oj Michigan Collection, in Trans. Am.
Phil. Ass., LIII ' 1922;, 128-41.
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Powell and Barber’s New Chapters {Journal, vm, 1922, 83) lias been reviewed by E. Cahen {Rei\

eL gr., sxxv, 1922, 463-5
;
laudatory), A. Taccoke {Boll, di Fil Class., xxix, 1922-3, 129-31 ;

favourable;

regrets tendency to ignore Italian work), and hr A. K[olar] in a x^eriodical not accessible to me {Listg

Filol., XLix, 1922, 249-50 : see Aegyptus, iii, 372, no. 2589).

¥. G. Kenyon has published a very interesting and instructive article on the literary texts found at

Oxyrhynchus, using them to illustrate the state of culture and literary resources of a typical (if somewliat

superior) Egyptian metropolis. The Library of a Greek of Oxyrhynchus, in Journcd, viii (1922), 129-38.

A. Korte has issued another of his valuable review>s of recently published literary papyri. Only the

first part of this, ending wuth the orators, has yet appeared. Literarische Texte mit Ausschluss der christ-

lichen, in Archiv fur Pap., vii, 114-60.

Pr[eisigke?] reviews Deubner’s Be/n. zu ein. lit. Pap. {Journal, vii, 1921, 89) in Lit. Zentralhl., lxxiii

( 1922), 851, and AVilcken, in a review M. Norsa’.s Elenco di opere lettcrarie {Jourtud, vni, 1922, 83 f.)^

takes the view that the papyrus is a catah'^gue of a library, with a list of desiderata, Archiv f. Pap.., vii, 112.

Epic poetry and mythological literature. In no. CLXXiv of his Lescfruchte {Hermes, lviii, 1923, 73)

WiLAMOwiTZ publishes some textual notes on P. Aiali. ii, IG (Apollonius, Argonautica, i, 776-94). In

B.G.U. VI (see below, § 3, p. 158) is published an ostracon (no. 1470) of the 3rd/2nd cent. b.c. containing

Homer, Od., i, 1-7.

H. J. M. Milne has edited in full, with brief notes, the fragmentary but (from the point of view of

literary history) very interesting P. Lond. 273, containing an epic on the Indian adventures of Dionysus,

one fragment of which, with a description and discussion of the whole, had previously been published by

Kenyon. Dionysiaca, in Archiv f. Pap., vii, 3-10. Milne’s text is followed by an article hy Wilamowitz-
^loELLENDOREF, discussiiig the epic. Zu den Dionysiaca, pp. 11-16.

E. Ganszyniec recognizes in P. Oxy. 670 a hymn on the freeing of Hera from the magic chair into

which she had been entrapped by Hephaestus. HPA2 x\Y2I2, in Arch, f, Religionsw,, xxi (1922), 498-9.

In the article Fapyruskunde mentioned below (§ 7, p. 168) W. Schcbart publishes, to illustrate the

methods emi>loyed by editors of literary papyri, an unpublished fragment (P. Berol. 13426 verso) con-

taining a narrative of the Orpheus legend. It contains 21 lines and dates from the first half of the

2nd cent. (p. 42 of the article).

Lyric poetry. Edmonds’s Lyra Graeca, i {Journal, ix, 1923, 97) has been reviewed by A. C[alderini]
{Aegyptus, iv, 1923, 221-2), P. Shorey {Class. Phil, xviii, 1923, 188-9), and E. Bethe {Phil. ^Voch., XLiii,

1923, 55-8). All three reviewers, while recognizing the merits of Edmonds’s volume, deplore the extensive

“restorations” which he permits himself. I noticed last year {Journal, ix, 97) Edmonds’s reply to Lobel’s

unfavourable criticism of the volume. He has now published in the Proceedings of the Cambridge Philo-

logical Society (cxxi-cxxiii, 1922, publ. 1923, 11-14) a fuller account of those parts of his paper (dealing

with metre and the Aeolic dialect) which were curtailed in the Classical Review.

Edmonds has also communicated some replacings of fragments of the great Bacchylides papyrus, giving

new restorations and new readings of certain passages. Some Notes on the Great Bacchylides Papyrus,

in Class. Rev., xxxvii (1923), 148-9. E. Orth proposes to read in Bacchylides, xviii (xvii), 16 (the
“ Theseus”) ^6p}ov for the ve]or of Palmer. Bacchylideum, in Hermes, LViii (1923), 459-60.

G. Coppola has published an article on the fragments of Alcaeus, in which, after general remarks on
the poet’s genius, he comments in detail on a number of poems, of which he gives texts. Su Alceo di

Mitilene, in Aegyptus, iv (1923), 283-95. An article by C. Theander is inaccessible to me. Zu den

^raaonriKa des Alkaios. Strena Philologica Upsaliensis, Festskrift Persson, 1922 (see Sokrates, XLViii, 1922,

184), E. L[obel] has fitted together nine fragments of the Alcaeus pap\Tus P. Oxy. 1233, now in the
Bodleian, thus producing one column complete in height though not in breadth and part of another. With
the help of a scholiast on Theocritus he gets three complete lines towards the bottom of col. 2. He o-ives

a new reading in fragment 4 of the papyrus. Nine Fragments of Alcaeus {P. Oxy. 1233), in Bodl. Quart,
Record, IV, 20-1.

A volume devoted to Alcaeus and Sappho by P. Pasella (7 frarnmenti di Alceo e di Saffo, Roma, n.d.

8\ Pp. 30) I know only from a review by A. Taccone {Boll, di Fil, Class., xxix, 1922-3, 20; “un
lavoretto...assai tenue e di nessuna pretesa” but “non va privo di pregi”). Equally inaccessible is a
translation of the fragments of Sappho by G. Lange. Die Fragments der Sappho, Miinchen, Musarion^
Verlag, 1922. Pp. 73 (see Aegyptus, iii, 375, no. 2643), E. Bignone discusses P. Oxy. xv, 1787, fr. l-|-2

11. 24, 25, proposing in the first line 7raibo6e for Hunt’s t^oxa or yA\a or hhi ye. Sopra un frammento di
Saffo di recentissima scoperta, in Boll, di Fil. Class., xxx (1923), 66-7.
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Elegiacs^ Epigrams^ Satin\ Paneggrlc. An article by V. de Falco, in which he collects the references

to Archilochus in the Herculaneum papyri, may be briefly referred to here. Arc/tiloco nei ptpirl ercolanesi^

in Aeggptus, in (192:>), 287-90.

I noticed last year two new editions of Callimachus. I have this year to record a furtlier one. This is

a volume of the Loeb Library, in which A. AV. ^Iair edits Callimachus and Lycophron, while (’}. R. Maik
adds an edition of Aratus. Many of the jiapyrus fragments of Callimachus are included. Pp. viii -1-044.

2 star-maps. This volume is reviewed by J. Sitzler {Phil. Wnrh.^ XLiir, 1923, 2f).')-8) and Oilong with

Pfeiffer’s Call. Fragmenta and KalUmachosstitdien
;
see Journal., ix, 1923, 98) by E. A. Rarber {Cla.<.<. ller.^

XXXVII, 1923, 2-5) and (along with Cahen’s edition
;

ibid.) by A. Rostagxi {Rir. di /VL, N.S., i, 237-41).

Cahen’s edition is also reviewed by A. Delatte \ Bull. Bill, et Pi'd. d>f Musee Beige., xxvii, 1923, 17-18;

and Pfeiffer’s edition by the same iihid.., 19) and his Kallinufcliossfuddn by J. Sitzler {Phil. Woeh.^

XLiii, 1923, 145-8). A. D. Kxox, in the volume mentioned below, includes a chapter on the papyru.s of

Callimachus’s Iambi (P. Oxy. 1011), in which he rejects many former readings and suggests new ones.

In the Class. Rev. (xxxvii, 1923, 91-2) has been published a report of a ])aper read by A. D. Knox to

the Oxford Philologiccil Society on Feb. 9, 1923, on P. Bodl. f. 1 (p;, P. Loud. 155 verso, P. Ileid. 310, in

which he developed his view of the relation of these papyri and the nature of the work they contain, lie

has since published, under the title The First Greek Anthologist : With notes on some ChoHamhie Fragments

(Cambridge University Press, 1923. Pp. xiv+37. 3.?. net), a longer and more detailed work on the

same subject, in which, after a short introduction, he gives a revised text of the fragments with new

readings by himself and H. J. M. Milne and a textual commentary, and follows this by a discussion of the

work. He here develops more fully his view that it is an anthology, compiled by Cercidas, of passages

from the dramatists (both tragic and comic) 'Cuid at least the more sententious choliambic writers.” He
recognizes portions of the work in other papyri, e.g. Berl. Klass. Texte, v, 2. It was, in his opinion, the

first anthology, and, being widely circulated and very popular as a quarry for quotation^, thus displacing

the works from which it was compiled, it helped in the decay of Creek letters. He gives a ver.'^e translation b

J. G. Milne has published an ostracon containing tw'elve iambic lines, NM'itteii in uncials of the

2nd century. They consist of detached gnomai, fin’ining an alphabetic acrostic, A to M. Milne suggests

that they were perhaps a literciry exercise. A Gnomic Ostrakon., in Journal., viii (1922), 156-7.

F. Sc’HEMMEL, in an article on the great legal school of Lcrytus, refers to the panegyrical poem in tla^

Berliner Klassikertexte (v, 1). Die Schule con Bergtus, in Phil. Woeh., xliii (1923), 236-40.

Drama. In the lehneutac of Sophocles, 11. 280-282, R. Rau proposes to read vtttUis

aaro
|

roioi/^e 07]pos €< Savovros Tjbovrjs
j

€pfX€(rTov dvaredijXe kol KaroySwov. Sophokles Iehneuf(/i 2,s7 f., iu

Phil. Rbe/o, xliii (1923), 989-91. In 1. 125 of the same play L. Kadehmacher proposes, in place of

r[i Tovr u'ffty;], the reading t[1 toiF ucfeiy;], pointing out that v v is to be distinguished from Iv. Sophokles

Ichneutai 12j, in Wiener Studien, XLII (1920,21), 81-2.

X. Wec KLEIN, using the Petrie papyrus fragments as well as the others, makes an attempt to recon-

struct the i>lot of the Antiope of Euripides. Die Antiope des Euripides^ iu Philoloffus, Lxxix (1923), 51-69.

I know only fnaii an entry in the Class. Rer. and reviews by N. Wecklkin {Phil. Woeh.^ xliii, 1923, 993-5;

laudatory) and E. Lobel {Class. Rer.., xxxviii, 1924, 43; important
;
communicates some new combinations

of fragments and coiisecpieiit readings; an aniiubited edition of the Mgpsipgle by G. iTALit;. Euripidis

Ihjpsipyla cum notis criticis et txegetmis, Inaug. Diss., Leiden. Berlin, E. Ebering, 1923. Pp. xii-p80.

Inaccessible to me is also an article by A. Kolar on the Firmin Didot fragment attributed to Euripides,

which, as recorded by me last year (p. 98), has recently been claimed as a fragment of ^Menander’s Epitre-

pontes. Noeg zJomek Menandrovgeh Epitrepontu., in Listij Iilol.^ L (1923;, 18-24, 94-8
; sec Aegyptus., iv,

104, no. 3062 ; 230, no. 3443.

This brings me to Menander, who, as usual, claims a good de<il of attention. Allinson s edition {Journal,

viii, 1922, 86) is reviewed by A. Koute {Phil. RWe, xliii, 1923, 73-5; rather unfavourable; ‘‘eiiieu

wesentlichen Fortschritt bedeutet sic nichf’). In an interesting article (which however does not seem to

add very mucli to what was generally agreed before) M. Andrewes draws a det<iiled pandlel between

Menander and Eimpides, sbjwing the former’s debt to the latter alike in his general attitude to life, in his

plots and construction, and in single scenes and hues. Euripides and Menander, in Class. Quart., xviii

(1924), 1-10. In a detailed article on the Sarnia E. WusT agrees with Wilamowitz that the two fragments

1 A propos of Knox’s remark (p. 1) about the title of P. LoncL 155 verso I would ask : need there have been a

title here at all? The regular place for the title was at the end of a roll
;

it might be given at the beginning also,

but this was not obligatory.
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belong to the latter part of the play. His view of the disputed part of the plot is as follows : Chrysis had

a child, which she is ordered to expose. Finding out Moschion’s love for Plangon, she determines to tell

Demeas of this and persuade him to agree to their marriage by saying that Plangon has had a child by

Moschion. Mosohion is then to bring the exposed child (Chrysis’s) into the house as his own. He shows

how’ this hypothesis helps towards the undei*standing of what follows. Die Sarnia des Menandros^ in

Philologus^ Lxxviii (1923), 189-202. G. Coppola has published an article on Menander in which he deals

with the CoIuj:. After discussing P. Oxy. 409, of which he gives a revised text and a translation, with

notes and a general commentary, he passes on to the materials elsewhere which furnish evidence for

a reconstruction of the drama. On p. 153, in a foot-note, he gives a revised text of 11. 585-95 of the

"ETTirpeTroi^reff. Stvdi Meaaiidrei. i. DHorno al KOAAS Mena ndro^ in Aegg^tus^ iv (1923), 137-55. In

a previous article he had discussed the fragment P.S.L 99, trying to prove that it comes from the Nau»cX?;poy.

He gives a reconstruction of it, which however is veiy hazardous, as the lines are so imperfect, and his

theory that Straton was the vavKXrjpos involves an alteration in 1. 3 of Fr. 348 which seems unnecessary.

II NAYKAHP02 di Menandro e il 'pap, Soc. It, 99, in Aeggptus, iv (1923), 49-56. F. (b Allinson explains

that in his Loeb edition of Menander he abstained from including the fragment P.S.L ii, 126 because he

did not feel sufficiently certain that it belongs to the poet. He discusses the question of authorship and

while not unfavourable to the Menandrian attribution prefers to leave it open. He gives a transhition and

the text of 11. 60-87 with notes. On a fragment of Greek Comedy attributed to Menander^ in Trans. Am.
Phil. Ass., Lii (1921), 69-81.

There arc again several Herodas items. The gi*eat Headlam-Knox edition {Journal,, ix, 1923, 98 f.) has

been reviewed by W. D. Woodward {Class, Phil,, xviii, 1923, 77-9
;
“a singularly thorough and exhaustive

piece of work”; various suggestions and corrections), A. Taccone {Boll, di FH. Class,, xxix, 1922-3, 149;

favourable), and (along with Groeneboom’s edition) G. Murray {Class, Rei\, xxxvii, 1923, 38-40).

Groenebooii’s edition has also been reviewed by G. Italie {Museum, Leiden, xxx, 1922-3, 257-60).

W. R. Halltday corrects a slip of Knox and Headlam on p. 161 of their edition, showing that according

to Porphyry, de antro nympharum, “the tongue as well as the hands was purified with honey” in the

Mithraic mysteries. Herodas, Mimes lu OS, in Class, Rec,, xxxvri (1923), 115. In chapter in of his First

Greek Anthologist referred to above Knox corrects various errors in Headlamps edition, the result of farther

reflection or re-examination of the papyrus. E. Kalinka discusses the identification of the temple visited

in Mime iv and the division of the parts, and oflfers some suggestions for reading or iriterpretation.

Herondas, in Aus der Werkstatt des Horsaals {Stzgsher. Wien. Ak., 197. Bd., 6. Abh., Wien, 1922, A. Holder),

3-10. G. Lumbroso, in one of his delightful letters, show^s, from many parallels, that €vdlr) in Mime i, 2S

is to be taken literally, of the climate, not metaphorically, as Headlam takes it. Lettere al Signor Prof.

Breccia, xli, in Bull, de la Soc. Arch. cIAlesc., 19, N.S., v, 103-13. In a letter to Wilcken {Archivf Pap.,

VII, 60, letter lxix) he calls attention to the occurrence (in varying order) of the phrase ho^a xal ttXovtos

KOL dvvapLs, in both the Pseudo-Aristeas and Herodas i, 26. It is “ uii frammento del gergo ellenistico.”

A verse translation of the Mimes by Q. Fanucci (/ mimiambi di Eronda, scene della vita greca, Firenze

La Nave, 1923. Pp. 70) is not accessible to me (see Aegyptus, iv, 104, no. 3054).

The bibliography in Aegyptus (iv, 236, no. 3446) refers to an article on the Oxyrhynchus mimes by
K. Furst. Zlomky reckych mimu novejsi dobou ohjevene, in Listy FiloL, l (1923), 84-94.

I have referred above (under the heading General) to the re-publicatitm by Cronert of tlie “Macedonian
Dialogue.” R. Reitzenstein appends to Cronert’s edition of this and other literary papyri a note on the

dialogue, in which he develops his view that it is a late tragedy set to two pupils to paraphrase in prose.

They chose (or w^ere set) different portions. Olympias was the heroine. At the end of this note Cronert
expresses his objections to Reitzenstein’s theory, with arguments which have force indeed but do not
seem conclusive. Zu dem Freihurger Alexander-Papyrus, in Nachr. Ges. d. zu Gottingen, 1922
189-96.

Music. The Christian hymn with musical notation published as P. Oxy. xv, 1786 has, naturally,

attracted instant attention. R. Wagner discusses it from the musical standpoint, speakinc^ well of it

(“iiberall verrat sich eine kunstverstandige Hand...Keines der friiher bekannten Denkmaler zeigt solchen
melodischen Reichtum”), and also deals with the text. Der Oxyrhynchos-Xotenpapyrus, in Philologus,
Lxxix (1923), 201-21. A note by H. L[ietzmann] on the papyrus, giving words and music in ancient and
modem notation, appears in Z. neut. Wiss., xxi (1922), 236-8, where is also a reference to an article on the
subject by H. Albert in the (then) latest number of the Zeitschr. f Musiktviss. On the subject of this
papyrus see also below, g 2, under the heading Christianity.
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An article by A. K[olae on the Berlin musical papyri is inaccessible to me. yovy ndlez recke hudby

7ia berlinskem pctpyrn^ in Listy jPzVoA, xlix (1922), 250-1 (see Aegyptus^ iii, 376, no. 2609).

A popular article on the surviving specimens of ancient Greek music has been contributed by H. I. Bell

to a Welsh musical magazine. Specimens ofA ncieat Oreek Mvsic^ in Y Cerddor Setrydd^ m ( 1924), no. 25, 3-5.

HistoHcal uriters. A recent addition to the useful series of Rhine Texte (and by no means the least

useful of the series) is a collection of the smaller historical fragments on papyrus, edited with commentary

by Fr. Bilabel. The plan of the work excludes, on the one side, such larger and separately published

works as the Athena ion Politevi^ the Hellenica Oxyrhynekht^ and the like, and, on the other, quotations in

the Didymus commentary and such bits of historical information as may be found in biographies, school

texts, etc. Fourteen texts are given, including two unpublished ones, no. 11, a fragment of a Manetho

epitome, found by Bilabel at Karara, and a fragment from the Berlin collection (^P. Berol. 13361), of

rather uncertain character. There are indexes of geographical and pei’sonal names. The little volume will

be very useful to historical students. Die khineren llisforikctfragnv^nte anf Papyrus. Bonn, Marcus und

Weber, 1922. {Rhine Texte^ Xr. 149.) Pp. 64.

Kenyon’s new edition of the Atheaaion PoUteia [Journalj viii, 1922, 86) is reviewed by G. Colin

€t. gr,, XXXV, 1922, 107-8).

E. L[obel] has recognized that P. Oxy, iv, 680 refers to Solon's travels. He thinks the work too con-

cise to be a life of Solon. The fragment is interesting because it shows that one ver:^ion of the .'.torv made

Solon go to Soli in Cilicia not Cyiuais. (The papyrus is at Manchester, m)t in the British Museum, as

Lobel, bv a slip of the i^en, states.) An Historical Fragment h the British Mnaeum^ in Bodl. Quart. Record.,

IV, 96.

U. WiLCKEN })oints out {Archiv f. Pap., vii, 66) that in P. Gxy. xv, 1798, the anonymous Alexander

historv, the episode of the hungry king and the bread must refer to Darius, not (as the editors took it) to

Alexander. He further quotes authorities for the hostility between Parmenio and the physician Philip.

Elsewhere he has edited a Berlin papyrus (P. Berol. 13044) containing an account oi the well-known

interview between Alexander and the gymnosophists. In this article he tirst discusses various recently

discovered authorities on the historv of Alexander, and then gives the text of the new papyrus, with

a full commentary. He thinks that the legend originated with the Cynics. If his theory is right the

papyrus (the date of which is about 100 b.c.) is important as throwing light on the development of the

Alexander romance. Alexander der Grosse und die indischen Gymnosophisten, in Stzgsher. Pr. Ak. 11755.,

1923, XXIII, 150-83. A propos of this article, G. Vitelli publishes an advance erratum to the as yet

unpublished P.S.I. vii. After reading Wilcken he has recognized in P.S.I. 743 (a papyrus containing a

Greek text in Latin script) a fragment of a similar narrative of the interview with the gymnosophists. He

publishes a revised text of the fragment. Aegyptus, iv G923), 314-5.

A. Calderini, in an article on the biographical pa[)yrus P. Oxy. xv, I8(j0, discusses the principle of

the collection, showing that there is a similar scheme of arrangement in each life. He suggests that the

work was “uno scritto di uso scolastico, appartenente forse ad un maestro di scuola,” and di.scusses in

special detail the lives of Sappho and Aesop. Di na nuoco testo hiografieo nei papiri di Ossinneo {P. Oxy.

XV, 1S00\ in Rend. R. 1st. Lomb., LV (1922\ 1-6 of oft-print.

Orators. The most important item under this head is the latest vfdume of the Berliner Rlassikertexte

(Heft VII, Rketorische Papyri, ed. by K. Kunst. Berlin, Weidmann, 1923. Pp. 38, 3 plates;, which consists

entirely of rhetorical texts. This part is issued in a new format, uniform with the new form of the B.G.U.,

which, though perhaps due to motives of economy, is handier to use than the old. It includes three

papyri onlv, of somewhat unusual length, none of them by any identifiable author. The first, a papyrus of

the 3rd cent, b.c., is a rhetorical exercise in the form of a sjveech by Leptines in his own defence. The

second, of the 1st cent. b.c., contains two works, the first, of which only the conclusion remains, ending in

the eulogy of a Hellenistic king, perhaps a Ptolemy; the second ib both hmger and more interesting, being

a dialogue, similar to the “ Macedonian diah^gue.’’ The scene is laid at Pella, and the subject is the arrest

of the Athenian Demades and his son Demeas in consequence of the discovery of compromising documents

in the papers of Perdiccas. He is accused by the Corinthian Dinarchus. The third papyrus, which is dated

3rd 4th cent., contains a declamation on the subject of foreign relations. It is of little interest, and is of

less extent than the other two. A facsimile of one column of each papyrus is given.

E. LoBEii, in mounting the new Lysias papyrus P. Oxy. xiii, 1606, which was as.signed to the Bodleian,

hexs succeeded in combining some more of the fragments, and communicates the results in the Bodl. Quart.

Record, iv, 47-8.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 20
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A re-edititin of G. Setti's evlitioii of the Panetj^ridis of Isocrates, which I kiKAv only fr(»m a brief review

by A. C[alderi^:i] {Aegyptns^ iii, 1922, 361), makes use of the papyrus evidence for the text, particularly

that of P. Oxy. v, 844. hocrat^>, 11 Paaeglrico^ owva, d*( G. Setti^ ed. con niodificazioni ed nggiunte di

D. BassL Torino, Chiantore, 1922. Pp. liv-fH-^* L. 11.

A. Korte, by the help of P. Oxy. xiii, 1607 (the Hyperideau authorship of which he rejects), establishes

the date of Hyperides, pro Lycopkrone^ as b.c. 333. Die Zeithestinimung von Hypereides Rede fur Lyhophron^

in Hermes^ LViii (1923), 230-7. Wilamowitz devotes no. CLXXii of his Leaefriichte {Ilennes^ LViil, 1923,

61-9) to this orator. The article is mainly a literary appreciation.

Philosophy, H. J. M. Milne has identitied P. Lond. 184, acquired in 1891 and published in Archiv f.

P(tp., II, 368, no. 125, as part of the Symposium of Xenophon and as belonging to the same roll as P. Giss.

I, 1. He republishes the text, which, as in Giss. 1, is a good one. A fragment of Xenophotfs Symposium

r///, 6-0^ in Aegyptus^ iv (1923), 41-2.

E. Bignoxe, in an article on P. Oxy. xv, 1797, accepts the editors’ identitication of it as part of the

Ilcpi \\\r]6Pia^ of Antiphon. He gives a translation, with some textual notes, and discusses both this and

the previous Antiphon MS., P. Oxy. 1364. Sopra un ntiovo papiro della verita di Antifonte Sofista^ in

Riv. di Fil., N.S., i (1923;, 145-66, 309-32. The earlier papyrus, Oxy. 1364, is the subject of a note by

H. ScHoNE in Rhein, Maseiun^ Lxxin, 2 (reference in Class, (piart.,, 1923, 111).

Chr. Jensen has published, with elaborate excursus, the tifth book of Philotlemus, llcpi UoirifidT<ov.

He gives the text, a tran.slation, an index of words, and then a commentary in three chapters, viz. :

“Neoptolemos und Horaz"; '^Zur Poetik des Stoikers Aristoii von Chios'’; ‘‘ Zur Poctik des Krates
von Pergamon.” Indexes follow. Philodemos nher die Gediehte^ funftes Biieh. Berlin, Weidmann, 1923.

Pp. xi + 178. The volume has been twice reviewed by D. Bas.si {Aegyptus, iv, 1923, 223, and Boll, di FiL
Class., XXX, 1923, 76-7) and (along with a work which I take this opportunity of referring to; H.
Huebell, The Rhetorica of Philodemus : Translation and Commentary, in Trans, of the Connecticut Acad,

of Arts and Sciences, xxiii, 243-382. New Haven, 1920. .^1.20
;
rather severely criticized) by J. L. Stocks

{Class. Rev., xxxvill, 1924, 32-3
;
laudatory).

Science, Medicine, and Mathematics. A noteworthy publication under this head is an edition by
O. O. Kruger and G. F. Tsereteli of a medical papyrus at Moscow (P. Med. i, Alexander III Museum).
It originally belonged to V. S. Golenishchev, and was tirst published in 1903 by A. G. Bekshtrem
There are two fragments, now for the first time combined, thereby enabling fresh readings and supple-

ments to be made. The date is the 2iid cent. The pcipyrus contains a pharmacopoeia and medical recipes

alphabetically arranged. The editors give parallel passages from Dioscorides and Pliny. They decide
against the hypothesis, suggested by the first editor, that it is the original work of Sextius Niger. Medi~
tsinski Papirus, in Bull, de VAcad. des Sc. de Russie, 1918 (Petrograd, 1918), 1261-78. (For a synopsis of
the Russian commentary I am indebted to Mr. H. J. M. Milne.)

C. Bonner has published an article on a very important Dioscorides papyrus at the Univei-sity of
Michigan (P. Mich. 3). It is the more important, because it has on the verso a date correspondinc^ to the
year a.d. 191, which takes it back near to the time of Dioscorides himself. (Incidentally the papyrus has
palaeographical importance, for it is written in a hand of the sloping angular type which one would
naturally attribute to the 3rd century.) The textual importance of the MS. proceeds from the fact that it

agrees remarkably with E, and hence modifies Wellmann’s conclusions. As asually in the case of papyrus
texts, the new evidence shows the necessity of an eclectic text, and the danger of following one authority

or gimip of authorities exclusively. A Papyrus of Dioscurides in the University of Michigan Collection in

Trans. Am. Phil. Assoc., iiii (1922), 142-68. 1 plate.

Fr. Bilabel publishes some interesting fragments of a cookery book (P. Heid. Inv. Nr. 1701 a, b c)

There are recipes on both sides of the papyrus, those on the recto being of the 3rd, those on the verso of
the 4th/5th cent, (an unusually long interval of time between recto and verso if these datings are correct)

The author is unknown. Bilabel, in his introduction, discusses ancient cookery books in general. Texts*
translation, and commentaries follow. At the end P. Heid. Inv. Nr. 1001 a, b, containing Latin recipes, is
published. It is doubtful whether this is a cookery book or something in the nature of a De re rustica
particularly perhaps a treatise on viticulture. The second supposition is perhaps the likelier. Facsimiles
of both papyri are given. O^APTYTIKA und Verwandtes {MitteiL a. d. Heidelherger Papyrussanimlung 1)
Stzgsher. Heid. Akad., 1919, 23. Abh. HeidelWg, C. Winter, 1920. Pp. 33. 3 plates.

'

F. E. Robbins has published a Miohigati papyrus (P. Mich. 621) containing tables of fractions similar
to those in the well-known Akhmim mathematical papyrus or those published in Crum and Bell’s wfdi
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Sar^a. He refers to a brief description of the papyrus by L. C. Karpinski in v (Oct., 1922), 20-5.

A Greco-Egyptian Mathematical PapyruSy in Class. Phil.y xviii (1923), 328-33.

Romances. Lavagnini’s Origini del romanzo greco {Journal

y

viir. 1922, 88) has been I’eviewed by
P. Donnini (^Athenaeuniy Pavia, X.S., i, 1923, 146-52), G. A, PI0VA^’0 {Ric. di Fil.y N.S., i, 1923, 248-50),

G. Munxo {Boll, di Fil. Class.y xxix, 1922-3, 53-6), B. E. Perry (Am. Jvnrn. of Phil.y XLiv, 1923, 371-3 ;

“thoroughly convincing and scholarly “his main conclusions are likely to stand the test of time and
criticism’’), and J. C. (Listy Filol.y 1923, 61, not accessible to me; see AegyptnSy iv, 104, no. 3051, where

other reviews are also cited).

I know only from a review by B. Lavagnini (Aegyptusy iv, 1923, 224-5) a work by F. Zimmermann on

the Chariton MS. first published by Wilcken. Be Choritonis Codice Thehano. Diss. Iiiaug., in Philologas,

Lxxviii (1922), 330-81, separately published, Tubingen, 1922, pp. 57. (“Ess() h la base per quella nuova

edizione del romaiiziere la cui necessita e oggi vivamente sentita fra quant i si occupano di questo caiupo

di studi.”)

For a possible romance fragment edited by Bonner see below, § 2, under the heading Magic.

Literary criticisniy grammar
y
etc. E. L[obel], having in the course of mounting P. Oxy. xiii, 1611, the

work on literary criticism, now in the Bodleian, made some combinations of fr.igments, communicates the

result and prints a part of the text in its new form, with notes. He also gives a new reading of a schohon

in the Alcaeus papyrus P. Oxy. xi (misprinted as x), 1360, fragin. 3. Piodl. Quart. Recordy iv, 47-8.

F. Jacoby, in view of a Phylarchus quotation in Athen. viii, 333 a proposes in P. Oxy. xv,

1801, 43 (the glossary). After he wonders whether (cal li^iTpalxoi's can be read. P. O.r, I Sal und

PhylarehoSy in HermeSy LVIII (1923j, 239-40.

2. Religion, Magic, Alchemy, Astrology.

(Including Texts.)

Pagan cults. Th. Hopfner has now puldished the second part of his valuable Fontes lUstoriae

Religionis Aegyptiaeae (Fontes Historiae ReligionutUy base, ii. Pars ii, Eonnae, Marcus et Weber, 1923.

Pp. 147-271), the first part of wliich I noticed last year. The new part covers the authors from Horace to

Plutarch. Part iii will continue the collection to P(n’phyry. Part i has been reviewed by A, AViedemann

(Or. Lit.-Z.y xxvr, 1923, 265-6), F. AV. v. Bissing (Phil. bV/o, xliii, 1923, 615), G. Radet (Rev. et. anc.y

XXV, 1923, 72), Part ii by G. Radet {Rer. et. anc.y xxv, 285
;
the reviewers name is misprinted “Trade”),

and the two parts together by T. E. Peet (Class. Rev.y xxxvii, 1923, 188).

Hopfner has also publi.'^hed a useful general article (nriginally a lectim^ in the “ Urania’* at Prague,

3 Feb., 1922) on Greek mysticisuL Griechische Mystiky reprinted from 'Ttmosophie, xi il922), 3 12. Leipzig,

Pp. 34.

A collection of Orphic fragments by ( >. Kern, which contains the papyrus fragments, among others the

interesting ritual published by Smvly .is P. Gurob 1, at present inaccessible to me. Orphicoram frag-

meuta. Berolini, AA'eidmann, 1922. See Aegyptos^ iv il923 ’, 236, no. 3447. I may, in this connexion, add

a passing reference to Kern’s previous volume Orpheus (Berlin, AATidmaiiii, 1920. Pp. 69. 2 plates). In

his Papyrus mayiques grecs de Paris referred to beliov under the heading Magic S. Eitrkm refers ('p. IIM to

the appearance of a third edition of O, AA^einreich’s well-known work Fine Mithras-liturgu\ with readings

by K. Preisendanz.

A long and very important review of HopfnerS Geheimlehren con lamhlichus (Jounwly ix, 1923, 101)

by W, Scott appears in Journal

y

ix, 243-51.

Preisigke’s Yom gottUchen Fluidum { Joiirnaly vir, 1921, 96-7) has been reviewed by G. Roeder (Lit.

Zentralhl.y lxxiv, 1923, 614) and M. Piepeh {Or. IJt.-Z.y xxvi, 1923, 264 ;
cannot accept Prelsigke's views;

thinks he has taken a path which “ notwendig in die Irre fi'ihrt”)
;
his Gutte.Jraft (Journaly ix, 1923, 100)

by H. Leisegang (Or. Lit.-Z.y xxvi, 1923, 378-9; favourable;; and both works together by A. Jacoby

(Byz.-Neugr. Jahrh.y ill, 1922, 415-21
;
on tlie whole laudatory; welcomes PreisIGEe’s treatment but

thinks he exaggerates his theory, and points out difficulties, etc,).

Th. Reinack has piiblislied .in article, the value of which need not be emphasized for those who know

the authors work, on some of the articles in the Gnomon papyrus which concern the Egyptian religion.

De quelgues articles du ^‘Gnomon de ridiologiap^ relatifs a*f culte egyyticuy in Rer. Hist. Rel.y Lxxxv (1922),

16-25. He there refers to an import.int article on the >ame subject by P. Roussel in Rer. d'hist. et dt litt.

rel„ vi G920), 326 ff., whicli 1 am uu.ible tn see.

20—2
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A verj" important work by Fr. v. AVoess on the institution of asylum in Graeco-Roman Egypt was

projected from the juristic point of view and therefore strictly belongs to § 6 below ;
but since v. WoESS

has advanced a new theory of the much-disputed Karoxn in the Serapeum papyri something must be said

of the book here. The author, on this matter, takes up a middle position between Sethe and Wilcken.

With the latter he emphasizes the religious hictor as against Sethe’s view that the Koroxn was a kind of

arrest for debt, but he agrees with Sethe in regarding the Karo;^?? as an undesirable position. He reconciles

the two points of view by his ingenious and extremely well argued theory that it was another name for

asylum
;
the Karoxotj including Ptolemy, were refugees, whether from justice or from the vengeance of

pnvate enemies, who found a refuge within the sanctuary of the temple precincts. His argument is a very

stron^^' one, but it has weak places, and though it is at present hazardous to dogmatize, I confess myself,

on the whole, unconvinced ^ Bas Asghvese/i Agypleas in der Ptolemaerzeit und die spatere Eata'icHung,

Mil ei/ieai Beitrag von...E. Schwartz. [Muncheaer Beitrage zar Papyritsfi>rschuiig., 5. Heft.) Miinchen,

O. Beck, 1923. Pp. xii-p282. K. Sethe, in a review of AYilcken’s U.P.Z.^ i, i, devotes a good deal of space

to an examination of Wilcken’s view, in the main upholding his owui theory, though in a note (p. 113-) he

accepts V. Woess’s view. His argument, the tone of which is commendably free from dogmatism or

asperity, is extremely important, and the strength of some parts of it must be admitted
;
but again I am

not entirely convinced, particularly after reading the appendix to U.P.Z,^ i, ii (see below, 3), in wdiich

Wilcken replies to both v. Woess and (more briefly) Sethe. Sethe’s review in <i.O.A., 1923, 106-23.

Von Groningen’s monograph on P. Oxy. 1380 {Journal^ viii, 1922, 89) has been reviewed by P. Roi'ssel

{Rev. et. anc., xxv, 1923, 71) and G. Lafaye {Rev. et. gr.^ xxxv, 1922, 100-1
;
praises execution, but does

not accept the authoFs thesis). C. C. Edgar calls attention to a marble relief found at CViiro, which gives

a representation of a temple, no doubt that of Astarte mentioned in P.S.L v, 531. He also publishes a

Greek inscription of the Early Ptolemaic period illustrating the worship of Hathor as Aphrodite at Kom
Aboil Billou. Miscellanea.^ i and ii, in Bull. Soc. Arch. dAlex..^ xix (1923), 114 fl.

An important publication is one by R. Reitzenstein on the Greek text of the Tefnut legend. This

text is contained in the fragmentary papyrus P. Lond. 274, described but not published by Kenyon, and

was copied by Cronert. Reitzenstein, who acknowledges the help of Oronert and of Bpiegelberg, who

translated the Demotic version, gives the text in a diplomatic transcription and in modern form, with a

translation of the corresponding portions of the Demotic. He appends an interesting discussion of the

story itself and of the genre., the importance of which he emphasizes. Bie griechische Tefautlegende.

{Stzgsher. Heid. Akad., 1923, 2. Abh.) Heidelberg, C. Winter, 1923. Pp. 31.

W. Bpiegelberg explains that the Egyptian Klnd-p^-hrd—^'^ Kind, das Kind” is Greek Ko{\)\dvBr]9,
the

personal name. Ber Gott Kolanthes {Kln^, in Zeitschr. f. iig. Spr., LViii, 1923, 155-6.

In the course of some Kote epigrajiche {Bull. Soc. Arch. cVAlex., N.S., v, 129-31), E. Breccia discusses

the cult of Apollo at Alexandria, the religious connexions of the word and the priest of Alexander;

also (p. 127) the cult of Dionysus.

For a papyrus which throws light on the cult of Arsinoe Philadelphus see below, § 3 (notice of my
Notes on Early Ptolemaic Papyri).

In a note on the nairative of the burial of the Patriarch Jacob in Gen., L, 2 flf, W. Bpiegelberg shows

that the Jahvist narrator of the Joseph story had good knowledge (at second hand) of Egyptian customs.

In particular he illustrates from Egyptian and papyrological sources the custom by which the physician

was also an embalmer. Bie Beisetzung des Patriarchen Jakob {Gen., 50, 2 ff.) im Lichte der dgyptischen

Quellen, in Or. Lit.-Z., xxvi (1923), 421-4.

Christianity. Biblical and theological texts. A publication (if it is a publication) of some Septuagint

fragments by G. Rudberg is at present inaccessible to me. Septuaginta-fragmente nnter den Papyn
Osloenses, in Videnskapsselsk. Forhandl., Kristiania, 1923, no. 2. Pp. 8, 1 plate. (See Aegyptus, iv, 345,

no. 3607.)

I have referred above to Spiegelberg’s note on the Genesis narrative of Jacob’s burial.

S. G. Mercati compares with 2 Petr. 2, 22, Ostr. Berol. 12319 and a saying of Heraclitus, N'ote papiro-

logiche, in Biblica, iii (1922), 451-4 (note 7). For the New’ Testament see also below, ^ 8.

i For example, on p. 149 the explanation given of the phrase Iv kutoxv in the case of persons not in permanent

Karoxv seems to me weak. I cannot feel that the honour accorded to Karoxoi as such is satisfactorily reconciled
with the sanctuary theory (pp. 149-51). The argument on p. 153 does not convince me. The facts mentioned on
p. 160^ are against v. Woess’s theory except on his supposition that Ptolemy had fled for fear of “Blutrache” •

and for that supposition there is no evidence whatever.
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Evelyn White’s edition of the Sayings of Jesus is reviewed by J. G. Machen {Pnaceton TheoL Rev.^

XX, 1922, 334-6).

H. LiETZiiANN has published a fragment of an apocryphal CTOspel. It consists of two leaves of a codex

(P. Berol. 11710), written in a hand of the 0th century or (probably) latei*. The passage is a conversation

between Jesus and Nathanael. The most noteworthy point in the text is perhaps the occurrence of the

curious form 6 pafj.^is = Rabbi. Eta afjokt'i/phes Emagdieafragmeat^ in Z. f. d, neut. llVs.s’., xxii (1023), 153-4,

A reference may be made in t>assing to the discovery by Petrie at Kau in Utiper Egypt of an early

(4th cent.) codex of 8t. John’s Gospel in Goptic. Specimen leaves were shown in the exliibitioii at

University College last summer, and a note on the MS. apjiears in Aaoient Egypt, 1923, 45.

A. Neppi Modona has published an article on recent Christian texts from Oxyrhyncluis. These are :

—

(i) V^^Apologia'^^ di Aristide a il nuoro fr<rin me aft > d'Ossiriaco. On P. Oxy. xv, 1778. He gives an account

of the history of the work of modern scholarship on the Apology, with the text of the new fragment, the

Barlaam and Josaphat and Syriac texts in the same passage, and textual notes (ii) JJiaaologia eristiana

pidmitiva. On P. Oxy. xv, 1786. He gives a brief sketch of the history of Christian hymnnlogy, mention-

ing other early hymns in papyri, adds an account of early music and of other musical papyri, and re])roduces

the text, with the music in modern notation, (iii) Un frammeato della Didmdid' in un nnoro papiro di

Ossirinco. On P. Oxy. xv, 1782. He sketches the history of the work and the problems which centre

round it, and reproduces the papyrus text. ;iv) 11 ''"P<(store d'Ernvd' in \n\ receate papiro dH)ssirineo. On
P. Oxy. XV, 1783. Account of the work and the problems concerning it, with text of the papyrus, etc.

The article makes no additions to knowledge, but furnishes a useful conspectus of the material. Document

i

della prirnitiva letteratnra cristiana in recenti papiri d'’Ossiriaco. (Estratti Ricista Bilychaisf ii S., 1923.)

The fragment of the Apology of Aristides dealt with by Modona in the above article has quickly been

followed by another and much larger and more important fragment. This is a papyrus acquired by the

British Museum in 1922 (P. Loud. Inv. No. 2486). It consists of two leaves from a papyrus codex of the

early 4th cent. Though forming a single sheet of papyrus, the leaves are not continuous, but formed the

outside leaves of a large quire. The first contains part of the Si)ag of Bongs, the second part of the

Apology, thus showing that the volume included both wiu’ks—a curious combination. The Aristides

portion has been edited by H. J. M. Milne. It bears out in the main the conclusions formed by Grenfell

and Hunt on the basis of the Oxyrhynchus fragment, showing that the Barlaam and Josaphat text is

considerably abbreviated and therefore an inadequate guide to the original form, but that it is faithful so

far as it goes, while on the other hand the Syriac version, though reproducing the original much more

adequately, is verbose and not always accurate. A new Fragment of the Apology of Aristides, in Joura.

TheoL Stud., xxv 73-7.

The Didache fragment referred to in Modona’s article is the subject of short notes by B. H. Streeter

{Didache, i, 3-ii, 1, \i\ Journ, TheoL Stud., xxv. 1923, 78; calls attention to the fragment as illustrating

the diffusion of the work in Egypt; and by H. L[ietzmann] Z. /. d. neut. xxi, 1922, 238;. I may
mention in this connexion that the British Mu^eum last year acquired a much larger fragment ^3 columns;

of a Coptic version of the Dida< he {late 4th or early 5th cent.), which seems of considerable importance for

the text and of which Mr, Horner is preparing an edition.

The hymn with music to which Modon.v devotes one section of his article has already been dealt with

in § 1 above, under the heading Music. A hymn of the Virgin Mary and a liturgical (?) fragment are

published (nos. 809, 810) among the Strassburg ostraca edited by Viereck (see below, 3).

Documents and history. Mackean’s Christian Monastirism is reviewed by H. G. Evelyn White («/o?//vl

TheoL Stifd., xxv, 1923, 93-4
;
‘Si sound and welbdocumented outline of the early history of monasticism”

;

some criticisms of detail).

G. Ghedini has published a very useful volume, in which he collects, with a general introduction and

bibliography, full special introductions, translations and commentaries, a gi’ammatical appendix, and
elaborate indexes, the Greek Christian letters of the 3rd and 4th cents, found on papyrms. The convenience

of having these scattered lettei*s combined into a single volume, where formulae and phraseology can be

readily compared, will be enormous to editors of similar texts
;
and the student of Christian Egypt and

indeed of early Christianity generally will tind this a volume of very exceptional interest. Lettere cristiane

dai papiH greci del Hi e iv secolo. {Suppl. ad Aegyptusf S. dicidg., Sez. greco-roraana, ii. 3.) Milano,

1923. Pp. xxviii+ 376. The volume is reviewed by D. Bassi {Boll, di Fil. Class., xxx, 1923, 61-2
; high

praise; “come lavoro di divulgazione...o//i/ic tulit punctunC'}, W. M. Calder {Class. Rev., xxxviii, 1924,

30-1), and A. C[alderiniJ {Aegyptus, iv, 1923, 90). An article by Calderini on this volume {Echi del
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Cristianesimo primitivo^ in Vita e pensiero^ Milano, 1923, fasc. 7 ;
see Aegyptm^ iv, 239, no. 3505) is not

accessible to me.

J. H. Kxipfing, in a paper read at a joint session on papyri of the American Historical Association

and the Classical Association at Xew Haven, Dec. 29, 1922, deals at length with the lihelli of the Decian

pei'secution. In an interesting introduction he discusses the various problems which the discovery of the

lihelli has raised, taking the view that such declarations were not required merely from Christians or

suspected Christians. He endeavours to use the evidence of these documents to elucidate the problem of

the deditleii^ but the effort seems to me ineffective; it is very unsafe at this period to use names as

evidence of either race or creed. They can in certain eases be so used, but only to a limited extent and

with very great caution. After this Knipfing reproduces the texts (with translations) of all the known
lihelli^ including seven unpublished ones, of which two are at the Cniversity of Michigan, one at that of

Wisconsin, two at Hamburg, and two in the Rylands Library. The article, with its full collection of texts,

will be a great convenience to students of the subject. The Lihelli of the Decian Persecution^ in Harcard
TheoL Rec.^ xvi (1923), 345-90.

A. Deissmaxn points out the significance of the remarkable Zoilus letter from the Zeno archive (P.S.I.

435) for the history of religion, calling attention to parallels and contrasts between it and the letters of

St. Paul. He gives the text and a translation. The Letter of Zoilos^ in Expositor, 8 S., xxiv (1922), 420-9.

He also discusses this letter, giving a translation, in his Sclly Oak Lectures, 1923. The Religion of Jesus

and the Faith of Paul, Trc\nsl. by AV. E. AATlson. London, Hodder and Stoughton, 1923. Pp. 287

(Zoilus letter on pp. 258-68).

Magic, S. Eitrem, who in recent years has been one of the most productive workers in the field of the

magical papyri, continues to publish valuable articles on the subject. The magical papyri of Leyden are,

in whole or in part, the subject of three articles. In a collection of notes on various subjects he publishes

new readings for and annotations on P. Leid. V (note 36 1 and W (37 ), the great Paris magical papyrus (38),

and AVessely, Studien, xv, 250. Varia, in Nord. 7"idsskr,f. FiL, x (1922), 102-16. A further article, which
forms a supplement both to the above and to readings by Preisendanz in Rhein. Mus., Lxviii (1913),

312 ff., contains additional notes on Leid. A"
;
in this Eitrem criticizes various readings of Preisenuamz.

Motes an the magical papynis, pap, Leid. V {J. SSJp, in Aegyptus, iv (1923), 59-60. This was followed by
Additional remarks on the magical papyrus, Pap. Leid. V (ibid., 183-5). In another article Eitrem
communicates revised readings of two Berlin papyri origiiurlly published by Parthey in 1867. Za den
Berliner Zauherpapyri, in Videnskapsselsk, Forhandl., 1923, No. 1. Pp. 15. 1 Plate. Another he devotes
to P.S.I. I, 28 and 29, publishing new readings of and notes on these papyri. Notes on Pap. Boc. It, /,

and 29, in Aegyptus, iv (1923), 61-3. In another he publishes the results of a recent visit to the British

Aliiseurn, where he did very valuable work on the magical papyri contained in A^ol. i of Kenyon’s Catalogue.

The time at his disposal was limited, and no doubt had his stay been longer the results would have been
even greater

;
but even as it is, this article, with its new readings and commentary, marks a notable

advance. The Greek Magical Papyri in the British Museum, in Videnskapsselsk. Forhaadl., 1923, 3. Pp. 27.

Finally, he has devoted a lengthy and important article to the Paris magical papyri. In Part i of this he
deals with the great ” papyrus, giving a revised reading of the opening passage, with a commentary, and
notes on many later passages. Part n is concerned with the fragments of the Mimaut papyri at the

Louvre, of which Eitrem gives a complete revised text. An index of selected words and three good plates

conclude this valuable monograph. Les papyrus magiques grecs de Paris, in Videnskapsselsk. Skrifter

Kristiania, ii, 1923, No. 1. Pp. 49.

R. Ganszyniec has published an emended text of the magical hymns in P.S.I. i, 28. Zicei rnagiscke

Hymnen aus Florentiner Papyri, in Byz.-Neugr. Jahrh., iii (1922;, 12u. E. Kcrtz, however, in a su{)ple-

mentary note, thinks the process of emendation should be considerably more drastic
;
he gives a specimen,

for 1, 11. 1-5. Zu den magischen Hymnen aus Florentiner Papyri {ibid., 340).

C. Bonner has published an interesting fragment, which cr)ntains a claim for magical powers. Hence
I notice it in this section

;
but it seems likely, as Bonner points out, that it is not strictly a magical

papyrus, ]>ut {e.g.) a romance. That it is a romance is Mipported by the fact that the magician confoses
his powers to be limited as regards love. The papyrus is of the 2nd or 3rd cent, accordin^^ to Hunt •

Bonner prefers the earlier dateb A papyrus describing Magical Powers, in Proc. Am. PML Ass lii

(1921), 111-8.
’ * * ^

J In 1. 3 KeXeOa-ai seems an unlikely correction. Qu. {kv\6u)-

K

r}\Lc)‘} In 1. 18 f. “I wish to appear to
thy daughter” seems likelier than Bonner’s I wish that it appear to thy daughter.”
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A. Kappelmacher addiice^i fresih arguments {^especially the fact that in school exercises the base of

arrangement is the consonants, here the vowels) for supposing that tlio conihinatioiis of letters in W Leid.

II, 260 ff., have a magical signiticance. Zur Dev.tiuuj der ABC-I)eid'n\<tler^ in Stvdien^ xlii

(1920-21), 85-7.

A. Delatte compares the headless demon not infrequently found in niagii'al and kindred texts with

the headless first “decaniis” of (.^ipricornus in astrology
;
he thinks they art' of identical origin. Etudes

siir la magie grecque. 2. AKE^AAOS AAIMQN, in Behjp, xxvi il022;, 2or>-{).

K. Preisen^danz edits a rather interesting love-charm from a Berlin pai>ynis fP. Berol. 9009;, acquired

at Ash nilinen in 1903. Its intere.Nt lies not so much in the formulae, wliich, with one exception, are of a

common type, as in the fact that the papyrus, which was folded several times, so as to he iiiserteti in the

mouth of the mummy (whose v^Kv^aigwv was invoked to aid the loveio, had attacluMl to it the so-called

oL>(rta, i.e. (on the homoeopathic principle) some of the hair of the beloved. This is apparently referred to

in the one unusual formula of the text, Kdrai napa adt to Qdiov pviTTtjpmv. The papyrus is of tlie 4th oth

cent. Papgrus magiai iaedita^ in Aeggpfiis^ iv (1923', 3U5-S.

Preisendanz has also continued hi'' miscellaneous notes on the magical t>apyri \Mis:ellen za <h‘ii

Zanherpapyri^ v, in Wiener Btifdd a, xui, 1920-1, 24-33 : vi, dnd.^ 125-33; The subjects of these notes

are as follows (I quote headings only) : v, 7, eV/crracrdnt
;

puKpov els aTroOfo-ii'
; 9, P, iv, 851-897 ; 10, napay-

yeXpario (thinks this is rrapdyyeXpa ttco) ; 1 I, GeoAoyia ; 12, ’Ett’ dyaOto ; 13, IV, 1766 ; 14, IV, 1227-1264
;

15, OKE122; 16, 2arpa7r...
; 17, ONEIPOGAYIITANH ; 18, iv, 2768 ft’. (uKpovpolSdposj : vi, 19, t Karjapa t

20, APfiNIZO; 21, BPAKIQN ^
; 22, EISKPINEIN

;
23, MYAAPION, AOPOS ' BAYKYfiN ’ u. a. ; 24, ^'Evo^os

;

25, ^ETrlOvpa (reXr^vLaKov. Apis; 26, Upodyco
; 27, KcopacrTijpiov.

G. Lumbroso, a [iropos of a i)assage in C. Livi’s 0/niscoli di storin nat<ir<de, illustrates the u.se of

XapaKTijp to denote magical signs for forcing the dalpoi>€s. Lettere al Prof. (\/lderiiv\ xvii, in Aegyptns., iv

(1923), 57-8,

Perdrizet^s W'egotiihn Perarnhylans in Teiiebris {Joariud^ TX, 1923, 102; is reviewed by A. M[orin (]

(Joitni. d. Bav.j X.S., xxi, 1923, 134-5
;
“a lire cette elegante pknpiette, on trouve plaisir et, mieux encore,

profit ’’).

Hopfner’s Offenbfrangsznaher {Jonmal^ viir, 1922, 90) has been reviewed by K. Preisendanz {Lit.

Zentralhl.^ Lxxiv, 1923, 100-1
;
very laudatory) and M. P. Xils.son i 1). Lit.-Z., xliii, 1922, 930-1).

EiTREiPs Christliches Amnlett {Journal, ix, 102; has been reviewed b\ Wilcken (Anhicf. Pap., vii,

113), E. Peterson {Byz.-Adevgr. Jakrh., iv, 135), L. A. Constans {Joure. d. Sav., 1922, 181-2
;
merely

reproduces text\ and Ch. Guignebert {Rec. Hist. ReL, Lxxxvii, 1923, 128-9),

An article by I. Hammer Jensen on ancient alchemy i> inaccessible to me. Die (dtest*‘ Alchgtaie, in

Egl. Danske VideyisJcahenirs Selskah, Hist.-phil. Medd., iv, 2. 1921. See A*'gyptu.<i^ iv, 234, no. 3406.

Two astrological texts are published (nos. 811, sfg; among the Strassburg ostracM edited by Viereck

(
see below, § 3).

3. Pcblil'ations of Xon-Literary Texts.

(H.B. Miscellaneoiis notes on and corrections of ducunieitts preciously published are placeil in ^ 9 heloir.)

There have during the year been some important publicatimts of non-literary texts, both in volume

form and as isolated texts in periodicals. The second Heft of Wilcken's monumental U.P.Z. has appeared.

It continues but does not conclude the Serapeuui papyri, and contains many more texts than Heft 1, which

was largely taken up by the introductory matter. The introductions and commentaries to the single texts

are of the same elaboration and display the same amazing erudition and mastery of the subject as before.

I have referred above (§2) to the appendix, in which Wilcken replies to v. AVoess and Sethe respecting

the (caTo;(J7. Urkvnden der Ptolenvferzeit {<dter€ Funde). i. Band : Papyri aus Unteragypten. 2. Lieferung.

Berlin und Leipzig, AATilter de Gruyter, 1923. Pp. 147-296. AATlcken has separately published a note

giving further information concerning a Ahitican papyrus included in Heft 1, with new readings. This

information he owes to a Dutch scluJar, Dr. Jan Kampstra. Zn P. Vat. B^P<fr. ot]=C.P.Z.
/, 7, in

Arckivf Pap., vii, 64-5. I have previously referred (g 2, p. 154} to Sethe's important review of Heft 1.

Another major publication is Yol vi of the Berlin papyri [BXr.C.), edited by W. Schubart and

E. Kuhn. With the exception of the special volume (v) devoted to the Gnomon papyrus, this is the first

to appear in the new* format, in w*hich the body of the work as well as the indexes is printed in the

ordinary way and a fuller commentary than of old is given. It is true that even this commentary, ow*in<^

to the >serious financial position, has had to be cut down to a minimum. Further to save expense the
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texts are printed continuously, divisions of lines being indicated by the insertion of number^, as in Wilckex

and Mitteis, Chrestoraathie. Long use creates a i)rejudice in favour of the older usage in this last point,

but the form here adopted is quite convenient to use and cannot be objected to in the circumstances.

It is a proof of the richness of the Berlin collection that after the appearance of live previous volumes

it should be possible to publish one of this size (it contains 1)3 papyrus texts) made up exclusively of

Ptolemaic texts, and that even yet tliere remain a considerable number of Ptolemaic papyri unpublished.

The volume falls into two parts, the first, edited by Scrubart, cmitaining only papyri, the second, by Kuhn,

only ostraca. Of these last, which are numbered continuously with the papyri a great convenience), there

are 196. Ostraca, for all their value, are not thrilling reading, and most students will find the fir.>t part the

most interesting portion of the volume. This is quite miscellaneous in character, begiiming with official

documents of various classes, passing through such scmi-utficial documents as petitions and returns to legal

contracts, of several kinds, and concluding with private accounts and private letters. The following items

may be singled out for special mention : 1211 is the well-known Dionysus decree, previously published by

ScHUBART separately
;
1212 is a collection of royal edicts, of which (’ relates to asylum

; 1214 is a decree

coiiceriiing Egyptian notaries, also puVfiished previously by Schubart
;
1215 is an interesting official letter

concerning a revolt or mutiny (in the third cent. b.u. !
) ;

1216, a land .survey, has some very important

evidence for religious cults
;
1217 contains conversions of the value of various kinds of corn to wheat

(others are found in two large acc<nmts of the Zeno archive recently acquired by the British Museum)
;

1218-1222 a collection of documents (all much mutilated) concerning state auctions
;
1231 is an order for

a delivery of corn to a force of 2000 men sent to the (Small ?) Oasis
;
1242 concerns drrrjfiojvia^ an interesting

new word, the significance of which Schubart hriefiy discusses
;
1245 has reference to a notew«n-thy case

of dvaxd>pr](rts on the p.ii't of cleiTiclis to asylum in the Serapeum at Oxyrhynchus ; 1249 contains the

puzzling new words dcfxovrevs and u(/)a)i/rto-o-a, the former apparently posbes.-^ing sfnue military significance ;

1250, if Schubart’s view is right, shows that the penalty for the unauthorized renaming of a man or his

patria by an official was (for the official) de.itli
;
1252, an interesting petition about a concession of hunting

rights
;
1256 shows that even a Macedonian might he coaqff^lled to uiideitake the lampadarchia

;
1259 and

1260 are Gebeleu papyri
;
in 1289, 11 a shepherdess is apparently mentioned

; 1290, a valuable (for wages)

builder s account
;
1297 is from the Zeno archive ; 1303 mentions the taking of an oath in the (sacred)

crocodile cemetery.

The ostraca are grouped (so far as they are tax-receipts) by taxes, those which are not by classes. 1305

is very interesting if Kuhn’s reading of the name as ’Ai^rcoi/tos is correct, as it reveals the presence of a

Roman in Egypt in the third cent. B.c. {ef. my article Notes on Early Ptolemaic Papyri referred to i>elow)

;

1319-1335 with the introduction to them are of importance for the salt-tax
;
1420 is a document very

interesting for its anomalous form, previously published by P. M. Meyer in bis Jurist. Papyri. Agyptische

Urkunden aus den staatlichen Museen zu Berlin : Grieckische Crkunden.^ vi. Band, Papyri und Ostraka der

Ptolemaerzeit. Berlin, AVeidmann, 1922. Pp. 192 ; 4 })ages of hand-copies of Demotic scri})t.

The third fasciculus of A^ol, i of the Lille Papyri has at last appeared and includes much important

material. The editor-in-chief is, as before, Jouguet, but much of the work of this part was done by

Lesquier and Collart, and it is with an emotion of keen regret that one reads the masterly commentary

and reflects that we shall have no more work from Lesquier’s pen. As before, all the papyri are Ptolemaic,

and belong to the third cent. B.c., being of the reigns of Philadelphus and Eucrgetes 1. Nos. 30-38 are

interesting and valuable accounts of cleruchic holdings, all of the reign of Euergetes I, and their value is

much increased by the full and iihle commentary, d’he same may he said of 39-51, ti series of documents

concerned with loans to cultivators, all of the 35th year of Philadelphus. The introduction to this note-

worthy series is particularly valuable
;
reference may be made to the important evidence on the vexed

subject of the Epigone, pp. 195-6. 59 is of value for the beer-tax. For the indexes to Vol. i we have still

to wait till the fourih fasciculus appears, Institut papyrologifpie dr VUniversite de Lille: Papyi'us grecs.

Tome I, fasc. in, Paris, Ernest Leroux, 1923. Pp. 135-261. This part has been reviewed by A, Calderini
[Aegyptifs., iv, 1923, 339-40). A review by H. I. Bell appear^? below.

A new undertaking which deserves a hearty welcome is a publication of the papyrus collections of

Baden (Freiburg and Pleidelherg). Two part:^ have at present appeared, in the format familiar as that of the
Sitzungsberiehte of the Heidelberg Academy. Heft 1 contains Demotic papyri, edited by W. Spiegelberg.

In this volume are published three Heidelberg papyri which contain contracts of divorce and two (found at

Karara near Hibeh) which together make up a crvyypacfiTj Tf)o(f)lris. These documents, edited by such a
master as Spiegelberg, would in any case he valuable, hut the importance of the volume is much increased
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hy the apparatus with which the editor has furnished the texts. Tn connexion with A, the contracts of

divorce, he gives a list, with partial texts and translations, of the other known speciniens of this edass of

document, and to B, the o-vyypacpr) rpo^irty, he appends a table (with comnientaiy ) of the parallel documents

and follows this hy excursus on a Paris and on a Turin papyrus of the s,ime class. a a vs

den hadiseln‘n Papf/nis-^^aranduntfea^ Heft 1. Demoti^eke PftpifrL Heidelberg, (\ W liter, 1923. Pp. 47.

2 plates; 2 facsimiles in the text. Heft 2, edited by Fk. Bilabel, contains 43 (\‘eek paijyri with two

mummy labeLs. At the beginning Bilabel gives an account of the colh'ction and a general introduction to

the .series. The pajiyri arc miscellaneous in character, and iMiige in ilate from b.g. 22o I to a.i>. 577 i B
;

but most of the documents which are not Ptolemaic belong to the Roman period. In general they are

useful but not exciting, but there arc exceptions. St>ecial mention may be made of 2, which has real

historical value, since it throws some light on the civil war bctw'ocn Fuergetes 11 and his sisier; 3, a

juristically tmxzling text ; 14, which is perhaps of interest for the Ptolemaic army; IG, which concerns the

revolt in the Tliehaid about b.g. S8
; and 3t)-40, an interesting collection cf papers from a family archive

of the early .second century, single pieces from which were alreadv known in other collections. In 30, lU-il

is a reference to the Jewish revult. Heft 2. (Jrierlnsnhe Pffpyri {Prkti P»r‘ief*\

Heidelberg, C*. Winter. 1923. Pp. xii 4- 80. Both parts are reviewed hy A. Caldkhini {Aeppi^fi/s^ iv,

1923, 340-1).

Another imt>ortant publication is that <>f the Strassburg ostraea by P. Viekeck. A'oI. I, which alone has

appeared, contains only the texts, with purely critical annotations; the commentriry on the subject-matter

is reseiwed for Vol. ii, which, it is to be feared, will not see the light for some time. Ostraea are never very

ap})etizing ro<iding, since they arc always extremely brief and most often contain tax-receipts
;
but for a

study of the taxation system and often incidentally for such matters as chronology, nonienclature, etc.,

they are of great value. The value of the Strassburg ostraea will of course be greatly enhanced, at least for

most students, by the commentary when it appears ; hut in the meantime the materials are all here and

to be had for the search, which is facilit.ited by the excellent indexes. Vierecfc has arranged the tax-

receipts, not, like Ivuny, with the Berlin ostraea in B.G.U. vi, by taxes but by formulae. As he remarks,

there are arguments for and against either plan. That which he adopts has obvious advantage.s, and its

inconveniences are largely remov^ed by the use of the index of taxes. Tax-receipt.s, which cover a wide

range of imposts, occupy a large jiart of the volume (507 ostraea if we include three certiticates of work;.

In the other sections special reference may be made to an interesting scries of form .iccounts and records

of work. In 805-808 are alphabets. Reference has already been made to the theological and astrological

texts. The Demotic o.'^traca and Demotic portions of ))ilingual ostraea are edited by W. Sfiegelberg.

Griechische nnd (ineehiseh-Peiaotisclie Ostmka der und hande^hihliotfiek la Strnsshvrg ini

Ehass. I. Band: TejJe. Berlin, Weidmann, 1923. Pj). xv -f 35G. The volume has been reviewed by

C. 0. ZuRETTi [Boll, di FiL xxx, 1923-4, 77-S).

A brief reference may here bo made to a publicritioii which, though not concerned with Egypt, will

interest many papyrologists because of the parallels which exist between the legal and notarial practice of

Egypt and Meso])otamia. This is Vol. vi of the series Hirtnuiurahi's (Jesetz {Uhersetzt*' Urktunien nut R^rkts-

erliiuterungen
;
Leipzig, E. Pfoitfer, 1923. P^). xii-f-220), edited by P. Koschaker and A. Ux<;xad. As the

title indicates, this consists of miscellaneous legal documents, given in translation only, with brief com-

mentary. The volume is a Corpus of the early texts published since 1911, but it is n<jt com}>lete, and the

texts here omitted will, it is hoped, make up a further volume. The texts are arranged by classes. There

is a table of contents at the beginning of the volume and a concordance of numbers at the end, but no

index.

Only one instalment of (
'. C. Edgar’s publications of the Zeno papyri has appeared during the year,

but the texts included in it do not fall in interest behind the earlier ones
;
indeed, since they all belong to

what we may call Zeno’s pre- Philadelphian period, they are of rather unusual interest. They are as

follows:—67, Apollodotus to Charmides, b.c. 257. Letter with enclosures on naval hnaiicc. Interesting for

the fleet, taxation, and the position of the Greek cities (Halicarnassus). 68, — to Zeno(?;. Year 28 (b.

About some aftair concerning the payment of 20 talents. Reveals intrigues against Apollonius. 69, List of

.irticles left at Hermopolis [Parvaj, 257 B.c. 70, — to Zeno on the curing of dice made of gazelles’ bones
;

n.d. 71, Account of flour during a journey in Palestine. Probably year 27. (See below, g 4, under Topography,)

72, Archelaiis to Crito, about the supply of spars and a three-sculled l>oat
;
nxL A facsimile of 71 recto

is given. Selected Papyri from the Arehire^ of Zeiion (AVs. 6T~r2), in Amt, die Serviee^ xxir, 209-31.

AV. L. Wesxermaxn and A. G. Laird, having discovered a Zeno papyrus m the collection of the

Journ. of Egyi»t. Arch. x. 21
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University of Wisconsin (P. Wis. Inv. No. 1), have published it, with a translation and a valuable and

interesting conimentarv. It is an account of farm work. A Zenoii Pctpjrus nt tk*i Unity^rsity of

Wisconsin^ in Journal^ ix (1923), 81-90,

Another American Zeno papyrus (P. Mich. 45) has been published by A. E. R. Boak. It is an interesting

and well-preserved letter, the subject of which is the sale of corn, useful for the study of prices. A crux as

to the rate, which seemed extravagantly high, has since been cleared up by C. C. Edgar {Aeg>/ptai>^ iv,

1923, ’79). A Zenon Letter of '2o^ b.c, : Pappnis Michigan 4-^ in Aeggptifs^ in (1922), 284-0.

H. I. Bell has published an Early Ptolemaic contract of loan (P. Bond. Inv. No. 2243', perhaps from

the Zeno archive, which possesses several points <if interest. It throws light on the cult of Arsinoe

Philadelphus, various cult-titles of whom it reveals
; it contains useful data relating to the army

;
and it

numbers among its witnesses a Roman mercenary soldier. The date is the 34th year of Philadelphus

;

there are grounds for believing that the provenance is Alexandria, on the topography of wliich, if that be

the case, it throws new light. Notes on EnrUj Ptolemaic Papyn : 1, An Earlg Ptolemaic Contract of

in Archiv f. Pap., vii, 17-27.

J. PxVRTSCH has imblished an wvr) iv TrtVret which possesses some juristic importance. Partsch’s article

is not accessible to me, but the text is reproduced, with a brief discussion, by Y. A[raxuio]-R[uiz], who

gives the date as b.c. 179-78, on what grounds I do not see, as no date occurs in the text. Original publi-

cation in FestscJinftfur Otto Lend, 155 ;
Arangio-Ruiz in Aegyptas, iv" (1923), 309-11.

J. Kaa[p>stra publishes, from the Berlin collection, a petition, pro})abIy to the Archidicastes, which,

according to Kampstra, introduced that part of the 2)rocess for the recovery of debts which followed the

dvTtppTja-ii of the debtors. Tlie 25th year [of Augustus] is mentioned. Papyrus 11SS6 der Berliner

Sammlung, in Z. Sav.-St., xliii (1922), 556-9.

In SchdbartV article Papyruskunde (see below, 7) are published, as specimens of editorial methods,

the already known Dionysus decree of Philoi)ator and an un
2
)ublished letter (P. Berol. 11662} dtited in the

reign of Claudius. It concerns the decoration of a house and is distinctly interesting. Pi>. 54-6 of the

article.

The Hebrew pa2:>yri found by Petrie at Oxyrhynchus in 1922 {Journal, ix, 1923, 105) have attracted

much attention. H. Loewe, in an interesting article, reproduces the texts, with a translation, and discusses

them at considerable length. He dates them early, naming the yeai*s a.d. 11 and 211 as, roughly,

the extreme limits of time. He regards them as Pentecostal Pizzut. The Petrie-Hirschfeld Papyri, in

Jouni. TheoL Stud., xxiv (1922-3), 126-41, H. St. J. Thackeray calls the attention of Jewish readers to

this article and accepts Loewe’s theory as to the Pentecostal reference, Aeio Light on the Petrie-Hirschfeld

Papyri, in Jewish Guardian, iv (1923), 182, i>.
6. J. Leveen, imblishing photographs of A and C and

giving a revised text of the former (Dr. Barnett having correctly placed a misj^laced fragment), dissents

from the early date assigned by Loewe. The Petrie-Hirschfeld Papyri {ibid., 185, jj. 9). In an article on

Pentecost and Eschatology {ibid., 190, p. 7) J. H. Arbuthnot takes up a middle position on this point.

I am of course quite unqualified to decide on the Hebrew script, but the Greek writing on one of the

fragments makes the early date very difficult to accept. A, Neppi Modona also calls attention to these

pa2 >yri, giving facvsimiles of A and an attempt at a translation of this and of C. Antichissimi papiri ebraici

rinoenuti recentemente a Ossirinco, in Aegyptus, iv (1923), 31-7. He returns to the subject in a later

article, adding new readings, partly due to the changed jx)sition of the fragment in A. He takes a cautious

view on the question of the date, but seems to incline to the view of Leveen. Ancora sui papiri ebraici di

Ossirinco Petrie-Hirschfeld {ibid., pp. 125-31).

K. Wessely publishes a census return of the year a.d. 187-8 from Socnopaei Nesus. This 2>Rpyrus,

which, as he expresses it, “indicavi vel potius abscondidi in libro Wiener Urania, Yol. i, 41, p2). 425-27,

26 Decemb. 1908 ” with a photographic facsimile, is in his own collection. Instrurnentum census anni p.

Chr. n. 187-8, in Aegyptus, iv (1923), 123-4,

A notewoHhy text has been published by H. B. Dewing from the Princeton collection (P. Princeton 55).

This is a dialysis between Cyrus, Bishop of Lycopolis, and two brothers. It contains a very interesting

list of garments. The date is a.d. 481. The up2)er part is mutilated, but most of the roll is w^ell preserved.

Dewing, who gives a brief account of the Princeton collection as a whole, ap2)ends to the text a translation

and brief commentary. His transcription contains some obvious errors of reading or restoration, and he
has been kind enough to give me his 02finion of various corrections I proposed, several of which he accepts

;

but as he is at present unable to refer to the original I prefer not to note them here. A Dialysis of the

Fifth Century a.d. in the Princeton Collection of Papyri, in Trans. Am. Phil. Ass., Liii (1922), 113-27.
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M. Hombert lias publi.sbed a very interesting document from the Ghent collection. It comes from
Aphrodito, and doubtless belonged to the archive of Dioscorus. It is an agreement between a guild of
ciypevral and o evdo^os olkos, possibly that of the cotnes Ammonius. Its special interest ijroceeds from the
fact that in the latter part there are laid down regulations for the dyp€VTai

; unfortunately this is the
most imperfect part of the document. The date is a.d. 536. Hombert, who adds a translation and brief
commentary, gives some account of the Ghent collection. I may here mention that this promi.sing young
scholar is at present studying under Jouguet at Paris, with a view to eventually editing the (dient paiiyrL
C/t docHment noncean d'Aphrodito, in Argypta,^, iv (1923), 43-8.

^ REM has edited the Coptic ostraca iii the !Museo Archeologico at !Milan, with some from his
own collection. The latter (especially no. ix, a mortgage of a house) are more interesting than the ^Milan

(uies, which are mostly imperfect. Coptic Ostrava in the Mmeo Archeologico at Milan and some others, in

Aegyptiis, iii (1922), 275-83.

A. E. R. Boak has published the text of the Coptic syllabary (P. Mich. 7G5) of which he previously
gave a description in his Greek and Coptic Srltool Tablets {Jounad, Viir, 1922, 92). A Coptic Syllaharg at

the Unirersity of Michigan, in Aegyptns, iv (1923), 296-7.

I may here briefly refer to the discovery of some parchment Greek documents by the French at
Salsiliyeh in Mesopotamia. A de.scription of these, with the text of one containing a law on inheritance,

is given by B. Haussoullier. Une loi greapie inedite sar les successions iniestat,^^ in Ree. hist, de droit

fr, et e'tr., 1923, 515-53.

Vol. VII 1/2 of the Arckiv /. Pap. contains Wilckex's usual masterly notices of papyrus publications.

The following works are reviewed (the numbers refer to the pages of the Archiv):—P. Gurob, 69-72 *

P. Frankf,, 72-4
;
Lewald’s suj)plementary publication of Frankfurt papyri {Journal, viii, 1922, 92), 74 ;

P. Edgar, 74-80
;
P.S.I. vi, 80-6

;
P. dem. Lille, 87 ;

P. Strassb. n, 87-93
;
P. Oxy. xiv, 93-8 ; iStad. Pal.

XX, 98-106 (also reviewed by E. Kuhx, Or. Lit.-Z., xxvi, 1923, 114-15)
;
i:Rud. Pal. xxir, 106-8

; Meyer's
Pachtangehut (Journal, VIII, 1922, 92;, 109

;
Bilabel's El-Hihe (ibid., 95;, 109 ; JougcEt’s Edit dHadrier

(ibid., 92 f.;, 109-10; Bell’s Thyestes of Sophocles (ibid., 85), 110-11
;
Bell’s >Sb//ie Private Letters (op. cit.,

vii, 1921, 94), 111-12.

Yiereck’s edition of the Brussels and Berlin ostraca (Journal, ix, 1923, 104; has been reviewed by
C. We.ssely (Byz.~Neugr. Jahrh., iv, 1923, 135), and Fr. Bilabel (Phil. Woc/i., xliii, 1923, 320-1)

;

P. Mon. I (very belatedly) by A. Berger (Z. cergl. Rechtsw., l, 1922-3, 387-8
;
high praise;

; Meyer’s
Jurist. Papyri by F. Pringsheim ( Vierteljahrsschr. f. Soz.- u. Wirtschaftsg., xvii, 1923, 109-11

; favourable)

and L. AVenger (D. LlEZ., xliii, 1922, 673-5, 701-4)
;

P. Loud, v, anonymously (Journ. Hell. Stud., XLir,

1922, 289-90); Crum and Bell’s Wadi Sarga by C[alderini] (Aegyptas, iii, 1922, 362) and C. Wessely
(Byz.-A^eugr. Jahrh., iv, 1923, 134); and Preisigke’s Sammelhuch by E. Kiessling (Phil. Woeh., xliii,

1923, 733-5).

4. Political and Military History, Admin lstration, Chronology, Topography.

General. A reference may be made here to two useful historical bibliographies in Barsians Jahres-

hricht, CLXXXIX (1921), 3. Abt. The.se are M. Fluss, Bericht liber die Liieratur :ur Oesehichte der
romischen Kaiserzeit con Tiherin.s his auf Diocletian n. Chr.) aus den Jihren pp. 53-117

;

A. Nagl, Beneht aher die Literatur zur Oesehichte des rierten Jahrhunderts aus den Jahren

pp. 119-80. Papyrological literature is included in these surveys.

A. CxVLDERiNi reviews SciiUBart’s Agypten (Journal, ix, 1923, 105; with F. ScHU

B

art’s Von M aste A'il

and Sonne in Aegyptns, iv (1923;, 218-20. The former hook is also reviewed, along wuth Wenger’s Volk
und Staat {^Jouraal, ix, 1U7;, by G. Boeder (Lit. ZentndbL, Lxxiv, 1923, 341-2; and Wenger's work by
ScHUBART (Or. Lit.-Z,, XXVI, 1923, 62-3;.

Sohubart in his Papyruskunde (.see below, § 7, p. 168) refers (p. 53) to a work by C. Cichorius
Romische Studien (Leipzig, 1922'-, which I have been unable to see.

PoUtieul history and position of nationalities. Though in .strictness it falls outside our subject, I may
here refer to an eliborate work by D. Mallet on the relations between Greece and Egypt before the
^lacedonian conquest. Les Rapports des Grees avec VEgypte (de la conguete de Camhyse, a celle

dAle.randre, JU). Mem. de I'Inst.fr. d'Arch. Or. da Caire, XLViii, 1922. Pp. xv + 209.

H. WiLLRiCH, in an article on the Tobiad family, with which some of the Zeno papyri Bring us into

touch, difters on various points from Gressmann’s view.s. He uses the evidence of Josephus and the
Maceabees. Zur Ge^rhiehte ih r Tohiatlen, iu Archie f. Pap., vil, 6F 4.

21—2
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C. 0. Edgar suggests that Tlieogos ” who murdered Magas, Philopators brother, was Theogenes, the

dioecetes under that king. Miscellanea (in Bull, Soc. Arch. cVAlex.^^ xis, 1923, 114-18), iv.

E. AV. AVebster holds, with great probability, that the hostage Alexander of P. Loud. Inv. No. 2087

was not, as Kostovtzeff took him in his Large Estate, the son of Lysimachus but the son of Demetrius

Poliorcetes and Deidamia, sister of Pyrrhus, os iv Ai’yvTrrw Kare;3ta)cre (Pint., Deni,, 53). Alexander, the Sun

of Demetrius Poliorcetes, in Class. Phil., XVII (1922), 357-8.

A propos of the action of the Roman ambassadors to Ptolemy Philadelphus in handing over to the

aerarium the gifts received from the king, G. Lumbroso, in his 44th letter to Breccia {Bull, de la Soc.

Arch, d'Alex., no. 19, X.S., v, 107-8), quotes similar rules for the A^enetian ambassadors. In his following

letter {ihid., p. 109) he discusses the ephemerides and similar records of the Ptolemies, etc., quoting

various authorities.

A7. D. Gray, using the Heptakomia jiapyri, the anti-Semitic literature, etc., discusses the policy and

administration of Hadrian in his early years. New Light from Egypt on the Early Reign of Hadrian, in

Am, Journ. Sem. Lang., XL (1923), 14-29.

H. Henne, in his article on the Graux papyri (see below, ^ 9, p. 170), apparently brings forward some

new and important evidence on the depopulation of Egypt in the second century.

G. Segre has published a noteworthy article on the Const itutio Antonina (P. Giss. 40, cob }}. After a

detailed discussion of alternatives he accepts indeed Meyer’s restorations of the crucial passage as the

most probable, but attaches x^fhs riov ^eBetriKicDv to the immediately })receding phrase: '‘alle citta di

soggetti o ‘ stipendiariae ’ in sense pin stretto (‘res publicae’ o ‘civitates dediticiae’ o ‘dediticiorum’)

non si estendesse V impegno di lasciare immutata la loro costituzione, come per le altre ‘civitates’ o ‘res

publicae^ romane, latine, o peregrine autonorne.” He justifies his view {aj by the position of the phra.se,

(6) by the evidence of the literary authorities, who mention no exceptions to Garacalla’s grant of the

citizenship. He proposes to develop these views in two further chapters. His further treatment will be

eagerly awaited
;
in the meantime I can only say for myself that his thesis is at fir.'it sight very attractive.

The text, as previously interpreted, was never very satisfactory, for the position of tlie phrase riov

debciTiKLtov is, on that interpretation, clumsier and more awkward than would be expected in a jiresumably

official translation. Di nuovo sulV editto di Caracalla relatiro alia concessione della cittadina aza romana e

sul papiro di Giessen J^O, col. 1, in Bidl. 1st. di Dir. Rom., xxxii (1922-3), 191-211.

G. Lumbroso sugge.sts that in Ammianus, 22, 11, 4 oracidorum may mean, not oracula deoriiin, but

oracula pnneipam. Lettere al Signor Prof Breccia, XLII, in Bull. Soc. Arch. d\Hex., no. 19, N.S., v, 104-.J.

The edition of the letters and laws of Julian by Bidez and Cumoxt {Journal, ix, 1923, I07j has boon
reviewed with high praise by P. AIaab {Byz.-Neugr. Jahrh., iv, 1923, 136-7), D, Ba.ssi {Riv. dt Fil., X.S., i,

1923, 252-3), A. Puech {Rev. it. gr., xxxv, 1922, 465-6), and E. Cahen {Plcc. it. anc., xxv, 1923, 198-201
;

“celui-ci est un instrument de travail de premier ordre; on ne pourra plus, sans lui, rien tenter sur Julien

et son temps”).

Casanova collects various forms of the legend as to the burning of the great Alexandrian librai'v bv
the Arabs from various periods, and discusses their origin. The legend goes back to the time of Salah ad
Din a2th cent.), but rests on older traditions

;
Umar I and ‘Amr really were opposed to religious books

other than the Koran. IJinccndie de la hibliotherpie dAlexandrie par les Arahes, in C.-R. Jr. d. laser, et

B.-L., 1923, 163-71. (See also below, § 5, y*. 165.)

P. Jouguet, in an interesting pexper read to the ninth section of the Congress of Historical Sciences at

Brussels, traces the policy of the Lagids towards the native Egyptians. He thinks Euergetes II in the

main followed Epi^ffianes in his amnesty and does not deserve the honours of a rehabilitation. At the end
he briefly sketches the story of the disappearance of Hellenic culture in B\Y.antine times. (See also below,

§ 5.) Les Lagules et les Indigenes egyptiens, in Reo. beige, 1923, 419-45.

E. Breccia publishes an iascription which establishes the existence of a new TroXlrevpa in Egypt, that
of the Boeotians. He appends some remarks on the TroXir^vgara generally. Un nuovo noXlrevpa pseudo-
etnico, in Bull. Soc. Arch. d\4le.v., N.S., v, 119-22.

A, VON Premerstein has produced an important work on the anti-Semitic literature of Alexandria,
the so-called Ileuhusche Martyrerakten. The “Paulus and Antoninus Jc^a” (recension a) stand, he holds,
on a different footing from the rest

;
the remainder formed parts of a >single work written in the Septimian

^0^5 very likely aftei Caracalla s massacre at Alexandria. The protocol form xvas onlv a literary conven-
tion

;
hence it must not decei\ c u.s into attaching to the work an historical value which it posse.s.ses only

to a limited extent. Incidentally he dates the events of the “ Isidorus Acta^^ 30 Apr. and I May, a.d. 53
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He gives new texts (in part) of them and of Oxv. 1089 and the “Aj)pianus Zu cha sogruuniiteit

olexandriiiischeii McirtyreraJcten. Philologus, Supplementbaiid xvi, Heft 19:^3. Pp. 70. The work is

reviewed ]>y A. Julicher [Theol. Lit.-Z., XLvrii, 1923, 373-4).

G. Lumbroso aptly quotes a pa>sage from Elia Bexamosegh, dogli on the Jews at

Alexandria. Lettere al signor Prof. Breccia^ in Bad. Soc. Arch. d'A^cx
^
N.S., v, 110, letter XLVI.

Admitnatnitioa. L. AVexger has reviewed Oeetkl’s Litorgie {D. Lit.-Z..^ XLiii, 1922, 471-7;.

A. Calderini, whoso energy ^eelns inexhaustible, has latidy been paying speci<il attention to the

important subject of the census in Roman Egypt. One elaborate monograph seems more properly to

belong to o below and is there noticed fp. 165), but two articles on the subject must be mentioned here.

In one he calls attention to the fact that tiie two classes of census return^, (u) addressed t(» several otlicials

and (7^) addressed to one only, show also, at least in the Arsinoite iiouie between a.T). 130 and 215, and
prolmbly elsewhere, but very likely not at other periods, different formulae

; and he therefore concludes

that one return was sent to each of the offici<ils concerned, to be kept by him, while one icollectiv<') was
sent to all, signed by each, and either placed in the liL^3\io6r)KTj drjfioo-lcoi^ Xnywv or returncil to the person

making the return. J)i due impede di schede del rt'fiunieuto indicidt/ale roinano d’ Egitto^ in Rt ad. U. IM,

Lonth.^ LV (1922), 1-11 of the ofi-print. In the other he discusses the vari<ais copies of a single return

found in B.G.U. 90, 224, 225, 410, 537, Grenf. ii, 55, noting the ditfereiices between the texts and seeking

to determine the relation^ (in the matter of nuitu.il <lependence) Itetween them. Std esentphn'i di mt onh-^f

Si'hedo di rendnUftito ronyniu^ in Aegyptu^.^ ill (1922), 341-5.

In a very interesting and (to my mind) cogent article J. G. Tait raises the question whether in the

Roman period the strategi and royal scribes were forbidden to hold their offices in the nomes of which

they were natives. He adduces some very strong arguments, tiiougli he does not claim that they are

conclusive. C^ertainly the matter deserves seilous consideration. The Stmtegi and Pacyal S( riP^s in the

lloniUfi Period^ in Jourtud, viri (1922), 166-73.

In a series of epigraphic note^ E. Brkc ci v discusses, among other point>, expressions like yvpviunap-

;^<)r'rra to eroy (p. 123 f.) : and <llso the titles and elcrayaiyev^ (p. 126 ). Xote epiiji'ifjiciie.^ in

Bull. Soc. Arch. d'Alex., X.S., v, 123-41.

In an article divided into four ‘‘ observationes '' B. A. van Groningen discusses various problems

affecting or raised by P. Rylands 77, the document concerning the election of a cosnietes, his particular

object being to interpret the evidence which the papyrus affords as to the methods of election of municip.il

magistrates generally. His conclusion is, briefly, that after the co-optation of a suitable person by the

Koivov of magistrates the subsequent proceedings took })lace before the tribunal of the strategu^
; but that

whether the person nominated refused or accepted the office, the final deci'>ion, whether continuation of

an election or decision of a disputed nomination, was reserved for the prefect or his delegate, the epistra-

tegus. OhserratfOlies quattuor iu Papyrum '‘^Rylands'' lxxvii^ in Alnenwsyue, X.S., Li (1923\ 421-34.

The University of Michigan in 1921 and 1922 .icquired a tine collection of papyri from the aivliiveof the

grapheinn of Tehtunis. The gem of the collection was a long roll, containing a register of the qraphrii>i)^

now P. ^lich. 622. A. E. R. Boak, in a short note included in the Proceedings of the American Philological

Association ( Llll, 1922, No. 4; The (Jrapheu u) of T*‘htif e is and Cercei^uchoii gives soincmccoiint of this :

and he lias since published a longer tirticlc on it, in which, l^isides describing tlic papyrus and discussiu^^ the

proldeuis it r.iises, he publishes 11. 1-19 of col. i of the verso. The papyrus is one of exceptional interest

for tlie light it throws on the practice of the village grapheia, and it is to be hoped that a conqdete publi-

cati<m of it will not he t(»o long delayed. The Aaogrophui of the (Jrapheioti of Tehtunis and Kerkesonehon

Oros: Pap. Miehigaa G.yg in Journal., ix (1923), 164-7.

Reinach’s Code fsod (on the Gnonxon papyrus
;
Journod., vin, 1922, 94 f.) has been reviewed, in the

form of an article, by G. Glotz, who makes some valuable suggestions of his own. In particular he gives

a new ex[)lanation of riov rirapTou in Art. 44 : it “s’agit manifestement d un (piart a contisquer snr

chacun des deux re.sponsahh‘^A rinv ^vo = (ip.(f)oT€p(t)v, “uiie locution de la langiie courante qui amionce le

grec moderne.” Un eode fiscal de TEgypte romaine, in Journ. des *SV/r., xx (1922), 215-24. Another review

by M. BesNIER a[)pears in Rer. crit.^ LVi (1922;, no. 1 (not accessible to me ; see Aegyptus^ iv, 94,

no. 2870). Til. LknsohaU reviews Steart Jones’s Fresh Light iJounud^ viii, 1922, 94) in Phil, HWo,
XLIII, 1923, 1006-7 (^ome queer inexactnesses

;
even the title is misprinted as Irish Light\).

A very important W(»rk on the civil cidministration of Byzantine Egypt has been published by
G. RoCillahd. It does not perhaps add a great deal of new knowledge to what was already known, though
]\llle. RoiiLiAun’s discussions of single points are al^vays instructive; but it is an in\ aluable collection
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and statement of the available evidence, the more so since it deals mainly with the later i>eriod (from

Justinian), on which Gelzer’s well-known book dwelt more lightly than on the earlier Byzantine age, and

goes into all the detail of the machinery, whereas Gelzer concentrated more on the main outlines. In

some interesting and illuminating chapters Mile. Kouillard paints a general picture of the shortcomings

of the system and the economic misery of the country. Vadministration cirile de VEgypte hyzantine. Paris,

Presses Universitaires [1923]. Pp. xi -1-243. Beviewed by P. Collart {Rev, de Phil,^ xlvii, 1923, 171-5
;

laudatory
; a good sketch of the development).

I owe to Mr. Baynes a reference to a Russian article by Uspensky on the papyri as materials for

knowledge of the Byzantine administration. Xovaya strua cnosya shchaya ozhivlenie e istoriyu Vizanti^ in

Viz, Vrern,^ xxii, 1-12.

Militai'y history, H, I. Bell, quoting from P. Bond. Inv. Xo. 2358 (an account from the Zeno archive),

where ol TTp^aj^vrepoL o-rpartwrat are twice mentioned, proposes the reading rdis TTpca-^vlripon (TTparKarms in

P.S.I. VI, 627, 1. Who these “elder soldiers” were is' not clear. The Elder Soldier.%^^ in Archie /.

vir, 29.

M. Holleaux collects instances of the title rjyfpiov rwu rd^ecdv and, discussing it, states the objec-

tiuns to the ruling view that the last three words are the genitive of al efco 7-d^ei?. Then, from Diod., xix,

c. XXII, 1-3, he shows the correctness of Lesquier’s theory that they are the genitive of ol rd^ecoy^

officers “a la disposition,” not on active service. HrEMQN TQN EaQ TA3EQN, in Rev. et. gr., xxxv (1922),

198-210.

C. C. Edgar, quoting the Hadra vase 26234 in the Cciiro collection, which mentions a man who was
TQ>v (T{aipaTo)(j)v{\dKcov), remarks that the abbreviation proves the title to have been a common one. The
date is probably early in the reign of Philopator

;
hence the use of such titles goes back further than lia.s

often been supposed. Miseellaneaj iv, in Ball. Soc. Arch. d'Ale.v., XIX (1923), 114-8.

Topography. In an interesting article on P. Edgar 7l E, IM. Abel identifies various places mentioned
in that document and gives a sketch map of the itinerary. La liste geographiqne da papyrus 71 de Zenon,
in Rev. hibliqae^ xxxii (1923), 409-15.

A. Alt identifies the Xlr^yal of P.S.I. 406 with a place mentioned by Josephus, Ant.., xiii, 9, 2 (
— 260 tK,

Niese). It was a predecessor of Herod’s foundation Antipatris. Pegai, in Z. d. Deatschen Pal.-Vereins
XLV (1922), 220-3.

A. Calderini devotes an article to Lycopolis as illustrated by the papyri and by other sources. An
onomasticon of the city is given. Nella patria di Plotiao, Licopoli, in Aegyptas, iii (1922), 255-74.

A reference may here be given to a work which does not indeed concern our period but which may,
retrospectively, be useful to students of Graeco-Roman Egypt, This is an elaborate monograph by Prince
Omar Toussoun on the branches of the Nile, as illustrated by Arab authors. Meuioire sur les anciennes
branches du .\57, epoque arabe. {Mem. pres, d la Soc. Arch. cHAlex.., i, 2, pp. 65-213. 6 maps.) Reviewed by
S. Grande {Boll, di Fit. Class., xxix, 1922-3, 201-2) and A. Calderini {Aegyptm, iv, 1923, 85-6).

Chronology. I have been unable to see a work by E. W. Read on this subject. I reproduce the rather
curiously worded entry in Aegyptas^ iv, 350, No. 3692 “Read F. W., Regnal Year,s and calendar Years
in Egypt 1923 pagine 111-15” (qu. iii + 15

H. I. Bell challenges Grenfell’s revised reading of the dating clause in P, Hil>. 84 (g). It appears that
the year really is the 5th, not the 40th

;
and since this is an impossible date if Soter consistently recktmed

his regnal years continuously with those of his satrapy, the number t must refer to the tenure by Mene-
laus of the priesthood of Alexander. Ptolemy’s regnal year is therefore not mentioned. The Date of P.
Hibeh SJf. {a)= Mitteis, Chrest. l.U, in Archie f. Pap., vii, 27-9.

In the possibly Alexandrian contract of loan published by H. 1. Bell (above, g 3, p. 160) the month date
is expressed by the <l>eivovTos method, which Bell regards as one argument for its Alexandrian iiroyenance.
WiLCKEN in this connexion calls attention to the occurrence of the same method in an inscription edited
by Plaumann, which Plaumann on other grounds regarded as probably from Alexandria. In xirchie f.

Pap., VII, 66.

L. Holzapfel continues his series of articles on Imperial datings. The titles of this la.st in.stalment
are:—8. Diditti Juliunus mid Scptiniivs Severus. Anhang. Die KakerVstea hei Theephihu con Aatiochi.t
and Clemens Alexandrinas, in Klio, xviii (1923), 253-8.

In a ver} important article on the puzzling chronology of the third-centimy emperors A. Stein deals
first with the reigns Gallienus to Aurelian. He clisciis.ses the data, showing their inconsistency and the
impossibility of fitting the regnal years as given by datings into the actual period covered. He conjectures
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that there were two and perhaps three systems: (Ij otiicial, giving 15 years to (hUlieniis, :5 to daudius,

7 to Aurelian, (2) uiiothcial : (a) 16 to 0., 3 to 0., 0 to A., (h) 16 to O., 2 to 7 to A. Hut <(() and (h) are

only certainly necessary in one case each. His theory seems very plausible, but it is hardly proved and his

arguments are not always beyond cavil. He then deals with the other reigns, from Decius to Diocletian.

At the end he gives a very useful table of regnal years. Zti/’ Chn>/iolo</h> der romidc/^en Kai.^er von Jkvifu

hU Diodetui.n^ in Ardilv f, vii, 30 51,

A. Steinwexter proposes for the dating clause in Crum and Steindorff's Kopt, R^rlttsurh., no. 77>

practically (except, correctly, ^ktov for my nf^Trrov) the same reading and restoration a.s mine in the

Addenda to Preisigke’s Sanvnelbuch, i, G6>^, of which he did not know. Zn den K^tun'dotjrr^nujen ualer

Herakieios^ in B)jz. Z.y xxiv, SD3.

5. Social Life, Education, Elonomic Historv, Numis3iaitcs.

Social life. H. 1. Bell, in a popular article, originally a lecture, traces the hist<u‘y of Helleni.an in

Egypt—its permeation of the country under the early rtolemios, its dilution by nnn-HcHenic intluonces,

its apparent revival under the Romans, and its decline and eventual disappearance—from the beginning of

the Macedonian period to the Arab conquest. Hellenic Cidtnrc in Eg^pt, in Joarn.al^ viii ',1^22), 139-5.5.

Jouguet’s remarks on this subject in his article (ui the policy of the Lagids towards the natives have

already been referred to above (§ 4, heading Political and MiUtary Hhtortp p. 162). Kenyon’s article The

Library of a Greek of Oxyrhynchns (§ 1, p. 148 above) is also very instructive in this connexion.

An article in Finnish by L, O. Tudeer on the intellectual life of Roman Egypt as revealed by the

Oxyrhynchus papyri is inaccessible to me even did the language not constitute an impassable barrier.

Oxyrhynkhos Eraita pUrteita Egyptin henkisesta ehimffsta roomalaisajalla^ in Historiallinen Aikaka}(skirja^

Helsingfors, 1923, 1-14 of the off-print (see Aegyptas^ iv, 233, no. 3402).

G. Lumbroso, if propos of an inscription (epitaph on Machon), comments in a letter to Brecciri on

the rivalry which it reveals between Ale.xandria and Athens. In a letter preceding this he writes on the

excesses (destruction of book^ and temples, etc.) of the triumphant Ghristians at Alexandria. (On the

Alexandrian library see also 4 above, p. 162.) In BulL Soc. Arch, d'Alcx.,, X.8., v, 166-8, letters xlix

and L.

WiLCKEN ill Archief Pap,, vii, 104, mentions a Bonn dissertation by H. Schmitz on Do- hxlleni.girch-

romischen Stadtanlagen (*‘Teildruck 1921 ”) which should be very interesting but which I have been unable

to see.

E. Breccia has published, with photographic views and plans, an article on some recently discovered

baths near Alexandria. Di alcuni hagni nei dintorni cFAlessa ndria, in Bidl. Soc. Arch, d'Alcx., N.S.,

V, 142-51.

A. Galderini attempts to use the census returns and census lists preserved on jiapyrus as a means of

throwing light on the composition of the family and family life generally. After giving a list of the extant

documents he discusses such questions as the occupations, status, age of marriage of the t>ersons concerned,

age of paternity and maternity, relative ages of husband and wife, number of children, marriage of brother

and sister, etc. The discussion is very interesting, but evidence so fortuitou.s, incomplete and of such

unequal geographical and chronological distribution is a very uncertain guide, so that the results founded

upon it are of limited application. La composizione della fatniglia s(‘condo le schede di censitnento dclV

Egitto romano. Pnhhl. d. Unirersita CattoUca del Sacro Cuore, s. iii, Vol. i, fasc. 1. Vita e Pensiero,

Milano, [192:3]. Pp. 61. Reviewed by 3V. Schubart {Or. LH.-Z., xxvr, 192:3, 444 ;
‘‘die Grundlage bleibt

zu schmal
;
wortvolles findet man nur, wenn man alle Zeiignisse heranzieht ”)

;
two Italian reviews not

accessible to me are referred to in Aegyptus, iv, 356, no. 3815.

G. Lumbroso in letter xv to Calderini cites some curious parallels for the belief in the creation of life

out of the earth (mud), and in letter xvi discusses an epigram {A nth. Po/., xi, :363) which proves the cele-

bration at Alexandria of the larnpadodromia. Aegyptus, iii (1922), 292-4.

The lamented G. Moller notes the existence and discovery in Egypt of miniature pyramids, such as

P. Lips. 30 mentions. Agyptologische Randbenierku ngen, in Archiv f. Pap., vii, 66.

Education. J. G. Milne edits a further ostracon from a lot originally published by him in Journ, Hell.

Stud., xxviii. It shows that xv and viii of that series fit together
;

it contains the same text as they.

Milne accepts the suggestion of C. Cookson that the text is an exercise in scansion. Afore Belies of Graeco-

Egyptian schools, in Journ. Hell. Stud., XLii (1923), 40-3.

I have referred above (§ 3, p. 161) to Bo.vk's publication of a Coptic syllabary.
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^4 propos of a passage quoted from K. Praechter, 0. Lumbroso di^C‘U^^se'^ the harpL^al (rofpi(TT(ov at

Alexandria. Lettere al Signor Prof. Breccia., XLiii, in Bull. Soc. Arch. cVAle.c.., X.S., v, 105-7.

Economic history. Oiccotti’s Lineamenti {Journal^ ix, 1922, 108) has been reviewed by A. Pioaxiol

(Journ. des Sac., N.S.j xxi, 1923, 84 ;
“ eette compilation, qui ne trahit anciin eftort personnel de recherche

iii dc iiiethode, est cependant uu manuel qui sera utile pour oriciiter les travailleiirs ’*) and A. Andri^vdes

{Rrr. k. gr., xxxv, 1922, 454-6
;
laudatory).

Secrets CircohrJone monetaria {Journal., ix, 1922, 108) is reviewed by C. Wessely (By:.‘Xeuf/r. Jafirb.,

Ill, 1922, 427-8
;
laudatory

;
“jedeufalls eine wichtige Etappe auf dem schwiorigen Wege, die antike

^*olkswirtsehaft keiineiiiiulernen ”).

AV. M. Flinders Petrie has published an article on the rise of prices in Roman Egypt, basing it on the

materials collected by SEGRk. His article, though interesting, seems to me to contain both dubious history

and dubious economics; he attributes to the “trades unions” more t>ower than they possessed, and he

appears to hirget that wages are not tlie only factor in the determination of prices. The Rise of Prices in

Roman Egypt., in Ancient Egypt, 1922, 103-7.

Kostovtzeff^s masterly work A Large Estate has been everywhere received with praise. RovieW'> Ity

the following have come to my notice : C. C. E[dgar] {Journ. Hell. Stud., xlii, 1922, 292-4
; important

;

laudatory on the whole but points out various oversights or misconceptions)
; AV. L. AVester.mann

^yeeliy, xvi, 1923, 110-12
;
do.)

; H. I. Bell {Class. Picv., xxxvii, 1923, 32-4j ;
J. G. AI[ilnk] {Journal^ ix,

1923, 129) ;
F. Zucker {Uist. Zeltschr., cxxix, 69-78)

;
J. Partsch {Z. Sac,- St., xliii, 1922, .564-7

;
men-

tions some fine Philadelphia rolls of b.c. 179-173 at Freiburg, to be published in the third Series of Mitt,

a us d. Freih. Papyri)
;
AV. Schebart {Or. Lit.-Z., xxvi, 1923, 266-8

;
the book, despite various short-

comings^ belongs “zum besten, was fiber den Staat der Ptolcmaer geschrieben worden ist”) ; AI. A. Lka i

{Boll, di Fll. Class., xxx, 1923-4, 83) ;
L. C. AVest {Class. Phil, xvin, 1923, 95-6) ;

X. ITohlwkin {Musk
Bdge, xxvi, 1922, 315-19)

;
P. Collaht {Rec. k. gr., xxxv, 1922, 467-72)

;
a short notice hy AVilckex in

Archie f. Pap., vii, 74-5.

In an interesting article on Philadelphus's agricultural policy R. .Iohaxxesex calls attention to the

double sowing {hienrogfiv) and three-mouths wheat in P. Edgar 27, which he illustrates from Theophrastus,

Hist. Plantarurn. Inter alia Theophrastus refers to double crops at Cdialcia, an island belonging to the

Rhodians, etc. Johaxnesex thinks the King's order iii Edgar 27 may have been suLjgested by a scientist

of the type of Theo])hrastus and have been intended as an experiment. Ptohany Ph'dadJphus and
Scientife Agriculture, in Class. Phil., xviii (1923), 156-61.

C. C. EdGxVR, (> propos of some remarks of AATlckex on the importation of Alilosiaii sheep, <piotc> a

passage from one of Zeno’s accounts proving the importation of Sicilian pigs
;
also a letter of Apollonius

on the planting of pines, fur use and beauty. Mi.scellanea, v, in Bull. Soc. Arch. d\Ue.r., xix (1923), 114-18.

In this connexion I may mention that the first volume of Schxebel’s work on Egyptian agriculture is

now ready for press, and efforts are being made to raise a fund for its publication. It is greatly to be hoped
that they will be successful. The subject is one of ju’imary importance and exceptional interest, and the
material l)earing on it in papyri is unusually rich

;
but no big systematic attempt had previously been

made to deal with it.

Al. Rostovtzeff has published a paper (originally read at the Historical Congress at Brussels last

year) on the crisis of the Roman Empire in the 3rd cent. It seems likely to be of considerable importance,
but I have unfortunately been unable, up to the present, to see it. La crise sociale et politique de VEmpire
romain an III svxle apres J.-C., in Musee Beige, xxvii (1923), 233-42 (see Aegyptus, iv, 348, no. 3665).

G. AIoller calls attention to evidence, in a Hieratic letter of the Nineteenth Dynasty at Cairo, for the
existence at that period of a tax on donkeys, such as we know existed in the Gracco-Roman' period.

Agyptologische Randhemerkungen, in Archiv f. Pap., vii, 65.

F. Lot in a paper read at the Brussels Historical Congress dealt with the difficult question of the caput
as a fiscal unit in the Byzantine taxation system. So far as I am aware this paper has not been published,
and I am dependent for a knowledge of its contents on the summary issued in advance. From this it

appears that Lot sought to establish that the caput “represente une proprietc fonciere ‘moyenne’ et que
sa base est assez large pour qu’elle puisse servir d’assiette a une contribution foneike tdevee.” It is to be
hoped that the paper, whose title is Le ^kapuV\iiscal dn Bas-Empire, son etendiie et sa valeur imposahle,
will be published.

Numismatics, G. F. Hill publishes a fine well-preserved bronze coin of Domitia, wife of Domitian,
from Alexandria, which the British Aluseum has recently acquired. On the obverse is the head of Domitia,
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on the reverse ElpTjvr] ^c^aa-rij. The year is the 11th, when there was a sudden change in style, with
a great improvement in art and fabric. A/i Alexandrian Coin of Domitia, in Journal^ viii (19^2), 164-5.

J. G. Milke analyses (except in section 1, by reigns) the coins found at Oxyrhynchus : (1) Ptolemaic
;

(2) Augustus-Diocletian
; (3) Diocletian (post-reform)-Honorius (these also by mints)

; (4) Justinian-

Heraclius. He mentions also those of the 5th cent, and the Arab ones. He points out the curious fact

that under Constantine Egypt became a coin -importing country. One of the coins is from the London
mint. In the 5th cent, the evidence reveals a complete economic collapse. The Coins from Oxyrhynehus^ in

Journal^ viri (1922), 158-63.

In the Alitt, d. nundsm. Ges. in Wiea^ xv (1922), 164, appeiirs, under the title Trichryson^ a note of a
lecture by W. Kubitschek on P. Edgar 5 and Schubart’s article on it.

6. Law.

I may refer here to an article by S. Pivano referred to more fully below, § 9.

The year under review has witnessed the appearance of an important work. This is the 17th edition of

R. SoHii’s classical Institiitionen^ Geschichte und System des romiscken Priratrecktes^ revised by L. Mitteis

and edited by L. Wenger (Miinchen u. Leipzig, Duncker u. Humblot, 1923. Pp. x4-756).

L. Adam reviews (Z. f vergL Reehtsa',^ L, 1922-3, 377-81) Kohler and Wenger, Allgemeine Reckts-

geschickte, 1 Halfte : Orient. Recht u. Reeht der Griechen und Romer.

P. Kruger calls attention to and reprints P. Oxy. xv, 1813 and 1814. Xeue juristische Funde aus

Agypten^ in Z. Sav.-St., xliii (1922), 560-3. P. B. does the same for the latter papyrus (Bull. ht. Dir. Aom.,

XXXII, 1922-3, 277-82).

At the Brussels Historical Congress P. de Francisct read a paper entitled Quelgurs observations sur

Vhistoire du testament conjonctif reeiproque., which, from the summary, apparently touched on the papyrus
evidence. While on the subject of inheritance I may refer to the tSalsillyeh parchment dealt with above

(§ 3, p. 161).

I know only fi*om a review by P. de Francisct {Aegyptus, iv, 1923, 337-8) an apparently very
important article by J. Partsch on the publicity of sales of real property in Ptolemaic Egypt (“un
primo tentative di sistemazione dei principi regolanti la pubblicita dei contratti immobiliari sotto i

Tolemei”). Partsch thinks that the Ptolemies imitated “sistemi in vigore nelle citta greche dell’ Asia
Minore.” De Francisci gives the article high praise. Die griechische Puhlizitdt der Grvndstncksvertrage im
Ptolem'aerreckte., in FestschriftfUr Otto Lenel., Leit>zig, Tauchnitz, 1921.

I have already dealt from the religious point of view with von Woess’s very important work Das
AsyUvesen (see above, g 2, p. 154) ;

but it was specially from the juristic side that the author approached
the subject, and something must be said of it here. He inclines to think that the institution of asvlum
originated in dyna.stic times, though it perhaps fell into disuse under the Persians

\
hence its appearance

under the Ptolemies was at most a revival only. He traces the institution downwards, through the Roman
period (when it diminished in importance but did not wholly disappear^ to its revival in the Christian age
It was a symptom, on the one hand, of governmental tyranny, on the other, of the economic misery of the
subject classes. As to details, he thinks state debtors and the Persians of the Epigone were excluded from
the benefits of asylum. In § 7 he develops the theory that the ayloyipo^ clause means, '‘can be arrested
even in asylum.'^ In an appendix E. Schwartz publishes the Aao-i^iKos v6pos rrefi rUiv 7rpofr(l)€vy6vT(ov ti/

€KKXT)(Ttq. Ill Appendix I von WoesS collects the inscriptions concerning asylum. Reviewed by
V. Arangio-Ruiz (Aegyptus, iv, 1923, 332-6).

The same author has also published an interesting article on personal execution and the cessio bonorum.
He holds that personal execution continued to the latest jieriod, and indeed was probably at all times the
normal method, for the reason that the conditions of the cessio honorurn were such that for many persons
they were inapplicable. “Die cessio bonorum war von Haus aus mir bei nachgewiesenem Untyliicksfall...

zugelassen” (p. 509 f.). People who could find no sureties (“die Masse der kleinen Leute also”) were
arrested on the institution of the process (p. 513 f.). But, further, bona must be present in sufficient
quantity. He uses throughout the evidence of papyri. Personalexekution und cessio bonorum im romiscken
Reichsrecht.^ in Z. Sav.-St.., xliii (1922), 485-529.

A work by A. J. Boy^ entitled La denuntiatio is cited in Aegyptus, iv (1923), 204, for a correction in
P. land. II, 9 ;

but I am unable to see it.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x.
22
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AVlassak’s JudikatloiK^hefehl [Jovrnol, ix, 1923, 109; is reviewed by 0. Lexel (Z. xLiii, 1922,

567-74; and his Anklaye n.nd Streithefestuf a tig im KriminaJrerhf der Romer {Stzgsher. ^V^elL Ak., clxxxiv,

1 Abh., Wien, 1917, 8'\ Pp. 252. 8 Kr.) by A. Steixwexteh (J/i/hc/?, Krit. Vieytelj<d{t's.'<i:h)\^ 3 F., xx, 346-

85 ;
a few papyrus reference^).

A. SteinWEXTER, a propos of P. Cairo Masp. ill, 67295, i, 1-31, ii, 1-25, discusses the question whether

the libellus eontradictonus was obligatory. He decides that '^eine ausdruckhche Erkla'rung des Beklagten

bei der Ladung, den gelteiid geniachten Aiispruch bestreiten zu wollen’* was legally necessary (this was

probably the avni^iiAKlov of A^oc. 53, 3,i, but lihdli cojitr<tdktonl were optional. He also holds that the lirst

was derived from classical-Greek and Hellenistic law, the second developed from it, so that it was only

mediately connected with Creek Ln\. LibelU eotitrudietorii, in Arehiv
f. Pup., vii, 52-9.

A work by 8. Ceuia entitled Projili dd tii'o<‘itiut iiid>fsiri<d<^ {dn'itto romano: p^ipiri great-i gizt

)

.Napoli,

Alvano, 1022. Pp. 113; is not accessible to me. See Aeggptns, iv, 107, no. 3114.

San Nicolo's Sehhissklaiisdti [Joitrunl^ ix, 1923, llO; has l»eeii reviewed l»v (i. Lautxeii (Z. cfirgi,

Pieehtsir,^ XL, 1922-3, 462 -7
;
Lmdatory; and H. I. Pkll ix, 1923, 120 1 ;

do.,.

7. Palaeography and Hiplomatic.

W, ScHUBART contributes to the third edition of Cergke and Norden s Einleitvag oi die Altertinas-

v,Usen^chutt a chapter entitled P<tpyrifskit edr (i, 9, pp. 27-6^;. Jn this very interesting and instructive

sketch of our subject he draws on the more strictly di})loiuatic and bi])liogra[)hical part of liis Einfnlintvg^

but incorporates later material and inodities his treatment in various ways. As specimens of editorial

procedure he reimblishes one and edits for the first time two other papyri from the Pierlin collection, to

which I have already referred at the proper place above. In this article Schubart refers (p. 65) to an
article of his own entitled Frogea vnd Au/gnhen der Pupijrtfssehriftkuiide (Z. d. Dentsehea Vereins far
Biidaresen and SchrifttHni^ i, no. 5 ''6, 1918; which is inaccessible to me.

In his bibliography in Sokrates (see below, § 9, p, 170) Schubart refers (}>. 186; to an article by
H. Ibscher entitled Von der Papgrusrolle znni Kodejj {Ardi. f. Buchhintlerei^ xx, Heft 3/4, i920i, which
I am also unable to see.

A. ^Ientz has published a summary sketch of Greek and Latin palaeography, makin^* use of the papvri

and particularly emphasizing the rnutiLil relation and inter-action of Greek and Latin script. The text is

given in continuous form, uninterrupt e(.l by notes and references, which are collected at the end of each
chapter. There are no facsimiles, but many reproductions of single letters in their varying forms, tiesehiekte

der gnechiseh-rotiiischen Schript bis zur Erfi.ndung des Biiehdruekes mit heierglichea Lettern. Leipzi^^’, 1920.

Pp. 155. Reviewed by F. Rorig [Hist. Viertrljuhrssehrift^ xxi, 1922-3, 194-6; favourable).

As part of a series entitled Anxilid ad res itaticas tnedii aeri rx<pfirendas in asurn seholaruni instrarta

et collecta fOstinelli, Gomo), L. Schiaparelli has published two very useful volumes. The first is a study
of the Latin script in the Roman iieriod, m whicli largo use is made of the papyri and other documents
from Egypt. Tables of letter-forms arc given, and there is a good bibliography fin which however there is

the usual ample allowance of misprints in the English references;. La serittura latiaa mlV eta romana,
1921. Pp. xi-f-208. 32 illustrations.

The other is a handy and well printed collection of documents, including papyri and wax and bronze
tablets from Egypt, inscriptions, tablets from Pompeii and Verespatak, etc. Docv menti romani. 1923.

Pp. XV + 160.

These two volumes seem admirably adapted to their purpose, and their usefulness will by no means be
confined to the classes for whom the series of which they form part is more particularly intended. Both
are reviewed by A. C[alderini] iAcggptv.s, iv, 1923, 86-9) and the second by 0. Martin {Rer. Hist, do
Droit^ 4 Ser., ii, 1923, 308-10; favourable),

A very useful and handy little booklet, with excellent plates, has been published by E. Kuhn on the
subject of ancient writing-materials. Antikes Sehreihgerdt. {Meisteneerke in Berlin.) Berlin, Julius Bard
[1923]. Pp. 12. 12 plates.

D, Bassi gives an account of the activities of his Department during the period 1913-1923. EOfficma
dei Papiri Ercolanesi dal PJIS al lOd-f in Aegyptns.^ iv (1923), 117-22.

A careful study of the form of the ancient Greek letter has been published by Fr. X. J. Exler. This
work, which is a doctoral dissertation for the Catholic University of America, covers only the period from
the 3rd cent. B.c, to the 3rd of our era. It is classified under the following heads : Opening Formulas •

Closing Formulas; Date Formulas; Conventional Phrases. There is a general introduction ""on epistolo-
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graphy. The various formulae are arranged in groups, the similar ones being placed together* iir chrono-

logical order. The Form of the Aacleut Greek Letter: Htvdij in GreGc EpistolograpJoj. Washiirgton, D.C.,

Catholic Univer^^ity of America, 1923. Pp. 141. Reviewed by \V. M. C alder i Cbfss . Rer,^ xxxviii,

1924, 31).

Hasebroek’s 8igaalement has been reviewed by 0. Leuze ( Or. Lit.-Z., xxvr, 1923, 443-4; and M. Engers
{Musexun^ Leiden, xxx, 1922-3, 78-9) ; and Preisigke s Skagtoparent' by A. Steixwi.nter />. Lit.-Z., XLiii,

1922, 260-2).

WiLCKEN points out that two hands alternate in the Elephantine scolia, BerJ. AV - Text<\ v, 2, oO ff. In

Archief Fap.., vii, 66.

Tire last part of the Xew Palaeograjjhieal Society’s Series II contains two good facsimiles of papyri.

One is P. Edgar 48, the epitaphs on Zeno’s hound iPL 116), the other P. Fay. 87 = P. Loiul. 825 ('PI. 117;.

8. Lexicography and Grammar.

H. Lietzmann reviews IMoulton and Milligan’s Vocdhfhfrp of the GreGc Test>i,neiit \Z, non. TF/.n-l,

XXII, 1923, 155-6\

Prelskjke’s AhrA a’oWcr has been reviewed by H. IVillrich \ Theol. Lit,-Z., XLViir, 1923, 248;.

G. Lumbroso, in his 48th letter to Breccia, quotes some passages from Kohen's translation of Polybiu^

on Egyptian luune.s. Bull. Soc. Arch. d'Ale.c.^ X.S., v, 112-3. W. Spiegelberg identities the name Ko/ioaTrt^'

with Ghi = w-Hfj. Ko/ioaTTi?, in Zedschr. f. ug. Spr.^ LViii (1923), loo. Pkeisigke s nienhuch has been

reviewed by A. S. Hunt iCki.-is. Her., xxxvii, 1923, 138-9;, Iv. Sethe \ G.G.A., clxxxv, 1923, 227-30: some

valuable remarks on accentuation; thinks it better to abstain from the aecentiiation of Egyptian names in

Greek form, or at least to be very sparing in the use of accents), C. IVessely Bgz.-Xeugr. Jahrh., iv. 1923.

136), W. Schubart \Or. Lit.-Z.^ xxvr, 1923, 206-9; some eriticisuis of plan but very appreeiative and

E. KiESSLING HWo, XLIII, 1923, 133-4; some rorreetions).

G. Lumbroso, in his 14th letter to Calderini, points out that the occurrence of the word ay^jiaaria in an

inscriptii)!! from Acboris published by Lefebvre illustrates its use on Alexandrian C(jins. Aeggptns, in

<1922), 291.

N. D. Coleman in a note on Morh, ix. 49, 50, tries to prove, using pa})yrus evidence, tliat dAtis = salted

food, especially fish. His argument is not altogether convincing, but there may be something in his idea.

Aote on Mcfrk /a ^9^ oO; A nev: nieanuig for dXas-, in Jouni. Theol. Stn.d.^ xxiv, 1922-3, 387-96.

On the aii<ilogv of didpKTfjios' in P. Loud. i\', 1338 as ALinnscliaft S. G. AIercati suggests tliat

du 8f>a 7ro8i(Tfx<k ill S. Ephraem Svri Li Ahrah'O/i et h<ofi\ V, 437-40 servi.’' Xot^‘ pnf,iroh,girh^, in

Bihlico, in (1922), 451-4 (note 6'.

All interesting but not speoially oiigimil ^'oliimo has been published by H. G, AIeei.'Ham, the object ol

which is to illustrate from tlie Oxyrhynehus [)ai)yri the language and thought, partieiilarly the former, of

the New Testament writers. Light from Ancicid l.etter^ London, Gp<n*ge Allen and rnwim 1923. P}>. 189.

A short notice in Times Lit. hiappL, July 12, 1923, p. 475. A review below.

J. K. Mantey, using pajtyrus evidence, collects instances of uncommon U'-es of [ne[>o',itions in the New

Testament. Unvsuid h^LciOiings for Prepo.sitions m th>' Greek Ac/p Test^fment. in k,rpu^di)i\ xi.rx (1923',

453-60.

9. General Works, Bibliography, Miscellaneous Notes on Papyrus Texts.

Ill a review of Schcb.art’s Einfihrung V. Arangio-Ruiz praises the work, but det>recates the large

amount of splice devoted to literary papyri. Un naoco nuiniude di Popirologia^ in Atene e Roina^ N.B., iii

(1922'!, 283-6. The work is also reviewed by L. Wenoer (i>. Lit. Z., xliii, 1922, 289-97'.

A hearty welcome must be given to u secoiul edition, revised and inn>rp(>rating recently publi.shed

material, of Schubart’s excellent work Ein Johrtucsend uni Ad, Berlin, eidmann, 1923, Pp. lxxx + 144,

4 plates, 35 illustrations in the text. This well-produced and in every way attractive book should have a

wide sale, and it is to be regretted that it has not been translated into English.

A new edition (the fourth) has also appearoil (»f A. Deissmann’s great classic Licht com Osten (Tubingen,

J. C. B. Mohr, 1923. Pp. xvii4-447, 83 illustrations in the text\ It is unnecessary to enlarge on the merits

of a work so well known and in such constant use. It is sufficient to say that the whole volume has been

thoroughly revised and brought up to date, and that much m.itorial published since the appearance of the

last edFtion has been incorporated into it. An English translation is, I believe, being prei>ared. Rt*\iewed
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by H. A. A. Kennedy {Expos. Times, xxxiv, 19^2-3, 415-16), IV. M, Calder {Class. Rev., xxxviii, 1924,

29-30), and H. Lietzmann {Z. neut. TTzsa., xxn, 1923, 155).

A. S. Hunt, in an interesting article, sketches the history of the Graeco-Roman branch of the Eg^^pt

Exploration Society and its services to papyrology. Twenty-Five Years of Papyrology, in Journal, vin

(1922), 121-8.

Preisigkes Antiices Lehen is reviewed, with high praise, by A. Berger {Z. vergl. Rechtsw., l, 1922-3>

399-400). A. C[alderini] reviews Milligan’s Here and There among the Papyri {Journal, ix, 1923, 112),

in Aegyptus, IV (1923), 220-1.

H. B[olk.estein] reviews two lectures which are inaccessible to me. One is by M. Engers on Papyro-

logie en Oude Geschiedenls (a lecture at the University of Amsterdam) ;
the other one by D. Cohen on

])e Grieksche papyrologie en hare heteekenis voor de kennis der antieke heschavingsgesehiedenis (a lecture at

Leyden). Reviews in Tijdschrift coor Geschiedeais, xxxviii (1923), 12S-31.

R. C. Horn publishes a popular article entitled Life and Letters in the Papyri {Class. Joura., xvn,

1922, 487-502).

A work of a general character on the papyri was published in 1919 by J. Huttlova {Poklady egyptskyck

hrohu. Z dejin papyru a papyrovych nalezu. Praha [Prague], 1919. Pp. 64), and was reviewed by F. Hoff-
meistr {Listy FiloL, XLVi, 1919, 358-9), but book and review are alike beyond my reach. See Aegyptus, iv,

347, no. 3633.

A. Calderini has published a paper read at the Brussels Hist(jrical Congress, in which he makes
proposals for an institution to centralize papyrological studies. He refers to the example set by Aegyptus.

Comment proceder d nne organisation pratique pour Vetude des materiaux papyrologiques, in Aegyptus, iv

(1923), 190-6.

A. E. R. Boak gives a brief account of the papyrus collection of the University of Michigan, mentioning-
specially the more important literary and theological pai)yri and the two chief collections. The Cniversity

of Afichigan Collection of Papyri, in Aegyptus, iv, 38-40,

Calderini calls attention {Aegyptus, iv, 217-18) to an article by H. Henne which seems to be of con-
siderable importance but is inaccessible to me. In it he gives an account of the Graiix papyri, >so called

because they were bought out of funds left for the purchase of papyri by the late Charles Graux to the
Bibliotheque Rationale. The two which Henne deals with provide new evidence for the depopulation of

(tbe Fay^Arn) in the first century of our era. Papyrus Graux, in Bull. Inst. fr. Arch. Orient xxii
(1923), 189-214, 2 plates.

G. Rouillard has done a great service in compiling and publishing a classified list of the published
papyri of the Vienna collections. She gives first a bibliography of publications, then a list of the single
papyri arranged in classes, finally a table of contents. Les papyrus grers de Vienne: Inventaire des
documents publie's, in Rev. d. BibUotheques, jan.—mars, 1923. Pp. 92. Reviewed by H. Bassi {Aegyptus,
rv, 338—9).

S. DE Ricci has published another instalment of his admirable Bulletin Papyrulogiqne (v, 1913-1922
;

in Bev. e(. gr., xxxvi, 1923, 66-114), which may, without exaggeration, be described as a model of whad a
bibliography should be.

SCHUBART continues his bibliography {Papyrmforschung) in Sohrates : Jahresb. d. Phil Vereins XLVIII
(1922), 181-94.

’

D. Bassi has published a bibliography of the papyrological articles in the Riv. Fil. Class during the
50 years 1872-1922. Papirologia greca e latina, in Riv. Fil. Class., l (1922) 133-5

Reference should also be made to the very complete and well-arranged bibliography in the Byz. Zeitsckr.,
which will frequently be found of service to papyrologists. B.Z., xxiv (1922-3), 133-295

S. PIVANO has publi.shed a lecture given by him in the University of Turin’, in which he reviews the
services of Italian scholarship to papyrology, particularly on its juristic side. OH studi di papirologia
giwndxca e la scienza itahana, m Aegyptus, iv (1923), 245-82.

^ ^ ^

E Kalinka publishes suggestions and notes on rarious papyri, «>. : Wilckex Chrest 497-Grenf n
67 ; CW 13 , 10.0,,. 37

; SO-Fl.,. 61
, lOO-U.C.K llli sit-E ert 2 J i

der }Serkstatt des Horsaals {Stzgsher. Ifi'en. RE, cxcvii, 6. Abb
, IVien 1922) 27 ’i r T/r,

^

..ggoti,.. .„d note «„ r Ois,. 62, 76, 47 iani, A, ( -o’V (iKl M T
Orara, in K.a, i, (1923, 415 Vn A

*«

rw- (d,», jI a L. lit, Ph hS m i®,vT™ ^ir
pp. 42) deals ,pp. 40-2, .i.h .6. sdin. ii th.
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mysterious combination cwn-oTrapena has hitherto delied all attemtit^ at elucidation. Tie expliin^ it

convincingly as eV vTroTrapairla : meine Wirksamkeit ist an alien Segnungen der Herrschaft ihrer

Gottlichkeit nur ui unterueordnetem Masse beteiligt.” S. G. Mercati in C P.H. 30 proposer? dfoXu-yoc in

place of £vXdyov as the epithet of St. John the Evangelist. Note p<tplrolo<jicJo\ in Bihlica^ in 1 192:^), 451-4,

note 5.

10. Miscellaneous and Personal.

It is welcome news that the third Heft of VoL i of the Hamburg Papyri is in tlie piv^s and indeed is,

I understand, nearly ready. Wessely is autographing the second volume of Hopfnkh’s ( ifft nharu nps-Meher.

I learn from Dr. E. Diehl i)f Riga that 0. Krueger, an as^istant at the Hermitage, is pn‘[>aring an etlituui

of all the papyri in various collections in Russia.

Steinwenter and Oertel have started an ‘GXrbeitsstiitte fiir Papyrologie" at (4raz
;
and WesTERmann,

who is now at the Columbia University of Xew York, is training a papyrologir>t there .ind hoper? to

organize a group of workers in the field. He is himself working at the Cornell papyri.

Papyrology has sustained an irreparable loss in the death from pneumonia, on 8 February of thi> year,

of Fr. Preisigke. Coming to the study comparatively late in life, he threw himself into it with marvellous

energy and endurance. His excellent edition of the Stra.ssburg papyri ^hows his skill as an oditi)r of

unpublished material, while his monographs on the municipal magistracies, on banking, on the inscription

of Scaptopara, on the divine “fluid,'’ etc., reveal a wide range of knowledge and interest and the capacity

for working out a long argument and presenting a thesis with plausibility. His own administrative experi-

ence gave his researclie.s on ancient administration a special authority, though no doubt it sometimes lo<l

him to attribute to ancient practice a consistency and degi’ee of system which it lacked. But it is as the

compiler of such invaluable works of reference as his Berichtiginigslistet>
,
^amnielhu:h^ FaeJororter^ and

Namenhuck that he e.stablished his strongest claim on the gratitude of papyrologists. His eagerly-awaited

index of words is already in the press, and it is greatly to be hoped that it will be possible to puhlisli tills

work. That would indeed be the best tribute which his colleagues could pay to his memory. (See below.

A memorial volume in honour of Jean Lesquier has been published. It includes a liiugraphy by

P. JouGUET, an account of the funeral obsequies from the Lexocien^ notices by various friends, and a

bibliography. Jean Lesquier (1S79-1921) : Hoiamaqes a sa Memoire recuellUes par ses amis. Lisieux,

E. Mori^re, 1923. Pp. 68.

L. Wenger has published a lengthy and important memoir of Mitteis. Loihrig Miw^ia fhtd sei>\ M\rk\

Wien, Holder-Pichler-Tempsky ;
Leipzig, G. Freytag. Pp. 82. Photogra})h. Other obituaries of him ha\e

been published by P. Koschaker {Ber. nh. Verh. d. Sacks. Ak\ d. Wiss., Ph.-hist. Kl., ixxiv, 1922, 21-9
,

P. XYnogradoff {Journal^ viii, 1922, 258-9), and J. Partsuh iZ, Sar.Nt., xliii, 1922, v-xxxi;.

WiLCKEN publishes obituary notices of Diels, Robert, Mitteis, Xicoli:, Lesquier, Tii. Reil, .md

Moller. It appears that the second part of Reil's Geu'trhe was almost complete when he died.

B. Schwarz published a short article on Wilcken’s career and work in honour of his sixtieth birth<lay

{Leipziger Tagehlatt., Wed., 20 Dec., 1922).

Finished March 1924.
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FRIEDRICH PREISIGKE

By the death, on 8 February last, of Friedrich Preisigke, honorary professor at Heidelberg, papyro-

logy, which in recent years has had to deplore the deaths of such scholars as Jean Maspero, Plaumann,

and Lesquier, has sufiered another irrepai'able loss. Preisigke belonged to a class of scholar little represented

in papyrological studies and rarer in Germany than in this country —the unacademic, non-professional

researcher, who studies his subject only in the leisure left from professional duties. Born at Dessau in

1856, he entered the postal service, to which his father also had belonged, and after serving at Magdeburg,
Berlin, and Hamburg, he returned in 1893 to Berlin, where he took up the study of papyri and eventually

gained his doctorate with an acute and important work entitled Stddtkches Beamtenwesen ini romischen

Agypteu (Halle, 1903). In details the conclusions there stated have been corrected by subsequent research,

but the little treatise still retains an acknowledged place in the literature of the subject, and at the time of

publication it marked a very noteworthy advance in knowledge.

Preisigke was later removed to Strassburg as Kai&erlicher Telegruphendirel:tof\ and there he remained
till the end of the war and the consequent loss of Strassburg. His residence there afforded him the oppor-

tunity of studying the till then mainly unpublij^hed Strassburg collection of papyri, of which he edited the
non-iiterary documents {Griechische Papyrus...zu Strassburg^ Band i, Leipzig, 1912; Band ii, Leipzig, 1920).

The second volume, owing to the loss of the province, had to remain incomplete, containing only siicli

documents as had been finally edited before the French occupation. His edition of these papyri is described
by no less an authority than Wilcken as ‘^one of the soundest and most sterling achievements in this field”;

and it is indeed astounding that a busy official should have been able, in his spare time, to undertake the
severe and exacting work involved in editing ^o successfully documents of this kind. Another work of the
same class was his Griechische Urhuaden des Agyptischea Museums zu Kairo {Schr. d. B755 . Ges. in Strass-

harg, 8. Heft, Strassburg, 1911), an edition, on a less elaborate scale, of a number of papyri at Cairo.

A further work, undertaken in collaboration with AV. Spiegelberg, who edited the Demotic texts, is Die
Prinz-Joachirn-Ostraka: Griechische und dcniotische Beisetzungsurkundea fur Ibis- nnd Falkenmumien ctus

Ombos (Schr. cl Ges. in Strassburg, 19. Heft, 19U). The commentary on these texts, in which Preisigke
deals at length with administrative and other questions, is particularly valuable.

To most men situated as Preisigke was these volumes would have been labour enough, but they formed
only a part of his amazing output. He devoted himself specially, on the one hand, to the study of ancient
administration and economics, a subject which his own experience made very attractive to him and enabled
him to treat with peculiar authority, and, on the other, to the production of works of reference, verv
necessary now that papyrological materials are so numerous and widespread. To the former class beloiiij

his bulky volume Glroicesen ini griechischen Agypteu (Strassburg, 1910), an exhaustive study of Graec*r-
Egyptian banking still valuable as the most comprehensive work on the subject but \itiated in manv
respects by a misunderstanding of certain documents ased in evidence, and his monograph on the Scapto-
para inscription. Die Inschrift von Skaptopareue in ihrer Beziehuag zur kaiserlichen Kaazlei in Rom {Schr.
d. IDs.?. Ges, in Strassburg, 30. Heft, 1917), as well as some elaborate articles in periodicals, like his study
of P. Teb. 5 (Die Friedenskundgebimg des Konigs Euergetes II, in Archie f Papyrusfvrschung, v, 301-16)
and ins very important discussion of the Graeco-Roman record office for landed property (Das Wesen der

iy<r7j<r€<Dv, in Klio, XII, 402-60). In dealing with matters of this kind he had no doubt the
detects of his qualities, fov that aciiuaintance with modern practice which made him so valuable an inter-
preter of ancient analogies sometimes led him to attribute to the Graeco-Roman administration a decree
of method and consistency which is doubtless attained in the German bureaucracy but which seems'im-
probable in ancient times; but his treatment was always suggestive and not infrequently illuminatim^

He cast his net jnore^ widely in a slim volume contributed to the series Aus Natar und Geisteswelt
of which it formed No. 56o. In this volume (Antikes Leben nach den dgi^ptischen Papyri, 1916) he surveyed'
111 a brief but interesting sketch, the daily life of Graeco-Roman Egypt

’

To the second class of work belongs a wliole series of undertakings, in which perhaps Preisigke rendered
to papyrology services of more permanent value than in any other sphere. These are: Fachuvrter des
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offeatlicken Verivaltutigsdienstf^^ AijyptcifS (Gottingen, h liandy and useful, tiiuiioh not exhaustive,

liist of technical terms in Greek pajjyri, with explanations and references
;

Bt'nchtujtnigdute der (Jrie-

rkiscken Pai>}jru$}irknud.*jn int^ pStrasshurg, 1913-22), a collection of the puMislu'd, with many

unpublished, corrections to papyrus texts: Saninitlhifch ( h’ie<'fns<dier UrkviaUi^ a>tA a collection

of Greek texts of all kinds (papyri, inscriptions, ostraca, etc.) tiuidished in periodicals and other [daces

unprovided wdth an exhaustive index (of this series t\\o volumes had appeared l>etbre th’oisigke's death, the

first consisting entirely of texts, the second of indexes to thenii; and XautenkHck , lleidclherg, 1922y an

index of personal names in the Greek pa[)yri, ostrac<i, iiir^crijitions, etc
,
from Egypt. A word-index to

published papyri was already in the [U’ess at the time of the authors death, and it is mueh to be lio[>ed

that it will be possible to comi>lete the [)riiiting of this invaluable work.

After the loss of Strassbiirg Prei>igke removed to Heidelberg, where ho was a[>[)uinted honorary

professor and where he organized a Pa[)yra> Institute. To the series of m()nogra[)hs [)ublished by this he

himself contributed two volumes, the first entitled Vom fjottlichen Fl>n<hiin mtch AiUipiav

n

the second, continuing the tliesis of the first, Die (dotteskru ft der trlfiieftriatlirheH. Znt, In the>e he \entured

outside the sphere most familiar to him, and de>pite the learning and ingenuity di.-^tdriyed I cMunot think

the results wholly Miccessful.

Even the list of works s^iecified above is by no me.ins exhaustive. Prcisigke's energy wa^' indeed

amazing, and had he been spared he would doubtless have enriched the st leiice of [),i[)yrology with yet

further valuable [lublications He had not the [>hilological equipment nor even, [)erha[)s, the critical

instinct which would entitle him to be called a great scholar, but he was certainly a scholar of immense

industry and enthusiasm and of considerable acumen, and his services to i>a[)yrology can hardly be over-

estimated.

H. I. Bell.
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NOTES AND NEWS

The Society’s excavations at El-‘Amarnah closed down on February 26th, not 6th as

stated in our last number. An exhibition of the antiquities found will take place in London,

probably early in July, in rooms at Burlington House kindly placed at our disposal by the

Society of Antiquaries.

Preliminary reports of the excavations at El-‘Amarnah will appear in the combined

Parts III and iv which will be issued in the autumn of this year. Those who feel inclined

to lament the lack of plates in the present number will then find themselves amply com-

pensated, for both these reports and Mr. Winlock’s important article on the Seventeenth

Dvnasty royal cemetery at Thebes will be profusely illustrated wdth collotypes.

M. Henri Munier asks us to announce that he is preparing for next year a catalogue, by

authors’ names, of all the works in the Bibliotheque du Musee egyptien in Cairo, of which

he is librarian. He adds, “ Pour repondre au desir et au plan de M. Jean Capart, il serait a

souhaiter vivement que toutes les bibliotheques egyptologiques suivissent cet exemple : de

la sorte I’Institut de Bibliographie etabli par le savant beige a Bruxelles pourrait, par le

depouillement de tous les catalogues, editor, d une facjon plus rapide et plus complete, le

Manuel de Bibliographie qui rendrait tant de services a tous les egyptologues.”

•

At the fifth Congres des sciences historiques, held at Brussels in 1923, a provisional

committee was appointed to deal with the establishment of a new periodical for Byzantine

studies. We are now asked by this committee to announce that the first number of this

periodical, which will be called Byzantion, will appear in October of this year. The journal

will hereafter be issued twice yearly, and will contain original articles, reviews, and biblio-

graphies of Byzantine publications. Manuscripts, which may be submitted in almost every

European language—though some of these will eventually appear in French translation

—

should be sent to the editor, 12, rue Royale, Brussels.

Professor Sethe will, we hope, forgive us for announcing, without asking his permission,

that he is about to issue an entirely new edition of Erman s useful Aegyptische Chrestomathie.

It will contain, we understand, a complete text of Sinuhe and of the Westcar Papyrus,

together with considerable portions of the Eloquent Peasant and a number of unpublished

hieroglyphic and hieratic inscriptions. Printing is to start at once, and those who wish for

copies of this book, which should be invaluable for class work, should write to Professor

Sethe, Agyptische Abteilung des Staatsmuseum, am Lustgarten, Berlin C2. The price

will be about 5 gold Marks (roughly 5/-).

Professor Olmstead sends the following note on a point in his article Near-East
Prohleins, in Journal^ vni, 223 ff.

—

Since wilting the above, I have examined the Khian cylinder seal mentioned on p. 225,
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in company with Professor T. George Allen of the University of Chicago, and he has sent

me the following note :

“ The cylinder seal of Khian preserved at the Art Institute, Chicago, has the permanent

registration number 91.1280. Its lower end, of uncertain length, is lost. The part preserved

reads, according to my collation: ^ King of Lower Egypt, lord of the Two Lands, lord... life

of the people (of Egypt) [or ‘ that the people (of Egypt) might live,’ or perhaps, as

suggested in my Handbook, Gife in the presence of Khian ’]... King of Upper Egypt, who

increased. ..in [his] hoAj . . .S-wsr-{p)-r^

,

son of Re^, of [his] body....’

'‘The writing
^ ^

{sic) is probably intended for tkwy, ‘the Two Laruls.’ If read

instead as nir4 without determinative, it might do for ‘v^issals’ or even fur ‘love,’ but it

would be highly abnormal for mry4, ‘ embankment, shore, dyke.’ This last word, in a more

natural writing, is actually used of the Syro-Palestinian coast in the annals of Tuthmosis III

{Urk, IV, 729). It would be attractive to read it here
;
but both the writing and the second

nhy not shown in Pier’s copy, which might then be either ‘lord’ again or the modifier ‘all,’

are against it.”

As supplement to p. 232, we may add a reference to the newly published inscription of

Tukulti Ninib, or as probably we should now say, Tukulti Urta I, cf, Luckexbill, A,J.S,L.,

XXXIX, 61 ff. In the beginning of his reign, he tells us, he was forced to meet an attack

of the Hittites from the Euphrates crossing (Schroedee, Keilschrifttexte aus Assnr, ii,

no. 61, 23). With this is in some way to be connected the letter fragment {K.Bo. Ill, 74)

from Dudhalia to Tukulti LTrta, cf, Luckexbill, loc. cit.

In an earlier number of this Journal, viii, 45 ff., Sidney Smith has anticipated my
location of Kissuwadna with Cilicia and of the Shauiri river with the Sams. He is wrong

in identifying Atania with the Atun of Sargon and Aruna with the Arinna of Tiglath

Pileser I. The latter is in Musri, only a few miles from Nineveh (Olmstead, J,A.0.S,^

XXXVII, 179, n. 29, where the reference to the Hittitc treaty should be deleted). The current

identification of the former with Tyana (Olmstead, Saryon, 83) is not proved by the

finding of the Midas inscription at Tyana (Myres, Liverpool Annals, i, PI. XIII), for Atun’s

king Matti allied himself to Mita-Midas.

1 The two lower signs are very roughly made.

Joiim. of Egypt. Arch, x 23
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NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS

Ze5figirrines funeraires ^g^ptiennes. By Louis Speleers. Pp. 188, 46 plates and 5 sketches. Brussels: Sand

(for the Fondation Univer^^itaire de Belgique). 1923.

Monsieur Louis Speleers has the pen of a ready writer, and has now added another to the several works

on the archaeology of Egypt and AVestern Asia that he has lately produced. M. Speleers has always been

specially interested in k/ifahti-hgiires^ and has studied them in many museums besides his own at Brussels,

where his chief, M. Capart, has in the last few yeai*s created a national collection of Egyptian antiquities

worthy of Belgium. His book is therefore valuable as the result of special study. It is not a detailed

catalogue, naturally, of all the funerary figures in half-a-dozen of our chief museums, nor does M. Speleers,*

as he says, overload his work with all the inscriptions that belong to the sauahtis that he docs describe.

He wishes his book to be readable, and not unwieldy. As it is not an official catalogue of all the objects

of the kind in the museums concerned, this is no doubt the best course to pursue. Otherwise one would

not be able to see the wood for the trees. An official catalogue, which must at times be unreadable by any

but scientific researchers, is in quite a different case.

The present reviewer is himself specially interested in figures as he is engaged on an official

catalogue of those in the British Museum. Since the publication of Sir Ernest Budge’s Mmung^ thirty

years ago, Mr. Towry AVhyte’s article of 1896 in the F.S^B.A.j and Prof. Newberry’s chapter in the report

on Lord Northampton’s excavations in the Theban Necropolis, little that is very new has been written

specially on muabtis, though of course there is much information to be gleaned from the publications of

archaeological excavations, such as our own of the Egypt Exploration Society, and those of Professors

Petrie, Garstang, and Reisner, and their colleagues. M. Speleers sketches the history of the sauahti from
the Middle Kingdom, when it first appeared, to the Thirtieth Dynasty, when to all intents and pmposes it

disappeared. He explains its confused origin in both the mummiform statuettes of the deceased and the

wooden model figures of servants that were placed in the tomb. He treats of the text of the sixth Chapter
of the Book of the Dead and its variants. He describes the chief types of the different periods and goes

into the necessary detail with regard to the objects represented as carried by the sauahti, such as the hoes,

the basket, and so forth. He illustrates his book with nearly fifty photographs of sauahtis from the
collections at Brussels, Berlin, the Louvre, Leyden, Hildesheim, Gower Street, and Oxford. And in several

summary sketches he indicates graphically the main differences in the detailed appurtenances of the sauahti
at different periods.

As to the history of funerary figures, there is no doubt that they were still used in early Ptolemaic
times, and even in Roman days we have the strange blue, green, and yellow glaze figure of ‘‘Sdter a sailor*’

(CCOTH P N yWTHC), which is probably a mnahti and certainly Roman, in the British Museum (No. 30769

1

Speleers does not mention this interesting object, the latest of its kind known. He does mention tlie
mould for a muahti-^gnx^, B. M., No. 50667 (p. 18), but does not note that it is probably of Ptolemaic
date. He mentions the extremely interesting faience figure with the head of a Greek found at Sakkarih
and published by Maspero in Annales, 1902, which is certainly pre-Ptolemaic but after the Twenty-sixth
Dynasty. The Apis-headed figure at Brussels which he publishes (PI. 40) is of about the same date
about fifth century B.c.-unless indeed it is early Ptolemaic. There is no doubt that Dr Birch was wron-m saying {Alnwxck Catalogue, p. 246) that “after the 26th dynasty they [the iauabm appear to have
been discontinued, as none of a later age have been discovered ” though in his note on p 3 M Speleers
says “nos constatations oonfirment aussi Popinion de ceux qui pretendirent quWs la XXVIe draastie
il n’y a plus de figurines (Comme S. Catalogue, etc., p. 246),” while on p. 63 he admits them until the
Thirtieth

;
'‘apres cette penode, elles tombent en desuetude.”

The Middle Kingdom figrires in our museums are of great interest. There is little doubt that most ofthem date towards the end of the penod, and with some it is, as usual, hard to decide whether they should
classed as late Middle Kingdom or early Eighteenth Dynasty. Such an one is the lauahti of Eensenbfound by Feet at Abydos, of which there is an example in the British Museum fXo 49349) nnd nn.iU *’

iltateted b, Sp,lee„ » R & A. I h„e .d„„„ZSVS
p'

H
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n. 1, this kiiiahti, which is of Thirteenth Dynasty date, might but for the Middle Kingdom conceit of

cutting off the legs of the animal-hieroglyphs in the inscription, to prevent them running away, be regarded

as of the early Eighteenth Dynasty. Such objects are a valuable weapon in the hand of those who, like

myself, do not believe in Prof. Petrie’s long chronology, but prefer that which is generally accepted. “ One
cannot suppose that Rensenb's itshahti is live or six hundred years older than the Eighteenth Dynasty.”

An interesting figure in the Ashmolean (Speleers, PI. 9) is possibly of the Twelfth Dynasty. The British

Museum possesses, besides Ko. 49349, at least five other Middle Kingdom stone ktuahtis^ Xos. 8862, 30C)37,

32556, 36435, and 49418, all exhibited in the Fifth Egyptian Room, case 138. Of these, tw<j or three are

probably of the Twelfth Dynasty, others Thirteenth-Seventeenth. Of early Eighteenth date we have those

of Ipusere (Ko. 32557), the priest Euwi 1^24390), Xos. 51818-19, and the magnificent statuette of king

Aniosis I (32191), besides others. It is impossible to believe that more than two or three centuries separate

them from the Twelfth Dynasty. M. Speleers’ PL 21 is of this type. Of wooden figures there are several,

notably that with the ^w^/^-inscription of Senbi, presented by Dr. Gardiner.

M. Speleers gives a satisfactory series of pictures of typical kiuahtis of the fully developed Eighteenth-

Nineteenth Dynasty style, including Puyemre^’s (PI. 14), but then his interest seems to tail off somewhat.

We can find no mention, and no picture either, of the remarkable and curious alabaster ^sauahtis of the

Twentieth Dynasty, with their rude pebble shapes and their crude decoration in green wax-paint.

M. Sj)eleers has apparently forgotten all about them. Then the types of the Twenty-sixth Dynast} can

hardly be said to be described at adequate length. Possibly they bored M. Speleers with their monotony.

But they are often very fine things.

To my mind the author has not devoted anything like enough space to types and makes. The fine

wooden kiauhtk of the Eighteenth Dynasty hardly appear. He mentions the bronze lauahti (of the same

date) as a great rarity, and instances the British Museum and other collections as possessing specimens,

but does not mention the finest of all, probably the rarest and finest miiabti known, the great bronze figure

exhibited by Lord Carmichael at the Burlington Club's show, in 1921, and described by Prof. Newberry

and myself in the catalogue.

M. Speleers is most interested in the tools and other appurtenances uf the laxwhti-^gMx^. In his

analysis of these he has done most useful work, and has pointed out new facts, such as the representation

of the brick-mould in addition to the baskets, vases, etc. (p. 49, Pis. 23, 24). The dead man might there-

fore be expected to make bricks in the next world : a very menial occupation
;
but no doubt it was wisest

to be prepared for unpleasant contingencies ! The author’s sketches 4 and 5 are valuable as collecting the

various types of the .sacks, bags, pots, yokes, etc. of the kofahtU, and sketch 3 emphasizes the differences

between ‘4a houe et le hoyaii” ;
but we cannot admire sketches 1 and 2, which had better have been

re-drawn by a more practised hand. In the “get up” of the figures he does not seem to notice, judging by

his description (“leur barbe (de dieu ou de momie) est indiquee par quelques traits obliques et paralKles,”

which are not accounted for), that the beard was plaited. The god’s l^eard, turned up at the end, does not

appear on the kmahth till the Saite period. M. Speleers speaks always of the “ fouet,” whereas it seems

verv probcxble that the object so called is when in the hands of an Osirian in reality the ladaimttriuni^ as

Prof. Newberry maintains. But in later times it was undoubtedly confused with the task-master’s whip

as a sign of authority.

That brings us to the matter of the “ surveillants.” Mr. Quil>ell showed in 1896 at the Rames.seum, as

M. Speleers states, that one iti ten of an average box full of kiuahtis is a reis, wears the apron of the living,

and carries a whip. A woman's kmahtU had of course female reises
!

(PI. 26). At the .same time it is not to be

supposed that every kniahti in the costume of the living is to be regarded as a reis. It became the fashion

after the middle of the Eighteenth Dynasty to represent men and women of place and worth in their gala

costume worn in life, a fashion that persisted till the Twenty-Second Dynasty, and occurs, but very rarely,

under the Twenty-Fifth and early Twenty-Sixth (Brit. Mus. 32932). Then it disappears, as M. Speleers

says
;
but it is not correct to say that it was absolutely unknown under the Twenty-Sixth Dynasty.

M. Speleers mentions Reisner’s remarkable royal kiuahtis from the Sudan, and so is commendably

up-to-date.

The word kiuahti M. Speleers thinks meant originally “corveable,” or practically “ labourer,” rather

than “answerer” or any other of the equivalents proposed for it, and connects it with a word in the

Dakshfir decree of the Sixth Dynasty, published by Boiihardt, Zeitschr.f, dg, Spr,, xlii, 5, which he reads

and translates “ eorveable,” though it is highly unlikely that at that time would appear

23—2
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without would be de riguevr^ and the word must be j- His view therefore can

hardly be maintained. Certainly it looks as if it were in later days, when the word became muahti^

generally regarded as connected with and as meaning answerer ” or “ representative.’^ Speleers gives

analyses of the various versions of the sixth Chapter of the Booh of the Dead^ from the earliest to the

latest forms. The list of variants on p. 105 is useful.

The author is not always quite careful enough in his citations. On p. 7, n. 2, I cannot identify the

reference to Proc. Soc. Bihl. Arch.^ vol. vii, p. 54 : there is nothing on that page about hiuahtis. On p. 10,

n. 1, the first volume of the Egypt Exploration Fund’s publication, The Elecenth Dynasty Temple at Deir

el-Bahari is referred to as “ Xaville, Deir el-Bahari^ t. i, pL 9, 11 ; E. E. F. 1907.” The date identifies the

book, otherwise Naville, Deir el-Bahari, i, would refer to the first volume of the great book on Hatshep-

sut’s temple and the excavations of 1893-8. The later book should have been quoted as Xaville, Hall,

and Ayrton, Deir el-Bahari, Xlth Dyn., i. That is the usual and proper way of referring to it, as the title-

j)age shows, and the mention of the subordinate authoi’s would have been gracious, since it was they who
VTote the chapter describing the find that M. Speleers is referring to, and one of them (Ayrton), who
was in charge of the excavation of the tombs, was the actual finder. Then Pr{.)fes.sor Xewl)erry’s book on

Rekhmire^ is called (p. 37, n. 1) “Newberry, Life of RehmareT Prof, Newberry wrote and printed “Rekh-
mara,” and M. Speleers has imported his own spelling into Newberry’s title, which is unusual procedure.

The reference on p. 62, n. 2, to the Annales, t. in, 1902, p, 190, should be p. 186. Possibly there are other

instances of wrong references that 1 have not noted. What is the meaning of the strange reference (p. 74,

n. 1) “Brit. Mus. No. 6692 (Set B, pi. 16),” and “Brit. Mus. Set 35, pi. 2”? AVhat is “Set”? On the
same page Prof. Elliot Smith’s name is spelt wrongly

;
and on p. 14, n. 3, a dukedom is posthumously

conferred on the late Lord Carvarvon. We are ceHain that Professor Garstang never used the faddy
American form Catalog (PL 7).

There are a few misprints such as “Djeserwi” (s for s) on PI. 4 ;
“Hycksos” (p. 28); “Sinubhe”

(p. 89, n.); Xahru^tgsmdnachen'' (sic! p. 153), and a queer mix-up on p. 15, n. 2, “H’apres Loret, Rec.

tr. t. V, p. 72, les fellahs se servent encore des memes outils appelds en arabe ‘coufie’ et ‘hoyau.’” The
italics are mine.

We wish too that writers in French would abandon the use of that strange invention, the word “klaft”

(p. 33), and with this final vceu oim criticisms of detail end. M. Speleers has written a book that contains
matter of great value : I can only wish that he had told us more, and had given us more such interesting-

variations of the usual themes as that delightful little “scribe accroujfi” at Brussels, who is si> busy
writing down the number, 403, of his fellow-sawa^Ji^zs (PL 1). M. Speleers shows reason to suppose that the
number in the average kiuahti-hox was (in later times, at any rate) 365, one for each day of the year (tf.

Erman, Zeitschr.f ag. Sprr,, XLiv, p. 131), often 36 reises, the scribe, and the head-reis (?). The two
last seem to have been something of a luxury, and it was not everybody who had even 401 sambtis, or even
the more modest 365, at any rate until Saite times, when, as is indicated by the enormous numbers of
sauabtis of individual persons that have been found, the proper number was relentlessly provided by the
undertaker.

They are quaint little people, the sauabti-fo\k, and a lover of Egyptian things could do worse than con-
fine himself to collecting them. But if he does, he must look out for good and interesting specimens, and
eschew the cheap and common Saite multitude.

H. R. Hall.

Assyrian Medical Texts {Cuneiforra). By E. Campbell Thompson, M.A., F.S.A Oxford Universitv Press
1923. Pp. viiH-107.

^ ^

'

Assynan Medical Texts {TranslaHons). By E. Campbell Thompson, M.A, F.S.A. Reprinted from the
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine. London

;
John Bale, Sons and Daniekson Ltd 1924

Pp. 34.

A large proportion of the cuneiform tests estaut are concerned with the treatment of the sick: and
these tests provide a store of information about the religions beliefs, superstitions and scientific know-
e ge o e a } onians an . ssyrians similar to that contained in works dealing with funerary ritual
in the case of Egypt Mr. Campbell Thomp.son, who has already published almost all the plant and drug
lists, and the incantations for sick men, in the British Museum, has now published 660 tablets (exclusive
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of those adequately published by KUchler) which for the most part c(»iitain prescriptions for various

specific diseases. This exhausts the material in the British Museum for all practical purposes. His trans-

lations of the.se texts have already begun to appear, and are of such importance for the study (d ancient

civilisation that the attention of Egyptologists should be immediately drawn to material which must, in

many respect.s, resemble the medical papyri. Mr. Thompson's pioneer work on those texts will remain our

principal authority on the cuneiform side for many years.

The Babylonians themselves claimed, as Mr. Tliompson points out, thrit the iU’actici* of medicine

found in these tablets was known before the Flood, and this claim is l)orne out by the evidence of

conservative practice which van Oefele long ago pointed out as the characteristic of medicine in all ai4 (\^.

Doctors still used bronze knives in the seventh century b.c.
;

useless elements were still included in

prescriptions w’ith useful drugs, abracadabra figured as largely in the treatment of skin troubles as

poulticing and purging. Furthermore, several priests had to be consulted in the treatment of .my ca^e.

The incantation priest on his way to the sick man’s house had to note any natural (unens, and consult tlie

“seer” as to their nature
;
his observation of the sick man’s symptoms was prefaced by omens drawn from

the accident of his position. In this way the great work “When an incantation priest goes to a siok man's

house” began. Then came the observation of the sick man’s symptoms which commenced with the head,

and proceeded carefully through every meml)er of the body down to the feet, even including the veins of

the eyelid. From these observations the nature of the disease was diagnosed. In many cases the diM*ase

is named
;
quite as often, the conclusion is that it is “the hand” of some god, or even of the king. The

distinctions drawn in this matter between the gods are not at present quite clear, but from the texts

already published, by Boissier, Thompson, Holma and in C.7\^ xxxvii, it is certain that a very careful

terminology for various illnesses was in use, more especially in the case of fevers and skin complaint^.

The nature of the sickness having been decided, the incantation priest busied himself with reciting the

formulae, and performing the rituals prescribed, some of which are known to us in Thompsox, Dt^riJs (hid

Et'il Spints of Bahploiila. Meanwhile presumably ^ the doctor pounded up the concoctions which ha\c

remained a crvx iiderpretv

m

for many years. These })otions are arranged under vailous heads : some are

prescribed when a certain member of the body is sick
;
othei*s are for a wdiole class of diseases, such as

skin diseases: others are for sickness of a more general description, such as that arising “if a man i,s

bewitched.”

The texts have been co[>ied by an expert band, and the copies have been reproduced rno.st successfully.

The book is a pleasure to handle and read
;
and if a few errors have crept in among so much material they

are so trivial as to be easily corrected. Thus in K 3687, Obv. 12, read qctqtiadsu itoqnt (BU.UU-//^t;

Obv. 23, the sign for “ blood” is omitted before “in his mouth”; Obv. 26-7 are a duplication of the same

line. K 2723, Obv. 11, the last sign is certainly “hand(s)’’
; Obv. 40-1 the last sign is “eyes (2-,'’ not AR

;

Obv. 67 the second sign is surely SA, ef. line 65.

The translations of these texts given by Thompson in the Proi'eedintj.'i of the Roijal Society of Medicine

are intelligible and readable, a pleasant change from the ungramm.atical nonsense which sometinu's

ma.squerades as translation of cuneiform texts. The chief feature is the scientific method .idoptod by the

translator of naming those plants which he has identified exactly or approximately, so that even before hi.s

“Assyrian Herbal” is published .some conce2)tion of his method and results may be formed. The plant-lists

have obviously been used to assign various plants to their “ family ”
;
the use of the drug obtained from

the plant has then helped to identify the plant, more esi:>ecially where parallels could be found in otlier

medical literature, such as Budge, Syriac Book of Medicine. These identifications will enrich lexicography,

not only in the Semitic languages. The connection of mandrake with the plant aamtarrv^ and the

derivations of aavtapaKr] and a-uv^v^ from Assyrian terms will raise in an acute form a discussion from

which much of interest will result, namely the problem of how far Greek medicine was immediately

derived from, and how far it was independent of, the older practice of the East.

A few suggestions may be ofifered as a tribute of interest in the work. The word generally translated

“ temples,” but once “forehead,” cannot have this meaning since the temples cannot “go together” (107,3,

6*5), and is probably not to be read putu (see 107, 3, 51), but nakkaptu {Z, xxxiv, 92“^} “eyebrow,”

including the upper eyelid, to judge from 20, 2, 5. Tiiere is good evidence that {(xhniC) hhu^{iihnu)

diorite, .see Wetssbach, Bahylonische Miscellen^ 7, and Grant, Bimness Doniruents^ no. 52, 3. For the

phrase tran.slated “ .spread on a skin ” perhaps “ wrap in a skin ” would be preferable, from ederu “ to

enclose.” The forms II. 2 and III. 2 of ahalu are translated variously by Thompson, but both seem to

mean “add.” The word gidgalla cannot mean “excrement” in view of K 2852, ir, lu
; Thompson’s
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previous rendering “ skull is actually favoured by K 2532, 7, where a stork is boiled, and its gulgul mixed

in a potion. The boiling is obviously to remove superfluous flesh from the skull, haraim and palamu said

of the eyes are synonyms of nakaru, A.J.S.L., xxxviii, 194 ; cf. C\T., xvi, 34, 217, the devils “spy about

like a hunting dog.^’ The explanation of No. 14 is that sick men in certain cases had to repair to the

“place’' (oracle rather than “temple”) of Shamash to complete their cure, cf. J/. F.d.G^.,^1918, i, 25 ff.

:

“seeing fair things” refers to the inspection of the liver for omens. The explanation of LIS as “needles”

in so far as it depends on itgiiruti is unconvincing : this word seems to mean “bent, complicated,” cf. Z.

Ass., xxxT, 41, and Jexsen, Kultische Texte, 9*-10*. Should not No. 19, 11 be read iUd url'anni matj,

“crushed root of box” ? In No. 26, the root katamu whether used as noun or verb surely means “shut,” in

reference to the eyes. Thus col. I. 6,
“ If a man’s eyes are sick and are shut ” corresponding to line 8,

“ If

a man’s eyes are sick and for many days will not open.” See also col. II. 37, “ [if] shutting hurts liis eyes.”

In the same text, col. I. 22, read “sheep’s milk” for “cow’s milk.” In col. II. 31 vltatani^ may be from

in which case the text describes the suffusion of the eye with blood owing to an abrasion of the lid

to which unguent has been applied. Col. III. 2 kanHic must, with its variants eriUi and nrriUi, mean a

“woman in labour.” For haraH=^erem cf. R.A., xix, 97^; and for meaning cf. Creation I. 84. In the

ritual with the cord. III. 7, perhaps it would be better to translate “thou shalt touch” rather than “thou

shalt bind ” {lapatu not rakasu, cf. col. IV. 29). In IV. 31 read “ the wind which hath blown on the eye

of a man,” see Kuchler, Medizm, 90, 119. The passage col. TV. 52 I would render “thou makest to

spring up the standing crop...reaping, binding, binding, ear, ear...[Shamash reaped] Sin garnered, Shamash

when he reaped, Sin when he garnered,...” For hahhuru as “crop” (“seed-corn” is impossible) see

Thcreau-Daxgin, Campagne, 229. For Msu III. 1 of asu, used as an independent form, said of

removing kernels from husks, compare susu said of a stoned date, M. V.A.G., 1913, 2, 40. In No. 27, line 6,

read “a raven’s egg.”

It only remains to express the hope that the.se translations may finally embrace all the material included

in the volume of texts, and that Mr. Thompson’s labojurs may shortly lead to a similar treatment of the

Egyptian material.

Sidney Smith.

Hammurahfs Gesetz, Band vi. By P. Koschaker and A. Ungnad. Pfeiffer; Leipzig, 1923.

The new volume of this great work consists of translations with legal explanations of most of the

Babylonian legal documents of the period 2200-1800 b.c. which have been published since 1914. Dr, Ungnad

has now published translations of nearly 2000 texts in this work. The painstaking labour of many years

has been fully justified, for students of comparative law on the Continent, with Ungnad’s work at their

disposal, are devoting themselves to a minute study of the old Babylonian legal system in increasing

numbers. Dr, Koschaker, who may be considered the head of this school in Germany since Kohler’s

decease, has now undertaken the explanation of points of legal procedure in these texts, and his task has

l^en ably executed. Abandoning the method of summing up important deductions in a general manner,

he has preferred to add notes to Ungnad’s translations, and the change in method is clearly an improve-

ment. It is much to be hoped that the intensive study of old Babylonian laws and legal procedure will

arouse interest in the subject in England. The material remains of Babylonian civilisation are so very

scanty that the subject seems to lack interest
; the present volume should show’ how much remains to be

investigated, especially in regard to the similarities of ancient law to, and dissimilarities from, the practice

of Roman jurisconsults. It is also to be hoped that attention will soon be paid to the very large amount of

material of the NeobabyIonian period, which has of late been much neglected.

Sidney Smith.

Fontes Historlae Reliyionis Persicae. By C. Clemen. Bonn, 1920. 116 pp.

Foyites Histonae Religionis Aeggptiacae. By Th. Hopfner. Parts i-ii, 1922-3. 271 pp.

This well-planned series aims at presenting in a cheap and serviceable form the Greek and Latin
literary sources for the history of various religions, and is under the editorship of C. Clemen, who himself
leads off with the Persian religion in the first fasciculus. The authors included, conveniently arranged in
chronological sequence, are amply representative, the best editions are utilized, and a brief, but for the
purpose sufficient, critical apparatus is appended. For students of the religion of ancient Egypt, in
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particular, Dr. Hopfnei-'s careful compilation should, when completed, prove very useful. The two parts so

far issued bring him down to Plutarch only, and he would perhaps have been better advised in the case of

works so extensive and so easy of access as Herodotus, Book II, Diodorus, Book I, and Plutarch, De Is. et

Os^ir.^ to limit the citations to references instead of printing them at length, by which means the two parts

might have been reduced to one. Part iii is to reach Porphyry, and at least one further part will be

required, A comprehensive index (absent in Base, i) will, it is satisfactory to learn, conclude the work.

A. S. Hu.nt.

D<fs Alphabet in Mpstik mid Magie. Von Fhanz Dornseiff, Privatdozeiit an der Universitiit Basel.

{'2ToLx^iay Studien zur Gesckickte des ftntiken ^yelthildes luid dee Griechischen Wissenschaft hcrausgegcbeu
von Franz Boll. Heft vii.) Teubner; Leipzig, 1922. Pp. 177.

Man and woman are prone to speculate with numbers whether at Monte Carlo or the Great Pyramid,
and whether with the chronology of Bishop Ussher or the lists of the Stock Fxchange

;
and supei-stition in

some form or other generally creeps into the speculation. When, as in the case of Trreek writing, numbers
are expressed by letters of the alphabet, divine names and epithets are brought into the game and develop-

ments are fast and furious. Moreover in an age when the knowledge of reading and writing was conliiied

to a few, the magic power of letters was felt more strongly by the unlettered multitude and was exi)loited

and probably believed in by the lettered class. Did not the number of the Greek vowels agree with that

of the planets and of the days of the week ? and did not the number of the letters of the alphabet allows

exactly two for each month ? These and a thousand other facts were no mere coincidences
; they had a

mystic meaning and belonged to the constitution of the universe
;
consequently the supremo gift of power

w^as obviously the reward of the wizard who really understood them.

In the cold-blooded manner of the unbelieving yet enthusiastic student, Dornseift* pursues the intricate

divagations of mysticism and magic in the employment of the alphabet and has produced a valuable

monograph. Palaeographei-s and epigraphists meet with these things almost eveiywhere from the Roman
period onward. well-known puzzle is XMF in Christian inscriptions from Syria, Egypt and Xubia; it

can be interpreted in many ways—on the one hand as representing the initials of Xptcrrdy ra^ipir^X

and other expressions, on the other as a numerical substitute 643 for words or [)hrases of which the letters

added together produce the same numeral {e.g. dyto? d Oedr). Dornseiff has overlooked a parallel group

Xn0 689 which is not uncommonly found in Xubia (Griffith, Subiini Texts of the Christian Period^

p. 42 ;
Rec. de 77‘ar., xxxvii, 52) and still awaits interpretation.

F. Ll. Griffith.

Harvard Africav Studies, Volume iv. An English-Xubian Gomparatire Dietionanj^ by G. AV. Murray.
Oxford University Press, 1923. xliv and 196 pp.

Amongst the Berberines of Lower Xubia there are three well-marked dialects, all of which are pretty

well known, thanks especially to the labours of Lepsius, Reinisch, Almkvist and Zettersteen. They form

by far the greater bulk of this Dictionary. There are also fragments of Christian Xubian froni a thousand

to seven hundi*ed years old at least, little if at all contaminated with Arabic which at the present day

provides 30 per cent, of the Berberine vocabulary. Mr. 5Iurray has at various times lived and worked for the

Egyptian Survey Department among these people in Lower Xubia, has gleaned through all printed

materials (including obscure vocabularies of earlier travellers which had very little authority), and has

tested the correctness of the results as well as added to them upon the spot. This procedure gives to his

combined vocabulary a special authenticity.

Outside the Xile Valley, in the hills of Darfur and Kordofan there are village-groups each si3eaking a

different language, and some of these languages are essentially Xubian
;
serious investigation of them has

lately begun, and Mr. Murray has included the known words in his alphabetical arrangement. A discussion

of Xubian phonology and a slight sketch of the grammar precede the vocabulary.

Further his desert wanderings have brought the author into contact, not only with Arabs but also

with Bisharin and Hadendoa peoples speaking Hamitic tongues: this may explain why he is so much
interested in the kin of certain Xubian words, perhaps borrowed or lent, in other scarcely-related groups

of languages in north-east Africa. One column in his dictionary is devoted to comparisons with words in

such languages, many of them new and convincing. Mr. Murray moreover has his own views on the
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history and classification of the Sudan and Nilotic languages, subjects on which no two people acquainted

with the available evidence as yet think alike. Considering our position in the Sudan and the importance

of the Nubian tribes, this English work should have a welcome in the British Empire, and we are grateful

to the American institution which undertook the risk of its publication, utilising for it the sj^cial founts

and iirinting skill of the Oxford University Press.

F. Ll. Griffith.

Introduction a Vkudc des kieroglyphes^ avec un portrait de Chauipollion, by H. Sottas, directeur d’etudes a

I’ecole pratique des Hautes Etudes, et E. Drioton, professeur h, I’lnstitut Catholique de Paris. 3 planches

et 5 figures. Paris: Geiithner, 1922.

This is really a manual of ancient Egyptian writing, comprising an elaborate discussion of its nature

and varieties, a survey of the evidence of classical authors in regard to it, and of the early attempts at

decipherment from that of the learned Jesuit Kircher in the seventeenth century onwards, and a narrativ^e

of Champollion’s final solution of the problem. Forty-two pages are occupied by a very full list of hiero-

glyphic signs with their phonetic, word-sign and determinative values (retaining however the customary

printed forms which are often very unintelligible and debased). Finally there are illustrative extracts from

texts in hieroglyphic, hieratic and demotic. Bibliographies accompany each section.

F. Ll. Griffith.

Light from Ancient Letters: Private Correspondence in the Non-Literary Papyri of Oxyrhynchus of the first

four Cejitiudes, and its Bearing on Nev: Testament Language and Thought. By Henry G. Meecham.
George Allen and Unwin, London, 1923. Pp. 189. Price 7/6 net.

The most obvious criticism of this volume is that the author has unduly narrowed the field of research.

He limits his survey to the private letters of the first four centuries from Oxyrhynchus—or rather to those

published in the series of Oxyrhynch us Papyri^ which are by no means all the papyri found at Behneseh.

The temporal limitation is, for the author’s purpose, justifiable enough, and the restriction to private

letters is at least intelligible
;
but the virtual exclusion of documents from other sites than Oxyrhynchus

is quite arbitrary and can hardly be defended. Are we to suppose that the people of Oxyrhynchus were
nearer in spirit to the New Testament writers than the inhabitants of other places in Egypt I Doubtless

the reason for this restriction is convenience, for Grenfell and HunPs editions, with their unusually

accurate texts, their admirable translations, and commentary at once adequate and compact, are models of

everything a papyrus publication should be
;

})ut in serious research mere convenience must not be allowed

to rule.

I have dwelt on this point, because the restriction of the ground is symptomatic of the book as a whole,
which, despite its undeniable merits, has a somewhat amateurish air

;
the knowledge it leveals seems to

be ad hoc knowledge, and one feels an absence of background. Symptomatic of this is the timidity with
which the author cites authorities even for statements which are the merest commonplaces of the subject,

as when he tells us (p. 26) that ‘'Moulton dates the papyri from 311 b.c. to the seventh century a.d.,” or
invokes Naville via Col^ern as witness for the Thmuis papyri (why refer to these carbonized and often
illegible papyri at all rather than, for example, to the rich finds at Socnopaei Nesus, Tebtunis, or other
Fayum sites ?). The absence of background is felt, for instance, in his rather naive remarks about family
affection on p. 130 or in his statement (p. 154) that the numerous aUusions to seals and sealing in the
papyri “ apparently refer to a very common practice in the ancient East.”

Yet it must not be supposed that the book is without merit. On the contrary, granted the limitations
I have indicated, the author has done his work well, and his volume, conveniently arranged, interestingly
written, and displaying a critical spirit and common sense, will 1^ very useful to those wko, without the
leisure or the inclination to carry their researches very far, desire to have in a handy form an ’introduction
to the subject of the relations between the New Testament and the Hellenistic world revealed in the Greek
papyri. Should a second edition be called for, it is to be hoped that the author wiU enlarge his “terms of
reference” and make the work more completely representative of the papyrus material as a whole. As a
contnbution to such a revision a few remarks on points of detail may be offered here.

The author discusses on pp. 40-5 the classification of letters. He rejects WitkowskPs classification by
the standard of the writer’s education as too subjective, and a chronological arrangement on the ground of
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the frequent uncertainty of dating, in favour of one by contents or substance. Each method has its advan-

tages and defects, and there is no strong objection to the author's
;
but it must be jiointed out that it is

no less uncertain than the others, since letters often embrace more than one subject, and from the purely

linguistic point of view either Witkowski s or the chronological clas^itication seems preferable.

On p. 48 the author's discussion of Xolttov should be enlarged by including the meaning ‘^therefore’’

not infrequently found in later texts. P. 58 : Trapovo-La, ‘Hhe visit of a royal personage :

‘‘ or of his deputy

{e.g, the Koman prefect) should be added. P. 81 : ^‘A -v could be added apparently without any difference

to pronunciation.’’ This is a very dubious assertion, especially where the u is followed, as in this case, by

a vowel. Surely the explanation is merely that was confused with jy. Uncertainty in the use of moods,

and irregularities in the conjugation of dpL are characteristic of late Greek. P. 104; l8i6ros is a curious

form for dSoros; is it a misprint ? P. 13.3 : Spas 6 is apparently taken as “about 3 p.m.” ;
but immediately

afterwards aTro wpas rj appears as “ 8 p.m.” Of course the two phrases are on a par, and there is no warrant

for such renderings as 9 o’clock, 8 o’clock, or 7 o’clock. P. 1 35 f. : Reference might here be made to

Pbeisigke’s Die Gotteskraft der frilhchnstUchen Zeit. I cannot accept the main thesis of that work, but

there is probably an element of truth in it, and Preisigke’s evidence should at least be considered.

P. 140: “The practice of women picking up foundlings...and earning money by nursing them.” There

was no such practice. P. Oxy. 37 refers to a ftiaa picking up a foundling and paying a woman to nurse it,

P. 142: The author has confused census returns Steitersubjeli-^-Delclorationen) property

returns {MohilieR-DeHarationen). P. 148: Rather misleadingly worded, ^.corrjp was of course the estab-

lished cult-title of Ptolemy I
;

it was not necessary to cite Deissrnann’s authority for this, and it must

not be inferred, as the author’s words may suggest, that it was a regular title for all the Ptolemies.

P. 156 : It is surely buperfluous to refer to this shipwreck as an illustration of the Hellenistic background

of the New Testament. St. Paul was shipwrecked, it is true, but what of that ? Are we to infer that

shipwreck was an established social custom, which no self-respecting ancient would neglect ?

Two larger points to conclude. On p. 144 the author is hardly justified in passing over so cavalierly

the verv real belief in immortality among the pagans. A belief in a resurrection was the central point of

the Osiris (Sarapis) cult, the most popular of the Eg\qitian cults in later times. And the phrase ^ may

Osiris give thee the cold water” so frequent in epita]>hs, even the word evyjrvxfh should serve to indicate

that a belief in survival beyond the tomb was far commoner than Christians of to-day are apt to suppose.

Again, on p. 153 the author certainly misrepresents the mystery-cults when he implies that they did

not proclaim “redemption from sin.” Their purification was often ceremonial purification only, but it is

impossible to study the evidence fairly without seeing that to some at least of their votaries there was

a good deal more in them than thath Christianity is not served by ignoring the merits of the pagan cults.

Only prejudice will deny that its victory was a case of the “survival of the fittest”
;
but at least we may

say of some of those cults that in their later forms they Avere not unworthy rivals to it.

Most of the author’s conclusions are however sensible and well-considered, as, for example, his lemarks

on Hebrew influence (p. 85), his estimate of the nature of St. Paul's letters tjip. 97-102), and his final

chapter. Altogether the book, though by no means above criticism, may be commended as a useful and

competent summary of the subject.

Institut Fapyrologique de V Universite de Lille: Papyrus Grecs. Publics sous la direction de Pierre Jouguet

avec la collaboration de Paul Collart [et] Jean Lesquier. Tome premier, fasc. in. Ernest Leroux,

Paris, 1923. Pp. 135-261.

\o less than fifteen years have elapsed since the second fascicule of this work appeared, years some of

them of such agony and unrest as the world has but seldom experienced. The present fascicule was

already at press when the war broke out in 1914, and that calamity, with its aftermath of economic

unsettiement, was responsible for the long delay. In the interval one of the editors, to whom we owe a

lar<Te portion of this part, has alas ! been taken from us.
i . • j •

'rhis fascicule contains no text quite so noteworthy as the estimate of work with a plan contained m

Part I nor anything of .such general interest as the fragment of a code in Part ii but the average of value

is at least as hi-h as in either of the previous parts. It begins with a valuable series of accounts

(EiLgetes I) relating to cleruchic tenure,., forming fragment.s of a single roll. These texts are difficult and

1 Cf., e.g,, the evidence noted by A. D. Noek, Class. Rei\, xxxviii, 58-9.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x.
24
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imperfect V.ut of real importance for the study of the cleruohie., and they are furnished with a most

interesting commentary. They contain several conversions of various crops into the equualent value of

wheat. (I°may mention that these are supplemented by many .similar conversions in two lengthy unpub-

lished accounts from the Zeno archive now in the British Museum.) To the note on 37, 13 (p. 177; on

vep<ros) should now be added a reference to Westermann’s The Zaac?” in Ptolemaic and Roman

Eq>mt in Ckiss. Phil., XVII (1922), 21-36. In 38 f we have an intere.sting example of that mixture of crops

apparently common at the period, flax and barley (XiroKpidi))—an instructive illustration of the value

which even a biiiall scrap of papyrus may have.

This series is followed by an equally valuable one consisting of orders for loans in kind to cleruchic

holders. These raise many interesting and some perplexing que.stions, and the commentary of the editors

makes very important contributions to the subjects disemssed. On 218 their note on should

be modified in view of Westermanirs almo.st certainly correct explanation of the woixi in Jovnial, IX

(1023), 89 f.

The remaining texts are of less note, but include several by n<> means; without interest, for example

a valuable account (59) of iiaymeuta for the beer-tax and an interesting letter (53) concerning a revei-sal

of an administrative decidon.

It goes without saying that the editorial work is of high quality. The length of the ^‘additions et

correctimib” at the end is chiefly due to the time which has elapsed since the early i)art of the fascicule

was printed.
H. i. Bell.

The Tomb of Pmjemri at Thebes. By Xorman de Uaris Davies. New York, 1923.

The Metropolitan Museum of New York has produced another line work, a pair of magniticent

volumes of the Tytus foundation, in memory of the late Kobb de Peyster Tytus. Those of us who remember

the late ^Ir Tytus, and saw him at work on, for instance, the Theban palace of Amenophis III at

El-Malkatah, will be very content indeed that the memory of so enthusiastic and generous a patron of

Egyptian archaeology should be commemorated in so entirely worthy a manner, owing to the pious care

of his mother. Nothing would please Tytus more than to see the work of others, his successors in the

Theban field, published in this splendid style. But the volumes of course are almost too magnificent

in their get-up. They are show books, and frankly it would seem more appropriate to publish in this

princely manner books of greater importance than The Tomb of Piiyemre^ which is simply an interesting

account of a single Theban tomb, illustrated by facsimiles absolutely accurate in line and colour of its

wall-paintings, which might just as well have appeared in the modest format of the publications of the

Egypt Exploration Society. It has however seemed good to those in charge of the foundation to produce

its books in this gorgeous manner, and there need no more be said except to express appreciation. The

paper is real paper, that will last for ever, so that this record of an Egyptian tomb will survive most

others
;
the collotypes are of the finest, the colour printing of the best. The type is very fine

;
it bears

traces of French influence on its design, which impart to the fount a not unpleasing note of difference from

the usual Anglo-American founts, while avoiding the extremes of lankiness and over-serif-edness which

make French types so often ugly yet always so characteristic, and therefore inappropriate to the English

language and always strange and unfamiliar in it. This great fount just stops short of this in time.

Of a luxury-work like this, by so well-known an author, there is of course no need to say much more

than that the description of the tomb is entirely adequate. Mr. Davies tells us things old and new, is most

careful in his telling, and, as we might have been sure beforehand, satisfies all scientific needs while at the

same time interesting the amateur. We jib rather at some of his chapter-headings, such as “ Personalia ” ( !),

“ Pleasant Hours at Home and Abroad,” and Burial Assurance.” The Egyptologist will know what is

meant, and no doubt Puyemre^ hoped that he would spend many pleasant hours 1

C
desipere in loco—aeteriiitatis ! ”), and that his proper burial

assure him of some sort of triumph over death : but the titles we have quoted savour too much of the

newspaper. “Personalia” indeed is deplorable; we deprecate so modern and ugly an atmosphere being

introduced into ancient Egypt. One notes a tendency in American books to imitate the newspaper

“scare-head” : notably in Olmstead’s recently published History of Assyria, Perhaps Mr. Davies, who is

not an American, has in this case felt obliged to sacrifice just a very little to the newspaper spirit.
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The name Puyemre is that which we usually spell Puamrfi, Puimrc*^, or Puvemrc^. Mr. Davies trans-

literates unusually at times
;
notably he usesy for ^ have myself used tj for this 2Ci which is usually

represented by 4. Of course c is a very poor representative of the Egyptian sound, which was presumably
rather £ If we do not use d in popular transcription, we should use i rather than The French but
in English one cannot use the French y, while the English j is almost as inethcient a reiirescutation of the

sound as plain z. And in any casey has the fatal defect of being at once niispronounced not only by every

German, Dutchman, and Scandinavian, but by all Slavs as well, and in their own way by the Spaniards.

Tj I have thought got over the difficulty, as it cannot lie misiironounced by the Teutons, whose tj-
( = ^-

with y-consonaiital) sounds very like our the transcription favoured by Sir Ernest Budge, which

however has the defect of re})resenting one sign by as many as three. We cannot admit Mr. Davies’s

plain j any more than the French c/y, if we are to try at all to obtain a transliteration that is generally

intelligible by and conveys roughly the same sounds to the minds of all. One does not want dzh^ which is

as cumbrous as tch
;
2 is usual : why not use the Slav z ^ But the Germans, the Slavs (and the Esporantists)

must themselves abandon their equally aggressive y for and be content to adopt the y which ib

understood by all the rest of the world as well as by themselves. They can re^t assured that j in the

sense of y will never be adopted here in transliteration, popular or scientific. And as y means just the

same to them as it does to us, they might ju^t as well adopt it and have d<jne with it in Esperanto as well

as in Egyptian transliteration.

Mr. Davies will pardon this digression, which he has brought on himself by his writing the ancient

name of Deir el-bahri in a way which a German would pronounce “ Ypser-yot^nij whereas Tyes^r-tyosru^''

would not have been so far from the truth.

I note that Mr. Davies, n promos (.>f Puyemre^'s re})resentations of foreigners, acce[)ts ^Ir. Wainwright’b

shifting of Keftiu from Crete to Cilicia, which I cannot wholly do, in view of the ^Miiioan evidence. As I

have often said, it seems to me that Mr. Wainwright was possibly jur^tified in extending Keftiu t<'> Cilicia,

though we have as yet absolutely no archaeological proof that he was
;
but that he was totally unjustified

in shifting it away fr<jm Crete altogether. We have no right to sup[)ose that the Men of the L'^les were not

Keftians, and the tomb of Rekhmire^ .shows us that both were Cretans as the fi:)reigners of Sennemut’s

and Menkheperre^seniys tombs were too, and as Piiyemre^s foi'eigner with the characteristic Minoan long

hair (Frontispiece) was too. The fact that another Minoaiuseeming man on Plate XXXI carries a Xorth-

Syrian vase is to my mind merely a proof of how the Egyptians confusedly assigneil to some of tlie.se

northern peoples the products of others, not i>f the prcNence of Minoans in North )syria. M e mii^t always

remember that the Danuna, the Zakkarai, the Shardina, and the other seafaring tribes that frequented the

coasts of Asia Minor and Phoenicia were neither Keftians nor Minoan.s, possibly not any of them Cretans.

But whence did Seimemut’s Keftians " and their vases come from but Crete ^ or Rekhmire^'s Keftians

and Chiefs of the Isles ?

Mr. Davies has .some interesting appendices: notably one on the Temples of Thebe.s, a compari.son of

contemporary lists of temples with that given by PuyemreC Timse who are interesteil in religious

ceremonies will no doubt meet in his pages much that will arrest their attention. The proof-reading of the

book would .seem to be above reproach. It is a worthy fellow to The Tomh af Xakht.

H. R. Hall.

De Eyyptiiiehe VoorsteUingea hetrefeode den Oerhenod^ by Aprtaan de Buck. Proefschrift ter verkrijging

van den graad van Doctor in de Godgeleerdheid aan de Piijksuiiiversiteit te Leiden.

One of the mo.st intere.sting creation-myths of the world, one that exi.sts in the mythologies of many

nations, is that which ex})lains the first emergence ()f dry land from the primeval waste of watei^s, in the

form of a hill. This Ucrheuvel,” as Mr.de Buck calls it in Dutch ( in German ‘‘Crhiigel”; we, having

lost the convenient prefix ^Gir’’ if we ever had it, can only translate the term clumsily by some such

phrase as “p^'hneval hilP”’ or ‘ffiiiount,” if it is translatable at all), is often regarded as the centre of the

universe, the “navel of the world,’' optpaXos yi)?, and conventionally as its highest point, though it Is

obviou.sly often nothing of the kind. The wa»rld-navel how^ever onght to be its summit, and is .so

“officially.’’ As a matter of fact it may be a low island, like Delos, a rock as at Delphi, or a citadel like

that of Jerusalem. In all cases it is a .specially holy place, an abode of divinity from most ancient times.

Delos, surrounded by the Cyclades, was the holy isle that had arisen from the waves, Delphi the centre of

'24—2
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Greece, Jerusalem the citadel that seemed to be the crown and summit of the Judaean hills. And all were

early cult-centres. The idea of the 6fx<j)aX6s yrjs as at Delphi has been specially studied by Roscher in the

Ahhandlungen of the philosophical class of the Saxon Academy, 1913 and 1915, and at Jerusalem and

elsewhere in the Semitic world by Wexsixck, The Ideas of the Western Semites concerning the Xavel of the

Earthy in the Xerhandlingen of the Dutch Academy at Amsterdam, 1916. The ideas of the Jains, Brahmans,

and Buddhists with regard to the central mountain of the earth (Mount Meru) have been treated in con-

nection with the Greek conceptions of the d^KpaXos by Roscher. Other writers have also dealt with the

subject.

Mr. de Buck has taken as the subject of his doctorate-thesis the search for a similar idea in Ancient

Egypt. He has not been unsuccessful, although the available data are scanty and by no means so clear as

among the Greeks and Semites. The profane might say that one can find anything one likes in Egyptian

religious texts if one looks long enough, or at least that one can make anything one likes of anything in

them. This would be an exaggerated view. The interminable cosmogonical and theological texts contain

of course any number of confused and contradictory statements, but hard sifting Hf it is considered worth

the trouble) will usually result in the critic being able (or believing himself able) to put forward a theory

of what the normal Egyptian view was on this or that point of belief. Mr. de Buck considers that he has

been able to winnow out certain beliefs of the Egyptian concerning the ofKpaXos^ and his view has much
probability in its favour. He finds an ^'oerheuver' in the myths of both Heliopolis and Hermo})olis, as

well as at Thebes, The yearly recurrence of the inundation and its subsidence naturally gave rise to the

conception of the first creation of land as a mound rising from the waters of Xun. The mound on which
each great holy place was built was naturally regarded by it.s priests and inhabitants as the real original

“oerheuvel,” the Idg or ‘^high ifiace,” the h^g or ‘‘ riseiy’ whereon the gods first appeared after the end of

the reign of “ Chaos and Old Xight.'’ The sign Q does not represent the rising sun, but, as is clear from
the way in which it is printed in coloured texts and from its oldest forms, is a round hill from behind
which the sun’s rays stream upwards : it represents the first stream of sunlight rising at dawn beyond the

mountain of the horizon, the hill of the earth,
,

Q
"‘the mound...that raises its

head from out the water of ReC” The word
Q

I ^ meaning mound ” derives its meaning from the

verb ''to appear," and the ideograph of "appearing” and so of the king “appearing on the throne”
(eventually coming to mean “crown” or “diadem”) was originally the picture of the “ oerheuvel,” the h^g

of earth on which

$ ,

Re^ originally appeared : a
i' J

,

^ K— . “I purify myself on that 'Riser’ of land on which Re^ purified himself” {Pgr. Texts,

542). And Pepy is himself as god the isle that rises in the midst of the sea, vrjaco iv afxcptphTrj, 6di r

ofiCpaXos €(TTL OaXdaoTjs {Od., I, 50), ^ ^ ^ D
/wwv\ —/T

Q. he is the centre of the

world.

At Heliopolis we find the word A7y .strongly localised a.s the name of the holy navel-hill. In P^r.

Texts 1652 we find Atum Kheprer invoked as
^
othou hast raised thyself

like the Height,” and in the Book of the Dead he is “lord of the High Place.” This

high place to whiA one ascended by .steps Mr. de Buck identifies as the place known as “The High Sand”

Pi<'ankhi repaired to make his offerings when he entered

Heliopolis to see his father Re^ in the sacred Benbeii-cha,m.hev and thus legitimize himself in the North as
rightful pharaoh. It is significant that he went to “the High Sand” after he had bathed in the Nile,

representing the Stream of N un from which the “ oerheuvel ” had risen \rv .to Tii.oi-

considers that this high-place was the original the mound with its obelisk on it, from which the Fifth

Dynasty sun-shrmes at Abusir were copied. After he had made the oftering on the hill Pi^ankhi ascended
the great stairway and entered the Se«6eii-chamber.
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The importance of the High Place at Heliopolis is obvious, but it is not so easy to identify it as an

ofi(f)a\o5 yrjs or even as a simjde ^‘oerheuveP*’ with no suggestion of a central navel unless, with de

Buck, we assume that almost every holy place was in general belief an ^^>erlieuvely that the holy place

was also a high place upon which Re^ first appeared, and where the king took his seat upon his throne, as at

Heliopolis. In Babylonia the which was designedly an imitation of a mountain, is considered by

Dombart to have been also the seat of the sun-god. On the cylinder seals we often see the god climbing

the steps of his zikkvrrat.

At Herrnopolis we find more definite idea of an oerheuver'
;
Re^ when he began t<» appear as king

A\Z= O
mound is also described as the '‘Isle of Flame, ’ CZdI^Q^^, in

the Pyramid Texts
(| ^ (j

which reminds us of the Q-island behind which r<»se the fiame

of the sun-god^s rising. The 17th chapter of the Book of the Dead refers to the Heriuopolitan belief: see

Grapow, in Url'unden, v.

At Thebes we find Karnak described on one of Hatshepsut s obelisks as Zl
| ' ® S,

“the noble Mound of the First Time,” or as we should say, “of the earliest ages,” “of the beginning of

things”: “de eerwaarde heuvel van het oerbegin.” Karnak was then distinctly an “oerheiucL' Other
texts convey the same idea : Thebes is “ the Mound i k^tf

.

placed in Xun at the beginning," and this mound

was the central point w'here creation began
( ^ j >Sethe, Tlndtanisrlo:

TempeUnschriften^ pfjssiui ).

Following Lefebure, Mr, de Buck points out the oft ignored importance of the god Taneii f)r Tatenen

(T/t/in) as an earth-god and so the colleague of Qeb, with whom he is sometimes implicitly identified, as

he is constantly and openly with Ptah as Ptah-Tanen. AVith the Xubian Dedun, the original of the

Tithonos of the Greeks, he had nothing to do. The spelling of the nfime of the god wdth the symbol

was no doubt a comparatively ancient hieroglyphic pun, so to speak, in view of his function as the god of

the earth : it could also be spelt Sethe supposes that the syllabic

spelling as ^ points to a foreign origin, and that he was the god of Sinai (where he often occurs

ill inscriptions; Gardiner-Peet, Liscr. of r, Xo. 53) a*nd presided over metal wnrkinc : hence his

identification wfith Ptah-Hephaistos the smith. This may well be, but Ptah himself, “the Opener,” is

probably of Semitic origin, and like him, Tanen may have been introduced into the Egyptian pantheon in

very early days. He is often referi’cd to as the most ancient of gods. Ptrih-Tanen is the god who formed

the “ oerheuvel ” into dry land after it emerged from the waters : —w—
(j

the “ oerheuvel ” into dry land after it emerged from the waters :

I /vww\ 1_1 1—i .wwv\ <r—^ jj T t 4 H
“thou hast formed the land when thou wast in thy activity as Tatenen, in thy manifestation as the

uniter of both lands thou hast drawn it (the land) from out the waters of X'un.”

Mr. de Buck concludes his study with a section on the “oerheuveD in connection with the roval

ascension of the throne and the Sed festival, which is interesting.

I have endeavoured above to give the outline of Mr. de Buck's thesis in my <'»wn words and with a few

added remarks. The general comment that I should be inclined to make is that while he has conclusivelv

showm the existence of the “oerheuvel” idea in Egypt, this does not altogether correspond to what the

Greeks meant by the dju^aXo? yf/y. There is no strictly analogous idea of a wmrld “navel,” no ^nnhUu-us,

properly speaking, with its connection with the underworld and its life-giving properties connected with

the function of the navel-cord, in Egypt : no “navel” word is used. The nearest approach is when Pepy

as a god is invoked as himself the central island of the earth, rising from the sea. The idea of the ^acred

first land is there, certainly.

Mr. de Buck’s wmrk is interesting, and he has well utilized his various authorities, both ancient and

modern.
H. R. Hall.
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Amenojis IV: by Henri Asselberg. (Overdruk van den schrijver: three articles from De Kaiholiek
\

Utrecht, 1922.)

Mr. Henri Asselberg kindly sends us copies of three popular articles written by him for the Dutch

religious paper De KatholieJc on the subject of Amenophis IV, Akhenaten, We wish that Dutch writers

would not use the unseholarly method of writing the Greek as / : after all, was not originally /, but

as is shown by the fact that the Romans wrote Philij)pus and not Filippus, and it is not clever to try

to abolish history, whether the offender is Lord Grimthorpe, or Sir Izaak Pitman, or Mr. Asselberg. After

this initial grumble on a point of detail, which is really of little importance (although protest is

called for), we can say that Mr. Asselberg has written a very acceptable popular account of Akhenaten

which should interest Dutch readers. The author makes no pretence to first-hand research on the subject,

and he naturally follows popularly accepted views of the more sensational kind with regard to that weird

“ individual (which he certainly was I) Akhenaten. He is occasionally somewhat old-fashioned as to his

authorities, quoting Lieblein, for instance, as of equal authority with modern writers. But in other

cases he is quite up to date, and we notice with pleasure that he refers with interest and goodwill to our

excavations at El-‘Amarnali and their publication in this Journal although he considers that the work of

the Germans was “jammerlijk onderbroken” there by the world-war. We may take exception to

‘‘ jammerlijk” : our excavators can do the work quite as well as the Germans, although we may regret

that the Germans were unable to go on with it. By the way, when Mr. Asselberg says, referring to the

fate of the El-b\marnah tablets: “bet meerendeel dezer tafeltjes bevindt zich thans in Berlijn terwijl

de overige hoofdzakelijk terecht kwamen in de miisea van Cairo en Louden,” he really exalts the horn

of Berlin to a greater height than it deserves. Berlin has it is true the majority of the tablets, but to

say that “most of the rest found their w’ay to Cairo and London” gives an erroneous impression, as

if the Cairo collection were more important than that in London, and both w'ere very far inferior to that

of Berlin. That of Cairo is, as it is also inferior to that in London. The facts are that Berlin possesses 194

tablets, the British Museum 86, and Cairo 50.

So much for the “ Spijkerschrift.” We note one or two debateable statements, such as that “ Egypte is

^t onbetwist oudste cultuurland,” which would please our “ diffusionists ”
;
but in view of Sumerian and even

pre-Sumerian possibilities from Babylonia this should not be said w ithout a query and preferably without

the “onbetwist.” And it is strange to see the late ilr. Theodore Davis described as an “ Engelschman ” !

The energetic explorer of the Tombs of the Kings would hardly have tolerated being connected wdth

Newport, Mon., rather than with Newport, R.I. ! However, this is not the sort of blemish that will

mean anything to Mr. Asselberg’s Dutch audience, whom w^e take to be chiefly Roman priests and

ecclesiastically-minded laymen. The religious side of Akhenaten naturally interests Mr, Asselberg and

them most, and he has written for them an informing though of course not original series of articles, in

which he has used his authorities for Akbenaten’s religion as w^ell as can be expected. We are glad to add

these articles to the collection of ‘Arnarnah -literature in the library of the Egypt Exploration Society.

H. R. Hall.

Botti, Giuseppe. Franimerdi di un testo storico in onore di Tutmosi III. (Rendiconti R, Acrad. Naz. dei

JAncei^ Classe sci. morali ecc., xxxi, 348 ff.) Rome, 1923.

„ Frammenti di registri di stato civile della A Xa Dinastia. 765/., 391 ff.

7/ culto dirt no dei Faraoni. [Afem. R. Act-. Linc.^ Cl. sc. mor. ecc., xvii, 141 ff) Rome,
1923.

Dr. Botti has for some time pa.st been w’^orking on the famous [)apyri of the Turin Museum. He has
coiitinued Schiaparelli’s work of reassembling the numberless fragments to which fate and the ignorance of
past decades have alhuved some of these papyri to be reduced, and he has already reconstituted some in-

teiesting and impoitant documents. Thus some fragments written during the Nineteenth Dynasty contain
a copy of a description of a military exploit of Tuthmosis III, carrying back by more than a hundred years
the literary form hitherto known to us only from the so-called Poem of Penta'wer. Another group of frag-
ments gi\es a li^t of householders and their families. As the ver>o of the^e fragments contains accounts of
piovisions distributed to workmen of the necropolis at Thebe.s Botti very reasonably concludes that the
househohls enumerated on the recto are those of the cemetery w'orkers. The document w’ould thus be a
fui-ther proof of the high organization of the Theban necropolis in the Twentieth Dynasty.

A third papyrus, in 35 small pieces, contains an account of certain religious ceremonies in w^hich the
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names of various dead kin^s> tigiire largely. Botti interpret the duciuitent as de^'^cribing the oarrviug in

procession of royal images in their buat-shrmes, either on the temple lake nr on the Nile, and cereiiioiii(\^

attendant on this. The papyrus d<iteN cither from the late Xiueteenth or the Twentieth Dynasty, the

latest royal name in it being tiiat of Ramesse^ 11. Botti brings this papyrus into connection with a s<»nie-

vvhat similar and more complete document found by the Italian expedition at Der el-Medinah in 1908,

which describes ceremonies instituted by ^ulniOsse.•^ II in honour of King Ameno[)his 1, lie conies to the

eonclasion that the reign of Ramesser, IT marks a very important Ntage in the liistory of the cult of the

dead Pharaohs. The article is of primary importance for the student of Egyptian religion and ritual.

T, Eric Pelt.

W. .1. Perry. Th^ Groirfh of Cii'tlization. Methuen, London, 1924.

This book is a pojailar ex[>o.sition of the authors views on the origin of early civilization as gi\en in liis

earlier w'orks The Children of the S*tn and Oriijin of Magie <nul lldigion^ both of which have been

reviewed in this Jounicd (x, 93, fi’, and helow). There is some new material in the last two chajiter'^

where Mr. Perry attempts to show that warfare imt natural to mankind but developed mainly out of tlie

class system, and the book ends wnth a ratlier obscurely worded suggestion tint this hy[»otlie^i^ should be

Applied to the reform of our modern r^ocial institutions. T. Eric Peet.

The Children of the Snn by W. J. Perry, ^l.A. ^lethueii and Co., Ltd., 36, Essex Street^ Londun, W.C.

Mr. Peet in his criticism of Mr. Perrys The Origin, of Magic and RGigwn in the la>t number of this

Journal says : ‘‘My examination of the Egyptian evidence, which is a vital prirt of his argument, makes it

quite impossible for me to accept Mr. Perry’s results even if I could believe in his general method of

reasoning. Mr. Perry will hardly <leny m(‘ the right to wonder whether hi^ Indian and American evidence

would stand specialist criticism any better thrin hir^ Egyptian.” As the Egytitian evidence in the Children

of the Sun is much the same as in The Origin ot Magic and Religion it is unnece'^sary to go into that side

of the question again after Mr. Poet's review.

As in The Origin of Religion and M<tgic 3Ir. Perry ha.s produced this hook to further cert.iiii theories

with which he and a few other anthropologists are associated. It is unfortunate that he has .'^tarted with a

theory and has tried to adjiust facts to that preconceived idea. The Children of the Sun is a laborious volume

in which the author has utilised to the full his alnmst encvclo2>acdic knowledge of authorities ; but his

discrimination does not always equal his industry.

According to his theme, there once existed a world-wide archaic’’ civilization, of which the fau et

origo was Egypt. It is dithcult to understand how tins culture spread, ^ince it reached, says Mr. Perry,

Central America during the List centuries n.c., .md inspired the Maya culture, and also reached Cambodia

and gave rise to the Khmer civilization. Since, however, the latter culture as exempli tied by the ruins at

Angkor dates from the seventh or eighth centuries a.d., Mr. Perry’s chronology is paradoxical and

unconvincing.

The elements of the “archaic” civilization are set forth as follows :

1. Agriculture by means of irrigation.

2. The use of stone, tytiically for pyramids, dolmens, stone circles, and rock-cut tombs.

3. The carving of stone images.

4. Pottery-making.

5. Metal-working and pearl -fishing.

6. The use of polished stone implements.

7. A ruling class in two divisions :

() The Children of the Sun, connected with the sky-worhl, born of theogamies, who practise

incestuous unions.

() A class associated with the uuderworld, who survive as war-chiefs.

8. The sun-cult.

9. The practice of mummification.

10. The great mother goddess.

11. Human sacrifice, connected with agriculture and the cult of the mother goddess.

12. Mother-right.
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13. Totemic clans.

14. The dual organization.

IT). Exogamy.

This list presents a culture complex of so wide a range that it would be difficult to mention a people in

the whole world whose culture did not include several of its component elements. However, according to

Hr. Perry, it is not necessary for the entire complex to be found in one place
;
even the appearance any-

where of one element {e.g. agriculture by means of irrigation, or dual organization) is taken as satisfactory

proof of the existence of the archaic ” civilization.

It is impossible to deal, in a brief review of so diffuse a volume, with the details of the authors argu-

ment ; but I propose to consider as far as possible the continent of America. It is somewhat surprising to

find that practically no allusion is made to the southern regions : for one might have expected that Peru,

wuth its worship of the sun at Cuzco, would have assisted Mr. Perry's theories. However, he would have

found that his statement on page 2 that the essential fact is that irrigation tends to disappear in the later

stage of culture*’ is quite untrue as regards that country
;

it is doubtful if any early people ever attained

to such perfection in irrigation as that of Peru prior to the arrival of Pizarro.

When Mr. Perry does use Peru to give weight to his theories he is singularly unfortunate in quoting a

writer in the of the Zealand Ifistityte\i\io stated that two kinds of bananas w’ere cultivated

in Peru before the arrival of the Spaniards. This writer states that ‘Uo transplant the banana from

Polynesia to the shores of America, acr<jss more than 2,000 miles of ocean would tax the skill and know-

ledge of any ordinary European gardener
;
but for a people who have dispersed this species and the bread-

fiTiit through the countless islands that form their home it would be a simple undertaking.” Everyone who
has studied the subject knows that the preponderating weight of evidence indicates the banana was first

brought to the Americans from Africa after the discovery, and it is remarkable that though the Peruvians

represented their fond?, again and again in pottery there is n<) example known of a pot in the form of a

banana.

The chief part of America used by Mr. Perry is the Pueblo area, the culture of which he derives from

Mexico. There is in [Mexico a ruined puehlo^ Casas Crandes in the Province of Chihua-hua. If the culture

of the Pueblo arose in [Mexico it would naturally follow thiit the earliest Pueblo culture would be in the

South. This is by no means the case. The earliest pottery is the black on white, followed by black on red,

although black on white coutinued during the period. It is a remarkable thing that the earliest form of

this pottery appears in some dry caves in Utah associated with the basket-makers’ culture, and at Casas
Grandes the earliest pottery found near by at the ancient Pueblo is black on red. The ruins themselves
provide a polychrome pottery with vases modelled sometimes realistically from human and animal forms.

These do not appear in early Pueblo site^ in the United States, and later are of extraordinary rarity, having
uul\ been found in two isolated cases a perfect pot at Hawikuh, and part of a pot excavated bv the
reviewer at Kechipaun near by, last year.

Mr. Perry attempts to show^ by the use of a small map representing a large territory that the ruins of
Pueblo follow^ rivers and railways, and he says: ‘‘AVhat cause can have led men, all over the wide area,
practically universally, to settle in close proximity to water? I suggest that the cause was the search for
pearls and pearl-shell. ’ It is almost incredible that a man holding Mr. Perry’s position should have over-
looked the fact that even before America had proliibition the natives drank water. Has Mr. Perry any
idea of the country ? It is practically a desert. Did the Saxons when they worked up the rivers of Britain
search for pearls ? Most of the rivers, such as the Zuni River, even in the rainy season are little more than
brooks. The ruins in Xew Mexico and West Arizona are so extraordinarily numerous that it would be
impossible for the trains passing near water not to be close to ruins. Yet the well-known Seven Cities of
Cibola are about 40 miles from the railway. [Mr. Perry seems certain that the Pueblo Indians worked
mines which were near them. Then it is a very strange thing that no metal tool has ever been found in
any ruin dating to Pre-Columbian days and no gold found either. That they worked the turquoise mines
is indisputable, but that the use of that stone shows an influence from Mexico is not necessarily the case
but rather the contrary, as unless the Mexicans had seen turquoises they could not have known of their
existence in North New Mexico. Turquoise was possibly introduced into Mexico hv the Aztecs or earlier
Toltecs who came from the north. The elaborate turquoise inlaid mosaics 'were essentiallv an Aztec or
Toltec introduction and turquoise mosaics are still made by Zuni. The Pueblos like other Indians in
North America probably sank mines to obtain haematite for paint, but not to obtain the.metal for
other uses.
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hen Mr. Perry .>tart.s dealing with the ilaya civilizatieu which for the purpo.se.s of hi.s argutnent i.s

vital since it is, with that of Peru (which he neglects), the earliest and highest civilization in America,
he .shows no intimate knowledge of the subject or of the material ax'aihihle fur student,s. It would
possible for any one who has .studied the subject to quarrel with 90 per cent, of the categorical statements
he makes concerning it

;
even his geography is at times at f.iult, and indeed upholders of the theory th.it

Maya civilization was imported from the west have little appreciation of the phy.sical geography of the
country

;
they have yet to e.xplain how it was carried acro.ss the complicated mountain chain of the Andes

through hundreds of miles of tropical jungle to a point far down the Atlantic slojie, where it took root and
flourished, without leaving a trace of its passage.

The Children of the Sun could if they wished have settled further west in Guatemala, as ruins of
a definitely Liter period have been found at El Baul and Pantaleon and Quen Santo. On pa^n? 420
Mr. Perry tells us that the Maya civilization ‘Useems to spring full-blown from the ground, to use the
candid w^ords of Mr. Joyce.” It is only a few years ago that we used to be taught that Egyptian civilization
si)rang up thus, but the use of the spade at length revealed the pre-dyiiastic graves, with the earlier history
of w’hat eventually became the Egyptian civilization.

Scientific excavation of Central America is still in its infancy
; it wa.s onlv started in the ei^ditios bv

Dr, Alfred Maudslay, and explorers for the most part have confined their attention to the more obvious
ruins above ground. In time, when the use of the spade is resorted to, we shall doubtless learn something
sure of the development of this civilization, and it is better and more scientific to wait till that day than to

spin webs which spread from Egypt to Guatemala. An excellent warning is furnished by the fate" of those
cognate theories of the unfortunate le Plongeon. Even the string of pearls which Mr. Perry makes one of
his chief bonds across the Pacific breaks, as it is highly remarkable that the^e Children of the Sun ai>sorbed
in the quest of pearls when they reached the Pacific (the richest pearl field in the world), should have for-

gotten what they came for and used only the shell (except in the doubtful instance of Tahiti Apparently
when they reached the gulf of Panama they remembered th^r object of their quest, but on attainin<»- the
Maya area made no use of this whatever, for m spite of what Mr. Perry s<iys there is no real evidence of
the use of pearls by the Mayas.

Mr. Perry is doubtless quite correct in believing that the ancient civilizations of America were not
absolutely isolated from each other. The dredging of the Cenote at Chicheii Itza has produced gold orna-

ments ; while some were of Aztec design, others were of tlie type found in large niiiid>ei’s in Costa Kica and
Columbia and doubtless were traded north. It is of interest, t(jo, that north of Manta, Ecuador there were
legends of invaders who arrived in balsas and at La Tola near Manta were found a number of pottery

fragments, some showing a strong resemblance to late Maya Art.

However, the l>ook is of value in that it leads to reconsideration of current opinions, although it is

scarcely likely to lead to their considerable modification.

Louis C. G. Clarke.

T/ie Oxford Excavatioiis ii> Xnhia. By F. LI. Griffith, ^[.A. AiuaiJsof Ari‘h<ff^nJogif and Anthropologt/^

viii-x. Liverpool: 1921-3.

The last two decades have witnessed great activity in exploration in Xubia, a region in which, up t<»

that time, very little archaeological work had been done since the time of Lepsius. The decision of the

Government to raise the Aswan dam, a step finally decided upon in 19<-)7, immediately brought into pro-

minence the question of safeguarding and recording the archaeological sites which the alteration in water-

level would affect. The Survey Dejiartment immediately took steps to establisli the Ai*chaeological Survey

of Nubia, which, first in charge of Dr. Beisner, and later of Mr. C. M. Firth, systematically worked over a

great area and published its results in the voluminous B*d,letins and Rfjports, which contain a vast amount
of archaeological and anthropological data. Meanwhile the Service des Antiquites set about the consolida-

tion and publication of the temples, and the results of this undertaking are contained in an elaborate series

of memoirs. At the same time an expedition sent out by Chicago Lniversity under Professor Breasted

explored and photographed the pre-Ptolemaic temples and A\"eigall, then Inspector for the Service, was
active in the district and published a report on the antiquities of Lower Nubia with which he was con-

cerned. During the same period expeditions organised by the Universities of California (Eckley B. Cox,

Jun. Expedition), Liverpool (under Garstang), Berlin (under Schaefer and Junker), and Leipzig (Seiglin

Expedition), worked actively in Nubia. In 1909-10 Mr. Griffith worked upon the meroitic inscriptions (for

Journ. of Egjqjt. Arch. x. 25
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this Society) and in the three succeeding years he took charge of the Oxford excavations in Xubia. From

1913 onwards the concession was handed over to Dr. Reisner who has for ten years carried out extensive

ex2-)lorations in !Napata and its district and on other sites for the Harvard-Boston Fx
2
>edition.

The results of most of these active field-parties have been published-—some as si>ecial monnars, others

as preliminary reports in various journals, but others are still unjaiblished. In the journal of the Lhei-

I^ool University Institute of Archaeology, The Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology, Mr. Griffith has

during the last three years published a systematic account of the work of the Oxford Ex
2
)edition. This

account, as might confidently be exjiected, is in all rcs
2
)ects what such a re^iort should be. It contiiins a

complete catalogue of all the antiquities, admirably and abundantly illustrated, with all their archaeo-

logical data, their t^resent whereabouts, and their mutual relationshi 2>s.
In addition to this there is just

as much, and no more, introductory matter as is necessary to gra.'^p the significance of the whole of the

work undertaken, and an admirably clear and brief historical account of Xubia and its relations to Fgy2
>t.

Before passing on to examine this report individually, it may be observed that in thi'<, and the reports

of the other Nubian expeditions, we have a vast amount of material, collected and [uibli^hed in recent

years and iq)on modern methods. That is to say, in surveying the whole material, we may, for practical

purposes, compare all these publications as equal with equal
;
we are not confronted with the 2

)roblem

which is almost always present in dealing with Egyptian sites, of having part of the published

material in copies nearly a century old when the standard of epigraphic accuracy was not, and could not

be, comparable with that of modern work. The vast and com
2
>lex Nubian materials now at the disposal

of scholars must not be allowed to get out of hand. There is at the present time a great need for a clear

and succinct account of Nubia from 2
)rehistoric to Christian times, based upon the results of the last

twentv vears’ field work; it is oidy by such a general cons2)ectus that the missing links in the chain will

make their absence apparent and scholars thus be directed especially to seek them out, find them if

possible, and weld them into their j)laces. As all archaeological work is necessarily confined to more or

less limited areas, exploration re^ioHs or memoirs must deal with all material, irrespective of age or

nature that is to be found in that area, and must be, in fact, a detailed history and de^cri
2)tion of

the microcosm enclosed within the boundaries of the concession. It is a truism to say that each of these

microcosmic histories is but a small fragment of a consistent whole, and that a co-oi’dination of all units

is necessary to make it 2>ossible to reconstruct the history and archaeology of a district or of a country.

In spite of this, the fact remains that excavation records, each comifiete in itself, are liable to Ixi docketed

and filed after the manner of documents in a Government office, as it is no man’s ‘‘job” to bring them all

into focus. Let us hojje that in the case of Nubia, wffiere all the circumstances are favourable, an attempt

will be made to crvstallize in a short but authoritative form the results of the labours which so many

scholars have ungrudgingly bestowed upon Nubian research in the last twenty years.

The Oxford expedition worked in two different areas. The first two seasons (1910-11, 1911-12), were

devoted to Faras on the border between Egy2)t
and the Sudan, about 25 miles above the second cataract.

In this interesting region, the earliest remains—with the exception of a single i>alaeolith—which were

found consisted of a proto-dpiastic cemetery and settlements. The graves were shallow oval juts, con-

taining contracted burials, and pottery both of Egyptian and native wares. Some of the latter, treated

with haematite applied in streaks or patterns, is of S
2
)ecial interest. Stone vessels were rare, only a few

specimens being found, but many good specimens of bronze implements of various kinds came to light, and

a quantity of amulets, etc., of ivory, shell and other materials. A comi)lete catalogue of all the graves and

their contents is given, with accurate notes of the 2)ositions of all the objects b

The second article ^ 02)ens with an interesting and valuable summary of the history of Nubia from the

Old to the New Kingdom, in order to show' the significance of the finds made by the Oxford expedition in

their proper chronological sequence. A cemetery of the type called by Dr. Reisner “ C-group ” was found

and some 244 graves excavated. This cemetery dates from the intermediate 2)eriod betw'een the Old and

Middle Kingdoms. A fort of Middle Kingdom date w'as also discovered and planned, but very few objects,

other than broken pottery, w'ere recovered from the site. Of the New' Kingdom far more remains were

found. These included a temple of Hathor, which yielded a fine series of scarabs, amulets and other small

objects, and a quantity of inscribed architectural fragments, while near by was a small specs or grotto dating

from the reign of Ramesses II, whose cartouches appear amongst the inscrij^tions. Remains w'ere also

found of a temple of Tuthmosis III. An Eighteenth Dynasty temple, built by Tut^ankhamun, containing

1 Annals, viii, 1-18. “ Ibith, 65-104.
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fragments of some interesting ceremonial scenes was cleared and i^lanned. It was of considerable size

''56x25 m.) and consisted of a colonnaded forecourt, hypostyle hall and sanctuary. Of special interest is

the prominence given to the viceroy Huy on the temple walls. It may be noted tliat the tem[>le was called

Sehtep-entcr (‘‘Pacification of the gods’’) and was dedicated after the overthrow of the Aten cult when
Tut^ankhamuu had returned to orthodox Thebes : the deities worshipped in this temple were Amun, fsis,

Hathor and the King himself. The inscriptions from these temples are all published in full in the plates

t(»gcther with some others from East Serra, which is situated further south.

The work of the third season was carried out at Xapata, after which Dr. Reisner took over the con-

cession and has worked it every winter since with brilliant results, which have been recorded in this

Journal and elsewhere. The site worked by the Oxford expedition was Sanam, and it produced a rich croi)

of mtterial belonging to the ago which followed the New Kingdom—the Etliiopian period. The third

article^ <leals with the great temple of Tirhakah and the royal treasury. The walls of the temple were

adorned with a remarkable series of processional and ceremonial scenes. Of special interest are the

pictures of carts or wag<ms on four wlieels, and of men riding horseback seated on decorative saddles.

Amongst the antiituities discovered special mention must be made of a fine head of a statue of Amun with

disk and plumes scul})tured in yellow serpentine, the foundation deposits, an ostracon depicting two rows

of men taking part in some ceremony, moulds for making ushabtis, fragments of colossal vultures and

uraei, lions’ and rams heads, etc. In the ruins of the treasury some remarkable objects in iron, brtmze,

silver, glass and other materials were found.

The cemeterv of Sanam is the only one yet explored in the neighbourhood of Napata containing other

than royal burials-. Although the graves had no .superstructure, or at least, if they ever had, none has

survived, they corresponded in d.ite with the prosperous period represented by the temples, and wore

rich in antiquities of high artistic merit and workmanship. The graves were of several types, some con-

taining contracted, and others extended burials, and it seems that in some cases at least mummification

had been attempted. The antiquities discovered were of a particularly varied and interesting kind, great

numbers of amulets, scarabs, pottery, etc. being found.

We may, perhaps, express a word of regret that no anatomist was attached to the expedition. The very

important anthropological and ethnographical results oi the Archae<dogical Survey of Nubia, based upon

the svstematic examinatiou of skeletons and mummies, show h«nv much is to he gained in this direction.

The trenerally ill-preserved condition of the bones discovered in the course of the Oxford excavations

emphasises more than ever the need for specialist treatment: Nubia has many anthropological problems

to solve, and a critical use should be made of the material from all sites.

AV. R. Dawson.

Dif' Liter<ttnr der Aegy^ter. Gcdirlde, ErzaJtlungen und Lehrhilcher aoii deni 3 and 2 Jahrtansend w Chr.

By Adolf Erman. J. C. Hinricbs'sche Buchhandlung, Leipzig, 1923.

In the preface of this truly delightful hook Professor Erman rightly says that “ no one who is unac-

quainted with this (the ancient Egyptian) literature ought to pass judgement on the Egyptians and on the

epoch in human hi.story to which they belong.’’ Tlianks to Professor Erman any one who can read German

will now be able to estimate fairly whether or no Egyptologists are ju^stified in claiming that the ancient

inhabitants of the Nile Valley produced didactic <ind imaginative literature of a high order, as well as great

architecture, sculpture, and painting.

It is much to be hoped that this book will be translated into English by a scholar who is equipped with

literary ta^tc as well as with philological and archaeological knowledge, so that the contents of so rich a

treasure-house may be as satisfactorily displayed to ] British and American readers as to Professor Erman’s

fellow-countryinci i

.

The introduction comprises an tuitline of Egyptian history, the dating of the earlier period being that

of Eduard Mover and not, he it observed, that recently proposed by Dr. Borclnrdt. Professor Erman, it

will be iioted,\suggests that the Eifth Dynasty was i^ossibly a great age for literature as well as for

art (i>.
xiv), and he is likewise inclined to accept a suggestion put forward by the reviewer in Disco rerg, iii,

36 that the Herakleopolitan Period was marked by a great outburst of literary activity (p. 3).

The introduction has also a good deal to tell us about the ditleront forms of Egyptian literature, about

1 AnnaUy ix, 67-124, uml Pis. IV-LXII. - Up. dt,, x, 73-171, and Pis. XI-LXVI.

25^2
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the scribe, the script, and the writing-materials employed, and also about the difficulties confronting the

translator owing to textual corruptions,—for many of the examples of Egyptian literature that we possess

are, unfortunately for us, only preserved in the form of the carelessly executed writing-exercises of school-

boys.

A propos of schoolboys, the reviewer would like to draw the attention of readers to the entei’taining

account of Egyptian education during the New Kingdom on p]). 238-41.

For scholars the most valuable part of the book is undoubtedly that containing the altogether admirable

translations of New Egyptian literary texts and the accompanying introductory and explanatory notes, the

rich harvest of a life-long study. These translations and notes (pp. 197-384) will be of the greatest assist-

ance to students when beginning to study the language of the later period.

In the translation of Akhenaten's Hyran to the Sun (pp. 358-62), which is far the best that has yet

appeared, there are just one or two points which the reviewer would like to call in question.

P. 358. Erman renders U^-tic Iht-hi nh hc'W hrtpiV‘sn n ^rii‘Sn (line 3, bottom) “I\^urdon alle ihreSachen

genommen, die unter ihrem Kopfe liegen, sie merkten es nicht.” Would not the following rendering be

more correct ? All their things are stolen, even when they are under their heads and they know it not.”

P. 359.^ (| (|

(line 6) surely means ‘bSamen” rather than “ Knaben.” If m^y is not to be regarded

as the female counterpart of the male ejaculate, then shpr perhaps means developing”
;

cf. shpr “educate ”

“ bring up,” and hprv: “ iq^bringing.”

Breasted's translation of up-k vidv: (line 7) “thou openest his mouth in speech,” is on the whole
preferable to Erman’s “so offnest du seinen Mund, wenn es reden will(?).”

As Erman translates dmdy^f (line 7) as “seine Kraft” in the passage ^‘Du maelist ihm im Ei seine
Kraft (?), um es zu zerbrechen,'’ there is no reason why he should leave /• dnidy-f untranslated in the
succeeding passage. The combination is probably rightly rendered by Breasted “ with all his rni<dit.’'

Professor Erman’s translation of the Gedkkte aiif Thehen %ind seinen Gott (pp. 363-73) is in some
respects an improvement on that of Gardiner in Zeitschr. f. lig. Spr.^ 42. For exam})le •

P. 372. The rendering of the pas,sage (k-f h'ty-thty-fy (Section 600) “ ALs er die Grotte unter seinen
Fiissen eintrat, da kam der Nil unter seinen Sohlen hervor,” i.s preferable to “ When ho enters, the two
caverns are under his feet. Nile goes forth from the grotto beneath his sandals.”

There are also instances of changes having been made for the worse.

P. 365. Erman translates lyn ¥y r hub Iht (Section 10) “der Sand kam zu dem Ackerboden(?i ”
• but

as Gardiner points out in a footnote, huh Iht probably means something like “the delimitation of fields
”

and renders the words probably more correctly ;
“ Sand came to circumscribe

(?) the fields
"

'

P. 366. Why leave untranslated the perfectly intelligible words nn wit iw'-ty b»-/ (Section 20) “There
is no path empty of him,” and the also translatable passage iwn afr—safr Ih-f ySection 40) “ A fair colour
becoming a goodly shape. Forming his images, creating him.self. A goodly divine force Uhm) enlivening
his heart ” ?

- / o

P. 370. Surely hw rh-tw (Section 200) does not mean “sein lVe.sen kennt man nicht” but rather
“ his colour (or ‘ complexion ’) is not known.”

’

In Dergrosse Amonshymnus, zweites Lied, p. 353, the words nh rnks (Grebaut, Hvmae a immon Ra
|vili, 5), and viertes Lied,

p^
357, the words twt Irw (GRfiBAUT, o^. c.L,

§ xxiv, 2), a^e left rmtran.slated:
Erman has evidently overlooked Spiegelberg’s interesting discussion of the word mki in Zeitschr f. uo Svr
53, 101-4 in winch it i^s .shown that the object in question is the case containing the documents wlficli
assigned to the Pharaoh all his rights and privileges as the successor and embodiment on earth of the ood
Horns. T’lri inr probably means “pleasant, agreeable, of forms” (see Gardixer PS BA xxxvi 1914With regard to the translations of selections from the Pyramid Tewts, pj,. 25-35 ‘ma.- the reviewer
venture upon some minor criticisms ?

? j cwct

P. 29. S^elyM- n-f psdt n^rw trat {Pyr., 304«) means not “die Neunheit des Atnm liedient ihn,” but“the whole Lnnead serves him.” ’

Again h^ rfm
f

^ 305 «) nieans noy‘er sitzt anf irgendeinem Throne des Atum” but “be
sits on the throne of the Lord of All ” (.see Sethe, Zeitschr.

f. ag. Spr., 54 44)

Cf.

/. ag, Spr.i 42, 28.

O
Cn

“ Eescnmg whom he will even when he is in the Tei,” Zeitschr.
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P. 31. It might perhaps be pointed out that Ember in Zehsckr. f. <///. 51, 114 [37], compares the

fb
I

dkl {Pi/r. 402 u I with the Arabic and accordingly suggests that the meaning

is not “abstecheu” (so Erman) but ‘‘to strangle”

Do not the words he phr a-f hhv he lecht ii'f thrt{i} {Ppr.^ 408 h) mean “Thousands serve him, hundreds

make oblation to him,” rather than “Taiiseiide werdeii ihm zuteil (h ^nid llunderte werdeii dim geoptbrt” i

P. 32. According to Ember in Zeit^ehr. f, nij, P^pr,^ 51, 1 11 (8 the verb nk}> \ Ppr.^ 411 a) me<ins ‘'to bite

not “ to gulp down ” (verschlingeii).

intt {Ppr,, 816 c} jjrobdbly means “forehead-unguent” rather than “ feines 01“'
;
see the reviewer’s art.

“ Oa the Same of ail Cnyvent used for Cereiaotual Purposes^' in Joarnal, ^ b 5s -bO.

P. 33, Breasted {Decelopmeat^ 22) is possibly right in tranr^lating mk^f ^adt ^nht t^u'y hu ' Ppr., 1194t/, 5;

“his unblemished birth whereby the Tw(j Lands live.”

/S/r in sIt'ii nfS. Uhv’d pic {P^jr.^ 1108) seems to mean “to hammer ““ rather than “to stamp.”

The reviewer has made a fairly careful study of certain of the translations in Section IT d p.s* der aherer

Zeit^ reading them side by side with the Egy})tian texts and also comparing them with previous translations.

May he be allowed to set down the results of his study in some detail, lirst pointing out, in the case of each

l>articular translation, where he thinks Professor Erman has iiuprovetl upon the work of his prodeces.sors,

and then offering certain criticisms, some of which at any rate both Professor Erman and, with his per-

mission, the scholar whom he makes responsible for the almost inevitable English edition of this book, may
regard as worthy of consideration i

Of the translations in question one of the best is that of the very difficult “ Mahnworte vines Propheteii,"

pp. 130-148. How excellent Erman’s new renderings are of certain hitherto obscure pass<iges will ap]>ear

in the following paragraphs.

P. 133. “Der Fluss ist Blut ;
trinkt man von ihm, so weist man es als Mensch zuriick, (denn; man

durstet nach \Yas.scr” is a more satisfactory rendering ot Jtru: ni sat krr-tic had np'tie m rmtj Ih tn' mtr

than Gardiner's “ The river is blood, and \yet) men drink of it. Men shrink from h Tasting; human beings,

and thirst after water.”

P. 134. Erman riglitlv gives “leere” as the meaning of ,11; instead of “dry” as

Gardiner translates the word, kc “dry” according to Erman-Grapow, Glossary 179, being written with

determ. Q or

P. 135. Ifdnich (3, 8) “Das Gold wird vermindert” ;
so Erman rightly as against Gardiners “Gold is

lacking.”

P. 138. Erman gives a brilliant rendering of the difficult passage nhai ... ai id n kp—hr hkr ^6, 2-3; :

“Man raubt die Abfalle(0 aus dem Maule des Schweines, ohne (so wie friiher) zu sagen : Mas

ist besser fiir dich als fiir mich,' weil man so hungrig ist.”

P. 141. Equallv clever is the translation of Dhh ud tthtf /a nh shro: (7, 11), “ Wer ihm soiist um seine

Neigen bat, der besitzt jetzt starkes Bier '' (lit. beer that bowls one over 1;. Gardiner’s translation is

much less satisfactory “ He who begged for himself his dregs is (now^ the possessor of bowls full to over-

flowing (?).”

P. 143. “ Kisse”‘ as the meaning of khe (9, 1) gives better sense than “waterskin.”

Stopfen ” seems a more likely meaning of idt (9, 1 and 4, 2} thrin prej^are, m<ike ready.

P. 147. ‘‘Mit Amuletten geschutzt,” Erinan’s rendering of tjr m teiUo: at, 2
;^

j,- decidedly preferable to

Gardiner’s “ stored in safety.”

Now for one or two criticisms :

P. 132. The perfectly translatable sentence a dd rhtyfk Hptef [\, 3), “ The washerman refuses U) carry

his load,” is omitted, evidently by an oversight.

P. 133. It might be noted that Erman renders wk (2, 4) as “barren,” against the view of Setlie and

Gardiner, who take the verb to mean '‘be wanting,” a view which finds support in the passage quoted by

Gardiner in his Aduio/utionsy p. 2 iPiehl, Liscy,, i, 38, 9-39, 1).

P. 134. The words mlk sy hiw (2, 13), left untranslated by Erman and Gardiner, must mean “behold it

is a net,” be. a trap. E'er sme “net'' see i /'L, iv, i-^Joarauh v, 49 ; Urk\, iv, 650.

P. 144. Erman gives “ Weizen as the meaning of hdt (10, 4), but it surely means spelt.”
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Koiiig Cheops %i)id der ZauhereVy pp. 64-77.

P. 74. The reviewer would like to draw attention to Professor Erman’s brilliant rendering of the

/wwvv n n Q ^ ^ _/i /vww* ^ ®
hitherto obscure passage

O J o III J
{}yestcary x, 10-11) “Der Titel seiner Glieder war aus Gold und sein Kopftuch aus echtem Lapislazuli.”

As he points out in an explanatory note, the children are described as coming into the world w'earing the

blue and yellow stri}>ed royal head-cloth and as having their titles, which every Egyptian Pharaoh assumed

on attaining the throne, inlaid in gold on their limbs, i.e. they are conceived of as inlaid bronze or copper

figures. It might be pointed out here that a similar idea also occurs in Eamesses Il’s address to Ptah,

engraved on a stela in the great temple of Abu Simbel, where that god is represented as saying to the king

‘‘I have wrought thy body of gold {d^m)y thy bones of copper, thy vessels of iron {hU-n-ptyj'' Similarly,

according to Py/\, 530, 1454, 2051, the bones of the reconstituted body of the dead Pharaoh are of copper.

Again in the much damaged description of the fashioning of the dead Pharaoh’s new body 1066-

71) copper {bU) is distinctly stated (1966) to be one of the materials employed, and Sokar is said to

smelt for the deceased his bones. Lastly in a coffin-text of the Herakleopolitan jieriod the deceased says

of himself :
“ The apex of my back is of lapislazuli, my body is of gold {d^yii)y my neck {h^at) is of gold

(a?t’5)” (Lacau, Textes religieitXy i, 82; cf. also the description of the aged sun-god in Naville, ‘‘La

destruction des hommes par les dieux,” in T.S.B,A.^ iv, 1-9).

The translation oi gm-ii-sn ko d^yic skd
(
WestcaVy x, 2), “sie...fanden ihn, wie er dastand mit herab-

hangendem (?) Schurz,” does not fully convey the sense of sJuly which surely means “be upside down.” Is

not the idea that Re^woser was so distracted that he did not notice that he had put his loin-cloth on the

wrong way up ?

P. 75. Is it not possible that the words hn^lc s^h m htA {Westcar, x, 16), Erman’s rendering of which
“ Nahe dich nicht in ihrem Leibe” has very little meaning, might be translated “ Do not toe it {i.e. jump

about) in her womb,” the verb s^k here being derived from
^

“ toe ” ?

When this book was being prepared for the press Gardiner’s article “A Hitherto Unnoticed Negative
in Middle Egv^ptian,” in Bee. de Trav.y 40, 79 foil., had not yet appeared. Thus little sense could be made
of the passage jifrpio kranh — hr htmAn (TFes^cur, x, 123), which now, however, thanks to Gardiners
brilliant discovery, can be translated “ There is no making good here, but the barley of these dancers is in

a chamber bearing their seal.”

Die Grundvng eiaes TempelSy pp. 79-82.

P. 82. More can be made of the ending of this interesting text than has been made of it here. There
are certain useful parallels in the account of the laying out of the foundations of a temple by Tuthmosis III

(
Urk\y IV, 166), a text which has apparently escaped Professor Erman’s notice, but which is of assistance in

the interpretation of the concluding sentences of the Berlin document. These, in the reviewer’s opinion,

should be transcribed and translated as follows :
—

5 \\(2l
fl 1

/I\

^
J
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I XX I CD,

Ci I I

J

'§1

T AA/Wva N A/VWv\ T_2I/WWv\' ^ ^ A/ n \

^ @ “(Ihe king appeared in the double plumed diadem with all the people {;rhyt\ behind

him.) The chief lector, the scribe of the god's book, extended the line {i.e. for fixing the axis) and let go the
measuring cord (for the laying out of the walls or the fixing of the four corners). It (the foundation stone)
wtxs laid3 in the ground, and work was begun3 on this teniide. Then his majesty made the king of Upper

betake himself back to the presence, saying, ‘L^nited in one are Upper and Low’er Ec^ypt,’
He who is in Aphroditopolis ” ®

1 L., D., Ill, 194, 9-10.

The sign in hieratic is naore like than but see the parallel passage in UrA-., A^^
3 Impersonal use of passive form sdmw-f. uaJu

yEvidently this is an officiant who, impersonating the King of Upper Egypt, takes part in a performance
winch recalls some event that occurred at the uniting of the Two Lands by Menes. In this connection it mi-ffit be
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Ber Kcirapf des Konigs Knmose^ pp. 83-5.

P. 83. The meaning of hi Bd rdl hr m nhH dsf {Com. Tahl.., i, 2; ii- ratb<H* “ has installed him as a

veritable kiiig’^ than Re selbst hat iliii zum Kunig goinacht.”

P. 84. Der die rechteu Gcdaiiken hat ’ for oxtg {Co I'lioi'roti Tohl^^t.^ i, 10^ i.^ disrinctly preferable

to Gartliner-Gunn's “just of counsel.”

Eiinan has evidently not read Battisoombe Gunn and Gardiner’s joint tiMiislation of this text (in

Joiinud^ V, 45, 46), which is in certain points a distinct improvement on that which ( Jardinei* [>rinted in

Joiinial, III, 95-110. Thus the later translation of hiCi sv: r Ih— {Corix. T(ihL^ i, 3j, “To what purp<)se

am I cognisant of it, this power of mine, when one chieftain is in Avails, another in Kusli, and (so) 1 sit

in company with an Asiatic and a Negro” is far preferable, from the point of view of syntax, to “ Ich

rnoclite wissen, wozu meine Starke dient. Ein Burst sitzt in Auaris iind ein <indcrer in Xubien und ich

sitze da, zusarnmen mit eineni Asiaten und cinem Noger."

Bdt {Corn. Tahh. i, 6) surely means “ spelt," not “ Weizen.”

Erman leaves hgr v:hl {Cara. Tahl.y i, 8; untranslated, though “success will come,” the rendering of

both the above-mentioned English translations is a highly likely one. Rwd occurs with a ^imilar rne.ining

both in Kahhon StelOy 20, and in J'lU^aakhaiaua Ste/a, 8.

Die Lehre far Konig Meri-ka-rey pp. 109-19.

P. 112. “Seine Taten werden haufenweise neben ihm gelegt ” {Pop. Petersburg

y

1116a recto, 55; ^^ocms

a more satisfactory translation of rdhw spirf r gsf m ^h^io than Gardiner's “hi.>, deeds are laid beside him
for (all) treasure.”

P. 117. ‘‘Gott greift den an, der gegen den Tempel feind ist ” .-eeuis to be a iiossible translation of

tH’ ntr shi-hr r pr {Pap. Petershargy 1116 a recto, 110). Gardiner renders the words “God thwarts (^) the

rebel...home.”

“Das Konigtum ist ein schdnes Amt. Audi wenn es keinen Solin und keineu Bruder hat, der die Erinne-

rung daran fortdauern Hesse, so stellt doch einer (das Denkmal; des andern wiedcr her” is on the whole

a better rendering of Uiet pw afrt—hi rninh kg {Pap. Petersburg

y

1116a recto, 116-17; than Gardiner’s

“A goodly office is that of King; it has no son nor has it a brother who is made to endure upon its

momiments. One brings honour to another.”

P. 110. “They who know (the extent of; his knowledge do not thwart him” seems a more natural and
satisfactory translation of n tkk-a he rkw rhf {Pap. Petersburpy 1116a recto, 33-4;, than “den greifen die

Gelehrten nicht an, wenn er gelehrt ist.'’

P. 111. The quite legible words hacd tii^u:-k {Dqy. Petershargy 1116a recto, 3^) “make strong tliv

frontiers ” have been left untranslated.

Why are the words spkk pa: hied m .h'lc (Pop. Petersbarpy 1116 a recto, 45; not translated ( They clearly

mean “August is he who is rich in magistrates.”

Mtg n nb ^kPlb {Pop. Petershargy 1116a recto, 46) means “ Uprightne.ss of heart betits the sovereign"

rather than “Einem Herrn mit rectem Sinne geht es gut.”

Translate ir nij^ adk-k tp ti Petershargy 1116a recto, 46-7; “Do right that thou mayest live

long upon earth ” and not “ Tue das Kechte solange du auf Erden weilst.”

P. 112. Errnan’s translation of khi pie srhy m hi (Pap. Petersburg. 1116a recto, 54; “ Ubel ergeht es,

wo der Anklager der Weise ist,” in which he takes hi “der Weise” to mean ThOth, seems too far-fetched.

It is better to take sr^oj as perf. 2^ass. 2>artici2de= “ he who has been cited,” “the accused,*’ and translate

“Woful is the accused when in the ca
2
)acity of {ni) one who knows,’ i.e. an instructed 2>erson who therefore

should know better, or jicrhajis rather, as Gardiner suggests, one who knows he is guilt v.

P. 113. Gardiners inteiqiretation of the jiassage rapt 26—n hrdir {Pop. Petersburg

y

1116 a recto, 58-9)

is more satisfactory than Erman’s. The latter scholar takes rapt 26 as a genitive detining ricd //</, and
refrains from translating the rest of the

2>cassage, evidently overlooking Grirdiner's clever suggestion that

the word hkg means “father of a family,” = lit. “one who causes to enter,” i.e. begets children.

P. 115. Gardiner’s rendering of mhk nswt nb itetdb—la-kib tihk {Pap. Petershargy 1116 A recto, 79-81 g

“Behold the king is a lord of joy. Thou art indolent and sleepest through my strength; thou followest

thy desire through what 1 have done. There is no enemy within thy border,” is better than “Siehe, du
Konig, du Herr der Freude,...du schlafst in deiner Starke, Folge deinem Herzen in dem, was ich tat, so

pointed out that one of the priests attached to the temple of Harshef at Herakleopolis Magua was entitled

nhet (Brugsch, Diet, {leogr.y 1377).
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hast dll keinen Feind innerhalb deiner Grenzen.’^ Erman, it will be obsei'ved, does not accept Gardiner’s

emendation in hphl for the m hp6'Ji of the MS,

P. 116. “ Mit schlechtem Wasser" is surely an impossible translation of ^kw mv: {Pap. Petersburg,

1116a recto, 91-2). The substantive ^Jno means “pain,” “trouble.” Here, where the word is used as an

adjective, the meaning must be “painful,” “ troubled.” Insert with Gardiner the preposition m before mw,

which begins with the same letter, and translate “troubled (with) water.”

Die Weissagung des Nefer-rehu, pp. 151-57.

P. 154- “Was gemacht ist, ist als ware es nie gemacht und Ke moge (wieder) zu griinden anfangen”

is a much more satisfactory translation of \rgt m tmt ir m grg {Pap. Petersburg, 1116 B recto, 22)

than Gardiner’s “Things made are as though they had never been. Hay begins in falsehood (??).”

“ Es istkeiu Rest goblieben und nicht das Schwarze vom IS'agel bleibt von dem, was da sein sollte” is a

brilliant rendering of the apparently hopeless passage n hpr dH n sp km n ^nt m s^'t'f {Pap. Petersburg,

1116 B recto, 23).

The passage hv licd'f siernitt—heyt {Pap. Petersburg, 1116 B recto, 51-2) is rendered by Erman “ Die

Sonne trennt sich von den Menschen
;
sie geht auf, wenn qs die Stunde ist (?). Man weiss nicht mehr, dass

es Mittag wird und man unterscheidet den Schatten nicht mehr.” This is a distinct improvement on the

rendering adopted by Gardiner who did not recognise the reference to the sun-dial.

It has occurred to the reviewer that the following translation is possible and also preferable to that of

Erman:—“Re^ separates himself from man. He rises {u'hmf), and the hour passes {inD inuvt), (but) one

knows not that it is noon, (for) one discerns not his (the sun’s) shadow {i.e. the shadow that should be cast

by the sun, were it not overclouded, on the dial).”

Two passages in this text are left untranslated, though they are not so hopeless as we are thus led to

suppose. They are :— m Iwh—m U s^^-np im {Pop. Petersburg, 1116 b recto, 20-1), and mlk wn wrw
m skno nv: {Pap. Petersburg, 1116 B recto, 22). The first is very difficult, but there is much to be said

for Gardiner’s rendering :

—“He who is silent is a transgressor. Pehold, that exists whereof men spoke as

a thing to be dreaded. Behold, the great one is fallen in the land whence thou art sprung.” There is less

excuse for leaving the second passage untranslated, for it must mean, as is also the view of Gardiner,

“Behold, princes {i.e. a number of petty rulers) are in control of this land,” where the Pharaoh, of course,

should be the sole ruler. For m shrw nw “in control of,” cf. dhtic-l y Jrr shr-f “I am placed under his

control” {Sinuhe, B 217
;
see also Bersheh ii, 13, 12; 21, 10; Sint, v, 23 ;

Urk., iv, 96).

Die Geschichte des Sian lie (pp. 39-56).

P. 42. BPy “zwei Biische” (B 5); so Erman rightly. Gardiner strangely translates “two brambles.”

P. 43. Despite Gardiner’s remarks on p. 21 of his Xotes on the Story of Sinuhe, Erman’s rendering of

fh^nd r Kpny (B 29) “ich zog von Byblos fort” seems more satisfactory than “I set forth to Byblos.”

P. 48. The translation of di n-i ntr htp (B 160-61) “ mochte der Gott mir Gnade geben,” where nd is

taken as dative and htp as a substantive, seems preferable to Gardiner’s “I have caused God to be gracious,”

where dhnd is in the form sdin-nf htp pseudopartic.

P. 51. “ Der grosse Gott der dem Re gleicht, macht selbst den, der ihm dient, verstandig,” Erman’s
rendering of 2s tr laitv: hr sh$ h^k nf dsf (B 216-17), is perhaps an improvement on Gardiner’s
“ Great god, like unto Re^ in making wise one who was labouring for himr^elf.”

P. 52. Nn sh^ Rtnw mkdm sy mitt tsmirP (B 222) “ohne dass ich Retenu’s gedenke: das ist dein, so
wie es deine Hunde sind” is preferable to the rendering adopted by Gardiner who tacks nn s/d on to /I'^yrw

m rarv'tP and translates “ who have grown uj) in love of thee, albeit unremembered,” and then beffins a
new sentence with Rtau' n-k-im sy.

P. 41. Surely s/? ^wyd (B 3) means “my arms opened” or “were spread open,” not “meine Arme
sanken.”

P. i-2. “Da ereilte es niioh, dass ich vor Durst niederfiel” is impossible grammatically. As Gardiner
has pointed out, the passage, according to the text of E, line 47 {kr;i iht H-n-s id), can only mean “thirst
fell and overtook me’’ or according to that of B, lines 21-2 {hr n Iht U-n-f wi) “thefairof thii-st over-
took me.”

P. 44. Smyf ii-t-n-f hpr (B 51) “ (Er war es, der die Fremdlandor hezwang, wahrend sein Vater innen
im Palaste sass) damit er ihm melden konnte, das ihm Aufgetragene sei geschehen (?)

” is hardly in

' 'dropped out between the two groups
A<WvV\
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accordance with the rules of grammar, for in that ea.>e hijr would be p.seiul(ipartic. and should be in the

fem. not masc. form. Gardiner’s view seems the only tenable one, namely that hpr is the pass, intin. of

hy=“lieri,” and that hpr means “what had been commanded him to be done.’’ The version of R,

hap'f ,i’f s^‘t-{)v)f hpr. which Erman adopts and, in the reviewer's opinion, mistranslate"^, is to be rendered

he ^Sesustris; reported to him i Anienemmes) what he (A.; commanded to be done.*’

P. 45. Erman has overlooked Gardiner's point that iv'-f m nhct cannot be tiken as a principal clause,

but qualifies the preceding sentence,—'Olen and women go by, rej(.>icing over him, now that lie is king.*’

P. 47. Erman only gives what he considers to be the general meaning of the very difficult passage,

B 114-i!6, instead of—and that seems a great pity—reproducing (4ardiner‘s clever rendering of it, a

rendering essentially sound both from the point of view of sense and gramnair.

Erman translates hnurt tjyr' hr (B 13i^} “die Frauen der Manner redeten aufgeregt," but Gardiners

“wmmen and men jabbered” is much better. Erman has evidently not read Gardiner's art. in P.S.B.A.^

37, 123, nor seen the note on p. 158 of his Xotes on the Story
<>f

Siauhe.

P. 48. Erman's rendering of the passage Ar irt ntr r htp n ts-n-f ini't' tk^h-f r kt hP>t (B 147-9) “Und
(dies) hat der Gott getan um einem gnadig zu sein, der sich an ihm vergangeu (.^) hatte, der zu einem

aiidern Lande entronnen war" is in certain respects grammatically impossible, (iardiner supplies })lenty

of evidence to show that ts in means “be vexed with'’ or sim. Accordingly r htp n ts^n-f l/u-f is to be

rendered “ in order to be gracious to him with whom he was vexed,” a rendering that complies with the

demands of grammar and sense. It is curious that Erman should take the meaning <jf th-n-f r kt h^k to be

“who ran away to another land” instead of “whom he (God) had led astray into another land,” for on

p. 51 he translates h^k th-a ih-f r hihct di'dryt (B 203) by “Diener, den sein Herz nacli feindlichen Landern

hin verleitet hat.”

Fn: hpr sp afr (B 160) can hardly mean “moge das Gute geschehen,” but rather, as Gardiner has pointed

out, “that which has happened (i.c. Sinuhe’s victory and additional acquisition of wealth; is a happy event."

Why are the words Irrp iny iht r sianh phv:y a 'B 161) left untranslated ? Gardiners rendering

“ May he do the like so as to make good the end of him whom he hath afflicted " is perfectly satisfactory.

The difficult passage ^—kn' hn (B 165) iS also left untranslated. May it n<>t mean: “May he

turn^ towards him whom he hath oppres>sed unto (or ‘^at^’’) the place whither he hath brought him” ?

AWd hrt hiivt 166) does not mean “ mochte ich die Landesheri-scherin...nach ihre Wiinschen

fragen” so much as “May I greet (lit. enquire after the state of) the Lady of the Land'*
;

cf. hr ad'tiv hrt-l

ni snh ^nh “I was greeted (or “enquired after”) with (the words; ‘ Health, life I

'
’ \Urk\, iv, 59).

P. 49. “Ubel" is a poor rendering of ivgi (B 168), which surely means “feebleness.” Again Irty dro^

(B 169) does not mean “Meine Augen sind schivach"‘ but “my eyes are heavy

F

P. 50. Why are the words n att m Ibn r-k iB 185; left untranslated ? The whole })assage should be

rendered “ This thought, it seized on thy heart, but ) it was not in my heart against thee.”

Gardiner has produced sufficient evidence to sliow that 0j Jj ^ 194-5) is the

correct reading here. It is therefore over-cautious to print “die Tanze der....”

“An deinen Opfersteinen ” does not fully give the meaning of r r/ ^hFos-k (B 195-6;, which should be

rendered “ at the door of thy fagade-stela 2 .’' The stela here referred to represents the facade of a house,

the door occupying the centre of the lower portion. Such a stela is to be seen in the tomb-chapel of

Pepi^onkh the Middle at Meir with the tethering-stone to which the victims were fastened directly

opposite itb

P. 51. After his admirable rendering of the difficult preceding passage, why does Erman leave hr. bkk

bn hr sAr-/ (B 217) untranslated? Gardiner has quite convincingly shown that the words mean: “The

seiwant there is in the hand of him who takes counsel on his behalf. Yea, I am set under his (the king’s;

guidance.”

P. 52. In view of the parallel expression in the Brit. Mus. stela quoted by Gardiner on p. 85 of his

Notes^ Mdw pxv mtrw raw (B 221) should probably be rendered “they are chieftains whose names are

renowned.”

1 Or should we render “ turn the arm towards,” or, as we should say, “ give a helping hand to ” ?

- For r=“at,” see OA*., iv, 768, }d tict, r ht~ntr tn, “this statue...which serves at this temple.”

^ <bFc (plur.) should probably be emended to (sing.).

* Blackman, The Boek Tombs of Meir. iv, Pis. I, xxv, 1, xxvi, 1.

^ MS. n/f.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 26
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P. 54. ir'ii'k v'Crt (B 257}, left untranslated, probably means ‘‘Thou hast traversed the waste.”

P. 55. “Lose dein Horn und zieh deine Pfeile heraus” is not a satisfactory transktion of sfh

Ur-k (B 274). According to Erman the king is here thought of as a bull and is asked to set free him whom

he has transfixed with his horn. Presumably Erman also supposes that the king is requested to pull his

arrows out of the persons he has shot ? But in view of the parallel passage in the Pimd'Ia Stela, the

variant reading of the Berlin Ostracoa Xo, A and the use of J
meaning “bow,” Gardiner is probably right in rendering “ Slacken {i.e, unstring; thy bow, loosen the arrow

{i,e. remove it from the string).”

It is somewhat surprising, after Gardiner’s remarks in his Xotes, pp. 109-110, and the reviewer’s art.

“The House of the Morning” in Jouraal, v, 148-65, that “Kabinett der Yerehrimg” should still be given

as the meaning of pr-dvdt (B 282).

Judging from the footnote Erman seems to agree with Gardiner’s interpretation of r irt (B 283)

“in order to wait upon him’’ according to G., being an abstract word for “service,” “attendance”).

It seems unnecessary caution, therefore, to represent these words by “um seine...zu machen “ in the actual

translation.

P. 56. Why leave ^Janv: nte Pa (B 287 j
untranslated? ^hm is a not uncommon word for “figure” of

a divinity. Gardiner’s “ painted devices of the horizon ” is quite a reasonable rendering.

It has long been the opinion of the reviewer that the words tBkv:y hno-i (B 291) are intentionally

jocose and should be translated “I was plucked {i.e. underwent depilationi) and my hair was raked

together” ;
the idea loeing that so much hair was removed from Sinuhe’s body that it had to be raked

together like the straw on the threshing-fioor, which was raked together with a wooden fork under the feet

of the oxen treading out the corn 1 This interpretation is hinted at by Gardiner in his Xotes (pp, 111-12)

but not followed out in his translation.

Erman still retains his old translation of the last words of the story, “ So lebe ich belohiit von Kdnige,

bis dass der Tag meines Hinscheidens kommt,” overlooking what Gardiner has i>ointed out, namely that

“a clause beginning with hrd must be the continuation of the descriptive passage that precedes,” for

“otherwise we should have hr icn-nd or hr lahk-ici or the like,” and ignoring the fact that the tale is

written in the form of a fimerary biography. The story should therefore end thus ;
“ There is no humble

person for whom the like has been done
;
and so I enjoyed the favours of the king’s bounty until the day

of death came.’’

Die Klagea des Bauern, pp. 151-75.

This is the most unsati.'^factory of all the translations appearing in this book. Dr. Erman had not acce.ss,

of course, to Gardiner's brilliant rendering which has recently been published in Journal, ix, 5-25, and
which has made back numbers of all previous attempts at translation

;
but on the other hand the same

scholars admirable “Xotes on the Story of the Eloquent Peasant” in P.S.B.A., xxxv, xxxvi, should not?

as apparently is the case, have been entirely disregarded. The following are some of the consequent
deficiencies :

P. 159. We still read of “ Redemet-” instead of “ Reremetpflanzeii ” (R 9).

The combination s/nPti n rPudt (R 44), which Gardiner has shown to mean “ a river-side path ” is

rendered “ eines weges.”

P. 160. “ Da die eine Seite versperrt war, habe ich meinen Esel auf die andere gefiihrt und nun nimmt
du ihn fort, weil er sich ein Maul voll Gerstenhalme genommen hat ” appears as the translation of the
passage wP Maw-h^hH nt hrJ (B 1, 13), instead of the much more satisfactory rendering j^roposed by
Gardiner “ One (bunch of corn) only has been spoilt. I brought my ass on account of 2

^
but thou takest

it away on account (;f its filling its mouth with a bunch of corn.”

P. 163. Instead of “ In order that he may coiitiime to speak, keep thou silence,” Gardiner’s clever and
undoubtedly correct translati<m of In-mrwt ini-f hr dd gr (B 1, 79-80,1, we have a rendering based upon the
improbable theory of Vogelsang that the last word is the particle gr “also,” here having the meaning of
“ further,” for which use there is no evidence whatever.

1 For this practice see the reviewer’s art. “Puriacation (Egyptian)” in H.rSTmos, Encyclopaedia of Religion
and Ethics, x, pp. 477, 481.

‘ ^

2 In his latest translation Gardiner suggests that .OK, f.uCty means “endurance,” “power of withstanding long
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P. 164. As long as Gardiners remarks on the uieaiiing of tiie interrogative In hf‘ are disregarded, the

l>assage in mict—s n nhh (B 1, 92-5) is unintelligible. Avconlingly we tiiid not only the <[uestion deprived

of its right sense, but also the words In lau't iny:t hn^ /icy^/'-fleft untranslated. But, ,is < birdiner points out,

the passcige should be rendered : ^‘A mortal man die.^ even as ht. ahnig witlu his uiulerling.s, and .slialt

thou be a man of eternity (oe. live for ever) ^

"

It is unnecessary, however, to go on multiplying examples of the ill result^ of <lardiner's Note^ being

overlooked. All that need be said is that if and when this in most re.spects truly admirable book is trails^

lated into English, it is most de.sirable that permission should be olitaiued from Profe.ssor Prman to

substitute Dr. GardinePs latest translation of the Pt<t<nnt for his <jwii, which i.s based in the main u[)ou

that put forth by Dr. Vogelsang in his not always felicitous Komuieatn' zn Khtgea des Bituprn.

Similarly it is to be hoped that in an English edition much more use will be made of GardiiiePs

on the Story of Sutuhe ;
in fact the best thing w’ould be in this case also to substitute Dr. GardinePs trans^

lation for that given here, incorporating, of cour.se, Professor Erman's improvements, to which attention

has been drawm above.

Just one more criticism. The book would be much more useful t<j scholars if the columns and lines of

the original documents were indicated, for that would save so much time wdieii one wainted to look up

particular passages. The review'er would suggest that in the English edition the same method of indicating

columns and lines should be employed as that adopted by Dr. Gardiner in his transktiun.s of The Story of

Sinuhe and The Eloquent FeosatU, where such indications are placed in the margin. This iirescnts a better

appearance than w^heii the text is broken up by numerals in brackets, a'' is the c.Lse in the same scholars

‘‘Mew' Literary Works from Ancient Egypt'’ in Jonmad, i, 23-35, 101-5.

Avlward Blackman.
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Ahmose, son of Sekenenre' Ta'o II

From an oLl photograph.
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A LOST STATUE OF THE SEVENTEENTH DYNASTY

Plate XII

Our frontispiece, Plate XII, shows the upper part of a statue of Prince Ahmose, eldest

son of King Sekenenre^ Ta^o II of the Seventeenth Dynasty. For the photograph we have

to thank Mr. H. E. Winlock, and the plate is indeed one of the illustrations to his article

which follows, and is dealt with on pp, 255-6. The statue itself was in 1899 in the posses-

sion of Daninos Pasha, but its present whereabouts is unknown. 3Ir. Winlock succeede<l

in unearthing four photographs of it. Plates XII, XYIII-XX, and in view of the disap-

pearance of the statue itself it seemed wise to reproduce them all, especially as they are

rapidly deteriorating h That shown in the frontispiece has a particular interest as a full-face

view of a statue of the Intermediate Period between the Twelfth and Eighteenth Dynasties,

a period from which singularly few works of art have survived. As might be expected from

its date on the verge of the Eighteenth Dynasty the statue shows much more affinity with

the works of that dynasty than with the sterner mood of the Middle Kingdom.

1 Berlin also possesses a set, See Sethe, Urk\^ iv, 12.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x.
27
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THE EGYPTIAN NAME OF JOSEPH

By E. ENGELBACH

Though there have been numerous suggestions for the hieroglyphic form of the name

given by Pharaoh to Joseph Zaphnath-paaneah, none of them can be said to

be completely satisfactory,

M, Alexis Mallon^ remarks, however, in a recent work on the Hebrews in Egypt

‘‘Le nom egyptien de Joseph, (Gen. 41, 45) Safnat Pa^aneh, est assurement

(5
la transcription litterale du compose

^ ^ imet{er) ef^onh

‘ Dieu dit : il est vivant.' On dirait en Copte *s.€ nnoTfTe eqong^, ce qui explique la chute

des lettres mises entre parentheses. L equivalence philologique est incontestable et, de fait,

incontestee.’'

To me it seems slightly premature to put Q.E.D, to a problem of such general interest

until the proof is entirely convincing, or until it is certain that there is no other equivalent

which, philologically or otherwise, has a better, or even an equal claim to consideration.

The accepted equivalent was, I believe, first suggested by Prof. Steindorff^, and I do not

dispute its possibility. The omission of the final d in dd, the disappearance of the r in ntr

in the singular and the equivalence of !l and © are all well vouched for, but I submit that

it need not be the correct equivalent.

M. Mallon points out that objection has been taken to the equivalent dd pi ntr iwf

since, in the very many known examples of this form of name, the actual name of the god

is always inserted^ and his suggested explanation is that Pharaoh, out of delicacy for

Joseph’s monotheistic sensibilities, refrained from introducing into his name a word which

might be offensive. Pharaoh, however, could easily have given Joseph an honorific title not

invohung a god’s name at all.

My objections to the accepted equivalent, though none of them can be said to be con-

clusive, are as follows

:

Names such as “ spake : he lives ” and The gift of ” seem to me to be

intimately connected with some incident at or previous to the birth of the child. But
Joseph’s birth was an event of which the Egyptians knew nothing, since it took place out-

side of Egypt. Secondly, the vocalisation of the accepted equivalent diflfers entirely from
that of both the Massoretie version and the sources of the Septuagint. It further takes no
account of the division of the name into two parts, which is even indicated in the Greek of

the Codex Bodleianus. Owing to the long period between the writing down of Genesis and
the pointing of the Hebrew, many words are, no doubt, erroneously vocalised, but in the
case of a national hero like Joseph, whose story was known throughout the ages by young
and old, a certain amount of consideration should be given to the traditional pronunciation,

‘ Mallon, Onentalia^ Les JUbreux en Egypte, No. 3, 1921, 75.

2 Zeitschr.f, lig. Spr.. xxvn, 1889, 42.

3 In other forms of personal names, “the god,” unprecised, is known.
1 M'

mighty ” (Mar., Mast^ 168) is an example.

“The God is
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particularly since the pointing of many of the Egyptian names, such as Pithom, Raainses»

Pharaoh and others, is tolerably correct. In the equivalent -xe hhovtc eqong^ not a single

vowel, even the accented one of the last syllable, agrees with the Massuretic pointing. In

the versions from the sources of the Septuagint ^ov(TOfjL(f>avi]Xy ^ov6ofi(f>avy}Xy ^ofiOofi-

<}>dv'tjXy etc.b though the first half has obviously been subject to (hnibt, the final half agrees

with the Massoretic version closely {^av/jx er (fx'wjjx and pa'^yie'^lj ). Another objection, which

I bring forward with some diffidence, is that if the name was written originally in two

halves and was intended to represent xe nao'STe eqono it uould have been written

njysN njsx.

Amenhotpe in his tomb at El-Kab is described as ^
'Imn-htp dd4w nf H^piv, Amenhotpe called Hapu^ and I suggest that the word Sa fnat

is a metathesis for ^citnaf\ and that the form in which the writer of Genesis received

the name of Joseph was Yusif satuaf l\Yne^h '‘J()seph called Pa^ne^h,’' and so wrote it

down under the impression that all the unfamiliar syllables represented tlie name ! Such

inclusions of extraneous words into a name are not unknown
;
one can cite the well-known

Istamboul = el<s rr)v IloXic, “ Into the Town,” as an example. The e(jui valent

as regards the consonants, is quite as possible as dd p^ np', and the vocalisation appears to

be much closer to the traditional pronunciation.

If this be true, we have to search for the name Pharaoh gave to Joseph in Pa^'ne^h

f
/WVWv

^
^)}h is contained in this word,

and we know a name of the Twent3
"-first Dynasty,

q
having exactly the

same consonants. It is likely, however, that there is a small error in the pointing of the

Hebrew and that the name was pronounced in the Eg^-ptian with the a after the

giving P<"ane^h rather than Pa^^ne"-!!. This modification is also required in Steindorfi^’s

equivalent. INames of the form 'vhich are presumabl}^ the equivalents

As to the vocalisation of
^ ,

the form ntouo The life ” does not seem

satisfactory. It is probable that the true form is a participial form in a r(*presentiiig the agent,

as M*.Tii(-2^KT) “one who is contented,” from mtou “to rest,” or ii^^yyT(-€iAie)'^ “ that which is

hard to know,” and that the name means “ One who lives.” All Coptic forms of this class,

,
the form ntouo “ The life ” does not seei

^ Redpath, Concoi'daiu'e to the Seidungmt, in.

2 Lepsius, Denkirudei\ iii, 43 b.

3 Note that in the accepted version there is also a metathesis in the souiuls ofp and /, which are written

alike in the unpointed Hebrew as in the Aramaic.

4 The division into two words of the name of the High-priest of Heliopolis when that of the

first employer of Joseph, who api>ears to have had the same name, is written seems to be an

error, as here tradition is in favour of the name in one word. There .seem.s to l>e an ern)r in both names of

the Massoretic text, as an hij/in in the Egyptian text is almost invariably reproduced in the Hebrew.

“ I believe the form
^

is known, but T have not been able bj find a reference to it up

to the present.

6 Sethe, Verb fan, il, 408.
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however, which have come down to us are directly connected with a complementary word,

whether the verb is transitive or intransitive, so we are unable to say with any certainty

what form they would take if they stood alone. At any rate P^ane^h is a possibility^

The finding of a nickname for Joseph expressing his character or fame is, to my mind,

labour lost, since it is the exception rather than the rule for Egyptian nicknames to be of

a descriptive nature ^ They are either incomprehensible or else derived from the actual

name by fonning a shorter word from its characteristic consonantsI

It will be seen that the suggested equivalent does not in any way put back the possible

date for the name of Joseph. The reconciliation of the names Pa^aneah, Putiphre^, and

Aseneith with Joseph’s probable date must therefore still be left to those who specialise on

this subject.

1 The form {e.g. Lepsius, Todtenhuch)^ Greek A7ray;(if, is also a possibility, if the

Massoretic division ot the name is to be ignored.

2 Sethe, Zeitsch'i\f. ag. Spr.^ XLiv, 88.

3 Xaville, in his Archaeology of the Old Testament^ 80, suggests that Zaphnath-paaneah represents

the Egyptian tst nt jpr ^/ih or “ Officer of the House of Life’^ (College). Apart from the fact that Joseph’s

appointment was in the Department of Agriculture and not in the Public Instruction, the now accepted

equivalent (in pr <nK) for pr ^nh rules out this possibility.
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THE DECAY OF A CIYILIZATION

By H. IDRIS BELL

Volk ittid Staat hi Agypteu am A mgttng der llotnerkerrscha ft : Festrfule...ain Joni 19^1. Yon L. Wenger.
Miinchcn: Yerlag der Bayer. Akademie der Wissenschafteii, 192^.

Ristoire de$ Patriarches d'Alexandrie depuis la nuirt de I' Etnpereiir Aaastaae jasqu'a la reconciliation dc.'i

eglises Jacobites {51S-G16). Par Jean Maspero. Oiivrage revii et publie apres la luort de Tanteur par

A. FortesC’UE et G. Wiet. Paris: Librairie ancieuue Edouard ( 'liainpion, 19*23. ( Bihliiftheqae de

VEcole des Hantes Etudes

y

237' fascicule.

UAdministration Civile de VEggpte Byzantine. By G. Rouillard. Paris: Les Presses Universitaires de

France [1923].

The OxyrJiynckns Papyriy Part xvi. Edited with translations and notes by B. P. Grenfell, A. S. Hunt,

and H. I. Bell. London : Egypt Exploration Society, 1924.

It is possible by the very title of a book to prejinlge the subject with which it deals,

and probably Gibbon’s great classic has done even more by its title than by its contents to

disseminate the idea that the Byzantine Empire was a mere degenerate survival, a bloodless

simulacrum, of Roman greatness. Only in comparatively recent years have scholars begun

to insist that East Rome was something more than that
;
was a distinct and imposing

Empire, which for centuries kept at bay the floods of barbarian or oriental invaders, and

behind whose bulwarks the renascent culture of the West found freedom to develop. Even

yet the old idea, suggested by Gibbon's Decline and Fully still persists in the general

public; and it must be confessed that there is, print a facie, a good deal of excuse for it.

Comparison between the history of East Rome and that greater, undivided Empire from

which it sprang is inevitable and cannot but be to the disadvantage of the later power.

Especially must this be true if we approach its history, as the papyrologist naturally does,

from the standpoint of Egypt. For whatever may have been the case elsewhere, the history

of Egypt during the Byzantine period was one of indubitable decay
;
and in Egypt, torn

finally from the Empire by the arms of Wmr, there was no revival of the Byzantine power

after the storms of the seventh century.

It is hardly to be wondered at then that the earlier generation of papyrologists looked

upon the Byzantine age with a rather stepmotherly eye, devoting their attention mainly

to the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. It is only in the last decade and a half that the

great importance and, in its own way, real interest of the Byzantine age has been generally

recoornized. A orlonce at the titles of the books named above will show how much attentionO o

is now being devoted to this once neglected field of study; and the books themselves

illustrate, each in^ts own sphere, that decay of which I have spoken as typical of the epoch,

though they do not perhaps explain it. Whether indeed it will ever be fully explained is

a little doubtful. It extended to every sphere of life
;
in economic well-being, in administra-

tive efficiency, in culture and intellectual grasp alike we are conscious of a decline. What
strange microbe was it whose devastating effects could thus blight a whole civilization ?

Without accepting the materialistic theory of history, one may perhaps hazard the

assertion that t-he ultimate cause was largely, if not mainly, economic. Egypt, like the
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Empire in general, never recovered from the agony of the third century. Like some

business firm which has, by choice or necessity, undertaken commitments to which its

capital is inadequate, Eome thenceforth carried upon her back the burden of liabilities

which she could never redeem. But indeed the origin of the trouble lay further back than

the third century. Whatever was the case elsewhere, in Egypt Rome started with a false

theory of government. Egypt was to her, as in the welbknown epigram of Tiberius, a sheep

to be sheared
;
a source of revenue to be exploited, not a trust to be administered for the

good of the inhabitants. Practically, with an intelligent administration, such as for the

most part that of the early Empire was, it might be thought there would be little ditference,

since it is the object of the shepherd, as Tiberius pointed out, to shear indeed but not to

flay his sheep
;
but in fact it matters enormously from what standpoint a government

regards its task. Pre-occupied far too exclusively with the fiscal interest (in which, one

must admit, it was but the heir of the Ptolemies), the Roman government of Egypt could

never afford to be generous
;

it exacted always the utmost possible in taxes and services,

and so, living as it were up to the limit of its income, had no reserves with which to meet

an emergency. The inevitable consequence was a growing economic difficulty, which was

already serious in the second century
;
and the troubles of the third century did not create

the problem, they merely made it insoluble.

Cruelly over-burdened with taxes and liturgies, the old families of the nome-capitals,

from whom the municipal magistrates were recruited, and with them the urban middle

classes generally and the better-to-do landowners of the villages, were involved in economic

embarrassments which led in many cases to ruin
;
and it was precisely these classes in

whom Hellenic culture had found its securest support. They had now neither the leisure

nor the material resources to maintain their old interests, and it was while this economic

crisis was at its height that Christianity swept like a flood over the country, diverting to

theological controversies the energies which had hitherto found an outlet in the gymnasia

and the world of culture centred there. At the same time appeared a new factor. The
impoverishment of the Hellenized middle class tended to obliterate the distinction, at first

so jealously observed by the Romans, between it and the native Egyptian population,

while simultaneously the spread of Christianity among the latter gave them a confidence

and a national self-consciousness which they had hitherto lacked. From henceforth they

tended to become more and more the determining factor in the life of Egypt as a whole.

The result was a narrowing of interest and an immense impoverishment of the intellectual

life of the country.

This impoverishment told upon Alexandria hardly less than on the provincial capitals.

The subtle Greek intellect still continued its speculations there
;
but its interests were

narrowed to the one subject of theology, and its vigour exhausted itself in the splitting of

unimportant hairs. Schism followed schism to the minutest subdivisions, each maintained
with an obstinacy in inverse ratio to the religious importance of the issues involved

; till

at length, religious strife added to the economic collapse which had divid^ the population

into a semi-servile proletariat and a landed aristocracy powerful enough to set the Imperial
authority at defiance, Egypt fell like a rotten pear into the hands of 'Amr and his Arabs.

In his Volk nnd Staat, which was originally a Festrede delivered at a meeting of the
Bavarian Academy and is here republished wdth a commentary and useful references to
the literature of the subject, Wenger has of course no opportunity for a detailed history
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The work is a brilliant and readable sketch of the condition of Egypt under the Byzantine

Emperors
;
and in this limited space Wenger contrives to glance briefly at the chief factors

which were operative, so that the essay may be cordially recommended as an introduction

to the subject as a whole. He emphasizes the spiritual as opposed to the economic factors

—

the reviving nationalism, which led the native Egyptian populace to look upon Rome as

their natural enemy, or at least to withhold that good-will and ready co-operation without

which the strongest government is of necessity ineffective, and the pre-occupation with

religious motives which gave to theological and ecclesiastical differences a decisive political

importance
;
but at the same time he draws a vivid sketch of the economic decay and its

effects. The two sets of factors, in truth, constantly interacted; the government was

thwarted in its efforts by the passive resistance or unfriendly indifference of the populace,

but that resistance or indifference was itself in large measure due to the failure of the

government to secure the economic welfare of the governed. “The state was for ever

demanding and demanding. But what <lid it offer to people who pay and ought to pay

willingly? The answer is short and hard: practically nothing.” So Wenger puts it, and

he is certainly right. He admits that the intentions of the Emperoi's were usually excellent.

They continued to issue edicts exhaling good-will and a desire for justice, but their inten-

tions were rarely translated into acts. For between them and the subject peoples stood

the bureaucracy and the feudal nobility. The former was largely recruited from the latter

;

and when it was not, its members either aspired to become themselves part <ff the landed

class or at least found it prudent to conciliate its favour. The Emperor was far away, the

great nobles close at hand
;
and if a choice had to be made it was better to earn the very

present gratitude of Flavius Apioii round the corner than the hypothetical commendation

of the eternal Augustus at Constantinople.

Thus the common man saw on the whole but little of the Imperial justice and benevo-

lence. What he did see was a state punctual to demand the uttermost farthing of its

dues but impotent to protect him from the aggressions of powerful neighbours and the

tyranny of corrupt officials. What wonder if his attitude towards Byzantium and towards

government in general was one of hatred tempered by contempt ? And since the Imperial

authority could not help him, he must find a protector nearer at hand. Thus the admini-

stration was involved in a vicious circle : its weakness in face of the feudal nobility only

strengthened the latter by driving more and more of the smaller landowners to become the

clients of the nobles.

This would not have mattered so much had the feudal nobility used its power well, but

there is no indication that it did so. So far as our evidence goes, it was extraordinarily

unproductive of men pre-eminent for either character or capacity. The classes who governed

Egypt could neither guarantee order and justice at home nor protect the province from

the raids of the desert nomads
;
and when a serious military enemy appeared, like Persia

or the Arabs, the whole structure collapsed.

When the war broke out the late Jean Maspero was engaged on a history of the

Egyptian Church from the death of the Emperor Anastasius in a.d. 518 to the Arab

conquest; but his death in the attack on Vauquois left the work unfinished. His father

took in hand the task of preparing the MS. for publication, but himself died not long

afterwards, and eventually, through the medium of Mr. W. E. Crum, the representatives of

the deceased found in the late Father Fortescue an editor admirably adapted to the very
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exacting task of arranging and putting into shape the materials left by Jean Maspero.

These materials were of various character. Certain parts of the work were practically ready

for the press
;
other portions were unrevised, with lacunae in places, and full of references

not only unverified but often in a form which, though doubtless clear to the author, were

by no means so to the reviser
;
and finally others had hardly advanced beyond the stage of

rough drafts or schemes of work. The original plan had been to extend the history to the

Arab conquest
;
but the materials for the period between the reconciliation of the Mono-

physite churches in 616 and that date were in such a condition that they could not be

utilized, and it was decided to end the narrative with the year 616. All the rest was taken

in hand by Father Fortescue, who, with the most laudable industry and enthusiasm, verified

references, normalized spellings, linked up unconnected passages, and reduced the whole to

a definite shape, adding notes where necessary and supplying some appendices. The fate

which had attended the work continued however to operate; Father Fortescue himself

died before his work was wholly completed, and the final preparation of the volume for

press and the supervision of the printing fell to the lot of MM. G. Wiet (who has supplied

valuable material from Arabic sources) and B. Haussoullier.

The work is now before us, and will certainly take its place among the standard

authorities for the history of Byzantine Egypt. Friends of Jean Maspero and students of

Coptic Christianity will read it with mingled feelings : on the one hand with renewed
admiration for the range of knowledge, perspicacity and gift of attractive exposition which
characterized the author, but on the other with a sense of keen regret that a scholar of

such brilliance should have been cut off so early. Above all, one must express one’s gratitude
to those, including Mme Maspero, who have made possible the appearance of the volume.

It will be seen that the work is only a fmgment
;
but within the limits finally set the

labour of the editors has done a great deal to remove the sense of mutilation. There are

no doubt ragged edges, incompletenesses (chapter viii for example is unfinished), and
occasional blemishes which the author would very likely have removed on revision, but we
have nevertheless a continuous and readable narrative, and one of very great interest; of

interest not merely on the principle of homo sum; humani nihil a me alienum puto but
because, though the ecclesiastical squabbles recorded may often seem to turn on nothing
more vital than the difference ’twixt Tweedledum and Tweedledee,” they were in fact of far

greater historical importance than the theological points at issue, since they were at once
the cause and the symptom of the break-up of the Empire. Alike in his first chapter,
where he gives an excellent account of the Monophysite position, and in numerous other
passages Maspero emphasizes the triviality of the points on which the Monophysites joined
issue with the Chalcedonians. Doubtless the more extreme among them developed heresies
quite incompatible with the Catholic position

;
but then these extremists were utterly

repudiated by the main body, who linked them in a common damnation with the Chalce-
donians themselves. The whole of the orthodox (if we may use the word) Monophysite
position was illogical and self-contradictory

;
the slightest good-will or spirit of give-and-

take would have bridged the very narrow gap between it and the Catholics. Good-will
was by no means wanting on the Imperial side

; more than one of the Emperors made
strenuous efforts to conciliate the schismatics, even to the extent of watering down the
Catholic dogmas with heretical elements, but all to no purpose. For, as Maspero brings out
it was at bottom not a theological quarrel at all. Jealousy of Constantinople, nationalistic
tendencies, the self-conceit of Copts and the intransigence of Syrians were, rather than
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strictly religious motives, the effective causes. It was the .schism which made the heresy

rather than the heresy which made the schism. “In the main monophysitisin is not a heresy,

it is merely a schismatic intention,” says Maspero. In truth it is impossible to feel much

sympathy with the Monophysites. It must be admitted that the Imperial policy was

vacillating and inconsistent, particularly in the reign of Justinian, when the Monophysite

Empress had a habit of cancelling at the back-door of the Palace the measures taken

by her Catholic husband at the front, and undoubtedly persecutions (though neither so

frequent nor so savage as Monophysite writers allege) were undertaken from time to time

;

but the Monophysites never showed the least reluctance to pereecute on their side, and

their obstinate refusal to concede even the most trivial points in response to repeated

overtures by the government, their savage internal feuds and mutual jealousies, and the

equivocal character of several among their leaders combine to make up a picture of singular

unloveliness.

Incidentally the fortunes of the Egyptian Church are an excellent illustration of the

drawbacks of a schismatic movement. In the history of a Church schisms are sometimes

necessary, or at least inevitable ;
but they are never anything better than a pis idler. The

schismatic body, cut off from any effective participation in the life of the universal Church

and driven by its position to emphasize negative points of difference rather than great

constructive principles, tends abvays to a certain provinciality of outlook, a certain crudeness

of thought. So it certainly was with the Egyptian Church, which after the Monophysite

gcEism steadily deteriorated in importance and intellectual eight. Some decline from the

great days of its earlv history may be detected even in the fourth century, and E. Schwartz

seems inclined to attribute the decay largely to the aggressions of the Patriarchs of

Alexandria on the Alexandrian presbyters, and particularly to St. Athanasius , but there

is probably a good deal of prejudice and exaggeration in this view. Intellectually Atha-

nasius and C}Til were of course not of the calibre of Origen or even Clement, and Cyril at

least had as unattractive a personality as a “ saint can well possess, but both were men

pQ^y^j-ful minds and commanding personalities, who spoke ivith authority, and \\hose

utterances reverberated through the Christian world. After the fatal Council of Chalcedon

the change is palpable
;
and in the end Alexandria, once the great nursery of Christian

philosophy', became in the world of thought an entiielj negligible quantity .

A few notes and criticism.s on matters of detail may be added.

On p 24 {<-f. I'p.
34-5) Ma.spero probably exaggerates the force of narpis. The national conceit of the

Copts is obvious enough^ but in the Ubellus mntradktorivs of Horapollon to which he refers it seems

doubtful whether narpk really means Egypt, as Masper._. understands it. In P. bond. 1915, IS (see my

Jevs and Chrktians in Epypt, 73j the phrase iv rij alrov TrarplSi clearly refers to the man’s native city,

and I would suggest that in P. Cairo Masp. 67295 narpis refers not to Egypt but to Panopolis
;
the erring

wife elojxid on ""a Nile boat with her lover, en ruute perhaps for Alexandria. She thus became Livep^pios,

i.e. left the dropla of Panopolis.

Maspero disputes (pp. 31 ff.) the general view that Egypt after Diocletian was mainly a Christian

country, and that Chri.stianity became in a sort the national religion of the Copts. That there has been

exagt'eration is not improbable, but Maspero on his side .seems to me to exaggerate the force of the

argimients to the contrary. We canmA safely argue from Alexandria, which was a largely Greek and

indeed cosmopolitan city, to Egypt pn^per. Evidences of paganism in the are extraordinarily scanty

if paganism did survive'to any great extent. The worship of Isis at Philae, which was maintained chiefly

for the benefit of the tribes beyond the frontier, is n.> real exception.

In note 3 of p. 37 Fortescue appears to imply some doubt as to the right of the Patriarchs to the

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 28
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title “ Pope ” and as to the early date alleged for the title by Eutychins. But in P. Amh. i, 3, which was

written at Rome between a .d . 264 and 282, Bishop Maximus is referred to as Ma^ifxov rov ndna[y.

The practice of selling ‘‘ monasteries ” referred to in note 4, p. 56, may be illustrated by a reference to

P. Oxy. XVI 1890 and the documents cited in the note on 11. 7-8. But as there pointed out, fxovaanjpLov

in these cases probably meant ‘‘ something on a much more modest scale than is generally understood by

the modem equivalent.”

In note 2 on p. 62 the word “paysans” may puzzle some readers. It is obviously a misprint for

“ papyrus.”

To Maspero’s remarks on the civil power of the Bishops under Justinian (pp. 138 f., 267) may be added

a reference to the details mentioned by Mile Rouillard on p. 64 of her book reviewed below.

On p. 145 Maspero seems to speak with some reserve of the sense ‘‘messenger” for a-vpfjLaxos (“des

courriers a pied qubn appelait, paraxt-il, a-vppaxoi ”
;

c/. the equally hesitating footnote)
;
but the usage

is perfectly well known in the papyri, ^lany instances will be found, e.^., in the indexes to P. Oxy. xvi

and P. Lond. iv.

On p. 176 and elsewhere the timidity of the Copts is perhaps exaggerated. Military courage was
never a characteristic of the Egyptians, w^ho have probably at no time made very good soldiers

; but
military courage is not the only kind, and courage of a sort cannot be denied to a race so tenacious of its

nationality and vso stubborn in its adherence to its own ways. The many Egyptian martyrdoms in the
Great Persecution of Diocletian should be sufficient proof. Here again Maspero has probably been misled
by extending to the impressions derived from Alexandrine evidence only. Later on (p. 233) he
emphasizes the difference between Alexandria and the x«pa : here a medley of contending schisms, there
“le monophysisme pur, la doctrine des grands patriarches...regnait incontest^e,” The fierce but fickle and
at bottom cowardly city mob of Alexandria was worlds away from the peasant of Tapper Egypt or the monk
of the desert monasteries.

It is a mistake to say (p. 291) that the Meletians are not heard of after Damian. I have shown in my
Jews and Christians (p. 42 f.) that the sect continued to exist at least till the eighth century.

On p. 330, note 3, Maspero makes the brilliant suggestion that the “ strategus Patricius” of M. Chabot’s
translation of Michael the Syrian should really be “ Strategius the Patrician.” This is probably confirmed
by the evidence of P. Oxy. xvi, which shows that Flavius Strategius, the last representative known to us
of the great Apion family, was living and bore the title Patrician in a .d . 615, 616 (see p. 6).

In the discussion on p. 337 f. of the date of Anastasius’s Hodegos I confess I find the arguments
against the “Arabs” there mentioned being Muslims unconvincing. But this is doubtless matter of
opinion.

Finally I would refer to the very important note by G. Wiet on p. 353, which brings further confirma-
tion of Butler’s theory (accepted by Maspero) that the famous Mukaukis was the Patriarch Cyrus.

Mile Rouillard’s subject is the civil administration of the country, not the religious

quarrels which distracted it, though she has at times to allude to these. It can he said
without hesitation that she has produced an excellent and most valuable piece of work It
is not indeed pioneer work, like Gelzer’s brilliant Studien zur hjzantinischen Venvaltung
Agyptens. It shows careful research and a capacity for the lucid and judicious statement
of conclusions derived from the evidence thus amassed rather than marked originality the
pregnant hint which reveals unsuspected vistas, or large imaginative reconstructions. These
however were hardly called for

;
Gelzer marked out the main lines of development, leaving

to later scholars the task of detailed exploration and the intensive study of single problems
In this sphere much remained to be done. Gelzer’s work was published in 1909, when as
yet only a few of the Cairo Aphrodito papyri had appeared; and though he supplemented
it later by a valuable article in the Archiv filr Papyri,sforschung that article also is now
somewhat out of date, since it preceded the publication of volumes ii and iii of M s

Cairo catalogue, of the Munich papyri, and of volume V of the London papyri,^t^IIJ
nothing of Parts xx and xxii of Wessely’s Studien, which contain many Byzantine texts
Moreover the plan of Gelzer’s volume differs entirely from that of Mile Rouillard’s. It
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numbers but 107 pages, hers 243, and of his no less than G3 pages are devoted to the
Early Byzantine period, particularly to the difficult question of the history and areas of

the provinces, whereas Mile Rouillard deals in the main with the period from Justinian
onwards and with the details of the administrative machine, collecting with exemplary
industry the evidence concerning many officials who in Gelzers work are but briefly referred

to or wholly omitted. The result is precisely the volume which students of Byzantine
Egypt have long desired, an indispensable work of reference in which they can find with

ease such materials as are available for the settlement of any administrative problem which
may confront them.

It is hardly necessary to say that there remain even yet many unsolved questions,

many gaps in our knowledge. Our material is still fragmentary and haphazard, confined

to a few localities and often tantalizingly ambiguous. We get hints which it is impossible

to follow out; we hear of officials whose titles suggest functions known to have been
exercised by others but of whom we know nothing further, while the fact that the feudal

estates were organized on lines parallel with the Imperial administration often makes it

difficult to decide whether a given official was in private or public service. Nevertheless

we do get, not obscurely, a general picture of a vast bureaucratic hierarchy, wheels within

wheels, a great host of professional civil servants in the higher posts and at the admini-

strative centres, supplemented locally and in the subordinate posts by the liturgical system :

here the better-to-do peasant or middle bourgeoisie forced, multa reluctantes, into posts

often ruinous to their economic position, there the salaried servants of the state, efficient

or inefficient, well or ill-paid, but all ready to augment their official salary by the recognized

system of sportula, if not by the illicit methods of peculation from state funds or extortion

from the tax-payer.

Diocletian had hoped, by simplifying the financial system, to lessen the chances of

maladministration, but the simplification entirely failed to prevent corruption, and succes-

sive attempts to remedy this merely multiplied the number of officials, inspectors and

inspected, check upon check, thus burdening the finances of the state and increasing the

difficulties of the oppressed by the addition of yet more hands open for the reception of

bribes and baksheesh.

The fact is that even a perfect system of administration (and the most zealous admirers

of Byzantium will hardly allege that its system was perfect) can be worked successfully only

if there exists in the community a real public spirit, a tradition of social obligation. In

Byzantine Egypt there was no such spirit : only on the one side a stiff-necked refusal to

render services due except under direct compulsion, on the other the desire to make an

official career the road to personal aggrandisement. The vicious circle was complete ; and

the shortcomings of one class merely accentuated those of another.

After sketching briefly the system in force before the reforms of Justinian, and then

discussing in detail the administrative structure, the financial organization, the annona

civica, and the administration of justice as Justinian established them. Mile Rouillard, in

the second and shorter part of her work, proceeds, with admirable success, to trace the

actual working of the system and its practical results for state and individual. She reveals

impartially the faults of every party to the life of the community, tax-payers, officials, and

central government. For there were faults everywhere, even in the Emperors, who, despite

undeniably good intentions, were constantly forced by the exigencies of circumstance to

transgress their own principles, and whose policy \vas often vacillating and ill-judged. It

28—2
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was no miraculous visitation of God but the inevitable working out of cause and effect

which transferred a province already spiritually lost to the Empire from Byzantium to the

Caliphate.

The most serious criticism of detail to he passed on the volume is that it contains too many misprints,

revealing considerable carelessness in the reading of the proofs. The following are among the more serious

misprints not corrected in the Errata :—P. 31, 1. 8, 463 must be a mistake for 563. P. 42, note 1, read

P. Caire 67, 287, iv, 1. (For the dorAiKtrapioy see now my note, Jews and Ghristiansy 68.) P, 46, 1. 2, read

palatii (the reference to Cairo Masp. 67321 in the note appears to be an error). P. 53, note 5, read P. Load.

IV, 1461, 14. P. 83, note 2, 1. 10, read eVoiZ/'i'aff. P. 96, note 5, 1. 5, read xpvo-wpat (several of the references

should be deleted, as the papyri referred to do not actually mention the ;)(puo‘a)i/7/y). It was probably a slip

of the pen that on p. 80, 1. 2, produced “ les oa'i/reXeta do'rtfco,’’ as if crwreXeta were the plural of (rwrO^nov ;

but Mile RouiUard seems rather shaky in her Greek forms {e.g. onp. 66, dvayv6}(rT€is as plural of dvayvayarysf

ibid., note 3, npay^arevs for TrpaypaTcvrrjs}.

On p. 2 {cf\ p. 30) it is inexact to identify Arcadia with ‘‘Pancien Fayoum. ’ Arcadia was the old Hepta-

nomia and certainly included Oxyrhynchus.

On p. 11, where the patronage of the great landowners and magistrates is treated, the Church should

be mentioned, for it too possessed large estates and numbered many coloni among its clients.

On p. 49, to the officials of the prefectal offidum must now be added the pnnceps oficii, for whom see

P. Oxy. XVI, 1880, 3, n. He appears from that passage to have had an officium of his own.

PP* 49-60 is a valuable discussion of the pagarch, an official whose origin and functions are sur-

rounded by a good deal of uncertainty. Mile Pouillard’s treatment of it is very thorough and judicious,

and her conclusion, though, as she points out, no more than hypothetical, seems to me very likely. The
account of the defensor (pp. 62-3) may now be supplemented by the new evidence of P. Oxy. xvi (pp. 86-7).

On p. 66 it is an error to class the dvayvt^o-rqs with the members of the communal ojficium or to connect
the word with yvcoo-rr/p

;
these dvayvoacrrai were ecclesiastical.

It seems highly probable that Justinian’s air-tax {dtpiKdv) referred to on p. 70 was levied on the so-called

dijp, i.e. the space on the (flat) roofs of houses (see Preisigke, Hermes, liv, 431) ;
it was in that case a sort

of additional house-tax.

Mile Rouiilard several times (p. 79, etc.) speaks of ic<op7]TiKd and dcrrtKd as communal taxes for village

and municipal purposes
;
but Grenfell and Hunt have made it very probable (P. Oxy. xii, pp. 69-71) that

they were simply the ordinary state-taxes, collected in villages and towns respectively.

A propos of the discussion on p. 120 f. of the question whether the amount stated as the quota of the
corn-tax refers to modii or artabas it may be pointed out that in the requisition of the praeses in P. Lond.
V, 1663 the amount of wheat is stated in modii. This is an argiunent in favour of rnodii, but on the other
hand the artaba is used in other documents of the kind, e.g. in P, Cairo Masp. 67030, and as Mile Rouiilard
remarks, the amount suits artabas better than modii.

In note 3 of p. 158 Mile Rouiilard suggests doubtfully “ garde-fronti^re ” as the sense of ripavius. The
fact that the riparu were officials of the police may seem to support this, but in a fourth century document
(P. Lond. V, 1648) we find them associated with officials responsible for the upkeep of the embankments,
and it may be therefore that the ripa is to be taken in the obvious sense

;
that the riparius was originally

a conservator of the dykes and only later developed into a general police official. The account of the
functions of the riparii should be supplemented by a reference to P. Lond. V, 1650, to which may now be
added Oxy. xvi, 1877, 15, n.

On p. 169 the phrase mines par les liturgies with the following instance rests on a mistranslation by
Wilcken of the word aTroXeiroupyfto

;
see P. Lond. v, 1708 29 n.

The papyri referred to in note 3 of p. 180 relate, not, ’as Mile Rouiilard, following the original view of
the editors, takes them, to a racing-stable, but to the private posting service of a feudal noble?

Maspero’s History of the Patriarchs depends in the main on literary authorities and
might, with few exceptions, have been written much as it stands had the soil of Egypt
never yielded a single Greek papyrus; but the importance of papyrology may be estimated
when It IS mentioned that Wenger and Mile Rouiilard are indebted for much more than
half their material to the evidence of papyri. The new part of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri,
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which contains exclusively texts of the Byzantine age but appeared too recently to be used

by either Wenger or Mile Rouillard, makes a valuable addition to the literature of the

period. It is obviously impossible for the present writer to review it in the proper sense,

but since the object of this article is to call the attention of historical students who are not

pap
3
rrologists to recent publications, and to sketch in outline for the general reader the

main conclusions suggested by them, it is perhaps excusable to indicate briefly in what

directions the volume is likely to be useful.

The papyrological specialist, at least if he approach the subject from the juristic side,

will probably find the legal texts the most appetizing, but to the general historian they

are only incidentally of value, in so far as they illustrate social conditions and administrative

practice. For him the most interesting parts of the volume are likely to be the long series

of letters with which it opens (to these must be added nos. 1929-1941 among the “Minor

Documents”) and the various texts which concern the administration of the great feudal

estates. Letters are always of special value to the social historian
;
and jejune as they often

are, limited in their interests and often obscure in detail, the papyrus letters illustrate very

clearly the ways of thought, the standpoint, the mental life of Egypt. Those in the present

volume, though they mostly belong to the category of business correspondence, are no

exception. The historian of culture will note their turgid style and long-winded formulae

of politeness, which reveal ohe mental disintegration of the age
;
an age Avhich, because

language had lost all its finer shades, strove vainly by piling words on words to recover

their old significance, which mistook bombastic verbiage fur thought and was fain to sub-

stitute high-sounding titles for solid achievement. Every grade of society had its appropriate

epithet
;
and as always happens in a hierarchic system each class was continually striving to

an-ogate to itself the prerogatives of the class above it, so that titles continually dwindled

in their importance.

Among the purely private letters two stand out individually. One is the extraordinary

rigmarole in which a writer whose head had perhaps been turned by a course of romances

rather obscures than describes a riot at Lycopolis. In a wild jumble of words, some of them

strange to the Greek language, he aims at dramatic vividness and merely succeeds in

revealing his own mental nullity. The other is the remarkable letter of condolence

published as no. 1874. The stark actuality of death could shake even a Byzantine into

some measure of sobriety, and this letter, illiterate though the Greek may be, is much

superior to that just mentioned; but if we contrast it with the well-known letter of Irene

(P. Oxy. 115) we shall perceive at once the decadence which had taken place since the

second century. The simple and austere dignity of the pagan is infinitely more moving

than the gush and slobber of the Christian, with his babble of Abraham s bosom and the

singing in Paradise. It would be unfair to impute the decline to Christianity. The whole

generation was in fact suffering from a sort of fatty degeneration of the intellect, and there

is no reason to suppose that things would have been different had Constantine never

forsaken the Unconquered Sun for the Galilaean.

To the student of social and economic history the texts which concern the feudal

estates are probably of most value. There is a most important collection of accounts which

illustrate the administration and economic resources of these
;
and many of the letters also

relate to the same subject. A whole series, which centre round a certain Victor, probably

belonged to the archive of the Apion family, that great house which, Apion succeeding

Strategius and Strategius Apion, dominated the life of Ox) rhynchus for a century and a
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half. Its possessions were immense, its state princely. One member of the family was

consul ordinarius, several bore the consular dignity and the title of Patrician
;
at least one

was Duke of the Thebaid, one perhaps comes largitionum, and the family held many
pagarchies. Sprung from Oxyrhynchus, it later held possessions in other nomes also,

including the Fayyum and the Cynopolite nome. Its estates were organized on similar

lines to those of the Imperial service, with a veritable hierarchy of officials
;
and to the

ordinary inhabitant of Oxyrhynchus Apion or Strategius must have seemed far more potent

for good or ill than the half-legendary Augustus at Constantinople. No wonder the
‘‘ miserable slave Anoup ” (P. Oxy. 130) cringed before the “ most magnificent Patrician

”

as his brothers of Aphrodito grovelled in the track of the immaculate footsteps of the

Duke Athanasius (P. Cairo Masp. 67002).

But human glory is a flower that quickly fades, and Fortune was ever of a feminine

fickleness. In less than thirty years from the date of the latest of the Apion papyri the

Arab army of 'Amr had wrested Egypt from the nerveless hands of Byzantium, and great

and humble alike, the most magnificent Flavius Apion and his miserable slave, had become
the subjects of an alien power, infidels to a strange religion, compelled alike to pay that

mark of their servitude, the jizyah ordered by the Commander of the Faithful at Mecca.
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THE TOMBS OF THE KINGS OF THE
SEVENTEENTH DYNASTY AT THEBES

By H. E. WINLOCK

With Plates XII—XXI

The following paper is a fragment of a more ambitious project. In 1914 I made an

attempt to identify the tombs of the kings of the Eleventh Dynasty in Thebes and to

sketch briefly the work which had been done upon themk This led on to the larger scheme

of collecting the material for a general history of the Theban Necropolis and its excavations,

but the war and work in the field far from a library since the war, have both effectually

prevented finishing any part of it except that which deals with the Seventeenth Dynasty,

The plan followed has been a sort of archaeological stock-taking ” at the conclusion of

the century of explorations which Athanasi began on behalf of Salt, To assemble in one

place the really surprising amount of work which has been done since those days has

seemed an ample justification for such an undertaking, but the reader should be warned

that the material has been so scattered in unexpected places, and so uncoordinated and

even contradictory, that any review of it degenerates into seemingly purposeless meander-

ings and browsings in the older literature. There are no new facts to present—in truth

some of the facts which follow are so old that they have been forgotten these many years.

There are, perhaps, a few new theories, but many of them may go the way of some of the

older ones here demolished. However, it is to be hoped that some may stand and that a

clearer conception of the Theban Necropolis may serve as a point of departure for a much-

needed history of the Seventeenth Dynasty.

It has long been recognized that in Thebes the principal source of antiquities dating

from the Intermediate Period between the Twelfth and Eighteenth Dynasties has been the

hill called the Dira' Abul-Naga and the plain in front of it^ There was, to be sure, a

scattered and attenuated cemetery in the hills behind the Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah, and a few

graves in the region of the Ramesseum, but they have yielded little of importance in com-

parison with the larger cemetery^

^ AVixlock in American Jotcrnal of Semitic Languages^ 1915, 1 ff.

2 Mariette—as will be noted frequently below—recognized this fact clearly except in so far as he confused

this period with the Eleventh Dynasty. Thus he wrote to Chabas on Feb. 1, 1860 (Maspero, Bihliotheque

egyptologique^ 18, cxiii) : am following the study of the Eleventh and Seventeenth Dynasties at Kurnah.

In this there is something singularly confusing and the Intefs are so curiously mixed with the Neferhotps

and Sekenenre^s that they seem to be of the same time AYhat I am sure of is that the location of the

royal tombs is in the Dira" Abul-Xaga.” Maspero (who was influenced by Mariette even to maintaining

always, as the latter did to Chabas, ‘‘ furthermore nothing whatever of the Twelfth Dynasty ”) gives a map in

Struggles of the Nations, 506, which errs only in that the cemetery of the period is not extended sufficiently

to the north

3 At Der el-Bahri a Twelfth to Thirteenth Dynasty cemetery has been excavated by the Metropolitan

Museum (Wixlock in Bull. Met. Mus. Art, 1922, Dec., ii, 30) and graves of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth

Dynasties have been found in the valley of the royal cache and on the site of the S^ankhkere^ temple {ibid.,

1921, Nov., II, 34 ;
Mono in A nnales, 1905, 80). Lord Carnarvon told me of finding a rUhi coffin not far from
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The northern^ limit of the Dira‘ Abu’l-Naga Intermediate Cemetery lies on either side

of the mouth of the Valley of the Kings, where the dry torrent crosses the plain to the

cultivated fields. In the winter of 1908-9 Petrie found a grave of the period in the north

bank of the wady where it breaks out of the hills, and traces of others along the same side

of the wady mouth, in the plain near the Eleventh Dynasty tombs^ Other graves existed

in the plain across the wady, south of the Seti Temple^, and a decorated tomb of the period

was discovered near the mouth of the little watercourse which descends from the northern

end of the Dira' Abu'l-Naga^ The southern limit appears to have been the high-walled

causeway leading to the Mentuhotp Temple at Der el-Bahri. Beside its lower end in the

Birabi, there was a small brick pyramid of the late Seventeenth or early Eighteenth

Dynasty, and a cluster of tombs from which came cones dated in the reigns of Ahmose I and

Amenophis I^ Close by, on the site of the propylaea to Hatshepsut s causeway, the already

plundered Middle Kingdom tombs'^ became the nucleus for a cemetery which was at least

as early as the Intermediate Period King Ma<^ibre^' and which continued to be used through

the site of the old German House
;
Petrie discovered a typical M.K. tomb re-used in the early Eighteenth

Dynasty under the Tuthmosis TV Temple (Six Temples, 7, PI. XXIV) : and Quil^ell found several tombs
of the Twelfth to Eighteenth Dynasties under the Kainesseum {Ramessewa, 3, Pis. Ill, VI-IX, XVIII

;

Gardiner in Journal, iir, 184). The cartouche

more probably to have been

restored by Quibell would appear

Clflj ,
Ahmose I (see my remarks on page 264). Other tombs of the

same period were found behind the Ramesseum, by Mond in 1924.
^ ‘‘North” and “south” will be used in the Egyptian sense—both ancient and modern—of “down” and

“up” the Nile. In the Theban Necropolis this is about N.E. and S.W. but it has the advantage of being the

natural orientation of the locality.

2 The unplundered grave of a woman in a rishi coffin (one of the best preserved and recorded up to

the present) is described by Petrie, Qxmieh, 6 ff. and Pis. A stela with the characteristic names

n ‘O’ and
^1. t i

/WWV\

/wvw\

1 J.
is on 17, PI. X, and a statue base with the typical name

PL XXX, 6, from the outskirts of the Eleventh Dynasty cemetery north of

the Nvady.

Petrie, op. cit, 12, describes among other remains, a fragment of a limestone statuette of
Aa/wva

oa “Prince Intefmose called the Red Child” (PL XXX, 3), and a fragment of

a stela which show’ed a King Sekhemre^ adoring Amun (PL XXX, 4).

^ Near A in the map, PL XI LI. Found by Gauthier in 1906 {Bull. Institut fran<^ais, 1908, 162-3
Pis. VII-X) and copied by Petrie in 1908 {Qurneh, 10, frontispiece).

& Near B in the map, PL XIII. Found by TVinlock in 1912^13 {Bull. Met. M^ts. Art, 1914, 16, Fig, 10).

See also under Kamose below, page 262.

6 Meyer, Geschichte, § 298, note, quoting Carnarvon and Carter, Five Years, 64 ff., is mistaken in
supposing that these tombs w^ere in continuous use from Amenemmes IV to Tuthmosis III. The latter
authors make it i^erfectly clear that the secondary rUhi burials were made only after a lapse of time
during which the original M.K. burials lay undisturbed.

T A scarab on a rishi burial inscribed
^

by Lansing in 1916-17. Petrie,

History, i, 257, suggests that Ma^ibre^ was the prenomen of the Hyksos Sheshi. In view of the rarity of
Hyksos scarabs in Thebes, it is worth noting that I found one of Sheshi at Der el-Bahrt in 1923.





Plate XIII.

^ Dnrwn by F. Hall

The itinerary of the inspectfs in the Abbott Papyrus.

I
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the reign of Kamose down to the construction of the Der el-Bahri avenue ^ Back on the

hillside, behind this cemetery, was the tomb of Tetiky, son of Ra^hotp, who died in the

reign of Ahmose and above it another plundered Middle Kingdom tomb which was used

like those below, as a community burying-place’\ The area thus defined—roughly betw’een

A on the north and B on the south on the map, Plate XIII—is the cemetery to be studied

in this paper.

The kings who were buried in this cemetery were a far remove from the mighty and

extravagantly w^ealthy Pharaohs of the great periods. They left no gigantic mortuary

temples with endowments rich enough to support whole colleges of priests, and for the

most part those who tended their tombs have passed into limbo without leaving a trace.

We shall only meet with a doubtful mortuary priest of a King Intef, a chief prophet of

Kamose and a priest of Tuthmosis I, who was ka-servant of Ta^o II and Kamose at the

same time. No others are known even approaching the period of the kings whom they

served.

However it is reasonable to suppose that the kings of the Empire endowed the cults of

their immediate ancestors, the last kings of the Seventeenth Dynasty. We have no reason

to suppose that these last kings of the line were either more powerful or more wealthy than

their own forbears. The greater popularity of their cults must have been due to funds

with which they were endowed, and hence they were held in a pious veneration among the

priests of the Necropolis under the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties. By this period,

Amenophis I and his mother Nefretiri had become the deified patrons of the cemeteries

and all their line buried in the sacred mountain of Thebes and ruling over it in death,

became the “ Lords of the West^ ^

Several monuments show them seated in rows or represented by lists of their cartouches,

adored like a pantheon of gods. In a Shekh Abd el-Kurnah tomb these deities are headed

by Mentuhotp III and the two divine queens Ahhotp and Nefretiri, after whom follow

^ Discovered by Carnarvon and Carter, Five Years Explorations^ 34, 51 ff. The excAvatir)n of the

area was continued bv LxVNSING (BuU. Met, Mils. Art, 1917, May, ii). The conclusion of Lord Carnarvon's

work, and the excavations of the Metroi^litan Museum by me in 1912-13, and by Lansing in 1916-17 are

to be incorporated into one publication by the latter. Lender Kamose, below, mention will be made of the

tablet found by Carnarvon and Carter and of a “Superintendent of the Prophets of Kauioi^e, iles.”

I

~ n AAAiVSA

J
here. Intermediate shawabtis found in this localityLansing also found the coffin of a

are in Carnarvon and Carter, op. cit, 50 and Northampton etc., Theban Necropjolis, 26 ff.

son of 1=1
Weigall in

I S 1

Annahs.^ xi, 170;

and
•P J I’

Car-

Gardiner and AVeigall,NARVON and Carter, op. cit., 2, 14 ff.

;

Topographical Catalogue., Tomb 15.

3 Found by Passalacqua, Catalogue raisonne, 199 ff. and the material throughout the book pas.siin.

An abstract is given in AusfUkr. Verzeichnis^ Berlin^ 190, with cross references to the material, which is

shown in Aggpt. iind Vorderasiat Alterthibner, Berlin^ Pis. 30, 33, 35, 37 and the jewelry in Schafer,

Goldschmiedearheiten., 25 ff. The tomb was one of the Eleventh Dynasty corridor t(jmbs on the southern

spin* of the Dira‘ Abu’l-Naga (see p. 272, n. 2) which was so high up on the hillside that it escaped being

buried by the Hatshepsut causeway (like Carnarvon’s and Carters tombs below), and therefore continued

in use until the time of Ramesses II. The earliest burials, at the back of the tomb, had perished before

Passalacqua’s day but Seventeenth-Eighteenth Dynasty shawabtis buried for them in front of the doorway,

as in the tomb of Tetiky, were found.

^ So in the tomb of Khabekhet.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 29
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Ahniose and all the legitimate and orthodox kings down to Seti I, the sovereign of the

worshipper^ There was a similar scene on the offering table of the scribe Ken^ which gives

the same orthodox list of kings down to Eamesses II, but starts with Senakhtenre<",

Sekenenre^ and Wazkheperre^ as predecessors of Ahmose I. Still more elaborate lists are

those in the Der el-Medinah tombs of two Twentieth Dynasty priests, Inhurkhau® and

Khabekhet^ Here it is not so much the great kings of the Empire who are venerated, as

those lesser personages who were closely related to its founders. Mentuhotp III, as the

inaugurator of the prosperity of Thebes, takes a prominent place, and after him follow

Ahmose I and Amenophis I with their respective mothers Ahhotep and Nefretiri and

numbers of their offspring. In addition they both include King Sekenenre^ Ta^o-Ken and

the fuller list of Khabekhet adds Kings Sekhentenre^ and Wazkheperre^ Kamose and two

kings’ sons, Ahmose and Binpu, among others.

From these lists of the “Lords of the West” buried in the Theban Necropolis we can

collect the following names of royalties antedating Ahmose I

:

King

1J5

a
-li

o
in the list of ]\en.

in the list of Khabekhet,—
AAA/'A^

- AAAAAA Si 0 I I I /I

, AA/VW\^ i

J
in the lists of Ken, Inhurkhau and

Khabekhet.

Queen
o

.
]

A/V\AAA

WWVA V\
Jl J

in all lists.

in the list of Khabekhet.

I Rosellini, Mon., i, xlv; Champolliox, Mon., ii, clxxxiv. Hatshepsut and the Aten worshippers

from Akhenaten to Ay are omitted from these lists.

^ From Ler el-Medinah ;
formerly in the Clot Bey Collection and now in ]\Iarseilles. Bibliography in

Gauthier, Rots, ii, 162. Ken was The Great Place was the region in which

were located the tombs of Amenophis I and Queen Inhapi. See Maspero, Mornies royales, Mem. miss, fran.,

I, 551, 3, 7 ;
Breasted, Ancient Recoi'ds, iv, pars. 665-7, and Daressy, Cercueils des cachettes royales,

61018-20.

3 Seen by Wilkinson, but its discovery attributed by Prisse to his own travelling companion Lloyd de

Brynestyn ;
afterwards removed to Berlin by Lepsius. A fragment of the stela is in the Louvre, No. 338.

Bibliography in Maspero, op. cit, 617 and Rec. Trav. ii, 170, with some improvements on the Prisse and
Lepsius copies.

^ Tomb Ko. 2 in Gardiner and Weigall, Catalogue. According to a MS. notebook of Gliddon’s, it was
opened by Wilkinson and copied by Hay. Maspero, loe. cit., 618, gives the bibliography of the copies by
Wilkinson, Burton, Champollion, Prisse and Lepsius. See further Sethe, Untersucku 7igen, i, 68. A fragment

from near the end of the top row—or from a similar list—is in the Petrie Collection.

® Lepsius, Maspero and Wiedemann {Oeschidite, 303) read the last sign in the cartouche V37 .

Champollion and Prisse copied it in ^Yhich they have been followed by Sethe, Untersuchungea, i, 4,

and Burchardt and Pieper, Kbnigsnamen, 53, Xo, 273. There can be no question that the name should
be formed Se-A-e/?-re^.

In Ken
G

aaaiw\

—ft— /WWVN AAAWVJ
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in the list of Khabekhet.

in the lists of Ken and Khabekhet.

The only comment necessary here is upon the first two names. Accuracy does not

seem to have been insisted upon in drawing up these lists and in that of Khabekhet there

is an idea of precedence not wholly chronological. And yet, taking the lower and upper

rows of this last list alternately, it can be read with a certain orderliness: Mentuhotp III,

and Amenophis I, leading; Ahmose I and his wife Xefretiri next; Sekhentenre^
;
Seken*

enre^ Ta^o-Ken and Queen Ahhotp^; Wazkheperre^ Kamose and the lesser royalties fol-

lowing. Similarly the list on the offering table of Ken starts out Senakhtenre^, Sekenenre^,

Wazkheperre^” and Ahmose I. Finally in the Karnak list of ancestors of Tuthmosis III,

Senakhtenre^ appears next to Sekenenre^^ In short there seems to have been a tradition

of a Senakhtenre^—or Sekhentenre^^—preceding Sekenenre^^ with Senakhtenre^ vouched

for by two fairly good documents and Sekhentenre^ by only one, and that one not quite so

trustworthy. The similarit}" of the two names will be noticed, and it will be seen how easily

the consonants n-h-t in the one might become h-n-t in the other by metathesis^ or by a

misreading of hieratic. Hence it seems safe to accept Daressy s proposal that but one

king existed—Senakhtenre^, who became Sekhentenre^ by a scribal error

Some forty years later than the last of these lists of the Lords of the West—in the

16th year of Ramesses IX, 1126 b.c,

—

the tombs of some of these Seventeenth D3masty

royalties figured largely" in the affairs of the Necropolis. From the contemporary files of the

inspectorate of the cemeteries, located in Medinet Habu probably, come a number of papyri

discovered in the fifties of the last century^ These are surveys of tombs, inventories of

1 By an error of the scribe, Ahhotp is a king and, to keep the order as read above, should change places

in the list with Kamose.

2 Jhe list here turns a corner on the offering table and by a confusion on the scribe’s part Mentuhotp III

is introduced between Kamose and Ahmose.

^ Sethe, Urkvaden des \^tea Dya,^ 609.

** A close connection between Senakhtenre*^ and Sekenenre^ and Kamose was early recognized by Maspero,

Morales royales^ 639 and Struggles of the Nations^ 76, n. 4. So also Wiedemann, Geschickte^ 302; Sethe,

Uatersuchangea^ i, 4 ;
Meyer, Geschichte, par. 309, note

;
Weill, Fin du Moyett Empire^ 158, 550

;
Burchardt

and PiEPER, Konigsaaniea^ 53, no. 274.

^ Suggested to me by Lansing.

^ Fee. Trav,, 1892, 146; followed by Petrie, History, ii, 9, 16, and in a curious way by Budge, Book of

Kings, i, 104 and History, iii, 180, who says Daressy has proved the identity of the two, and who therefore

^ Oy
composes a titulary

o
WWW

5* Peet, Mayer Papyri, 1, gives a list and bibliography to which should be added the fact that the

Amherst Papyrus is now in the collection of J. P. Morgan in New York. There is little information on the

finding of the papyri. Pap. Ambras and Pap. Amherst would seem to have been discovered in the early

fifties and Pap. Abbott was purchased by the B. M. in 1856. Pa}). Mayer A and B were in England in 1863

and probably were found no later than Pap. Harris A which turned up in 1860 in Medinet Habu. Now
Ambras contains a catalogue of documents relating to the Ramesses III Temple of Medinet Habu, as well

as a catalogue of tomb robber documents which surely includes Amherst, and perhaps Abbott. Thus all

the documents (except Mayer A and B which are intimately related to Abbott, however) can be connected

with Medinet Habu, and there I should place the headquarters of the Necropolis Administration in the

Twentieth Dynasty.

29—2
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goods stolen from the tombs, lists of persons accused of theft and even the minutes of their

trials. All are business-like, straightforward documents, clearly the verbatim reports of

legal investigations and therefore thoroughly trustworthy historical evidence, if some slight

allowance be made for an occasional, natural error in drafting.

The most impressive and most interesting of these is the Abbott Papyrus. The situa-

tion which it details has been excellently summarized by Breasted ^ The Mayor of Thebes

had laid certain information against the Mayor of the Necropolis, under whom the tombs

were being pillaged. The Vizier appointed a commission of ten officials—chiefs of police,

necropolis inspectors and two confidential scribes from the Vizier's and the Treasurers

diwdm—who were to investigate the charges in company with the accused Mayor, and

report back to the Vizier and the King's Butlei's. Followed by a party of police this com-

mittee crossed the river to the cemeteries and inspected ten royal tombs and a number of

private ones. They then drafted a report dealing with these private tombs in a very sum-

mary manner, as being of small importance, but giving a list of the ten kings' tombs

examined, followed by clear and concise statements of their condition, which have all the

earmarks of having been recorded by the scribes on the spot. These tombs, in the order in

which they were reported upon, were the

(1) Tomb of King Amenophis I.

(2) Pyramid of King Intef I.

(3) Pyramid of King Nubkheperre^ Intef.

(4) Pyramid of King Sekhemre^-Wapma^t^ Intef.

(5) Pyramid of King Sekhemre^-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf.

(6) Pyramid of King Sekenenre^ Ta^o.

(7) Pyramid of King Sekenenre^ Ta^o-^o.

(8) Pyramid of King Wazkheperre^ Kamose.

(9) Pyramid of King Ahmose-Sapair.

(10)

Pyramid of King Mentuhotp III.

Three of these tombs definitely lie outside the scope of the present paper. No. % and
No. 10 date from the Eleventh Dynasty, and No. 1 from the Eighteenth. Furthermore
No. 9 of ‘‘King" Ahmose-Sapair has long been recognized as involving a scribe's error^.

* A '/wient Records^ iv, §§ 500 ff.

2 Many of the names of this period which contain the element Sekhem have been read Seshesh. The two

signs
I
shm and ^ ss:^-t both determined the names of sistra or similar instruments and were frequently

confused by the ancient scribes (Erman, Graminatik, 315 ; Gardixer in Rec, Trav.^ 1912, 75). Weill in an
interesting excursus {pp. cit., 277, continued on 286) proves that in these royal names the correct form is

Sekhern and assembles the arguments in favour of transliterating the names in the order Sekhenire^- Y
as done by Steixdorff {Zeitschr, /. ag. Spr,, 1895, 94) rather than the order SekhenuX^re^ frequently
followed.

3 AViedemaxn in F.S.B.A., 1886, 220, and Maspero {EiiquHe judiciaire, 80), believed that an actual
king, preceding Ahmose, is named in the Abbott Papyrus; Brugsch {Gesch, Aeg,, 256) supposed that a
viceroy under Ahmose is here named. Maspero changed to the conclusion that the “King” of the Papyrus
and the “ Prince” of other monuments were the same person in Mo?nies regales, 638, in which he foUovved
Brugsch and Birch in Rec, Arch., 18o9, 2^2 and Schiaparelli, II lihro dei funerali, 17 Sethe Unter
suchungen, I, 71, expressed very trenchantly the impossibility that two separate Sapairs were involved and

Petrie, History, n, 44, made the perfectly plausible

the element had been dropped in the Papyrus.

suggestion that in transcribing the title
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Th6re was no king of this name, but there was a well-known “ King’s-son Ahmose called

Sapair,” the heir of Amenophis I*, who died young and was venerated among the Lords of
the West on innumerable monuments. That it was his tomb which was investigated is

beyond doubt—the question is, how did the scribes make their mistake ? Po.ssibly the
original complaint listed a tomb of “ King Ahmose-Sapai'r ” and the committee’s scribes

transcribed this error into their notes; or possibly a scribe carelessly wrote 1 ^ for
0 ^ ^ I

T /WWW
1 Again there is a third possible explanation. Mariette found two seals in the
1 /WWW

Dira‘ Abu’l-Naga, identical in workmanship and therefore probably contemporary in date.

bearing the names
G

• /“/V'/'A/N /WA/W
and

Q A 1

1

1 1 11 I
,

I AAAVW
If the seals date from

the generations immediately succeeding Sekenenre^, this ‘^Son of Re^' Siamun ’’ is an
enigma ^ However there was a son of Ahmose I named Siamun buried in the necropolis

and honoured among the Lords of the West, and it may be argued that this seal had belonged

to a caretaker of his tomb. It would then become probable that in the tomb also Prince

Siamun was called and the same may have been true of Ahmose-Sapair in his tomb,

to the confusion of the scribes of the Abbott Papyrus \

The positions of certain of the tombs in this list show that all of them were put down
in the order in which they were inspected^ No. I is described as being “ the High Ascent,

north of the Temple of Amenhotp of the Garden and Carter has found it on the top of

the Dira‘ Abu’LNaga Hill, north of the mortuary temple of Amenophis No. 2 is speci-

fied as being ‘'north of the Temple of Amenophis of the Forecourt,” and it was discovered

by Mariette in the plain beyond the Seti Temples No. 3, we shall find, was situated at the

foot of the Dir^‘ Abiil-Na^a near its northern end. Then follow Nos. 4 to 9, after which

there is an evident break as No. 10 is said to have been in Zeseret—Der el-Bahri, where
it is to-day one of the prominent landmarks®. This break, and the fact that no qualifying

phrases locating Tombs 3 to 9 are given, make it evident that Nos. 3 to 9 were all in the

same district, and so I have placed them, strung out along the foot of the Dira‘ Abul-Naga
in a purely diagrammatic manner, in the accompanying map, Plate XIII®.

The itinerary marked on this map is not as unreasonable as might be supposed at first.

Unquestionably ten tombs were specified in the charges to be investigated^®. The tomb
of Amenophis I was that of the most prominent king and was also the most inaccessible.

1 The involved argument proving this relationship must be deferred to another occasion.

- Bibliography under King Sekenenreq page 248, below.

3 According to Gauthier, Legrain published the seal of Siamun and that of Sekeneiire^ under one

number. This led Lieblein, Recherckes sur Vhistoire et la ch'ilis<ttion de Vandeane Eyi/pte^ 1910, 125 and

132, to create a King Sekenenre^ IV-Amensi to whom he attributed a dozen or fifteen years of reign!

^ Son of Be^, like the cartouche, may have been used by an heir to the throne. Hallowed tradition may
well have received some strange accretions in this formative periixl. Petrie, History^ ii, 44.

5 As I have already suggested in Am, Jour. Sem. Lany.^ 1915, 37.

B. A.A., IV, par. 513 and Carter in Journal, 1916, 147.

^ B. A.R,, IV, par. 514 and AVinlock, op. eit., 20.

s B. A.A., IV, 520, and Naville, Eleventh Dynasty Temple at Delr el Bahan.
‘‘ It should be emphasized that the tombs 4 to 9 are placed on the map only in the must general way.

It is quite possible that Nos. 8 and 9 should be near point A.

See below, page 265.
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The inspection was made in September, and we may quite safely assume that the eleven

officials, many of whom may well have been old and corpulent, would prefer to puff then-

way up the desolate little valley to the High Ascent before the sun shone down upon it

in the fierceness of full mid-day heat. The first tomb examined and the findings dictated

to the scribes, the commissioners and their accompanying police scrambled down the hill to

the second tomb, nearly a mile away. With these two outlying tombs disposed of, Nos. 3

to 9 lay on their direct path to Her el-Bahri, fully two miles distant. Therefore the party

crossed its own tracks and followed along the foot of the Dira‘ Abu 1-Naga, visiting the

little pyramids in their list until they reached the great avenues leading to the temples of

Zeseret, where lay the last remaining tomb which they had to examine.

While this list is strictly speaking an itinerary, nevertheless so far as Nos. 3 to 8 are

concerned it has an unexpected chronological value. Assume for the moment that these six

tombs are of one period—the thesis of this paper—their order from north to south is equally

their order from earlier to later.

Returning to the map it will be noticed that the early Eleventh Dynasty kings and

their courtiers were buried on the plain opposite Karnak and just north of the Valley of

the Kings. Mentuhotp III was buried in Der el-Bahri with the nobles of his reign gi-ouped

around the ‘Asasif, and S^ankhkeref and his followers in the cliffs to the south'. The cemetery

of the dynasty thus grew from local north to local south. Of the Eighteenth Dynasty, the

founder’s temple and tomb are unknown, but the chapel of Amenophis I is on the plain in

front of the Dira‘ Abu’l-Naga and the tombs of the nobles of the first generations of the

dynasty are clustered behind it on the hillside. The entrance to the mortuary monument

of Tuthmosis I and Hatshepsut is a couple of hundred yards beyond, with the temples of

Tuthmosis III, Amenophis II, Tuthmosis IV and Amenophis III following one after another

to the south, and the tombs of their contemporaries honeycombing Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah

behind them\ Again, Seti I built the temple for his father and himself up by the mouth

of the Valley of the Kings. Ramesses II placed his between existing monuments to the

south, and Merenptah beyond him again. Already the front of the Necropolis was becoming

so crowded that Siptah and Tausret were content with small vacant sites between the

existing temples for their unimposing little chapels, but Ramesses III with a more am-

bitious project, went as far south as Medinet Habu. The old lake of the palace of

Amenophis III blocked further development in that direction and such of the Twentieth

Dynasty temples as have been found are sandwiched-in, in any sort of order, among those

of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth.

This trend of the Theban Necropolis from the plain near the mouth of the Valley of the

Kings southward had a perfectly natural cause. The plain is the nearest bit of desert, and

hence the best place for a cemetery, in the neighbourhood of the heart of Thebes around

the temples of Karnak. At Karnak, from time immemorial, there must have been a ferrj^

to the Necropolis. Boats put across from the wharves near the Amun Temple to the

landing-stage directly across the river, which Went by the name of “ Opposite-her-Lord ”

—

1 WiXLOCK, op. eit., 13 ff., and Bull. Met. Mus. An, 1921, Nov., ii, 29; 1922, Dec., ll, 19.

“ In Gardineh and Weigall, Topographical Catalogue, there are 98 decorated. Eighteenth Dynasty

tombs in the ShSkh ‘Abd el-Kurnah neighbourhood, all but two of them later than Hatshepsut. In the

Dira‘ Abu’l-Naga there are 23, of which 16 are not later than Tuthmosis III. When it is considered that

the most important courtiers of this last king were buried in Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah, the general trend

from north to south following the kings’ temples is evident for the courtiers’ tombs as well.
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Kheftet-hir’-nebes, The old quays there were relined with fine stone in the days of

Hatshepsut and Tuthmosis III to meet the growing traffic^ and so usual was it to take

the Kheftet-hir'-nebes ferry that the name came to signify the whole of Western Thebes^

and in true Egyptian style was even personified as a goddess who was the counterpart of

Thebes itself t It was near the road leading from this busy ferry that each king would have

his monument, and those who could not find place there turned south into the hills already

hallowed by the rulers of the Eleventh Dynasty.

It is thus a fact that so long as a free choice was open, the founder of each dynasty

built his monument as near as possible to this ferry road, and his descendants built theirs

in a row to the south. Before the Eighteenth Dynasty there was no difficulty in the way

of this choice and we may assume, therefore, that the tombs Nos. 3 to 8 in the Abbott

Papyrus followed this controlling tendency. And that this assumption is at least partially

correct is evident immediately, because Sekenenre^ and Kamose, who are last on the list,

are admittedly the last of the Seventeenth Dynasty and the immediate predecessors of the

Eighteenth. We thus have the foundation of a chronicle for the Seventeenth Dynasty in

the Abbott Papyrus. That it is only a foundation is evident of course, first, because all

the tombs of the kings of the Seventeenth Dynasty were not inspected
;
and secondly,

because, while the general north to south tendency may be true, it may not hold strictly

between two adjoining tombs in so rugged and restricted an area as the Dira‘ Abn’l-Naga.

It now remains only to study the general designation of the royal tombs of the period

before taking them up individually.

Ever since Birch, Chabas and Maspero first translated and commented on the Abbott

Papyrus it has invariably been noticed that the royal tombs—except that of Amenophis I

—

were called
^ ^ ^ tombs inspected were ditferentiated under

other names-
o
ca
1 1

1

or
-III’

Mer means, essentially, a

“ pyramid,'’ but Mariette's discovery of the tomb of Nubkheperre^ Intef and his description

of it as a chamber cut in the rock, and not a pyramid, has resulted in the word laer being

taken in this papyrus in a merely figurative sense for “ king’s tomb,” an idea which has

^ Sethe, Urk'fniden des 312 i'e.irlier in B. A.R,, ii, par. 339): “Ihre Ufer wareii

getlammt {dni) aus Stein
;
schoner war sie als ihr friiherer Zustand.’’ The ideogram for the structure is a

‘‘fortress” but the same sign is used by Hatshepsut for her temple at Der el-Bahri (B.M. Hieroglyphic Texts,

v, 26). Another reference to the same restorcitiou, here credited to Tuthmosis III, is in B. A.R.^ ii, par. 606

Lacac, Steles^ 34010. The Hatshepsut quays were doubtless on the prolongation of the Der el-Bahri

causeway.

^ Sethe, op, cit.^ 64 and 83 (B. A.R.^ ir, par. 70), where it is the pendant of Thebes, and like Thebes a

town © ,
in the days of Tuthmosis L See next note.

3 Accompanying Hatshepsut and Tuthmosis III on the two stelae in note 1 above and Tuthmosis III

in B. H.i?., II, par, 655. Sethe, op, cit.,, translations, 34 and 43, considers that Kheftet-hir-nehes was merely

a name of Thebes. However, the expression “the district of the Mayor of the AYest Side in Kheftet~hir-nehes^'

(B. A.R,^ II, par. 927) inclines me to stick to a modification of the older view which originated with Brugsch

in Zeitschr. f, og, Bpr.,, 1863, 38, and was followed by Maspero, Struggles of the yatious, 506 and map.

They applied the name to the hills opposite Karnak on the analogy of “the Brow of Thebes” for the

western hills noted by Maspero, op, ciV., 310, Rec, Trav., ii, 112. The recent discovery that ^l^mt is to be

translated “bank” or “quay ” shows that the western wharves, rather than hills, is the place. All hope of

ever finding the quays of Kheftet-hir-nebes is doomed when one considers that the Napoleonic, AYilkinson

and modern maps show the river shifting in only one century enougli to obliterate all trace of them. (On

the shift between 1797 and 1830 see Newberry in Annales, 1906, 79.)
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gained force from the appearance of the determinative ^ after other words for tomb, in

various places.

However, too much confidence is not to be placed in the thoroughness of Mariette's

study of the Intef tomb which he found. On the contrary there is excellent ground for

taking the word literally as meaning “ pyramid.” A consistent terminology is evident in

O .

the whole body of tomb robbery documents. Thus
^ JCTJ is used to describe primarily the

royal tombs of the Valleys of the Kings and of the Queens, which were purely subterranean

passages^
; is some definite type of private tomb which makes the name

peculiarly applicable to those cenotaphs which were erected in Abydos’; and even the word

(ji j’
ancient generic word for tombs in generaP, has a specialized meaning of

'' burial chamber ” in the Amherst Papyrus. This consistency of usage is observable in the

fact that the entirely subterranean tomb of Amenophis I is not described as a viei ^—except

by inference in one general total—but mer is applied to the two tombs of Wah^ankh Intef

and of Mentuhotp III which appear from their existing remains to have been actual

pyramids. The same I judge to have been the case of the early Eighteenth Dynasty met
of Tetisheri at Abydos^. But more convincing, two of the remaining tombs in the Abbott

Papyrus, which are themselves, have particular features called the
^ ^

(without cn) which can only be translated “pyramid.” Mention is made of “the stela of

the pyramid” of Sekhemre^-Wapma^^t, and “the lower chamber of the pyramid” of
Sekhemre^-Shedtawi'l In the face of this, we can only conclude that Mariette missed the
pyramidal feature above the tomb of Nubkheperre^ and translate the word mer literally as
“ pyramid.”

The pyramids of the period listed in the Abbott Papyrus begin with:

The Tomb of King Nubkheperre^ Intef

1 Tombs in the Valley of the Queens: Pap. Abbott, iv, 16; v, 3-4, 7-8; in the Valley of the Kings:
Peet, 3fa>/e,- Papyri, B, 8-10

;
Daressy, Cereneih des cackettes royales, 61019. In the Ambras Papyrus the

tomb of the Great Captain of the Army is hr in contrast with the mr of King Sebekemsaf.
- Abydos cenotaphs are so called on the Tetisheri stela (see below) and the Kares stela (Sethe, Urhinden

des l&ten Dyn., 45, translations, 24). Cf. Schafer, Mysterimi des Osiris, 7.

3 The commonest word for “tomb” in Egyptian. Even in the O.K. it is applied to mastabas or rock-
cut tombs indifferently (Mariette, Mastabas, 201, 204; De Morgas, Catalogue, l, 172, 173, etc.). Since
Papyrus Abbott, i, 4, apparently applies id to the tomb of Amenophis I, Maspero {Enquete jvAiciaire, 12-13)
recalls the Greek o-vpiy|, “reed or flute,” applied to the Tombs of the Kings by clas.sical authors, and

derives likewise from
) 1\\(| a “plant” (Brugsch, flfch; Loret in Aec. Trar., 1894, H ;

Kamat

in Anaales, i.\, 27). However, it is too old a word for this derivation. There is nothing in O.K. tombs to give
ri.se to the simile with a reed, and it is more likely to have a relation with the word “office” or “chamber.”

* References to the tomb of Wah^ankh Intef in M^inlock in Arner. Jour. ,Sem. Lang., 1915, 20 ff. Naville’s
reconstruction in the Eleventh Dynasty Temple at Deir el Bahari of a pyramid in the Mentuhotp temple has
not been bettered. Cchrelly {Abydos, iii, 35) describes the Tetisheri monument as a square “mastaba”
wRh slightly sipping sides {cf. Peet, Cemeteries of Abydos, ii, 35-6). The ruins, although only 2 metres
high, suggest to me, however, the pyramid.s described by Mariette, Abydos, it, 42—44, Pis. 66—7

3 See below, pages 234 and 237.
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After the committee of inspectors had left the tomb of the Horns Wah^ankh Intef of

the Eleventh Dynasty they visited:

The pyramid' of King Nubkheperref, L.P.H., Son of Ee^ Intef, L.P.H. It was found

in course of being tunneled into by the thieves. They had made 2^ cubits of tunnel in its

outer wall ^ ^ ^ cubit^ in the outer chamber of the tomb

'TL fx no ^ fv /wwv\ <cz> /vwAA^ a o
r\

I

AWwvs
^ of the Chief of the

Offering Bearers of the House of Amun, Yuroi, who is deceaseds The king’s pyramid

was uninjured since the thieves had not been able to enter it.

If the report of the inspectoi*s be accepted as showing the order in which the tombs

were examined, then this tomb would be somewhere in front of the Dira‘ Abu’l-Naga, and

toward its northern end. That it Avas actually in the Dira‘ Abu’l-Xaga, in the side of a

hillock to the west of the plain, Avas demonstrated by its discovery in 1860 by Mariette\

A closer location he fails to give, but years afterwards, in 1879, Villiers Stuart ran across

Mariette s old excaA^ation and the obelisks he had left behind, half buried in a place close

to that in Avhich he AA^as told the mummy of Ahhotp had been found‘d. If his information

was good, and he Avas not merely Avriting in the most general terms, he saw the obelisks

somewhere near the north Avady of the DinV Abu’l-Naga. So far the indications are in

agreement.

Lacking more definite data on Mariette’s excav^ations, it occurred to me some years ago

that the papyrus itself might give a valuable indication in the mention of the adjacent

1 Pap. Abbott, PL II, 12 S’. B. A.!?., iv, par. 515.

2 Maspero, EnquHe judieiaire^ 16, “mur d’enceinte exterieur.^' For the Avord dru\ Gardiner refers me
to his AdmoyiitW7iSj 28, and fmthermore writes that in spite of the queer determinative O he believes it to be

SLO, ‘S.oe, “xoi, (fern.) /ma’us. He quotes a parallel passage Pap. Turin 42/6 where cemetery workmen
—M— y I n

on strike have been crossing the necropolis walls (Inbt) and on a particular date a ^ i A
I W IJA i

^ V

“Crossing them again. Reaching the Southern Wall-door ? of the Ramesseum.” £5^ means

“limit, boundary, outside ” and, as Gardiner reminds me, ^ “side” of the body, hence he concludes

driv corresponds pretty closely to paries.

3 Breasted renders “2^ cubits of tunnel in its..., 1 cubit (distant) from...” making one tunnel, 2^ cubits

deep and 1 cubit from Yuroi’s tomb.

4 Gardiner has pointed out to me the error in translation of this phrase made by both Maspero and

Breasted who rendered it “which is in ruins.”

“ Few excaA^ations have been more brilliantly planned out beforehand— and less adequately published

afterwards. Mariette wrote from Luxor on Feb. 1, 1860, to Chabas (Maspero, Bihliotheque Egyptologique.^

18, cxiii) : “I am folloAving the study of the Eleventh and SeAxnteenth Dynasties at Kurnah Your excellent

translation of Birch’s article on the Abbott Papyrus has not served me badly at all. What I am sure of is

that the location of the royal tombs is the Dira‘ Abu’bNaga. Ameiiophis I was buried there as well as all

the Intefs whose coffins are in Euro}^. At this very moment I am on the track of the tomb of Xiibkheperre^

Intef, which has been plundered but where I may find a stela.” On the Intef coffins he presumably knew

Prisse’s 1847 article on the one in the B.M., and he evidently had some information on the two he had

purchased for the Louvre in 1854. Ramose and Ahhotp (whom he related to the Intefs) he had found

himself in 1857 and 1859. The references to the discovery of the tomb of Rubkheperre^ Intef are given

below.

6 Yilliers Stuart, Nile Gleanings.^ 273.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 30
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tomb of Yiiroi. Under the name of Yuroi the tomb has so far defied discovery, but exactly

where we should expect the royal tomb to be there is the tomb of Shuroi, Chief of the

Offering Bearers of Amtin, who lived in the Nineteenth or Twentieth Dynasty and whose

tomb was therefore in existence when the inspection was made’. The two names are

Abbott Papyrus
_ W

A/WWN (5 1, 1 ^AAAA^

Tomb No. 18

Except for the two signs
(|

and there is no difference in either names or titles. Now we

have already been able to point out one evident slip made by the scribe, when he recorded

Prince Ahmose-Sapair as a king, and I shall try to show that he was equally in error in

transcribing the prenomen of a King Ta^o. Hence I assumed that he was either hasty in

reading the name of Shuroi on the walls of the tomb, or that he omitted the stroke that

makes the difference between \ and In short I believed the attempt at robbery was

actually made from the tomb of Shuroi and that the tomb of Nubkheperre^ must be within

a few cubits of it.

With this arm-chair theory in mind I waited impatiently until I could get out to

Kurnah again. Once there—it was in the winter of 1919-20—I immediately looked up the

tomb of Shuroi, verified the reading of the name, and found that there actually were plun-

derers' tunnels starting from its outer chamber, but so torn up was the surface round about

that I could identify no trace of the tomb of King Intef. I then questioned some of the

older natives of the neighbourhood. Did any of them remember seeing a pair of “columns"

lying around that part of the hill years ago ? None of them did—but two old men recalled

a pair of “little obelisks" which lay right by Tomb 13 until they were taken away by

Maspero a long time back 1 So spontaneous and unprompted was this answer that all my
doubts vanished, and I placed “3 Nubkheperre<^ Intef" where it is on the Map, PI. XIII.

So far as the description of the tomb is concerned we gain nothing from the report of

the inspectors except that it had an “ outer wall into which the thieves could tunnel

2J cubits (1*3 m.) without attaining the burial chamber. Mariette s references to the tomb^

while vague are a little more enlightening. As he describes it, the tomb was a hemi-speos

cut in the abrupt flank of the hill, consisting of a chamber in the rock and a pit terminating

in the burial vault. The p^uramid of crude brick was doubtless above on the rock and

1 Tomb Xo. 13 in Gardiner and AVeigall, Topographical Catalogue.

2 m.m' ird/iw, “Bearer of Offerings/’ Erman in Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr., 1910, 39.

3 Unfortunately Vassalli, Hon. istorici, 133, passes over this discovery with a bare mention, and but

.scantiest details are given by the following works of Mariette, Lettre it M. de Rouge m Rev. arch., 1860, ii,

28 ;
Les Mastahas, 9 ;

Monuments divers, 16, PI. 50 a, showing one of the obelisks
; Letter to Birch in TranL

1875, 194, and the review of Mariette’s work by Desjardins in Rev. gm. de Varchitecture, 1860 col.

121. The obelisks were left on the spot where they were found in 1860, and were partially cleared a second

time by Ahlliers Stuart in 1879. Two years later they were shipped to the BCilak Museum and were lost

in the Nile opposite Gamulah on the way down river. They have received frequent mention of varying

value by ATlliers Stuart, ibid., who gave a bad wood-cut from a worse drawing, which would be interest-

ing if we could be certain that it was of the obelisk not figured in Mon, divers
; AViedemann, Geschichte

224, where this tomb is confused with AAhahankh; AIaspero, Histoire, i, 460; Budge, History, ii, 19U
Steindorff in Zeitschr. f.

ag. Spr,, 1895, 83 ;
Pieper, Konige Aegyptens, 13, No. 14 ; Gauthier, Rois, i, 238'

Daressy in Annales, 1911, 65 ;
Meyer, Geschichte, par. 309 n.

;
Weill, op. cit., 360.
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Mariette either did not recognize it or it had completely disappeared \ In front, broken

into several pieces, lay two small obelisks,

3*

50 m. and 3 ’70 m. high respectively, which

had ornamented the facade. Very well preserved inscriptions were arranged in vertical

columns down the four sides giving the names of the Horus Neferkheperu, Lord of the Two
Diadems Heruhirnestf, Beautiful God, Lord of the Two Lands, Lord of Offerings, Nubkhe-

perre^, Bodily Son of Re^, Intef who is beloved of the gods Osiris, Sopd Lord of the

(Eastern) Mountains and Anubis Lord of the land of Zeseret.
ra

Q

aaaiWn 27 V r\

restoration made by a later

On one side there are a few signs from the beginning of a

Mariette s discovery of 1860 would appear to have been anticipated by the Arabs of

Kurnah in 1827^ when they seem to have found the tomb intact as it was left by the in-

spectors in the reign of Ramesses IX. Their plundering on the slopes of the Dira' Abu’L

Naga led them to a little tomb which the}" said had but one chamber (a contradiction of

the Mariette description which, perhaps, should be taken more seriously than I have done).

In the centre of this chamber, the living rock had been left to form a sarcophagus free-

standing from the walls but not detached from the floor, within which lay the wooden

coffin. This Athanasi bought for Salt, from whose collection it passed into the British

Museum'*. It is a gilded coffin with rishi (feather) decoration whose inscriptions name

the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Intef (PI. XIY).

* Passalacqua {Cat. raisonne\ 191) destroyed a number of small brick pyramids in 182'2-3.

Obelisks of modest size and rather stumpy form in front of tomb doors go back to the earliest times.

See Vox Bissixg in Rec. Trac.^ 1912, 21, with numerous examples from the First to the Seventeenth

Dynasties. Additional O.K. examples are, at Sakkarah : Mariette, Ma&taha§^ 434 ;
^Maspero, Art in Egypt,

fig. 65 ;
Lythgoe, Torah of Perneh^ 21 ;

at Gtzah : Reisxer in Boston M\is. Fine Arts Ball., 1913, 56 ;
M.K.,

Birch, Cat. Alnicicl- Castle, 324, PL VI. An obelisk-like stela from a private grave in the Theban Xecropolis

will be noticed under Sekhemre^-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf. The presence of a pair yf <ffielisks in front of the

tomb of Nubkhepcrre^ was the arrangement in the Fifth Dynasty tomb of Perneb and recalls the statement

of Strabo that originally there were obelisks in front of all the royal tombs at Thebes—a statement which,

as Passalacqiia saw, could not at any rate have been true of the royal tombs in the Valley of the Kings.

^ The original description of the Arabs^ excavation was published by Yaiini Athanasi, Salt's agent in

Kurnah, in Researches and Discoveries in Upper Egypt, x, quoted by Dr. G. Tomlinson (Bishop of

Gibraltar) in Trans. Roy.Soc. of Literature, 1839, 238. Tomlinson and Leemans had been in correspondence

before this, and Leemans covered the same ground in his Lettre a M. Francois Salvolini, 1838, 28, and

subsequently in Mon. egypt. du Musee d Leide, ii, 18. The most frequently quoted authority, however, is

PRLSSE {Rev. Arch., 1847, 710), who claimed that his information had been furnished him at Thebes by an

associate of Yaniii who had tried to find the site for him, but without success. In spite of the fact that

Prisse may have made enquiries in Kurnah, nevertheless his published account is nothing more nor less

than a complete plagiarization of Leemans and of a letter from the latter })ublishod by Tomlinson, ibid.

The story has been quoted from one or another of these sources by all those who have dexseril>ed the articles

found.

•* B.^I. 6652. The coffin was Xo. 986 (Athanasi, ibid.) in Salt’s last collection which he mentions in a

letter of Oct. 7, 1827, as that day shipped to Euroi>e (Halls, Life and Correspondence of Henry Salt, Esq.).

He died three weeks later near Alexandria and the collection was sold in the summer of 1835, in

30—2
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That this was the coffin of Nubkheperre^ Intef there is no direct and incontrovertible

evidence since the prenomen is lacking, as is the case with nearly every object ft'om the burial-

chambers of the kings of this period. We shall find that three Kings Intef are known,

buried in the cemetery of the Seventeenth Dynasty, and of their three cothns only one

bears a prenomen. Omitting this last and disregarding the ever-present possibility that

there may have been still other Intefs, we reduce the question to twojvings (known from

the Abbott Papyrus) and two coffins (in the British Museum and the Louvre). Now the

coffin in the British Museum spells the name
^ with the

(j

and so do all of the

contemporary monuments definitely known to be of Nubkheperre^^ The other coffin and

the scant remains of the other kings omit the
[| -. On this ground alone the British Museum

coffin may be assigned to Nubkheperre^ and this assignment gains force from two other

circumstances. First, there is a good case for assigning the Louvre s doubtful coffin to

Sekhemre^-Wapma<^t Intef the Elder. Secondly, if this British Museum coffin is assigned

to Sekhemre^-Wapma^t ’ it is difficult to explain how it could have been found in 1827 in a

tomb evidently intact and yet the canopic box of Sekhemre^'-Wapnia^t only made its

appearance twenty years later.

The Arabs who opened the coffin claimed to have found the mummy of the king resting

within, wearing a diadem upon his head outside the bandages
;
beside him lay two bows

and six flint-tipped arrows, and among his wrappings they found a heart scarab mounted
in gold, ‘‘and also many other objects of interest,'' according to Athanasi.

\\ hen the coffin came to be cleaned in London some eight bits of bandages were found
sticking in the bitumen with which the inside was lined. They were covered with texts in

a strong hand similar to that of the Berlin Sinuhe and Eloquent Peasant manuscripts, and

one ends with the name of the King 1

^
The mummv itself havincj been

London ^\hc^6 the coffin v\6nt f')!* a tsong’, as it was only after the tarnished gold wa.^ cleaned in the
British Museum that the cartouche was discovered. An excellent deseri]_)tion and plate are given bv
TomlixsOX, o/^. cU. The best description of later date is that of Steixdurff in Zeitschr. t\ mj. 1895,
84 ff, with illustration. Other illustrations are in Petrie, History, i, fig, 105 and Bl dok, boilh to the First
and Second Egypt, Boo/ns, 1904, 68, PI. X. Mentions of varying value are made By Leeinaiis; Phisse, lo<\

cit and m/t*er.dA;/^,1845, 6; BiRCHin^er.A/’c/o, 1859, Zeitschr. f. ag, Spr.,\bm
,
53

;
Viedemaxx,

(jesckichte, Bldge, Ilidtory, ii, 184 and Booh of Ktngs, i, 84 (where by some confusion he says it bears
the cartouche of Sekhemrc^'AVapuia^tj

; Gauthier, Rois, i, 221. Finally the literature is reViewed l)y

Weill, op. cit., 361, and many valuable suggestions made.

1 The archaic spelling analyzed by Erjian in Zett^chi'. f. ay. xxxix, 147.

This lino of argiunent is, so far as I am aware, entirely due to the ingenuit
3

' of Weill, op. cit., 3.!)7, cf. 372,
o. 2. His rule for the spelling of the name of this king has been confirmed by the recent publication 'of the
armlets of Queen Sebekemsaf (see below, page 233... Its one possible exception is tliat the name of Sekheuiref-

Heruhirma'^t Intef was first spelled
(|

on his coffin in the Louvre, but it was immediately corrected

On less definite grounds the Briti.sh Museum coffin has been assigned to Xul.kbeperrGf by

Steixdokff, op. cit; and Meyer, Gesrhichte, par. 309, n. It has l,een left unas.signed to any known king
by IEDE5I.YXX, (Jeschichte, 223 ; G.yuthier, Rois, i, 221, and D.yres.sy in Aruades, 1911, 65.

2 Budge, and Petrie, op, cit,,, 268.

^ Steixdohff ill Zeiuclu-.f. <,j. Spr., 1895, 86 ; Budge, Guide to First mid Second Egyptian Rooms, 68,
where bits of pajiyrus are also mentioned which everyone else has missed.

i
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1

destroyed, or probably having been so badly prepared that it fell to pieces as all iiiuinmies

of this date do, a later one was substituted by the Arabs who -^old it. Tlu* bow and ai'i'ows

urdess thev too went to the ilriiish Museiiiii, are lo^t. Xo lueiitioii is to bt* lound o| tliom

except in Yanni’s oft times copiiMl story.

The diadem eventually found its way into the collection ot the Che\ alier d’Airistasv^

and thence to Levden, It is of a form which had f)ng been popular with tho Egyi)tians—

a

‘‘boatmans circlet'^ ribbon tied aiound the brow^ and kiioltt^l with a pair

of blossoms at the back of the head in a bow knot, the ends of which hang down behind :

On the forehead is the royal uraetis in gold; the ribbon is ol silver d»*corati‘d at intervals

wdth Stripes of three or four lines incised; the two tiowers at the back wrre inlaid wdth

plarptes of dark blue an<l light green-blue glass, lioeser has showui that it h<id been added

to in modern times, doubtless by those through whose hamls it [lasted belori* d’Anasta^v

bought it. Along the edges there had been fixed rows ot littk* taieiice beads ot dideimit

colours attached with thread to holt s punched liere ami there in tln^ t)rigincd siUor band. At

irre‘»ular inter\als betw'eeii the rows of beads were thirty-orio silver pendant^ with ling'- at

top and bottom, inlaitl with light blue, dark blue, and gnjen glass. Eoese]‘’s idea was that

the pendants were trom a “broad collar <;)t the Yiddlt' Ivingtloni and tht^ ]>oads wen* ot

later date. Silver and glass, however, ate two rare materials in Egypt befort^ the Empii'e,

and I should not hesitate to say that in this case the similarity of colours, mateiial and

workmanship between the pendants and the circlet itselt, are siitficient ginuuds lor assign-

ing the pendants, at least, to a “broad’’ collai which the mumm\ of tlm king would

undoiibtedlv have worn. The threads having rotted and the whole thing having laden to

pieces, the Arabs simply embellished the circlet wdth them.

The heart scarab-^ is of green jasper set on a plinth covered w ith gold. Tln^ 1)eerle itself

i Athdiei^i knew iiotliiiw "f it'' fite, kiit h.id lie.inl it LeeiiinU", on tht' ''tieiiirtli nf tliK

cle.scriptioii, and pu^siblv on lieAr.''.iy wdiieh he due-' not recount, recognized tlii> di.idein a-, ont* in tlie

eollectioii sold bv d Aiia-^tasy in ISz^S to the Duteh thu'ernineiit lie -o informed Tondin-on in a lettei,

which the latter }>uhLi;>hed, and in Ins own writing'' invari.ibl\ a(.'-e|ited thi'' identity. It haj^ a!\\a\'' brisi

adopted bv --iib^equent "tiident.'', and has eveiy <iti}»eaiMnce of hciiig eoiTect. A hile <lAna'-tas\ •«, agent

Piccinini due^ not ajipear to have been living in lyurnali hefoie lti''''alac4ua '? detiarture early m I'-'ij, he

eertainlv vvMs in residence north of tlie ‘Alandara on the Uir.C Abu l-Ahiga botore Mari.h Isiiu { 'ham

B

ol.rioN,

Lett/\‘Sj is:i;b 178; Xevvbekky m J/oe/f's, lUOG, s:b. He may well hace b* en pur( ha''ing at the time of

the tiiul of the Iiitef cottin <ind thu" hoth the c<>thii and the dnulem would hrive arnveil m Leglioju in

the tirst in Salt's collection, the second in d Anusta'-y Tlie point h<l^ cuii'-ideraiile be.inng on the

story of the heart >carab.

A similar circlet is so Lihelled in tlie eoffiu of Ha}ti Ankhtiti in the M(*tro[)olitan Aii-eum \± b"':! 11 i

and ill two other instances quoted by Mace and W inlock, 58 . W hile 1 have tiMii'-lated .vv/ Zuf//

as ^‘boatman's circlet,'' I take thi^ for a very archaic name, for all classes ot men and women wear it from

the O.K. and Liter. I should --eek its origin in the white tape'- sometimes worn almut th(‘ir liair hy -vailors

( e/ O’chr<or,\ r, PI. IV; ReI'-ner, Ul, 99,. Gentlemen hshing or huntimi in the luardi frecpiently

are shown with a ribbon or an actual circlet .ibout their hair d g Pl^. np \g VI :

djupt,, III, Rl. XXXVI;.

Descriptions are giv'eii hy Leeman^, op. r’d
,
and Ih's* riptlon ot hi illu'^trated in }[on. *'[dfpt>

da n Lddo ii, Rl. XXXIV; and Prisse copying liim in AVr. Arch
, 1847, 71g ; Imu far better in EuEmih

\]\ZtlUchi\ i. og. 1908, 3U, and Egypt. VcroimJtug tc Letdcn, ill, 8, Rls. X^H1I and XXll. Mentioned

by ATldemann, Uca^chlchtc, -2:^4; Sieindokef in ZeiUchr. f.
<ig. .'<pr., 1895, M

j ;
Mevi.k, Utschickte,

§ 3u9

n • A'eile, o/i. e/G, 3G3
;
Jeduikr, AEm . Lmt . Froi <nti<, 1921, 45.

^ The best deM:rit>tion with illustration; of tlie heart "carab m by Hall, Vot. nf Siuroh.-< /j.JA, X,,. 211,

where he makes the extreiuelv goud point tiiat tlie ovideiice of the scarabs appears to be in favour of placing
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has a human face. The gold covering of the base has a beaded line around the edge of the

beetle and into it on bottom and sides are impressed sentences from the Book of the Dead,

to be recited for the Osiris King Sebekernsaf, Triumphant,
P

legless. The scarab was sold wdth the coffin, and with it

passed into the Salt and British Museum collections, but all the information which Yanni

Athanasi could obtain was that it was placed on the breast of the mummy without having,

as is usual, any ornament attached to it.”

Naturally one hesitates to accept the story of a scarab of a dead King Sebekernsaf on

the mummy of a King Intef, or the historical conclusions which might be drawn from itk

In fact the point involved makes another excursion into the Kurnah of a hundred years

ago worth while, to see what we can make out of the probabilities of the case.

Yanni Athanasi, long established in Kurnah as Salt’s agent, bought the coffin found by

the natives early in 1827, its faked-up mummy and the heart scarab; Picciiiini, lately

arrived as d’Anastasy’s agent, seems to have bought the faked-up diadem, and both purchases

arrived in Leghorn in the latter part of the same year. The Salt collection \vas largely of

Theban origin, but d’Anastasy’s had been formed for the most part in Sakkarah, and it is

probable that what little he had from Thebes w^as brought together by Piccinini in the

short interval between his arrival in Kurnah, about 1826, and the shipment wffiich was

made in 1827. Now^ among this Theban material there w'as, in addition to the diadem

of Intef, the canopic box of Sekhemre^^-Wazkhau Sebekernsaf- and the rtshi coffin of a

certain Menthunakht-^. This last was fixed up for sale exactly as the Intef coffin had been.

As a substitute for the badly preserved mummy of Menthunakht, there was provided a

later and more durable one wdth w^reaths and a wmoden panel, and beside it w^ere placed an

incongruous terra-cotta figure and a haw^k. The shaw^abti figure of a wmman named Kamose,

put into the coffin, and a remarkably w^ell-preserved wooden lyre^ may, of course, be from

Menthunakht’s tomb. Arguing from Piccinini’s short residence in Thebes, the tombs of

King Sebekernsaf and of Menthunakht must have been found just about the time of

the discovery of the Intef tomb. Judging from the mummy-substituting it would

aliiiosb seem that the same gang must have made all three finds wffiich they purposely

divided between Piccinini and Athanasi. “ The custom w hich prevails among the Arabs of

their selling separately, and to different persons, objects of antiquity found together,”

complains Yanni, “ is really to be lamented. It arises from their wush to conceal from the

chief of their village the riches they possess.”

the Sebekemsafs and Iiitefs in the Seventeenth Dynasty rather than in the Thirteenth Dynasty before the

Sebekhotps. The scarab has received mention by all those who have touched on the tind of 18:>7—Athanasi,

Tomlinson, Leemans, Prisse, Birch, and Steindorft' in the articles already quoted. S(?e also Rhino, Thebes,

105; Wiedemann, (Jesehkht^, 276; Budge, History, iii, 125; Zrd and Xth Egypt. Rooms, 217; Newberry
in P.S.B.A., 1902, 289

;
Gauthier, Rols, ii, 75, n. 1 ;

and Weill, op. cit., 363, 383. See also below, jiage 268,

under Sekhemrc^-Wazkhau Sebekernsaf. A scarab of the perind of Kamose, or a little later, wa^ found in tiie

Birabi by Lansing [Btdl Met. Mtfs. Art, Suppl., May, 1917, tig. 21), similar to the scarab pumper here, but
lacking the plinth.

1 See Weill, among others. - See below, p. 268,

Boeser, Egypt. Verw nieliag te Leiden, ill, 3, PI. VIII. Borchardt in Zeitschr, f. ay. Spr., 1894, 115,

n. 1, is undoubtedly right in his description of the faking done by the Arabs in this case.

^ Boeser, op. eit., 7, PI. XXII, believes that the lyre has been restored wdth pieces from a numljer of
difierent sources. Lansing's contemporary lyre {Ball. Met. Mm. Art, Suppl, May 1917, 22; shows, however,
that the Leiden lyre is absolutely authentic.
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The probabilities therefore are obvious. The British Must.'uin woiiM sjhuii tn Iiavr

received the coffin of Iritef and the hv'art scarab of Sebokeuisaf, and tlir diadiun

of the former^ and the canopic box of the latter. Howio'or, thi' probal')iliti»‘s aiT‘ <‘»|ually

strong that the toinb> of Nubkhept'rre^^ Intef and Srklienire^-Wazkhau S(‘bck(aiisaf \\<‘iv

found by these Arabs near each (tther, from which it y<aild follow that the kije^s themselves

should stand close together in the chronicle.

Mariette discovered the tomb of a
^ ^

in Janunrv IXtiO— pracli(*all

v

simultaneously with the tomb of Xtd>khepenv'' and t}u‘r(dore pj-o])al)lv near it and p<>ssd)ly

of the same date. From it h<' got the form for a mirror handle, two toilrt \asos ami a

magic wand-. Xo other anti(|uities from the graves of the coiirtiiTs who might hav(‘ been

buried around the Kings tomb have been recognized so far as I am aware, iinf -^s wr aec<'pt

as such a soft, blue paste pendant in the form of a lions head witli the king’s nanie

between uraei proeure(I by Drovetti in Thebes the days of Athana^i and

Piccinini \ ^Scarabs with a similar (h;sigii are not uncoiniiion and some <.>f them mav wt'll

have come from this cemetery, but so far as I know ther(‘ is no information eonceriiing tin an A

Xubkheporiv^ Intcf’s queen—‘‘The (treat Royal Wife who has assumed the Bi'autiful

White Crown, Sebekemsaf’—came from an Edfu family royal descent and was buried

there atnong her own ancestors, doubtless with her own immediate retainers bt'side her.

Her tomb was repaired in the days (jf Queen Ahhotp and was found again and plundered

by the natives of Edfu about twenty-five years ago. It naturally lies outsid(.‘ the scope of

this paper'’.

^ Newberry suggests to me that Yanm’s stateniciits about the di-ulcm '-houM not bo taken ton

confidently, and that the diadem a> well as the scarab may have come from the tomb of Sebekemsaf. TIiIn

is quite possible, but as no historical conclusions are affected by adhering to the old view that the diadem

w'as Intef ’s, it seems preferable to let it stand.

“ All in Cair<), isoe ilENEDiTE, Mirruirs, 44102; Bissin<i, 0 ^ 7 /7 1^07!), 1^17)4; DakEssY,

9437.

^ In the B.M. (Slade Collection;
;
figured in Ne.>p.itt, OVov,.:

—

Krn.si,nftoo Art ] 0 .

mentioned by Birch, A at (pit ties, Aladck Cus/A’, 179; Wilkinson. t,_i us, ii, 142;

Histtanj, i, 273.

^ Listed and one figured in Petrie, op. r,f.^ 27n, ffo;. lUG.

^ Engelbach, Anivdes, 1922, 116, publishes a fragment of a stela from Edfu made for an unknow-u

man and his wufe the
Or,

' amom: w’ho>c children were Uvn dauaughters
^

Ky

and ^ The well-knowaj stela from Edfu recounting the restoration of the

toinl) of (^ueeii Sehekemsaf i> host in Lacal, <ht SonvA Einp>r^\ 34000. and Slthe, Tp/ (h<!,

IS, Jh/a., 29, traii'^lations 16, Newberry in P.S.JLA . 19o2, 2^0
,

[>ubhshe«i a t>eudant from Edfu of

workman-^hip .->imil<ir to the heart scarab above, bearing the namos of King Intof and (^hieen Sehokeiusaf,

the King being recognized as Nubkheporrc^ from the spelling of the name
j\[|

^ hy Wkili, op. c/g, 372,

11 . 2. Also there have recoiuly been published—but doubtless from the same source -a ring of

and spacer'^ from an armlet }>earing the full names of King NubkheperrC'^ Intef rind Queen

Sebekemsaf, exhibited by PerrniN m the Burlington Fine Arts Club. Aii>‘i»i<t Eyijpfiiu Art, 1922, 18, PI. L.

There little douht hut that all the>e niiamment^ refer to tlie same queen. Not so certain i-^ the liead-

rest of the Chief Accountant of a Queen Sehekenisif, Ron by name New'BLRHY, op. cit., 280; Budge. 3/7^

a/id 4M Eyapt, 19U4, 70
,
wduch may have come either from Edfu or Thehe".
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The Tomb of King SEKHEMREf-WAPMA<^T iNiEF-fo^- “the Elder.”

1

The next move of the inspectors, as their clerk recorded it in the Abbott Pajjyrujs, was

to examine

:

The pyramid of King Sekhemre^^-Wapma^t, L.P.H., >Son of Re^ Intef-^o (the “Elder”),

L.P.H. It was found in the course of being tunneled into by the thieves at the place

where the stela of its pyramid was set up.

M
^

Inspected on this day it was found uninjured since the

thieves had been unable to enter ith

The interesting item here is the mention of the stela erected at a place which the

thieves considered a likely point for a tunnel to the burial chamber. A further detail on

the construction of the tomb is given by a little mutilated pyrainidion-—lacking apex an<l

base—made of limestone, with sides inclined at 60 degrees from the horizontal. It suggests

the caps of the familiar p3Taniid-topped tombs in the vignettes of the Book of the Dead,

and like them it bears on each of its four faces a single vertical column of inscription

setting forth the name and pedigree of “The Horns Wapma^t, King of Upper and Lower

Egypt, Sekhemre^ Wapma^t, Son of Re^ Intef-^o (the “Elder”), begotten by and born

of the Royal ^lother, Great Royal Wife who has assumed the Beautiful White Crown ”

[/ww\a]

o

For the historian it is a noteworthy' fact that this Intef the Elder was

a legitimate heir to the kingdom, born of royal parents—a king and his “great royal wife.”

It is to be presumed that the pyramidion was found on the surface near the ruined tomb

before 1833, but the contents of the burial-chamber only" came to light between 1846 and

1849 through the indefatigable efforts of the Arab plunderers, when they unearthed the kings

canopic box. This passed from them to the Clot Bey Collection and thence to the Louvre^

^ Abbott Pa})., PL 11, 16-lS; B. A.R., iv, par. 516.

Kow in the B.M., No. 478. Newl>erry tells me that this }4yTamidion, ap})arently, was offered to Hay
when ho was in Karnak t' 1823-33) and that Hay has left a sketch of it in B.M., AJd. 29s48, folio 38,

43. It was })ni*cha.sed by Sams, })robably from Athanasi, and from Sams accpiircd by the B.M. The date

of its acquisition is unknown to me bey'ond the fact that Sharpe published it as in the B.M. in 1837.

A facsimile reproduction is given in Hieroglyphic Texts in the B.M., iv, PI. 29. Other publications and
mentions are: Leemans, LHre a Rolvolini, 1838, PL II, 19-21; Sharpe, Eg. Inscr., i, PL 47 and Eg.

Aiitvp in 1862, 101, Fig. 54; Prisse in Rer. /or/n., 1845, 7 ;
Eisexlohr in R.S.B.A.y lb81 99;

WiEDEMAXX, Geschichte, 223 ;
Petrie, History, i, 269, Fig. 164 : Steixdorff in Zeitschr. f. Og. Spr., 1895,

84: Bedoe, Book of Kings., i, 84 (called .statue by' mistake; and Guide Rcvlptun\ 1909, Xo. 341 97 •

Hal'thier, Rois, I, 219 and 220 (erroneously entered twice); ^Ieyer, GeschKhte, }>ar. 309 n.
; Weill, op!

cit., 350, with important bibliographical notes.

2 Weill gives the mention of the Clot Bey Collection, but Prisse in Rer. arch., 1846,746 ff*, did not see it
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(PL XV). It is one of those rare and refreshing objects that need give us no worries for its in-

vocations of the gods are in favour of King Sekhemre^-Wapma<^t Intef-Oi, both names wT'itten

within one cartouche and the epithet ‘‘The Elder’' usually given:

It will have been noticed that in the clerk’s transcription of the kings name from tlu‘

stela or some other inscription at the tomb, into the Abbott Papyrus : in the cartouche on

the pyramid apex
;
and again on the canopic box, this sovereign is always known as Intef-^o-

‘‘the Elder.” This is an epithet totally lacking from all the monuments which can be*

definitely assigned to the other known Intefs of this period. However, it do(^s appear

,
on a coffin in the Louvre which is closely similar to the oiui in

the British Museum assigned above to Xubkheperre^, and which, like this latter, nowhere

gives a prenomen. This Louvre coffin, therefore, unless we are to accept the existence of a

king named Intef “ the Elder,” who is otherwise unknown, may be logically assigned to

Sekhemre^-Wapma^t L

This coffin may have been discovered with the canopic box between 1845 and 184U. In

any case it is known to have^ come with the coffin of Sekhemre^-Heruhirma^t Intef from a

cache in the plain near the northern end of the Dira‘ Abu’l-Naga before 1854 ‘L In that

in that collection, although he was very much interested in all royal names coui[>ounde<l with Sekhemre^.

M. Benedite. who most ohligingly made long researches forme in the archives of the Louvre in 1916, found

no mention of the box in the which contains the acqui.'^ition^ since 1^49, and in the

Napoleon III of 1857 found it bearing the Xo. 491. Hence it seems certain that it was acquired by the

Louvre before 1340, and by Clot Bey after 1846. It has received passing notice from Piekhkt, Cat. I*' ta

Salle histon'que, 152, Xo. 614 ;
Pktkie, Illtortf, i, 268 ;

^I.vspero, Hisfoir^\ i, 461, n. 2 ; Steixportt in

Zeitsrhr. f. aq. Spr., 1895, 84, 86. 94 ; Gauthier, RoU, i, 220; Meyer, par. 309 n., and most

important : IVeill, op. nt.. 352, with copies of the inscriptions. The photograph on PLite XV is the hrst

to be published. M. Benedite is to be thanked for having had it taken for me.

1 This attribution is that of Steixdorff in Z^itschr. f. *'(/. Spr.^ 1895, 86 ; Gauthier, Ro}% t, 220 who

by an error in his notes likewise assigns the other coffin in the Louvre to this King, fpioting Pierret anti

Pielil) ;
Meyer, tleschiehte^ [)ar. 309 n., ainl of Weill, op. a'f , 357.

That it came from Dira‘ Abu'l-Xaga is stated by Chabas, Rec. 1859, 269, wlio prt>bab]y had

MarietteA information. Hood, who excavated in lyunirih in 1857, labelled a necklace in his collection as

found in that year in the Dira‘ Abii’l-Xbiga near the tombs tjf the Intef Kings. (The original label is still

in Xettleham Hall, near Lincoln, England.) Since it was only on Feb. 1, 1860 that iNIariette tir^t wrote to

Chabas of his projected excavations which eventually yielded the Ele\enth Dynasty Intef I, and the

obelisks of Xubkheperre^ Intef, there is little doubt that Chabas’ and Ho(jd’s information was on the

Louvre coffins—less likely that they were referring to the dig of 1827. Bru(.sCH, E<jfjpt under the Plufr^foks.

1879, i, 111, writes, evidently from memory : ‘‘At the foot of the western mountain... more than twenty

years ago (writing in 1876), AraKs seeking for treasure brought to light two very simple coffins of these

(Intef) pharaohs... lightly hidden under loose heaps of stones and sand. The cover was richly gilt and the

band of hieroglyphics which occupied the middle of it, cont.iined the name of Anentef. During my stay in

Egypt in 1854... I had the gotnl luck to discover, in the lumber-room of the residence of the Greek consul,

the coffin of a second Anentef, which was distinguished by the 'surname of ‘the Great’ ''Elder;. This last

coffin is now in the collection of the Louvre.'’ Since the gilded coffin in the Louvre is that which bears the

name Intef-^o, Brugsch’s memory is clearly hazy in hi> dcscri})tion and, in view of the Chabas and H<.)od

statements, I do not doubt that it was equally so when he named the finding-place as the ‘Asasif. F('>r his

2nd English edition (1881, i, 13D, Brugsch taxed bis memory once more and mixed the Leyden circlet

into the story. However, in view of the close association of Brugsch with IMariette and his chances to

procure first hand information in 1854 and 1857 it seems safe to accept the essential point tliat the Louvre

coffins were found buried in a cache in the rubbish. In the s.ime cacE‘ were found Kamose in 1857 'see

below, page 259) .‘ind Ahhotp in 1859 (page 252;.

Joiirii. of Egypt. Arch, X. 31
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year Brugsch saw them both in the lumber-room of the Greek consul, and ilariette, then

on a mission for the French Government following his discovery of the Serapeiim, imme-

diately bought and sent them to the Louvre^ (PL XIV).

Historically the most interesting thing about this Louvre coffin is the fact that it was

made ‘'as a gift to him from his brother King Intef, beloved of Osiris eternally’’

there is no

identifying prenomen to place the brother and successor. The presence of two Intef coffins

together in the Louvre has naturally k*d many to assume that the brother who gave Intef

the Elder his funeral furniture was that Intef whose coffin now rests with his". Had these

two coffins been found together in one tomb as they lie now in one modern museum, this

view would undoubtedly have a great deal in its favour, but we have clear evidence that

they were found in a cache, which later yielded those of Kamose and Ahhotp, and their

proximity to each other has no value, therefore, as evidence of close relationship. The
alternative, and more likely hypothesis, is that the brother who presided over the funeral

of Intef the Elder was that Intef whose almost identical coffin is in the British Museum

—

Nubkheperre^L The attribution of the British ^Museum coffin was based on the fact that

Nubkheperre^
(

Q ^

j]
^

j
and that is also the

spelling of the surviving brother’s name on the coffin of Sekhemre^-Wapma^t, whose own

name is spelt both times on this coffin—as on his other monuments

—

Briefly the conclusions so far reached are that Sekhemre^'-Wapma^t Intef the Elder

(whose coffin and canopic box are in the Louvre) was buried by his brother Nubkheperre^
Intef (whose coffin is in the British Museum), and that he, the Elder Intef, was the son
and successor of a king and c^ueen, but dying young, left no direct heir. The circumstances
anticipate in every detail the case of Kamose and Ahmose at the end of the dynasty.

For the location of the tomb we have but one vague hint-"’. The Abbott Papyrus makes
it next in order after the tomb of Nubkheperre^, and that these two tombs were close to

1 On the 15th and 16th of December 1854. Owing to the absence of the a/rhinste in 1916, M. Bthiedite

to whose never failing cooperation I owe this detail of the acquisition from ]\Iariette, was unable to lay his

hand upon Mariette’s letter accompanying the coffins. The price paid, it is interesting to note, was 1500
francs each. There is no question of Mariette s having unearthed these coffins himself. At this time his

entire activities were in the Memphite region.

2 In addition to the references in the preceding notes see Birch in Zeitschr, f. ilg. Spr., 1869, 52 ;
Wiede-

mann, Geschichte, 223; de Roug:^, Mohs, eggpt. du Lomi'e, 1860, 64; Pierret, Rec. eVinsenp., i, 86;
Petrie, Histori/, i, 267, Fig. 163

;
Steindorff in Zeitschr. /. ag. Spr., 1895, 84, 92 ;

Weill, op. cit., 357,

with copies of the inscriptions collated from the original. The photograph on Plate XIV has been taken

for this article through the kindness of M, Beiiedite.

3 The view of Pierret, Wiedemann, Steindorff, and Meyer, supra
;
Maspero, text of Mon. divers., 16

Budge, History, n, 184; Daressy, Anyades, 1912, 65. De Rouge, Mon. egypt. du, Louvre, 1860, 64, had the

original idea that the coffin in the Louvre was the actual coffin, the gilded one only the cenotaph, of the
same king.

^ The view of Petrie, on stylistic grounds (he doe^ not admit the prenomens as here)
; of Gauthier

op. cit., 221, and of Weill, the last on the spelling of the name.

^ Daressy {ibid.) believed Mariette actually found the tombs of Sekhemre^-Heruhirrna^at and Sek-
hemre^AVapma^t, calling them Intefs II and III. However, Mariette says that the tombs of his lutefs II
III and IV were constructions elevated in the plain as oi)posed to his Intef I (Xubk}ie2)erre^) whose tomb
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each other is, I think, probable if it be admitted that the kings were brothers. That the

first tomb appears to ]fe south of the second in the Abbritt Papyrus may have been due to

the lie of the land, which made the inspectors take them out of order, or ^\hich upset the

general north and south tendency of the necropolis. The evwe is re[)eated with the tombs

of the Ta^os below.

The Tomb of King Sekhemre^-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf.

The next tomb listed in the Abbott Papyrus- was :

The pyramid of King Sekhemre^-Shedtawi, L.P.H., Son of Re^, Sebekemsaf, L.P.H.

It was found that the thieves had broken into it by mining into the lower chamber of its

fi'om the outer hall of the tombpyr;amid, CD'

Ml I i

iin of Xebanifm, The Over-

,
—

.

.

seer of the Granary of King Meiikheperre^ (Tuthmosis III), L.P.H. The burial-place

lc:n<
Mr ^

. of the King was found void of its lord, as well as the burial-

place of the Great Royal Wife, Xubkhas, L.P.H., his royal who
|

es having laid their hands upon them. The Viizier,

the nobles and the inspectors made an examination of it, and the manner in which

the thieves had laid their hands upiui the king and his royal wife' was ascertained.

The news of the robbery was that night the commou talk of Thebes f but already the

eight thieves had been taken into custody and examined “ with a double rod,” and the day

after they were taken to the tomb to be re-examined on the scene of their crimek The

confession wrung from them at this last inrpiisition was taken down and recorded under the

was cut in the flank of the hill. As his Intef IV was AVah^ankh iDTef I of the Eleventh Dyna.>-ty, buried

in the plain north of the Seti Temple, his Intefs II and 111 were doubtle^^ the Eleventh Dynasty Intef II

and Mentuiiotp I buried near by. It is o-'sential to ivniemh(‘r tliat Maru*tt<' and BrugMi both seem to

have known that the Louvre Intef coffins were not found in tniiih-, but ''imply buried in the luhbish.

is invariably used to designate this touih in the Ahliott, Ainhra'' and Amherst Papyri.

nlcT]- Pap. Abbott. B. d./t., IV, iKU\ 517, followed here exct^pt fur rendering of nfnr.

(Gardiner in Jonrixtly 1917, 140,

specialized meaning of n fru'.

Pap. Ahl>ott, B. d.Af, IV, par.

'‘lowest '' or “innermost” chamher of tht^ tomb of Harnesses IV

143;. Hence my translation rather than Brea^teds '‘base,’’ the less

I’ap. Alihntt, B. .1 /b, i\, prir. .740.
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title of “ The examination of the pyramid of King Sekhemre^’-Shedtawi ”
^ ^

1 ’
^hich was filed in the archives of the Necropolis together with

I WWW i—1 V

“The inspection of the pyramids'' (possibly the Abbott Papyrus), among “The writings

with regard to the thieves, which were in the other jar." The catalogue of this particular

jarful of documents exists to-day in the Ambras Collection-, and part of the document in

which the thieves' confession was recorded is preserved in the Amherst Papyrus^

An indefinite amount of this document is lost. Of the first surviving page, some four

lines of the beginning are gone, and with them the thieves’ description of their work of

breaking into the king’s burial-place Avhere they found him resting. The existing part

recounts how they broke into the chamber

:

Of the Royal Wife Nubkhas, L.P.H. in the place of its outer wall
lol

cm
was roofed over and surrounded by ed with mortar, and

covered with bl<^s‘
® mIJ P

^

We penetrated them all, and found her resting likewise. We

and the coffins in which they were.

oa © © c

(^_^CBr)C30l

opened their sarcophagi

X

^ Dr. Alan Gardiner puts everyone under a great debt by supplying the correct form of the name in

Pap. Ambras which has long been misread. The trouble has been with the sign , Gardiner writes me
that the form here used is familiar to him from late Ramesside papyri, though Mbller has no corresponding-

type. At this period it tends to become triangular and when the loop is very small, as here, the shape may

become like that of He holds the reading of here to be absolutely certain. It is perhaps worth

while to list the previous readings in order to eliminate the entirely fictitious names which have crept into

our histories from them. Briigsch (see next note) read ‘‘Sekhemie^-Aptawi,” in which he

was followed by Naville in Zeitschr.f. dg, Spr., 1876, 112; by Wiedemann, Geschichte^ 277; by Petrie,

History^ i, 233; and by Gauthier, Rois, ii, 16. Erman read the name “Merytawi.” Meyer

Oeschichte, pars. 300-1, read it ^‘Khutawi.” Pieper, Koyiige, 20 and 30, at first hesitated between

v> \>
“Hutawi.’^“Khutawi*’ and “Aptawi” and then, Zeitsckr. /. iig. Spr.y 1913, 95, decided upon

[

Weill filially suggested f “Geregtawi.” Brugsch, Naville, Meyer, Pieper, Weill, Erman and

Ranke {Aegypten, 128), have all identified this king with No. 17 on fragments 76-78 of the Turin Papyrus,
Sekhemre^ tawi Sebekhotp. Wiedemann, Petrie, and Gauthier are, so far as I know, the only ones who
have definitely refused to accept this identity. The elimination of this Sebekhotp from the Theban
Necropolis is important historically.

2 Gardiner most generously supplied me with a translation of the Ambras Papyrus which he had
collated very carefully with the original in Vienna on two separate visits, finding a number of new readings.

It was first published by Brugsch in Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr.^ 1876, 1 fl-1
;
and later by Von BERGiiANN, Hieratisehe

und Hieratisch-Demotiscke Texte, viii-x, PI. VI, and translated by Erman, Aegypten^ 167 (English ed., 114).

Its similarity to the other tomb-robbery documents was recognized by Brugsch, Erman, Breasted (B.

IV, par. 499 a), Weill {pp. cit.y 306), and Peet {Journal., 1915, 174), where the perfectly plausible ground is

taken that the unnamed king in whose sixth year it was dated w’as Ramesses X.

3 Newberry, Amherst Papyri., 25, PI. V ;
B. A.f?., iv, par. 538.

i o
^ For A meaning gypsum for plaster or cement, see Spiegelberg in Zeitschr.f. dg. &pr

1923, 51.
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We found the august muiiiniy of the king. He was equipped with a sword (?)
(j
^

was a numerous set of amulets and ornaments of gold

at his throat; his crown (?) and diadems of gold were on his head

^ ^ s'
* ®]

* the entire august mummy of the king was overlaid
ill AAAA'VV

with gold throughout. His coffins were wrought with gold and silver muthin and Muth-

out and inlaid Muth every splendid costly stone. We stripped offi the gold Mhich we

found on the august mummy of this god, and his amulets and ornaments vdiich \vere

at his throat, and the coffins Mffierein he rested. We found the Royal Wife likewise, and

we stripped offi all that we found on her also. We set fire to their coffins. We stole the

furniture which we found with them, consisting of vases of gold, silver and bronze. We
divided into eight parts the gold Mdiich M'e found on these two gods, on their mummies,

their amulets, their ornaments, and their coffins.

From these accounts it is possible to get some idea of the tomb and its furnishings.

The thieves \vere taken to identify “ the pyramid of this god in M'hich they located the burial-

and the burial-chamber is elsewhere called the lower chamber of the pyramid,” into Mffiich

the thieves tunneled from a nearby tomb. In the confession there seem to have been

tM'O separate burial-chambers, one for the king and one for the (pieen, and this latter was

broken into at the outer wall,” known already in the case of the pyramid of Xubkheperre^,

through M'hat M^ould appear to have been a masonry lining. Evidently these burial-chambers

were not in the superstructures of the tombs but Avere beloM^ them in the rock.

The king and the queen were each found resting in an outer sarcophagus and an inner

anthropoid coffin ^ the former probably something like that described in the case of

Nubkheperre^; the latter of M^ood—for the thieves burnt them—covered with gold leaf

like so many of the royal coffins of the period, and described as inlaid Muth semi-precious

stones. So far as this last statement is concerned it is true that in the Twelfth Dynasty

and again at the outset of the Eighteenth Dynasty gilded coffins M^ere inlaid^but no coffins

of the period betNveen the Middle Kingdom and the Empire so \vrought, have survived. Is

it possible, therefore, that those of Sebekemsaf and Xubkhas Avere more gorgeous than any

others of their time, or are we not justified in a suspicion that the clerk who transcribed the

^ Ai/iherst Papyri^ PI. VI, line S.

- This distinction between \ '
I

‘^^'‘^1 ^AJ 1 1 cm i o\\ jmi i I

The determinative is applied to a ^5<trc()}jlicigus described a^s of alabaf^ter !see below

therefore be merely a survival from the writing of an archaic word. In \ literally “covering”

appears in Papyrus Abbott, PI. IV, 3.

page '2e(>) and may

but here meaning “coffin,” we have another archaic M^ord svhich mu^t go back with this meaning to

the early Middle Kingdom. I have already .shown ^Maoe and Winlock, JSenebtisi, .“id) that when the

anthropoid coffin wa.s tirst developed it was looked upon simply as an “envelope” or “covering” and its

decoration designed with, this in vievY Here in the Twentieth Dynasty we find the old w’ord “covering”

still used to describe what my\s now a highly developetl “coffin,” unquestionably anthropoid in shape,

^ In the Twelfth Dyna.sty, Mace and Winlock, op, aV., 41 and 40 and frontispiece; in the Eighteenth

Dynasty the coffin-^ of Ahmose I and most of his successors, Daressy, Cerriieih des cachettes royales,

passim.
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confession of the thieves was none too interested in rendering it verbatim, and threw in

here and there a stock literary phrase to be in keeping with his ideas of what a Pharaoh

should have had ?

The mummies themselves were bedecked with gold amulets and collars. On the king’s

head there were diadems, such as the Arabs found on the head of King Intef. In his coffin

beside him lay his sword, and we remember the bows and arrows of Intef, and shall meet

daggers on ^Akhor, Kamose and Ahhotp, and swords found by Lansing^ Finally there

were vases of gold and silver and bronze. The confession of the thieves and the findings

of the committee both declare that all this furniture was completely destroyed or was

divided up among the robbers, and it can hardly be expected, therefore, that any of the

objects buried with either the king or the queen could have survived to find their way
into any modern collections

^

For the location of the tomb we have a suggestion in the Abbott Papyrus. The in-

spectors coming south along the plain visited it after Xubkheperre^ and Sekhemre^^-

Wapma^t Intef and before the Sekenenre^ and Kamose tombs. This would put it about the

middle of the east face of the Dira' Abu’l-Xaga,

There is a very tantalising statement of Mariette’s that he had found the tombs of the

Kings Nubkheperre^ Intef and Sebekemsaf cut in the flanks of a hillock, to the west of

the plain^. He never amplified this statement, and we are left in a complete quandary
when we try to fathom exactly what was in his mind. Hence Weill believes that Mariette’s

Sebekemsaf tomb was purely imaginary^ Very ingeniously he reconstructs the story. In

1860 Mariette discovers the tomb from which the Arabs had extracted the Intef coffin in

1827 ; he recalls that in it were found objects bearing both the names of Intef and
Sebekemsaf; in his notes he records a tomb of Nubkheperre^ Intef and Sebekemsaf, and
later by mistake transcribes the entry as the two tombs of Intef and of Sebekemsaf and
announces his discovery of such. But while Mariette was perfectly well aware that the
Intef coffins all came from the Dira‘ Abu’l-Naga, and from Prisse’s article of 1847 may
have been familiar with the find of 1827, he could scarcely have identified the 1827 tomb
as that of Nubkheperre^ Intef, for it will be recalled that no object then discovered bore

that prenomen. On the contrary he was thinking of the Abbott Papyrus which had recently

been translated by Birch and given to the French public by Chabas. He believed that it

contained information which would lead him to the discovery of the royal tombs, and with

this idea in view he put his men to work^ He had noted the mention in the papyrus of

the tomb of Xubkheperre^ and had himself actually found it. If he mentions a Sebekemsaf
tomb, it must have been because he thought he had found the Sebekemsaf tomb of the

papyrus, which was, of course, the tomb of Sekhemre^-Shedtawi. I think the context of his

letter to the Vicomte de Rouge makes this evident, and yet we are no better ofl'. Granted

that Mariette found a tomb somewhere near that of Nubkheperre^ Intef which he took for

that of Sekhemre^-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf, we are still in the dark as to whether he actually

^ BidL Met. Mus. Art, 1917, Suppl, May. For ^Akltor, Kamose and Ahhotp see below.

“ This would not apply to a stela of course, and it has frequently been supposed that the stela of a
Queen Nubkhas in the Louvre (C 13) belonged to this queen, but it is practically certain from the invo-

cations and the nature of the monument that it came from Abydos.
3 Mariette in Lettre a M, de Rovge, Rev. arch., 1860, ii, 28 ;

Desjardins in Rev. gen. de Varchitecture

1860, coL 121,

^ Weill, op. cit., 363.

Mariette, ihld., 26 and 27 ;
Yassalli, Monunienti Utorlcl, 132-3.
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had sufRciont evidence, other than its position, to assign it to a Sebek(.‘nisat', and if so,. to

this one' rather than to Sekhoinrf<^-Wazkhau Sobekemsaf, who was probably buried near
Niibkheperre^.

The possible rediscovery of the tomb in 1898-9 is bettor documoiited ( )u this oeonsinii

the Xorthampton Expedition, working on the lower slopes of the (‘iistm’ii spurs of th(‘

Dira‘ Abu’l-Xaga, found an early Eighteenth Dynasty tomb (No. Ub in the present num-
bering) in which there were cones, a slab vith nshabtis and a fragment of a stela of a ci'rtain

Xebanuin and his wife Suitnub. Also cones were found of a Xebamun, Scribe of the

Corn Accounts and Overseer of the Granary of Ainun, Froui one corner of the rcor

chamber of the tomb a plunderer’s tunnel led under the ruins of a small brick pyramid on

the hill above. So many of the circumstances agroe with the Abbott Papvrus that Xewberrv
and Spiegelberg did not hesitate to announce the discovery of the Pyramid of Sekhemre^-

Shedtawi Sebekemsaf t

The coincidences here are certainly striking, but there is a hesitation in mv mind in

accepting this theory, plausible as it seems at first. While agreeing that the location is

very much what would be expected, I should like to see a stronger chain of evidence for

the identification of this particular pyramid. The links, which are more or less weak, are:

(1) Even if the scattered antiquities found around the tomb were sutficient to identifv it

absolutely as that of a Xebamun and his wife Suitnub, the cones bearing the title

AAAAAA have nothing definite to link their Xebamun with the forimu’, who

was a On the contrary these cones were quite possibly strays from Tomb 281,

less than 100 yards away, which bears the name of Xebamun the O
^

(2) Even if the Xorthampton tomb be that of a Xebamun, Scribe of the ( Virn Accounts

and Overseer of the Granary (j»f Ainiin, still the name and title are so common^ that the

discrepancy in the latter (Overseer of the Granary of Amtin instead of the Oranarv of

Tuthmosis III) weakens the case that this is the Xebamun of the Paijyrns. ( 8) The authors

miss the point that the papyrus describes the tunnel as going from the out<u- chamber, and

not “from the innermost chamber of the tomb," as they translate and as they found to be

1 Daressy in An /iales
^ 1912, 65, believe^ Mariette aL-tually Ibuiul the Sekheiniv^’-Shedtawi tinub and

that from it had come the Loidcu canopic-bnx. 8ce furtlier below undrr Sekheiure^’-Wazkhau Sobekemvif.
“ Northampton, etc., ThAao XecropoUs^ 4 and 13.

3 Maspero in 1908, 101-3, accept'^ without question tlie auth(‘r>' statement that ihi^

Nebamun lived under Tuthmosis III
;
he notice^ no di'^ercpaiicy in hi> titles, and agrees that the i)vramid

above was the tomb of Sebekem^^af. Weill, ojk <At., 391, concur'-. Daresay, does not agree, as bo
believes the tomb had already been found by ^Mariette and seems to take it for granted that it was a

hemispeos and not a pyramid.

^ In addition to the Northauq>tou cone and Tomb 231, a ven little research '-iqtplicd me with four

other Nebamuiis who were accountants of corn and were buried in Thebe'-. The original occupant of

Tomb 65 was Nebamun occup.uit of Tomb 179 wa^ Nebamun

O 'Gardiner and Weigall, CttuJouiie of Ton>b>s . Dauessy, .Wm, Jlis.s. initt , viii 'dve^ a..'ill' ' »
•
' ’ 1

cone of a Nel >ainun •' M 'bSo. 47) and N. de (4. Davies has another in his collection

(No. 329; of a Nebamun
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the case in the tunnel from their tomb to their pyramid. It is a pity that no attempt

could have been made to excavate the pyramid and so to verify the hypothesis, for it must

be admitted that even if this was not the tomb of Sebekemsaf, that tomb must have been

somewhere in the general vicinity^

Of the cemetery of the contemporary nobles, which was presumably in the vicinity of

the royal tomb, some traces were found in the last years of the nineteenth century. At that

time the 'Arabs of Kurnah brought to light a small limestone “obelisk''- or stela which

probably had stood in front of the door of the tomb of a certain Sebekhotp to whom it was

^ ^
’ Sebekhotp was a scribepresented by the King 3

in the temples of Sebek, Anubis and Khonsu
;
he was the son of the Temple-Scribe

Sebeknekht and the Sebekhotp; his wife was the
^
^ luhetib, and his son

the Temple-Scribe Anpunakht.

A stela ^ of this reign—or of the succeeding reign—bears the very garbled inscriptions

of a chancellor Mentuhotp. His father would seem to have been manager of the

estates of a Queen Nubkhas who may well be the wife of Sekhemre^'-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf,

when the titles, the names, and the provenance of this stela are considered, Mentuhotp's

father was the “ Royal Son,” Chancellor, Steward of the Royal Possessions of Nubkhas,

Khenems called Nebui

w
I

and his mother the Princess

Q n o
I 5 ^ I w

I I I —

m

aaaaati H '

Sebekemsaf.

In recent years the natives have found a number of crude monuments said to come from

the Dira^ Abu'bNaga, probably from tombs of this reign. N. de Garis Davies has presented

to the Metropolitan Museum a piece of a private grave stela dating from the reign of

0/^
and the fragment of a small limestone pedestal or shrine on which

1 This is the heart of the cemetery of the Twelfth to Eighteenth Dynasties and every excavation here has

yielded antiquities earlier than Tuthmosis III
; viz. Bouriant in 1886 {Rei\ Tmt\, 1888, 93 ff.)

; Newberry
and Spiegelberg in 1898-9 [Theban Necropolis, 13 ff., 30 ff.); and Carnarvon and Carter in 1912-13

[Journal, in, PL XIX). The Northampton Expedition found such characteristic Seventeenth Dynasty
names as : Teti, TetiTntef, Teti-an, Tetinefer, Tetiseneb, Neferhotp, Renseneb, la^ib, Telmti, and

most frequently Ahmose, with individuals of this last name beiiring the titles 1 ^ \ <

T Jut X

Brick pyramids in the neighbourhood seen by Bonomi in 1830 are listed by Newberry in Aimales, 1906,

83-4
;
a number appear on (\xrtePs map in Journal, iii, PL XIX. Passalacqua describes others in Cat.

raisonne, 191. The reader must be warned, however, that at least those on the “Bowaba” are of Empire
date.

2 A small wedge-shaped object with reliefs on all four sides, like the stumpy little “obelisks” from the

forecourts of Memphite mastabas. See the note on the obelisks of Nubkheperre^. The present “obelisk’*

is now in the British Museum, No. 1163, for which it was acquired shortly before 1 896. See CRUii in P.S.B.A .

1896, 272 ;
Budge, History, in, 127 and figure ; Guide, 1909, 223, PL XXIX

; Guide Sculpture, 81, no. 280

;

Hieroglyphic Texts in B.M., IV, 8 and Pis. 18-21
;
Gauthier, Rois, ii, 74 and Weill, op. cit., 402.

2 Purchased in Luxor, March 1882, for the collection of the Baron Weisz in Kalacz, Hungary. Published
by Wiedemann in P.S.B.A., 1887, 191

;
quoted by Gauthier, Rois, ii, 77 and Weill, op. cit., 373, and 405.

Another stela in the same collection, approximately of the same date and possibly of the same provenance
is published by Weidemann, ibid., and mentioned by Weill, op. dt., 394.
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there is shown the ''ftD-ings to

Amenre^ and probably to Ptah and Horns. Of similar workmanship and doubtless from

the same region is another fragment—in this case half of a stela ^—found in Thebes and

now in Graz—showing a King Sebekemsaf
V I

ofteriim

to Ptah-Sokaris, and it will be recalled that Petrie found a small scrap of a similar stela

under the Nebuiienef Chapel on which there had been represented a King Sekhemre^

adoring Amenre^-.

Among the objects, doubtless from Thebes, which may have come from the tomb of a

courtier of the period, is a very fine, dark green basalt scarab, with a gold pla(pie beneath

on which is inscribed

y l\i
surrounded by a linear ornament, interest-

ino’ from its suggestion of the heart scarab described above under the t<.imb of Xubkh(‘})m’re^

Intefl That it came from the tombs of either of the two Kings Sebekemsaf seems im-

probable. It could hardly have survived the ancient plundering of the tomb of Sekhemre^-

Shedtawi in the Twentieth Dynasty, and it is inconceivable that it could have remained

unknown for seventy years or more, if it had come from the tomb of Sekheinre^-Wazkhau,

found by the Arabs in 1827.

The Tumu of Kisg Se[xakht]exre^ Ta<'o I—the Elder.

G AAAA/',^

AAyvwv

CSZ)<

Ol 1 Ic

Picking up again the thread of the Abbott Papyrus inspection, we find the committee

passing from the tomb of Sekhemre^-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf southwards to

:

The pyramid of King Sekenenre^, L.P.H., Son of Re^ Ta^o, L.P.H, Examined on

this day by the inspectors, it was found to be uninjured.

The pyramid of King Sekenenre^, L.P.H., Son of Re^, Ta^o-0>, L.P.H.
,
making in all

two Kings Tafo, L.P.H., ^ ^
day by the inspectors, it was found uninjured

h

Probablv no point in the Tomb Robbery documents has led to such a diversity of

interpretations as these two entries recounting the inspection of the tombs of two Kings

Sekeiienre*^ Ta^o,” The papyrus is explicit. Two pyramids were examined, both of kings

I Von Bissing, Anci^^rd Egypt
^ 1914, 14.

- Already mentioned on page 218, n. 3 as evidence of the extent ('if the Xecrupolis. See Petrie, Qurneh,

12, PL XXX.
3 Newberra', Sc'/rnhs

, PL X. 24. Xow in the Carnarvon Collection from the Hilton Price Collection

{Catalogo.f'^ 27, no. 1S7 ;
Sotheby, Sales Catalogue^ PL XXII, no. 960), It has been de.'scribed as from the

tomb of Sekhenire^AVazkhau hy Petkik (History, i, 23.^ and Budge History, in, 126, n. 1 . AVeill, op
. cit.,

385, clas.se.s it as indeterminate ; Gauthier, Rois, ii, 75, as Sekhomre^-Shedtawi,

^ Abbott Pap., PL III, 8-11, B. A.R., iv, pnrs. 5is_i9.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x.

0 cst:) *

01 I Ic iJ
I. Examined on this

32
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whose prenotnens were “ Sekenenref,” the first bearing the personal name

Ta^o, and the second .0 I I i

Ta^o-^u

:

‘‘Ta<^u the Elder.”

OCSD
0i I I

Even the scribe

himself emphasized the strangeness of the circumstance by recording after the second

:

making in all two Kings Ta^'o.” To suppose that the committee did not visit two tombs

would entail an alteration of the total of the tombs examined ^ Pesiur in his original in-

forniation probably designated ten tombs*; ten, the inspectors report(‘d upon, and we have

no justification for supposing that they falsified the list. In short, the examination included

two tombs of Kings Ta^o, both said to bear the prenomen Sekenonre^.”

But this does not finish the complication. While one of tliese names is Ta^o and the

other Ta^o-^o, monuments are known with a third variant, Tafo-ken borne by a King

Sekenenre^, and hence most historians have either admitted the possibility, or insisted on

the fact, of the existence of three kings, all bearing the prenomen Sekenenre^, with the

personal names Ta^o, Ta^o-^o and Ta^o-ken. For the student struggling through the mazes of

the literature the irreconcilable disagreement among the historians so far as concerns the

division of the existing antiquities among these kings, causes the conviction that where so

little is clear something is wrongs.

In the first place the epithets ‘ the Elder

’

and the Brave ” in two of the

variant forms of Ta^o are not integral parts of the name\ The scribe leaves us no doubt of

that when he writes which makes two kings Ta^o ” although he has just called one

Ta^o-^o. Furthermore we are familiar with Intef-Oj, and Amenhotp Prince of Thebes”
and a host of other cases of such epithets which can be picked out at will from any Book

of Kings.

In the second place while many kings in a single dynasty may bear the same personal

name, of which every period of Egyptian history popularized but a limited number, the

epithets of the Sun-god were even more numerous than the ninety-nine names of Allah,

and there was no difficulty in finding a new one for each succeeding king. This was all the

more necessary because the kings were not identified by ordinals as avo identify Tuthmosis
I, II, III and IV, but by these distinctive prenomens. In consequence, it may be said that

no d3masty presents Avithin itself a single case of duplication of prenomens, although many,
if not most, do assuredly present a series of solar names obviously imitative^—for example

those formed on a Se-X-enre^ model.

The case for tAvo or more kings Sekenerire^ succeeding one another in the Seventeenth

Dynast3" is thus untenable ^ and yet the Abbott Papyrus calls for tAvo tombs. Burchardt

admits this fact and offers in explanation of the evident error involved in the names, the

ver}" clever suggestion that the scribe, carelessly glancing over an inscription, finds the name

of Sekenenre^ Ta^o and records it as that of the occupant of one of the tombs, Avhile as a

^ As suggested by Wejll, op. cit.^ 165. ^ See beloAv, page 265.

" AVeill, op. cit., 160 ff., should be constdted for the intricacies of this question.

^ Recognized by Maspero, Struggle of the Xutioas^ ii, 76, n. 2, 78, n. 2.

So also Burchardt in Zeitschr.f ag, Spr., 1912, 21, quoting Pieper.

'' This difficulty Avas seen by Birch in Rec. arch.^ 1859, 271 who begged the que>tion. Weill, op. cit.y

164, 233, and Burchardt in Zeitschr. f ag. Spr.^ 1912, 120 (and Burchardt and Pieper, Konigsaamea., 53,

no. 275) came to the ctjnclusion independently that there was but one Sekenenre^, but they do not suggest

there were two kings Ta^o.
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matter of fact it was not that of the occupant, but iiDuvly a name mentioned for some
reason in the texts. In spite of the plausibility of this idea and the force of the similar

case cited by Burchardt, I feel that it fails to take into considiu'ation the formal nature of

the inspectiom The tombs for examination were not selected at random. A certain tomb

was called for at this point and the inspectors would have searched it out h\j nmne and not

have taken any chance tomb to w'hich they might givi' any name that crop[)ed up.

To return to the scribes statement: ‘'which makes two king^ Ta^o.’’ Xotic(‘ thi^ i.s

not two Kings vSekenenre^. The accusation of Pesinr may well havo include<l the tombh

of twm Kings Ta^o and tw’o tombs built by two kings of the >anie personal name would not

be at all unusual of cour.se. The evident error in the records would thus be limited to mio

of the prenomens, and that could easily be made if we suppose both ot the^o prt.momen^

w'ere of the Se-X-enre^

An error w'as certainly made over Ahmose-Sapair and [)robal)ly another at tlie tomb o{

Shuroi. A third slip, involving only a couple of hit ant ic characters here, nee(l not be sur-

prising. The inspectors are guided to the little tombs of the Dira‘ Abul-Xaga li^ted in

Pesiur’s accusation. As many of the party as possible p()ke around looking ibr thieve^’

holes in the narrow^ chambers, while one of them checks the names and titles from tho

obelisks, the stela, the door-jambs or any other inscription he can find, ami another writ(*s

them dowai from dictation. Finally the i-esult of the inspection is announced by <jne of tin*

responsible officials and recorded. The fiek 1-notes with all the details aiv taken back to the

city and eventually transcribed into the formal document w^e possess in the Abbott Pa})yru‘4.

In the dictation, in the recording, and in the copying there are three chances for the slip

wffiich has caused all the confusion. The scribe himself seems to have noticed it and to

have felt a little dubious ot his record wffien he recorded the fact that there wxue two

Taco’s, for he made no such entry of the fact that there wAU't* three Intel’s inspected.

Since so far as the personal name Ta^o goes there can be no \alid question, and since

historically it w'ould be impossible to put the Se-X-enre^ Ta^o ‘‘the Elder ’ after Sekenenre^

Ta^o, who is but narrow ly separated from Ahuiose I, wt* arrive at a King Se-X-eniv^ Ta^o I,

" the Elder/’ folkwved by Sekenenre^ Ta^o 11. This order, it i> true, is nwersed m the itinerary

of the inspectors, but w e may explain the fact exactly as the same reversal was explained in the

case of Intef the Elder and his brother Intef, above. The tw’o tombs w ere probably so close

together and the lie of the land was such, that either the ins[)ectors or the original builders

disregarded the trend ot the Xecropolis Irom iDjrth to south—a trend wdiich after all was

only a general one. If this w^ere true—that Ta^o I and Ta^o II were buried sid»‘ bv side

—

then we may reasonably carry the assumption a step further aiul consider that thi* one

succeeded immediately after the other.

These assumptions lay the foundation for correcting the scribal error in the Abbott

Papyrus. The name of Senakhteiire^ is excellently authenticated as that of a king buried

in the X^ecropolis and venerated long afteiwvards as one of the immediate ancestors of the

Eighteenth Dynastyhand I would suggest that this Senakhteiire^ w’as Ta^o I, “the Elder,”

the father of Sekenenre^ Ta^o II and grandfather of Ahmose I. The emendation in tin*

Abbott Papyrus is thus merely the substitution of the syllable “ stnmg,’’ for ken,

“ brave.”

If this chain of a.ssumptions, which has made of Senakhteiire^ Ta^o I the grandfather (tf

^ Above, p. ±2], and especially Dare^sv in Ret\ Ti\u\, lbb2, 14b.

32—2
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Ahmose I, be found acceptable, its corollary follows automatically. He was the husband of

that Queen Tetisheri who was Ahmose s grandmother.

A Queen Tetisheri is named in five early Eighteenth Dynasty documents: a stela

showing her otficiating at the dedication of a temple with Ahmose I
;

a list of forms

including one which was given her in Lower Egypt after the Hyksos wars
;
the bandages

from her mummy; two statues from her tomb, and the memorial stela set up in her honour

in Abydos. That these objects all name the same Tetisheri we need nut doubt. Teti names

were remarkably popular at this time, but “ Little Teti is a homely enough name to have

an uncommon ring for a queen, and we are probably right in supposing that there was but

one who bore it\

Tetisheri was the first of that redoubtable line of heiresses and dowagers who dominated

the Eighteenth D3masty down to its end. She was by origin a commoner— the Royal

Mother Tetisheri born of the Mistress of the House and conceived by the Honourable

Thenna/’- and perhaps it is for this reason that her name does not appear in the lists of

the Lords of the West who were worshipped generations later as the ancestors of the

imperial line. However, she was a reigning queen in her dav- Since she was called simply

“royal mother” on three of her monuments—the temple dedication stela, her tomb statues

and her gi^ave-clothes—Weill ^ has insisted that she was not married to a king, arguing

that she onlj^ bears the title “Great Roj^al Wife ” Abydos stela, which was

a posthumous monument erected by grandchildren, whose self-interest would have dictated

an unjustified attribution of rank to her. But the reasoning, I feel, is without nierit. Weill

was not aware that Tetisheri survived into the reign of Ahmose^ and that there is thus

little to choose among her monuments so for as priority of date goes. Furthermore he

forgets that Ahhotp, the mother of Ahmose I, was a king’s daughter ’ and that Tetisheri,

Ahmose's grandmother, must therefore have been a king’s wife. If her grandchildren called

her simpl}^ King's Mother, it was probably because throughout the later ^^ears of her life-

time she was regarded as the Queen Mother par excellence, with little thought for her

shadowy husband, dead three reigns back.

An abbreviated genealogical table will give at a glance the hypotheses advanced thus

for :

Then 11a
, Xeferu
1

Ta^o I, the Elder p—Tetisheri

j
Ta^o II

1

Ahhotp

Ahmose I

Tetisheri survived to be buried by her grandson Ahmose, perhaps near his own tomb,

and to that extent may be said to be inappropriate to this study of the Seventeenth

1 The statue of a man, Tetisheri son of Neferliotp, was found in the DircT.Ahu’l Naga hy Bouriant in

1885. See Borchardt, Statuen unci Statuette n, Ko. 256, where it is dated M.K. It is, more probably,

Eighteenth Dynasty.

2 From the bandages, Daressy in Annales, 1908, 137.

3 tVEiLL, op, cit,, 148, 166, 540, 804. On “Royal Mother'^ as the title of a commoner, but a king-’s

second wife, see Sethe, Untersuchungen, i, 1 and 65.

^ Shown by the temple dedication stela in the Petrie Collection, and the farm list in Cairo; Winlock,

Ancient Egypt, 1921, 14.

^ On the Karnak stela, see below, page 250, note 4.
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Dynasty royal tombs. However, tte few fiTcts which can about hw burial aiv

not without their interest here.

It can be stated with certainly that she was buried in Thebes. In the unusually

straightforward narrative on the stela in one of the Abydos nieiiioi’ials Ahinose and Ins

sister-wife Nefretiri are discussing the honours due to their (h'partod anc(‘st<»rs, and tin*

(|Uestions of the (pieen cause the Pharaoh to unfold the pur[)oso he has in mind.

The King replied to her: “I indeed, have called to mind tile Mother of my

Mother, the Mother of (my) Father, the Great Royal Wife and Royal Mother Tetisheri,

the triumphant. 1 Hi

chamber and her cenotaph are at present upon the soil of the Theban and the Thinite

nomes,
W

1a I SEE
it is true, hut

I have told this to you because i\ry Majesty has desired to build for h^r a pyramid and

chapel in the Sacred Land (Abydos) near the monuments of i\ry Majesty,

0|

>CiOD\

This pyramid -chapel at Abydos has been found—indeed it was in it that the stela wa.s

lying—half-way between the pyramid and the false-tomb of AhnD>se-. The tomb-chamber

at Thebes has escaped discovery, but not so all trace <,>1 its contents.

Of contemporary, earlv Eighteenth Dynasty style, are two little tomb-statues, one mov

in the British .Aliiseum and the other in the collection of th(‘ Institut Fran(;ais in (.'airo '.

Evidentlv they formed a pair, lor incomplete as the one is, they schuu to be ot identical size,

bear identical inscriptions and both portray the (pieeii seated upon a throne, clad in a long

white dress with the \ulture head-dress upon her head—the whole done with a charming

simplicitv and naivete. On the sides of the thrones they bear the prayer tor offerings in

the names of Osins Lord of Abydos and Annin Lord of Karnak, for the ka of the Royal

Mother Tetisheri, and the statement that Inn pious retainer, ‘‘the Overseer Senseneb, it is

who perpetuates htu' name.”

Belonging to her grave-clothes, little packets or wads of cloth alri'ady numtioiied havt*

been identified by Daressy among the stray bits of bandages from the royal atcife. Sinci*

her bandages were there it becomes probable that her b<:>dy as well, like those of other

members of the family of Ahinose, was taken to the Der el-Bahri hiding-place. Siune

(piestion has ari.sen as to the identity of the mummies known as those of iMeritamun and

Xefretiri, and either one, both in age and in the date of mummification, might conceivably

1 Found by E.E.F. in 1903, now in (‘airo. Ayrton, etc., in, 4:UK itn-diner-; Lacau,

ih( 34002
;
Maspero, 0}{ide, lOlo, 12.“)

; B. AJi , ir, p.ir. 33 ; Sli'HK, is Bj/))., 20, tiMiisl.itiuii'^,

14; Legrain, Ripertoire 11 ;
('apart, TdArt ii, 01. 17“): ^\ eti i. *7 /. e/G, 14S.

- Ayrton, etc., Ahydo.^ ni, 3.3.

2 Statue in B.M., 225.38, Bcdge, HiMnry, iv, (>4, figure; l9o!i, 113; Thu'd and Fourth Eyypt.

96; Egypt. Scu^ptun: in PI XVIT
;
Hall and Kin(G Ein-opr ond Ado, 3:19 : Weill,

op. cii., 148, TOT. Cairo fragment, GACTiirKR in Bidl. lOlH, 128, wltere identity of two is shown.

The inscription.-? on the B.M. statue are not published, luit so far a', they can l>e been on the photograph they

are identical with tho??e on the ('airo fragnu‘ut. A careful coniparisou of the diineiisioii!? and [)lu)lographs

of both ej?tablished their identity in size. The hiiding-place of neither is given, but whilo prayers to Osiris

of Abvdos would be found on a grave monument from any site, a [irayer to Arnfin of Karnak is ap])ropriate

to Thebes only, for he wa^ not primarily a -epulchral deity.
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be that of Tetisheri. But the anonymous woman “ has so many characteristics which

would be expected of Tetisheri that she may have actually been the queen. “ B ” was a

little, old, white-haired, partly bald woman whose scanty locks were eked out with false

tresses plaited in among them. Her face was short and ovoid, with pointed, small chin, and

prominent upper teeth, the features of the family of Ahmose. Finally, she died early in the

reign of Ahmose as Tetisheri presumably did, for the embalmers had not developed their

art to the point attained by the time of that king’s death.

The Tomb of Kixu Sekexexre^ Ta^'o II

—

the Brave.

\*vwv\ T C
oQO<

We have already noticed that the Abbott Papyrus contains the entry

:

The pyramid of King Sekenenre^, L.P.H., Son of Re^, Ta^o, L.P.H., examined this

day by the inspectors, was found uninjured.

The tomb, early in the Eighteenth IJynasty, was looked after by a Necropolis priest

named Mes, who was ||Jj/wwv/ ^
o GO-

Amiin, Mut and Tuthmosis I-. A rough little

and of Kamose as well as a '?c(/6-priest of

limestone seal found by IVIariette in the

Dira' Abu’l-Naga in 1858, bearing the name Sekenenre^ 1 ^ ^vas made by
/VAAAA/\ J

such a priest for sealing jars or other property belonging to it^ In the succeeding dynasties

the name Sekenenre^ is prominent in all the lists of the Lords of the West, and probably
his tomb was in charge of the priests of the Place of Truth at the time.

The mummy and the coffin of vSekenenre^ were part of the famous discovery made in 1881
in the hiding-place near I)er el-Bahrif The tomb may have escaj)ed the pillaging of the

Necropolis thieves as the inspectors reported, but at some period it suffered from the more
insidious attentions of its own lawful guardians. The coffin (Plate XVI) was one of the rXshi

coffins of the period, so thickly gilded that the bullion in its decoration was an ever-standing

temptation to them. This gold they scraped off, but they were careful to avoid touching so

1 Elliot Smith, Royal Mumniies^ 61056, 14; cf. also 16. Height 1.57 in.
; age not determined exactly

but the breasts senile
;
many points in the embalming connect thi^ mummy with Rai who probably died

early in the reign of Ahmose 1.

“ Petrie, Season, 2d, PL XXI; Liebleix, Diet des no/ns, no. 1922, 750; Lacau, 34030, 64-5,

PL XXII; Legraix, Repertoire geiiealogiqve, 1 ;
Weill, op, dt,, 153; Gavthier, Rois, ii, 158, the last

carrying over the grade from the other hiercxrchies to which ^les belonged. This may be Ta^o I,

blit is more likely Ta^o II, from the connection with Kamose an<l Tuthmosis I to whom Ta^o II was one

generation closer.

^ Livre d^entree, 2224; Mariette, J/o/l diL'er><, PL 52; iSotice do ^los^e de Botdaq, No. 530; Petrie,

Historical Scarabs, 26; Maspero, Enquite jadidaire, 79; Gauthier, Rois, ri, 161 and 190; Legraix,

Repertoire yene'alogiqite, 4; Weill, op. dt., 158. With it was found a seal of Sianiun.

^ Described and illustrated by Daressy, Cenraeils des cachettes royales, 6l(X)l, to wffiose bibliography

should be added Petrie, History, ii, 8, fig. 3; Maspero, Uftidc^ 1915, 415, No. 3893 ; LE«iRAix, Repertoire

genkdogique, 3; Weill, op, dt., 161 ;
Gauthier, Rois, ii, 161. The photograph on Plate XVI was taken

for this article by Mr. Burton.
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much as covered the uraeus, the hawk heads on the necklaci', the \ultun' on the chest, and

the name of the god Ptah Sokaris—<*inb]ems ot divinity nhich sii})ei’stition iinburd witlt

the power to strike dead the sacrilegious. Since th(‘ proh‘s^i(»nal thieves do not s('ein to

have been deterred by any such scruples in the tomb of Sebekeinsaf, W(‘ cannot be far

wrong in laying so discriminating a bit of thievery to the priests theni'<(dv(^s. Whatever

qualms they may have had were set at rest and their guilt atoned by painting vellow the

face and headdress they had despoiled of gold, by rew riting in red ink the inscript i< ms, and by

daubing a necklace on the breast and streaks of blue about the (‘yes from which they had

wrenched the metal frames. The rest of the lid was left C((vered with tin* whib' //eswo from

which they had scraped the gold leaf. Traces of the original incis(M] inscrijition remain,

hoAvever, and in them ma}" be read the name of th<‘ King of Tapper and Lowca- Egypt,

Sekeuenre^, Son of R(*^, Tab), the lh’a\(‘

the name given him in the Khabekliet list of Lords of the \\ e>t.

It is concrdvable, of cours(‘, that the king* was buri(Ml absolutely without th<‘ (‘(piipment

of the dead: but as he had been conqdetidy unwrapped and tlnai hastily bundled up again,

it may be that not only the gold from his coffin but his jrW(‘ls and arms as well ])assed

into the hands of the priestN. It is interesting to note, in passing, that nor a single object

of intrinsic value was left upon an}" of the royal mummies by the time that tlnw were put

in the hiding-place in Der cl-Bahri.

The mummv- of King Tab) II shows him to have be(.m fairly tall fo- an Egyptian

(1‘702 m.\ with a large, tvpically Egyptian head, and the massiv(‘, muscular frame of a

well-built, active man. He had thick, black, curly hair and was cT^an shaven. At death he

was very little more than thirty years old. The theory that he was a l>ei‘b(*r I'CNt^ .sol(*ly on

the unsupported guess of iMasperof inspired by the emaciated featur(?s <»f the mummy, a

horrible caricature of a Berbeiine

The manner of his death has made Sekeiieiire^ one of th<‘ romantic figure^ of Egyptian

history. As Elliot Smith reconstructs the story from the w*)»unds on the king's head, he

was the victim of a surprise attack hy two or more <.‘nemi<‘s wlio eanu' ujion him iiiunvare

as he lay asleep, or wdio .sneaked up behind him <nid telh'd him with a thrust beneath his

left ear hy a ilaggei-^ which sank deep into his ii(*ck. So suddiui was the attack that lu*

never raised his hands to ward oft' their blow's, w'hich with axes, swords and clubs, they

rained upon his face, crushing it in wdiile he lay prostrate.

The preparation of the corpse for burial was hasty, the pr<.)C(.‘s.s of onibalming most

summary, and no attempt was made to h\y the body out in orthodox jiosition. It w*as left

contorted as it lay in its death agony, with the heed throwui back and bent to the left, wdth

1 The preiiouien ome G fnr v—a . in the second cartouche o foi' i>, wu’itteii. Wiedemann's

{Geschkhte^ :301i reading of the latter, h>im ago corrected h\ Maspero /v>?/oA.n*, :vZ1 gave him his

Kiiie* Taaten. The meiitione 1 hy Wnaleniaun ) tink.) I (.aiinnt trace.

2 The oriitinal rerhol drawm up at the unw'rap[)iiiL: was piihli',hcd in the Joitr. ii,

331—2 and R^c, Tror.^ 1886, }>p. ITO-so, and extianded in Maspkko, 526 ti., 77<.>-2, with notes

])y Dr. Foiiguet, 776. The ni<»t autlioritritive dp^crit>tioii ts hy Elliot Smith, Rinjixl 61051, which

will be followed wdierever it coutradictr, Maspoio and Foiu^uet.

’ Op, At., 772. It tigure> largely in Petrie, llh<fnr;u n, 4 and \ K

* AV Guild Xo. 5 which Elliot Siintli calls a >pear-thrust. It is mere m kf'eping with the arms of the

period to .suppose that it was a dacC' r. A knife ean ho driven wuth territi*. ioive--Mi as to trrin^hx a man’s

vertehral column in fact--iiiakjiig a wound n^t to he distinguished from a s[)ear stah.
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the tongue clenched between the teeth, with the exuded brain not even wiped away from
the wounds on the head, the legs partly drawn up, and the arms and hands contracted in

their last convmlsion. The viscera were removed through an incision in the abdomen, but
the preservation of the body was left to aromatic sawdust onl\-. In fact the body is to-day

much in the condition of a dessicated Coptic mummy, fallen apart and riddled by worms.
Maspero, followed by Elliot Smith, surmised that the king was killed far from Thebes,

presumably on the field of battle, and that the embalming on the spot was but a rudimentary
process with no facilities at hand. Fouquet, followed by Petrie, suppo.sed that the body
putrified on the journey to Thebes, having received but little attention in the field, and
that a further attempt at embalming was made on arrival home. This theory of death in

battle, whether consciously or not, is inspired by the Sallier Papyrus tale which makes
Sekenenre^ an opponent of Apophis, the Hyksos king. There is no reason whv it should
not be true, but we should not neglect an alternative possibilitv.

First, the wounds make it quite jDossible that the king was set upon by assassins, rather
than that he died in combat. Surely he was not facing the foe at any rate, and the circum-
stances would fit perfectly a jialace murder. Secondly, the embalming is really no less

efficacious than that of any other mummy of the period >. Cf the hundreds discovered, .scarcely

anj have been moie than a heap of bones and dust. Mariette-, Cartm’ and Lansing ftuind none
of private persons well-preserved, and of ro\ml mummies wo need only recall the Intef found
by the Arabs in 1827, and Kamose found by Mariette, both of which fell to pieces imme-
diately. I inally, the position of Sekenenre<'’s body is a further argument against the theory
that he was prepared for burial, either in the field or at home, by anyone who desired to do
all the usual honours. Of course it is possible to draw a picture of a defeated Egyptian army,
fleeing without the time even to compose the limbs of their slain chieftain, but equally
well we can imagine a more sinister drama, and see here a body hastily bundled up while
still in rigor mortis, preserving the attitude of the death agony, and with every look of the
victim of an assassination, hurriedly got out of the way. Either story is possible, but in a
court, I am sure, no jury would dare go beyond a verdict of “death at the hands of persons
unknown.”

The ^\ite ot Sekenenre^ ia^o II has been assumed to have been Ahhotp\ No existing
monument states it unequivocally but there is excellent circumstantial evidence of the fact.

Ahhotp was the

cipal consort of a

mother of Ahmose I
; the prin-

and the daughter of a king • On the

Elliot Smith, op, at., 2, points out that the proce.NS enqiloyed for iSekcnenro^ is identical with that
used on the immediately succeeding royal mummies, except that it is more hasty.

^ ASSALLi, Mon. istorici.^ 136, expressly says, ^^The embalming was very imperfect... In most cases we
found only the skeleton wrapjied in linen bandages.’^

hirst suggested (on other grounds) by Maspero, Momies roi/aleSy 625 ff.
;
Histoire, ii, 78, and concurred

in })y practically all subsequent writers. Mariette, Wiedemann, and Maspero himself {EnqvHe judiciaire.,

81), had previously suggested that Ahhotp was the wife of Kamose.
^ The ^lother of Ahmose ; on the stela of luf from Edfu (bibliograidiy in Gauthier, Rou^ ii, 164) ; and

Royal Mother with Ahmose, on the stela from Karnak (Gauthier, op. cit.., 163) and the Temple of Buhen
(MacIver and AVoolley, Buhen, 87, PL 35). She is Great AVife of a King on the same monuments and
on her coffin

; and a daughter of a king on the Karnak Stela. I omit scarabs because of probable confusions
with Ahhotp II, wife of Amenophis I.
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statue of a Prince Ahinose, what are unrlonbti'dly the nani<‘N (»t‘ his [)ai-eiirs aio

ail! 1

^ DW
—“The Good God, Loid of the Two Lands Ta^!> ’ anrl ‘‘th<‘ Gi’oat ]b>val 1 )auci^ht('i*

who has assumed the Beautiful White Crown, Ahhot[)." Ciiless wo aro to makr a thiol

Ahhot}) in addition to the two already known, this Ahhotp must havi* Ibm'H th(‘ mothta' !)f

Ahmose I, and this King TaCj her husband, the Sokononiv^' da^o II, who was ot th('

generation immediately preceding Ahmose I-.

Ahhotp survived her husband—it has been suggested that she jivial into the reign of

Ameiiophis I or even into that of Tuthmosis I\ That she In ed into the reign (d Ahmose I

is unquestionable. While Tetislnu’i appeared as the pow'er btdiind the king on ih(‘ IkUrn^

Stela at the outset of the reign, Ahhotp tilled that place, after Tetislnaa's d<‘ath pivsumably,

on the Kariiak Stela and at Buhen. But by tin* tw^eiity-second yc'ar it was oi*cupi<'d by

Xefretiri at Turah, and this third queen took pivcedmice overall otlnu's until the coronation

of Tuthmosis I. Without doubt the rise of Xefretiri at the end of tin* I’eign of Ahmos<e

follow'ed only on the death of Ahhot}). This seems evident enough from tin* fact that

Ahhotp was buried in the regalia given her by Kamose and Ahmo^(ean<l that no latta- king

had anv part in her funeral. There is I believe, h^jwawer, a tmce !»f hei* husbaii<ls })]-o\isinn

for her funeral. The coffin of (^>ueen Ahhot}>^ (PI. XVI) is so similar lo tliat ot S<“krnonr<*^

Ta^o II—and so unlike those of Ahmose and his family—that wa* may safdy cnm-]inle that

the coffins of bt)th husband and wufe were made togetherk Si'koneure^’s wAa> soon um-»I as

^ See kelov, }>. ioO. Tiio luiusiicil title 'U treat [Kue^hter of a King" appear^ ag.oit «>n thi^ ^tatiw, ;iiul the

curious (»rthogra})]iy of uii the coiitenqiorary .statuette in the Louvre, X//A !.}<(<>,

,

X<». s.

“ IL A. It, II. t-vir. 7.

'* According to the ^^toU of Kares, ;i ccn(>t,q)]i wa^^ Luilt for liini in Ve,tr X, Anien'>]ihi> T, h\ tlj.* Unyal

Mother Alihotp. Since A])hot[) TT, wife of Auienophi> I, in»t the mother of 1. it Im> i.e'*n

presumed that this Royal Mother" rnu^t have been the -till living Ahlrap I. Ly MA-rFiio. -

rnyah-s, 0:27 ; Petkie, ii, lo : (LviTfiiEK, i/e/.c ii, bU: Pkev-ted, i:yi : P. A,ll
, ii. p.o-

-40, etc. Cut Ahhot}) II was a **R<»y<il Mother" '-ei' her cothn, ])ahfs>y, (A r< > 1
'
tU NT'*. UpMiu Imvidu

earned the title in her hiishands lifetime by i 'earing him an heir, exactly a- Xetnuin eariu'd it iii the lite-

tirne of Ahmose I see the Tetislieri Stela from Abydo-, above, and tin* Turah ln-(a-i})tion m Sliui. T//-

c/c/' Lhjii,, Mhth till'- dilhculty oauoved there r»anain- no \-ilid n^ason for <h*u]>tine that

Ahhot}) I w'as buried by Ahmose, \Yhose je\Yelry wai- the last .she had re<.eived. Petrie. ^Fa-pero, Ciutles,

Qyeeits of Etpiid, 47 and (4authier. su}>})use that Ahhotp survived down to the reign of Tuthmo-is [ l.ecause

luf of Edfu mentions her and Ahmose wife of Tuthmosis 1 only, from wdia li they inthrthat he }>a-sed from

service under the one to service uirler the other, iinmtMliaiely, without nny inrervcniirA interv-d.

^ The coffin is described <uid figured by Ci-'slNG, r i j rohr,/ t>>J, PW Xl-Xlb The h*'ad i-

showui in })rofile in IMaspeko, of tky V'b/e/e«?, 3, and a note givtui in I'efeivnce to tlic headdress lu

Mace and AVinluck, 4a. The })hotogra}ih ou PL X^ 1 wms taken lor this ,a’ti‘’le by Mr, burton.

The body of the coffin is now missing.

5 The phot< 'gra})hs ou PI. X^T cannot show how^ closely similar these two cotfius must ha\ c been oriuinally.

The strip})ing of the gold from that of Ta^o II has changed its entire .surface rispect, but an ^“xamination

of the onuinals shows that both were covered with the same thin, greenish-yellow, g..ld leaf, and wfiiere

they c<iu he traced, the ineised /uWa’ designs ami the neckhu’es are iuentical jjii both. 4 he wajtnl—some

irn})orted, coniferous species—and the oar}>entry of both are the same. Their forms ditier only in that the

man w'ears the iu:nie-< hea^hlrcss of a king and the woman has feimnim' cuils. Fina]l\, the *yes of Ah]iot})’s

coffin aro sot in frames of m<issiv«' gold— a most uhusimI feature- and since the thiiaes fomul it worth

while to steal those from the coffin of Ta^o II w*e may conclmle that his wcr<‘ imnio in tlie same fashion.

Journ. of IXwqit. Arch. x. 33
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a result of his sudden and violent death. That of the widow Ahhotp was saved and she was

laid away in it only some score of years later in the reign of Ahmoso.

As in the case of Tetisheri, the burial of Ahhotp does not belong to the Seventeenth

Dynasty, strictly speaking, but there is ample reason for touching on it, nevertheless.

Mariette, as the direct result of his excavations for the Prince Xapoleon. was made

ma^mur of Antiquities on July 4, 1858. The Khedive Said Pasha was delighted to be

liberal and enlightened—so long as it cost him nothing out of pocket. While he gave

Mariette full authority to draft t\\e fellahin without pay, he refused to sup[)ly the ready

money for adequate supervision of the work and Mariette s assistant of the 8eraj)enm days,

Bonnefoi, was expected to direct, single-handed, all the widely scattered excavations in

Upper Egypt. Mariette s one idea was to impress his patron with a com])rehensive pro-

gramme of work, and when Bonnefoi died almost immediately upon his arrival in hi.^

inspectorate, the impression on Said wais still the great thing and the digs were puslual

along without any supervision whatever^ In December 1858 a cor^'ee of 102 men was

raised in Thebes, and Mariette set a gang of 20 working in the plain below the Dira‘

Abud-Naga beside the mouth of the Valley of the Kings, close to the spot where he had

found Kamose the year before, but a little nearer the hilP. It was an area that had

escaped previous excavations, littered with broken pottery and stone which Mariette

associated from past experience with rishi coffins. There he left his work entirely

undirected, turning up just such burials as he had expected, from the starts On February 5,

1859, at a depth of some five or six metres in the surface-rubbish and .sand, this gang found

the coffin containing the mummy and jewelry of Ahhotp.

Theodule Deveria, on leave of absence from the Louvre, was with Marii4te in Biilak at

the time and a private letter of his, wu'itten on March 22, 1859, remains by so much the

fullest account of the discovery that I can do no better than translate it‘:

“ M. 3Iaunier, the French consular agent, notified of this discovery, sent to Marit‘tte a

copy of the inscription from the coffin, sufficiently legible for me to realize that this was the

mummy of a Queen Ahhotp\ Mariette wrote to send it immediately to Biilak by special

steamer, but unfortunately before the letter arrived the governor of the province had the

^ Mariette in Comptes rendifs de VAcademie des Inscriptinnii^ 1859, 161 ; Maspeho, Blhliothdfpte

logiqne^ 18, Ixxxvii-xcvi,

- The site is located by Mariette, ibid,\ Desjardins in Rev. gen. de Varefuteetnre., I860, col. 78;

Vassalli, Monii'menti istorlci, 127-8, 131. Carter has heard a tradition in Kurnali that the site wa.s near

Tomb 155.

3 Mentioned in the early accounts above. Objects from this season’s dig in Ctiiro are Denedite, Miroirs.,

44018, 55, 57 ; Bissing, Steingefasse^ Index, p. xl, under “Drah Abul Xegga” an<l ‘‘Kurna."

^ Later accounts, such as Maspero, Guide^ xiv, are derived from it. The letter itself is published bv*

Maspero, Bibliotheque egi/ptologiqne, 18, cii ff. In the other contemporary accounts, the fact that Mariette

was not present, is not dwelt upon. Mariette read a report on his first season’s work for the Egyptian

Government before the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres on August 19 and 26. An analvsis

appeared in the Comptes rendus., 1859, 153 ff., apparently drawn up by his friend and admirer Ernest

Desjardins who was often his go-between with his other friends, his printers and the French Government.

Under Mariette’s direction and with the help of letters and notes elsewhere unpublished, Desjardins com-
piled an excellent account of Mariette’s excavations from the discovery of the 8erai)eiim in 18.50 down to

the finding of Ahhotp in 1859, which was published in the Revue general de VArehitecture., 1860, cols. 9 ff.

with coloured plates of the jewelry. It was expected to be merely a temporary description of ^^lariette’s work
but it remains the only comprehensive account. Other references are in Wiedemann, Gt.iehidite., 305.

^ Mauniers letter was published by Maspero in Rec. de Trav.^ 1892, 214.
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coffin opened—whether from curiosity or animosity, no one knows. Yhatover it was, I

should not like to find myself in that functionary’s shoes the first tinu‘ M.iriette scm-s him.

As usual they threw away the bandages and the bones, saving only the objects buried with

the mummy. Mariette got an inventory of them from one of his Arab emplovees. The
governor, on his side, sent a list to the Viceroy, n(')tiiying him that ho was sonding tho

objects direct to the Khedival Court. To let tliem arrive at such a destination was to risk

their partial or complete loss. The tw’o lists w'ere in gvxjd enough agri’emeiit, but tliey

seemed to us remarkably exaggerated both in the number of things dt'seribed and in their

weights of gold. Supplied wdth a ministerial order giving the right to stop all boats loadisl

with curiosities, and to tranship them on board our owm boat, w e set sail v<*storday nmrning,

March 2 1st, to cruise on the Nile as far up as low waiter would lot us. We had just about

gone as far as the would make it, wdien w'e saw^ the boat carrying the treasure

taken froiii the pharaonic mummy coming towuird us. At the (Uid of half an hour the

boats were alongside each other. After some stormy words, accompanied bv rather lively

gestures, Mariette promised tu one to toss him overboard, to aiiotlnu’ to roast his brains, to

a thinl to send him to the gaUe
3
^s, and to a fourth to have him hanged At last tliev decided

to place the box containing the antiquities on board our boat, against a recei})t. To our

great surprise we found in it a quantity of jewels and royal insignia, almost all bearing the

name of Ahmose, a king of the Eighteenth Dynasty, wffiile the Queen Ahliotp was not

mentioned once. Their fineness of execution is more remarkable than that of the little so

far knowui, and if I am not mistaken, there are nearly tw^o kilogrammes w eight ot gold,

marvellously fashioned, wuth incrustations of hard stone and ccjloured enaiijel'’

Mariette hastened with the treasure to tiie Khedive at Alexandria the next day, and so

well did he tell his story that the Pasha (overlooked his use of an order that w’as never

intended to stop government steamers, burst out laughing and took him into liigh fiivour.

Said did borrow^ a gold chain wuth a pendant scarab for liis favourite wife, but he kept it

oiilv a short time and then returned it to the 31useunik It is somewhat surprising to read

that ^Mariette w^as allowed to take the jewxds to Paris to be exhibited in the Academie des

Inscriptions in August 1859 w hen he read his rcqiort . to London for the International

Exhibition of 1862", and again to PaiY for the Exhibition of 1867, wdiere it wms only through

his own firm re.sistance to bribery that Eugenie did not wFeedle them aw^ay from Ismail for

her own adornment*^.

It will have been noticed that in Deverias letter—and equally in the Mariette-Desjardins

accounts of the foilowung suimner—there is no suggestion that any ot the jewelry w’as lost,

or that any ot it w^as introduced from other s«)urces. lnd(H‘(l Dfweria calls attention to the

tact that the two independent inventories agreed, and on such an occasion, at least, the

governor would have been especially circiimsp(‘ct wdien he w^as trying to curry favour with

the Khedive at Mariette’s expense. Otherw ise it w'ould have been a w'onder if any of the

jewels had escaped.

J Maspero, oj), rit., ciii.

" Mrs. (.aroline R. iny atteiitinn to tlii.s point and given me a reference to the

FifC-Sinith'^ uf EtJi/ptuhi *ft TJtehf's in t}n‘ T<nnh tp Qupfjn Aah-hot^p
; Jroni Drnii'Inys

hy E. Kiddle, idth De^^nri^tice Letter Press by S Birch, London, \V. Dufair, lst33. They were exhibited in

the Egyptian Court of the International Exhibition at South Kenbingtou by the liberality of H. H. Said

Pasha, Mariette, their discoverer. Iieing in England a portion of th(‘ time.

3 The storv, greatly to Mariette s credit, is told by Maspero, idt., clxii.

33—2
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It was only in later years that Deveria cast doubts on the find, when he wanted to deny

to Kaiuose a place between Sekenenre^ and Ahmose I. Only then was it that he dwelt on

the fact that the mummy was opened in a Turkish lutrhit in the absence of any Euroj)ean

and suggested that part of the find had disappeared, including, perhaps, pieces bearing the

name of Sekenenre^\ It was characteristic of Maspero that he should jump at such an idea,

and von Bissing carried it to its logical conclusion by searching the European collections

for lost pieces to such good effect that he included pieces of Kamose*s which were actually

in Paris before Ahhotp was found% Daressy discredited the find from the opposite direction.

Not knowing the circumstances of the finding of Kamose, he concluded that the Kamose
jewels with Ahhotp were not found with her at all, but with Kamose himself—which is

manifestly impossible when the true stories of the two finds are unravelled % Petrie sets up
a third theory. While accepting the possibility of a dispersal of objects at the time that

Ahhotp was found, he believed that all the Kamose objects had been put into Ahhotp's

coffin in ancient times when it was moved to the place where it was eventually founds In

support of this idea he states without any question that the Kaiuose objects were found

outside the bandages ^ but even if this were the case, it is not unreasonable considering

their size and nature—boats on wheels, a large fan and a parade axe. In the Desjardins

account of the finding it is simply said that after raising the bandages the jewelry was
found merely laid upon the mummy with no piece actually on the body except the
“ diadem '' and possibly the pectoral.

Personally, I prefer to go back to the original view of Mariette, Deveria, Desjardins and
Vassalli. Admitting that a few beads may have been lost carelessly, the find as we know it

is practically intact. No object has ever turned up which can be traced to it indisputablv

—

least of all those from the Kamose coffin attributed to it by von Bissing—and there is no
chance whatever of the pieces bearing Kamose s name having been mixed in from the
Kamose find. As for Petrie’s idea that they were introduced anciently it would manifestly

be unprofitable to attempt to answer it. To me there is nothing inherently impossible in

believing that Ahhotp was buried fairly early in the reign of Ahmose, bedecked with jewels
presented by him and a few objects given her by the predecessor of Ahmose, King Kamose.

The jewelry of Queen Ahhotp is too well known to require a description, and therefore

it may be passed over here with mention of two details only. First, by far the greater

number of pieces, and those the finest, bear the name of Ahmose, and we may take them
as a striking index of the natural advance in wealth and skill which followed the expulsion

of the Hyksos. The crude, early jewel of Ahmose found on the body of Kamose, confirms

this excellently. The second detail is in regard to the nature of the ‘'diadem ’’ (PI. XVII).

Mariette in his original report to the Academic des Inscriptions, described how it was
found on the top of the queen’s head with a thick lock of hair passed through it and
imagined that the tongue must have served to divide the tresses behind. Doubts evidently

arose while the jewelry was in Paris, for Desjardins, in the description which he wrote that

same summer, admits that it has ‘‘ more the aspect of a bracelet than a diadem,” and

1 Deveria, Bihliotheque eyypt., 5, 321 in a footnote. Maspero, Guide

^

416.

- Vox Bissing, Thehanischer Orahfuad, 24, which, except for the false attributions of the Kamose objects
below, remains the best description of the jewelry.

3 Daressy in Annales^ 1908, 61 If. In 1912 he had seen the impossibility of this view in Anaales 68
^ Petrie, History, ii, 13.

’ An assumption probably derived from Mariette, Notice des Monameuts a Boalaq (3rd. ed ' 257
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Mariette himself wrote subsequently, that “if thib j^wrl had not b(M*n found on tup of the*

head uf the queen, partly enga'^vd in her hair, I wotdd rather tak(‘ it f>r om* of the niost

magnificent specimens of a bracelet for the iq)per ai'iii that (Hio e<Mdd imagine ddie saim'

doubts have persisted in the minds of Daressy an<l von Bi>siiig, but alwa\> tin.* story ot tin*

finding has been taken as evidence that the object was a “diad(*ni/’

To me there is no question at all but that it is an armlet to be worn abo\'e the elbow.

It is much smaller than any known ty23e of Egyptian diadem, but i> exactly the right sizf

for an arm, and the long tongue has the very practical purpo.s(‘ of lying afaig the inner '-ide

the arm to prevent the hea\T sphinxes from turning it over. Again the motive of (suiehani

sphinxes is whollv unknowui to Egyptian head-dresses, but do(‘s imniediatel}' ri-call tin*

couehant lions of the El-Lahun armlets- and the couchant cats of the armlers of

Sebekemsaf-'. Furthermore, these two sphinxes flanking a cartouche and M'emingly bound

to the arm by a rope of gold, give the clue to the recon>truction (*f the lions and cartouche

of Kamose wdiich there is no reason whatever for supposing were part of a crown.

As for the storv of the finding, those wdio w^ould hold that the mummy was robbt'd by

the governor of Keiiah may take it that a real diadem was stolen by him and thi^ one of

the manv bracelets was put foiwvard to make the invcuitories check. But I do not think we

need attack the story at all. Some queer things were <lone by ancient embahners, and one

only has to recall the case of the vulture pectoral bent about the skull of the >o-called

Akhenaten to simulate a diadem for a parallel to the armlet in the hair of Queen Ahh(.U[>h

At the time of the discovery Maunier wrote to Mariette from Luxor- “J ha\e the

pleasure of notifying you that your /-cA in Kurnah has fiund at Dira Ahu'l-Xaga a

magnificent mummy case and a chest containing f)ur alabaster vasos of vari<Mis form^,

without covers or inscriptions, found at the side of the mummy case.'' The chest s^'cms to

have disappeared. The jars were entered in the Livre d'Entree in Cairo a^- “troines daim

un meine coftre avec la momie de la reine Aahhotep
;

ils contenaient des matieres animale^

embaumies et faisaient otfice de canopes.” Hence w^e find Petrie mentioning the canopies

of Ahhutp from her coffin, and Bissiiig—while doubting that they were actnaily carmpic

describing them as having been fmnd within the coffin. A^ a matti*r tif fact the j<im

are, as Bissing sawg actnaily reused early dyna^tic or Old Kingdom oil jar^, and it is onl\

their number w^hich suggests that they w ere canopic>

The statue wdiich was mentioned above as relating Ahhotp to StEenenre^ wuis in privatt*

hands in France over thirty years ago'mPls. XII, XVUI-XX). It evidontly came from tlu*

tomb of a son of Tafo II who died in his youth, the Eldest Royal Son Ahmo^e, triumphant,

I Mariktte, lui'. 2r>9, no. si]., - I>KCxrox, I^l>. T[ -Tfl.

" Burlington F. A. Club, Anri^utf Emfptlaa Art, 1922, PI. L

^ Mrs- Caroline R, Willidni^ lid'' aL-,o noticed this parallel of the vulture pectoral in Pavis,

Tipi, 20, Ph XX.
') ]^fAUXiEH in Rt'c. Trur,^ ls02, 214; PEi’Kifi, Ihstorp, ii, 12; Bi'^^'INo, r<tbj>!i*A^ 24, «in<l i><j>'jnss>

,

1847^-^0. Lvthgoe has pointed out to me the striking parallel of a prehistoric stone \M>e reused in a toml>

contemporary with Ahhotp. de'-criK'd by Laxsixo in BhIL Md. Art, vSuppL May, 1917, 23, Fig. 24.

Squeezes of the inscriptions were coninmnicated by D.uiinos Pu&ha to Bouiiaiit in /C e Trur^

p. 17)9. Tlie in^'Criptioiis were collated aiui c*oinpleted fr<>ni photogruplis by Si, the, UrL. Br IS. I)p„ . P2,

traiidations, 0. See also Sethe, U i, 4; IAtrie, Historp, ii, U; ilAUTHii.n, liuis, ii, 17)9;

Weill, op. cdV., 149, itil. The photographs on Pis, XII, XVIll-XX, probably taken ^ibout ls9e, were

unearthed in Xew York hy Mr'<. Williams about ten yt'ars ago. I’he pubheution of the entire '^et seems

worth while in view of the statue'^ disappearance.
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for among the usual invocations for otferings to Ptah Sokaris, there are recorded the names

of members of the Prince s family, who “cause his name to live in order that he may do every

good for them in the Underworld.” These relatives are his fatluu*, Ta^o II, and his mother

Ahhotp^ as we have seen; his sister, the Great Royal Daughter Ahmose, and his sister, the

Royal Daughter Ahmose the Little—she Hves~. Since Ahhotp “the Great Royal Daughter

was married to her brother Ta^o II, this “Great Royal Daughter’ Ahmose, the elder of the

two sisters, was doubtless the Ahmose-Nefertiri whom we know as the sister-wife of Ahmose I,

and who, we may suppose, had first been married to Kamose. Another early mention of her

may be in a o (1 ^
^ from the DinV Abu’l-Xaga.^

From the tomb of the Eldest Son Ahmose, in addition to his statue, may ha\t‘ eome

two shawabtis found in the Dira‘ Abu’hXaga, whicl) liaiiu^ a

and also a scarab of unknown prox eiiaiiee He was doubtless that one i>t

the Lords of the West who was venerated by later generations as

in the tomb of KhabekheP^

On a statuette of Haipocrates the name of a royal personage Ahmose is associated with

another, Biiipu, both within cartouches ^ The historical (juestions rai.sed are the most

difiicult in the whole period and they must be begged here. However, this association of an

Ahmose and a Biiipu reminds us of another name in the Khabekhet list of Lords of the

West®, the Royal Son Binpu
^
^ J name, although

uncommon, is one of the pm-iod, a Priest of Amun, Ahmose son of Binpi having been buried

in the DirPr Abii’l-Xaga'* and a lat<‘r Eighteenth Dynasty personage Binpu having been

connected with the chapel of Re^ in the Temple of Amun^*', We can do no better, in the

^ (:Jauthier supposes Ahhotp uvas the daughter f)f the King TaC> of this statue, thus disregarding the

force of the title ‘'Joined to the Beauty of the Wliite ( ’roNVii and t)utting two ( Ireat (i.e. Eldest; Koval

Daughters—Ahmose and Ahhotp—in the same family. The balancing of Ta^o and Ahhotp on either side

of the back of the statue (see PL XX; can only mean tluit they were tlie two parents of Ahmose in the

centre.

2 Both Petrie and G.uithier make hut one daughter Ahmose of these two, in spite ()f the exjJicit

differentiation of the two in the inscription.

3 XoRTHAMPTox, etc., Thehiui Sec/'o/jolis, PL XVI, 3.

^ Northampton, etc., op. cit.^ 31, nos. 11 and 16, Pis. XVIII and XIX. The latter, Newberry tells me,

did not come from the Northampton excavations, hut from the Salt (.’ollection.

^ Eormorly in the Cairo Museum, Newberry, PL XX^T, no. 6.

Gauthier, Rois^ ii, 160.

^ The statue, now in Cairo, was given to Mai-iette by iM. Maunier, the French Consul, in 1858. It is

figured in MaRIETTE, Mon. dicers^ PL 48, and Daressy, Stutves de divin{te\ 55.

^ So iMAsPERo, Mod. dicers^ 14 ;
Daressy in Rpo. Trav., 1892, 145; Weill, op. c?V., 157 ;

Gauthier,

Rois^ II, 169 and 180, and Petrie, History., ii, 13, who however goes very much too far in taking the

whole lower row of names in the Khabekhet list for children of Sokenenre^ and Ahhotp, for Sethe,

Untersuchangen. i, 68, shows that

CM]"
(
O [[1

1
I
and ( ^ T

j
were .sons of Ramesses II and

certainly the Eighteenth Dynasty prince whose chapel lies south of the Ramesseiim.

Funerary cone in Cl^dat in BulL Inst. Fran.., 1910, 156. Daressy in Rec, Trav., 1892, 145.











Plate XX.

Ahmose, son of Sekenenre' Ta‘o 11

From an old photograph.
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present state of our knowledge, than to class Binpu of the Khabekhet list under King

Ta^o II and take him provisionally for one of his sons, reserving all decision as to tin.*

identity of the Ahinose and Binpu of the Harpocrates statiielto.

Still another enigma—but of a different sort—is supplied by the inuiuni\' of a woman

in the Turin Museum, apparently from the excavations in the Valley of the (hieeiis in

1903-4. The label announces that this is the Princess Aahmesit," daughter of ‘•(^idm'U

Thutisat ” and ''King Raskenen I, who started the war against the Hykso.s.” So far I mw

aware Sig. Schiaparelli has n(‘ver given out any information luther ;d)oul this Ahmosc* or

her mother Sitdhout, and until he sees fit to do so, both must remnin ladies of deubtful

antecedents.

For the sake of clarity it will be as wt‘11 to restate th<i chlldrmi of Ta^o If :uid Ahhotp

as given above

:

(1) Prince Ahmose the Elder—died }'oung during the reign of his father,

(2) Princess Ahmose-Xefertiri—married the two fallowing in succession.

(3) King Kamose—succeeded his father- and died shoi’tl}’ after-wards

(4) King Ahmose—succeed(‘d his brother and founded the Eighteenth f>ynasty.

(5) Princess Ahmose the Little.

(6) Prince Binpu ^—died y<»ung*, possibly at the same time a^ Ahmose the Elder- ^

Traces of at least three tombs have been found which date fnjm the reigns of th(‘ two

Kings Ta^o.

Certainly from a tomb of the reign of Ta^o II comes a scribe’s palette', found in Thebes,

bearing the inscription: The' flood Cod, Lord of the Tw'o Lands, Lord of Off.'rings,

Sekenenre^, Son of Re^, TaOj, given life ; beloved for (*ver and ever by Amenre^, Lord of

Karnak and by Sefkhet.'’

A tomb which may be of either reign is that of C\kh«)r, in the Din'r Abu’l-Xagr'i, Avhich

Vassaili discovered in while excavating for Marie tte, right at tin* bottom nf the hill,

not far distant from the places where the mummies of Kamose and Ahhotp had bemi found-.

The date is given b}' a, wondeii throw-stick beai'ing the riatm- of a King Ta^o, \\}d>s(; ]uv-

nomen is unfortunately ilh'gible.

The mummy of th(-' n.tyal ac<|uaintaiif*o " CVkhor
^

O

tine coffin, now lost, \vhich had the feathers (Hi the hoad and the inscriptions in "relict"

gilded T The butlv wms surrounded by a colloction of p(U’sonal ornaim'nts whose intrinsic

interest was largelv enhanced by the fact that scv('ral of them were gifts of his fricaals or

relatives of whom all were not Thebans ()f most imjiortance was the ab()\( “-mentioned

throw-stick lying at his side and bearing in addition to the King's name, that of the Royal

SoigThuyu ^
[j

accompnnit*s his lord on hi^ expoditions-* " A larg(‘ alabaster

^ In the liHUvre '^niee the early nineteenth century. Pubhshotl by ( ’(lAMroL^I<,^, 1‘1. ('X(’I ;

PiEKRET, (lifisc.f I, 8'^ «ind ^h' A/ b)3, n<>. UI4 bis ; Petiud, II, G, I
,

i\[ASPERO, E/t.qvtfe Judicinre^ 78 and ii, 7"), n. 2 : Gauthier. ii, io( and A\ eii.u, 181.

- AhvssALLl, Moa, istorin, 131 ;
Mariette-Maspero, JAu/. dirn'<, iu, I'l. T)!, wheiv the objects found

are tigured unlerss otherwise stited. The date <>f th(* di''( nvery. 1 sg;1 , is < orrectly by (iAUTHiEH, A^u^•,

II, 107 on the authority of the A'r/v ’

d

- Vassalli, op. ciV., 137: Dakls-y in Amudj-^, leoU, G3 : .Stkindorfk in eg. Spr., lS‘j:),

•* Best illustration-' in JA>/o dit\rA, PI. ol and AUjtmt ph()fo(jrupld<ph_ <la d*‘ Bnuhttp PI. 37 ,

Complete bibliogratdiies m Weill, op. c/A, IGl, 232, and <7al'THIKR, dad. The old idea, nn^st recently
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toilet vase had been inscribed f’„r the -‘Prince, Sole Friend, Superintendent of the I»,.,u,,in>

et Pharaoh Superintendent of the Prophets Idid
^ I

1 liA

A marvellously elaborate wooden teib't speonin S'
tiiore complicated than that of (^)ueen Menruhotp_t,ad been made f„r the Prince of

Hierakonpoli.s Sebekur
, and a little jewel-bo, i„ rartouche -hape l.ear^ the

name of a devotee of 5Ii„ of Koptos. Pnnee Minemhet'. Strikinoly intere.stino is the fact

""te a bionzi daooei, vith a piujunel of white bone, tied lo his upper arm in
umi ern . iduan fashion just as did Kino- Kanmse^. In addition then' were in the cofHn a
irur of w,M,den sandals : a w-oodeii headrest; a Kame-b..ard inlaid with ivorv and delicht-
tul y car\ed -: three k(,hl pots of alabaster and blackish stoue, uninseribed ; a set of razors
and tweezers on liloeks of wo,,d, and a comb in a little wicker basketf On the bodv there
wciv Soviui scarabs of amotlivst aud faif*oco. nuiuM:rjb<'d.

On one side of the same chamber there lay the coffin of a woman, of the .same perio.l,
bur accorffinyr to Vassalli, of ditferent ffirm. ft was fairly rich in decoration, but so framie

toyuuher with th.' mummv The latt.T had been
Hypped in a rich fnuKed mantle of red cloth sewn with blue b.'-a.ls oiun- a beautiful

cct. L nfortunately he was unable to preserve it and had to content himself with
copying the dcsign'L

III recent years the natives of Knriiah have iiiiearthe-i t raves of a third tomb. N. de
avie.s procuro,! from them a fragment of an alabaster jar inscribed with the name.s

yi typpeariu, in S^ruK, CrL d.r 18. traielation. 7, that Thuya wa.s a o,„ of Kinv SekeueurO^ is

v, lo ’‘h"'"’"'' 7''m
"•

'T f'-' 'i-t l.laec.
‘

.SwoikIIv.

mown- n tf rr’“ ’’gf
hoon of T.a^o I l.ee.uiso Thm u's name doe.s „„t

«t[)[)eca on tlie .stntue of Alimo.se nuj of TaO) [I.
• Xcuherry ha.s made a no.-v inton-stinc suegotmu to me at,out tlu. individu,,!. Tlu' iwin.-ipal personage

V 8
. toHiE. Aep/o., PI. VIII, n. 1-2,1. The bo.x from the tomb of rAkhor is iuserii.e.l ^ and^

f'*- -’b b'. If these two mentions of “ Prinee of Koj.los,) Minemhet '' refer to

'md Till I^ rir
" unlikely—we have a link conneetinu Nuhkheperre'' Intef

.Ui,l^ lay I or II ^vithu, the span of one maifs official lifetime.

eonfulioll ud’r'f-'''
^

I ’"'t ‘b.it there is ,u,v

cu-cum,sta„tial andTmdiirdelln'pffim MuleT:";
a perfectly

i™.™,! ,.f as

' Svir,"!; a'TVTT'r'' «'.« ti.c i„„ ,i,. ,„„„o Th,,,-,,.

has le,l Weiii m/eV affis "t

' that the toml. wa.s dated Son of IteC Tafo, whichnas KU \\ Eiri., o,,. at., 2.12, to suppose the comb was so imscribed

< '..ll'ole TotXn' Id iftrlrf "'r i,, ruivonsitv

r..,»;iy votiv.;,u ite sliSl

..t II,.,,..
“<1 •S‘l lis I,si ..1*- "f



there is in the IVtrie rullection a very fine l-uM shell pendant inscrllxMl

ThK ToMJi OF KiXO Wa/KHEPEKRE^ Ivamusk.

The inspectors passed from the toinhs of the two Kin^^ Ta^u to:

Tin* pyramid of King Wazkhep(‘rre^, LP.H., Son of He^' Kanm^i', Inspi'cted

on this day
; it was iininjnre(l“.

thiinjured it may hav(‘ been in the rei^n of Pamossies I\. but at sonu‘ Mi])S(M|uon{ d-Ue

in ancient times fear of the thieves caused the guardians of tln.‘ tomb to carr\' off ‘ its

lord"’ bodily, cotfin and all. This they hastily biirie<I, still unopened, in a hole in the

rubbish on the plain befnv the Dira^ Abifl-Xaga n(.*ar where Ahln.np and two of the Intefs

were similarly hidden, and then* Kamose lay until December 1857.

The story i>> sufficiently curious. In the spring of 1857 the Prince Napoleon, cousin of

the Emperor Xapole<m III, had recently n ‘turned from a voyagi* in the Arctic. R(*st}ess and

discontented, he was always an embarrassment to his imperial cousin, and wdieu he ox})ressed

a desire to travel in the Orient, everything w as done to speed him on his w^ay. The Archduke

Maximilian’s trip to the Nile wvas still being talked of, and the Prince Plonplon " decid(*d

not only to emulate but to surpass him in the acrjuisition (d’ collections. When w'o]*d of thf*

intended visit came to the Khedive Said he resolved to show' his imperial visitor evory

possible honour, and on De Lesseps’ advice, sent postliaste to France for l\Ianette to return

to Egypt in October 1857 on an eight months’ mi^sion. Said Pasha wanted ev(*ry step of

the visiting prince to sprout antitpiities, and to assure a fertih* cro}) and sav»‘ ‘Adonpli>n’s
"

time, ^lariette wms to proceed u}) river, dig for antiquities and th(*n bury them again all along

the proposed itinerarv. Funds w'ere supplied both by the Prince Napolt'on and Said Pasha,

and the latter gave Mariette, in addition, his viceregal steamer aiul orders to the mtjdu's to

draft workmen. To make all things perfect, Heinrich Brugsch arrived in (Aairo in the nick

of time, was seized by i\[ariette in the railway station, and told to prepare for an immediate

starts

W<-U’k w'as organizt'd at Oizah, S.ikkarah, Abyd(.)s, Tht*bes and Elephantine, and a con-

siderable collection wats amassed in a short seas<ni. All went rexcellently well exce})t that

the Prince, for wdiom all this eftbrt w'as being made, dallied in Pari>. Delay followt*d delay

until at last Mariette was informed thaD‘ important considerations" had made the projected

1 Petrie, oi>.d C/di/fth^rs^ xxrii. - Abbott Paf., PL III, 12; P, J,/u, iv, par. 510.

^ Masreko, Bfb/iothiqu^j Ixxviii tf , tell> the story with his u>aal charm. It i> men-

tioned by Desj.vkluxs m Her. ////o dr r<n'r/iitrrt>> rt\ 1^60, col. oti ('who sa\> that the Prince NapokL)!! shared

in the expenses) and by De PoruE in Comptea rrndt/A dr /'Ae<id. dr.-^ lesrrip.^ 1S5S, tf a rc>uuic of letter^

from Mariette). BRrG>CH, Lehr,> nod W<niden>, 205, telK of the >tart in racy style. Maspero states

that .1 journal of th^'^ tri[» wa^ kopt in Frciu ii by >[anette and Pnicsch and that it wa-* still in the latter's

po>se>M<»u when lie in isuj.

J<uirn. of Pgypt- Arch. \. 34
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trip impossible, and finally on February 8, 1858, came his recall to resume his duties in the

Louvre. But Mariette by now had definitely decided to carve out a future for himself in

Egypt, and very skilfully did he go about his first steps. Knowing Prince ‘‘ Plonplon’s
”

appetite for collections to fill his neo-classic house in Paris, Mariette discreetly suggested

that if he were given the word—and permission to delay his de[)artiire for Paris—he could

procure from Said Pasha for the Prince some souvenir of the trip which had never been

taken. The Prince s secretary, Ferri-Pisani, replied that his master would be very happy

to have, not a scientific collection, ‘'but a few jewels, some statuettes, specimens of Egyptian

art bearing on your mission of 1857-8, with some indication of how they were come by.’’

The Khedive fell ecpially well into the scheme, and bt^gged him to pick out whatever would

please the Prince and to place them at his disposition, without any (piostion of reimburse-

ment. It only remained for i\rariettc‘ to arrange that a goviTumeiit vessel shoidd fleliver

the gift free of all charges to the* economical prince, and in return for this co!h*ction

which cost absolutely nothing, the grateful prince's influence was ex(‘rted to create Mariette

uLiimfn' of Antiquitit*s a few months later. Thus the Service des Antiquites came into being.

The excavations which Mariette and Bnigsch started in Kurnah had almost inimediate

residts. They had some sort of information on the fin<ling-place of the two Intef coffins

which Mariette* had purchased for th<* Louvre three years b(‘foro\and following up this clue^

they put their men to work on the Hat ])lain below the DinV AbiTI-Xaga, just south of the

mouth of the Valley of the Kings. Lesjarelins and Vassal li ])oth quote Mariette as saying

that the exact spot was near whe^re Ahhotp was found fluring the following season, but a

little further from the hill. Here was found in December 1857, the coffin of King Kamose,

hidden in a mass of rubbish into which it had been dumped, carelessly, upon its right side,

but absolutely uninjured and unrobbed-.

Mariette evidently judged that the coffin of Kamose was not such a “specimen of

Egyptian art" as Prince Xapoleon and his secretary Fei’ri-Pisaiii would appreciate and it

therefore remained in Egypt. It is not of the royal gilded type, nor does it bear upon its

forehead the kingly uraeusl It is in fact a rUlti coffin (PI. XXI) such as a private individual

1 Explicitly stated by Desjardiii:^
;
>oe next note.

^ It too bad that thi.'^ find of Mariette's, frequently enough inontioned at the time, was totally for-

gotten for nearly half a century. A letter of December 31, 18.57, to Humboldt from Bnigsch in Motw.ts-

hencht<‘ der Berliner Akademie, 18.58, GO, gave the first announcement of the discovery. Mariette in those

days was so convinced, by the London and Paris liitef coffins, that all rUhl coffins were Eleventh

Dynasty, that he and Bnigsch believed this one must be of the same date. Not I’Ccognizing the King’s

name “Kamose'’ on the coffin and having on the jewelry “ Ahmose ” (admittedly Eighteenth Dynasty ! they

were completely puzzled and called this an unknown king. Later Mariette called him “ Sara Ahmes,’’

fourth King of the Eleventh Dynasty (quoted by PlSAxr, ride infra), and then returned to uncertainty in

his Lettre a J/. de Itouge^ Rev. arch.^ 1860, ii, ^9 and called him an “Ahmes qui n’e»st ni I’Amosis de Manctbmi

ni FAhmes Si-pe-ar du papyrus” Abbott. In this ambiguous way Kamose and his di.sc<n'ery is desci*ihed

by Desjardins in R^^v. geo. de V<trchiieeture, I860, col. 54 ;
by Vassalli, Mon. istorici., (1867), 128 (on

hearsay), and by A. Matthey, Explorations roodernes in Eggpte^ 162 (who copies ])art of Desjardins*

original report verbatim). And then Kamose passed out of archaeological literature (Von Bissing in 1902

assigning his jewels to Ahhotp), until finally, in one of the neatest bits of research work I know of,

Daressy brought to light the coffin in Cairo, and the references in the Lettre a J/. de Rovge', Vassalli and

Matthey and reconstructed the broad details of the find in Aonales^ 1008, 61 and 1912, 64 {tf. Weill,

op. cit., loO, 231). The date and circumstances of the connection of Prince Xapoleon and Kamose, and
the definite identification of the dagger, I am adding to a story for which all credit is due to Daressy.

^ Daressy, \hid. The cc)ffin found its way eventually into the Cairo collection where Daressy redis-

covered it in 1907. The photograph on Plate XXI was taken for this article by Mr. Burton. Bnigsch
distinctly says the mummy fell to dust.
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might have had. In the usual vertical inscription down the lid and in the protective

recitation of the two goddesses under the feet he is named the King, Son of Kain<.)se

Hi llHi without prenomen, as were the In lets to our un-

ending confusion.

The mummy, ill-prepared as so many of the period weiv, fell to dust when ^Fariette

opened the coffin. He found, tied on the king’s left arm, a few inches below his shoulder, a

cord of finely plaited papyrus that liekl a p^iignard, Nubian fashion, and rummaging in the

debris of the bo<ly, after he had removed the last bandages, he brought up a scarab and

some amulets, and from the breast a cartouche fianked on either side by g»)lden lions, and a

bronze mirror. The dagger, the cartouche and the lions were in Said Pasha's gift to Prince

Napoleon, the first finally passing ti) Brussels and the cartouche and lions to the Louvre;

the mirror went direct to the Louvre: the scarab and amulets have disappeared.

The dagger is a magnificent weapoiik centimetres long. In moflel it is identical with

one of those found on the mummy of Ahhotp, differing only in being a little larger and in

reversing the arrangement of gold an<l silver on the pommel and grip. The Kaniose dagger-

grip is of silver, and the lenticular pomniel for the palm of the hand is made of hard wiK>d

covered with a single thick sheet of gold, (lold nails attach it to the gri}). It is unlikely

that the naked blade would have been strapped on tlie arm unsheathed. No sheath is

mentioned, but in view of the absolute decay of the body and even the wooden mirror

handle in this coffin, a leather sheath would have had little chance oi surviving.

The cartouche and lions'tPl. XVH) evidently belong together as parts of a jewel similar to

Ahhotps armlet where spliinxes Hank the eartouchce If Mariette said he faiml it upon the

breast of the mummy, we must rmnember that it was found in rummaging among the collapsed

debris of a corpse which lav on its side tor <jiie thing, and for another, that it niay have been

laid on the king’s chest anyway, just as Ahhotp’s was apparently fastmied in her hair. The

cartouche of the Tvamose jewel is a little box-like object ot gold, 48 mm. long' and 15 mm.

high. On the upper face it bears |1
cut out of gold and soldered on, surrounded

plaite‘tl wire border like that (*t the tw() ^Sebekemsaf scarabs. The sunken background

was once inlaid with semi-precious stones, i he lions which flanked it are of rather rough,

barbaric repousse work, each one made up of two sheets of gold pressed into moulds, one

for each side, with tails of wound gold wire S(.)ldered on. On the under sides of each lion

1 Brugsch, ihiil

,

describe^ it as having a pommel of gold
;
Desjardins, cit., col. 54. says the ]>lade

is of bronze and the handle covered with gold and silver, and that it is similar to one of the Aldiotp daggers.

In col. 107 he goes further and says that the Kamo>o dagger is of the same model as that of Ahlu^tp

except that the disk is covered with gold and the grip with silver, while the opposite is true of tlie Ahhotp

poignard. Pisani in G<fz. Bcfiur ArU, 1859, i, 270, describes the dagger as having a lenticular disk

covered with gold and a bron/e bhule. Brugxli saw the dagger when it was found, Desjardins and Pisaiii

saw it in the Prince Na[K)leon Collection, and there is no doubt of its identity to this point. At the break-up

of the collection it is lost sight of. Then there .ippears in the ctdlection of the Baron Lucien de Hirseh an

identical dagger, exhibited in London in 1895 by the Baroness Hirseh (Burlington Fine Arts Club, Art of

Ancient Egtfpt, PI. XIV). Finally it was published by Von Bissinii, Thehuni'^rh^r Grohfy.fid, 24, PL VIII,

No. 20, as stray from the Ahhotp hnd. The Brussels dagger so exactly fits Desjardins' description that I

have no hesitation in proposing it as that of Kamose.

2 Mentioned in all the accounts of the finding : described, and the cartouche figured, by Pisani while

in the Prince Xapoleon Collection. At the sale of the latter they passed into the Louvre
;
Licre d'entree,

7167 Salle historigye^ No. 69<J. They have been published as part of the Ahhotp jewelry by Von Bissing,

Tkehaniseker Grahtiuid^ 24, PI. A III.

34-2
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and of the cartouche there are two rings, amply large to take a stout cord such as held the

dagger on the king’s left upper arm. The Ahhotp jewel has the same cord represented in

gold. As worn in life, I should regard it as an armlet for the right upper arm, worn at

about the height at which the dagger was strapped on the left arm.

The mirror^ is of golden coloured bronze, of the same size and shape as that of Ahhotp,

and unquestionably it had, in its day, a similar handle. On the back there still adhere

fracrments of the kind’s bandages.

By inference we can establish tbnii Mariette’s find some interesting facts regarding the

date of the burial of Ramose. Ramose died at the end of a very short reign, before he had

prepared for himself the gilded coffin proper for a king’s burial, and his successor interred

him with little delay in a cheap coffin such as would have been procurable in any under-

taker’s shop. His successor was Ahmose, whose bracelet was found upon the mummy. The
commonly accepted idea to-day is that Ahmose was the younger brother of Ramose", and

all the evidence from the Necropolis bears this out excellently. Sekenenre*^ and Ahhotp

were the parents of Ahmose I, and there is thus no other likely explanation which can

explain Ramose as the immediate predecessor of Ahmose except that Ramose was the

older brother of Ahmose and thus an older son of Sekenenre^.

Two of the priests who tended the tomb of Ramose in the early Eighteenth Dvnastv

are known. There was that Mes, who, together with his priestly offices in the mortuarv

chapels of Ta^o and Tuthmosis I, was ka-servant of Ramose, and there was another 3Ies of

whom Lansing found traces in the Birabi, who was chief of the prophets of Ramose I 'I’he

cult of Ramose as one of the Lords of the West in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties

has already been noticed.

Even if we are able to locate the finding-place of the mummv of Ring Raun)se, we are

no nearer establishing the site of his tomb, for it is impossible to .say how far the mummy
was carried before being consigned to its hiding-place. The position of the tomb in the
itinerary makes it one of the last before the inspectors started for the Mentuhotp temple
at Der el-Bahri, and therefore we should not be far wrong in locating it at the southern en<l

of the eastern face of the Dira^ Abu’l-Naga. Here we are in the area excavated in recent

years by Lord Carnarvon and by the Metropolitan Museum—the Birabi—and it was exactly
here, near the Mentuhotp causeway which in the Intermediate Period was the natural

boundary of the DinV Abu’bNaga district, that I found a small Seventeenth or Eighteenth
Dynasty brick pyramid in 1913, during the Metropolitan Museum s excavations. Perhaps
it would be too bold to call this the tomb of Ramose, but its position, the tombs of the
Ramose and Ahmose period clustering about it, and the fact that it was re.stored and
walled in from ti*espass in the congested Ptolemaic necropolis, argues for its havino’ been a
royal tomb—either of Ramose or of Princt* Ahmose Sapair.

The tomb in which Lord Carnarvon found the Ramose tablet lies within less than
150 metres from the pyramid, nearer to the foot of the hilD. It appears to have been of

^ Mariette in 1859 gave the uiirror to DtH^eria for the Louviv, telling liiui that it Cciine from the mummy
of King Ahmes " on which were also found the objects of gold then belonging to Prince Napoleon Louvre
lure dentree, 3458, Vox Bissing, op. cit., 2t, PL VIII as from the nuunmv of Ahhotp.

- Weill, op. 950.

“ Mes priest of Ta^o is mentioned above under «ekenonrCf
; n piece of an ivorv box of the second Mes

is to be published by Luiising.

+ Carnarvon and Carter, Five Tears’ Exjjloratioi<s, 34.
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the type of which Mariette found a number'; an exterior court from which a passage led

into a rectangular chapel, cut in the Hoor of which was a shaft giving access to the burial

-

chambers. The tomb had been completely plundered and the contents of the burial

-

chambers tossed nut into the court or into the chapol. The writing-tablets- weie in the

rubbish outside the tomb and in the chamber were found parts of the eanopic box of one

Katinakht
{ j

^ ^ and excellent examples of contempnrary pottery in profusion^

From Thebes, and tlieivfnre possibly from a tnmb of this reign, comes a scarab set in a

gold funda and bearing the king's name

Although a de finite Theban provenance is nowhere stated there are three weapons in

English collections which probably came from the grave of one of the courtiers of King
Kamose^. The finest, by far, is the magnificent bronze sword in ihe Evans Collection which

has received fre«|Uent mention'. Originally it must have been nearly <S0 centimetres in

length. The blade is east and welded ti') a long socket, rolled from stout sheet metal on a

mandril, at the end of which theie is ri vetted, with a pin which originally held the wooden

handle, a bronze ring. This latter is delicately inlaid in gold Avith a running flower-pattern

and the name of Wazkheperre^ beloved of lah,’’ and doA\n the flat rib of the blade, just

as on one of the Ahhotp daggers, there is an incised inscription ‘‘The Hieracosphinx the

Good God, Lord of Offerings, Wazkheperre^, I am a brave ruler, belove<l of Son of lah,

Born of ddioth, the Sou of Re^ Kamose, victorious in eteinity.”

li
7

1 ^Mariette ill to Truas. So<\ Bih. Arrh,^ 1875, 1114, identical tombs as tv])ical of

this part of the Necropolis. The up[>er chainher he shows to have been the chapel open to the public. In

unphmdercil tniuhs all the small hnds were made in the lower cliambers.

- (rRIFFITH 111 ('aRNARVON and CARTER, Op. (it., 3G, Pls. XXVI I-X X V 1 1 1 ; OaRDINER in JoHrtiaJ,

1910, 95 ; 1918, 45. The taiilets are now in < 'airo.

Carnar\on and Varter. op. cit., PL XXW three caimpic jars imw in the 1*4. 181. 453, were
found near hv, hut having .ininial heads it may be questioned whether they belonged tt) the box.

* (,'arnaraun and ('vrieh, (^p. PL XX\ I
;

[luictically all in Fig. 4 now in ^1.41. A.
•* In the Petrie Volloction, LTiiversity (A)llege, Newberry, PL XXVI, i.

^ Budge, Petrie, Gautliier and Von Bissing cide infra) have supposed them to have been straAvs from
the Aldiotp find.

" Always as a speardiead, a perfetdly jiistitiable error when its form i^ cmi^i<lercd. Lansing’s “’two-

handed sword” in the BiilL Met. M>fs. Art, 8appL May 1917, Fig. 46 shows that, instead of a spear-shaft,

the missing part was a wooden sAvord-grip, }>rol>ably covered with gold. The Evans swc>rd is identical Avith

the corresponding part of the sword which Lansing found. This note had lieen written for a cou]>le of years
when T .saw the FIvans sword at the Burlington Fine Arts f'luh in 1944 and called Newberry’s attention to its

true nature. He published it in the CluhA Ancient Efpptofn Art, PL XXIII as a sword for the tirst tune.
It came from the Stiirrock Collection in Edinburgh and appears to have been tirst described and fimired
by Budge in Archaeolopia, 1894, 83; Ilii^torp, iii, 178; then by Petrie, Histort/, n, 14; Von Bissing
Thehanircher (irnhfnndp2A, PL XII, 10 ;

the inscriptions in Sethe, Urk. der 18. Dpn., 13 (= translation 8'.

Gauthier, Bu>d\ ir, 105; Weill, op. cit., 154, 449 (who is not at all clear on the existence of t/n'el

inscribed antiquities, the Ewans sword, Evans axe, and B.M. axe).

Omitted here, as in all copies, because of the lack of proper type. Budge describes the sign as a hawk-
headed lion crowned with the atef-cYowu. Compare the lions as titles before the cartouche of Kamose
on the Ahhotp boat, and the winged hieracosphinx as a decoration on the Ahmose axe found Avith the same
queen, and on a contemporary scarab found by Lansing in 1915-16.
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The other weapons are two axe-heads of the same shape as the magnificent one buried

with Ahhotp. One is in the Evans Collection, the other, the better preserved, in the British

Museum\ The former bears on both sides the badly corroded inscription o|

u?|-

on the one side and

and the latter n

-A

11
on the other-.

Another curious form of the names of Kamose appears on a foundation deposit plaque

3in University College where he is called
I

This

serves to place the name /!

O
I

;

^ added as the date on a stela which

probably conies from a Theban tomb of Karnose s reigid. It was erected in honour of a lady

S\
and two men

,
with whom are associated two other women

'Mfi
and

and
O

The dedicator Bak

the son of Tawaii, who perpetuates her name/’ is an armed warrior w ith axe on shoulder

and dagger in belt, followed by his wife Uvo sons of whom one was named

his brother and two other men, who are called

On these monuments we have Kamose appearing under the throne-names of Wazkhe-
pen^e^', “ The-Brave-Prince,” “ The-Frince-of-the-South/’ and “ The-Great-Prince/’ In other

words, not only is he adopting an official solar name, but substituting a “princely” name
for his personal name. It is going a step further than merely attaching the epithet to the

personal name as Ta^o “ The Brave” did, and constitutes an innovation in the composition of

Egyptian royal protocols which is worth noticing. Ahmose appears to have made rather serious

attempts to continue the experiment. One of his courtiers, the Chief Prophet of Amun,
and Chief Treasurer, Tehuti, who was buried near the small brick pvramid mentioned above

as possibly the tomb of Kamose or Ahmose Sapair, has left us innumerable funerary cones.

There are three variants dated

1 British ^fuseiim 5421 a, presented bj Simpson in 1875. Both axes in Budge in Archteologiu

,

1892, 86
quoting Simpson and Birch in Join\ Arvlt. xxiii, 293 (wliich I have m)t found); Budge, Third and
Fourth Egypt. Roonu, 6 (iiicliuhng cast of Evans axe); Boid- of Kings, i, 104; Evans axe figured in Von
Bissing, ihid. ;

cf. Weill, ibid.

2 Budge in ArchaeoJogia describes, but does not give the copy, of this interesting reverse side in full,

only noting its differences from the obverse. Thus it has escaped the notice of those who have quoted him
heretofore.

3 Xewberrv, Scarabs, PI. XXA I, 2; Petrie, Scarabs and Cylinders, xxni. Weill, op. cit., 230,
hesitates to acce])t as Kamose s the name on the axe and plaque—but then he does not seem aware of
two variants of the name on tlje same axe and the Ahmose examples to be quoted.

Stela in the Louvre C 201 acquired about 186()
;
provenance unknown, de Rougi^, Xotice des Jfons.,

8 ed., 151 . Pierret, Rec, des inscript. du Loo rre, i, 59—62; Deveria, Bib. egypt,, v, 315 ft'.
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and another in Turin with

A scarab in the Ct rente 11 Collection bearincr 4a: r:

Ij

give the same ‘‘ princely ” name in

substitution for the personal name, and establish the new throne-name combination of

“Nebpehtire^ Prince-of-the-Two-Lands ” for Ahmose I. Even as late as Tuthmosis I the

tradition seems to be preserved on a rare scarab in the Carnarvon Collection inscribed

0
ij but after that it apparently disappears (Uitirely.

The Abbott Papyrus, as has been suggested above, is clearly the investigation of definiti^

charges involving ten specified tombs of various dates and in various localities. The Mayor

Pesiur, who had laid the information, was not the man to leave any vagueness in his accu-

sations. When the enquiry went against him and he renewed his charges, he announced

that " the Scribe of the Necropolis Horishere, son of Amennakht, came to the chief sidi' of

the city, to in3^ place of abode, and told me three very serious accusations. Mv scribe and

the scribe of the Two Districts of the city put them in writing, ^foreover the scribe of the

Necropolis, Pebes, told nu‘ of t wo other matters—in all five. I'he}" were put in writing

likewise and now I shall write concerning the!n to ]Miaraoh'\'’ Unquestionabl}" his

original c<unplaint was also put into writing and was equalD specific. While it was not

transcribed vei*batim into the Abbott l^ipvrus, thi^ note is entered in the minutes of th(‘

inspection of the fir'^t tomb, ‘‘concerning which the Maxtor of the City, Pesiur, had reported

‘The thieves have broken into it‘V ” and that this was omitted from the others is

merely a matter of brevit34

Hence we are safe in stating that the six kings’ tombs in the Dira‘ Abu’l-Naga given in

the Abbott Papyrus are merely those specified b}" Pesiur and do not by any means exhaust

the list of those which existed there. In fact there are four more tombs for which there is

evidence, either that tho}^ have been found on the Dira* Abu’l-Naga or, that being in the

Theban Necropolis and of the period of the DinV Abu’l-Naga ciuneteiy, they probably were

in it.

The Tomu of Kixu [Seivuemue^-Wahkiia]' RaAiotf.

n ^ ! 'J h

There was a romance curn^nt in Thebes during the Twentieth Dynasty which told of

the supernatural adventures of the High Priest of Amun Khonsemhab during his search

for a tomb site®. Khonsemhab is otherwise unknown to us and his tomb has never been

* One variant was known Ey lM)th Wiedemann i, 21’ and Dahe.'^sy (Cffues funendre.'i.^o. 233).

NewEerry found two variants in the Dirabi Xolithampton, etc., ThdjiUi Wt’cro/>o^>, Pl.'xXIV, Xos. 11-12)
and Carter one in the siune neighlxnirhood. Pinally I found quantities of all three in 1912-13 {Bull Met
Mus. Art, 1914, 16).

- Petrie in A tideat E<ji/pt, 1916, 27, No. 16.

- Historical *SVa/-u6^.', Xo. 779 ; Newberry, PL XXVI, Xo. U
; Gauthier, llois,\i, 179,

^ From the Timmins Collection
; Catalogue, 2S, PI. IX. ’ B. A.R. iv, par

Op, cit,, 513. Prenomen from B.M. Hieroglyphic Texts, iv, 9, PL XXIV.

» On four ostraca in the Louvre, \denna and Florence of which a translation, bibliography and com-
mentary are given by Maspero, Popular Stories of Ancient Egypt, 1915, 275.
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discovered, but his office precludes the possibility of his having been buried elsewhere than

in Thebes, and if he lived under the Nineteenth or Twentieth Dynasties it is quite to be

expected that he would have been interred in the neighbourhood of the burial-places of his

predecessors Bekenkhons and Nebunenef of the former Dynasty, who built their tombs

opposite Karnak on the Dira^ Abu’l-Naga hillside ^ This supposition, indeed, fits in very

well with the fragments of the story which have come down to us.

Khonsemhab is sending agents to examine a spot which has been suggested to him in

the already crowded Necropolis :

He sent one of his subordinates, and with him three of the men under the orders of

the High Priest of Amenre^, to the place of the tomb of the King of Upper and Lower

Egypt, Ra^hotp, L.P.H, He embarked with them
;
he steered

;
he led them to the place

indicated, near the tomb of the King Ra'^hotp, L.P.H Then they returned to the

river-bank and they .sailed to Khonsemhab, the High Priest of Amenret’^ King of the

gods, and they found him who sang the praises of the god in the temple of the City of

Amun. He said to them: '‘Let us rejoice, for I have come and I have found the place

favourable for establishing my dwelling in perpetuity.'’ Whereupon the three men
replied to him with one voice :

“ It is found, the place favourable for establishing thy

dwelling in perpetuity.,..” Then he said to them: ‘‘Be ready tomorrow morning

when the sun issues from the two horizons,” and he commanded the Lieutenant of the

Temple of Amun to find lodgment for these people.

The searchers thus set out from Karnak, examined the site of the Tomb of Ra^hotp, and

then re-crossed the river to the Amiui Temple where they are given lodging for the night

against their return in the morning. Everything points to the Theban Necropolis. Later

Khonsemhab himself is caught underground in a tomb near which he intends to build his

own, and there lost in the darkness, he meets the ghost of the inmate and listens to his story.

The spirit said to him :
" As for me, when I was still living on the earth, I was the

treasurer of King Ra<^hotp, L.P.H., and also his infantry lieutenant. Then I passed

before men and behind gods, and I died in the year XIV, during the months of Shomu,
in the reign of King Menhotpure^. He gave me my four canopic jars and my sar-

cophagus of alabaster

AJVW'A
^ ^

mil z]

He had done for me all that is done for a man of quality; he gave me

offerings -.

The story is purest romance—and yet a semblance of reality is sought by making the

scene and the characters actual ones. The Thebans of the Twentieth Dynasty must have

known the tomb of King Ra^'hotp, and though it has up to the present defied discovery",

this story is sufficient evidence that it existed in the Necropolis ^

i Xos. 35 and 157 of Gardiner and Weigall, Topographical Catalogue.

- Golenischeff and Masfero in Rec. Trav., 1882, 4, 7. The reading
| | | I zlJjS ^ 'vww\

jars embalment,” ‘'canopic-jarsf’ was communicated to me by Alan Gardiner
^ four

3 PiEPEK in Zeitschr. f.
ng. Spr., 1913, 103, lists “Eahotep, Grab bekannt.'’ This is, I believe, a simple

mi.sprint, the words, “Grab bekaimt” having slipped down from Sebekemsaf imiuediatelv above.
* Meyee, OesvhicJde, par. 301 adojits the Twelfth—Eighteenth Dynasties as the date for the Ra<liotp of
Ghost Story. JIa.speko, Storv-s, 276 n., goe.s farther and states that his tomb was probablv towardsthe

\Jh'iC Abul-Xaga, because of the date.
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As in the case of other royal tombs of the period, this one seems to have been sur-

rounded bv those of the kind’s courtiers. It was into one of them—that of the unnamed

at ‘‘ the place in-}
T [3 _] 0 O

^ O.

dicated, near the tomb of King Ra^hotp.’' that Khonsemhab encountered the ghost.

The Tomb of Ki.n'o SEKHEMREf-HERriiiRMAfT Ixtef.

isic)

Mariette’s purchase of 1854 consisted <4' two coffins, both of which are now in the

Louvre. One has already been assigned to Sekhemre^-Wapma^t Intef. The second (PI. XXI)
may well have been found near it on the Dira‘ Abu’l-Naga, but this gives us no information

on the location of the tomb, as the finding-place was probably a mere ccirhe in the rubbish,

near the mouth of the Valley of the Kingsk From the tomb itself, or indeed from the

entire reign of the king for whom this coffin was made, no other object has as yet been

recognized -.

The coffin, like Kamose’s, appears to have come from an undertaker’s stock. When it

was procured for the king’s burial a uraeus was hastily pegged on the brow and the main

inscription on the cover was filled in with the name of King Intef,

As there was not sufficient space for it, the prenomen
^

^ ra
was

surcharged on the chest above the vertical column, evidently after the decoration was

complete. The spelling of the Intef name is interesting. The scribe may have written a

[j

which he carefully altered to
|
and which Birch and Pierret change back to

The crudity of the coffin, its evident procurement from the stock of a local funeral

furnisher, and the total lack of other monuments from the reign, suggest that this Intef

had barely ascended the throne when he died, without time to prepare the equipment of

his grave, or an heir sufficiently loyal to fill the deficiencies.

The popularity of the name Intef at this period—three kings bearing the name are known

is reflected in a scarab which belonged to a prince of the name, 1 ^ H ^ I
T aaaaaa JJ J I

and the statuette of the ‘‘ Royal Son Intefmose, called the Red Child,” found by Petries As

the title ‘‘Royal Son” is known to have been granted to courtiers it is impossible to state

whether these are the names of any of the Intef kings before their coronations or even of

princes of the name who never ascended the throne.

1 On the finding, see above under the coffin assigned to Sekhemre^-Wapma^t. The literature on the

coffin of Sekhemre^-Heruhirma^t is the same as that on the coffin of Sekhemre^-AVapma^t Intef, q.c,

and in addition, Fig. 100 in Perrot et Chipiez, Hint, ch /klrq Egypt^i. The photograph on Plate XXI was

taken for this article through the kindness of M. Benedite. The body of the coffin is now niis.>iDg. but

existed when Birch copied the inscriptions.

- Daressy’s theory that Mariette found the tomb has been mentioned above, p. 260, n. 2.

3 Posdbly L.jyj=3.

^ In the Carnarvon Collection, from the Timmins Collection, Catalogue^ 19, PI. VI.

5 See above, p. 218, n. 3.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 35
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The stela of a certain Ani who was priest in the temple of a deceased King Intef exists

in Kevalh This Ani may have been a mortuary priest of one of the three Kings Intef of

this period—for the stela is surely contemporary with them—but unfortunately there is no

definite proof that his stela came from Thebes.

The Tomb of King [Sekhemre^-Wazkhau] Sebekemsaf.

In discussing the tomb of Xubkheperre^ Intef, two objects from the tomb of a King

Sebekemsaf were mentioned, a heart-scarab and a canopic box- (PI XY), discovered by the

Arabs in Thebes in 1827, the first passing through the hands of Yanni Athanasi and Salt

to the British Museum, and the second from Piccinini and J. d’Anastasy to Leiden, It is

characteristic of the objects from the burial-chambers of the kings of this period that neither

bears a prenomen. The heart-scarab is inscribed simply 1 ^ [Mr

canopic box

cursively — for

and the

i with variants for and written

The tomb of Sekhemre^-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf was completely stripped of its contents

by the ancient thieves, who by their own confession left nothing either for their Arab
descendants or for their archaeological successors. Therefore we are justified in assuming

that any tomb-furniture of a King Sebekemsaf which exists to-day must have come from

some other tomb, and as but one other King Sebekemsaf—Sekhemre^-Wazkhau—is knowm
from the monuments^ probably any other such tomb was his. Of course the possibility

1 AViedemaxn, Geschichte, 225. The king’s name is written with ^ within the cartouche like the

Sebekemsaf graffito in Petrie, Season, PL XIV.
- Borchardt in Zeitschr. f. iig. Spr., 1894, 23-6, correctly dates the box, states that it came from the

d'Anastasy Collection, and gives the evidence that it came from Thebes. It has been described by Leemans,
Descnption raisonee, 222, and much better by Borchardt, op. cit., and Boeser, Sammluag in Leiden, iii,

2, Pis. \ II and XXI, both with illustrations and inscriptions. It has received mention by Leemans,
Lettre a Mr. Salvolini, 1838, 121 and PL XXIII

;
by Wiedemann, Geschichie, 276; by Petrie, History, i,

234; by Gauthier, Rois, ii, 75 ;
by Meyer, Geschichte, par. 299 note; by Weill, op. cit., 341, 383; and

by Mace and Winlock, Senehtm, 52, n. 5. Petrie, Gauthier, and Weill (the last using the arguments

given above) assign it to Sekhemre^-Wazkhau. Wiedemann confused both Sebekemsafs in one king to

whom he assigned all existing monuments, including this “ ushabti box.” Meyer hesitates to assign it to

any known Sebekemsaf. Petrie (quoting Leemans, Monuments) mentions a coffin of Sebekemsaf in Leiden,

and Gauthier has taken one line of inscription from the box and described it as from “le sarcophage

en hois peint du tombeau du roi a Thebes, au Musee de Leyde, Q. 4,” It does not exist. Borchardt and
Weill both call attention to the similarity of the canopic boxes of Tehuti and of Sekhemre^-Wapma^t Intef

to this one of Sebekemsaf. The illustration on Plate XV is from Boeser, Samrnlung in Leiden.

3 Gauthier, Rois, ii, 80 and Petrie, History, i, 233, make a third Sebekemsaf distinct from Sekhemre^-
Shedtawi and Sekhemre^-Wazkhau, on the basis of the graffito in the WMi Hammamat, L. D., ii, 151 K
which is admittedly very badly written but which may reasonably be read

- ^

o

and

^ I I 1 1 Q O
O I I 1 G'<r^

a 'i [ii J

Petiies objection that joint names in one cartouche are not

Q ^ rri, i. u •

Ihe cartouche is repeated twice, quite clearly as
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always exists that there were still other Sebekemsafs, but it would hardly be profitable to

enter their purely imaginary names in any lists we draw up. We are amply justified,

therefore, in assigning the heart-scarab^ and the cauopic box to this Sekhemre^^-Wazkhau

Sebekemsaf.

The circumstances of the discovery of 1827 pointed to the tombs of Nubkheperre^

Intef and this tomb of Sekhemre^-Wazkhau Sebekemsaf having been found by the same

gang, at about the same time, and presumably in the same vicinity-. Again, if it be

allowed that Mariette rediscovered the tomb of this Sebekemsaf in 1860 ^ we should have

to place it equally close to the tomb of Nubkheperre^ Intef, and there it undoubtedly will

be found some day.

From this reign no courtier’s tomb has been identified, and of the royal family we know

1nothing except that the king had a son named Sebekemsaf
^

If he died young, as the epithet ''triumphant’’ might be supposed to imply, his

grave should have been near that of his father in the Dira' Abu’l-Naga. If, on the other

hand, the epithet is not to be taken literally as meaning deceased ” and he survived his

father, he might quite well have become King Sekhemre^-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf.

The Tomb of King [Sekhemre^-Smextawi] Dhout.

In a Theban tomb, beside a mummy in a coffin, Passalacqua found what he took for a

medicine chest, but what might more correctly be called a toilet set-^ (PI, XV). The outside

found after the middle of the Twelfth Dynasty is untenable. See Weill, op. cit., 828-9, 839, 843, 847.

Other clear graffiti of Sekhemre^-Wazkhau Sebekemsaf in the neighbourhood are given in L. D., vi, 23, 9

and II, 151, 1 (this last being Prisse, Mon.^ PL VI, 7 and Rei\ Arch.., 1845, 10; Wilkinson, Modern Egypt

and Thebes, ii, 388
;
Golenischeff, Hainniaraat^ PL XVIII, 6; Couyat and Montet in Mera. Inst, fran..,

1912, 78, No. 111). See also Weill, op. 382. Meyer, Geschichie, par. 299-300 might be read as making

more than two Sebekemsafs but does not detinitely say so. Sekhemre^-Wazkhau is known from Abydos,

Hanimaiuat, Thebes, Karnak, Medamut and Silsilah
;
8ekhemre^-!8hedtawi from Abydos and Thebes.

1 That the scarab was from the tomb of Sekhemre^'-Wazkhau is the view of Petrie, History, i, 235;

and Weill, op. at., 383. The latter develops the arguments substantially as above, but goes too far in

supposing that there is internal evidence in the spelling of the name to support them. Gauthier, Rois, ii,

75, classes it under Sekhemre^-Shedtawi.

See above under Nubkheperre^ Intef. ^ See above under Sekhemre^-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf.

Shown on a statue of the king found by Mariette in Abydos
;
bibliography and discussion in IVeill,

op. cit., 380, 410. The Metropolitan ^luseum of Art, New York, has recently (1923) acquired a statue

of the General Horemhab
,
intended to be set up in a temple years before his eventual death as

king. The expression “triumphant” is thus anticipatory in its nature and is not always to be taken as

meaning “ deceased.

'

^ Berlin 1175-1182. Discovery described by Passalacqua, Catalogue raisonne, 25 and 154. First pub-

lished with drawing by Erman in Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr., 1892, 46-7 where it is supposed to be of the Eleventh

Dynasty. Definitely called a canopic box, related to that of Sebekemsaf in Leiden and dated to the Thirteenth

Dynasty by Borchardt in Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr., 1894, 26. Photograph and description in Aegypt. u. Tor-

derasiat. Altertamer ans d. Konig. Mus. Berlin, 1895, PL 13 ; description in Ausfnhrhches Verzeichnis, 1899,

108-9
;
inscriptions in Aegypt. Inschnften, Berlin, i, 1913, 253-5, See also Meyer, Geschichte, 1st ed.,

149; Gauthier, Rois, ii, 123-4, where he gives references to Grote, Allgeraeine Weltgeschichte, ii, 54

35—2
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chest was none other than a canopic box made for King Dhout } W
blit a line

of writing added in a blank space on the lid in another hand and with a different ink from

that in which the other inscriptions are drawn, informs us that it ‘'was presented as a gift

by the King to the Great Koval Wife who has assumed the Beautiful White Crown,

©
Mentuhotp, triumphant’' /WW\A

to
sic, doubtless on her predeceasing him. Nested within this chest there was a rered

and white papyrus wickerwork cover on four legs, which fitted over a woven palm leaf

hamper, which in turn sat upon a stand made of reed. The curved lid of the hamper was

fastened with two knobs of ebony inlaid with ivory, and seems to have been sealed with

mud seals. Within the hamper there were six compartments, each containing a toilet vase

of alabaster or serpentine, filled with salves and stoppered with papyrus, two wooden

spoons, a little bowl of green faience, and twenty-five odorous tubers.

It has long been supposed that this tomb was refound by Wilkinson. About 1832 the

latter copied the religious texts on a coffin in Thebes. The coffin itself has disappeared, but

since 1834 his copy has remained in the British Museum. It was made known by Goodwin
in 1866 as having been inscribed for a Queen Mentuhotp, and Lepsius immediately identified

this queen with that of the canopic box in Berlin. Since that day Wilkinson’s coffin and
Passalacqua s box have been accepted as having been found together in the same tomb,

without a dissenting note so far as I am aware h On the coffin the Queen Mentuhotp appears.

in a most interesting light, as
^

/WWV\ and as

“ The Great Royal Wife, who has assumed the Beautiful White Crown, Mentuhotp
; begotten

by the Mayor, Vizier and Superintendent of the Six Great Houses, Senebhenaf, and born

of the Princess Sebekhotp.”

Now Passalacqua in writing of the finding of the canopic box, says :
“ elle etait placee

par terre dans un tombeau de Thebes, pres d’une momie, dont aucun caractere ne la dis-

tingiiait de cedes qu’on decouvre le plus sou vent, tel que le ] 538, quoique ayant ete deposee

dans uii cercueil moins riche en peinture que le 1537.” According to his catalogue the

and ScHORER, FarailteMatt^ vi, 784, and expresses the opinion that the relation of Queen Mentuhotp to

King Tehuti is somewhat dubious. Finally Weill, op. 341, 407, reviews nio.st of the bibliography.

Photi>graph on Plate XV is from Atgypt. u. Vordemsiat. Altertknier.

1 Goodwin in Zeitschr. f. og. 8pr., 1866, 53, gave a transcript of the name and titles of this Queen
Mentuhotp and a list of chapters of the Book of the Dead in its inscriptions. A footnote identifying this

queen with that of the canopic box is signed K. L. (Richard Lepsius). Eisenlohr in 1881, 99
and Wiedemann, Gesohichte, 2i29-30, both mention it, accept its identihcation with the canopic box, and

are misled, by supposing that the title Q ^ |
is an integral part of the name, into false identifications

with other monuments where the title remains but the name itself is lost. CtRiffith in F.S.B.A., 1892,
40, gives the name with genealogy as above, in wliich he is quoted by Gauthier, Rou, ii, 1912, 124
:Meyer, Oeschkhte, par. 301 and Weill, op. cit., 407. Finally in 1910 Wilkinson’s copies were published in
Bcdue, Facsimiles of Hieratic Papyri in the Pis. XXXIX-XLVIII.
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coffin 1537 was richly decorated with paintings representing a great number of divinities

and texts. Now since the rectangular sarcophagi of the Middle Kingdom were not decorated
with representations of divinities, and since the only coffins known by Passalacqua which
lacked such representations were his set of ^Middle Kingdom rectangular coffins now in

Berlin^ he evidently intends to say that the coffin of Queen Mentuhotp was anthropoid in

type. But the sketch by Wilkinson on his last plate shows that what he copied was a
rectangular Middle Kingdom sarcophagus, and moreover one identical in type with that in

Berlin, which Passalacqua found and which was his especial pride. It has the same panelled

exterior, cavetto cornice and shrine roofwhich would have attracted Passalacqua s attention

instantly, and which undoubtedly would have received mention in his catalogue, and
probably have been added to his collection with the canopic box. Evidently, therefore,

the Queen Mentuhotp of Passalacquas canopic box was not the Queen Mentuhotp of

Wilkinson s sarcophagus, and the latter with its interesting genealogy has no place in the

study of King Dhout-.

That Passalacqua’s Queen Mentuhotp was the wife of the King Dhout who presented

the box to her, has been generally admitted. Had she been his mother she would have

undoubtedly been called the the canopic box. At this period, the case of Queen

Sebekemsaf must have been the exception and that of Queen Nubkhas the rule, and we can

reasonably expect that Queen Mentuhotp was buried near her husband King Dhout.
Therefore if we can locate, even in the most general way, the tomb of the queen, we should

know in what vicinity to look for the king.

Giuseppe Passalacqua dug in Thebes between 1822 and 1825. He has left us an
extremely good account of his life in Kurnah, where he procured for himself a native house
on the southern end of the Dira‘ Abu’PNaga^ and practically all his activities seem to have

1 Passalacqua, op. eit.^ 184.

2 Queen Mentuhotp, daughter of the Vizier Senebheiiaf and Princess Sebekhotp, must remain somewhat
uncertain in date. Budge published the AVdkinson coffin as Eleventh Dynasty, and Birch (footnote to
Eisenlohrs article above) and Griffith relate it to a fragment in the B.M. from the sarcophagus of
Herunefer, son of an Eleventh Dynasty King Mentuhotp. I prefer a later date, however. The names of
the queen’s parents are typical of the Twelfth-Thirteenth Dynasties. A vizier’s son Senebhenaf of the end
of the Twelfth Dynasty is known from a cemetery near Der el-Bahri which was characterized bv coffins

with texts such as Wilkinson’s (Wixlock in BaU. Met. Mus. Art., 1922, Part II, Fig. 23). A Queen Senebhenas
q ^ f

.7 n n q a/vwv\ ^

to OVl J '

Q

from scarabs of the same period or a little later (Xewberry,

Scarabs, PL XIII, 30, and P.S.B.A., 1902, 252
; Ausfiihr. Verzeichdis Berlin, 416; Gauthier, Rois, ii, 124-

Hall, Oit. of Scarabs in B.M., i, 21
;
Weill, op. cit., 407 j. The name Mentuhotp itself goes down later

still, and was borne by at least two persons contemporary with the Seventeenth Dynasty in addition
^ 0 i n , . , ^ .owned a magic wand found m theto the wife of King Dhout.

Dira‘ Abu’l-Xaga (Spibgelberg in P.S.B.A., 1906, 160; ;
and a Mentuhotp appears on bandages

from the royal cache at Der eTBahri (Maspero, ^fomies royales, 539, 544
;
Daressy in Anaales, 1908 137).

Passalacql A, op. at., 199-200, 203, u. 1, says that his house was in Kurnah which was, down to 1860
at least, that part of the Xecropolis north of the Ramesseum, centering around the Dira‘ x\bu’l-Na<ya and
the Seti Temple (Champollion, Lettres, ed. 1833, 101, 457

;
Mariette in Comptes rendm Acad des

Inscrip., 1859, 161; ^ assalli, Mon. istonci, 126). In 1830 Bonomi i^Xewberry in Annales, 1906, 83-4)
>saw the house of “Abu Saccara” (which is no more far-fetched for a/e??d/7s rendering of “ Passalacqua”
than “Deir Sikaio” for the “Der es-Sieur Caillaud,” op. cit., 80) on the DinV Abiffi-Xagd, below the
Bowaba which is at the southern end of the hill.
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been near by. His fine Eleventh Dynasty tomb was a couple of hundred yards west^; on

the southern spur of the hill he made his most important find, the community burial-place

in one of the Eleventh Dynasty corridor tombs^; and in the fiat, not far away, was one of

his biggest digs, in which four of his men were buried by a cave-in. In his spirited descrip-

tion of the accident, he tells how he rushed to the rescue from his house, which was evidently

near by, but since his efforts to save the men had come to nothing by nightfall, he took the

discreet course and disappeared in the darkness. Across the rugged pitfalls of the ‘Asasif he

fled to the house of his friend Yanni Athanasi, and from the windows of an upper room,

watched the torches flickering around the site of the accidents Now Yanni s house still

stands on Shekh ‘Abd el-Kurnah, and fi:om its upper windows I have verified the fact that

one can just see the southern end of the Dira^ Abul-Naga and the adjoining flat where

Carnarvon and Carter and Lansing have dug recently. In fact, except for once when he was

looking for an underground passage from Der el-Bahri to the Valley of the Kings, all

Passalacqua's digs were right in this neighbourhood ^ and I think we are justified in

assuming that his tomb of Queen Mentuhotp was found there. This would make the

southern, or at most the central, part of the Dira* Abud-Naga just north of the Ta^o tombs,

the logical place to look for the burial-place of King Dhout.

A new list of the kings buried in the Dira‘ Abud-Naga may now be drawn up, com-

bining in one roster the names derived from the Abbott Papyrus and those derived from

the other sources discussed :

(
1
)

(^)

(3 )

(^)

(»)

(6 )

(D

(
8)

(
9

)

(10)

King Tomb Position

Sekhemre^-Wahkha Ka^hotp unknown

Sekhemre^-Heruhirma^t Intef unknown
Sekhemre^'Wapma^t Intef-^o near next

Nubkheperre^ Intef near Tumb 13 ....

Sekhemre^'Wazkhau Sebekemsaf near last

Sekbemre^'Shedtawi Sebekemsaf near Tomb 146 ? .

Sekhemre^'Smentawi Dhout lower end of line ?.

Senakhtenre^ Ta^o-^o I near next

Sekenenre^ Ta^o-ken II near last

WazkhepeiTe^ Kamose end of line

King’s Kelationships

.unknown.

.unknown.

.brother and predecessor of next,

.brother and successor of last,

.father of next ?

.son of last ?

.unknown.

.father of next.

.son of last, father of next.

,.son of last, brother of Ahmose I.

This article has already become too extended to permit of a discussion of the purely

historical bearings of such a list. The reader may consider, for example, that there are other

kings whose tombs are unknown in the Theban Necropolis but who should be classed with

^ Located by a sketch of Passalacqua’s in Steindurff, (Jrabfmide^ I, 1. The cave-in, below, was 200

paces east.

2 In one of the most easterly of the row of Eleventh Dynasty tombs, which starts at Der el-Bahri and
ends on the southern spur of the Dira‘ Abu’l-Naga among the native houses, into one of which this tomb
broke (Passalacqua, op, cit., 199). Schafer, Goldsckmledearheiten, 25, supposes that the tomb was on
Shekh Abd el-Kurnah, but there are no corridor tombs on that hill 9 ft. wide, 9 ft. high going straight

into the hill for 100 ft. as this one did.

3 Passalacqua, op, ciV., 213 ff.

Brick pyramids, among which he dug {op, clt,, 191), are well known along this part of the hill but are
not common elsewhere in the Necropolis.
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those above \ and he will scent something unorthodox in the positions of the two Sebekeiii-

safs. Nevertheless the development of such questions must be begged except in so far as

the evidence of the Necropolis itself is involved. This, however, is overwhelmingly in favour

of considering the above kings’ tombs as one homogeneous archaeological group—not only

in their location in the Dira' Abu’l-Naga but in their form and contents as well, so far as

we know them.

The tombs themselves appear to have been crude brick pyramids, necessarily of small

dimensions to judge from their practically complete disappearance. The contemporary

pyramid in the Birabi, which might be the tomb of Kamose, was only eight metres square

in plan, but it was disproportionately high, with sides sloping up at 66
' from the horizontal.

In the pyramid of Sckhemre^-Wapma^t we find nearly the same slope (60 )
and gain the

additional fact that the apex was a capstone bearing the titles and names of the king.

These were repeated at the pyramid of Nubkheperre^^ on two small obelisks which stood in

front. The pyramid itself was massive, and we reatl of the thieves tunneling 2^ cubits into

that of Nubkheperre^ without getting anywhere. In fact this pyramid was solid, evidently,

with the chapel (the chamber found by Mariette) cut in the face of the rock below in the

fashion of a Seventeenth or Eighteenth Dynasty miniature pyramid found by Lansing in

the Birabi, which was of the type shown in the vignettes to the Book of the Deadv Else-

where the chapel was built against the east face (Kamose? pyramid), or was a long narrow

chamber on the ground-level in the mass of the pyramid itself (Tetisheri pyramid at

Abydos). At the back of this chapel was the place where the stela of the pyramid was

set up” (Sekhemre^-Wapma^t and Tetisheri), and from there (Sekhemre^-Wapma^t), or

from an adjoining underground tomb (Nubkheperre^ and Sekhemre^-Shedtawi), the thieves

could tunnel into the lower chambers of the pyramid, which were cut in the rock below

(Nubkheperre^ and Kamose ?), and lined with masonry (Sekherare^-Shedtawi). This, the

actual burial-place, was reached by a pit (Nubkheperre^), or a stairway (Kamose ?), below

the chapel floor. In it stood the sarcophagus (Sekhemre^-Shedtawi), or a substitute for a

sarcophagus, cut in the living rock (Nubkheperre^-

Mariette, in the articles written or inspired by him, dwelt upon a custom which he had

observed of burying rtshi coffins directly in the earth, and we have confirmation of the

existence of such burials for private per.sons in the Seventeenth Dynasty from the excava-

tions of Passalacqua^ and of Petrie*^. However it is clearly only a misleading coincidence that

1 On this point I ha ve had an extremely interesting suggestion from Newberry. According to Diodorus

(Book I, xlvi) ‘-The priests affirm, from their annals, that there were (at Thebes) 47 royal tombs, but in

the reign of Ptolemy I, son of Lagus (before 300 b.c.), there were only 17, of which many had been destroyed

when I visited those countries during the CLXXX Olympiad (57 b.c.). Not only the Egyptian priests who
draw their information from their annals, but also many of the Greeks who visited Thebes in the time of

Ptolemy, son of Lagus, and have written on the history of Egypt—among others Hecataeus agree with
what 1 have said.” If w'e tried to reconstruct this priestly inventory of 47 tombs to-day, we should attribute

to the Eleventh Dynasty 5 known tombs, to the Eighteenth to Twentieth Dynasties 25 known tombs, plus

an additional tomb for Ahmose I and possibly one each for Smenkhkere^, Ramesses VIII and Ramesses IX
(Petrie’s numbering), and to the Twenty -first Dynasty at least 3 tombs for the three kings’ mummies
existing. The total would thus be 37 tombs, leaving 10 for the Seventeenth Dynasty as in my list above.

Naturally we must not take too seriously a calculation which contains so many evident uncertainties but
at least it suggests that there were not many more than 10 kings of the Seventeenth Dynasty buried in

their capital, Thebes. - Lansing, in BulL Met. Mus. 1917, Suppl. May, Fig. 7.

3 Passalacqua, Cat. raisonne\ 155; Schafer, Goldschmiedearheiten^ 19, PI. IV, where a date which
appears to me too late, is given. ^ Petrie, Qm^neh, 6 and Plates.
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four royalties were found so buried—Sekhemre^-Heruhirma^t, Sekhemre^-Wapma^t, Kainose

and Ahhotp—because at least two of them had originally rested in tombs whose inspection

is recounted in the Abbott Papyrus. Furthermore it is to be noted that all four were found

in a restricted area near the foot of the Dira‘ Abud-Naga between 1846 and 1859, although

their original tombs had probably been fairly widely separated. All things considered, the

only reasonable explanation of this circumstance is that their finding-place was a cache

where they were hidden from the thieves at some period subsequent to the inspection in

the reign of Ramesses IX h While the guardians of the Valley of the Kings were moving

the royal mummies under their care to the tombs of Seti I and Amenophis II, and thence

to those of Inhapi and Amenophis I, the guardians of the Dira‘ Abu’l-Xaga were removing

their charges, one by one, to holes in the plain in their own district. Kamose and Ahhotp,

at least, were hidden away unrifled. Sekhemre<^-Shedtawi Sebekerasaf and his wife Xubkhas

had already been robbed, and so had Sekenenre^ Ta^o II and Tetisheri by the time of the

great inove to the Der el-Bahri cache^ Avhen they were gathered up with their more famous

descendants. Nubkheperre^ Intef, and probably Sekhemre^-Wazkhau Sebekemsaf, were

overlooked by both thieves and priests and seem to have rested undisturbed in their own
tombs until 1827.

The existing coffins fi-om the tombs described above all belong to the class termed

rishi, or feathered,’' by their earliest discoverers*-. Mariette, who knew the Intef coffins

first and was committed to the idea that all Intefs were of the Eleventh Dynasty, fell into

natural confusion over the dates of Kamose and Ahhotp, found bv him subsequentl}^

Steindorft'
',
on the other hand, resting on the assured positions of Sekenenre^ and Ahhotp,

thirty years ago pointed out the natural conclusion that the Intefs whose coffins exist were

related to the last kings of the Seventeenth Dynasty, and gradually—but with curious

slowness—his able demonstration has prevailed- To-day, after the excavations of Lord
Carnarvon and of the Metropolitan Museum, there can be no question about the date of the

general class of rishi coffins. The earliest definitely belong to the period after the Twelfth

Dynasty
;

for private persons they disappear in the first generations of the Eighteenth

Dvnasty, but the kings retained them at least as late as Tut^ankhamun.

Royal coffins were naturally of gold, and we must therefore exclude from consideration

those of Sekhemre^-Heruhirma^at Intef and Kamose, which were evidently intended for

private persons and were only procured from the stocks of local undertakers to fill the

emergencies which arose on the early and unexpected deaths of those kings. The remaining

four known royal coffins—those of Sekhemre^-Wapma^t and his brother Nubkheperre^, and

of Sekenenre^ and his wife Ahhotp—were gilded coffins made expressly for royal graves.

With them we may class those of Sekhernre^-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf and his wife Nubkhas,

which were described by their destroyers as “ coverings ”—anthropoid coffins—gilded and

perhaps inlaid.

The four existing coffins are identical in style. They are of a comparatively massive

construction. Inside they are painted with bitumen. The gilding actually is applied to

i Petrie, History^ ii, 10, states this to have been the case with Ahhotp and infers that it was probably
done with other royalties. He discards the frequently stated idea that thieves carried off her coffin intact,

and the heretofore unnoticed fact that at least three other similar cases existed, demonstrates that his
explanation must be right.

“ See especially Vassalli, Moa. istorici, 137.

Zeitschr.f. ag. Spr.^ 1895, 91 ff.
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the lids only and the bodies are painted a greenish-blue ^ The kings are represented as

wearing the royal nemes head-dress with the uraeus pegged on the brow, and this was

added even to the stock cofifin procured for Sekhemre^-Heruhirrna^t. Ahhotp has feminine

curls. The eyes are of hard stone in metal frames ; the ears are pegged r^n and the kings

all originally had beards. Arms and hands are invisible, after the 3Iiddle Kingdom fashion.

The bodies are comparatively broad : the knees are rather strongly indicated, and from them

descend two sharp ridges, representing the shin bones, which merge into widely flaring feet

of a peculiar, high, semicircular aspect when viewed from the front. On the chest is the br<')ad

collar with hawk-headed shoulder-pieces engraved in the gesso before the gilding, and below

it a vulture, or vulture and uraeus, wflth outspread wings. A gigantic pair of wings

envelops the rest of the body down to the feet, except for a single vertical column of

inscription which goes down the front and is continued under the feet in a short invocation

to Isis and Xephthys who kneel on at either side.

The slight differences which exist between these four coflins are only such as might be

explained by a short period of development. Thus, that of Nubkheperre^ retains the Middle

Kingdom orthography without the legs-; and the other coffins represent the birds

entire. Sekenenre^s coffin has the uraeus body wriggling back over the hea( 1-dress, and the

goddesses under the feet are kneeling upon The head-dresses of the two-Intefs, which

were possibly the products of the same hands, are more angular than those of Ta^o II and

Ahhotp. In fxct a tendency toward gracefulness and elegance can be detected in the

private coffin of Kamose. The knees are there obliterated, and while the feet remain blunted

and the hands still invisible in the days of Ahmose; in the following reign tin* feet

become thinner and the arms and hands are freed from their bandages^ With Ahinose,

imported cedar wood began to improve the carpenter s work and greater Avealth tempted the

inla3'ers of costly stones to more elaboration.

Three (ff the kings’ can<.)pic boxes exist—those of Sekhemre^-Wapnufft Intcf, Seklnuiire^-

Wazkhau Sebekemsaf, and the one originally made for King Dhout. All three are small

and follow the shape and construction of the l\riddle Kingdom coffins and canopic boxes

Avith rounded lids and square gable-ends. Their decorations—blue, outlined in black, with

red guide-lines on a Avhite ground—show the usual inscriptions Avith an additional charac-

teristic of the period—the jackal of Anubis painted Avithin the square panels on each side.

The Sebekemsaf box has an inner lid Avith the four canopic heads upon it, and there is

reason to believe that in all three cases the packets of viscera Avere placed directly in the

compartments of the box Avithout being put in jars.

The embalming of all the mummies Avas uniformly poor. The body of Ta^o II, and

1 Thii> coat of greenish -blue paint was not applied to the body of Sckenenre^s coffin, possibly because il

was not tinished.

- This orthogra})hy siirviA^ed, as a matter of fact, down to the priA^ate coffin used for Kamose.

DaresSY, Cercueih ofchettes roycdes, f>i002 and 61008, tigures the coffins of xAhmose I and his son

Siamuii. He hesitates to admit that these were their original coffins on page 242, but to me there appears

to be no doubt that they were. The absence of hands on Iff.K. anthropoid coffins, I have noted in Seneh-

tisi^ 54.

4 Three iwal coffins made in the reign of Amenophis I are Daresay, op, dt., 61003 ^Ahmose-Nefertiri)
;

61006 (Ahhotp II); 61012 (Ahmose-Henttamihu). The deA^elopment of the rhhi coffin goes on in 61025

(Tuthmosis I)
;
61014 (Tuthmnsis TII) and in the coffins of Akhenaten and Tut‘^'ankhamun.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, x. 36
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possibly Tetisheri, alone exist to-day ^ Five other kings have probably been found during

the last century and all their mummies seem to have perished on discovery. Bandages

with religious texts have been found in three cases at least—Nubkheperre^, and Tetisheii,

and a Prince Mentuhotp from the Der el-Bahri cache.

Of the objects placed with the bodies not enough are known to Justify an extended

comparison being made. Arms are characteristic of the period. Ahhotp’s magnificent

equipment, the various axes and swords from the reign of Kainose, those from the ex-

cavations of Carter and Lansing, and the daggers found by Vassalli with ^Akhor and by

Passalacqua with an unknown man, attest the warlike character of the age. It is not

surprising, therefore, to find among the kings that Xubkheperre^ Intef had his bows

and arrows, Sekhemre^^-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf his sword, and Kamose his dagger. This last

and that of ^Akhor, both worn on the left arms in Nubian fashion, are extremely interesting.

Of jewels we find that Xubkheperre^ Intef and Sekhemre^-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf both wore

diadems, and that Sekhemre^'-Wazkhau Sebekemsaf had a heart-scarab similar to one of

the Kamose period, or slightly later, found by Lansing. Finally the gold work on these

heart-scarabs, on the Sebekemsaf scarab now in the Carnarvon Collection, and on the jewels

of Queen Sebekemsaf, wife of Nubkheperre^, has the same soldered wire ornamentation as

appears on the armlet placed on the mummy of Kamose and on a dagger-sheath placed on

the mummy of Ahhotp by Ahraose I.

Notwithstanding its necessary incompleteness the above summary of the characteristics

of the pyramids and their contents is ample to establish conclusive! v the fact that these

Theban tombs form one homogeneous archaeological group. Hence the kings buried in

them must be considered one group of Theban rulers, and since the last three are admittedly

of the Seventeenth Dynasty, it follows that the remaining kings are likewise.

The inclusion of the Sebekemsafs in this dynastic group will possibly come as a surprise

to the students of our current histories of ancient Egypt. Some twenty years ago Pieper

very ingeniously reconstructed the family tree of Rensenb of El-Kab, and by so doing

demonstrated that one of his wives was the great-grand-daughter of a Queen Nubkhas, and

another wife the daughter of a Princess Neferhotp who was a contemporary, or possibly a

daughter, of a Queen Sensenbv The Queen Nubkhas of this genealogy was thtis one, or

possibly two, generations before the Queen Sensenb, Since Pieper identified the first of

these queens with the wife of Sekhemre^-Shedtawi Sebekemsaf and the second with the

wife of Khasekhemre^ Neferhotp, it would follow that Sebekemsaf preceded Neferhotp by

one or two generations. Weill went a step furthers He assumed—and it was purest

assumption—that the uncle of Rensenb’s first wife was the Nomarch Sebeknakht of El-Kab.

This Sebeknakht is known to have held lands willed by Sekhemre^-Swaztawi Sebekhotp,

the predecessor of Khasekhemre^ Neferhotp in the Turin Papyrus. Weill thus arrives at a

series of kings
:
(1) Sebekemsaf, (2) Sebekhotp, (3) Neferhot}).

Piepers placing of Sebekemsaf before Neferhotp has received universal acceptance.

Based upon it, Meyer has placed one or both of the Sebekemsafs in a lacuna in the Turin

Papyrus, among the early kings of the Thirteenth Dynasty^. Breasted also takes them for

1 Since the inunimy of Ta^o II was removed to the Der el-Bahri cache 3000 years ago, the damp level

along the foot of the Dira‘ Abul-Naga has risen some 3 metres. This may explain how this miiinriiy, alone

of all its contemporaries, has survived.

- Pieper, Die Konige Aeggpteiis zwisrhen deni Miitleren uad Xenen Reich Doctors Dissertation,

Berlin, 1904), 2-5. The genealogy has since been given by Weill, op. cit., 342, and Petrie, Histonj, i, 228.
3 Op. cit.., 344. ^ Meyer, Geschichte, par. 299.
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obscure kings of the Thirteenth Dynasty ruling from Thebes \ and Weill—who is followed

more or less closely by Petrie—has constructed largely from this one sequence a complicated

and confusing alternation of periods of union and disruption, by intercalating the Sebekemsafs

and their related kings among the Xeferhotps and Sebekhotps. Pieper- and Burchardt"

have stedfastly held to Steindorff’s demonstration that the kings buried in Thebes form

one group and have called this group the Seventeenth Dynasty, but they have held to the

position of Sebekemsaf before Xeferhotp, and hence for them the Seventeenth Dynasty has

been contemporary with, and vassal to, the Thirteenth.

And all these complexities rest, in the last analysis, on the purest assumption. There

is nothing whatever to identify the Xubkhas and Sensenb of El-Kab with the wives of

Sebekemsaf aud Xeferhotp, and therefore, if in all the period between the Twelfth and the

Eighteenth Dynasties, there existed another Queen Xubkhas or another Queen Sensenb,

the whole house of cards comes tumbling down. By a similar line of reasoning some future

historian could have Arclibishop Crainner burned at the stake on the instigation of Queen

Mary in the reign of William of Orange or even of George V. For in the Intermediate

Period the name Sensenb, while possibly not quite as common as Mary is to-day, had a

popularity which lasted at least until Queen Sensenb, mother of Tuthmosis I. The name
Xubkhas has perhaps survived less often, but names compounded with Niih were frequently

Used‘S. Xor can this hypothesis be bolstered up with the stela of Queen Xubkhas in the

Louvre ^ which probably comes from Abydos and not from the tomb in Thebes. While it

may belong to the Xubkhas of El-Kab there is no authority for attaching it to the wife of

Sebekemsaf

Pieper s structure was ingenious but it rests on dangerous assumptions—how dangerous

we have already seen in the discovery of the two queens called Mentuhotp. Often such an

assumption is justifiable—always, in fact, until it leads to difficulties as it has here, where

it makes more confused an already obscure period. For me personally, the only course is to

abandon entirely the whole El-Kab connection, divorce the Sebekemsafs and their group

from the Thirteenth Dynasty and keep them with the Ta^os and Kamose in the Seventeenth

Dynasty of Thebes.

1 Breasted, Ull. ~ Mo^^t recently in Zeitschr,/. ng. Spr,, 1913, 103-5.

3 BurchARDT and Pieper. Kaaigsaaniea, Seventeenth Dyna'^tv.
^ The monuments mentioning Queens Xubkhas are the Abbott and Amherst Papyri

;
the Louvre stela

(Weile, op, clt,, 392 ;
Petrie, op, cit,, 237 ; Gauthier, Rols, ii, 76) ;

and the stela mentioning the steward

of the Queen Xubkhas listed above under Sekhemre^-Shedtawi. It is purely an assumption on mv part

that this last mentions the wife of Sebekemsaf. A private name Xubkhas is mentioned by Weill, op. tnV.,

402, together with a name Xubhetepti. On the Louvre stela the sisters of Queen Xubkhas bear such names
as Xubemhab, Xubemkhuit and Xibitemnub, and a contemporary was called Xubemhet. From Edfu
Engelbach in Annolp^^ 1922, 130, has i ollected ten contemporary names compounded with Xub.

^ See Weill, Petrie and Gauthier, above.

30—2
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EARLY P8ALMS AND LECTIONS FOR LENT

By H. J. MILNE

The document which we print below, although little inferior in date to the well-known

Church Calendar from Oxyrhynchus (P. Oxy. XI
, 1357), can scarcely claim to equal that

unique record either in interest or instruction. The particular choice of lections, after all,

is relatively unimportant and must have been left in early days largely to local discretion.

It was the more solemn part of the liturgy that tended first to grow rigid, and except in

one particular case our table differs entirely from those in use at the present day.

The Epistle and Gospel, which the English Communion Service inherits from the

Western Church, are the relics of a much larger body of lections, drawn both from the Old

and the New Testament, which it was customary in the early Church to recite at that in-

troductory stage of the Eucharist known as the Mass of the Catechumens, Also between

each lection a psalm with response was sung, and this usage has left its mark in the Roman

gradual psalm and in the so-called irpoKetfieva and dWrjXovla chanted before the epistle

and gospel respectively in the Byzantine rite. By the sixth century, the date more or less

of our document, the Old Testament lections had been abandoned in the Greek Church,

leaving only the epistle and gospel. The exact status of the psalm verses in our list is

rather puzzling. They can hardly be lections in the ordinary sense, for there is no evidence

that the psalms were used for that purpose. Dr. Brightman, to whom I am deeply indebted

for many suggestions, is also puzzled. If they are the Byzantine TTpo/cel/jbeva, he writes,

one would expect two verses (versicle and response) and also another verse or verses before

the gospel.

The fi’agmentary character of the papyrus leaf raises several questions which a kinder

fate might have left clear. Our list begins with the eve of Quinquagesima, but the top of

the leaf is missing, and also all the other leaves if there were any. We cannot therefore

tell whether our leaf was issued as a pamphlet for Lent alone or belongs to a larger

directory which would have given a complete list of avvd^ei^ for all seasons. The fact

that only Saturday and Sunday lections appear in the part preserved is explained by the

ordinance of the Council of Laodicea (about 365 A.D.) restricting the celebration of the

Eucharist proper during Lent to those tv/o days. Another problem is raised by another

critical gap. What figure are we to supply at the beginning of line 13 ? Is that Sunday, as

one would naturally suppose, called the first Sunday of Lent or does the numeration start

from Sexagesima i This aftects the number of lines missing from the top of the page. If

Quadragesima Sunday is numbered 3, then only two or at most three lines are missing,

because the fifth Sunday begins at the fourth preserved line on the verso. In the other

case five or six lines might have to be added, and certainly this would give a leaf of a more
natural shape. Again, if we could only be sure of the end of line 28. It reads like t7]v rwv

a late lorm oi \L')^veLO)v, Perhaps cipy/j^ be supplied or 8a, meaning
the week of delicacies, a sort of semaine grasse ( Alternate fast weeks in Lent were a
recognized institution in some of the early churches. Obviously, too, line 33 might enlighten
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the decipherer. That Saturday is distinguished, by alternatives in epistle and gospel as well

as in the psalm. A very special day, evidently. Here we may note the curious fact that no

Sunday is provided with alternatives.

A few technical details remain to be added. The papyrus, numbered 455 + 184*9 in the

British Museum inventory, has been pieced together from four fragments and now measures

26 X 24*4 cm. Only a few lines on each side are complete. The hand is the large rounded

sloping uncial of ecclesiastical type. The letters a and fi are of the form familiar in {e.g,)

the Codex Marchalianus, though of much less calligraphic appearance
;
the v shows Coptic

influence. The ink has the light tint common at the period, and the papyrus itself is of a

bleached appearance. Contractions, which abound of course in a document of this nature,

are marked by a wavy line. The customary confusion of vowels, e for ai, o for w, was to be

expected. Note that the chapter-numbers refer to the old r/rXoi. Our modern chapters

derive from a loth century renumeration of the Vulgate, and our verse-division we owe to

the Greek New Testament (4th ed. 1551) of the pilnter Stephamis. The Psalms of course

have the Septuagint numbering.

Recto,

+ Tw o'a/8[/3aTW

1
] '^{aXfJihs:) \ avhpit^eade ^at] /cpareovaOco i) K^apSia vpioyv

Toif arroaroXov 7rp[o9 ^iKtTT'7n)\a{iov^) nir ^IpXV^ [

Tov fc{aTa) M{a60a2ov) fig OgaavpL^erat vfilv Ogaavpov^ eVt rf?? y?}?

5 rfj /3 icvpi{afcfj) ore pieXK{ov(n) TrapdKapijiaveiv rgv ap^gv Tg<i M
^^{a\fJLO'^) pt^ dvoL^are piot 7rv\a^ SiKatoavvT]^ €l(7€\9d)(v) iv avrat^

TOV d'7roaT(6\ov) i/c r{ov) f «:(e0aXaioi;) rg^ 7rp[o9 }^opi{v0LOV^y] eTriarioXg^) avvep-

yovvTe{<; Be Kat) 7rapaK{aXovpLev)

TOV fc(ard) ^[(adOatov} e/c r{ov) y K(e<j>a\aiov) Tore 6 T(?;<roi))<? dvgxOg vtto tov

7rv(evp>aTo)<i e/? rgv epg{pLOv)

Tw aa/B^dro} r?)? a v7re{p)deaecof; ^|r(a\pL6^) fi eyco elrra K(ypt)e eXegaov pL{e)

lo t[a]<Tat Tg{v) ^vxg{v) p^iov) on gpapr^ov aoi) g ^fr{aXpO's) pfcB etc /BaOecov eKetcpa^^a)

TOV d7ro(TT{6Xov)] eK t{ov) f K{€(j)aXaLOv) ri/V 7rpo9 FaXaRa^) €7r[io-T(oX/) 9)] 6 Be

Ka[p7r6^ TOV 7rv{€vpaT6)^^ eanv dydirg.

TOV fc{aTd)] Xl(a96atov) eK e K{e^aXaLov) aiTetTe ku) Bo9y]<TeT[aL vplv

Tg d KVpi{aKg) rwi^] vgaT{eL(jov) yfr{aXp6^) ify paKapto^ dvg[p

TOV d7ro(r]T(6Xov) [eV tov
. ] /c(6<^aXaiou) rrj^ 7rp(o9) 'P&)^(atou9) ap[

15 TOV /c(aTa) Xl.a99alov\ €k t{ov) Icy K{e<^aXaLov) ev rg gpepa eKe\Lvg

Tco aa^^drcp tt]^ V7rep9e(T€(i)^ 'v|r(aX^09) f [

] g 'v|r(aX/.t09 ) k9 iv [rw 9eXgpaTL aov

TOV aTTOo-JRoXou) [e/c tov y K{e(f)aXaLov)] t^ 9 7rpo9 ([E| <i*t[XL7r7rgcriov^

dBeX^^ol eycOj ipavTov [[ott]] oiJ X[^oyt^opat

20 TOV /c(aTa) Xl{a99aLov) eK t{ov) Xg K{e<paXaL0v) dpcgv Xeycd vp\lv

rg /8 Kvpt{aKg) tcov] vgar^eiSv) ^lr{aXpo<^) 0^ ippl Be, to 7rp[o](T/c[oXXda9at

TOV aTTOcrJRoXou) €k t>^ 9 7rpo9 ©6cr(7aXoi/i/c[et9

eK t{ov) K{aTd) t{ov) ^l(a99alop) eK t(ou) K{e^aXaiov) Ka9gpev[ov Be avrov errl tov
6pov<; tS)v ’EXecoi^ ^(a) €^g[<;
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Verso {poor surface).

25 Tov diroafr^oXov) €k [tov 8 fcecpaXatov t?;? 7rpo<; Tt]p6d€ov oX>;sO

TTicrrc?] 6 X6709 el yap av[pa'n‘e0d]voper Kai avv^y]aop{€v)

eK t{ov) K{aTa) t{ov) ^l{a00atov) etc t{ov) prj K{e(l)a\acov) Tt 9 dpa ecTTiu 6

8ov\{oV)

jf} e KvpiaK{f}) ore fieX\X{ovaL) 7rapa]Xapi^dveLV Tr){v) Td){v) Xf/x/3[eicSi/

^

'y^{ciXpos) ov Tpoirov eiriiroOei tj eirX Tct9 iT7]yd^,

30 TOV diro<7T{6Xov) e/c [t(oi}) K{e(f)aXaLov) t^9 Trpo^ Kopt{v0LOv<i) €7ri(TroX{r]^)

Kal 7r[p]o9 Tavra rt? [fcayo^ {fcal) T(a) e[^]%
t{ov} K{aTd) U{aeealov) eK t{ov) k K{€(f)a\alov) l(7?cro5)9 ePouLoXoyodiiiai

aoi) Tr[drep ...

TW \_(JajS^dT(p ] yj^p

Tf*(aX/i09) Xafp^UKapiot ov d(f>€0T]aav at [dvoplai

35 V i^{aXp6<;) ttB a]^%a9 re!? dv[opLa^ Toy Xaw aov,

eKdXvy\ra]<; 7rdaa<; ra? ap^apria^ avTCJV

TOV a7roo-]r(oXou) iK t{ov) 18 KiecfyaXalov) po)[

Ka0o^<i Kat 0 ] yopof; Xeyei et [^e Tt pa0etv 0e\ov(TLv
i) TOV d'iroaT{6\ov)'] Trpo^ VaXaTia^) e[« t{ov) 7 K{€^a\aLov)] 8[

40 Tod K{aTd) "Icodvvriv t{ov) y K{e(f>a\alov) irepl Nifco8[i]pov

if eK t(o{))] r K{€(f)aXaLov) 0 TricrTevoov e^e[i ^(orjv aloovtov

Tfj KvpLaK{fi)] Tdy{v) v7)aT{eid>v) y^{aXp{^^) pjlf piya[<i 6 Kvpco^
TOV diToaToXov] Trpo? ^V(f)eaLov^ dir' dp['^fj<;

'MdvPVJ^) iK t{ov) [e] K{e(l>a\aLov) peTd Tad[Ta
45 T)'^ 7] eopT?)] Toyv 'lov8al(ov.

Recto.

-f The Sab[bath
] • • • [

Or Psalm xxx : Be of good courage and he shall strengthen your heart.
The Apostle to the [Philippjians from the beginning as far a.s

[

St Matthew : Lay not up for j'ourselves treasures upon earth.

5 The second Sunday when about to begin Lent.

Psalm cxvii : Open to me the gates of righteousness : I will go into them.
The Apostle from the 7th chapter of the Letter to the Corinthians: We then as

workers together beseech you.

St Matthew from the 3rd chapter ; Then was Jesus led up of the spirit into the
wilderness.

f o

The Sabbath ot the first h ast-week. Ps. xl ; I said, Lord, be merciful unto me.
Heal my soul h ir I have sinned against thee. Or Ps. cxxix : Out of the depths have

I cried.

Ihe Apostle from the 6th chapter of the Letter to the Galatians: But the fruit of
the Spirit is love.

^

St Matthew from the -Ith chapter: Ask and it shall be given you.
The [first] Sunday of Lent. Ps Ixxxhi : Blessed is the man [whose strength is in thee,

ihe Apostle from the —th chapter of the Letter to the Romans
[
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rs S. Mt. from the 23rd chapter : The same day [went Jesus out of the house.

The Sabbath of the second] Fast-week. Ps. vii
[

]
or Ps. xxix. S [Lord, by thy favour.

The Apostle from the third chapter of the Letter to the Philippians:

Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended.

20 S. Mt. from the 38th chapter : Verily I say unto you.

The [second] Sunday of Lent. Ps. Ixxii : But it is good for me to draw near to God.

The Apostle from the Letter to the ThessaIonian s [

From S. Mt. chap. 57 : And as he sat upon the

mount of Olives et cetera.

Verso.

25 The Apostle from [the 4th chapter] of the Letter to Timothy:

It is a faithful saying, for if we be dead with him we shall also live with him.

From S. Mt. chapter 48 : Who then is a faithful and wise servant ^

The fifth Sunday when about to begin

Ps, xli : As the hart panteth after the water brooks.

The Apostle from the 2nd chapter of the Letter to the Corinthians

:

And who is sufficient for these things ? et cetera

8 . Mt. from the 20th chapter: At that time Jesus answered and said, I thank thee,

0 Father.

The Sabbath

Ps. xxxi] : Blessed are they whose transgressions are forgiven.

35 Or Ps. Ixxxiv] : Thou hast forgiven the iniquity [of thy people,

thou hast covered] all their sins.

The Apostle] from the 14th chapter to the Corinthians (?)

]
the law saith. And if they will learn any thing (?)

Or the Apostle] to the Galatians from [chapter

40 S. John] from the 3rd chapter concerning Xicodemus

Or from the 6th] chapter: He that believeth hath [everlasting life.

The [sixth] Sunday of Lent. Ps. cxlvi : Great [is the Lord

The Apostle to the Ephesians from the beginning
[

S. John from the 5th chapter: After this there was

45 a feast of the Jews.

Line 1. The cro^s is apparently used here instead nf the usual indentation with paragraphus.

2. Ps. XXX, 27 : 1. Kparatoucr^aj.

4. S. Mt. vi, 19 : 1. drjdavpl^er^.

5. M= Tf)g TecraapaK()(TTf)s [^pepas]'. The other name for Lent, al Nr;a-Tfta/, is used lower down.
6. Ps. cxvii, 19.

7. 2 Cor. vi, 1.

8. S. Mt. iv, 1. It is interesting to note that this Ep. and (fosp. are the same as the Roman (and
therefore the English 1 for the mt Sunday in Lent. i Note by Dr. Brightinan.)

9. Dr. Brightinan writcb : I do not remember to have seen {'7r€>^fo-ty—tlie carrying over or con-
tinuation of the fast of one day on to the next i :.uperpo.Mtio, continuare ieiunium)—used in
this very concrete sense of a group of fast days, but it is natural enough. P^. xl 5.

10. Ps. cxxix, 1.

11. Gal. V, 22.

12. S. Mt. vii, 7.
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13. Whether a or y should be restored here is discussed in the introduction. Ps. Ixxxiii, 5.

14. Nine passages in Romans begin with apa.

15. S. Mt. xiii, 1.

17. <€ is a possible reading = Ps. xxv, or K{vpi)€^ the opening of xxix, 8. But nothing in P.s. xxv

suits €l/[

18. The writer began *E<^e(rtous but cancelled the E.

19. Phil, hi, 13. There is a comma between eyw and ipavrov as between €po\ be and r6 TrpoaicoWacrdai

in 1. 21. on is cancelled by dot^ above each letter, ovnco is omitted as in some mss.

20. 8. Mt. xviii, 18.

21. Ps. Ixxii, 28.

23. 8. 5It. xxiv, 3. In the next line Dr. Brightmaii proposed eeos <aL rtire [to reXos]= xxiv, 14, but

ill view of line 31 the simplest solution is to omit eco?. 1, ’EXat^v.

26. 2 Tim. ii, 11.

27. 8. Mt. xxiv, 45.

28. \Lp^[€LaL is discu.ssed in the introduction. The reading is not certain.

29. Ps. xli, 1.

31. 2 Coi\ ii, 16 : kol T(a) e[|]^s suggested by H. I. Bell.

32. S. Mt. xi, 25: mss.: ev exeiVo tS Kaipa dnoKpidels 6 einev. There is hardly room for all

this and the order seems different.

34. Ps. XXX, 1 : 1. Sv.

35. Ps. Ixxxiv, 2.

36. 8ome MSS. omit Troiras.

3<. pco is strange. In 1. 38 vopos \eyei seems fairly certain, and if tS is correctlv read (the i in iv bo

imaginary), 1 Cor. xiv, 34 seems suitable and corresponds to the traces after \eyei. Otherwi.^e

Rom. iii, 19 might do, and would explain Pa)[. Neither is quite satishictory and the corruption

seems incurable.

40. 8. John iii. Ihe old title of this chapter is Trepi y^iKobijpov, yitKobijpov read by Dr. Brightmau.
41. 8. John vi, 47.

42. Ps. cxlvi, 5.

44. 8. John v, 1.
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AN EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY MEASUEE OF CAPACITY

By G. P. G. SOBHY

With Plate XXII

The alabaster measure shown in the picture was bought from a well-known dealer in

antiquities at Luxor in the winter of 1922. It is interesting for two reasons; first because

measures of capacity inscribed with their values are not very common
;
second because, like

all other known inscribed measures of capacity except one, it bears the cartouches of

Tuthmosis IIL

The inscription, as may be seen from the photograph (Plate XXII), consists of two ver-

tical bands of hieroglyphs enclosed in squares which give the titles of Tuthmosis III :

—

The Good God Mn-kpr-r- the beloved of Amtin, the Son of the Sun Dhivti-ms Nfr-kpr
^VWW\

I j j

given life for ever—and a horizontal band giving the value of the vessel IT]

^ ^
hmv. It must be remarked that the three vertical strokes representing the number 3

are neither equal nor parallel, and the first two taken from right to left could be easily

mistaken for the sign fl or ten, and the three together might read D I or eleven
;
but the use

of a lens and the measured capacity of the vase show beyond doubt that the two strokes

are not attached above to form the loop of the sign f) and the reading as is quite sure.

The vase contained a certain amount of dried resinous material the nature of which

unfortunately could not be detected by chemical analysis.

It was Chabas who, in a small pamphlet entitled Determination metriqiie de deuoc

mesivres egyptiennes de capacite, first tried to determine the capacity of the hin in terms of

the metric systemh On pages 11-18 of his article Chabas mentions the existence of

three alabaster vases in the Museum of Leyden inscribed relatively 25, 12 and hin. The
second bears, above the inscription recording its capacity, the cartouches of Tuthmosis III.

When Chabas measured those vases he found that their capacities were 11*500, 5*520 and
3*335 litres respectively, showing that a hin was equal to 0*46 litre.

In another article, in the Comptes rendus de VAcademie des Inscriptions et Belles-

LettreSj 1876, 212-17, Chabas mentioned the existence of another alabaster vase inscribed

with the cartouches of Ramesses II and marked 40 hin, which when measured gave a

capacity of 18*400 litres, or, once again, 0*46 litre per hin.

In the Bulletin de Vlnstitut Egyptien, May 1897, under the title Deux vases gradues du
Musee de Gizeh, Daressy mentions :

—

(1) An alabaster vase in the Cairo Museum with cartouches of Tuthmosis III, marked
21 hin. Capacity 8*920 litres, or 1 = 0*425 litre.

(2) An alabaster vase at Turin with the cartouches of the same king and marked 9 hin.

Capacity 3*72 litres, or 1 hm = 0*412 litre.

1 I owe these references to the kindness of M. H. Miinier, the Librarian of the Cairo Museum. See
also Proc. Soc. Bihl. Arch,, xiv, 424, where a hin equals 29*2 cubic inches

; XissAU in Iwan Miiller, Hdbuch.
Klass. AlterUms, Bd. i, 684

;
Brugsch, ^gyptologie, 375.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 37
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(8) An alabaster vase in the British Museum, with no cartouches, marked SJ hin.

Capacity 4*365 litres, or 1 = 0*534 litre.

Thus the capacity of a hin has been very variously given, for whereas Chabas fixed it

at 0*460 litre, Daressy on the other hand gave three difterent values, viz. 0*425 litre,

0*412 and 0*534. Whether these differences were due to lack of exactitude in the ancient

Egyptian measures or to the way these vases were measured by the modern Egyptologists

we cannot tell. All these jars have necks which received in all probability the plug with

which the vase was covered and did not count as a part of the measure. This very fact

however may not have been taken into consideration by the ancients themselves.

In another article by Daressy entitled line mesare egijptienne de 20 hin\ in the Ann.

Serv., XVIII, 191-2, the author remarks:

—

II n y a aucune rigueur dans les mesures egyptiennes et Ton trouve des variations assez

fortes entre les cubes theoriques tels qu’on pent les deduire de certains textes et les

chififres obtenus en calculant directement sur les vases conserves dans les collections. On
pent done hesiter a fixer la valeur que les anciens avaient attribuee [au hin]. Dans cette

hypothese le hin aurait eu une valeur de 0*504 1. qui reste dans la moyenne de celles qu'on

peut deduire de jaugeage des vases a capacite indiquee connus jusqu a present. On a

trouve en elfet pour le hin des valeurs de 0 1. *412 (vase de 9 hin du Musee de Turin de

Thotmes III), de 0 1. *459 (vase de 21 hin du Musee de Caire, de Thotmes III, plein),

de 0 1. *482 (vase de 25 hin du Musee de Leide), 0 1. *528 (vase de 12 hin du Musee de

Leide), de 0 1. *544 (vase de 8 hin ^ du British Museum) etc. Ce qui demontre a quelles

variations sont soumises des mesures que, en raison de la matiere dont sont faits les

recipients, on pouvait croire avoir ete verifiees pour ainsi dire officiellement, quand elles

portent les noms de pharaons/’

From the above quotation one is not astonished to find yet another variation in the

capacity of the hin. The vase under consideration has a capacity of 1500 c.c. when filled

up to the root of the neck and 1600 c.c. when filled up to the brim, which when divided by

3^ hin would give 0*4028 litre for a kin in the first case, and 0*456 litre for a hin in the

second case.

The hin persisted all through Egyptian history down to the Coptic Period. The word

was written in Coptic and must be distinguished from ^ito which meant an

ordinary vase and had no value of capacity. The latter word was in all probability derived

from hnw (see sub voc. in Spiegelberg, Koptisches Handworterhuch). In demotic docu-

ments it appears always as a measure of honey or wine. I have a large collection of

demotic ostraka recording the amount of wine distributed to men on feast days always

reckoned in hin.

Chabas long since recognized the difference between the Egyptian hin and the Hebrew

pn, the capacity of which latter was a little more than three litres, and the fractions and

multiples of the hin were already known to Brugseh.

1 This also bears the cartouches of Tuthmosis III and belongs to the Cairo Museum.
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A GKAMMATICAL EXEECISE OF AX
EGYPTIAN SCHOOLBOY

By Dr. NATHANIEL REICH

Some 3’ears ago Professor F. LI. Griffith had the goodness to offer me some of his

excellent collection of ostraca for publication. He presented the whole collection to the

Ashmolean Museum in Oxford. I want to thank Professor Griffith for his kindness in

giving me the opportunity to publish the following piece of the collection. It is Ptolemaic

in date and is a grammatical exercise of an ancient Egyptian schoolboy and therefore of

particular interest. The ostracon is 14 cm. long and 10 cm. broad, and the writing consists

of two columns. The column A on the right side conjugates the verb p-e z-f which is

preserved in the Coptic so-called nominal verb ” quoth he,” '' says ’’ in regard to

an action perfectiun like inquW {cf. Stern, Kopt, Gramm., § 311 ). It goes back to the

Late Egypt. pi i-dd-foY, as more usually written,

p^ d.d-f= “ (that is) what he said,” which is the younger equivalent of the old ^
dd‘t}i

/VWW\

(Sethe, Nominalsatz irn Aeg. und Kog)t,
§ 40).

The column B on the left side conjugates the same verb in the form p-e^z-iv n-f
“ they said to him,” one said to him ” or also “ they called him (by the

name of).”

The order of the conjugation in the singular is that to which we are used : 1st person,

2nd person, 3rd person (masc. and fern.), but the plural has in both columns the order

3rd, 1st and 2nd person. I believe that this order is due merely to the accident that the

boy made the mistake in the column A and was, therefore, forced to keep the same order

in the column B for the corresponding forms.

By the same accident the pupil omitted, probably, in the singular the 2nd person of

the feminine in the column A and omitted it for the reason given above in the column B
too. The forms for these omitted lines would be something like this in Demotic writing

:

Golimin A,

Hierogl. transcription: or

Phonetic transcription
: p-e-z-t, Copt. : ne's.e = '' thou (woman)

saidst.”

Phonetic transcription: p-e-z-v: n~t, Copt.: ne-xivir ne = they

said to thee (woman),” “one said to thee (woman)” or “they
Column B. called thee (woman, by the name of...).”

Such paradigms are already known to us. One has been published by Brugsch {Demo-

tisclie Paradigmata, Zeitschr, /. tig. Spr., 16/1 ff.), the other by Hess (Ziim demotischen

Lecdcon, Zeitschr.f, dg. Spr., 28/1).

37—
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The following facsimile is my own, made by tracing from the original some years ago.
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The text reads as follows

:

Column A,

Hieroglyphic transcription.

Singular,

1st person

2nd person, masc.

3rd person, masc.

3rd person, fern.

Plural,

3rd person

1st person

2nd person

/VWVSA

1 1

1

O
A/WW\

I I t

Phonetic transcription.

Singular.

1st person

2nd person, masc.

3rd person, masc.

3rd pei'son, fern.

Plural.

3rd person

1st person

2nd person

p-e'Z-y

p-e'Z~k

p-e^z-f

p-e-zs

p-e^z-w

p-e'Z-n

[p\'e'Z-tn

Coptic,

Singular.

1st person

2nd person, masc.

3rd person, masc.

3rd person, fern.

Plural.

3rd person

1st person

2nd person

nc'x^.K

nc'x.&.n

[nJc-XHTn

Translation.

Singular.

1st person

2nd person, masc.

3rd person, masc.

3rd person, fern.

Plural,

3rd person

1st person

2nd person

I said

thou (man) saidst

he said

she said

they said

we said

you said
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Column B.

Plural.

8rd person

1st person

2nd person

Phonetic transcription.

Singular.

1st person p-e-z-w n~y

2nd person, masc. p-e-z-w n-k

3rd person, masc. p^e-z-w n-f

3rd person, fern. p-e-z-w n-s

Plural.

3rd person p^e-z-io n-w

1st person p-e-z-to n~n

2ad person p-e^z-iv n-tn

Coptic. ,

Singular,

1st person

2nd person, masc. nd^K

3rd person, masc, n^q
3rd person, fern. ne'Xd.v

Plural.

3rd person ne'XA.Tr

1st person iid^n

2nd person JieTs.iKif hhtH

Singular.

1st person

2nd person, masc.

3rd person, masc.

3rd person, fern.

Plural.

3rd person

1st person

2nd person

Translation.

they said to me (or: one said to me)
they said to thee (man)
they said to him
they said to her

they said to them
they said to us
they said to you
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EXCAVATIONS AT EL-^AMARNAH, 1923-24

By F. G. newton

With Plates XXIII—XXXII

After an interval of a year the excavations at El-'Amarnah Avere resumed in the

autumn of 1923 under the direction of Mr. F. G. Newton during the months of October

and November and afterwards under Professor F. LI. Griffith during January and February.

The general results of the expedition were the uncovering of a considerable part of the

town site in the centre of the city, which included a large number of small houses and
several mansions with their gardens. Besides this about half of a palace was excavated

at the north end of the site and it is hoped to complete this next season. The other

members of the expedition were Professor Thomas Whittemore, Mr. S. R. K. Glanville,

Mr. W. B. Emery and, later, Mrs. Griffith and Miss Moss.

The Main Town Site.

Work commenced on October 29th to the north of the 1921 excavation and joining on

to the German Avork to the east in Square P 46. A group of nine small houses Avas

uncovered all adjoining one another. These AA^ere entered from courtyards, and although

the houses were dovetailed in so as to form one mass, the entrances Avere so arranged as to

avoid passing through one house to get into another. Most of the Avails are only one brick

thick and architecturally these houses differed in no respect from the other small houses

in the Main Town Site, plans of Avhich have been published in of Akhenaten, i.

Continuing further north in Square Q 45 more groups of houses Avere excavated, most
of them rather larger than those just mentioned. In Q 45. 1 a variation from the usual

type of plan Avas noticed, the loggia leading into the central room being on the east side.

The loggias are almost invariably on the north or Avest, or both, in the larger houses. This
house also had an excellent example of a bathroom in a Avell preserved condition.

A large number of interesting objects Avas found in these houses. In house Q 46. 33 in

the corner of a small room, south of the Central Hall, four bronze knives Avere found varying

from 33 to 40 cm. long, all in excellent condition (PI. XXIII, Fig. 2). They Avere lying on the
floor as though left there by mistake. Three of them had grooves doAvn the centre and one
a carving of a lotus and bird at the end of the groove. Though many other bronze
knives were found these Avere the largest. A chisel and a pair of tongs Avith the ends
shaped like hands Avere among the other bronze objects found, also a small Aveight in the
shape of a cow s head.

In house Q 44. 4 was a coloured limestone figure of the king wearing the blue crown of
the Nile with a uraeus and necklace and skirt of gold leaf (PI. XXIV). The figure
was 19 cm. high and the colour was well preserved and bright. The head was separate
from the body and it was also broken above the ankles and unfortunately the feet and
stand could not be found. The whole of the dump from the room and rooms adjoining
was sifted but without success. The figure represented is that of a boy and the face
appears to the writer to resemble that of Akhenaten but it may be Tut^ankhamun.
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To the north of these groups of houses was a prominent mound, somewhat isolated,

which indicated one of the larger type of houses with a garden round it. As the walls

began to appear it soon became evident that this was a house of considerable importance.

The walls were preserved in some places over 6 ft. high from the floor, and we had hopes

of finding some plaster decorations and inscriptions to give us the owner’s name but were

disappointed. Most of the traces of plaster on the walls were white, and only a few pieces

of yellow and decoration from the door architraves were found. The niches had the usual

colouring of red with a yellow vertical band down the middle, and although in one case the

niche was preserved to a height of 150 cm., no trace of inscription was visible. The larger

houses at El-‘Amarnah do not usually produce many finds and this proved no exception,

the whole place having the appearance of being swept clean when the owner left. We had
the whole of the grounds cleared, and as a specimen of the plan and arrangements of a rich

man’s house it proved to be perhaps the most complete so far excavated. It may be com-
pared with the “ Weihnachtshaus ” excavated by the Germans in 1913 (see M.D.O.G. no. 52,

p. 11), with the difference that the garden is on the south side instead of the north. The
house is known as Q 44. 1 and an illustration of the plan is given (PI. XXV).

The enclosing wall formed a rectangle of about 78 m. x 74 m. and the main entrance
was between two enormous pylons which led into the garden on the west side. One of

these was entirely washed away by the water from the wadi formed after the city was
deserted. The whole of the site of El-^Amarnah is intersected by watercourses formed by
water coming from the hills, about two miles to the east, after heavy storms. Though these

may only occur perhaps once in fifteen years the amount of damage done is considerable
and in many places houses have been completely washed away. The water from this tuddi
also spread into the pond, which must have overflowed and washed away part of the kiosk
and the terrace walls of the garden. Besides the main pylon entrance there is another
small entrance to the garden to the north of it from which a flight of five steps leads down.
This entrance was blocked up by a wall, probably built when the owner left. In the garden
there were doubtless trees and shrubs, but the ground has been so washed away by the
water that we did not discover any stumps or roots, such as have been found in many other
parts of the site. In the south-east corner were three furnaces built of mud bricks. It is

possible that these were for burning rubbish and they are screened by a wall forming part
of a circle.

The kiosk is much destroyed as indeed is the case with every kiosk so far excavated at
El-‘Amamah. Every large house had in its garden one of these buildings, which have
hitherto been called kiosks, as their shape and position suggest a sort of summer-house,
but it would seem more probable that they were covered shrines for the adoration of the
Aten, and the fact that they have all been so completely destroyed and nothing found in
them strengthens this idea.

The thin wall running along the north of the gai-den is only preserved just above
the ground and may have been for enclosing a raised flower-bed.

From the garden the house is approached by ascending a few steps, passing through a
gate, and contmumg between two walls up a ramp with a single step at intervals On the
right-hand side of this ramp is a long trough

;
at the end we pass through another gate

into a large courtyard with a well in the middle, and a little further on we have the main
entrance to the house on the right. There was another entrance to the house on the east
side where the wall has disappeared entirely for about 14 m. Here may also have been



Plate XXIV.

Painted limestone figure of Akhenaten.

Seale
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pylons but no traces are visible. This entrance opened on to a courtyard, from which two

doors gave access to the house, the northern one possibly for visitors, as it apparently has

a porter s lodge, and the other for attendants.

Before describing the interior of the house itself, it is necessary to give some explana-

tion of the offices and outbuildings surrounding it. It will be seen from the plan that all

walls shown black are assumed to have been roofed over and the walls shown hatched are

considered as low walls surrounding courts and enclosures open to the sky.

Against the north wall of the court containing the well is a manger screened by a short

wall. Here a visitor s animal may have been tied while he remained with his host inside

the house. On the west side are various rooms where the grooms and cattle-attendants

may have resided.

An entrance on the south side of the court leads into a most interesting and clearly

defined part of the establishment (PI. XXYI, Fig. 1). This is obviously the cattle house.

It is 16 m. long by 3 m. 10 cm. wide, with a range of eight mangers behind a low parapet

wall. They are not all the same size, the four at the south end being slightly larger than

the four at the north, and there was apparently an extra manger on the inside of the

parapet wall. The floor is paved with rough stones to prevent the animals kicking up the

ground. The paving seems to have been laid with larger stones and more strongly made in

front of the stalls, no doubt because this part received more wear. The paving ceases about

a metre from the west wall, thus leaving a passage for attendants to pass behind the

animals. A door from this passage leads into a long gallery that may have been used as

a store for tools, etc. The food for the animals was put into the mangers from a narrow

passage running along behind them. Access to this passage was obtained from an opon

square court to the east, which was also connected with the well courtyard by a central

opening on the north side.

On the east side of the above-mentioned square court was an enclosure probably open

to the sky, as the amount of earth excavated was not sufficient to allow for the walls

having been of any great height. This enclosure may have been for sheep.

On the south side the court leads into another open yard with a semi-circular wall on

one side, forming an enclosure which ma}" have been for isolating some special animal.

There is also a circular trough or manger standing free from the wall.

Outside the south wall of the house five circles are shown on the plan, each about 4 m.

in diameter (PI. XXVII, Fig. 2). These were granaries and are found in most of the

larger houses. Their walls were not preserved for more than three bricks high though

originally they probably stood a considerable height. In the house of Ea^nufer (see (7%
of Akhenaten, i) Professor Peet found several of these granaries preserved to a height of

about 1 m., but their diameter was not so great, being only 2 m. 50 cm. In this case the

walls inclined inwards giving the impression that they were domed. This can hardly have

been so in the present case as the span is too great for walls only one brick thick. It is

more likely that they were roofed over with palm branches. The entrance to the area

containing the granaries is by a gate from the garden, which leads up past some low walls

which may have enclosed flower-beds, to another gate on the right leading into the court-

yard. There was also another private entrance from the house which led out of the porter’s

lodge, Room No. I on the plan, and down a few steps. On the right of these steps is a

square cist sunk about I m. deep into the ground. It is difficult to say what this was for

The group of buildings and courts on the east side of the house is quite cut off from
Jourii. of Egji^t. Arch. x.

38
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that part of the grounds given up to agricultural needs and would appear to be for

the attendants and servants employed in the house during the daytime. The three small

circles shown on the plan in one of the rooms are ovens, and the room next to them has

cooking arrangements, so it is probable that the cooking for the house was done here. In

the smaller houses the cooking arrangements and oven are usually found in the house

itself, but in none of the larger houses is this the case, so that one must assume that in

the larger houses the kitchen was generally a separate building outside. The other rooms

adjoining were probably offices and bedrooms for the attendants.

The small building to the north of the pond is placed in such a position that one may

easily imagine it to be the overseer's or head-gardener s cottage. There is a niche in the

main room and a staircase leading up to the roof; outside is a manger and some paving-

stones where his beast would have stood. The unroofed enclosure to the east of this may

have been for garden tools and stores.

The house itself is similar in general arrangement to many of the other larger houses

at El-'Amarnah. The entrance is in the well courtyard and it is approached by a flight of

seven low steps which raise the ground-floor level well above the garden and other buildings

around. This is almost invariably the case with the larger houses. Room 1 is the porter s

lodge and this had a brazier in it. Room 2 is a vestibule leading into the West Loggia

the ceiling of wffiich was supported by four columns. The bases of three of these were in

position. Rooms 3 and 5 may have been for guests. From the West Loggia a large double

doorway led into the Central Hall which must have been lighted by clerestory windows

from above. Opposite the entrance was a mastaba or divan on which the master of the

house may have sat to receive his guests. This mastaba, visible in PL XXVI, Fig. 2, varied

from the usual type from the fact that it had a raised block of brickwork on each side

which suggested the pedestals for statues, possibly of the king and queen. This is the only

case so far where these raised blocks have been found. On the floor of the room were the

marks showing the position of two column bases. This is unusual as the central room in

most cases has either one or four columns, but it is explained by the fact that the room is

not square, as is usual in the larger houses, but oblong. The remainder of the house seems
to be divided into separate suites of rooms, access to which is obtained in each case

from the Central Hall. Room 9 is the North Loggia with two small rooms, perhaps bed-
rooms, 10 and 11 leading off it. Room 12 appears to be a private sitting-room with three

doors leading respectively into 13 the bathroom and wardrobe, 14 a small bedroom and 15
what has usually been called the masters bedroom. This room is always distinguished bv’^

the thickening of the walls at one end and by a slight raising of the floor at this end to

form a divan. 16 is a passage which gives access to four rooms, 17, 18, 19, 20, which may
have been bedrooms or storerooms. At the end of the passage, 16, one would expect to find

a door for convenient access to the kitchen outside, but the wall was preserved up to about
a metre in height. There may, however, have been a window here to hand food in so as to

save walking all round the house. Room 7 must have been dark and would appear to be
a storeroom connected with the Central Hall. Room 8 is a cupboard under the stairs and
is only connected with Room 7 by a square opening 37 cm. wide, 40 cm. high and 40 cm.
from the ground. Probably there was an opening in the exterior wall to enable grain or
food to be poured in from outside, and then it was scooped out through the small hole
between Rooms 7 and 8 and brought into the house. It will be noticed on the plan that
Rooms 6, 12, 14, 18, 19, 20 all have walls built up inside them which do not belong to the







Plate XXVII

I. Large house north of Et-Til, now rebuilt to
form quarters for the Expedition.

3. Granaries in House O 44.1.
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original building, also that Rooms 5, 18 and 20 have their doors blocked. The walls are

roughly built and this may have been done when the owner left the house, and he may
have walled up certain stores with the intention of fetching them later. On the other

hand it may be the work of squatters who occupied the house after the city was deserted

for the purpose of taking away the stone or any valuables that remained. The braziers in

Rooms 1 and 3 and a square hearth with ashes in it at the top of the steps of the small

garden entrance on the west may also be part of this occupation, but there was no

evidence anywhere to show that this could have been of long duration. A house of this

size in all probability had an upper storey and the staircase up to it led out of the Central

Hall. Several small column bases were found in the debris of the rooms which had

evidently fallen from above. Similar bases were also found in the house of Nekht (see

City of Akhenaten, i, 8-9). With regard to objects in this house we found very little as the

whole place had the appearance of being swept bare when the owner left. It is seldom that

much is found in the large houses and the smaller houses are much more productive in

finds. This may be because the owners had large numbers of servants and cleared their

houses out systematically when they left the town
;
also they were more accessible and

tempting for looters when the town was deserted. The smaller houses on the other hand

formed a regular maze of buildings and the walls were thin and must have fallen down

soon after they were left and covered up anything that remained behind. The poorer

people too not having servants would be unable to carry all their things away with them

or to return to the city when once they had left.

Outside the southern wall of the garden of house Q 44. 1 were the remains of a small

house Q 44. 13, the greater part of which had been washed away by the water from the

tuctdi. In the yard of this house an interesting discovery was made. This was the top half

of a large pot of the type used to contain preserved meat. The lower edge of this was

broken and there were no traces of any fragments of the bottom half lying about, so it

can hardly have been in its original position when in use (unless this broken half had been

placed in the yard as a receptacle of some sort). On this sherd were three cartouches and

an inscription in hieratic. The cartouches were those of Seti I, Horemhab and the third

was entirely washed out, with exception of the letter at the bottom, which might

indicate that it was that of Akhenaten. This points to a continuous occupation at any

rate of part of the city down to the time of Seti I. So far excavation has shown no signs

of a definite habitation of any of the houses later than Tut^ankhamun, but there have

been traces in some of the houses of temporary squatters and, as will be shown later, this

was clearly the case in the North Palace. It is quite possible that during the reigns of

Horemhab and Seti I there was a colony of quarrymen occupying a part of the town. The

most likely place for them to choose would be the centre of the town near the great

palace and on the bank of the river. As all the land between the great palace and the

river is now under cultivation we cannot excavate there, and this would explain whv up to

now so few traces of any later occupation have been observed. The systematic way in

which almost every stone in the town has been broken up or taken away would require a

considerable amount of time, perhaps many years. The Aegaean pottery found by Professor

Petrie all came from the palace rubbish heaps, and the isolated fragments found by
Professor Peet and Mr. Woolley increased in number in proportion as this central part of

the town was approached. None were found in Maru Aten. So far no fragments have been
found definitely on the original floor-level of a room and never enough pieces to put together

38—
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a whole pot. Sir Arthur Evans and Dr. Duncan Mackenzie say that these fragments are

only those of such pots as would be brought over by the ordinary Syrian or Cretan work>

man coming to Egypt, as part of his household goods, and they are not precious or rare

pots such as would have been sent as presents to the king for use in his palace.

Further excavation will we hope throw more light on this matter, but at present it

seems feasible to suppose that this Aegaean pottery was not in use at the time of

Akhenaten, but was introduced later by foreign (|uarrymen, perhaps during the reign of

Seti I.

The North Palace.

At the north end of the site of Eh‘Ainarnah, beyond the modern village of Et>Ti! and
where the cliffs converge to the Nile, there are a large number of imainds and ruined brick

walls. These are separated from the main town site by the distance of about a mile and
gi\e the impression of forming a sort of suburb of the city. Owing to protection from the
north wind by the cliffs many of these walls stand high above the ground.

W hile the excavation of the houses in the main town was going on a trial trench was
dug in one of the largest and most promising of the mounds in this part of the site. The
mound was in the form of a rectangle, inside which the lie of the ground showr^d signs of
a considerable number of chambers and a hollow in the middle which indicated a small
lake 01 a ^^ell. A general examination of it gave the impression it might be a palace, which
afterwards proved to be correct. A trench was started at the north-east corner and walls of
chambers with traces of coloured plaster soon began to appear. A little farther down a
large piece of decoration was exposed, showing water-lilies and papyrus and birds. Another
trenc proc uce a quantity of broken stone fragments of carving and inscriptions and
architectural mouldings. Sufficient evidence having been found to show that the site was
of considerable importance, these trenches were temporarily filled in to prevent the plaster
becoming damaged before the excavation of the building could be undertaken on a proper
bca e. As the excavators house was a good hour away from this new site the time lost in
getting the workmen there and back each day would have been considerable and there was
also nsk of damage to the finds in carrying them back so far every evening. It was there-
fore decided o build a new house on one of the ancient ones in the neighbourhood. That
chosen was a large one which had the greater part of its walls still standing about 2 metres
above the ground (PL XXyil, Fig. 1). It was therefore only necessary to add another
metre and put a roof on. There were aUn i /

. -jj- •
, r f

chambers near evidently forming part of
the oy-bui dings in the garden which were easily adaptable as huts for the workmen.
In hfteen days the rooms had been cleared of debris, the walls built up and a roof of
palm branches put on and it was possible to start the excavation of the nalLe The Kuftismoved down to their new quarters and basket carriers and to i

P - •

from Et-Til, instead of El-9agKandil this village blina T
ot the palace which is 1 m. 8 cm. thick forms nearly a sonarp too i • t •

144 m. X 115 m. The plan published (PI XXYimT fu
'^^“ensions being

L- 1, • „
H ^isneu yri. AAV ill) shows rather more than half of this,which IS all that was excavated last season.

The main entrance was fi-om the river side on the west Thi« tod tof i

about 48 m. square. To the right and left of this are rion Jni 7 Vre pylon entrances leading into open
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Plan of North Palace.







Plate XXIX

1. Concrete foundations in north section of outer court. North Palace.
2. Remains of trees. North Palace.
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courts. The one on the right has not yet been excavated, but the one on the left has a

series of nine chambers on the east and west sides, with a staircase leading up to the roof

in either case. A very few traces of coloured plaster were enough to show that these rooms

were all painted, but the face of the walls was in such bad condition that it was impossible

to make out any definite scheme of decoration. All the doors originally had stone door-

posts with inscriptions on them, but only part of one was left (PL XXIII, Fig. 3), in

the second chamber from the north, on the west side. It was inscribed with the name

of the kings daughter Merytaten. A path with a low wall ran round in front of these

rooms and in the middle of the court were the concrete foundations of three curious little

buildings (PL XXIX, Fig. I), which were evidently built of stone as the marks of the stone

are still left on the concrete. Every vestige of these buildings has now gone and nothing

was found in the sand covering them to give any indication as to what they were, but

their shape which is imprinted on the concrete suggests a small temple or kiosk in the

centre, with an altar on either side, each of them having a flight of steps leading up to a

raised floor. It is possible that this was the private chapel of the palace for the worship of

the Aten. In between the central and the two small side buildings were four raised blocks

of stone on each side; it is difficult to say Avhat these were for unless they were the

foundation blocks of small altars for placing offerings on.

Just outside the pylon entrance to this court was found a small ostracon or sculptor s

trial piece 23 cm. square, in limestone (PL XXIII, Fig. I). On it was drawn in black a

picture of a princess seated in front of a table of food, eating a duck. The drawing was

exceedingly fine and evidently from the hand of a skilled artist. The figure was intended

to be carved in flat relief, but this had only been commenced, the line of the back and the

foot being the only parts chiselled.

On the east side of the large square court mentioned above were three imposing

entrances leading into the inner grounds of the palace. These were all of stone, built on

concrete foundations, which are all that remain in situ though a few carved fragments were

found on the ground, left by accident by the destroyers. The central entrance, to judge by

the width of the concrete foundations, must have been very imposing.

Beyond these entrances is a large rectangular space which contained a pond with a path

running all round it, with trees or shrubs planted at intervals. The pond would appear to

have been of considerable depth, as the present level of the ground in the centre of the

hollow formed by it was about 2 m. below the ordinary ground level, and on digging down

another 2 m. water was reached. It was therefore impossible to excavate this pond to the

bottom in the hope of finding things that may have fallen into it, or have been thrown in

at the time of the destruction of the palace. All the edges were worn away, and though a

careful search all round was made for signs of steps no traces were found.

The trees or shrubs on the left-hand side all have a course of mud bricks built round

them, roughly in the form of a circle (PL XXIX, Fig. 2), and this system is employed in

Egypt at the present day. In several were found traces of roots and in one a broken pot

with traces of powdered wood inside.

To the left (north) of the pond there are three areas separated from each other with

a central door leading into each. These were no doubt for the various kinds of cattle which
the king was accustomed to keep. The first portion to be entered was obviously covered,

the four piers, I m. square, down the centre supporting the roof. Some parts of the walls

showed traces of coloured plaster decoration, and it would appear that these were probably
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the attendants’ quarters. Beyond was an open courtyard in' three sections, the easternmost of

the three being partially covered. In the centre court a long trough is preserved against

the east wall. It is possible that these courts were for the use of the animals during the

daytime. They lead on their north side into another covered portion with eight piers

supporting the roof; here the animals went for the night. The western and central of

these areas may have been for sheep and goats, though nothing was found to indicate this

for certain; the eastern area on the other hand had a range of stone mangers all round the

walls with the figures of oxen, ibex and antelopes carved on them. Most of these had been

removed and only the marks on the wall and ground were left showing where they had

been. There were however 14 left, most of them damaged or broken, only one being

complete. Between each was a stone ring to which the animals were tied (PI. XXX, Fig. 1).

Fragments of these mangers were also found in other parts of the site where they had

been dropped when they were being carried away, and it is possible that next year more

may be found. Eight of the mangers had the lower half of an ox carved on them (PI. XXX,

Fig. 1), and in no case was the upper part found. Two of these showed signs of red colour

on them and it is probable that they were all originally c<jvered. The complete manger had

two ibex carved on it (PL XXX, Fig. 2). In one case an attendant is shown behind an ibex.

Perhaps the most beautiful is that which represents two antelopes feeding (PL XXX, Fig. 3).

The carving in all cases shows a free and spirited handling of the subject, and they are the

only mangers of the kind so far found in Egypt.

The residential part of the palace occupies the whole of the eastern end contained by

the outside enclosing wall, and the main entrance is central with the pond, on an axial line

with the two outer entrances running right through the centre of the building. In front

of the entrance there was evidently an elaborate stone portico of which only the concrete

foundation remains. The width of the opening implies a double doorway and inside is a

large hypostyle hall with 26 columns. Of these only two of the original bases remain, but

the positions of the others are easily discernible by the imprints left by the stone on the

mud-brick floor. The two side rows have five columns and the others four, which is

an unusual arrangement. The most probable explanation is that the side rows had
smaller columns and that they supported a clerestory wall with windows, which lighted

the hall on the same principle as in the great hall of the temple at Karnak. The walls of

this hall were not well preserved, but all round the bottom was a painted skirting about
18 ins. high, divided into squares with papyrus and lotus plants painted in them. Above
this dado weie the bare feet of men and women and sometimes the commencement of a
skirt indicating processional scenes, but this was all' that was left so that it was impossible
to say what these pictures represented.

In this hypostyle hall were six doors arranged symmetrically, one opposite the main
entrance and two on each of the side walls facing each other. The door in the centre and
the two on the right lead into rooms, not yet excavated, but from which much may be
expected next season. The west door in the left wall leads into a corridor which connects
with a suite of four rooms, one of which had the remains of a bath in it. All these were
decorated with a bright blue dado about 1 m. high and above that a black and white
band. Above this nothing was preserved. To whom these rooms were assigned it is diffi-

cult to venture a guess until the rest of the palace has been excavated. The east door on
the left-hand wall led into a kind of vestibule with a row of five columns. In this vestibule
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extending over the width of three of the columns was a rectangular basin paved with con-

crete and surrounded by a curbstone. This was apparently an ablution basin and would

correspond to those found in the central rooms of the large houses. A door at the north

end of this vestibule leads into a beautiful little court with an arcade of columns round

three sides and a series of cubicles behind it (PL XXXI, Figs. 1 and 2). In the centre was a

sunk garden with a low parapet wall round it and steps leading down to the beds which are

divided up into squares. This garden was watered by a channel which connected it with

the central pond of the palace and is brought along under the floor of one of the rooms.

The course of it is shown on the plan. The channel runs all round the edge of the

flower-beds.

It would seem most probable that this part of the palace was the women’s quarter as,

except for one central doorway, it is separated from the rest of the residential part of the

palace buildings. In the great palace in the centre of the town Sir Flinders Petrie dis-

covered a court somewhat similar, which he assigned to the harem, and in building No. IV

of Maru Aten there is a similar court on a much smaller scale which Mr. C. L. Woolley

also considered to be the harim (see Petkie, Tell el-Aniurna, and Citu of Akhenaten, i).

Every doorway originally had stone doorposts, but all of these have been removed,

which is unfortunate as they may have been inscribed with the owner’s names. The rooms

at the north end seem to have been more important than the others as in thiee cases they

are double and have one room leading into a second. Ail the rooms on the east side had

windows in them (PL XXXI, Fig. 2), whereas those on the west had not. This may have been

so that they should get the benefit of the western sun in the afternoon during the winter.

The walls of many of these rooms were preserved to a height of 2 m.
; traces of

plaster were found in all of them, and it will be possible to make a restoration of the com-

plete scheme of decoration. Masses of fallen plaster were found in the debris of the rooms

and on the ground. Special workmen were chosen for collecting these fragments which

require very careful handling and they were then all taken into the house on boards to be

sorted out.

The general scheme of decoration for most of these rooms was the same. It consisted

of a black dado 70 cm. high, then five bands of alternate blue and red, each divided by a

thin band of white, and above these a band of check pattern. These bands covered a

width of about 40 cm. making a total height from the ground of 110 cm. or 3 ft. 6 in.

Above these bands came pictures of birds, fishes, geese, storks and men, all on a yellow

background, but naturally only preserved in fragments (PL XXXII, Fig. 2). The red and

blue bands returned at the corners and ran vertically up the walls and then retiUTied again

along the top, thus making each side of the wall into a framed panel with a picture in it.

Above this was a broad band of black and then the ceiling, which was entirely decorated

with bunches of grapes and vine leaves (PL XXXII, Fig. 1) as though to imitate an arbour

out of doors. Quantities of this grape-vine pattern were found on the floors, and one piece

was found large enough to give the arrangement of the whole pattern including the border.

The outside walls under the colonnade were decorated similarly to the inside of the

rooms and the ceiling also had a grape-vine pattern.

Unfortunately none of this plaster can be brought home as it breaks and crumbles at

the slightest touch. The whole of the surface is covered with small holes. This is owing
to the fact that the mud plaster was made wuth straw and the w^hite ant has penetrated
through the paint to get at the straw behind.
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All the colouring is very brilliant and the drawing of the birds and figures is vigorous

and realistic, though the execution is rough and has the appearance of being hurriedly

done. The picture of a goose (see PI. XXXII, Fig. 2) is a most life-like representation.

The colonnade consisted of 27 columns, of which only the bases ot 11 remain, though

the imprints of the others are traceable. There are also the bases oi two pilasters at the

north end of the two side rows of columns. Any number of fragments of the columns and

capitals and cornice were found broken up in the centre of the court and from these it was

possible to make a complete restoration, including some of the inscription along the

cornice.

At the south end of the court there is a balcony, which is reached by a flight of seven

steps from a corridor in the kings apartments. This would appear to have been for the

private use of the king when he wanted to watch the women in the garden, and the view

must have been extremely charming with the flowers in the centre and the painted

columns with their papyrus capitals throwing deep shadows on the ground and the coloured

walls behind.

An interesting point in the construction of the walls of the palace was the finding of

a bonding course of wood running right through the wall at a height of about 1 m. from

the ground. No doubt there was another course about a metre higher up and this is what

has caused the downfall of the walls. These courses of woodwork were of the same thickness

as a brick and were put in to strengthen the wall and bring it to an exact level at a

certain point before continuing to build higher. The same method is employed in good

work in Egypt at the present day. Unfortunately the white ant has eaten through the

woodwork and made it rotten, and the weight of the brickwork has pressed down and

brought the walls down from above, and thus instead of strengthening the walls it has been

the cause of their destruction.

Another point to be mentioned is the later occupation of the palace. In all the rooms

of the women s quarter we found potsherds on a level of about 10 cm. above the original floor.

We also found ashes showing that fires had been lit in these rooms, and these were above the

original floor. Nothing of any value was discovered on this level or any datable object, nor did

the pottery vary from the usual types, and the probability is that there was a temporary

occupation by the people engaged in quarrying the palace for stone shortly after the city

was deserted. The systematic way in which nearly all the stone has been taken away from

Tell el-‘Amarnah shows that there must have been some occupation by quarrymen which

would have lasted for several years. We hope that the excavations of the coming season

will throw more light on this matter.

The palace appears to have been built during the latter part of Akhenaten s reign as

the cartouches of the Aten which were found are of the later form which came into use

about nine years after his accession to the throne. It is not so large as the palace in the

centre of the town, remains of which were discovered by Sir Flinders Petrie in 1891-2,

and it may have been built for winter resort as it is in the warmest part of the site and

sheltered from the north wind by the cliffs.
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EXCAVATIONS AT EL-M3IARNAH, 1923-24

By Professor F. Ll. GRIFFITH, M.A., F.B.A.

With Plates XXXIII—XXXVII

In this third season of the Society’s Exploration of Tell el-'Amarnah it had been in-

tended that Mr. Newton and I should carry on the excavations jointly until the work of the

British Museum at Ur called Mr. Newton away, after which I was to continue in sole

charge. But fate ruled otherwise ; seven weeks illness in Cairo prevented me from reaching

Tell el-‘Amamah till December 21st. I had then to acquaint myself with the huge site

and its present condition, my only previous visit having been a day spent there with

Sir Flinders Petrie in I8<S7 when we occupied (Uirselves chiefly with the tombs and stelae.

On December 27th Mr. X'ewton divided his spoils with the 3Inseum authorities and the

next day I began my work. The excavation of the northern palace discovered by Mr. Newton

was reserved to be completed in the following season, and our workmen came southward to

sites in the main city nearer our dwelling. Mrs. Griffith was with me, and Mr. Newton,

having finished his packing with Professor Whittemore, started for Mesopotamia on

January 2nd, leaving his assistants Mr. Glanville and Mr. Emery with us; Miss Moss

arrived on January 8th and our party was complete. We lived in a very comfortable house

at the south end of the ancient town, built by our German predecessors in 1908 and taken

over by the Government in 1914. The floors and portions of the outer and inner walls date

from the time of Akhenaten. In January and February, when the winds blew cold from

the desert, we warmed again the ancient reception room for our meals and Avork AAuth char-

coal and resin from the ruins, and on occasion crouched round the pottery firepan of three

thousand years ago sitting on low stone stools of the “period.” On the west side Avas an

open verandah corresponding to the ancient loggia-balcony : to it came our AA'orkmen daily

Avith their finds to be reAv^arded Avith hal'hskish (on account), even as of old faithful servants

of Pharaoh came to the balcony of his palace to be decorated AAuth hea\y gold about their

necks
;
and once a fortnight all the diggers assembled there to receive payment in solid

cash. Each morning and evening too Mrs. Griffith and Miss Moss looked apprehensively to

the verandah to see Avhat accidents, frightful diseases, or trifling ills had sent victims to be

treated gratis by European Avizards. Unfortunately these AAuzards Avere sceptical of their

OAvn healing powers and not a feAV of the Avould-be patients had to be sent aAvay as fit

subjects only for the professional physician
;
but boracic ointment and castor oil with good

advice Avmrked wonders, not less by their moral than by their physical effects. Our relations

Avith the natives Avere, as usual, of the best, though Ave could not altogether forget that at

the railway station of Der MaAvas, just across the riv^er, had been the culmination of a

dastardly outrage on unarmed British officers only five years before.

The people in the \dllages of El-'Amarnah have always had a bad reputation since the

district was first explored by Europeans. Jomard, the geographer attached to Napoleon’s

expedition, found them singularly unfriendly and could get no ansAvers to the questions he
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put to them. It may be no more than an independence of spirit and certain uncoilthness

due to Arab—as it were Ishmaelite—origin. Their inter-village feuds also are perhaps a

trifle more violent than elsewhere; it was the appointment of a guard from Et-lil that

caused the lamentable destruction of the magnificent palace pavements in 1912. A party

from the rival village of El-Hag Kandil, after breaking through the substantial shelter

built over them by their discoverer Flinders Petrie in 1891 out <>f money provided bv an

English society, hacked these pavements to piect^s in a single night in order to spite the

guard ! Since then there has been little to attract sightseers to the place. Cook s steamers

no longer stop and, one blessing! the burning (piestion of visitors did not arise with u^.

None the less three dahabiyahs halttnl there and the travellers, Europeans and intelligent

natives, were very welcome. Two relatives stayed with us a week and h(‘lped to string

beads, and we also had the pleasure of entertaining two member^ of Sir Flinders Petrie’s

expedition from Kau, Mr. Greenlees and ^Ir. Starkey, for a .single night.

Before entering upon the anti(|uities I may mention a subject that interested us con-

siderably, namely the position taken by women in this region, which seemed to us to be

exceptional. In Upper Egypt, and especially about Kiift whence our skille<] workmen were

brought, woman is closely veiled and kept strictly at honue In the I )elta, in th(‘ ’eighties

we were accustomed to employ women and children amongst the workmen. But women
there did not sell in the markets; the nearest approach to that was tho selling of bread as

a last resort for divorced wives. Bread was to be given, not sold; and though buying and
selling of bread was to some extent necessary in well organized communities, a certain

disgrace was attached to that occupation. With the progress of the country this view of

bread-selling now seems to be changed. At the market at Der Mawas however the men
selling were very frequently accompanied by their wives, who took at least an e(pial share in

the business with them. This and the part which highly respectable women took in marriage-
festivities had been a great shock to our well-brought-up men from Kuft, but the experitrmcc

of several seasons had accustomed them to the phenomena. On the occasion of a wedding
at El-Uag Kandil we were all bidden to one of the many evening performances. It took
place in a small open space in front of the bridegroom’s house, shut in by other houses. It

consisted chiefly of one man singing phrases, to which a (*ln)ir of men, standing ranged along
a wall, chanted responses, the while clapping their right hands on the left to mark the time
in the most \iolent manner, necessitating a downAvard contortion of the body to the left

after raising the right hand to its full extents The women were in the background and
hardly seen, but occasionally made their presence known by a combined zughdrit cry. The
most surprising thing however was when the aunt of the bridegroom carrying a sword and
the bridegrooms sister carrying a staff appeared between the onh.okers and the choir and
went through an elaborate and slow step-dance to the music, passing and repassing each
other up and down the line with regulated wavings of the sword and staff. These were held
horizontal y in the right hand above the head, generally pointing forward. Such things
may be done elsewhere by professional ‘almahs and ghuwdzis but hardly by the people of
the house.

This freedom of the w omen may again be due to their Arab extraction, or on the other
hand to the strong Coptic element in the locality. Whether it should be regarded as a
higher station accorded to them by the men or one lower than that of the typical Moham-

^

1 The beginning of this action is perhaps shown by the crowned figures of fragment 5 on PL XXIX in
Liverpool Armais, ix, from the Saiiam Temple of Tirhaqah at Napata.
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medan woman is a nice question, depending for its answer a good deal on the standpoint of

the witness. According to Herodotus the men of his day in Egypt used to sit at home and

weave* while the women bought and sold in the markets, and one is tempted to ask whether

the women of the El-‘Amarnah region may not really have preserved a little more than

elsewhere the independence of the Ancient Egyptian woman. It is to be hoped that Miss

Blackman by her en<|uiries will be able to throw light on this and many other questions

regarding local manners and customs throughout Egypt.

One of the greatest dithculties that an excavator meets with is the question where to

dispose of his rubbish without inrerfering with future work. The ruined city ot Akhetaten

lies in a level plain of desei-t sand and small stones, and after their scattered experimental

digs in January 1907 the German expedition solved the above dithculty by confining their

work to tht* extreiiu‘ (‘a^'tern edgo of the citv, and tlie broad almost bare wateieourse from

the great desert ivtfdl which cuts it at right angles. They bi‘gaii where a wide road running

north and south between houses ended southward in the desert, clearing the narrow belt

of houses eastward of it and those wliieh fronted upon it on the west, and dumping their

rubbish on the desiTt and tlu' road. This road tlu'y named High Priest Street alter the

High Priest Wah whose important dwelling was found at an early stage in the excavation.

The house which the Germans built for the expedition lies a little to the west of their

excavation at the south end of tlu‘ road. A 2^1an of tlu‘ ancient house which they thus restored

is to be tound in their preliminarv re])ort of 1907, p. 29.

The Germans in four st^asons, from 1910 to 191 1 , followed the High Priest Street to the

above-mentioned watercourse, turning* down the watercourse and clearing both sides of it to

the edge of the cultivation, and then commenced to dig* again ahmg the High Priest Street

on the other side of the wadi. In all thev uncovered about 1-f kilometres of the road

together with tht‘ few buildings oiitlving on the desert to the east. ^Ir, Peets and

Mr. Woolley's t^xpc^ditions widened parts of this clearing westward and excavated isolated

houses elsewhere. W^e have carried the clearing onward lor about two hundred metres and

again have widened the belt in some places. Until the clearing has been largely extended

the street system of Akhetaten cannot be defined.

It must at first sight strike any visitor as curious that the smooth mounds which mark

the sites of unexcavated houses in the city of King Akhenaten are covered, not with blown

sand, but with small stones and grit which could not have been carried by the ^\ind. The

explanation is seen on examining the ancient bricks, which ot course are iinburnt. At

El-‘Amarnah they are seldom composed of Nile mud as commonly else^^here. The lime-

stone pebbles and limy sand of which the desert is here composed bind together strongly

with water. These are the materials which are used in brick-making lor the cemeteries on

the desert at the present day
;

it was the same in ancient times for the town on the desert,

and consequently the house-mounds are covered with pebbles simply from the decomposition

of the bricks. W^herever the explorer turns in and around the city he finds large pits of

various shapes
;
generally a pit has a house-mound close by and often a second heap of

spare material thrown out from the pit. The reason is this Vhen a house or an enclosure

wall had to be built, the first operation was to obtain material for brick-making : a pit was

sunk and this might be carried down far enough to produce a supply of the necessary water

with the help of a shaduf steps. If more material were dug out than \\as needed for

the bricks, it was left in a heap at the side : or if the owner were ambitious he made a

raised platform of this rubble for his house to stand on, introducing a gentle slope or easy

39—2
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stairway up to the front door. In some cases the house originally stood on the general level,

and only after some years of occupation the floors were raised on rubble to increase its

dignity and command more view. The pit might remain as a permanent well and sunk

garden after the house was finished.

For convenience of dumping then, our first attack was on two contiguous mounds out-

lying on the eastern edge considerably beyond the end of the German work. They proved

to be two houses in large enclosures with remains of gardens, etc. The easternmost belonged

to a Steward of Akhetaten '' whose title was preserved in colour on the sides of a red

niche, though his name unfortunabelj^ had disappeared entirely. It was a stately mansion

raised on a platform
;
considerable portions of decorated plaster were obtained from one of

the rooms and a bronze weight in the shape of a goat from a rubbish pit in the enclosure.

The other house was on a still larger scale, PI. XXXIII, equal in dimensions to any

private house yet found at Akhetaten. A scrap of the door-jamb gave us the name of the

owner Pnehesi, and its position suggested that he was “ Pnehesi, Chief Servant of the Aten

in the Horizon of Aten,” the owner of the fine tomb in the northern group which opens

directly towards the house
;

unfortunately we could find no positive evidence for the

identification. In his grounds stood a shrine of considerable dimensions approached by a

separate entrance with a pylon, and in its ruins were found a battered head of Akhenaten,

PL XXXIY, Fig. 1, and fragmentary arms and legs and feet of at least three statues, all in

limestone. In the house itself were the remains of a delicately sculptured and painted

stela showing Amenophis III and Taia receiving oflerings under the protection of the

Aten
;
outside against a wall lay a small painted stela wrapped in cloth.

After this we doubled the numbers of our workmen for an “ intensive ” dig, and pro-

ceeded to join up this last excavation with the German work along the eastern side of the

High Priest Street. Here we were chiefly among small houses crowded together but

interrupted by large enclosures. Against the walls here as well as in the Pnehesi houses

we found several burials of children and adults, sometimes at the side of the enclosure

walls, at others partly under them. They were poor burials, the bodies wrapped in mats or

placed in wooden coffins, now all decayed, and sometimes with a plain pot or two
;
but on

the mummy of an aged man we were fortunate in finding a bronze finger ring (wrapped in

cloth and tied to the right humerus), engraved with the prenomen of Tut^ankhamun, proving

that he was buried at or after the end of the flourishing period of the city. We concluded

that some of these burials were of survivors of the inhabitants who lingered on when the

place had been partly deserted.

After this we crossed over to the other side of the High Priest Street and excavated the

houses for some distance westward. Here, in the thick of the town, we found no burials.

Next we removed our workmen to the north side of our own house, investigating the

large enclosure behind it and pushing northward to a very exceptional building which had
been explored by Petrie and Carter many years ago; their plan and description of it still

hold good except in one important particular, that they failed to recognize the entrance.

The building was circular and the entrance was on the west side. The latter was marked
outside by a large water-pot sunk at the right side of the doorway, and within by a small

chamber at each side. The floor was roughly level, and there was an inner concentric wall

surrounding a space in which two brick-lined chambers were sunk on the east, perhaps after

the first construction. The floor of the outer and inner circle were at about the same
height and very roughly levelled, having perhaps been irregularly cut away. This building
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was completely explored : the outer wall had evidently suffered much from exposure since

Mr. Howard Carter dug it out. Another circular building of the same dimensions was found

by us close to the last on the south side. It was at a considerably lower level, the entrance

with stairway right and left leading down to the interior floor. We cut three trenches,

roughly diametrical, across it, but did not clear it, finding the gebel floor irregular, deepening

to the centre, but no concentric wall. The only scrap of internal building beside the stair-

ways was a wall one brick high north of the stairways.

We were no^v in a position to determine the southern course of Street A, which turned

gradually westwards past the oblique end of the enclosure by our house and then between

house-mounds to the Mohammedan cemetery.

The south end of the same enclosure is carried along the top of a bank
;
just west of our

house we cleared down the bank and found house-remains and between them and our house,

under the protection of the bank, a remarkably well preserved garden (PI. XXXIY, Fig. 2)

divided into tiny plots with irrigation channels and holes for trees watered by a separate

channel. Both channels had to be filled from a shadiif well in the enclosure. Behind the

row of trees was a raised platform on which a shrine appears to have stood, and lying in

rubbish in a small chamber at the nearest point of the houses to the shrine were two

sandstone statues in fragments. Unfortunately both were headless (PI. XXXV), but they

were of good workmanship and preserved much of their colouring
;
the inscriptions show

that they represented respectively Akhenaten and Neferteit, and it is practically certain

that this pair of statues belonged to the shrine and w'ere carried away from it and cast into

the chamber in a counter-revolution. They belong to the later period of the reign, as is

shown by the form of the Aten names upon them, and before the final catastrophe they had

already sutfered mutilation. The queen’s statue has a new head inserted in a sepaiate

piece of stone, and this head has been broken ofi: at the neck at some time and very roughly

mended with a great patch of overlapping plaster in order to join on the same or another

head. In another house near by we had an interesting find: I removed, with my own

hands, a bronze axehead from the floor to find beneath it t^\o solid masses of non lust

which might perhaps have been similar axeheads of iron. This at any rate adds to the laie

evidences of the use of iron in Egypt of the Eighteenth Dynasty.

Finally we endeavoured to carry the excavation from the circular structure northward

on the east side of Street A to the cross street C, but time failed to complete this task.

In all we excavated nearly a hundred and fifty buildings. Wherever we dug the enthusiasm

of Akhenaten’s people for the beautiful glass and fayence produced at this time was obvious,

and their manufacture was done on the spot. In almost every house throughout the work

we found moulds for glazed ornaments, and fragments of glass rods for the manufacture of

variegated vessels.

A wdll-of-the-wisp, the dream of a rich unplundered cemetery of the middle classes at

El-‘Amarnah, full of choice vases and amulets, beckons to each successive explorer. Our

excellent head-reyis Sulman, who had so successfully tracked the Sanam cemetery at

Napata, was allowed a fling at it for two days at the beginning of the year with a chosen

band of assistants, but nothing came of the attempt except finding a few bones in holes in

the high desert and scoring the sand stretches east of the town by many new trenches.

There are square miles of sand wastes levelled by wind and rain where a cemetery might

lie without indications on the surface
;
on the other hand it is quite possible that no such

cemeteiy ever existed. The less important people of Akhenaten may have been buried with
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earlier and later generations in the enormous cemetery of Tunah on the edge of the western

desert. We must remember too that probabilities, almost certainties, are (1) that the city

was not even planned till the fourth year of Akhenaten s reign, (2) that Akhenaten died in

the seventeenth year, (3) that Smenkhkere'', his son-in-law, had but a year or two of reign,

(4) that Tut^ankhamun reigned only six years, most of which were spent at Thebes. Even

if the Court and its following of priests, soldiers and workmen, lived in tents or otherwise in

the Horizon of Aten ” and sought burial there from the very start, the city can have

flourished only about fifteen years. Supposing that there was an average of 30,000 inhabi-

tants, the number of those who died during that time, great and small, might have been

6000. These might have filled a very large cemetery, but to judge by other cases in

Egypt only a very small proportion were buried at all in such a way as to leave bones or

other deposits to bear witness to their existence. What happened to the rest can only be

conjectured ; but until a second-class cemetery of the Horizon of Aten ” can be found

I would suggest that only one in a hundred bodies need be accounted for, so that the finding

of sixty plundered or unplundered graves or skeletons might represent the above 6000. If

this is correct, we need look no further than the rock tombs and the bones scattered in

and about them for the cemetery of the Horizon of Aten.” Not that explorers must relax

their watchfulness for burials.

The amount of excavation that remains to be done at El-‘Amarnah is enormous, and
there seems no reason why it should not be carried through in course of time. The interest

of the work is very great and the antiquities found, in spite of the pitiless iconoclasm of the
Restoration, which spared nothing gi-eat or small, seem to justify the expenditure. The
Cairo Museum has treated us generously in the division of the finds, so that various museums
will profit by this season’s work.

It IS by no means easy to obtain from the publicati()ns an idea of how far the explora-
tion of the main site has proceeded

;
the plan of the German excavations in No. 55 of the

ling611 doi Dcutscheii 0ri6nt~CT6S6llsch(tJ't (reproduced in the SniitJisoHUf it Rcpovt for

1915), and the plans in the City of Akhenaten, Part i, are too scrappy to be readily placed
in their right relation to other things, and the general survey of Tiniiue is on too small
a scale for the progress of the excavation to be followed upon it. The very rough plan,
PI. XXXVI, made up from various sources will serve to make the position clearer, until
an accurate piecing of the materials is accomplished by an expert.

The town, about three kilometres long by three quarters of a kilometre broad (2 miles
by half a mile) terminated northward with the Palace and Great Temple Enclosure exca-
vated by Petrie and Carter in 1891. Beyond them northward there appears to be little

more ancient than Coptic burials until the North Palace of Mr. Newton is reached. Just
south of the Great Temple and opposite the Palace are several important buildings,
including another temple and the Record House (marked Archives) in which was made
the famous find of cuneiform tablets in 1887. This northern end is practically untouched
by the German expedition and entirely so by the Society.

The principal roads through the city ran north and south, parallel with the river, and
were very spacious. Of these three have been recognized. The Main Road near the border
of the cultivation is an immemorial highway, in use long before Akhenaten built his city,
and at the present day followed by travellers who go north and south along the desert
edge. Along its west side towards the river lay the palace, and on its east side the Great
emp c, an t t massi\t biickwoik towers of a pylon gateway which once spanned it at
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the Palace are still traceable. Next to the Main Road eastward is Street A which starts

from the south wall of the Great Temple enclosure and runs southward with a bend

following the eastwai’d bow of the town. Lastly the High Priest Street cuts off the eastern

segment, extending only from near the Expedition house northward to the house of

Pnehesi. Of cross streets east to west, several are clearly visible between the great parallel

enclosures at the north end ; but for the rest of the city few have as yet been detected, and

probably they were very seldom more than narrow and irregular tootiiays. Stieet C, paitl\

excavated in 1921—2, is the best example yet found. Milieu a greater breadth of the town

has been thoroughly investigated it will be possible to say more about these cross stieets.

The excavated portion of the city lies along the eastern edge, where there had been

little disturbance in recent times, and dowm the iva.di or torreiit-bed. Much of the

remainder nearer the river, has been more or less destroyed of late by seiiiA-/; -digging and

native plundering ; but everywhere there remains much to be learnt from proper excavation.

Apart from Sir Flinders Petrie's long season of prodigious activity at Tell el-‘Amarnah, the

Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft has spent four seasons there and our Society three seasons.

Ten more annual expeditions may be necessary before the ivhole area of the Hoiizon ol

Aten with its suburbs is exhausted.

While we w^ere at El-‘Amarnah, a native dealer from Rfxlah brought some antiquities

for sale and I secured from him the four slabs here illustrated, PI. XXXVII. They were said

to have been found on the other side of the river. The slab of Ptolemy Soter (b.c. 310-283),

Fi- 3, is remarkable for the Hathor heads on the sign of gold alternating with

the royal cartouches, “ Hathor of Gold was mistre.ss of Ciisae, twenty-live miles south of

El-‘Amarnah, whose great men of the Old and Middle Kingdoms were buried in the tornb.s

of Mer, surveyed tor the Society by Dr. Blackman. It must be from Cu.sae that the slab

came. It measures about 9o x 28 cm.

The other three are Coptic. Fig. 4 must have formed part of a frieze in a church. The

design of dowers and masks (of a satyr on the left) in garlands is to a certain extent

paralleled in the sculptured decoration of a church at Bawit, a tew miles south of us on the

west .side'. The sculpture is deep but obscured by thick whitewash. The height of the slab

is about 13 inches. Fig. 2 is of the same height as the last and shows a variation of the

design with a medallion of a human mask in a dower which is probably unique. Fig. 1, the

tympanum of some rounded niche, measures 62 x 37 cm.
;

it represents two peacocks with

a vaL between them- and above them Christian symbols, an eagle wearing a jewel on its

neck', two crosses in the deld, and on the left side a dsh of wondrous execution. These

slabs ’will dnd a resting-place alongside Sir Charles Nicholson’s collection of Egyptian

Antiquities in the University Museum at Sydney, N.S.W.

' Chassixat, Fouilles « Baouit, Pis. XXIIl, XXXIII.

2 Uledat, Lid iiioiittsttcQ let u€ct’opol<d Ij^^ouit^ ij pi. GVIII. Op. cit
^

ii, PL IX.
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BIBLIOGKAPHY (1933-1924); ANCIENT EGYPT

By Professor F. Ll. GRIFFITH, M.A., F.B.A.

The excavation of the tomb of Tut^ankhamun which in 1923 sent morning “thrills” throughout the

world this year has appeared to be on the verge of a tragic ending, like the promise of a mighty harvest

ruined by a cataclysmic thunderstorm. Let us hope that before this repoi-t is printed, the clouds which

have gathered will disjierse and the whole of the rich crop will be Scived intact by the skill of the harvesters.

In other directions there have been great if less spectacular achievements. Who could have hoped that

in a short twelve months the archaeology of Egypt and Syria would be broadly and precisely linked by a

series of royal tombs at Byblos, and that the history of Phoenician writing would by the same means be

carried back four centuries, past the point where the Greek branch parted from the main stem ? Who
would have predicted thirty years ago that one source of the Biblical Proverbs would be definitely traced

to an Eg}'ptian sage, or have dreamed that in a world history produced by the University of Cambridge,

for one volume which represents the period 15{)0~1000 B.C., the Hittites would share the title-role with

Egypt 9
' -

In the Cairo Scientific Jov.rnal, 1924, there are two interesting articles concerning the practice of

archaeology according to modern standards, showing its aims and its difficulties
;
one is by EngelBx\ch,

Stray Notes on Egyptian Archaeology in the Field, xii, 134-40, the other by Lucas, The Use of Chemistry

in Archaeology, xii, 144-5.

Out of much practical knowledge Mrs. Qgibell has written an excellent and well-illustrated book on

Egyptian History and Art, with reference to Museum collections, that may be strongly recommended to

travellers and other amateurs. Dr. Blackman’s Luxor and its Temples, illustrated by Major Fletcher,
is reviewed by Peet in Joiirnal of the Royal Asiatic Soc., 1924, 327-8. Visitors to Thebes can obtain

two admirable maps on a scale of about six inches to a mile (1-10,000), linen-backed, issued by the Survey
Department of the Egyptian Government, entitled respectively Luxor and Karnalc, and El Quma.

Notex on the lau; of antiquities are printed in Ancient Egypt, 1924, 15.

In the second half of Hammebton’s Wonders of the Past the Egyptological articles are The Story of
Agriculture by Mackenzie (781-0) ; The Great Pyramid by Miss Murray (933-6); The Tomb of Osiris

at Abydos by Gaudet (987-91); Tell el-Amarna by Hayter (1145-61); The Rosetta Stone by Hall
(1227-8). The illustrations throughout are very noteworthy and the text is written with expert
knowledge.

Falls, Im Zauher der Wiiste, describing the travels and excavations of Kaufmann’s expedition to the
Monastery of St. Menas, etc., is reviewed by Pieper in O.L,Z., xxvii, 454-5.

Miss Blackman writes on Moslim Saints in Modern Egypt in Discovery, iv, 283-7, and Soifne Modern
Egyptian Saints—11, Coptic Saints finding modern parallels to the ancient I-a-servant, etc., op. cit., v,

67-71. Kahle gives an interesting account of Egyptian mourning for the dead at the present day with
Arabic text of the songs Die TotenMage im heutigen Agypten, from H. Gunkel’s Festschrift.

The usual reviews of Egyptological books and periodicals continue in Ancient Egypt (for which an Index
to the four volumes 1920-1923 is provided), by Mercer in the Joxirnal of the Society of Oriental Research,
and by Dawson in the Asiatic Reiiew under the heading Tutankhamen: Egypt and Asia. Gedthner of
Paris has issued a very elaborate classified sale-catalogue of books on Egypt in two parts Aiguptos, la
Terre du Faucon.

The study of a MS. of Horapollo in the fifteenth century a.d. led to a large literature of fanciful inter-
pretation and invention of hieroglyphs which continued down to the days of Young and Champollion.
A work on this subject, Volkmann, Bilderscknften der Renaissance. Hieroglyphik und Emblematik in
ihren Beziehungen und Fortwirkungen, is reviewed by Wiedemann at considerable length in O.L.Z., xxvii,
87-71.

’
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For those who like the mysteries of “Pyramid Theory/’ Davidsox and Aldersmith, The Great
Pyramid, its divine Message, vol. I Pyramid Records should be a great treat. Although the end of the
world is not a factor in it the work promises to be the largest and handsomest product of this game with
figures that has yet seen the light. In Germany some varieties of the game are played

; such are repre-

sented by Opitz, Pas Geheimmss der Cheopspyramide und die kdnigliche Kunst and Polisca, Die Sprache
der Cheopspyramide

;
but some German Egyptologists and other writers disapprove, as is shown by Laxdt s

counterblast, Ein neuer Kampf inn die Cheopspyramide, by Pieper’s reviews in O.L.Z., xxvii, 454, and by
Borchardt’s pamphlet noticed last year.

The new gallery in the Berlin 3Iuseum devoted to its marvellous collection of the art of El-Amarnah
is described by Schafer, Die XeuavfsteVuitg der Fvnde n.n.s el-A mama, in Berliner Museen, Berichte aus

den Preussiscken Knnstsammlungen, XLV, 1-11, and in M,D.O.G., no, 63, 27-37, with plan and some photo-

graphs.

A bilingual inscription in demotic and Greek, very illegible, was seen by the savants of Xapoleon’s

expedition at Meniif, but only the first three words of the Greek were copied
;
part of it was seen again

by Cailliaud in 1820, but it has now completely disai^peared. From the initial words it is e^’ident that it

recorded a decree different from any known. Daressy, La pierre hilingue de Menovf, in Ann, Seri\, xxiii,

49-52.

G. Murray has written a paper on The Ahahda in Journal R, Anthr, Inst,, liii, 417-23. These

people form the population of the eastern desert from the frontier of the Sudan to a line north of the

Ko.ser road. Owning camels and cultivating land they are in continual enmity with the Arabs and have

increased their territory in the last century. Mr. Murray does not say whether any traces are to be found

among them of the Hamitic language which they must have spoken formerly.

Excavations and Explorations.

Meroe. In Journal, ix, 157-60, The Aleroitic Kingdom of Ethiopia, Additional Sote, Reisxer supplies

some additions and corrections to his previous article in the same volume. The complete excavation of the

Western Cemetery in 1921-1923 shows that it was used for the royal relatives in both the Ethiopian and

the Meroitic period.

NapATa. Memoir on the Ethiopian cemetery of Sanam, publishing pottery, scarabs and other small

objects, Griffith, Oxford Excavations ta Aubia, in Liverpool sinnals of Archaeology and Anthropology,

X, 73-171. This and the previous instalments are reviewed by Dawson in Jonnvd, x, 191-3.

Kerma. Memoir by Reisner on his excavations : the Old Kingdom Settlement, the Twelfth Dynasty

fortress of the “Lower DefiYifa," the great cemetery with sati burials of the ^Iiddle Kingdom including

the tomb of Hepzefii, and the ri)per Defffifa,” a funerary chapel. Also a small Meroitic cemetery.

Excavations at Kerma {Harvard African i^itudies, v, vi).

Second Cataract. Borchardt’s memoir Altagyptische Festnngen an der ziveitea Kilschnelle\s> reviewed

by Andrae in 0,L.Z,, xxvi, 608-10 .

Kubaniyah. The three volumes of Junker’s Bericht nher die Grahungen d. Akad. d, Wissensch, in

Wien auf den Friedhofen von ELKuhaniyeh are reviewed by Pieper in O.L.Z,, xxvii, 191-4.

Edfu. The Institut Frangais has excavated under the direction of Henne; the further publication

of the temple is confided to Lecomte de Nouy. Foucart m Comptes Rendus, 1923, 414.

Berenice. Plan of the temple and notes made by Col. Purdy in 1873
;
also fragments of Ptolemaic

Greek inscriptions from an old fort el-Abrak, 85 kilometres S.W. from Berenice, discovered by Purdy and

Colston. Edited by Daressy from the archives of the Institut d’Egypte, Berenice et El Ahraq in Ann.

Serv., XXII, 169-84.

Thebes, West Bank. The first of a series of memoirs on the extensive excavations of the Italian archaeo-

logical mission to Egypt is devoted to discoveries made in 1903-1905 in the “Valley of the Tombs of the

Queens.” They comprise the tombs of (1) a princess Ahmosi, daughter of Sekenenre^ Ta-^o and Queen

Sit-Dhout, (2) (in a lateral valleyj, a “king^s son” Ahmosi, son of two private people, (3) Imhotp, vizier

of Tuthmosis I, (4) Neberi, chief of the royal stable, (5) the splendid tomb of Nefertere-Maieiimut, queen

of Ramesses II; the tombs of (6) Sit-re^, queen of Sethos I, (8) two queens whose cartouches are not

filled, (9)-(ll) of Sethikhopshef, Kha^'emwesi and Amenkhopshef, sons of Ramesses III. Enfortunately

all the tombs had been utterly plundered. The finds included ostraca of Dyn. XX and palaeolithic imple-

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 40
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ments from the neighbourhood. The memoir written by Schiapakelli is illustrated by P ®

graphs. Relatione svi lavori della Missione Ai'cheologica Italiana in Egitto {Anni 1903-lJ'iO), I, sp om.ione

della ’'Valle delle Regine” nella Xecropoli di Tehe.
+• f

The fuU story of the discovery of the tomb of King Tut«^ankhamun and of the work of conservation ot

the antiquities down to the end of the .sea.son 1922-1923 is told by Carter and Mace in 2 he lomb of

Tut'AnH-Amen, i, with many illustrations of the tomb and its principal contents, reviewed in Ancient

Egypt, 1924, 29 ;
a German edition with preface by Steindorff has been issued. A communication on es

fouilles recentes dans la vallee des rois et la sepulture de ToutanMamon by Mohet is printed in EA nthropologie,

XXXIII, 185-7.
r. A tt\ +

Lythgoe’s report of The Egyptian Expedition 1022-102S [Bull Metr, Mus., Dec. 1923, Part LL) contains.

Mace, Work at the Tomb of Tutenlchamoa (5-11); Winlock, The Miueurn^s Excavations at Thebes (11-39),

on tombs of Dyn. XI on the north side of Der el-Bahri, in the court of the temple of Menthotp where

Dyn. XI mummies of tattooed dancing girls were found, a rubbish dump of the time of Hatshepsut

and Tuthmosis III with granite figures of the queen from her temple. Amongst the tombs were the

decorated sarcophagus-chamber of a high official Khety and the tomb of Xesisepek (E.speqeshiit) of

Dyn. XXVI imitating those of Dyn. XI and yielding some fine drawings on ostraca
;
Davies, The Graphic

Work of the Expedition (40-53), a review of the new tendencies of Theban art during the century befoie

Tut^ankhamun developing fully into the style of Akhenaten.

An illustrated account of tombs cleared in Dir^^ abitl-Xaga by the Philadelphia expedition is given by

Fisher, A group of Theban Torahs^ in The Museum Journal (Philadelphia), 1924, 28-49.

A brief note of the work of the Institut Fraii^ais at DOr el-Medinah under BRUvkRE, discovering

pyramidal tomb-chapels of Dyn. XIX, is given by Foucart, Comptes Rendu 1923, 415.

East Bojik. At Luxor a partial clearance of the outer face of the wall behind the mosque of Abu’l Haggag

showing remnants of scenes of Harnesses II besieging Syrian cities, afterwards covered up again, Kuextz,

Rapport sur nne tranchee faite par M, Baraize au temple de Louxoi\ in Ann, Bcr., xxil, 232-4.

At Karnak M. Fillet has been very active. In 1921-1922, in the temple of Amun the restoration of

the temple of Harnesses III was begun. The ruined pylon iii (Amenophis III) was taken in hand ;
from

the foundations at the X.E. corner, 22 alabaster blocks of fine work belonging to a shrine of Amenophis I

have been extracted one by one showing the main doorway to have been 24 metres wide. Between pylons vii

and viii the whole court was cleared, revealing fragments of the obelisks of pylon vii and a monolithic

shrine of Sesostris I in black granite (cf. Comptes Rendus^ 1923, 438). At pylon ix the only clearance

necessary was on the south side of the west tower. From this pylon thousands of blocks of Amenophis IV’s

buildings, some of them sculptured, were recovered. A fayence cartouche of Seti II must have been one

of a series which filled prepared sockets in the passage-way of the pylon, and probably a similar series had

been in pylon viii. The temple of Harnesses III in the enclosure of Mut was cleared and planned but

yielded little of importance. Various repairs rind work rit the temple of Khons, at pylon X, etc., were done.

Fillet, Rapport sur les trovaux de Karnak
{
1921 -1022

)^
in Ann. Ser., xxii, 235-60. Daressy publishes

the statues of an ofi&cial of the divine wfives Amyrtaeus and Shapeniope (between pylons vii and vill), of

Senmut with princess Xefru-re^ (in front of pylon ix), of a priest Es-Min of Dyn. XXVI-XXVII (between

pylons IX and x), and a stele of Horus on crocodiles (from Mut-temple of Harnesses III), Description des

monuments epigraphiques trouves a Karnak en 1921-1922, ibid., 261-8.

In 1922-1923 Pillet continued to give much attention to the dangers of the annual infiltration of

irrigation 'water. Observation seemed to show that the supply can be regulated so as to diminish this

danger by earlier and gradual withdrawal of the water and at the same time to increase the benefit to the

farmer. A very large amount of conservation and clearance has been accomplished without in most cases

new discoveries being made. He notes that the recutting of old sandstone blocks by Harnesses III for his

buildings has taken away their power of resistance to saltpetre. The j)ylon of Amenophis III continued

to yield blocks of the alabaster shrine, about two-thirds of which are now recovered, showing that it w^as

a resting-place for the sacred bark : evidently it was removed to make way for the granite shrine of

Tuthmosis III
;
from the south tower of the pylon come nine blocks, to be added to eleven found by

Legraix, of a funerary chapel for Hatshepsut built by Senmut at the command of Tuthmosis III, Rapport

sur les travaux de Karnak {1922-192S), ibid., xxiii, 99-138.

Abydos. Cemetery F, excavated in 1908-1909, described from notes taken by the late E. H. a'Vyrtox,

Loat, a Sixth Dynasty Cemetery at Ahydos, in Journal, ix, 161-3.
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Kau to Badari. At Kail the remains of the scenes in the great tomb of Uahka have been cleaned and

copied and the tombs have been planned. Petrie, The British School in Egypt
^
excavations at Qait, in

Ancient Eggpt^ 1924, 16-17. A “Badarian'' civilisation, a variety of the early prehistoric, is marked by

peculiar slate palettes, and very thin shiny black rippled pottery. Royal names begin with Dyn. II and

the finds are continuous to Dyn. XVI 11. Fossilized hi
2
>popotamus bones were jilaced in each of the great

tombs. Petrie, The British School ia Egypt, ibid., 33-8.

Mer. Full joiiblication of the finest of the tombs of Dyn. VI with remarkable inscriiotions, some ot

them in an early form of hieratic, Blackman, The Roch Tombs oj iMeir, iv, The Torrtb-Chapel of Pepi^onkh

the Middle, in the series of the Society's Archaeological Siircey.

El-‘Amarnah. The work of the Society in 1923-1924 including the discovery of a i)alaLe at the north

end beyond Et-Til with unusual features, Journal, x, 60-1.

Derwah-Tunah. Two volumes of a very fine and scholarly publication by Lefeby're of the magniftceiit

tomb of Petosiris, high priest of Thoth at the end of the Persian period, one containing all the texts [u-inted

with textual notes, the other indexes of divine [personal and geographical names and of all words, together

with plans, sectiun.s and views, and 2>hotogra23hs and drawings of scenes and details. Lefebvre, Le Toni-

beau de Petosiris: deuxieme partie, Les textes, troisi^me partie, T ocahidaire et planches. The first volume is

to follow.

Some results of an excavation in 1912 of a cemetery of the Xew Kingdom. Fayence ushabtis found with

a sarcophagus of the age of Rainesses II, several of them made with difierent coloured clays
j other ushabtis

of w'ood and shapelebs ones of alabaster like the well-known figures of Eames:3es VI. 'Weill, Quelques

Types de Figurinesfuneraires des et Dynasties, in Memoires Piot, xxt, 419-38.

Sedment. Memoir on the fruitful excavation of the cemeteries of Heracleopoli:. in the desert extending

from Sedment to Mayanana; the finds include wonderful statues of a notable of Dyn. VI, an interesting

game-boiird, inscribed coffins and scarabs of the Heracleotiolite jieriod and man^ inscrititioiib of Dyns.

XVIII, XIX as well as large series of pottery, alabasters etc. Petrie and Brunton, Sedrnent i, ii (two

volumes with continuous numbering of pages and jilates}.

El-Lahun. Memoir on work at and survey of the jiyramid of Sesostris II and its surroundings in

1914 1920 and 1921, including further discoveries at the tomb of the prince.'^s who.se wonderful treasure

was described in Lahun /. Petrie, Brunton and Murrav, Lahim II.

Abu Rawash. Chassinat describes his work at the temjfie of the pyramid, and publishes the throne

of a statue of Dedfre^, a head of the king and the torso of a princess. In agreement with the monumental

lists of the Xew Kingdom he places Dedfre^ between Khufu and Khafre^*, A propos dune tite ea gres rouge

du Roi Didoufri, in ^Memoires Piot, xxv, 53-75. The French Institut is again working on the cemeteries,

Foucart, in Comptes Readus, 1923, 414.

Benha. Publication of the find in 1921 of a limestone sarcophagus enclosed in a mass of masonry,

belonging to an official of the Saite period, containing 277 ushabtis; a papyrus colonnette and a table of

offerinf^s'prob^% belonged to the same tomb. Gauthier, Sur luie tornbe receinment decourerte d Athrihis

dv Delta, in Memoires Piot, xxv, 171-88. Roman mosaic ijavemeut, Pillet, Note sur une inosaigue troavee

d Athribis, in Ann. Seri\, xxili, 59-64.

Kom el-Kanatir. The reported site of the finding of very early flint tools and pottery has been visited

by Petrie who however found no trace. Ancient Egypt, 1924, 56.

Alexandria. The Service du Musee shows a much diminished grant and consec^uently there are no

excavations to record. A fine mosaic recently found with hunting scene and animals is figured. Breccia,

Rapport sur la marche dxt Service du Musee pendant Vexercice 1921-1922, A new section of the results of

the Siegiin expedition has been published in a luxurious volume by Pagenstecher, Sieglin Ausgrahangen

in Alexandrien, r, Malerei und Plastik, A, reviewed by AVeber, O.L.Z., xxvii, 327-32.

Publication of Texts.

(a) From sites in Egypt, etc.

Philae. Gift of vineyards at 'Agen (north of Esnah) by Marcus Aurelius to Isis of Philae, in addition

to a similar gift by Ptolemy X, from Hadrian’s gate. Junker, Schenicang eon Weingdrten an die Isis con

Philae unter Marc Aurel, in Wiener Zeitsch. f. d, Kunde des Morgenlandes, xxxi, 53-81.

Aswan. Granite obelisk imscribed on one face only, Engelbach, Small obelisk of Amenophts II from

Asxcan, in Ann, Sere., xxiii, 163-4.

40—2
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Edfu. Id., Tico stehs of the late Middle Kingdom from Tell Edfu, ibid., 183-6.

Hermo^^this. Base of black granite group with Hathor, id., A momanent of Semisret P\from Armaiit,

ibid., 161-162.

Thebes. Complete publication of the tombs of Amenhoti>e-si-se second prie.st of Amun (no. 75) and

of Nebamun, captain of police (no. 90)—particularly interesting tombs portions of which were copied by

Wilkinson, Hay and other early explorers, the scenes of artificers, land-measuring, soldiering, and entertain-

ment being specially notable. Davies, The Tombs of two Ofjicials of Tutkmosis the Fourth ^third memoir

of Davies and Gardiner's Theban Tomb Series). Davies, The Tomb of Puye^nre at Thebes., in the Tytus

.series is reviewed by Hall in Journal^ x, 184-5.

Revision of the texts of the tomb of Zeserkere^-senb (previously publi.shed by Scheil;, Kuentz, Les

Textes du Tombeau no. 38 a Thebes, in Ball. Inst. Fran^., xxi, 119-30.

Asyut. Inscriptions of as many as can be traced of the coffins found by Ahmed Bey Kamal, now in

the museums at Miniah, Tj^ntah and Port Said, Gauthier and Lefebvre, Sareaphayes du Moyen Empire

provenunt de la ntcropole dAssiout, in Ann. Sere.., xxiii, 1-33.

El-‘Amarnah. Three examples from the Amherst series of inscrii)tions from wine and meat jars,

collected by Petrie and Carter for Lord Amherst and now in the writer's posse.ssion, Dawson, Note on

some ostrnca from El-^Aniaraah, in Journal, x, 133.

TunAH. Limestone sarcophagus of a daughter of a high priest of Thoth with interesting names and

titles, Lefebvre, Vn vouvercle de sarcophage de Tounah, in Ann. Serv., xxiIi, 229-45.

El-Lahun. Fifty-five letters in the Berlin Museum (apparently belonging to the reigns of Sesostris HI
and Amenemmes III), seven in complete transcription, the rest analysed with extracts. They concern

temple affairs. Scharef, Briefe aus lllahun, in Zeitschr. f. dg. Spr., nx, 20-51.

Memphis ; Sak^rah. From a hieratic papyrus of very late date, Daressy, Fragments dun Livre de

VOucerture de la Bouche, in Ann. Seri\, xxii, 193-8. Block of king Amenemopi from the site of the

temple of Ptah, Gauthier, A tracers la Basse JEgypte, op. cit,, xxii, 204. Fragment of stela recording a

dangerous flood, from Mtt Rahinah, Daressy, La crue du Nil de Van XXIX dAmasiSjOp. cit., xxiii, 47-8.

Qshabti of King Achoris from ?. Gauthier, op. cit., xxii, 208,

Gizah. Granite block of j)rince !Mery-Khufu and tomb of prince Dedfkhnum east of the Great Pyramid,

Gauthier, ibid., 205-7.

Delta, etc. Three small Hathor columns from a temple of Apries, and sarcophagus of a high priest

Harkhebi, at Sais, Gauthier, ibid., 199-204. Block from Behbet in Tantah Museum ; blocks of Amasis II

at and near Tantah, ibid., xxiii, 68-72. Two statues of Mineptah at Kafr MatbCl (near Kafr esh-Sh^kh)

;

door jambs of Bai in time of Rameb.ses III at Tell Bastah
;
shrine for Atum of Psammetiehus I at NAb

Taha (near bhibin el-Kanatirj
;
block of ^Nekhtnebf at LsiM; fragment of statue mentioning accession

of Kekhtnebf and Diospolis Inferior from
\
stela with sun-god from Tell MukdaM; obeliscoid base (?)

of Ramesses II from Kantarah, the two chief fragments now reunited at Isma^iliyah, Gauthier, op. cit.,

xxiii, 165-82.

(6) From museums, etc.

Turin. Transcripts from fragments of two papyri of Ramesses II, the one dealing with offerings to

the deified kings, the other a ritual instituted by the king for offerings to Amenophis I and his queen, to

partake of which were also in\ ited other royal ancestors who had built at Karnak, Botti, E Culto Eivino
del faraoni, in R. Accad. Aaz. de\ Lincei, Memorie, 1923, 142-68. This and his previous publications from
the Turin papyri are briefly reviewed by Peet in Journal, x, 188-9.

Brussels. Elaborate publication of a rare chapter of the Book of the Dead, Speleers, Le chapitre
CLXXxn du Livre des Marts, in Rec. Trac., XL, 86-104. Speleers, Recueil des inscriptions egyptiennes des
Musks Royavx du Cinquantenaire, is reviewed by Farina in Aegyptus, v 90

London. Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelae, etc. in the British Museum, Part VI, reviewed by
Blackman, Journal R. Soc., 1924, 313-15

;
by Wreszinski, O.L.Z., xxti, 557-8.

(c) Miscellaneous.

Sethe continue.s bis elaborate edition of funerary spells concerning the knowledge of the “souls” of
certain sacred localities. The seventh, caps. 109 and 107 {cf. 149 b) of the Book of the Dead, concerns the
East side of Heaven, the door through which the rising Sun pas.ses in his bark, the two sycamores between
which he rises, and the Field of Rushes with its giant corn. Zeitschr. f. iiy, Spr., lix, 1 ff.
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{d) Hieratic and Demotic,

Budge, Facsimiles of Egyptian Hieratic Papyn in the Bntish Museum^ Second Senes^ is reviewed by
Dawson (who criticises the dates attributed to them) in Journal,, in, 260-2

;
and by Spiegelberg (with

many interesting readings) in O.L.Z., 1924, 182-91.

Spiegelberg has contributed four pages of facsimiles of demotic notes from ostraca to Schubart and
Kuhn’s Greek Papyn und Ostraka der Ptolemaerzeit (Berlin, Grieekische Urkiniden^ Bd. vi)

;
and facsimiles

and translations to Viereck:, Grieekische und Griechisch-dernotische Ostraka der Universitats- und Landes-

hibliothek zu Strasshurg im Elsass, Baud, Texte. The latter is reviewed by Schubart in O.L.Z.,, xxvii,

20-1 and Spiegelberg, Demotische Papyn (Baden) by Wiedemann, ibid,,, 20.

History.

In a remarkably suggestive presidential address to the Anthropological Section of the British Association

at Liverpool entitled Egypt a Field for Anthropological Research, Professor Xewberry pointed out the

vast changes wrought in the country by civilisation generally and by the taming of a wild riverside land to

agriculture. Ancient Egypt possessed a large fauna, now driven south eastward to the Taka country between

Nubia and the Red Sea, and Prehistoric Egypt a fauna which has retreated as far as Abyssinia and Central

Africa. Lower Egypt must have been the early centre of civilisation on the Nile
;

it influenced Crete, and

the conspicuous features of its royalty and of its religion came partly from Libya (the Sed-festival) partly

from Asia (Osiris worship, the god Clnzeti, the c/«c^-coIumn, etc.); the use of timber in building houses and

sea-going craft must also have come from the north-east. In modem Egypt the popular superstitions,

often reminiscent of Ancient Egypt, are worthy of careful study.

J. de Morgan argues, particularly against Moret’s Des clans aux empires, for the Asiatic origin of

Ancient Egyptian culture, basing his argument largely on the extreme poverty of the Sinaitic copper

deposits, the only ones immediately available for Egypt. VEgypte et IA sie aux temps aiitekistonques, in

Journal Asiatique, coin, 117-59; De Vimportance suppose'e des mines dn Sinai dans Vevolution de la

culture egyptienne, in EAnthropologic, xxxiii, 283-6. Again he sketches the physical conditions in

prehistoric periods and the end of the palaeolithic age caused by the bursting of the lakes which swept

away all terrestrial creatures. The land was re-peopled from Libya and perhaps from other quarters, but

civilisation came from Asia. Le Monde Oriental avant rhistoire, EAsie Anterieure et VEgypte, in EAnthro-

pologic, xxxiv, 17-56, 229-53 ;
Les premiers temps de VEgypte, in Memoires Piot, xxv, 299-332. He also

protests against the short chronology, Observations sur la chronologic egyptienne dite redulte, in Revue

Archeologique, xvii, 243-54.

Petrie replies to Feet’s article on The Antiquity of Egyptian Civilisation and uphold:^ the longer

chronology, in Journal, ix, 153-6, and demolishes or tilts against various theories and axioms including

some regarding the spread of culture generally and the derivation of civilisation from Egypt. Current

Fallacies about History, in Ancient Egypt, 1923, 78-84.

Wheeler holds as against Ed. Meyer that the Sothic date in Censorinus need not conflict with that

of the decree of Canopus, and that certain dates in a Kahun papyrus (the Lahfin calendar), presumably of

new moons, give 1909 b.c. and are to be referred to the 30th and 31st years of Ainenemmes II. The

Chrcnology of the Twelfth Dynasty, in Journal, ix, 196-200. Borchardt is preparing to publish further

chronological researches in which the coincidence of moon-dates, dates in the movable year, and Sothic

dates are utilised to give absolutely fixed results for the Old and Middle Kingdoms while such material is

wanting for the New Kingdom, see Zeits. d, Deutschen Morgenl. Ges., N.F. 2, iv-v. According to Rr.\d

there is no certainty that regnal years were assimilated to the calendar year (year 2 commencing on the

New Year’s Day following the accession), but it is probable that Psammetichus I did so assimilate them,

Regnal Years and Calendar Years in Egypt, in Ancient Egypt, 1923, 111-15.

Ranke’s edition of Erman’s Agypten und dgyptisches Lehen im Altertum is reviewed in detail by
Blackman in Journal, ix, 263-6, by Pieper lengthily in 0,EZ., xxvi, 433-42, and by Allen in

Amer„ Journ, Seni. Eing,, XL, 142-4.

Professor Steindorff, on his installation as Rector of the University of Leipzig, chose as the subject of

his discourse the physical and spiritual character of the Egyptian people
;
the latter was practical but

modified by exceptional artistic and conservative tendencies. Das Wesen des agyptischen Volkes, in Rektor-^

wechsel an der Universitat Leipzig am SI Okt, 19S3, 19-32,
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A modest and to a great extent reliable account of Ancient Egypt is. to be found in Ancient Egypt

from the Records, by M. E. Moxckton
Petrie, A History of Egypt,!, from the earliest lings to the XV1th Dynasty, is reviewed by Wiedemann

in O.L.Z., XXVI, 486-7, His list of kings is commented on in detail by Gacthier, who also supplements
his own great work with a number of new princes and princesses. Qaelques additions an Livre des liois

(LEgypte'^ {Ancien et Moyen Empire), in Rec, True,, XL, 177-204.

A new instance of the replacement of Har-nefer-sa by the later name Mery-re^, Sethe, Zum XamenS'
wechsel des Konigs Phios {Rjpj I), in Zeltsohr. f <(g, ,Spr., LIX, 71.

From the remnants of inscription on a sarcophagus at Der el-Bahri Bull has recovered the name of a
vizier Ipy, presumably of Menthotp III, A yieir Vizier of the Ele centh Dynasty, in Journal, x, 15.

Petrie suggests that the L ahka family at Kau were invaders akin to the modern Gallas, and ancestors
of Amenemmes I, The Origin of the Xllth Dynasty, in A ncient Egypt, 1924, 38-42.

tScHARFF writes on the ancient name of El-Lahun. The four names of royal })yramids and residences in

the Kahun and LahCin papyri now appear all to belong to Sesostris II and Amenemmes III, Illahun
und die 'niit Konigsnamen des Mxttleren Reiches gehildeten Ortsnanien, in Zeitschr, f. ag. Spr., LIX, 51-5.

Note on a cylinder of Khian in Chicago by Olsistead, in Joarnid, x, 174-5.
The Cautbridge Ancient History, ir, The Egyptian and Hittite Empires to c. iOGG hx\ contains an

account of the Egj-ptian New Empire l>y Breasted, and chapters on its literature and art by Peet and
Hall. The first volume was reviewed by Munzer in 0,L.Z., xxvii, 446-8, and the Egyptological
portions in detail by Blackman in Journal R, As. Soc., 1924, 315-25.

Davies discusses a graffito in a Theban tomb of the third year of an unidentified ruler of the heretical
pen^, and describes fully with plates tw'o tombs of the beginning of Akhenaten’s z*eign

;
these show the

rapidity of change and invention in the first three or four years of the reign and establish the fact that the
distinctive art of Tell el-Clmarna began at Thebes. He would see in the Aten a globe rather than a disk.
Afchenaten at Thebes, in Journal, ix, 132-52.

u
Tut^ankhamen and the Discovery of his Tomb, a reprint of articles contributed to

the Daily Tel^raph on funerary practices etc., is inclined to attribute Akhenaten’s juvenile skeleton to the
rare disease Dystocia adiposo^genitalis wffiich would allow of an age up to 30 or even 36, reviewed by Hall
in ournal, ix, ^5/-60. The Tomb of Tutankhamen, by Capart, translated by Dawson, is reviewed by
EET op. ciL, X, 76-^ .Merger, Tutankhamen and Egyptology, is reviewed by Bonnet, in O.L.Z., xxvii, 401.

Yinlock publishes a statue of Horemheb, now in the Metropolitan :\Iuseum, apparently from
Memphis and prove.s with the help of the fragment of another statue in Cairo from Karnak that
Horemheb was genera under Tut^ankhamun and that his position made him king-maker. AHoremhah before Accession, in Journal, x, 1-5. See also id., Harmkab, Commander-in-chief of the
Amiies of Tutenkhamon, in Bulletin Metr. Mus., xvm, October Part II 3-16

°
f

text’) a papvr’u. of Dyn. XX at Tx.ri«, of which a

oroX ou irt f r published long ago bj Spiegelberg. It contains a

II thf rei^s of rv 1 temple of Khnum at Elephantine

state offie^ll and
^

A I'
^

^“^lity of the

^

Sethe interprets the passages in which Spiegelberg detected a revolt of the High priest Amenhotp

an interesting find of demotic papyri, accounts, and contracts ofthe time of Amasis II and Cambyses, from W aixwrighi’s clearance of the great “Tomb of the Jackals”at Asyfit. The principal dates are year 28 of Amasis II and years 2, 6, and 8 of Cambyses the first knownof Cambyses in contemporary demotic : the documents preserve interesting titles place nles and per”lnames. Sur quelques papyrus demotiques provmant d’Assioiit, in A,m. Seip. xxiZx-lfi
“ ® ®

Gauthier gives a brief account of a trilingual stele t xV 1

1

I , ^

cate of a fragment already in the Cairo Museum inscribed with ’ V*
(Pithom ?), a dupli-

of Ptolemy Philopator after the great victoral’Zli ! H o T promulgated in year 6

but adds little to it. It was onL ocllifttfd£eL i
Berenice (7n doui-eau decret trilinaue ntnt

'
first decreed for Ptolemy Soter andijerenioe. un doiueau aecret trUingue ptohniaique, m Cornptes Rendus, 1923, 376-83.
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In Prince Omar Toussous’s Memoire sur les financei de I'igypte depi/is hs Pharaons jvsqiut nos jones
{Memoires de la Soc. An-k. dAlexandne, ii), the evidence for the Pharaonic period is of course almost
negligible and few pages are devoted to it : on the other hand the sources for the mediaeval and modern
period's are abundant.

Geography.

It is welcome news that Gauthier is preparing a dictionary of Ancient Egyptian geographical names
;

the first part is to be ready for the Geographical Congress to be held in Cairo in 1925, Aegyptus, v, 86.

Prince Omar Toussoun has supplemented his memoir on the branches of the Xile in ancient times by
a still larger memoir carrying d(.)wn their history to the Turkish conquest. It is illustrated by six maps,
and special sections are devoted to the canal of Alexandria and the canal from Cairo through the Wadi
Ttimiliit, Memoire sur les a/wiennes hrcrnrhes XU, epvque arahe. The two together compose the fourth

volume of the Me'moires of the histitut d'Eyypte, and also the first volume of the Societ*'' arrhe'ologique

diAlexaadne.
Taoua of the Aiitonine Itineraiy is apparently the modern Tantah, Daressy, Les Emplacenieiits de la

Ville de Taoua, in Ann. Sere., xxii, 185-92.

Xaville argues, against Gardiner and Peet, for retaining his former identifications of Goshen,

Succoth, Pithom, Raanises, and the ancient extension of the Red Sea, and for considering the Biblical

'

narrative of the Exodus as more than legendary, The Geography of the Exodus, in Journal, x, 18-39.

Wiener, Pithom and Raa. rases, in Ancient Egypt, 1923, 75-7 criticises some points in Gardiner’s article,

The Delta, Residence of the Ra.taessides. Gardiner replies to these and other criticisms : that Avaris

was actually on the Pelusiac branch is confirmed by a Ramesside ostracon, which makes it clear that there

were three main branches of the Xile in the Delta, one of which is called ‘‘ The Waters of Avaris.” The

Geography of the Exodus: a. a Ansxer to Professor XariUc and others, in Journal, x, 87-96. In the last

Journal, Bibliography, 206, the reference for Cledat, Xot>^s sur VIsthme de Suez, xviii, should be completed,

Bulletin last. Fr., xxi, 145-87.

Albright would identify Zilu in an Amarna letter with Selle or Sile, i.e., Zaru, the entrance to Egypt
on the north-east, and considers that the name is probably Semitic, dating from the Hyksos occupation.

The Town of Selle {Zaru) in the "Amarnah Tablets, in Journal, x, 6-8.

Foreign Relations.

(For foreign relations of Egypt in prehistoric times see also “History,” above p. 311.)

Perry, The Children of the Sun, finds no more favour with the Americanist Clarke, reviewing it in

Journal, x, 189-91, than his Origin of Magic and Religion does with Peet, ibid., 63-9; Halliday, in

Liverpool Annals, xi, 51-3. Perry's Growth of Civilisation is briefiy noticed by Peet, Journal, x, 189.

Hornell describes a peculiar form of ociili painted on boats on the east coast of India, probably

derived from the Egyptian^ on funereal boats, and traces the spread of the latter decoration throughout

the Mediterranean. Snrrirals of the Use of Oculi in Modern Boats, in Journ. R. Anthrop. Inst, liii

289-321.

Europe. In Memoires Piot, xxv, 390-400, Pottier, Aote sur VEgypte et la plastique grecque, publishino*

a large glazed statuette from Melos (?) and others smaller from Rhodes, argues that the diffusion of smafl

Egyptian figures by commerce stimulated Greek ait to new life after the dull and inartistic Geometric

period.

Asia. In a memoir entitled Studies in Early Pottery of the Sear East, i, Mesopotamm Syria and
Egypt and their Earliest Interrelations (Roy. Anthrop. Inst. Occasioned Papers, no. 6), Frankfort holds

that Egyptian pottery shows no connection with other countries before the First Dynasty, when types

occur that point to north Syria, although the ivory knife-handle from Gebel el-GA_rak proves connection

with the art of Sumeria in the prehistoric age.

Hunt, in describing Hyderabad Cairn Burials and their Significance, in Jour. R. Anthrop. Inst., Liv

140-56, draws attention to the polished black-topped ware in these as in Egyptian prehistoric gmve.s
;
but

all weapons and tools are made of iron, iron ore being very abundant on the surface
; copper is found

rarely for bells and ornaments, but not bronze.

Vincent, La peinture ceramique palestinienne, in Syria, v, 81-107, hold.s that the heraldic grouping of
two goats and tree came originally from Chaldaean-Elamite sources and not from Egypt,
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Blackman publishes a quantity of Babylonian ritual material furnished by Prof. Langdon, and

compares the usages indicated with those of Egyptian ritual
;
remarkable analogies are seen, but as yet

not indications of borrowing. The Rite of Opening the Mouth in Ancient Egypt and Babylonia^ in Journal^

X, 47-59.

A German translation of Dr. Gardiner’s important paper on The Egyptian Ongin of the Semitic

Alphabet, in Journal, in (1916), has been printed in the ZeiU. d. Deiitschen Morgenl. Ges,, N.F., li, 92-

120; Der agyptische Ursprung des semitisckeyi Alphabets. Eisler has an article in Hebrew on writing in

the age of Moses in the Hebrew journal Debit', i, 14-21
;

ii, 46-60, Professor Grimme of Munster has

made a brave attempt to read the scanty Sinai inscriptions, Althebraische Inschriften vom Sinai. The

Meroitic altar at Toronto, which he figures as a supplement, cannot be from the Hathor-temple at Serabit

el-Khadim. The material, clearly seen in the photograph, shows it to be from Meroe, and presumably it

came from Prof. Garstang’s excavations.

Babylonia. In Journal, ix, 190, Hall has an interesting note on early vases from Ur and elsewhere,

apparently of Egyptian alabaster (aragonite).

Syria, etc. Report on the archaeological work of the Syrian Service des Aritiquites and the French

School of Archaeology at Jerusalem during 1921-1922, including the Egyptian finds at Byblos and Tell

Nebl Mend. Pottier, Rapport sur les travaux archeologiques en Syrie et a Vflcole Franqaise de Jerusalem, in

Comptes Rendus, 1923, 255-62, reprinted in Syria.^ iv, 316-23, cf. Thomsen, in O.L.Z., 1924, 278-80.

Aradus (Ruad, Arvad). Obelisk of Thutmosis III (only 12 cm. high) in the Berfit Museum. Syria, v,

118-19 (in Virolleaud’s report for 1922-1923).

Homs. Upper part of black granite stela found at Tell Nebt Mend (Kadesh on the Orontes) in 1921

showing Set! I before Ammon, the Syrian Seth, Mont and Khons. PkzARD, Une noumlle stele de Seti I, in

Memoires Piot, xxv, 387-389. Copy of the name of Seth upon it by Montet, in Syria, iv, 179.

In Digue du lac de Homs et Mur Egyptien''^ de Strabon {Memoires Piot, xxv, 133-41) Dussacd
proposes to identify Tunip Qatna and Tunanat with sites round Lake Homs, and the dyke across the

Orontes which formed the Lake with the “ Egyptian wall ” of Strabo, xvi, 2, 19, and suggests that this dates

from Dyn. XYIII
;
Brossj^ gives a description, photographs, and sections of the dyke, which has been

frequently restored, and Dussaud in an introductory note suggests* that Sett I was the builder of it.

La Digue du Lac de Homs, in Syria, iv, 234-40.

Byblos (Jebeil, Gebal). Montet describes and publishes the finds of 1921 of Egyptian objects in pits

beneath the floor of the ‘‘ Egyptian ” temple : they range from prehistoric times to the Middle Kingdom
and include an inscribed cylinder of very early date, the names of kings of the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth

Dynasties. Les Egyptiens a Byblos, in Memoires Piot, xxv, 237-72. The continuance of the work here in

1922 was reported by Montet, Les fouilles de Byblos en 1022, in Comptes Rendus, 1923, 84-96, cf. Ancient

Egypt, 1923, 115.

The accidental discovery of a royal tomb (no. i, wdth name of Amenemraes III), cf. Journal, ix, 212,

was promptly followed up. The discovery of four more tombs is recorded in successive reports from
Montet to the Secretary of the Paris Academy, which are printed in full in Les fouilles de Byblos en 192S
{Syria, iv, 334-44)

;
these include a sketch-map of the ground south of the Crusaders’ city and a plan of

the area occupied by the five royal tombs hitherto explored.

Ko. ii was reached by a long subterranean passage from no. i. It was intact and contained fine

jewellery dated by a box of obsidian inlaid with gold, bearing the name of Amenemmes IV.
^o. Ill from its position and antiquities was earlier than i and n. It contained objects of Egyptian

workmanship, unfortimately without inscription.

No. IV belongs to the same series, but had been robbed long ago
;
inside the sarcophagus lay some

paper with writing in English and the date 1851 (?).

In these tombs the “princes of Kepni” bore purely Egyptian titles, inscribed on scimitars, etc.

At a distance of about twelve metres from iv was another pit and large burial-chamber containing three
sarcophagi, two of them quite plain, the third decorated with scenes and inscriptions in Phoenician. On
the side of the pit was also a Phoenician inscription. The date was given by an alabaster vase with
cartouches of Ramesses II.

In Comptes Rendus only the briefest notes of these reports are given; 1923, 388, 409-10, 427, 435, 441,
447; 1924, 5, 7. In 1924, 99-101, Dussaud gives a transcription of the Phoenician inscription on the
•sarcophagus into Hebrew characters and translates it. But the full publication was again reserved for the
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journal S^ria. Here Dussaud gives proof of the Ramesside age of the sarcophagus, and publishes facsimiles

of the Phoenician texts. The tomb was made for “ Ahiram king of Gebal, by his son [Ipphe ?]s-baal.”

Moreover the throne of a statuette of Sheshonk I, found thirty years ago at Byblos, has a (contemporary)

inscription of “ Abibaal king of Gebal.” Both of these inscriptions of c. 1250 and c. 950 b.c. show earlier

fonus of the signs than the stela of Mesa (Moabite stone), 842 b.c. Greek writing branched off later, in the

ninth century. Dussaud considers that these early forms exclude derivation both from Egyptian hieratic

and from the Sinai writing first deciphered by Gardiner and considered by him to be proto-Semitic and

thinks the Phoenician alphabet formed of purely conventional (artificial) signs. Les inscriptions phenicie/uies

dif tomheau dAhiram^ Roi de in Sprif/^ v, 135-57.

Ill Le pays de S^tgaou, pres de Byblos, et son diev {Byria, iv, 181-92), Montet quotes several instances

of Nega or Ga in Egyptian texts as the name of a country where the coniferous <ash grew. Its god in the

pyramid texts is Khet-tau, and his name occurs along with Hathor of Kepni on the very early cylinder

from Byblos. Nega is probably the densely wooded valley of the Adonis, and Montet traces indubitable

though still obsL’ure crninections with it in the Osiris myth.

In Byblos et h mention des Giblites dans VAncien Testament {Syria, iv, 300-15) Dussaud reviews the

antiquity of Byblos in the light of recent discovery and shows the genuineness of the references in the

Bible to Gebal and the Giblite wood-cutters and carpenters, especially in I Kings v.

Kahr el-Kelb. In 1922, in a special memoir, Weissbach published interesting photographs with

liibliography and other particulars of the stelae on the rocks, including three of Harnesses II, and the

cuneiform inscription recording Esarhaddon’s capture of Memphis. Die Denkmaler und Insehriften an der

AJundung des Xahr el-Kelh.

SiDON, In CoNTENAU, Deuxieiiie Mission. Archeologique a Sidon, 1920 {Syria^ \, 9—22, 123-34), are

fio'ured an Egvptian d^^'a^f figure from the temple of Eshmiin, north of Sidon (p. 21), three more scarabs

from Kafr Djarra (PI. XXXIV), and another from Ayaa (p. 134 and PL XXXYIII).

Dor (Tanturah). An historical account of the town (well known to Egyptology through the story of

Unamun) and sections cut in the mound. Excavations at Tanturah, in Bulletin of the British School of

Archaeology in Jerusalem, no. 4, 35-44.

BEiSAN^CBethshan). An Egyptian fortress has been laid bare, with two stelae of Seti I, one of

Harnesses II, and a statue of Harnesses III, all in the local basalt. One stela of Seti records the relief of

“ Bit-shal,” when attacked by the king of Hamath, by the divisions of Re^, Amun, and Seth, in year 1, and

names the cities of Pella Rehob and Yenoam. The stela of year 24 (?) of Harnesses II refers to the building

of the city Harnesses by Semites, amongst much poetical description cf the king’s might. Fisher, Betkshean,

Excavations of the University Museum Expedition 1921-1922, in Philadelphia Museum Journal, xiv, 227-

48 ’ cf Journal, ix, 241 ;
Ovenden, Notes on the University Museum of Philadelphia ejxa cations at

Beisan, in P.E.F. (piarterly Statement, 1923, 158-9.

Hall reviews Early Egyptian Records of Travel, iv, Tutlimosis III, in Journal, ix, 252.

Kizzuwadna must be on the Levant coast of Asia Minor rather than the Black Sea, Smith, Kiziuiradna,

in Journal, x, 104-15, cf Olmstead, ibid., x, 174-5. Mayer and Garstang have made an Index of

Eittite Names, section A, Geographical. {Supplementa,y Papers, i, of the British School of Archaeology in

Jerus4ilem.) Albright holds that Eg. Sngr Shinar was the^name of an Assyrian province in central

Mesopotamia identical with the old state of Khana. Shinar-Sangar and its monarch Amraphel, in Arn.

Jour. Sem. Lang., XL, 125-33.

Sayce translates several Hittite historical texts. Early Eittite Records, in Ancient Egypt, 1923, 98-104;

ZiMMERN and Friedrich translate with philological notes the Hittite correspondence of the Egyptian

widowed queen with Subbiluliuma ;
iii, 7, Bibkhiiriinya may represent the name either of Akheiiaten or of

Tut^'ankhamun ;
ill, 8, dakharnvn is probably an appellation of the widowed queen and not her name

;

III 49 the present translation has no trace of the sentence “my son to the kingship the general of

the army has not promoted” which was in Prof. Sayce’s translation, and there is no note or comment

on the passat^e. Der Bnefwechsel zivischen Subhiluliurnas und der Witive des Bibhururias, in Zeits. f.

Assyriologie, xxxv, 37-42. See also Mercer, The Hittites, Mitanni and Babylonia in the Tell el-ximarna

letters, with many references to the Egyptian kings, in Jour. Soc. Or. Research, viii, 13-28.

Peet, Egypt and the Old Testament, is reviewed by Hall, in Journal, ix, 253-4
; lengthily by

Wreszinski, in O.L.Z., xxvii, 14-20; also in Ancient Egypt, 1923, 85-7.

Griffiths’ The Exodus in the Light of Archaeology is reviewed by Peet in Journal, ix, 256-7, by

S A. C[ook] in P.E.F. Quarterly Statement, 1923, 195, and by Spiegelberg in O.L.Z., xxvn, 338.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 41
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The forty days of mourning for Jacob is perhaps a Hebrew idea
;
physicians as embalmers are found in

demotic texts, Spiegelberg, Die Beisetzung des Patriarcken Jakob {Gen. 50. 2ff.) im Lichte der dggptischen

Qmllen^ in O.L.Z.^ xxvi, 421-4. Kittel suggests a connection between the Jewish Feast of Tabernacles,

the Syrian new-year feast of Adonis and the Eg}q)tian rites of Osiris, Osirismysterien und Laiibhiittenfest,

op. cit., xxvii, 385-91. Spiegelberg thinks that in Deut. xi, 4 the annihilation of the Egyptians cannot

be earlier than the Persian invasion of 525 b.c., and that the ^‘nation from afar” in xxviii, 49 would best

apply to the Scythians about 625, who n]ust have devastated Palestine to the Egyptian border, Zur

Datierung des DeiUeronommins^ op. cit., xxvi, 481-2, but Caspar! points out that the report of

Nebuchadnezzar’s successes would account for the former even if the passage is to be intert)reted literally.

Weltreichhegebenkeiten hei den Deuteronomisten op. cit., xxvii, 8-10.

Gadd, The Fall of Nineveh, is reviewed in Ancient Egy^t, 1924, 58, and by Hall in Journal, ix,

254-256,

Cowley, Aramaic PapyH of the Fifth Century b.c, is reviewed by Stummer in O.L.Z., xxvii, 272-4,

and lengthily by Furlaxi in Aegyptus, v, 90-4.

Phoenician graffito from the quay at Karnak, copied in 1896 ;
one Aramaic and two demotic from

Ma‘sarah copied in 1886, all now destroyed. Sayce, Unpublished Hebrew, Aramaic and Babylonian

inscriptions from Egypt, Jerusalem and Carchemish, in Journal, x, 16-17.

Wreszixski has contributed an interesting article, Die Kinder Israel in Agypten, to the Deutsche

Rundschau, 1924, 251-68, giving his views on the whole subject of Israel in Egypt and the Exodus. He
considers that two quite separate series of historical events are here mingled in tradition, (1) The tribes

of Jacob, Joseph, and Levi entered Egypt with the Hyksos and were expelled with them under the leader-

ship of Moses, settling in the region round their sacred place of Kadesh barnea. These events would have
happened about 1 ^80-lo80 b,c. The names Moses, Hur, and Phinehas show the influence of Egypt on
the tribe of Levi. (2) Eastern tribes, Hebrews, Israelites, and Ephraemites, from east of the Jordan,
seized lands on the west side about 1400 b.c. {cf Tell el-‘Amarnah letters). The leader of these was
Joshua.

Philology.

Chassixat has published numerous and important annotations which Sir Gaston Maspero had written
in a copy of the third edition of Erman’s Aegyptiscke Grammatik, Notes sur la Grammaire Egyptienne de
M. A, Erman, in Rec. Trav., XL, 1—63. Sottas criticises Erman’s Grammatik in regard to geminated verbs,

the term Pseudo-participle (which however he accepts in the absence of a better name) and the forms of
the word srf. Notes de grammaire egyptienne, in Rec. Trav., XL, 73-8. Sethe proposes to publish a new
edition of Erman’s Aegyptiscke Chrestomathie, see Journal, x, 174.

Spiegelberg is impressed by the need at the present time of a palaeography, dictionary and grammar
of demotic, and is himself preparing a grammar which he hopes to publish shortly Zeits d D Moraenl
Ges., N.F., II, iv.

Sethe has published an elaborate study of Egyptian vocalisation treating of such subjects as the
absence of vowels in the writing

;
the evidence of Coptic for vocalisation and the variations in the quality

of the vowels (a for u and o), etc. disclosed by cuneiform and Greek transcriptions of words
; the loss of

accent in complexes
;
accentuation of the posterior part of a complex in the New Kingdom and later, and

the evidence for accentuation of the prior part in earlier times
; reconstruction of the ancient vocalisation.

He now represents by 2 in transcribing- Die Vokalisation des Agyptischen in Zeits d D Moraenl
Ges., N.F., II, 145-207.

’ ^

Albright claims that Egyptian is wholly a Semitic language though separated from the main group
perhaps three thousand years before the Pyramid Texts were written and in consequence greatly modified

;

with Ember he has worked out a system of consonantal and vowel changes of which he gives examples and
a table. The Principles of Egyptian Phonological Development in Rec. Trav., xL, 64-°70. In a separate
article The Etymology of Egyptian HMT ‘‘wornan^^ he explains its connection with a Semitic root ibid
71-2.

’

Gunn in his long-promised volume of Studies in Egyptian Syntax claims to have discovered in par-
ticular a series of verbal forms intended to express the future : the.se he calls Prospective Forms at
Gardiner^s suggestion. The first part of the book is devoted to them, the second part to various remarks
on the uses of verbs, and the third to the syntactic employment of the negatives /i, It is full of
admirable translations of difficult passages and shows profound acquaintance with the texta
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Buck differs from Sethe and Gardiner as to the origin and construction of the relative form of the

verb, Zura Ursprung der Relativformen im Aggptisehen in Zeitschr, f, iig. Bpr,^ lix, 65-9.

Two instances of a strong vetitive particle ir in Old and Middle Kingdom, Sethe, Eiae hisher iinhekannte

enHUuche Negation iux Altdggptischen^ ibid., 63-4. The ‘‘good” name is the short “favourite” familiar or

popular name of a person, id., Noch einrntd zii den Kurznamen auf ibid., 71. Gardiner, A hitherto

unnoticed negatice in Middle Egyptian^ in Rec. Trav., XL, 79-82, explains the puzzling nfr ptv satisfactorily.

The provisional MS. of the Berlin Worterhuch has 25rogressed as far as sps and the material has all been

worked through to the end of s ;
Erman is making excerpts from the difficult inscriptions of the lirst

three Dyna.sties. Erman, Worterbiich der agyptischen Sprache^ in Sitzh. of Berlin Academy, 1924, lx.

Spiegelberg’s Koptisches Haadu:orterhuck is reviewed by Grapow on the etymological side in O.L.Z.^ xxvi,

558-61.

Speleers energetically fills a gap by producing in autograph a complete index of words and names

occurring in the Pyramid Texts
;
this cannot fail to be of great use to students, Les textes des pyrarnides

e'gyptie^uies^ il, Vocabulaires. Blok well points out verbal errors of the scribes occurring in the Pyramid

Texts, Bernerkiuigen zu einigen Pyraniidentexten^ in Acta Onentalia^ II, 213-17.

Lallemand studies the word ninh bringing out especially the sense of ‘'mortising.” Les assemblages dans

la technique egyptienne et le sens original du mot iiienkh^ in Bull, Inst. Fran.., xxii, 77-98. Gauthier and

Lefebvre, Note sur le mot (regarding their publication of the Asyut coffins), in Ann. Serv.^ xxiii,

n I

159-60, Gardiner, The term ^ pr-?i-st/ in Pap. Mayer A, m Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr., lix, 72, confirms
/VWSAA

,

“ rub the face,”

/VWVV\ ^ Y J

the meaning “receptacle which can be dragged.” Miss Murray, The Origin of
|

in the sense of “salute,” in Ancient Egypt., 1924, 55 ;
id., The Derivation of the Name Thebes, reading

dim instead of idsd [not possible], ibid. Calice, Noch einmal hunirna, in O.L.Z., xxvii, 317-18, suggests

humd “jug” as against Spiegelberg. Erman has found the name of Osiris spelt out Wsir on a stela at

Leyden of the Middle Kingdom, so fixing the reading, see Zeits. d. D. Morgenl. Ges., N.F., ii, iv.

Palaeography.

Sottas and Drioton, Introduction a Vetude des hieroglyphes, is reviewed by Griffith, in Journal, x,

182, by Miss Murray, in Ancient Egypt, 1924, 56, by Peet, in Liverpool Annals of Archaeology, x, 183, and

by Edgerton, in Amer. Joum. Bern. Lang., XL, 219-20.

Sethe aww\ m-hn-w ^'‘im Innerid^ erne Rebusspielerei, in Zeitschr. f. ag, Spr., lix, 61-3, gives an ingenious
’ AVWVv
AAAAArv

explanation of this group as an M.K. rebus from which incorrect forms were evolved later. Gunn, The

writings of the wordfor grapes

f

in Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr
.,
lix, 1 1-2, proposes an explanation of the difficulty

found by Sethe.

Religion.

Hopfner has issued the third part of his Fontes Historiae Religionis Aegyptiacae, extending from

Clement of Rome to Porphyry.

Petrie’s Religious Life in Ancient Egypt is a companion volume to his Social Life issued last year, and

treats the subject with the same brevity of expression.

Speleers has courageously published a complete translation of the Pyramid Texts in autography ’with-

out commentary. It is of course founded on ^ethe s carefully phrased edition of the texts and until an

authoritative translation appears will be a help to students like his Vocabulaires, which form a second

volume, Les textes des pyrarnides egyptiennes, i, Traduction, ii, Vocabulaires. The translation is reviewed

by Farina in Aegyptus, v, 89-90.

Faulkner, The Cannibal Hymn'' from the Pyramid Texts, in Journal, x, 97-103, translates and

comments on it. Being found only in Unis and Teti and naming only Geb and Orion as deities, he looks

upon it as a relic of early savagery. Moret, Le jugement du roi mort dans les textes des pyrarnides de

Saqqarah, in Annuaire, 1922-1923, 3-32, of the ^cole pratique des hautes etudes, interprets the passage in

Unis, § 308, 11. 447-60, in which the king is represented as judged triumphant. Farina, II mito di Osiri

neitesti delle piramidi, in Bilychnis, 1923, 5-15, discusses the myth with full references to the texts, and

argues that Abydos was an original seat of the god.

41—2
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Ermax, T)er Leidener Amonshymnus^ in Bitzb, of the Berlin Academy, 1923, 62-81, prints a new
translation of the hymn edited eighteen years ago by Gardiner and discusses its age and theology. The
plays on words show late pronunciation and the text must date from the time after Akhenaten down to

Harnesses IL The ideas run on the lines of Akhenaten’s hymn
; Amenre^ is the supreme deity, the other

deities exist by his will. It is a literary production, not for use in the ritual. Thebes, Heliopolis and
Memphis are the great religious centres in this hymn as they were in the endowments of Ramesses III :

the local gods of other centres formed the ^^plehs of the gods.”

Lefebvre, Uceuf diviii Herniopolis^ in Ann. Serv,^ xxiii, 65-7. The “half egg” mentioned in the
Tomb of Petosiris was a relic of the legendary birth of Re^' and the gods from an egg, alluded to in the
Book of the Dead and elsewhere.

Lewis writes on The Mother worship in Egypt in Journal of Manchester Eg}fpt. and Oriental ^Soc., xi,

47-58.

Dawson, A rare 1 ignette from the Book of the Dead^ in Journal

,

x, 40, publishes a vignette in a Louvre
papyrus of Dyn. X\ III showing the soul hovering above the unbandaged emaciated muniinv.

Daressy, Une representation egyptienne da pesement des actions sar un papyrus du Musee du Caire, in

Memoires Piot, XXY, 93-104, a fine example of the later stvle.

Gunn, Motes on the Aten and his names, in Journal, ix, 168-76. The Aten was represented as a king,
his reign commencing on the same day as Akhenaten^s Aten and the .king equally celebrated Jubilees.
He thinks that the two “ proclamations ” were made on the same day in year 6 although the stelae of the
so-called “later” proclamation were inscribed long after those of the “ earlier etc.-In important article.

Hall reviews Budge, Tutankhamen Amenism Atenism and Egyptian Monotheism, in Journal, ix, 257-
9, and three articles on Amenofis IV by Asselberg from Be Katholiek, 1922, op. cit., x, 188,

Kees, Nhd als Darnon der Finsterniss, in Zeitschr. f cig. Sp\, lix, 69-70, shows that Xebez, son of Nut,
was a demon of darkness. Kees, Horus und Seth als Gbtterpaar, is reviewed bv Ellis in Ancient EqypL
1924, 30-1.

“ '

I 85

HALL reviews lengthily de Buck, De Egyptuche Voorstellingen hetreffeade den Oerheuvel, in Journal, x,

Horxblower, Traces of a ka belief in modern Egypt and Old Arabia, in Ancient Egypt, 1923, 67-70-
the ukht or karinah, “sister” or “double.”

Lacau, Les statues guensseuses” dans Vancienne Egypte, in Memoires Plot, xxv, 189-209 i)ublishe.s
photogi-aphs of the remarkable statue of Zeho “the Saviour” from Athribis. It is covered w.’tb n.agical
texts and a stele of Horus on the Crocoddes is against the knees in front : the base is also covered with
magical tex s and in front of the stele, has an oval basin. With it M. Lacau publishes a stela of Horus on
the Crocoddes dedicated to Astarte by a Phoenician, with a water basin on the plinth, and several statues
covered with magical formulae ot which the bases are lost, pointing out that all such statue.s and stelae
were intended o have water poured over them which would thereby be charged with the virtues of the
formulae. An illuminating article.

Among the MSS. left by the late Sir Gaston Maspero was an unfinished article rituel egyptien
de magie operatoire remontant a Vepoque romahce, which is printed in Rec Trav XL 105-30 Tverv
interesting reconstruction of the magical processes in the Leiden demotic papyrus, imfokunat’ei; mcom

CcMONT, Le culte egyptien et le mystidsme de Plotin, in MOnoires Piot, xxv 77-92 holds that the
ecstatic contemplation of the deity and the revelation of him to the individual i^ solitude, cultivated inEgypt at least in later times, is the source of the Neo-Platonist mysticism in Plotinus

It may here be noted that Woess in his Pas Asylmesen Agyptens in der Ptolemaei Zeit und die spatere

The fodowing articles and reviews are to be found in O.L Z • xxvi 556 7 w .r c- .r ,

Gotterpaar, reviewed by Wxebe.a..
; xxv:, 610, We:.r.:ch, We.e UrZd:^^h!r:"7l^t

Viewed by Wiedemann; xxvii, 134-6 Faurf i r> ^

^arapis neiigion, iq

xxvn, 19I WILCKEX, ikkuradei, i, 1, | rn^wb btfcHOBARr
by Pieber ;

XXVII, 196, IVOESS, Asylwese-a, reviewed by Koschaker
; xxvii,

-- undecided about the *aVox<..

;

257-60, PrisTER, article, Kultus, in Paiily-
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Wissoica^ Egyptological review bv Pieper
;
xxvii, 320, reprint of Eoeder, JJrhunden zur Religion des alien

Agypten /'from 1915), reviewed by Grapow
;
xxvil, 321-6, Gressmann, Tod und Atiferstehvng des Osiris

naefi Festhranrhen und UrazUgeii^ long review by PiEPER
;
xxvii, 398-9, Bissing, Das Re-Heiligtinn des

Konigs Xe-woser-re {Ratkures)^ Band ii, Die Heine Festdarstelhmg, and Bissing und Kees, Untersuchnngen

zu den Reliefs aus dem Re-Heiligta/d des Rathures, i. Teil, reviewed by Anthes
;
xxvii, 399-401, Scharff,

(Jotter Agyptens^ reviewed by Wiedemann.

Science, Mathematics, etc.

Ebbell points to parallels in Egyptian and Greek medicine and gives the Egyptian names of three

disease.s of which the treatment is similar to the Greek, viz. nUk baldness ” or “ mange ” (the same wonl

in Lei'itieus\ sD'ic "‘night-blindness,’" thn “eye pierced or struck.” Die agyptischen Kratikheitsnanieii^ in

Zeitschr. f. ag. Spr.^ Lix, 55-9.

Dawson give^ examples of internal and external application of mice especially for children's diseases,

from the predynastic period in Egyj)t down to the present day in England. The Moase in Egyptian and
later niedicine in Jonrnaf x, 83-6.

Sebelien, Early Copper and its Alloys, in Ancient Egypt, 1924, 6-15 ; Analysis of slag from Sinai gave

copper without tin or other important metal. Bronze appears to have been produced first naturally from

ores in which tin was associated with copper. Syrian axes of bronze occur in Dyn. XII and from the Xew
Kingdom onward bronze is plentiful.

Lucas supplies valuable guidance as to nature and nomenclature of materials : for plasters, true lime

(never used in Ancient Egypt), mud-plaster, gypsum-plaster : for stones, alabaster, calcite, aragonite, sand-

stone, quartzite :
pitch (scarcely found) resin, black varnish. Mistakes i n Ghenucal Matters frequently made

in Archaeology, in Journal, x, 128-32.

Mdlle. Hartmann’s EAgriculture dans Vancienne Egypte, reviewed in Ancient Egypt, 1924, 31-2, by

Verneau, in EAnthropologic, xxxiii, 248-51, and by Wreszinski in O.L.Z., xxvi, 607.

Lutz, Viticulture and Breu'ing in the Ancient Orient, is reviewed critically by Scharff, in O.EZ,, xxvi,

552-5.

L. S. B[urton] having photographed the whole of the tomb of Sety I reproduces the astronomical

ceiling in the Sepulchral Hall on which the Great Bear and other constellations are represented. An
Ancient Egyptian Astronomical Ceiling-Decoration, in Bulletin Meti\ Mus,, xviii, 283-6.

Sloley describes Egyptian outflow and inflow water clocks and Petrie adds a note giving an explana-

tion of the EdfCi cylinder as an outflow clock (which was not contemplated by Borchardt in his memoir

Altagyptische Allniessiing)
;
Ancient Clepsydrae in Ancient Egypt, 1924, 43-50.

Feet has produced a complete edition of The llhind Mathematical Papyrus, transcript translation and

coinmentarv, with facsimile of some additional fragments found at Xew \ ork, all carefully worked out :

there is an elaborate introduction on Egyptian mathematics and allied subjects. Beviewed by Spiegelberg

in O.EZ., xxvii, 319-20
;
Griffith, in Liverpool Annals, xi, 103-4. An excellent account of it by

Dawson is printed in Science Progress, July, 1924, 50-9.

Literature.

ERMAN,i)ie Literatur der Aegypter, Gedichte Erztihlungen und Lehrhiicher aus dem S und 2 Jahrtausend

i\ Chr., is reviewed by Blackman in detail in Journal, x, 193-201, and by Gunkel in O.L.Z., xxvi,

488-90.

Hornblower, The Story of the Eloquent Peasant, a suggestion, basing his argument on the modern

practices of the \trdahidgX or petition writers in Egypt, considers that the petitions of the Peasant were

models for petition writers and tlnit the story is merely a framework to display their excellence. Journal,

X, 44-5. ....
Budge has published The Teaching of Anieneniapt son of Ka-iiekht, the Egyptian hieroglyphic text and

an English translation, with translations of the moral and religious teachings of Egyptian kings and officials

illustrating the development of religious philosophy in Egypt during a period of about two thousand years.

This long title explains the book. From the published facsimile and Sir Ernest Budge’s transcript Lange
produced a new vei*sion En ny Visdomshog fra det garale Aegypten in Xordisk tidskrift udgifret af
Lettcrstedska Forcmngen, 1924, 94-10o He here pointed out the late date of the composition, not earlier

than 1000 B.C., and utilised a parallel text of a portion on an ostracon in the Turin Museum copied by
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Gardixer. Erman printed a revision of Lange’s translation in German in Das Weiskeitsbiich des Amen-

em-ope in 0,L,Z., sxvii, 241-52, and at the same time laid before the Berlin Academy his great discovery

that not only were there resemblances in wording and ideas to the Biblical Proverbs, but that the compiler

of the latter had actually incorporated wwds and sentences from Amenemapt, apparently through the

medium of a Hebrew or Aramaic version. The most striking proof is the word sheloshirn “ thirty,” occur-

ring unintelligibly in Prov. xxii, 20 (w'here it is translated at random ‘‘ excellent things” by R.V. and A.V.)

until it is seen that the reference is to the “thirty’^ sections of Amenemapt. Ehie dgyptische (Quelle der

“ Spriicke Salmnosy^ in Sitzimgsherichtey 1924, 86-94. (See the Literary Supplement of the TimeSy Sept. 4,

1924, p. 539.)

Pieper reviews Jacoby, Die Fragmente der Griechiscken Historikery i. Teil, from the Egyptological stand-

point, touching especially Hecataeus and Herodotus, in O.L.Z.y xxvi, 483-6.

Ben^dite divides Book II of Herodotus into three parts, (1) general considerations, (2) ancient history,

(3) modern history
;
the first might have been compiled at home, while the other two are the work of a

traveller, arranged to a great extent in the topographical order of the voyage. Comptes RenduSy 1924, 154-5.

Spiegelberg suggests that the story how Sesostris on his wife’s advice escaped from the surrounding fire

by bridging the flames with their children originated in a dragoman’s explanation of one of the many
representations of the king trampling on prostrate enemies. Der Ursprung einer kerodoteischen Novelle in

Klioy XIX, 101-2.

Students of Diodorus may welcome the reports of enormous pythons (c/. Diod., iii, 36) existing in the

Nile swamps which are given by Jackson, The Niter of the Upper Nile Provincey Appendix A, in Sudan
Notes and Receyrds, vi, 187-9.

Miss M. A. Murray recognizes the Manethonian lists of Saite kings in the lists of Egyptian kings of

Maqrizi, Maqrizts Nanies of the Pharaohs in A nment Egypty 1924, 51-5. [The standard edition of the Khitat
by WiET, who worked out the correspondence of the lists, following on Kamal and Galtier, should
be referred to.]

Law.

Spiegelberg gives new’ translations of four papyri in the form of sales, showing that the vendor thereby
handed over himself and all that he possessed to a female relative in order to secure attention and support
during his life and suitable burial after death. The dates range from Alexander the Great to Euergetes.
Agyptische Verpfrtindungscertrdge mit Vermogensahtretuugen {Sitzungsh, Heidelherger Akad.y 1923, 6 Abh.).

Reich translates two marriage documents and one divorce from the find of Ptolemaic demotic papyri
at Thebes in 1922, Marriage and Dicorce in Ancient Egypt in Museum Journal (Philadelphia), 1924, 50-7.

Archaeology.

In EAnthropologiCy xxxiii, 229-30, Boule reviews Seligman, The Older Palaeolithic Age in Egypt \

275-9, Vignard replies to J. de Morgan’s criticisms on his recent articles. In Bull, Inst. Fr.y xxii,
I-”/ 6, Vignard describes his researches at Sebtl near Kom Ombo where he has found three distinct levels
of microlithic industries with fossilised bones of hippopotamus, etc., but no trace of pottery. They end with
the disappearance of the tributaries of the Nile and the beginning of the present climate of Egypt. The
second level appears to bridge the gap between the Mousterian and Aurignacian in Europe. Finally he
suggests that Sebll was the original hive of this industry which from time to time sent out swarms in aU
directions, at least in Africa and Europe. Une nouvelle Industrie lithique “Xe SehilwnT

Ben^dite has written a brief but attractive sketch of Egyptian art with illustrations, Eart egyptien
dans ses lignes generates.

In The Problem of the Obelisks, from study of the unfinished obelisk at Aswan Engelbach shows (from
examination and exiieriment) how the granite was selected, the obelisk quarried, detached and conveyed, and
by what contnvances it must have been set up. This is a most illuminating work, leaving only the problem
of the sculpturing untouched. He had previously published his main results in a report for the Service
des Antiquites, The Aswan Obelisk with some Remarks on the Ancient Engineerinq (1922), reviewed in
Ancient Egypty 1923, 88-9.

Naville reviews J^quibr, Varchitecture egyptienne, under the title Les temples ramessides et suites,
in Revue Archeol.y xvii, 339-41.

’
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KotsTER has written an illustrated work on ancient ships and navigation in which Egy2^t takes an

important place, Das antike Seeivesen^ reviewed by Allen in Amer. Journ. of Sem. Lang,^ SL, 219.

In the series Corpus Vasoruin Antiquorum^ a volume Dcniernarkj Copenhague^ Ahtsee Nationale^ by

Blinkenberg and Johansen, contains 16 2)lAtes of Egyjitian jiotterv, and sjiecimens of Cypriote and other

wares from Egyjit are figured.

Speleers has written an instructive monograph on the types of ushabti-figui'es discussing the objects

Avhich they hold and the variations of the formulae inscribed 1123011 them. Les fgurines funeraires

egyptiennes
;
im

2
)ortant review by Hall in JouraaJ^ x, 176-8, also reviewed in Anoient Egypt^ 1924, 32,

by Bonnet in O.L.Z.^ xxvii, 401, and by Feet in Liverpool Annals^ xi, 53-4.

Borchardt publishes from Tell el-‘Amarnah a tine coloured stela (an altar-23iece with folding doors)

showing the royal family under the Aten, and the magnificent coloured bust in limestone of the queen,

with many illustrative 23iece.s, Portrats der Koaigia Xofret-ete aits den Grabungen 1913jlA fn Tell el-Amarna.

Schafer has
2
>ublishod three wonderful little volumes in a series entitled Aleistericerke in Berlin^ dealing

with the collections from Tell el-Ainarnah : Die Religion iind Kunst von eUAniarna gives the latest

information regarding the heresy and its art, and two volumes of Kanstwerke aus El-Amarna contain

photographic illustrations of the
2
>rincipal treasures in scul23ture, plaster masks, etc., Band i of those

derived directly from the excavations, Band ii of those obtained from other sources. Reviewed by Wiede-

mann in O.L.Z,, XXVI, 555-6, xxvii, 326-7.

A photograph of an unpublished granite statue of Tut^'ankhamun in Cairo is published in Aegyptus,

v, 20.

An atlas of fifty-one fine photographic plates of the treasures of sculpture in the Egyptian collection at

Leyden wdth a brief introduction, Bremmer, Egyptiscke Kunst idt het Afuseurn te Leiden.

The Art Institute of Chicago has issued a Handbook of the Egyptian Collection by Allen, well illus-
’

trated, with many fine scarabs and small objects bearing historical names.

Dr. Osborne has published an illustrated catalogue of his collection of Greek and Roman terracotta

lamps, found in Egypt and chiefly at Alexandria and ranging from the Ptolemaic 23eriod to the Christian.

Lychnos et Lucerna ( issued by the Soc. archeologique d’Alexandrie).

In various journals the following articles on archaeological subjects occur ;

—

Journal. IX, 131. Greenlees, An unusual tomb scene from DirP abtCl-Xegd, preparation of bed-

chamber for the night, Dyn. XYIII. ix, 263, Schaefer, Von Aegyptiscker Kunst^ beso7iders die Zeichenkunst^

second ed. in one volume, briefly noticed by Davies, x, 9—14, Davies, A peculiar form of Ae?/’ Kingdotn

Lamp, publishes an interesting series of figures of candles and cones for illumination and fumigation, as

shown in the 2
)rivate tombs of Dyn. XVIII and more developed in Dyn. XIX, with translation of an

un23ublished inscri23tion regarding a funerary candle, x, 41-3, Wackay, The representation <f shawls with

a rippled stripe in the Theban Tombs, dating from Tuthmosis I to Amenophis II
: 2>robably im

2>orted from

Syria, which country had learned the method of weaving them from Babylonia, x, 46, Dawson, Xote on the

Egyptian Papyrus Boat, admirably illustrated by a model of a reed canoe from Lake Tsana obtained by

Colonel Lyons, x, 75, short review by Feet of Wreszinski, Atla.s zur altagyptischen Kulturgeschichte.

X, 77, of Dawson’s translation of Capart, Egyptian Art, Introductory Studies, x, 79, A Head of King

Rawnesses I from his temple at Abydos, a drawing by Major Fletcher made in 1912 before the destruction

of the chapel.

Ancieiit Egypt. 1923, 65-6, Petrie, Types of Early Scarabs, before Dyn. XII. 1923, 71-4, Engelbach,

Supports of Pylon Flagstaves, illustrated from paintings and sculptures
:
probably a wooden cantilever

fixed in the pylon, with a wooden block pinned on either side to hold the stafl* in front : and the flag not

2
)ermanently attached to the stafl*. 1923, 97, Thomas, The branch on prehistoric ships, quotes Sir Harry

Johnson’s statement that in the Cameroons a huge palm-frond in the bows of a boat acts as mast and

sail in one.

Liverpool Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology, xi, 48, \\ reszinski, Atlas zur altaegyptischen

Kultui'geschichte, reviewed by Feet, xi, 54, Lltz, Textiles and Costumes among the Peoples oj the Ancient

Near East^ criticised by Feet.

Man, 1923, no. 123 {cf 1924, no. 25), Seton-Karr, Prehistoric Afan in the Sinai Peninsula, flint

implements (illustrated) fi*om South of El-‘Artsh similar to types from Slwah. 1924, no. 28 {cf nos. 61,

96), Burchell, A note on two objects found among tombs of the Old Kingdom at El Kab, two vessels of

Dyn. IV found by Quibell are candlesticks similar to ancient forms found in Eastern Bulgaria. 1924,
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no 90 Thomas, Description of and reraarks upon the technique of a leather pillow hag of the Baqqaui^

in the \mseum of the Royal Geographical Society of Egypt, Cairo, describes the braiding on the surtace as

‘‘slit looping,” also known as a binding in Ancient Egyptian basketry.

Metropolitan Museum (New York) Bulletin, xviii, 272-3, Lythgoe, Lord Carnarrorvs Bequest to the

Museum, iotiform vase of opaque blue glass of Tuthmosis III, aragonite vase .>f Minephtah from the \ alley

of the Kings’ Tombs, xviii, 289, Lythgoe, Gift of an Egyptian Statue, squatting, of Hor, a Theban official

Dyns, XXII-XXY, the body covered with prayers to deities.

Fondation Eugene Plot, Monuments et Memoires. xxiv, 1-24, Bexedite, Amon et Toutankha.noa {au

sujet dun groupe acquis par le Musee egyptim du Loncre), black granite group of Amun .seated with small

figure of Tut^ankhamun, whose priiicipal cartouches are mutilated. The king by exception wears a panther

skin, probably a sign of heirship to the throne here assumed to assert his legitimate title, xxv, 1-28,

Ben^dite, La cueilletie du Us et le ‘Girinonf two fine Saite bas-reliefs in the Louvre of the making of

attar of lilies, xxv, 29-51, Boreux, La steledahle cVoffi'andes de Senpou^ et les fausses portes et steles votires

(t reqn'esentations en relief, stela of the Middle Kingdom with five figures in high relief standing before a

table of ofterings ;
discusses the use of high relief on -doors and stela, xxv, 113-32, Drioton, Un

second pi'ophete d'Onouris, inscribed torso of a statuette in the Louvre with pcinther skin worn in a special

way apparently marking a ‘‘second” priest, xxv, 143-69, Foucart, Un temple flottant, le vaisseau dor

finds fifteen representations in Theban temples and tombs of the Golden Barque named I ser-

hat, and publishes several of them, xxv, 211-27, Lefebvre, Un bas-relief g.'ec dans un tomheau egyptieu,

publishes from the tomb of Petosiris a scene of sacrifice at the tomb in the Greek fashion though with some

Egyptian features : suggests that this, an extraordinary subject for an Egyptian priest of alx)ut 300 B.c.,

was flattery of the new Greek rulers by the diplomatic Petosiris. xxv, 229-36, Michox, Isis Horus et

Serapis accompagnes de Dionysos, Greek relief in the Louvre said to have come from Alexandria, xxv,

273-98, Moret, Fragments du .nastaha de Shery prUre des rois Peribsen et Se.id, brings together for the

first time the scattered sculptures (including two slabs from Aix-en-Provence which probably belonged to

the mastaba), ascribing them to the reign of Khephren. xxv, 333-48, Naville, La reine Aakmh, pub-

lishes a drawing of the queen’s head at D6r el-Bahri by Carter : the conservatism of Egyptian art is due

to lack of idealism, xxv, 349-85, Perdrizet, A ntiquites de Leontopolis. Many objects, chiefly in bronze,

connected with the cult of the lion god Mihos : a large find was made in 1885, most of which came into

the possession of Dr. Fouquet. The empty thrones supported by lions probably contained figures of deities :

the date of most is second century B.c. xxv, 401-17, Sottas, Statuettes fune/'aires de la XVHP Dynastie^

tine glazed ushabti of Ken-Amun a high official under Amenopliis II together with model coffin and

mummy and wooden ushabtis of the same. These were the gift of the king of whom he seems to have been

foster-brother.

Rec, Trav. xl, 83-5, Jequier, La niaiso.i primitire des Egypticns, the type preserved in funerary

monuments, xl, 131-57, ChassIXAt, Les trouvailles de mon.aiies egyptienaes a legendes hieroglyphiques.

Nearly thirty years ago a gold coin with hieroglyphic legend “good gold” on one face and the figure of a

horse on the other, said to have been found at Damanhfir, was published by Chassixat, though generally

condemned as a forgery. He now publishes a series of them from Memphis and discusses the question of

their authenticity and the history of Egyptian money. Following Maspero he believes that these coins

were issued in the Persian wars between 404 and 342 b.c. for the payment of mercenary troops, xl, 158-

76, Speleers, Les schies de chasse assyriennes et egyptienaes, compares the hunting scenes in detail and

concludes that the Assyrian are entirely independent. XL, 205-10, Jequier, A propos des grands lits de

Toutdnkharnon, on the designs of the beds and their magic virtue
;
similar beds are figured in other

Egyptian tombs.

O.L.Z., xxvr, 557-8, British Museum: A Guide to the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Egyptian Rooms and the

Coptic Room, reviewed by Wreszixski. xxvii, 76-81, Wkeszixski, Atlas zur cdtugyptischen Kulturge-

schichte. Lief. 11-17, lengthy review by Pibper. xxvii, 118-19, Bissixg Agyptiscke Lowenriegel, on a

scholion to Aratus concerning lion-headed bolts for temples, xxvii, 137, Petrie, reprint of Arts and Crafts

of Ancient Egypt, reviewed by Scharff. xxvii, 137-8, Speleers, Syllabus du cours sur les origines de

Vart et Vhistoire de I'art crriental antique, /// partie: EEgypte, reviewed by Wbeszinski. xxvii, 200-2,

Buberl, Die griechisch-dgyptischen Afumienhildnisse der Sammlung Th. Om/ reviewed by Pieper.

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morge.dandischen Gesellschaft, neue Folge, ii, iv, a treatise on Egyptian metal

work by the late G. Moller is to be expected soon, ii, vi, Boeder reports a find of stelae dedicated to
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statues of the living Ramesses II and to various gods, stated to be from Horbet : Steinborff suggests

that they must have come from the Residence-city Ramesses itself.

Sales of Egyptian antiquities were held by Messrs. Sotheby and Wilkinson on 31 July 1923 (Mrs. Berens),

19-20 May 1924 (Philpott, Berens and others), 30 June-1 July 1924 (Colonel John Evans), 7-8 July 1924

(various sources).

Personal.

Dussaud describes the work of the great Orientalist Charles Clermont-Ganneau, who died on Feb. 15,

1923, in the archaeology of the Xear East. For Egyptologists his discovery in 1880 r>f the true age of certain

fragments of Aramaic papvri from Egypt is very noteworthy : his interest in the later finds of Ai’arnaic led

to excavations at Elephantine in 1906-1908 resulting in important discoveries of Egyptian antiquities. Zrs

travaux et les decoif ce/'tes archeologyiites de Charles Clerraotit-Ganneau in Syria^ iv, 140-/3.

Ahmed Bey Kamal, one of the few Egyptians who took an interest in the archaeological history of

their country, is the subject of an obituary notice in Journal^ ix, 241—2. He died in August 1923 at the

age of 74.

PoTTiER writes an obituary notice of Maurice Pezard, an orientalist of the Louvre, who excavated at

Tell Nebi Mend (Kadesh) and found there a stele of Seti I. He died in Syria on Oct. 7, 1923. Syria, iv,

344-5.

Michon prints a long footnote on the successive conservators in charge of the Egyptian collections of

the Louvre, from Champollion onwards, in Memoires Piot, xx\, 229-30.

Two notebooks of Sir William Gell, containing matter of interest for the early history of Egyptology,

have been given to Professor Peet. Journal, ix, 240.

A reprint of Champollion’s Lettre a M, Dader relative a Valphahet des hieroglypkes phonetiques

employes par les Egyptiens forms the introduction to Memoires Plot, xxv
;
the entire volume is devoted to

Egyptology in honour of the Centenary. Marro writes (m the fruitful labours of Champollion in the

great collection at Turin and the important opportunity it provided for extending his knowledge and

discoveries, II R.Museo di Antichita di Torino e Champollioti ^HeJe^tneJ in Bollettino della Soc. Piemontese

di Archeologia e Belle Arti, 1923, 1-21. Lagier relates how the due de Blacas and eventually Rome and

the Pope protected Champollion in his early work against the attacks of his enemies, which were largely

based on Biblical chronology ;
his later discoveries were of a nature to raise alarm on this ground, but

Champollion was cautious in publishing them, and the Catholic Church soon lost interest in the chrono-

logical controversy, though the Protestant church was inclined to revive it. fJEgyptologie et la ekronologie

hihlhpfe in Revue des Questions Scientijiques, Oct. 1923.

Farina quotes from various publications to show the esteem in wliich Rosellini was held by ex-

temporary scholars, Per Ippolito Rosellini in Aegyptns, v, 65-9; it is announced that Professor U.

Gabrieli is preparing to edit the journal of Rosellini’s expedition to Egypt, ibid. 85.

Gauthier gives an interesting account of Baron V. Denon. This amateur artist was taken by

Bonaparte to Egypt, and as the result of three journeys in Upper Egypt, sight-seeing and sketching with

the utmost enthusiasm, brought to Cairo hundreds of views and drawings of antiquities. His report

determined Bonaparte to send a commission to investigate the archaeology of Upper Egypt, but Denon

himself was required to return home with the General. Denon’s publication in 1802 tirst revealed Egypt

to the world and edition after edition was printed. Vivant Denon en Egypte (juillet 1798~aoht 1799) in

Bidl Inst. PEgypte, v, 163-93.

A much earlier explorer is discovered by Munier, who mentions an unpublished account of travels by

Vitaliano Donati, a professor at Turin who was sent by the king on a mission to Egypt and the East in

1759, and by his collections laid the foundation of the famous Eg\q)tian Museum. Un graffite copte JEsneh

in Aegyptus, iv, 132.
, i i i r •

Professor Sayce in his Reminiscences has produced a book of singular fascination
;
Ins long connection

with Egypt and Egyptology commends it to the attention of our readers.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 42
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General.

The most important event bearing upon Coptic studies has been the publication of photographic

reproductions of the codices in the Pierpoint Morgan collection. Most of the manuscripts found in the

monastery of St. Michael in the FayyAm in 1910 passed into Mr. Pierpoint Morgan’s hands in 1916, though

a few found their way to the Cairo Museum. The whole collection has now been reproduced in photographic

facsimile in a series of 56 volumes and copies of the series have been presented to certain of the leading

libraries of the world, though it is understood that none are to be sent to German librariesh The manu-
scripts thus reproduced are of exceptional interest as being complete, dated, and of known provenance.

H. Hyvernat’s supplementary article on Coptic Literature^ gives a summary description of the

material in the Pierpoint Morgan collection and also of recent additions to the Coptic literary manuscripts
in the British Museum.

Mgr. Hebbelynck’s catalogue of the Coptic manuscripts in the Vatican Library^, which will form part

of the forthcoming volume of essays in honour of H. E. Cardinal Ehrle, will be found of great service to all

students of Coptic. Isot only are the manuscripts described fully on the lines now usual in catalogues but
in several cases material is specified of which there was no pre\dous indication, e.g. no previous catalogue
revealed that there were copies of the Diftiar for Baounah, Abib, Mesori, and the supplementary days^.

I. Biblical.

The most important material appears in the photographic reproductions of the Pierpoint Morgan
collection (see above), where the Biblical material fills twelve volumes, viz. : Leviticus, Numbers (1),

I, II Kings (2), Isaiah (3), the four Gospels (4), St. John (5), SS. Matthew, Mark (6), SS. Luke, John (7),
the Pauline Epistles (8, 9), the Catholic Epistles (10), a Greek Sa^’idic Evangeliarium (11), and a Sa^idic
lectionary (12). Of these no. 7 is Bohairic, the others Sa^idic.

W. H. Worrell: The Coptic Mamiscripts in the Freer Collection^ contains (Part I) a Sa^idic Psalter
(imperfect), portions of the book of Job, and the verse St. Matth. i. 22. The whole work has been reviewed
very fully by W. E. Crum® and more briefly by S. A. B. Mercers by F. M. Abel^ by Dobschutz^ and
by B. O’Leary!*

L. Saint-Paul Girard . Un fragment inedit du livre de Tohie^^ gives a Coptic fragment (i, 7^^—20*^) of the
book of Tobit belonging to the same codex as the portions already published by Maspero by Ciasca^^ and
by W. E. Crum!*. The Akhmimic text of St. John discovered by Sir Flinders Petrie *5 has been the
subject of a popular description by G. C.!^, by R. Kilgour!7, and by a writer in the Times^K It is the sub-
ject of a note m Ancient Egypt 45. The text is now being edited by Sir Herbert Thompson.

H. D^vaud is proceeding with his edition of the Bohairic Pentateuch from the Vatican codex and is
working in collaboration with O. Burmester.

Codices Coptici Photographice expressi Bibliothecae Pierpoint Morgan, 1-56, Rome, 1922.
2 In Catholic Encyclopaedia, xvi, 27-30, New York N.D.
3 Ad. Hebbeltnck: Inventaire Sonimaire des r

4 Codd. 101, 102, 104.

® In J.T.S., XXV (1924), 199-201.
8 In J. Palest. Or, Soc., iii (1923), 203-4.

!*! In J. R. Asiat. Soc., xxv (1924), 199-201.
!2 JjoMem. de la Mission. ..au Caire, vi, 284-5.
14 In J.T.S., XI (1910), 253.
!6 In Bilychnis, xii (1923), 74.
!« For 21/12/23.

crits copies de la Bihliotheque Vaticane, pp. 41.

New York (1923), xxvi-}-396, 12 plates.

In *7. Amer. Soc. Or. Bes., vni (1923), 88.
* In Lit. Zent. Blatt., x (1924), 863-4.
!! In Bull, de VInst., xxn (1923), 115-18.
!3 In Sast. Bibl. Frag., i, 219.
!® Cf. Journal, ix (1923), 266.
!^ In Bible Lands, vi (1924), 459.
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Vol, V of Horker s Coptic {Sa^idic) New Testaiuent (1920) has been reviewed by C. Schmidt* and by
S. A. B. Mercer 2.

11. Apocryphal, Gnostic, etc.

Leetzmann : Ein apokryphes Evangelieafragment^ gives two leaves from Pap, Berol. 11710 containing
a portion of a conversation between Jesus and Nathanael presumably from an apocryphal gospel,

E. Besson : Les Logia Agrapha; Paroles du Christ qui ne se trouvent pas dayis les evangiles canoniques^
rec, et trad, par E. Besson\ presents the Logia in popular form.

C. Schmidt : Gesprdche Jesu^ has been reviewed by F. Haase®.
H. G, Evelyn White: Sayings of Jesus (1920) has been reviewed by J. G. Machen".
The new Vol. vi of Cabrol-Leclercq ; Dictionnaire darcL ckret. (fasc. Ix-lxi (1924)) contains an

article on Gnosticism® which makes passing reference^ to Coptic Gnostic material.

L. Fendt : Gnostische Mysterien, Miinchen (1923), is reported, but I have not been able to see a copy.
F. Bilabel: Ein koptisches Fragment iiber die Begriinder des Manichaisrnus., Heidelberg (1924), pp. 16,

reproduces a Coptic text of Mauichaean character now in the University Library at Heidelberg with a
commentary. Prof. C. Schmidt refers the fragment to the seventh century.

III. Liturgical.

One of the most valuable contributions to liturgical study during the past year is Villecourt : Les
observances liturgiques et la discipline du jmne dans Veglise copte^'^ which gives a detailed analysis of

chapters xvi-xix of Abul-Barakat “Lamp of darkness” from the Paris Arabe 203 and Upsala Or. 486
drawing thence a very considerable fund of information about the liturgical books, musical tones, and the
ordo of the Morning Prayer and Office of Incense in the Coptic Church.

Villecourt: La lettre de Macaire ev^que de Memphis sur la liturgie antique du Chrome et du BapUme
d Alexandrie^^ gives an account of the Alexandrian ritual of baptism and the consecration of the chrism.

A. Baumstark: Die Liturgie des sog.Eusebius von Alexandra with the liturgy ascribed to Eusebius,
and the same writers Die synsche Anaphora des Severus von Antiocheia'^^ treats of a Syriac anaphora which
has a close relation to the Coptic Hturgy and especially to the Sa^'idic Euchologion of Vatican Cod.
Copt. cix.

Two new volumes have now completed R. Basset: Synaxaire Jacobite^^, With the completion of this

valuable work comes the most regrettable news of the editor’s death. Prof, Basset has long held a place of

primary importance in the world of Arabic scholarship, though perhaps his essay on the comparative

grammar of the Berber languages represents his most original work. Vol. xvi of the P.O. which contains

the former of these two portions of the Synaxarium has been reviewed by L GuidU^. Copies of the Latin
translation of the first part of Forqet’s edition of the Synaxarium are now available

Delehaye: Le Calendrier tV O.cyrhynque pour Vannee 535-6^® deals with the contents of no. 1357 in

Oxyr. Pap., XI (1915) : the article is chiefly of value for its notes on local churches and their saints.

D, O’Leary: Fragmentary Coptic Hymns^^ contains hymn fragments from the D§r Abu Makdr in the

Wadi Natrfin.

D. O’Leary: Theotokia (1923) has been reviewed by Leipoldt^o, by Gaselee^i, by S. A. B. Mercer 22^

and by W. E. Crum 22

1 In O.L.Z., XXVI (1923), 614-15.

2 In J, Ainer. Soc. Or. Ees., ix (1924), 45.

^ Paris (1923), xiii + 181,

® In Oriens Chr. (1923), 170-3.

s Col. 1327 sqq.

In Museon, xxxvi (1923), 249-92.

In Jahrb.f. Liturg. Wissen., n (1923), 91-2.

3

In .Z". /. d. Neut^Wissen,, xxn (1923), 153-4.
« Cf. Journal (1922), 175.

7 In Princeton Theol. Rev., xx (1922), 334-6.
» Col. 1332.

In Museon, xxxvi (1923), 33-46.
13 Ibid., n (1923), 92-8.

1^ In Pair. Or., xvi, 2 (1922), 187-424 (Barmahat, Barmoudah, Pachons): and P.O., xvii, 3(1923), 527-782
(Baounah, Abib, Mesre, and supplementary days).

15 In Riv. degli Stud. Orient., x (1923), 163-8. is Cf. Journal (1923), 227.

11 Forget: Synax. Alexand., i, C.S.G.O., Rome (1923), iv, 526. is In Anal. Boll., xlii (1924), 83-99.
i» Lond. (1924), iv + 60. 20 0.L..Z., xxvi (1923), 615-16.
21 In Bull. School Or. Stud., m (1923), 178-9. 22 j g (1923), 89.

23 In J. R. As. Soc. (1924), 307-9.
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M. JuGiE : Homilies Mariales Byzantines^ contains material illustrative of the Theotokia. It has been

reviewed in Anal. Boll.., XLI (1923), 440-2.

D. O’Leary is preparing an edition of the Coptic Difnar (Antiphonarium) from the text in the John

Rylands Library (first four months only).

S. Euringer : Anmerhnigen zu Stiidien zur athiopisehen Kirchenmiisik^^ con Dr. E. Wellesz- as well as

the essay by Dr. Wellesz*^, though dealing with the music of the Ethiopic Church, contain the fullest and

most accurate observations as yet available on the kindred Coptic Church music, a subject on wLich no

direct study at present exists.

The hymn fragment with musical notation in P. Oxy. 1786 described by Neppi Modona^ has been the

subject of an article by R. Wagner^ and has been examined also by H. L(ietzmaxn)®.

lY. Church Literature.

The Didache fragment (i, 3-ii, 1) in Oxy. Pap.., xv (1922), no. 1782 has been the subject of articles by

B. H. Streeter", by C. Schmidt®, and by Dom Connolly^. A Coptic fragment of the Didache (x-xii, 2)

in the Akhmimic dialect probably of the fifth century from Brit. Mus. Or. 9271 has been edited by

Horner 1’'.

Dom Connolly: On the text of the Baptismal Creed of Hippolytas^^ discusses a formulary which has

direct bearing on the Coptic “Church Order.”

The discovery of a fragment of Aristides in P. Oxy. xv, 1778 been followed by that of a larger fragment

amongst the papyri acquired by the British Museum in 1922 (P. Lond. Inv. No. 2486). This is the subject of

an article by H. J. M. Milne The former fragment is examined by H. Streeter^-* and by H. L(ietzmann)
A. Neppi Modona: Docurnenti della primitiva letteratura cristiana^^ is a brief article of popular

character.

L. Th. Lefort : La regie de S. Pachome {en grecY^ is the second part of prolegomena to the study of the

Pakhomian rule^®. He considers that the Latin version of St. Jerome still awaits an editor in touch with

modern critical methods, a requirement not fulfilled by Albers’ edition of 1923. Albers’ editioirt^ has been
reviewed by H. D(elehaye)2o, by Lefort and by Klotz-I

t Y , Bousset : Apophthegrnata-^ is, for the time at least, the leading authority on the “ Sayings of the
Fathers,” but it is not easy reading. It contains three parts, (i) studies in the text of the Apophthegmata,
the versions, subject-matter, etc., (ii) on the life of St. Pakhom, and (iii) on Evagrius, with detailed analyses
of the texts utilised. Dom Yillecourt : Une mime parahole coimaiine aux Apoph. des Peres et a Galila et

Dinina deals with the fable which figures as chap, vi in De Sacy s edition of the Arabic text and which
is generally regarded as an interpolation due to I bn al-MuqaflfaS If this view is correct there will be some
hesitation in accepting Dom Yillecourt’s conclusions.

Homiletic liteiature is greatly enriched by the reproductions in the Pierpoint Morgan collection where
no fewer than 44 volumes contain matter of this description. These are (13-14) metrical hymns in Sa^idic,

(15-16) homilies of Cyril of Jerusalem and Theophilus of Alexandria, (17) life and transitus of St. John
the Evangelist, (18-19) homilies of Dioscorus and Cyprian, (20) of St. John Chrysostom, (21) passion of
St. Mena, homily of John of Alexandria on St. Mena, (22) St. John Chrysostom on St. Michael, (23) Sa^^idic
“liber institutionis” of SS. Michael and Gabriel, (24) id. in Akhmimic, (25) homilies of Peter of Alexandria
on St. Michael, (26) Severus on St. Michael, (27) Timothy of Alexandria on St. Michael, (28) passions of

1 In Pair. Or., xvi, 3 (1923), 165 sqq. 2

3 Cf. Journal (1922), 177. 4 a Journal (1923), 227.
» Der Oxyrhynchos-Xoten Papyrus in Pliilologus, Lxxix (1923), 201-21.
6 In Z. /. d, Xeut. Wisseii., xxi (1922), 236-8. 7 In J.T.S., xxiv (1923), 78.
8 Ein Neuer Didache-Fund in Deut. Lit. Zeit. (1924), 95.
9 XeiL- Fragments of the Didache in J.T.S., xxv (1924), 151-3. In J T S xxv (1924) 225-31
iMnJ.T.S., XXV (1924), 131-9. Cf. Jonrnai (1923), 228.”
A new fragment of the Apology of Aristides in J.T.S,, xxrv (1923), 73-7. h jhid., 78.
In Z.f. d. ^eut. IT issen., xxi (1922), 238. le Jq Bilychnis (1923), 55.

1- In Museon, xxxvii (1924), 1-28, and sep. Louvain (1924), pp. 28.
13 For previous part cf. Museon, xxxiv, 16 sqq. ’i9 cf. Journal (1923) 231
20 In Anal. Boll., xli (1923), 426-7. 21 Museon. xxx^ (1923) 128-9
22 In Phil. Woch.. XLiii (1923), 774. 2. Tubingen (1923), viii 4- 341.
-4 In Musion. xxxvi (1923), 243-8.
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St. Paesius, St. Theda, etc,, (29-30) passions of St. Mercurius, etc., (31) lives of St. Samuel of Kalamon,

Ephraem, etc., (32) passion of St. Ptolemaeus, (33) homilies of Demetrius of Antioch, (34-35) of Cyril of

Jerusalem and Evodius of Rome, (36) of Peter of Alexandria, (37) lives of St. Archellides, etc. and various

homilies, (38) passion of St. Leontius, miracles ‘‘per S. Menam,’' (39) passions of Theodore the Anatolian,

Leontius the Arab, etc., (40) of St. Theodore the Anatolian, etc., (41) of St. Psote, Philotheiis, etc.,

(42) homilies of St. Cyril of Jerusalem on the crucifixion and resurrection, (43; ten homilies ‘^pro tempore,'’

(44) of St. Cyril of Jerusalem for Wednesday in Holy Week, (45) passions of St. Isidore and his com-

panions, Apa Helias, etc., (46) passion and miracles of St. Phoebammon, (47) passion of St. Claudius

Rhetor and three homilies on his life, (48) life of St. Onuphrius, passion of St. Epima Pankoleita,

(49) passion of Apa Xabraha, this is not in the Pierpoint Morgan collection but in Cairo, (50) homily of

Theodosius of Antioch on St. Theodore Stratelates, (51) passions of St. Theodore Stratelates, SS. Cosmas

and Damian, etc., (52) homily of Severianus on SS. Peter and Paul, (53) St. Stephen, etc,, (54; homilies of

Sinuthius, (55) John of Alexandria, 23 solutions of biblical problems, (56; passion of the seven youths of

Ephesus, life of St. Apa Phif.

Besides the volumes which are professedly liomiletical the lives and passions seem to be mainly of a

homiletical character.

De Vis: Hotaelies Copies (1922) has been reviewed by P. PEETERsb

WoKRELL : Coptic Manuscripts of the Freer Collection - contains (Part II) two homilies, one on St. Gabriel

ascribed to Celestinus of Rome, the other on the B.V.M. ascribed to Theophilus of Alexandria. This

second part is carefully examined by F. M. Abel^ who considers these homilies as illustrative of the

evolution of the genre homiletique.

W. E. Crum : Der Papyrnscodex saec. vi-vii der Phillips-Bibliotk. (1915) is reviewed by W. Hengsten-

bergL
V. History.

G. M^aytis : ^introduction du christ. en Egypte (1921) has been reviewed by Thomsens

H I Bell: Xew Lights on Saint Athanasius'^ gives an account of certain letters dealing with the

Meletian schism contained in papyri recently acquired by the British Museum. This material appears

more fully in H. I. Bell: Jews and Christians in Egypt, with three Coptic texts edited by W. E. Crum*.

“The importance of the small groups of documents published in this volume made it advisable to edit

and issue them more speedily than would have been po^^sible if they took their turn among the general

series of papyrus documents acquired by the Museum." The documents, 18 in number, are edited with

very full introductions, translations, and notes. Of these one (Pap. 1912;, a Greek letter of Claudius to the

Alexandrians (109 lines), deals with the Jewish troubles at Alexandria, ten (Gk. Pap. 1913-1919, Coptic

1920-1921) relate to the Meletian controversy, and seven (Greek) letters belong to the correspondence of

Paphnutius, one of these “1919 may actually be from the pen of St. Athanasius himself"
(
= P1. V—

arguments in support of this on pp. 115-17).

J R Knipfing: The Libelli of the Decian Persecution^ contains material bearing upon the history of

Christianity in Egypt

W A WiGRAM : The Separation of the Mo7iophysites^^ is a popular account of the origin of the Jacobite

churches.

tJ Maspero : Histoire des patriarches d)Alexandne depuis la rnort deVErnpereur Anastase jusqiCala

reconciliation deseglisesJacobites (518-616), ed. t A. Fortescue et Gaston M iet, pref. B. Haussoullier is

the long-expected posthumous work on the history of the Egyptian Church in the period shortly before

the Mi^lim conquest. It is understood that another volume is to follow.

W. E. Crum: Sevh^e dJAntioche en Egypte^'"- gathers together the fragmentary details which throw light

on the period (518-536) of Severus sojourn in Eg^pt.

W ScHUBART : Aegypten von Alexander don Grossen bis auf Alohanimed (1922) is reviewed by

W, Weber and by F.

i In Anal. Boll., xlh (1924), 156-8. Cf, above. ^

^ In Byz. Zeitsch., xxiv (1924), 409-13. " In Phil. Woch., xliii (1923), 14.

« In AdelpU, I (1924), 1006-9, ' London (1924), xii-hl40, 4 plates.

8 In Harvard Theol. Rev., xvi (1923), 345-90. « Cf. Journal (1924), 156.

w London (1923), 210. Bibl. de Vec. des Hautes Etudes, fasc. 235 (1923), xvi f 429.

12 In B.O.C., in (1922/1923), 92-104. In O.L.Z. (1924), 1-7.

« In Byz, Zeitsch., xxiy (1924), 429,
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L. Br^hier : Normal relations between Rome and the Churches of the East before the schism of the

Xlth c&ntury^ has been reviewed bj A. Michel 2.

Tisserand-Villecourt-Wiet : Recherches sur la pen'sonalite et la vie Abu^UBarakat'^ is a republica-

tion of the article in R.O.C. already noted La doctrine chretienne d^apres Veglise jacobite par Rahhan

Daniel b. el-Hattab^ describes a manuscript in the library of R, P. Sbath containing material illustrating

the theology of the Monophysites in the fourteenth century.

Tisserand-Wiet ; La liste des patHarches dXlexandme dans Qalqachandi^ gives a list of the patriarchs

of Alexandria from Vol. v (308 sqq.) of the edition of Qalqachandi recently published in 14 vols. from the

codex in the Sultanieh (Royal) Library in Cairo. This list, drawn up at the beginning of the fifteenth

century, gives no fresh information but has some points of interest,

G, Graf : Ein Reformversuch innerhalb der koptischen Kirche ivi Zwolften JahrhundA is a history of the

work of the reformer Markus Ibn al-Qanbar (d. 1208) and his controversies with the bishop Michael of

Dimjat dealing especially with the sacramental teaching of the Coptic Church. It has been reviewed by
C. Schmidt®.

T. D. Moscona; Coptic Churchmen"^ is the repoii; of a lecture dealing with some leading characters in

the Coptic Church of the present day.

W. W. Cash: Religious life in EgypC^ is simply a missionary’s personal views about recent political

events in Egypt
;

it gives no information about the Coptic Church.

S. Blackman : Borne Modern Egyptian Saints (II) deals with the sanctuaries and sacred rites con-
nected with St. Mittias (Matthias) and St. Egladius (Claudius) and connects those rites with the religion
of ancient Egypt.

L. Guidi : La Chiesa Abissina (1922) has been reviewed by S. Grj^baut^^.
R. Janin : Les eglises orientales et les rites orientaux^^ is a manual of information about the eastern

churches generally. It has been reviewed by SalavilleI^.

Attention has already been drawn to the passions contained in the Pierpoint Morgan collections (IV
above). Of kindred character is L. Saint-Paul Girard: Un fragment fayoumique du martyre de saint-
Philothee^^ which gives a Fayyamic fragment from the MS. no. 47559 in the Cairo Museum. Of this
martyrdom a Sa^idic fragment has already been published by Balestri, and other fragments are enumerated
by W. E. Crum^^ but the whole martyrdom now appears in Vol. xli of the Pierpoint Morgan collection.

Delehaye: Martyr et confesseur (1921) and Peeters : Les trad, m'ient. du mot martyr (1921) are
briefly noted by A. E.

Delehaye: Les passions des mart. (1921) and the same writer’s Cat. Cod. Hag. (1921)i® have been
reviewed by K. Holl^^.

F. Fawtier : Les rehques rouennais de sainte Catherine dAlexandrie^ has a bearing on the traditional
history of Sinai but not on that of Alexandria.

Some hagiographical material of Egyptian interest occurs in Cabeol-Leclercq ; Diet, d’arch. chret.,

VI (1924). Such is the article Georges {Saint)-^. A figure described there shows a popular representation of
St. George and the dragon developed from a figure of Horus fighting with Seth, “ces analogies entre le combat
d’Horus et le combat de saint-Georges ne sont pas fortuites.” The article Gallicane {Eglise) in Vol. vi of
the same work incidentally refers (col. 423) to the influence of Egypt on the monastic life.

W. H. Mackeau : Christian Monasticism in Egypt (1920) has been reviewed by H. G. Evelyn White^^.
U. Monneret de Villard: La fondazione del Deyr el-Ahiad^ relates the foundation of the White

Monastery.

1 In Constructive Quarterly, N.Y. (1916), 645-72.
2 In Byz. Neugr. Jahrh., m (1922), 406.
* Journal (1923), 229.

6 In R.O.C., m (1923), 123-43.

^ InZ.f. Kirchengesch. (1923), 440-1.

In East and xxi (1923), 319-24.

In Aethiops^ i (1922), 61-2.

In Echos d’Or., xxvi (1923), 382-3.
16 In Theol. Texts (1913), no. 16.

16 Cf. Journal (1922), 182, n. 12.

In Anal. Boll., xu (1923), 357-68.
^ In J.T.S., XXV (1923), 93-4.

^ Paris (1923), pp. 22.
•5 In Echos d’Or., xxvi (1923), 306-8.

' In Collect. Hierosolym., n, Paderborn (1923), xv -1-208.

® In J. Manchester Egypt, and Or. Soc., x (1923), 8.
11 In Discovery, v (1924), 67-71.
13 Paris (1922), viii 4-720, 48 illust., 9 maps.
13 In Bull, de Vinst., Cairo, xxn (1923), 105-13.
17 In Byz. Zeitsch., xxiv (1924), 192-3.
16 In O.L.Z., xxvn (1924), 34-5.
21 Cols, 1026-8 and fig. in col. 1025.
23 In Aegyptus, iv (1923), 156-62.
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YL Non-Liteeary Texts.

A. E. R. Boak; a Coptic syllabary at the University of Michigan^ gives a Coptic syllabary in the
Fayytimic dialect which had been previously described but not reproduced in Greek and Coptic School
Tablets at the University of Michigan^.

R. Exgelbach : Ostraka in the Sahidic Dialect of Coptic^ gives a series of new ostraca texts.

H. Munier : Steles coptes du Fayoum^ gives some new inscriptions in Middle Egyptian.
H. Munier : Un graffite copte dEsneh^ gives a Coptic graffito which was copied by Donati in 1759 and

belongs to the series copied by De Brock: it gives the name of the monk who painted the figure of
St Theodore Stratelates in a.d. 962. A note is added (p. 136) by V. Monneret de Villard.

G. Ghedini : Lettere crisiiane dai papiri greci del III e IV secolo^ gives a selection of 44 Greek letters

(not new) with translations and notes which have some Christian bearing. It has been reviewed by
W. ScHUBART^, by D. Bassi^, by H. Delehaye^, by A. C(alderini)i^ in Rass. Colt, of Milan in Rev.

Bihliqite^‘^^ by \Y. M. Calder^^, and in Tkeol. u. Glauhe of Paderborn^t

Grenfell-Hunt-Bell ; Oxyrhynchus Papyri^ xvi contains 257 texts of the later Byzantine period and
so of a time when Christianity prevailed in Egypt. It is a volume of nonditerary texts, letters, contracts,

receipts, etc. and so does not contain much with any direct bearing on Christian subjects
;
there are such

references however in nos. 1868, 1879, 1881, etc.; a monastery is mentioned in 1890. No. 1927 is a liturgi-

cal fragment based on the Psalms
;
no. 1928 is Ps. xc in the form of an amulet. Three Gnostic charms

against scorpions are described (p. 274) but the text is not given.

Crum-Bell ; Wadi Sarga Coptic a-^vl Greek Texts (1922) has been reviewed by C. Wessely^®, by H. G.

Evelyn White i", by P. Peeters^^, and by C. Schmidt

Crum : Short Texts froon Coptic Ostraca (1921) has been reviewed by I. G(uidi)20.

Grenfell-Hunt-Bell : Oxy. Pap,, xv (1922) has been reviewed by F.

F. Bilabel : Gnechische Papyri (1923)-- has been reviewed by W. Schubart^.

An article by G. Wiet in the Journal Asiatique (1923), 338 mentions incidentally that C. Kuentz
is engaged on the Coptic papyri from Edffi, found there two years ago.

C. Preisendanz: Papyms Magica Inedita^^ gives a Greek magical papyrus from the Egyptological

Museum in Berlin. Part II of Worrell; Coptic Manus<yripts of the Freer Collection {cf I above) contains

a magical text, perhaps Gnostic, partly an amulet against perils of the sea, and partly one against sick-

ness : this text “ peut servir a demontrer la dependance des amulettes abyssines qui foisonnent vis k vis

dMne tradition copto-arabe aujourddiui disparue^^”

W. R. Dawson: Egyptian Medicine under the Copts'^ deals with the medical papyrus discovered in

1892 at Meshekh, now in the French Archaeological Institute at Cairo, and has an appendix describing an

instrument case in the Cairo Museum.

Yll. Philology.

I. Guidi : Elemmta linguae copticae^^ is a grammar dealing with Sahidic and Bohairic, the forms

peculiar to the latter being distinguished by the use of red letters. The grammar is followed by a

chrestomathy (pp. 31-48) and vocabulary (pp. 49-59). It has been reviewed in the Rev, Bihlique-^.

E. D^vaud : Notes de lexicologie copte"^ discusses several etymologies. The same writePs Etudes

d'etymol. (1922) has been reviewed by Spiegelberg^ and by Bissing^^, other notes on etymology and

^ Jn Aegyptus, iv (1923), 296-7.

3 In Classical Philology, xvi (1922), 189-94.

^ In Ann. du Serv., xxm (1922), 53-8.

6 Milano (1923), xxviii + 376.

8 In Boll, di Filol. Class., xxx (1923), 61-2.

In Aegyptus, iv (1923), 90.

12 yyym (1924), 301-2.

1^ (1924), no. 1.

16 In Byz. Neugr. Jahrb., iv (1923), 107.

18 In Anal. Boll.t xnn (1924), 158-60.

20 In Riv. degli Stud. Or., ix (1921-3), 413-14.

22 Heidelberg (1923), xii + 80.

2^ In Aegyptus, iv (1923), 305-8.

26 In Proc. R, Soc. Medicine, xvn (1924), 51-7, 2 figs.

28 xxxm (1924), 314.

30 In O.L.Z., XXVI (1923), 268-9.

•1 In Ann. du Serv., xxii (1922), 269-74.
5 In Aegyptus, rv (1923), 132-6.

7 In O.L.Z. (1923), 561.

0 In Anal. Boll., xui (1924), 173-4.
11 I (1923), 29.

13 In Classical Review, xxxvm (1924), 30-1.
13 London (1924), xvi + 343, 3 plates.
17 In Journal, x (1924), 75.

10 In O.L.Z. (1924), 199-200.

In Byz. Zeitsch. xxiv (1924), 427-8.
23 In O.L.Z.

,

XXVII (1924), 21-2.
23 Abel in J. Pal. Or. Soc. (1923), 204.
^ Naples (1924), x + 59.

“0 In Museon xxxvi (1923), 83-99.
31 In Phil. Woch., xliv (1924), 270-1.
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grammar appear in K. Sethe : .vieujevK ^h'ielleichf^ and die zugekbrigen Formen^ and the same writer’s Die

(tg. Berechnnng der Schivangersckaftsdauer^ in Spiegelberg : Die Etymologie con ^oir^e Feklgehiirty in

the same writer’s Dec Stat, Cons, (Sf'n- vor folgend Fcagesatze^ and in his Dec Ausdcucl.' ciiOT it^oov®.

Spiegelberg: Kopt. Handivbcterh, (1921) has been reviewed by C. Schmidt® and by Grapow'.

Steindorff: Kucz. Abe. d. lopt. Gram, (1921) has been reviewed by Roeder*^.

VIII. Archaeology, etc.

C. M. Kaufmaxn : Altkoptische Bildxcirkecein in Puepur luid veewandte Finide ans den Eekropolen hei

Scheck ^Ahdde in Ohec-Aegypteii^ imfurtimately escaped notice last year. It is briefly reviewed by C. WJ®

A. F. Kendrick : Stuffs from Egypt with Christian Symbols appears in a volume of essays in honour of

Prof. Strzygowski

A fourth volume of Kendrick : Catalogue of Textilesfcom Bucying Grounds in Egypt is understood to

be in preparation but is not yet published. The second volume has been reviewed by H. Abel^^.

A. f’. Kendrick : Catalogue of Muhammadan Textiles of the Mediaeval Peewd^^ does not contain any-

thing definitely Christian but much of the material indirectly illustrates mediaeval Coptic art.

Cabrol-Leclercq : Diet. cVacch. cheit.,, vi (1924) contains several references to Coptic antiquities,

notably in the article on GahHel which refers to representations of that saint on fabrics from Egyptian

tombs and now in the South Kensington Museum (cols. 26-7), and the article GicgehvfhiQh descril^es the

remains of the monastery 35 kilo, south-west of Alexandria (cols. 1246-58, 8 figs.). One painting

(fig. 5292) representing St. Menas is no doubt the figure referred to by al-Bakri in his description of this

sanctuary.

M. S. D. : A new Coptic vase^^ describes a vase recently added to the 3rd Egyptian room in the Kew

York Metropolitan Museum. It is referred to the 8 '9 century a.d. and shows Persian influences.

H. Munier ; La Sibylle Alejxmdrine ckez les Coptes^'^ discusses the Coptic “ Amma Sibylla” honoured

at least locally in Eg^pt and identifies her with the sibyl of pagan antiquity.

Strzygowski : Ursprung dec chr. Kirchenkunut (1920) has been reviewed by E. W. The English

translation has appeared as Strzygowski : Ocigins of Chnstian Church Art., translated by Dalton and

Bradnholtz^^, and has an additional chapter (pp. 230-52) on “ Hiberiio-Saxon Art in the time of Bede.”

It is an excellent translation but still, like the original, rather dilficult reading.

C. M. Kaufmann : Handhuch der chr, Archdologie (1922) has been reviewed by W. Schnydeb^®, by

E. Becker and by G. Stuhlfauth^®.

S. Gaselee: Lettered Egyptian Textiles in the VictoHa and Albert Museund'^ describes twenty Coptic

textiles most of which show definitely Christian symbols.

The British Museum Guide to the Jfth, Ath., Atfi Egyptian Booms and the Coptic Room (1922) has been

revieweii by Wreszinski-.

Perdrizet : Negat. perambulans in teaeb, (1922) is reviewed by A. M.

H. Glcck : Die christliche Kunst des Ostens'^^ incidentally deals with Coptic material (cf. PI. 27). It has

been reviewed by E. 4Veigand-^.

Junker : Das Kloster am Isishecg (1922) has been reviewed by D. O’Leary 2®.

F. Eitrem : Ein chcistlickes Arnulett-’* has been reviewed by E. Peterson-® and by M. Frenz^.

1 In Z,f. tig, Spr., Lvm (1923), 54-6. 2 24.

3 2r. fig. Spr., Lvm (1923), 56. ^ Ibid., 157.

5 Ibid,, 158. ® In Deut, Lit, Zeit„ xlui (1922), 23.

7 In O.L,Z,, XXVI (1923), 558-61. » In Lit, Zent. BlatL, lxxiv (1923), 21/22.

In Festschr, Sebastien Merkle, Diisseldorf (1922), 152-69. In Byz, Zeitsch,, xxiv (1924), 480.

100-3, PI. XIII, figs. 1-4 in Studien zur Kunst des Ostens, J. Strzygowski zum Sechzigsten Geburtstage von

seinen Freunden ii, Schiilern, Wien (1923), 260 pp. 126 illust.

In 0,L.Z. (1923), 616. j^ond, (1924), viii + 74. 25 plates.

In Bull. Metrop. Mus. of Art, N.Y., xix (1924), 123-4. 2 figs.

In Bull, Soc. Arch, d^Alex., xx (1924), 196-201. In Byz. Zeitsch., xxiv (1924), 474-5.
17 Oxford (1923), xvii + 267. 1 ® In Theol. Rev., xxii (1923), 86.

19 In Byz. Neugr. Jahrb., m (1922), 408-11. In O.L.Z,, xxvn (1924), 90-2.

Archaeologia, xxin, 73-84. ^ In O.L.Z., xxvi (1923), 557-8.

In Jour, des Savants, xxi (1923), 134-5. Berlin (1923), xii + 67, 132 plates and 13 illust. in text.

25 In Byz, Zeit., xxiv (1924), 388-90. ^ In J.R.A.S. (1924), 309-10.
27 Cf. Journal (1922;, 185, and (1923), 233. in Byz, Neugr. Jahrb., w (1923), 135.
29 In Theol. Rev, (1923), 303.
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HUGH EVELYN-WHITE

Thk death, at the age of forty, of Hugh Gerard Evelyn-White cuts short a career in

which much had already been accomplished and which promised much more. His varied

classical work the present writer nee<l do no more than record
;
indeed confining ourselves

to what he did and was doing for Egyptian studies, there remains enough to speak of. From

the Kings School at Ely Evelyn-White went up to Wadham College with an open scholar-

ship; and after making a speciality of classical archaeology, under Professor Percy Gardner,

who thought highly of his capacities, he took a good degree in 1907 and, two years later,

became assistant to Sir Aurel Stein, in dealing with the Central Asian antiquities then de-

posited at the British Museum. In that same year however (1909) he was offered work as

classical specialist to the annual expedition of the New York Metropolitan Museum to

Egypt. This he accepted and in this employment he continued, except during the War,

until 1921. In 1914 he enlisted in the Public Schools Battalion, but his health, never

robust, failed him and he was soon invalided out. Nevertheless he subsequently succeeded

in obtaining a commission and was sent to Egypt, where he served with the force which

advanced across the Isthmus into Palestine. But again his health gave way and he was

obliged to return home. After the War he rejoined the New York expedition and of it he

remained a member until 1921, when he was invited to the University of Leeds, as lecturer

in classical archaeology and (incidentally) literature—a post which he admirably filled and

was holding at the time of his death. In the intervals of work in Egypt and at Leeds he

undertook excavations in this country: in 1909 at Carleon, in 1913 at Castell Collen in

Wales, and in the present year at Cawthorn Cropton in Yorkshire.

Evelyn-White’s first season in Egypt had been employed at El-Bagawat, in the Oasis of

Khargah, where H. E. Winlock was then conducting an excavation. Those following, up to

1914, were spent at Western Thebes, where he worked with Winlock, N. de G. Davies and

others of the expedition s staff, and whither he returned after w^ar was over. His occupations

at Thebes had not been wholly with dynastic Egypt
;
he took part, in the seasons of 1911-

1914, in the exploration of the Coptic site at ‘Abd el-Kumah known as The Monastery of

Epiphanius, and in the year following the peace he definitely turned his attention to the

Christian antiquities of a far-distant site ; the Oasis of the Wadi Natrun, where the Metro-

politan Museum had already carried out a preliminary architectural survey. To him was

entrusted the task—no light one—of preparing both a description of the Nitrian mona-

steries from the archaeological and architectural standpoints and also a history of that

famous monastic colony. With this object he determined to make use of the original docu-

ments, extant in at least four languages, to an extent which had not even been attempted

by any of the previous historians of Nitria and which involved patient research in many

divergent directions. His results are embodied in the manuscript of two large, independent

works which, at the time of his death, were happily left in a state of practical completeness.

How far beyond earlier writers the thoroughness of his investigations had carried him is

evident in the summaries of his results published in the Museuins Bulletin, July 1920, Part ii,

and Nov. 1921, Part ii. Those who have had the opportunity of reading the complete MS.
Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. ^3
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express the highest opinion of its historical value and of the qualities and aptitude for such

work which he there displays. All who are interested in the history of early monasticism

and of Christian archaeology must earnestly desire the speedy publication of these two

volumes.

But besides these, Evelyn-White’s visits to Nitria had provided materials for a third

book which was to draw him into hitherto unfamiliar studies. By patience and diplomacy

and with the support of influential Copts in Cairo, he had succeeded in retrieving a very

considerable supplement (between 40 and 50 pieces) to the hitherto known remnants of the

ancient monastic libraries. These MSS., almost all in Coptic, involved the study of that

language, and in an amazingly short time he had acquired so good a working knowledge of

it, as well as of the surrounding literature—though he characteristically denied that he w'as

ever a Coptic '^scholar”—that he could set about the edition and translation of these

unidentified, fragmentary and often scarcely legible texts. The book which resulted, the last

of the trilogy to be undertaken, will yet be the first published : the printing, at the Cam-

bridge Press, should be terminated this autumn. He had no small share in yet another

publication resulting from the New York excavations : to him is due the editing of such

Greek texts as Avere recovered from the Monastery of Epiphanius, alluded to above. This

book, it is hoped, will be issued next year.

Evelyn-White's work, hitherto published, shows throughout the same characteristics of

thoroughness, mastery of his materials, familiarity with the work of predecessors, besides

an uncommon felicity in translation
;
and in the two historical books yet to come we may

expect to find high qualities of critical acumen and narrative power.

His published work, other than that connected with Egypt, comprises a long series of

contributions to the Classical Review and Classical Quarterhj from the year 1908 onwards,

both articles and reviews. Of these the former were mainly the outcome of studies which

the editing successively of Hesiod (1914), Ausonius (1919, 1921) and Statius (left un-

finished) for the Loth Library had necessitated. He was further to have undertaken

Pliny’s Natural History and the Letters of Sidonius Apollinaris for the same series, while

he looked forward to preparing some day (“if I have time ”) a critical text of Hesiod. His

interest in early Christianity led him to study anew the Oxyrhynchus Logia ;
these he re-

edited, Avith a critical commentary, in 1920. This, admittedly his best piece of work, was

extremely well received by scholars—notably by Professor Harnack (Theol. Lit. Z., 1921, p. 4),

Avho held that it not only superseded all renderings hitherto proposed, but advanced the

discussion as far as, Avithout fresh material, it seems possible to bring it. Another reviewer

{J, H. St, 1921, p. 163) speaks of it as “not infrequently brilliant,” Avhile displaying both

common sense and sound judgement. One of his earliest appearances in print Av^as as col-

laborator Avith his father, the Rev. C. H. Evelyn-White, in an edition of the Cambridgeshii’e

Doomsday (1910). The same collaboration had also produced a translation of Regnault’s

Horae Beatae Mariae Virginis of 1525.

His death is a loss indeed to the Avorld of scholarship, but to many of us it means the loss

of a friend who will be greatly missed. That he was a man of high character and fine nature

AA as clear to those Avho did but slightly know him
;
to those Avho had penetrated a shy and

very difiSdent exterior he shoAved a capacity for Avarm attachment, loyalty and quixotic

chivalry Avhich, added to an invincible and almost absurd modesty, made of Hugh Evelyn-

White a very lovable character.

W. E. C.
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:n^otes an^d news
The Society’s fourth campaign at Toil el-'Amarnah will probably have begun before

this number appears. Mr. Xewton, who is in charge of the expedition, will leave England
in the middle ot October. He will once more be assisted by the Auierican representative

on our statf, Professor Thomas Whittemore, and also by 3Iessrs, T. K. Duncan Gz'eenlees
and H. B. Clark.

The annual exhibition of the antiquities found in the Society’s excavations was held in

the rooms of the Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House, from Juh' 1st to July 12th.

The objects shown came mainly from the excavations of Tell el-‘Amarnah, partly tfom the

work of JMr. Xewton and partly from that of Professor Griffith. Taken in their entirety

they presented a remarkably vivid picture of the life of all strata of society in the town of

Akhetaten. Two lectures bearing on the excavations were given during the course of the

exhibition, one by Mr. F. G. Xewton, Joint Director of the expedition, and the other by
Mr. S. R. K. Glanville, a member of his staff.

The Society’s programme of winter lectures consists of a series of six in illustration of

the Art and Science of Ancient Egypt. The lectures will be given, as in former years, in

the rooms in Burlington House, once again placed at our disposal by the generosity of the

Royal Society. In order to prevent overcrowding it has been decided to send one ticket

only to each member of the Society, but to allow extra tickets (not more than two each)

to those members who apply for them to the Secretary. A few additional tickets will be

available for non-members. The following is the full list of lectures :

October 7th, 1921. “Architecture.” F. G. Xewton, Esq.

November llth, 1924. “Temple Ceremonial.” A. M. Blackman, Esq., D.Litt.

January 20th, 1925. “ Sculpture.” H. R. Hall, Es(|., D.Litt.

February 17th, 1925. “Biological and Medical Science.” Professor G. Elliot Smith, F.R.S.

March 17th, 1925. “ Physical Science.” Colonel H. G. Lyons, F.R.S.

May 12th, 1925. “Draughtsmanship.” X. de Garis Davies, Esq.

Mr. F. LI. Griffith has since our last number appeared received two honours. In the

first place the title of Professor of Egyptology has been conferred upon him by the

University of Oxford, in addition to that of Reader which he already held
; in the second

he has been elected a Fellow of the British Academy. Professor Griffith’s friends will

rejoice that recognition has come in so pleasant a form to one who has done so much for

especially for its philological side.

Dr. Alan H. Gardiner has been elected a member of the Royal Danish Academy of

Sciences, a well merited tribute to his contribution to the study of Egyptology. He has
further been made Research Professor of Egyptology in the University of Chicago. This
appointment, fortunately for us, does not involve residence in Chicago. In special connec-
tion with this appointment Dr. Gardiner has again been engaged during the past winter
in Egypt on the copying and study of the Middle Kingdom Coffin Texts. We may add
that his long awaited Egyptian Grammar is now in the press. Some account of this will be

43—2
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given in the Journal when the book appears. In the meantime we only say two things,

firstly that it will undoubtedly mark an epoch in the history of Egyptian philology, and

secondly that it is written in such a way as to be usable not only by the advanced scholar

but also by the veriest beginner.

We congratulate Dr. H. R. Hall on his elevation to the important post of Keeper of the

Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum, in succession to Sir Wallis

Budge, who has retired after a period of service extending over many years.

Egyptologists are agreed in admitting that one of the most valuable features of this

Journal is constituted by the Bibliographies of Ancient Egypt, Graeco-Roman Egypt and
Christian Egypt which appear year after year. All three are worked out in the greatest

detail, and together they form a complete account of the work which has been done and
the books and articles which have been published in any one year over the whole field of

Egyptology. The work of preparing these bibliographies is one which calls for immense
industry and considerable expenditure of time on the part of their authors, and which
brings to them singularly little intellectual profit. The Editor feels that he will be
expressing the feelings of all Egyptologists in here thanking for their devotion to the

Journal and to their science in general Professor F. LI. Griffith, Dr. de Lacy OXeary
Mr. H. L Bell and Mr. M. N. Tod. #

Fate, in the shape of appointments, has broken up the pleasant party which accompanied
Mr. Newton to Tell el-'Amarna last season. Mr. S. R. K. Glanville has passed on to the
staff of the Egyptian and Assyrian Department of the British Museum, and Mr. W. B.
Emery has been selected by Mr. Robert Mond to carry on for him at Luxor that excavation
and preservation work among the private tombs which is one of Mr. Mond’s most valuable
contributions to Egyptology.

During the past winter Mr. Mond continued his work in the neighbourhood of the
piivate tombs at Shekh *Abd el-Kurnah in association with the Liverpool University
Institute of Archaeology. Mr. Mond has very generously presented most of his finds to

the Institute, and it was found possible, with his permission, to display some of them at
the Society s Summer Exhibition. One of the objects of last season’s excavation was to

clear a space to form a dumping-ground for the rubbish from the very important tomb of

Ramose which Mr. Mond next proposes to clear. Reports of these, and, we hope, subsequent
excavations will be found in the forthcoming numbers of the Liverpool Annals of Archae-
ology and Anthropology.

Mr. G. D. Hornblower writes to us as follows

:

In connection with Mr. Dawson’s paper {Journal, x, 83—86) on the Mouse in Medicine,
it may be noted that the old belief in the generative powers of Nile-mud reached farther

than to mice only. Pomponius Mela, in the first century of our era, has the following:

—

In the summer season the Jsile, overflowing, irrigates Egypt, with waters so effective for

engendering and nourishing that, besides abounding in fishes and producing crocodiles and
hippopotami, huge beasts, it even infuses souls into its clods and out of its very loam
fashions things of life. The proof is that when the flood abates, we may see on the moist
fields animals not yet completed, but in the act of receiving breath, partly formed, partly
still of earths’’

’ Th. Hopfner, Fontes historicae religionis Aegyptiacae, ii, 172.
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Traces of this more general belief survived a long time (see, for example, Shakspere
Antony and Cleopatra, ii, 7), and if the medicinal value of the mouse was derived from its

supposed generation from Nile-mud, other creatures would be held equally efficacious. One
may perhaps hazard the suggestion that the mouse shared something of the reputation of

the snake as a nocturnal, secret thing of the earth, and thus, in the remoter times, may
have even been connected with the spirits of the dead, as the snake so commonly is.

In modern Egyptian folklore I have not yet come across the mouse as medicine, but
further research would probably reveal cases.

The following note has reached us from Professor V. Struve of Petrograd :

Professor Gardiner s ingenious identification of one of the groups of Sinai signs with the

Semitic Ba‘alat* must always serve as the basis of further decipherment, though he himself

completes his interpretation by the words : “Unfortunately, however, I have no suggestions

for the reading of any other word, so that the decipherment of the name Ba'alat must
remain so far as I am concerned an unverifiable hypothesis

I think, however, that this “ unverifiable hypothesis ” can be fortified by the reading of

another word. In fact, among the Sinai inscriptions there is a bilingual, though very short,

but with a proper name. On the sphinx, Journal iii, PL III, no. 345, are four inscriptions

;

two in Egyptian and two in Sinaitic. One Egyptian inscription is between the paws, another

on the shoulder. One of the Sinaitic inscriptions is on the right side, another on the left

side of the base. The Egyptian inscription upon the shoulder can be translated thus

:

“ beloved of Hathor, [Lady of] the Turquoise.'' The Sinaitic inscription upon the left side

of the base contains the group of signs which Gardiner read Ba‘alat. This inscription thus

corresponds to the Egyptian one on the shoulder. In this case the Sinaitic inscription

on the right side of the base should be the equivalent of the Egyptian inscription between

the paws. This latter is composed simply of a Horus-name represented by one hieroglyph

which, according to the copy of Professor Petrie, reads^ mL We ought theretbre to find

the same two consonants in the Sinaitic inscription on the right side of the base. And in

eflect we do, if we use Gardiner's identification of the signs of the Sinaitic script. The first

of the two, the zigzag /wvw, can be equated with mem, “water." The second—the ox’s

head S = K, aleph. We thus find in the Sinaitic inscription the same group of consonants

as in the hieroglyphic. I do not think this is a simple chance, and I surmise that the

beginning of the Sinaitic inscription on the right side of the base contained the name of the

king who caused the sphinx to be made. This name is followed by a sign like the Egyptian

hieroglyph ^ which Cowley takes for a determinative ^ and Sethe^ identifies with H.

The last three signs correspond to the first signs of the group read by Gardiner as nSyn.
I therefore propose to transcribe the Sinaitic inscription on the right side of the base either

mi + determinative + h^l, or mi h b^l, that is either “ Mi Lord," or “ AH the Lord."

In conclusion I hope my little note will fortify in some way Gardiner’s ingenious

identification.

1 The Egyptian Ongin of the Semitic Alphabet {Journal, ill, 1). 2
^ 5 ^

3 Ibid. 20. ^ O. G. X. Phil.-hist. Kl 1917, 447-75.
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THE SPELLING OF PKOPEK NAMES IN THIS JOURNAL

ALSO SOME OTHER POINTS OF STYLE

In oixler to secure intelligibility, and so far as possible, consistency, a definite system has been adopted

in the Journal for the spelling of ancient Egyptian and modern Arabic names of persons and places. This

system, which has been evolved gradually by the thought and labour of several ol those wlm liave done

most for our Journal^ makes no claim to be perfect. In the ca.-^e of ancient Egyptian names whose

vocalization is unknown to us perfection is impr)ssible, and a reasonable compromise must be adopted.

Even in the case of modern Arabic place-names certainty cannot always be attained: many of them are

unmarked or wrongly spelt on our max>s. ^nd even educated Egyptians can often give no a^^surance as to

the correct writing. For example, it is often impossible to discover whether a place-name ends in

1
^ or in d ^

,
^^od many places are admittedly pronounced and written in two separate ways, as for instance

and The simest guide of all, namely the local pronunciation as recorded by a properly

trained ear, is often denied to us. Concessions to established tradition have also to be made. Thus it would

be pedantic to write El-Uksur for Luxor or In-Xil for the Nile, though on the other hand to an English

reader Mawas is a fir better spelling than the railway company's Moes.

Contributors to the Journal will save the Society much expense, the Editor much time and the average

reader much mystification if they will adopt the spellings here proposed even when they are not themselves

wholly in agreement with them. Xeedless to say the Editor will gladly hear of any suggestions for

improving the system.

The system employed in the Journal is as follows :

—

I. Ancient Egyptian proper names.

In ancient Egyptian names, unless given in their graecized forms, write h, k, < but omit / b ^ and h
are to be rendered by kh, s by sh, t by th, and d by z. Long vowels to be marked with uni % e.g Araun.

Some Egyptian kings’ names :

—

Amenemmes not Amenemhat.
Sesostris not Senusert.

Harnesses not Kameses.

Tiithmosis not Thutmose or Thothmes.

Amenophis not Amenhetep, Amenhotep, or Amenothes.

Gods’ names :

—

Amun not Amon or Amen.

Re^ iiot Ra or Re.

11. Arabic proper names.

In Ai^abic names long vowels are marked " not e.g. Sakk^rah not Sa^arah.
El- (or assimilated en-, er-, etc.) always with hyphen.

T, d, s, z, h and k to have the dot,

^
to be ‘ (not ^ as in ancient Egyptian names), and

^
gh.

Aleph, medial or final, to be Initial aleph is to be omitted.

The feminine termination d " is to be written -ah, not -eh or -a.

Final to be written a.

^ Though not, of course, to be omitted in an unvocalized transliteration, e.g. P^-sr (Pesiur).
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Some other points of Style.

In quoting a work omit the words volume and page entirely, ejj. Xewberry, Bmi Hascni^ li, 12 {ue.

volume II, page 12). Xote the commas.

The name of a work quoted should be in italics (indicated in copy by a single underline). The name of

an author used in a reference and iminecUat^'Iy f(')llowed by the name of his work or article should be in

small capitals (indicated in copy by a double underline). In no other cases are personal names to be

written in small capitals except, for special and obvious reasons, in the bibliographies, where they are

always so written.

Latin words and contractions of such are printed in italics. Thus:— lc., tvA, r. { = ra/e), he. cd..,

np. {=^apyd\ tenip. (
= Ao/i/wci, rf., o. {^cirof

,
= century). These word^ sliould, however, not be

italicized when preceded or followed by italio. Thus we write, for the sake of clearness, e.g. Joarml, ii, 27.

The abbreviation etc. is always written in niinan.

In German words write A, O, U, not .E, CE, UE. This rule cannot always be carried out in quoting

from German books, or in giving the titles of German book?., or i^eriodicals. In these cases the exact

S2>elling of the original is used.

E in French ca[>itals should be accented where the letter bears an accent.

All contraotiens and alil>reviAti(.>n.s niu.st be followed by a full-stop
;

e.ij. Mr., Dr. and St. In no case

must a journal be qneted in eapitaD without stops; e.g. 0 L.Z. not OLZ, J.H.S. not JUS.

'rite alway.s Tenth DynaMy, not Xth Dynasty or Dyn. X. The only exception is in the bibliographies,

where, for the sake of .space, Dyn. X should be used.

As to op. cit. the usage is to employ op. tit. for any difemit place in the mme work, and ihid. only for

the same place in the same work :
in other words, op. dt is employed when followed by a page or plate

number, ihid. when not so followed.

In i^iriodicals, when a ditl'erent volume is quoted from that last referred to, use op. at . ; when the

reference i.s to the same volume and same article, even if followed by the page, use ibid. Thus ibid, means

same volume same page when referring to a book, but only same volume when referring to a periodical.

he. cit. is never used.

The following abbreviations of much quoted works are used .

Jourmd (this Jour/iol).

Zeitsrhr.f. itg. Spr. for Zdtsrhnft fn r ogypti^ahe Spruclie.

[he. de True.., for Reeved ch' TninnKV.

A?ui. Sere, for Av)fCtles du Serctee di>s A atiqe di'S.

Pror. (or TrifP<:)Soi\ Bihf. Arch., for Pn>r^>t di}}g.^ov Tr^i n^iniiovi^ o f tho Society of Bihlieid Archaeology.

0.!..Z.^ for (irh ntoJi.^rhe Literof,tr:eit*noj.

M.D.O.ii., for 'Slittheilvag^ni d^'c dcid'<chtP (Jrieat-td^^dhchojt.

J.H.S.^ for Journal of Hdhour Sti/dics.

A rch ii\ f< n* A rch ir fur Pai lyioisforneh vng.

Z. Sai'.-St., for Zeihrhrift der SarignipStiftt'ug.

G.G.A.., for Gottingische Gdehrfc AiKetg^oi.

G.G.Af for Xachrichten von d'r Kooiglichen G^sGL^chaft der Wisseuschaften iw Gottingco.

Stud. Pcd., for Wessely, St^fdda :ur Palaeographie vnd Papyrnshuvde.

C I.G., for Corpus Inscrption>na Graecannn.

C.I.L., for Corpus Inscriptiouiun Latinarum.

LG.Rom., for Liscriptiones Graecae ad Res Romaaas pertinentes.

Papyrus collections to be cited according to the system used in the Oxyrhynchus volumes, excei^t :

P. Bond, for P. Brit. Mus.
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NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS

\Tke mimher of hooks which now reach us for review is so large that the strain placed on those who so

kindly undertake this work is rapidly becoming ^inhearahle. What is equally serious is that the space at our

disposal for reviews is already being considerably exceeded. We are therefore reluctantly compelled to reduce

some of our reviews to mere notices.^ more especially those of publications which., though archaeological^ deal

indirectly or not at all with Egypt. The alternative to this., namely to restrict reviews to a certain length.,

would in our opinion result in lowering the standard of reviewing in the Journal. Authors and publishers

rmty rest assured, however, that any hook sent for reviev? ivill at least receive a mention in this section.^

Studies in Early Pottery of the Near East. /. Mesopotamia, Syria, Egypt and their Earliest Interrelations,

by H. Frankfort, il.A., being No. 6 of Occasional Papers of the Royal Anthropological Pnstitute.

London, 1924.

The history of excavation opens mth a period in which it was customary to throw all pottery on to

the rubbish heap, at best reserving a few of the finer unbroken painted vases. It has now reached a stage

where every fragment must be carefully sifted out and j^reserved together with a detailed record of its

finding. This is obviously right, and the importance of pottery as a record of prehistoric and even historic

events can hardly l>e over-estimated. With this increased respect for pottery has however come in some

quartei*s a tendency to exaggerate its value, and to force from it conclusions which are totally unjustified.

No sooner does a new ware come to light than a series of comparisons is instituted between it and various

other kinds of pottery with a view to establishing “connections.” The results of such comparisons, when

not controlled by sound common sense, are apt to be ridiculous.

To such a school of thought Mr. Frankfort^s study is a welcome antidote, for it is marked by deep and

careful reflexion and by reasonable restraint throughout. Thus the author, when he finds two types of

“geometric” pottery in two separate regions, does not rush to the conclusion that there is “connection”

between the two places. He points out that in itself this similarity may amount to absolutely nothing, for

after all clay is clay, geometrical designs are geometrical designs and cannot fail to present some resem-

blances, while even the shapes of useful vases must move within certain well-defined limits. He therefore

goes much deeper into the problem and asks himself when and under what conditions the resemblances

which so delight the heart of some prehistoric archaeologists can be considered to constitute evidence for

connection, and, what is more, he is not satisfied with the vague term connection—the delight of the slip-

shod—but asks exactly what we mean when we say that two places or peoples were connected.

The introducttjry chapter in which Mr. Frankfort exposes his attitude to these and similar matters is

characterized by extreme sanity of outlook and depth of thought. In the technical sections of this chapter,

which have obviously been heavily compressed, room might be found to note that decoration by incision

may be carried out either on the still damp or drying clay or on the fired vase. This distinction, always

perceptible, sometimes forms a fimdamental criterion. The change in colour (usually a darkening, not

unmarked by the author due to burnishing was also worth mention here, since by means of partial bur-

nishing it is possible to produce a design in two colours, or more exactly in two shades of the same colour.

This device has been used by potters in many parts of the world.

The next three chapters deal with the pottery of Susa, Musyan and other Mesopotamian sites, and the

conclusions to be drawn from it. Here Mr. Frankfort becomes involved in all the difficulties of the

Sumerian problem, which he handles courageously and yet respectfully. Above all we may be thankful to

him for the boldness with which he rejects any connection between these Mesopotamian finds and those

from Anau. The attempt which has been made during the past twenty years to force on us a belief in this

connection is typical of all that is most dangerous in the handling of ceramic evidence. We hope that

Mr. Frankfort has dealt it a blow from which it will not recover, for which we shall all think the more clearly

without it.
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In Chapter V, which deals with Egypt and her relations with Nearer Asia, the author at once wins our
confidence in his attitude, for he tells us at the outset that whatever evidence there may be for connection

it is not to be based on similarities between Asiatic painted ware and the predynastic pottery decorated

either in white on polished red or in matt red on buff. From what has been said above as to Mr. Frankfort’s

mental attitude it will be readily guessed that he is not swept away by the resemblance between this white

decorated ware and modern Kabyle pottery into supposing a foreign origin for the former in Egypt or even

into calling the early predynastic civilization ‘‘ Algerian.” He does, however, find a strong contrast in style

between this white painted ware and the other decorated Egyptian pottery with red designs on buff, so

much so that he is inclined to attribute the latter and the various changes which he finds to accompany its

introduction to the slow infiltration of a new people from the country, less desert then than now, between

the Nile and the Red Sea. On the subject of '‘invaders ” in general he speaks some words of wisdom which

might with profit be pondered by many an older and younger archaeologist (pp. 98-9).

Coming to direct relations between Egypt and Syria Mr. Frankfort is inclined to see the first sign of

them in the wavy-handled vases of the predynastic period. These he tells us differ in Egy])t ‘‘from all

other classes of pottery in their ware, which, on the other hand is very similar to that of identical vases

from the earliest strata known in Southern Palestine.” His conclusion from these facts is that the wavy-

handled vases, or at least the earliest of them, were actual products of South Syria, used for the transpor-

tation of some kind of precious fat. This conclusion may be correct, but I am not convinced about the facts

on which it is based. Thus Professor Droop and myself, in a series of most minute examinations of pre-

dynastic pottery in Abydos in 1911-12, came to the conclusion that the material of the wavy-handled vases

was precisely the same as that of many of the decorated vases with {Cemeteries of Ahydos, ii, 12),

and I note that Petrie himself made a similar observation at Balias. Furthermore, my experience may be

at fault here, but I have yet to see these “identical vas>es” from the earliest strata known in Southern

Palestine. If they are those illustrated by Macalister in his Gezer and elsewhere or by Petrie in his Tell el

Hesy then the epithet identical is ill bestowed on them, and if Mr. Frankfort would prove his case up to

the hilt he must show that the fabric of some of the Egyptian vases is not merely “ very similar to that

of the Palestinian but identical with it.

Mr. Frankfort next earns our gratitude by giving us the first detailed and accurate description of the

foreign wares found in the early royal tombs of Abydos. They fall into foui classes. The Aegaean origin

of all these types is rightly rejected and their origin is tentatively assigned to xS orth Syria.

From this point on the work becomes more hypothetical, though never less careful and reasonable.

The author supposes a high late predynastic civilization in the estern Delta, in commeicial touch with

Syria and Crete, and the similarities between Egyptian and Mesopotamian material of the protodynastic

period, to which he makes some interesting additions, are tentatively explained by contact between

Egyptians and Mesopotamians in the Wadi Hammamat, where early copper mines, as well as gold, are now

known to have existed. In this connection Mr. Frankfort should beware of assuming that Semerkhet or

any other Egyptian king went to Sinai for copper. Of the hundreds of inscriptions in the Wadi Magh^rah

and at Serabit el-Khadim only one mentions copper along with turquoise as the object of the expedition :

the rest, where they mention emjihmg, only speak of m/Ht, the translation of which as turquoise seems to

me certain. Modem geological researches on these two sites show that what actually came out of the

galleries worked by the Egyptians was in effect turquoise, and that they never contained any ore of copper

on a workable scale. That Egypt obtained any considerable proportion of her copper supply from the

peninsula is on present evidence more than doubtful. Yet Egyptologists frequently state that she did, and

wiU no doubt continue to do so despite the protests of those who have studied the question.

Mr. Frankfort has given us an admirable study, scholarly, acute, cautious and yet not lacking in

imagination, and we shall look forwani eagerly to his publication of more of his work on early pottery.

T. Eric Peet.

Journal of the Manchester Egy}>tian and Oriental Society, No. xi, 1924. (The University Press, Manchester.)

The Manchester EgjTptian and Oriental Society continues with commendable courage to issue its

Jmimal, in the face of disheartening financial difficulties. In the current number there is one article

dealing with Egypt. It is called The Mother Worship ui Egypt.

An error which is not self-evident as such to the man in the street is often by dint of sufficient

repetition accepted by him as a truth, and we fear that this may apply to the belief in a Great Mother

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x. 44
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Goddess in Egypt. A certain school of anthropology is at present very anxious, for purposes of its own, to

encourage this belief. The type of argument by which it attempts this has already been examined in this

Journal, Of the reasoning used by the author of this article we can only say that it is not much worse

than that of his fellows. For instance, wishing to prove that Min was once a female deity he states that a

certain predynastic archaic statue of the god Min found by Mr. Green at Hieraconpolis and now in the

Ashmolean Museum ^‘is evidently intended to represent a female divinity.'' Even if we admit that this

statue is that of a female, which is doubtful, what is the evidence for calling it a statue of Min ? It was

found not at Koptos but at Hieraconpolis, and it would never have occurred even to Mr. Lewis to call it

Min but for the fact that the only other statues of such primitive type as yet knoum to us from Egypt

happen to be those of I^Iin found at Koptos. Mr. Lewis further tells us that the name Min goes back to the

verb raea “ to stand." Unfortunately the verb men naeans “to be firm " or “fixed," never “ to stand " in the

sense in which Mr. Lewis requires. We are further told that on a sealing of the First Dynasty (Petrie,

Royal Tombs, ii, PI. XVII, 135) Min is called “ The Lord of the pteroceras shells." On referring to the

plate we find a group of four signs, the Min sign on top, beneath it a sign which we will grant to be the

Pteroceras shell, though it is much more probably the early form of and below this again two

signs side by side. We freely admit that we cannot translate this group of signs, but we would assure

Mr. Lewis that by no “ infernal juggle” can it be made to mean what he makes it mean.

We have gone so far into detail only to show the sincerity of our criticism and shall go no further. The

article is typical of the “ arguments " used to foist a Great Mother Goddess upon a reluctant Egypt. Every-

one who gives his life to the study of Egyptology knows perfectly well that neither in the Egyptian texts

nor in the other remains of the Egyptian civilization is there any clear evidence for the existence in early

Egypt of the belief in a Great Mother Goddess in the sense usually attributed to these words, namely a

goddess who is the mother of mankind and who stands for the creative or reproductive principle. Egyp-

tologists are naturally a little tired of these continual attempts from outside to teach them their business,

and equally naturally they protest from time to time, but with very little effect. The serious matter is

that this theory, resting on arguments seldom better and often worse than those which we have quoted

above, is being used as a basis for far reaching speculations concerning the origin of civilization in general.

Mr. Lewis himself announces in his article a forthcoming work on The Origin and History of the Great

Mother. We should welcome such a work, but we would implore Mr. Lewis at the outset to set resolutely

aside his belief that the worship of a Great Mother Goddess can be proved for Egypt. His book will be the

better for it.

T. Eric Peet.

Harvard African Studies, volumes v, vi : Excavations at Kerma, By George A. Reisneb, Ph.D. Peabody

Museum of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., 1923. Vol. v, parts i-iii, pp. xvi and 528

;

vol. VI, parts iv-v, pj). xxiv and 559
; 78 plates, 26 plans and 345 figures in the text.

Kerma lies on the east bank of the Nile, just above the Third Cataract and near the island of Argo.

Here the remains of two solid buildings of crude brick drew the attention of early travellers
;
they stood

on low ground strewn with pottery and other indications of extensive habitation. In 1912 a scheme for

irrigating and cultivating a large part of the site had been carried through, and the Sudan government was

anxious that an archaeologist should explore the place before the water was let in. Happily Dr. Reisner

appeared in the nick of time and his boldness in facing the material difficulties was seconded by the aid of

the government officials, and rewarded by the most splendid results. In commencing he found that one of

the “Duf6fa” buildings (the name is so spelt by Murray in his English-Kubian dictionary and connected

with the Nubian dijfi “village,” “city”) was a fort or fortified Residence of the Middle Kingdom and the

other turned out to be a great tomb-chapel for the Egyptian governor under Sesostris I on the edge of a

vast necropolis. Beside these remains Reisner found only a small but by no means uninteresting Meroitic

cemetery which is duly described in his first volume.

But the great necropolis was a discovery of the first rank, revealing an unexpected civilisation and

linking up with certain hitherto imexplained finds in Lower Nubia and Egypt. The record and discussion

of this occupies practically the whole of the two thick volumes. Reisner explains it as the product of an
Eg^^ptian trading and military colony under the charge of Hepzefa, the nomarch of Asyfft in the reign of

Sesostris I, settled in a country of rude arts and adaj^ting the available materials and to a certain extent

the native crafts and customs to the standards of Egyptian skill and luxury. Its most flourishing time was
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at the beginning, immediately after the conquest by Sesostris I, and though revived from time to time by

fresh arrivals of craftsmen and others from Egypt, on the whole there was steady deterioration. Burial of

living slaves, etc., in the grave, a variety of 6’afi-burial, was the rule here in all classes, and strange to say

this revolting custom was observed on a great scale at the tomb of Hepzefa himself. His enormous circular

barrow, elaborately chambered, was most fortunately identifiable in the general wreckage by the base of

his own statue and the well-preserved statue of his wife found in it. The manufacture of glazed ware was

greatly developed in the colony, as well as of fine black-topped pottery of a well-marked type, and inlays

ill ivory and cap-decorations in mica in the form of birds, animals and plants. The colony continued to

exist down to the end of the Hyksos period when it was overwhelmed by fire and sword. Its destruction

was soon afterwards avenged by the subjugation of Upper Nubia under the Pharaohs of the New Kingdom.

The Middle Kingdom colony seems to have originated some new impulses in Egypt, but its efiects in Nubia

were utterly wi2)ed out.

Now that the full evidence from Kerma is available it is readily seen that there is no support for

Prof. Junker’s bold theory of a Nubian origin for the “ Tell el-Yahfidiyah ” ware. Amongst the many thou-

sands of vases here catalogued there are only seven examples of that widely distributed ware, a great

contrast to its abundance at Tell el-Yahfidlyah
;
as Dr. Reisner concludes, its place of manufacture must be

sought in Lower Egypt.

One w^ord of warning. It is impossible for an Egyptologist actively engaged in the field to retain a

mastery of the whole of his subject. While Dr. Reisner has been presenting us at intervals with new

chapters of history of extraordinary importance and richness taken straight from his excavations, he has

perforce left inscriptions and language mostly to the care of others. Many of the second-hand quotations

in his last chapiter are out of date and must not be looked upon as authoritative. Thus on p. 536 of vol, ii,

“ Gush occurs once at Assuan” (in the Old Kingdom) ;
it was long since pointed out that the true reading

in the passage referred to is Kebni == Syrian Byblos,and the name Cush first appears in the Middle Kingdom
;

p. 546, the name of Nubia is now known to be read Ta-sti not Ta-khenty
;

p. 550, Lronarti means ^ King’s

island”
; p. 551, note 1, by a curious confusion the abbreviation A Z must have been misinterpreted as

Archaeologische Zeitimg instead of Zeitschnft agyptische Sprache, One would be grateful for an

explanation of the Arabic (?) or Nubian (?) term Jceriak^ i, 39, 4o
;

ii, 290, 293 ; from internal evidence it

appears to designate a white substance used by modern 2
)otters in polishing and finishing, but whether it

is a natural mineral product or not I cannot discover. The whole work is somewhat technical but is

wonderfully clear in its arrangement.
F. Ll. Griffith.

Muhamraadati Architecture in Zgypt and Palestine. By Martin S. Briggs, h.R.I.B.A., Clarendon Press.

vi -1-255. 252 illustrations.

To the lay reader this comely volume will recall much of the glamour with which the medieval archi-

lecture of the Near East has clad her ancient streets, especially those of Cairo. The illustrations are

numerous, mostly from excellent photographs excellently reproduced; author and publisher alike are to be

congratulated on the real beauty here displayed. For those who have not had the good fortune to see the

actual buildings the plates as a whole convey as good an impression of them as can be looked for in a

volume of these dimensions. Some of them are under-scaled, for example fig. 42 the Citadel of Aleppo

—

with the minute human figures in the foreground, almost too small to be recognized, renders but in-

adequately the impression of magnificent immensity with which most visitors are seized. Again, the

illustrations of Sultan Hasan’s College-mosque, held by many to be the greatest manifestation of the art

here discussed, scarcely show its real majesty ;
on the other hand the pictures of the more ornate of the

latest Mameluke buildings do indeed express their great charm, more jewel-like and perhaps more easily

expressible. We must be grateful to the author for adding some t;vq)ical street scenes, hackneyed though

they may be, because they make us realize the setting which, seemingly so casual, yet signally enhances

the beauty of the jewel.

The text is full and thorough ;
it contains not only all the data of first importance but most of the

details which, smaller in themselves, yield us nevertheless valuable indications necessary for the complete

understanding of the architectural development. But the student will have to dig out these data for

himself and may perhaps find in that exercise .s(^me of the zest of adventure, for the text, though easy,

44—2
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does not sufficiently convey an orderly sense of development such as we should like in histories. The

facts of religious uses and of political and religious influences are duly stated, but some of them almost

casually
;
a preliminary outline of them and of the various technical innovations and their sources, in their

chronological order, would have added much to the book^s usefulness.

The origins of most features of Muslim architecture are generally treated of with thoroughness, with

some exceptions, such as the pre-Muslim use of the pointed arch and the cusped window, which is not

made clear enough : again, no mention is made of the origin of the open-work windows in stucco or stone,

first mentioned in connection with the mosque of Ibn Tfllfln, which surely are deiived from the pierced

marble slabs filling windows in Byzantine churches.

The author, like Saladin, takes a wide view of the origins of Muslim architecture, compounded as it is

of many elements from the countries conquered by the Arabs, but the great debt in special to the

Byzantines hardly receives its due meed of recognition. It may be noted here that the paintings in the

palace of Kosayr ‘Amra, noticed on p. 168, belong to true Byzantine art, as heir to the Hellenistic, and

not to Persian or Sassanian ; the building itself seems to show Mesopotamian origins. The palace of

Mshatta, of which the most important remaining parts have been transferred to Berlin, is not described

nor its relations with Muslim art discussed, presumably because its date has been disputed and some

consider it later than the Arabic conquest. But the weight of probability is on the other side and, in any

case, the interesting mingling of pure Byzantine and late Sassanian ornament was well worth describing

and its probable eftects on Muslim art. Another omission concerns the College-mosque and mausoleum of

SMih Xegm-ud-din Eyflb, mentioned on pp. 85-6 and probably not described because they have been

illustrated in Mrs. R. L, Devonshire’s last book^. But the Eyubid period is important, showing a rapid

transition in both architecture and craftsmanship from the coarser Fatimid to the later glories of the

Mameluke period
;
Salih’s buildings, it is true, are much dilapidated but, according to Herz Pasha, bear

marks of European influence, which he thought was then coming in. The author illustrates this transitional

period rather insufficiently. Nor does he bring into sufficient account all the influences from Muslim
countries outside those under review ; for example the Seljucide, of which Herz Pasha found several traces

in the Mosque of Sultan Hasan. Again features new in Syria and Egypt are often found in Persia a century

or more earlier, a circumstance of great import. Lastly, we should like to have had a fuller account—it

needs not much space—of the lovely Saracenic domes ; they have been passed over by the author as outside

the scope of the book, although they form an outstanding feature of the buildings, causing Lane Poole felici-

tously to dub the Mamelukes “ the Dome-builders.” In a second edition space could be found for them
without enlarging the book, for, in view of the good manuals of Saracenic history that are available (notably

Lane Poole’s), a considerable proportion of the historical notes might be eliminated, leaving only what is essen-

tial for the understanding of chronology and the influence of political events on the current of art. Another
branch of architecture, similarly excluded, that of public baths, is certainly worthy of description. Justice

is done, p. 108, to the great porch of Sultan Hasan, but some account of porches in general and their

development would have been welcome, for they constitute a feature of great importance in Saracenic

architecture in which the treatment of them is highly characteristic. Nothing has been said of the rooms
and offices pertaining to College-mosques

;
in most cases they are in such a ruined state that description

is well nigh impossible, but some account is desirable for without it the reader’s view of such colleges must
be incomplete. As students in thousands still live in the Azhar mosque and receive food rations, the teaching

and living arrangements for them and their officers might have been described in relation to the congeries

of buildings composing El-Azhar, whereas the quarters devoted to each nationality of students are not

even mentioned. The great mosque of Said Ahmed el-Bedawl at Tantah receives large numbers of

students and could have been used as a subsidiary illustration, though not of course as a guide, for it is

completely modernized.

The author, p. 199, notices the ignorant, clumsy way in which the Saracens treated the pillars and
capitals which they tore out of Christian buildings throughout the Near East

;
it may be added that

capitals are sometimes inverted and often used as bases for pillars
; it is a strange freak that artists so

keenly alive to beauty should have spoilt their work by this persistent error, which might have been easily

corrected
;
we are justified in deducing that Coptic artisans had no voice in the matter.

With regard to joggle-stones (pp. 188-9), it appears impossible that the extreme examples of seeming
stereotomy, with their re-entering curves, can be indeed what they seem, and close examination would most

^ Some Cairo mosques and their Founders
; London, Constable, 1921.
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likely show that they are mere veij^ers. The author recognizes this for the prayer-niche shown in fig, 96,

and Gayet {Vart arahe, p. 151) points to veneering on monolith lintels and shows that the cut-out sides of

excessively joggled voussoirs break up in spite of the fact that they are often protected from superincum-
bent weight by hidden arches built above them. These complicated patterns in variously coloured stones

were doubtless meant to strike the eye as one enters and to give, as it were, the keynote of the sumptuous
decoration to be found within and so they find a true place in the general plan, but they inevitably suggest

structural weakness and the amateur of good architecture may be excused if he takes austerer views and
prefers more sober work, finding in this too much display, too jewel-like a scheme.

It is pleasant to find place given to domestic architectime, of which Chap. IX provides a good account,

sufficient to explain its main features and their meanings. The houses of Damascus, however, receive too

succinct a treatment (pp. 161-2)
;
there are many fine ones, spacious and comely, as a visit to the gallery

of the ‘Issa minaret will show, and some of them are splendid indeed (v. figs. 168-70.) May we hope for

a fuller account in the next edition ?

With regard to Egyptian houses the following notes may perhaps be useful. The brick ornamentation

mentioned on pp. 160-1 and 185-6 is not uncommon in towns of Upper Egypt ; its extreme manifestation

is perhaps found in some small tombs on the eastern Nile-bank a little south of Efia, in the Delta, which

are worthy of illustration. (It may be noted that the mud from the Nile-banks near its mouth is renowned

for brick-making qualities, and the best brickwork is found in towns of these districts.) The origin of this

decoration is given by Professor Lethaby as Persian.

The remains of domestic buildings found, up to 1920, at FosUt (p. 154) show much use of arched

windows and vaulted roofs, quite un-Eg}q)tian in style and pointing, it seems, to Mesopotamian origin—of

course other styles may be discovered. In Upper Egypt may still be seen traces of the Ancient Egyptian

style; in many places the outer walls of the higher houses, built of sun-dried bricks, take the slope,

natural for mud, that is noticeable in the monuments of Ancient Egypt, and the conspicuous tower-like

dovecotes show the same lines, but with greater slope. The Khan Khallli (p. 162) was built in 1400 a.d.

by Gerkas el-Khallli and not by Sultan Ghfiri, who rebuilt it, and so his name is still held in honour by

the older merchants of the Bazaar who call him affectionately “Baba
( = papa) Ghfiri” and believe that

he treated their predecessors with special consideration

The chapter on Saracenic ornament (X) is of great interest but would be improved by omitting de-

scriptions of objects outside the scope of architecture 2
;
the treatment of them is neces.sarily brief, and, in

view of the many difficult points impossible to discuss in a book like this, inconclusive. With it may be

grouped the chapters on crafts ;
were they confined to the application of crafts to architectural objects,

more room could be advantageously made for the discussion of notable buildings not now described, as

well as for more detail in some that have been.

It may be noted that carved wood panels of the kind mentioned at the head of p. 215 have been found

in “ Old Cairo ” and several are exhibited in the interesting Coptic Museum, attached to the Church of the

V. Mary, for which we are much indebted to the enlightened energy of Morcos Pasha Simaika. Some of

them display human figures drinking, playing musical instruments, etc., similar to that on the ivory

plaque in the Bargello, Florence, shown in Migeon’s Art Mustdrnan, ii, fig. 132, and to many figures in

M6sul brass- work, Rhages polychrome pottery and Persian lustred tiles and vessels, dating from the end

of the 12th to the beginning of the 14th century.

^ It may be of interest to record that the bazaar name for celadon porcelain is Qhurij this sultan, it is said,

having shown great predilection for it ;
it is held by the merchants that he caused the Cairo potters to make the

earthenware imitations of it still to be found. The tradition may perhaps be incorrect; it is recorded by Ibn Eyas

that at the time of the Turkish conquest, a few years after Sultan Ghuri, blue-and-white Chinese porcelain was in

great fashion with the rich; from other Arabic sources we learn that “green porcelain,” which must be celadon,

was most esteemed, and, later, brilliant white porcelain. Certain magical operations, described in chap-books of

today, can only be carried out in a green vessel—a relic of the medieval notions about the magical virtues of

celadon.

2 One of these objects is the famous brass griffin of Pisa, of which the author (p. 169), following Gayet, con-

jectures that it was an idol for Sultan Hakim’s new religion (the local guide-book used to call it a “ Mahometan
idol”!), but if we may judge from the practice of the Druses who follow, as they believe, his teachings, he was a

true mystic, probably of atheistic tendencies.

The author also attributes mythical beasts in Saracenic art to China, but they are really the offspring of Meso-

potamia, always prolific of such creatures.
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Much mention is made of bronze on doors, etc., but a close examination of the objects themselves will

show in most, if not all, cases that they are really of brass. This is clearly stated by Herz Pasha in the

Catalogiie of the National Museum of Arabic Arty Cairoy and the author himself, p. 222, first describes the

door-plates of the mosque of Tala‘! us-Salih as of bronze but a few lines further, following the Catalog

says they are of sheet brass. Similarly, in the translation of Nasir-i-Khosran’s description of the plated

doors of the great Jerusalem mosque (p. 220) “copper’^ should be ‘‘brass ” (there is confusion between the

two in French as in Arabic, and doubtless Schefer’s French version has been used).

With regard to the manufacture of glass (p. 225), its history in Egypt begins very early and is con-

tinuous to the Coptic period
;

it cannot have stopped at the Muslim conquest, for many fragments have

been dug out from the ruins of Fostat, and the remains of a kiln have been discovered there by an amateur

and specimens from it given to the British Museum.

Glazed earthenware, like glass, has a very long and continuous history in Egypt and the question of

first origin in medieval times (p. 230) does not in fact arise. This is not so, however, with the much
disputed lustred ware (pp. 229-30)

;
it seems now that priority must be yielded to Mesopotamia, since the

discoveries of Dr. Sarre at Sam^rra
;
typical examples found by him and dated to the 9th century a.d. are

now in the British Museum. The remarkable bowl found in Upper Egypt and now in M. Kelekian’s loan

exhibition at the Victoria and Albert Museum, with its Christian subject and the cross looped at the head
in the ancient Egyptian style {^onJck)y shows that the art soon came to Egypt.

The mosaics of the great mosque of Damascus are discussed by the author, but the panel discovered

over the prayer-niche in the Cult-mosque of JKaiatin dmdng the restoration mentioned on p. 101 has

apparently not been seen by him. It is of Byzantine glass mosaic, rich in gold and floral scrolls
;
a second

edition will doubtless give some account of it.

The treatment of Saracenic influences on European art (p. 239) is in some particulars not full enough

;

the value, for example, of Kufic lettering for decorative purposes was widely known by medieval Eui-opean

artists—many examples have been published by Mr. A. H. Christie in recent numbers of the Burlington

Magazine. We may also refer to the remarkable examples of early faience found in the last few years at

Orvieto and the earlier kinds of Florentine faience, full of Saracenic reminiscences.

An interesting detail omitted is the carving on the porch of Sultan Hasan^s mosque, where, on the

right hand side, are low-reliefs remarkably like those of Europe at the end of the 13th century. They
represent churches, and as one of them has a dome like that on the great mosque of Jerusalem, the work
has been attributed to a Syrian

;
Herz Pasha considered these panels as a kind of sign-manual of the chief

artist, but Captain K. A. C. Creswell has shown that they were pieces looted from Palestine when taken
from the Crusaders, as were the little Gothic columns flanking the main prayer-niche

;
he has also found

fragments of the same origin in other buildings b

Some notes on architects and craftsmen may be of interest in connection with the authoi*'s remarks on

pp. 92-3. We must be careful not to take too seriously the words of the later chroniclers such as Malp’izl,

for, unlike the earlier ones, notably the admirable Ibn Gobayir, they delight in all things marvellous and
excessive and are ready to perpetuate almost any floating story if only it bears those qualities. MaWzi’s
report of the lash, etc., under which the common labourer doubtless suflered, shows what struck him as an
outstanding circumstance of the building, and he takes no account of the artistic craftsman. We have,

however, good evidence that the Mamelukes in their artistic zeal not only encoui*aged native experts but

attracted foreign ones from abroad. The contemporary chronicler Ibn Ey^s, describing the dire deeds of

the conquering Turks, relates 2 that the Sultan Seltm, greatly struck by the magnificence of the recently

built College-mosque of El-Ghurt, sent away many hundreds of workmen, of many crafts, to Constantinople

to build him a similar monument, but they never arrived. It is specially noteworthy that they included
Persians, feyrians, Moois, Copts and Jews, and even Arabs of the Hejaz—Cairo must indeed have been a
hive of artistic activity. Even straw-mat makers came there from Abadan in Pei^ia, a town famous for that

1 Bulletin de I’Institut Fran^ais d'Archeologie Orientale, xxi (1922), 51-4.
2 \ol. Ill, pp. 116-18, 122, 126 of the Bulak edition, 1311, a.h. (1893-^, x.x>.), the only one, now out of print,

but the part containing the Turkish conquest has recently been translated. A serviceable digest of these passages
may be found in vol. iv, pp. 1-32, of Egypte Conteinporaine (Cairo; Impr. de i’Institut Fraii9ais de PArcheologie
Orientale, 1913), written by Ahmed Pasha iZeki, an ardent amateur. It is interesting to note that, according to

Diodorus Siculus (bk i, eh. 46), Cambyses deported artisans from Egypt to Persia for a similar purpose. The stoiy
at least points to the early existence of this practice in the East.
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industry (the popular Egyptian name for fine straw-mats is still ahadaai), Ahmed Pasha Zeki s library in

Cairo, which was, and still probably is, open to students, contains a petition dug up from the ruins of Fostat

a few years ago, asking that two Persians from Abadan should be exempted from poll-tax, for they had

come to Cairo to establish their craft.

The methods of architects and craftsmen are discussed by the author (pp. 92-3 and 177-8; cp. Gayet,

pp. 147-8 and Saladin, pp, 13-14) : a comparison with modern practice in Egypt will perhaps throw some

useful light on the subject.

In Egypt today the commemorative mosque is entrusted to a master-builder with a knowledge of old

traditions and reputed for active intelligence ;
he dresses as a superior workman and carries in his pocket

a large and well-worn note-book filled with designs of architectural details, floral scrolls, geometrical

patterns, etc.
; he has come under the influence of Herz Pasha ^ and knows where the best work, especially

the decorative, is to be found in the old mosques of Cairo, For the ground lay-out he goes to a Eurojjean

versed in the mysteries of modern sanitation and the requirements of the Public Health Department,

which are beyond his ken. The stones to be used are brought to the site rough-hewn, there to be dressed

by the masons with that universal tool of Ancient Egypt, the adze, under the direct supervision of the

master. The decorations are laid out by him as the building proceeds, he marks out in charcoal lines the

designs of the sculptured work, to be executed by his carvers in stone
;
the finer work he may perhaps do

himself. He does not prepare in advance a complete finished drawing of his design, but keeps it in a

somewhat fluid state in his head, with frequent recourse to his note-book. Thus the art of building is here

indeed a “mystery,” as in older times all such processes were termed, and its products are very personal j

should a master die, not leaving his knowledge and note-books to a successor, the loss to his art might be

great.

These methods, which still produce some really pleasant results, were doubtless those of the medieval

masters, for they tit in wholly with the few records on the subject left by the chroniclers, with the ex-

ception, of course, of the part played by the Public Health Department. Further, the bag of plaster

derided by Gayet becomes not only intelligible but natural, when one considers how the modern Egyptian

acts when having a house built for him. He sits on a chair before the growing building, an umbrella over

his head, and gives directions for changes or additions as they come to his fancy, of course consulting the

master-builder. In towns this way is now mostly impossible, owing to the exigencies of the Street Service

{tanzim\ but not in open country. Very commonly a part only of the house is finished and then inhabited

;

the rest may, or may not, be finished—thus ^Abdul-Latifs account is well vindicated (p. 93). Again, the

traditional story of the architect whose hand the jealous tyrant cuts oflf, though probably a mere folk-tale

applied to various splendid buildings as it has been to Sultan Hasan’s mosque ^ gains point, for our master-

builder, if thus mutilated, would be struck helpless, while today European training and office metlnds

might conceivably allow a liandless architect, thejugh handicapped, still to engender meritorious works.

As for the patron Mamelukes, they were the Renaissance princes of their times, tuibiileiit, vicious,

careless, but eager lovers of the arts they had. Certainly, if Arabic chronicle.s be true, the Mamelukes in

their excesses outdid the Italians, but the reason may well be that while the former ruled a people alien

to them and abundantly submissive before cruelty, Italian princes had to deal with the hardiness and

subtlety of their own race. In both cases the eminently vicious might still be great promoters of the arts

and it seems unnecessary to give the credit of Sultan Hahn’s mosque to his ministers, as the author

(p. 107) and others have done.

Of the minor crafts ^ome have been revived and good workmen trained in the shops by European

cabinet-makers, notably in brass-work, fine turned lattice-work {tnashrahiyak), and the making of the fine

polygonal panel-work found in old pulpits. The last good example of a pulpit in the old tradition is that

of the great mosque of Tantah ;
it was finished about fifty years ago and was the work of an old man who

took several years over it
;
the joiners of today, who honour it much, ignoring the work due to Europeans,

say that it is the last specimen of the old type. Pierced plaster windows {kamanyah) are still made, but

not in the old way (pp. 227-8), for stencil-like patterns are cut out of thick wood and the liquid plaster is

poured into them, giving straight walls to the plaster when set
;
chamfering may be done afterwards but

the effect, like the work, must of course be mechanical and in beauty far inferior to the originals.

1 Formerly Director of the Sendee of Preservation of Monuments of Arab Art, whose services, backed by the

responsible Committee, have been of the greatest value
;

it is pleasant to find that they are recognized by the

author, as by most other lovers of this art.

“ Some chroniclers relate that the Sultan treated his architect with proper generosity.
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However, Cairo possesses a vigorous School of Arts and Crafts, some of whose professors are fully alive

to the old craftsmanship ;
Egyptian hands and brains for such work are still very keen, as a turn round

the bazaars will show—nor must we forget the forged antiquities of Upper Egypt—and so, if the more

wealthy public will give practical support, Egypt may again produce even monumental things of beauty.

We may jierhaps hope that a national government will give its aid in a matter of such really national

interest. j - % v
Considering the highly technical character of much of the book and the many words m Arabic, so

uncouth, the freedom from misprints is remarkable
;
we may note, p. 48, 1884 for 884, and p. 67 (end of

the FaUmids) 1711 for 1171. On p. 45, while muezzin is spelt, after the system of the British Academy,

mu'adhdhin, the call to prayer is termed adan, though by the same system it should be adkan. The pulpit

is spelt throughout mimhar, but should be minhar, the former representing colloquial pronunciation.

The Arabic words used are nearly all correct, but it should be noted in the glossary that the proper

term for minaret is midhanah (colloquially madnah;-=thQ ‘‘place for calling to prayer”), manareh meaning

“the place for lights” and indicating a secondary purpose of the minaret. On p. 8 the usual translation of

Fostdt as “tent” is given, but it has long been shown that this word is derived from the Latin fossatum

and originally meant a “military camp” and derivatively a “multitude of persons,” “tent” being a still

later derived meaning (cp. sirdt, “a street,” from stratum). On p. 124, 1. 11, the loggia-like kiitidh of

Kait-Bay’s mosque is called a seUl. Zayydt (p. 226) is the “oil-man,” not “cleaner.” The word mashrahioA

(pp 147-9), commonly used by Europeans and bazaar men to denote window-screens of turned lattice-work,

never means that in good Arabic but, as the author says, the little niche in the screen in which porous

earthenware jars {kullah) are placed to cool the water they contain; it is derived from — “a

drink” and not, as has been suggested, from mashrahah.^ “an upper chamber” (as being that in which

people drink), nor ishrdh, “to stretch the neck to look,” as one does to drink.

As to history, Shagar-ud-durr (p. 93) reigned alone only three months, when she married her second

husband, the mameluke Eybek ; she was a figure of romance and her name has eclipsed his, but he was

not a mere faineant. On p. 70 the restoration of IJ^kim’s mosque after an earthquake is first given as in

1303 A.D., and a few lines later in 1309; according to Lane Poole the earthquake took place in 1303 and

the restoration in the next year.

Finally, as this book should certainly find its way into the hands of many students and amateui*s

vmacquainted with Arabic, it would be an improvement in later editions to make as little use as possible

of the terminology of that language, nor is it necessary
;
why should we call a pulpit a minhar or a prayer-

niche a mihrdh
;
cannot a §akn be rightly termed a central court, a liwan (strictly iwdyi) an arched recess,

maksArah a sanctuary, and so on ? Even the common mashrabiak, being incorrect, might be dropped for

“turned lattice-work.” And in English, why write “lintol ” for ‘Mintel,” a spelling used by some architects,

but with no authority (y. the Feio English IHctionary), and “style” for “stile” (an upright in carpentry), a

vei’y modern corruption ?

A last improvement would be to delete the allusions to our troops and their operations scattered

throughout the book, for, where they occur, they produce an almost journalistic air derogatory to the

dignity of the subject and of the work itself.

But this is a small blemish, easily effaced
;
let us conclude with real thanks to the author for his

painstaking presentment of a fascinating theme.

G. D. Hornblower.

ChampolUon. By Professor E. Naville. Geneve : Soc. Anonyme des editions “Sonor,” 1922.

Professor Naville sends us a short pamphlet published by him in Switzerland on the occasion of the

ChampoUion Festival at Paris in 1922. In this brochure, which is excellently printed, M. Naville describes

for Swiss readers the work of the French pioneer Egyptologist, and does so in an interesting and suggestive

manner, noting the influences which combined to make the young ChampoUion the fii^t decipherer of

ancient Egyptian, and tracing in detail his short though brilliant career. Full justice is done to Young,

“ qui s’etait occupe du dechifirement des hieroglyphes, et qui, il faut bien lui rendre cette justice, avait re-

ussi h determiner quatre lettres qu’il avait tirees des Ptoiemee et Berenice. II en resta la,.,.” It is there-

fore (apart from its injustice) quite useless to try to ignore Young, who was on the right track and

anticipated ChampoUion. But il en resta la., and so lost his opportunity of developing his knowledge,

which would have made him the Adams of Egyptology, with ChampoUion as its Le Yerrier.

H. R. Hall.
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Excavations at Vr of the Chaldees, by C. Leonard Woolley. From the Antiquaries’ Journal,, Oct. 1923

(Vol. Ill, Xo. 4). Sold at the British Museum.

Mr, C. L. AVoolley’s first preliminary report on the renewed work at tlr of the Chaldees is of the

highest interest. It may be a theme of good-humoured dispute whether the excavations of the Weld-Blundell

and Chicago expedition at Ki.sh or those of the British Museum and Philadelphia expedition at L r are the

more fruitful and important. Those of us who have worked at L r may be excused if we regard our work

as carrying oflf the palm in respect of the interest and importance of the buildings and objects discovered.

The work at Ur, which is now l>cing carried out by a joint expedition financed by the British Museum

and the University Museum, Philadelphia, is of British inception so long ago as the days of the CrimeanM ar,

when Mr. G. E. Taylor, British Vice-i.'onsul at Basrah, was commissioned by the Trustees of the British

Museum to excavate at Tell el-Mukayyar, which E. K. Loftus and other previous travellers had indicated as

a promising place for excavation. Taylor dug there and at Shahrein (Eridu) as 'well as at Tell el-Lahm, not

far off, and the results of his work were published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1855. His

antiquitie.s arc in the British Museum, where they have only recently come to be appreciated in their

correct mise-en-schie now that the renewed excavations have told us so much that is new.

After Taylor’s time the work divqiped and was not resumed till the Director decided to take advant.age

of our military occupation of Babvlouia by resuming the iluseum’s long interrupted work at Tell el-

Mukayyar, which was now known tJ be the Biblical Ur of the Chaldees. Accordingly Captain E. Campbell

Thoinpson, formerly an assi.stant in the Egyptian and Assyrian Department, and a well-known archaeologist

and cuneiform .scholar, who happened to lie .serving in Mesopotamia on the Intelligence staff, was com-

missioned bv the Museum to inaugurate the resumed work, and ho did so at Ur in the early part of 1918.

After turning the first .sod, .so to speak, at Uv, Captain Thompson however preferred to work at Shahrein.

His work there was taken up by myself in the next season, but has since not been resumed by

Mr. IVoolley, but is reserved for* future operations. I succeeded Captain Thompson m charge of the

Museum’.s d'iggings in February 1919, owing to his inability to return from Europe to Mesopotamia Dien
;

and although I did some work at Shahrein in order to carry on that of Thompson, the major portion of

my work was done at Ur and at the small site of Tell el-‘Obeid, four miles away : this work, which

had to be broken off at the end of May, 1919, owing to the heat, has been completed in the present year

by Mr. Woolley. At Ur part of one face of the ziggurrat was cleared by me to the foundation, laying bare

the lowest .steps of the great stairway which in 1924 was shown to lead up on this face from each corner

to a landing where it was met by a third stair rising directly against the centre of the face. I also found

the temenos-wall of the temple and excavated a short portion of its length on the east side, besides un-

covering an interesting building of the time of the Third Dynasty of Ur, with additions of a much later

[.eriod, which Mr. Xewton thinks is part of the temple of the moon-god Xaimar, the tutelary deity of L r.

Several tombs were also excavated, and the description of the whole work will be found in my article in

the Jounial, ix 11923), p. 177 ff. (Ur and Eridu; the British Museum Excavations of 1919).

So much work had been done before Mr. Woolley came upon the scene. Owing to political and other

difficulties the Museum was not able to resume operations after my visit until 1922, when I was unable to

go out again, so that my place was taken by Mr. Woolley, who had already excavated for the Museum at

Carchemish. With the British Museum was now associated the University Museum, Philadelphia, m the

prosecution of the work. IVith Mr. Woolley went my junior colleague Mr. Sidney Smith as Assyriologist,

and Mr. F. G. Newton as architect
;
thev were later joined by Mr. A. IV. Lawrence. Mr. Woolley’s article

in the Antiquaries’ Journal, now before us, which is sold at the British Museum in a separate form, gives

an excellent idea of what was accomplished in the season of 1922-3, and should he read in conjunction

with and as a continuation of mv article on Ur in this Journal. This will enable the development of

the work to be traced miiiiterriiptedly ;
and the reader will see from comparison of the plans m the

two articles how the temenos-wall grew under Mr. IVoolley’s hands from the short stretch on one side

which I found to the complete tracing of its whole length, surrounding the ziggurrat (though of course not

alwav.s perfect and sometimes only to be discovered with the eye of faith), and how the entirely new

discovery was made of the temple E-nun-mah, with its extremely interesting stratification, where in my

plan there is a blank whereas in Mr. Woolley’s later plan appears a large building, bigger than what

remains of my building “B,” the shrine of XaDnar(?). Then also one reads of Mr. Woolley’s special finds,

the headless diorite statue of Entemena, patesi of Lagash, which has now gone back to Baghdad, the

queer little black steatite vase in the form of a bull with the moon and stars carved upon it, and the

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. x.
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other vase with a relief of a two-headed horned devil with lions careering about him, which are in the

British Museum, and the remarkable jewels of the Persian period which are divided between the British

Museum and Philadelphia. An oddly disappointing find was made: a foundation-deposit of building “B”
was discovered, with a copper or bronze figut’e of the dedicating king as a basket-bearer, and his dedicatory

tablet, which should have been inscribed with his names and titles, but, to the disgust of all of us, is blank,

without a sign upon it. So that we do not know who built building ‘‘B,” but he must have l:>een a king

of the Third Dynasty and was most probably Ur-Nammu. By the way, we hope that Mr. Woolley will

not continue to call Ur-Nammu “Ur-Engur” and Shulgi “Dungi,” as he does in this paper: the new
readings of these names are fairly certain, and at any rate if a new reading is accepted by a majority of

Assyriologists, as in this case, it should be adopted, and the old reading either abandoned or preserved in

the honourable retirement of square brackets.

The foundation-deposit has gone back with the statue to Baghdad, where the Iraq Government is

beginning to form a local museum, for which half the jewellery and many of the other objects foimd were
retained. The objects from the excavations have thus now to be divided between three institutions, but enough
was found in the first seaS(Ui since the resuniption of work to satisfy all three, and the further results of the

season of 1923-4 at El-‘Obeid have been so successful that, with the results of my work there in 1919, the
British Museum will now be equipped with collections of Sumerian art and antiquities in no way second
to those of the Louvre (which came chiefly from the excavations of de Sarzec at Telloh), while the two
others will possess collections only second to those of Paris and London. Mr. Woolley will probably have
published his account of this work in the Antiqx(,ane$^ Journal for October, 1924, before these lines of
appreciation of his earlier article appear. And those who have not seen it will be well advised to read it

in continuation of my former article in our Journal, 1922, p. 241 fif. (The Discoveries at Tell el-^Obeid in
Southern Babylonia and some Egyptian comparisons), in which I described my unfinished excavations of
1919 at El-‘Obeid, which Mr. Woolley has now completed with such success.

H. B. Hall.

Griechuche Papyrusurkunden der Hamburger Staats- und UyiiversitatshihliotheL Band i, Heft 3 {Urkunden
Xo. 57-117 und Indices). Von Paul M. Meyer. Leipzig and Berlin: B. G Teubner • Hambur<T •

C. Boysen, 1924. Pp. 211-269.
’ ° '

The Hamburg collection of papyri, though not large as compared with those of institutions like the
Berlin Museum, the British Museum, etc., is a valuable one and contains not a few texts of outstanding
interest, and Prof. Meyer's editions, owing not merely to the knowledge and acumen which have placed
their author in the front rank of papyrologists but also to the detailed commentaries with which he
fomishes them, are always specially valuable. The first part of this catalogue was published in 1911 and
the second in 1913. The present instalment, completing the volume, was delayed by the war and as
compared with the other two shows clearly the effects of post-bellum conditions. The tvpe throui^hout is
smaller, the texts are printed continuously, not in the line-divi.sions of the originals, in the m-evious
parts, the translations have been omitted and the indexes reduced in plan, and the commentaries are
briefer than before, though still showing the wealth of bibliographical reference which mves Mever’s
editions so special a value. The editorial work is however of the same hi<»h quality as of old

°

Some of the most noteworthy texts had previously been published by” Meyer separately,' but there are
several new ones which make a vahiable addition to our material. There are some Ptolemaic papyri and
one of the Byzantine period. Of the foriner the interesting no. 57 had already been published

; thirteen,
all more or less fragmentary, come from he Zeno archive. The one Byzantine text (68) evidei^tly comesrom another well known archive, that of Dioscoims of Aphrodito. It is an interesting lea e of land Meyer
thinksthereisaplurahtyoflessortandqueries‘‘Erbengemeinschaftr’buttheplural%*

would be equally
appropriate to the or a monastery

; and that the lease was actually from a monastery i^luadeexrtemely prMiable 1^-11. 42-44 where the lessee undertakes to deliver the rent and landlord’s shLe of theproduce to opov. Almost certainly opov is here used in the common sense of povaorop.ov • the clause issimply the usual undertaking by the tenant to deliver his rent on the landlord’s premises. I’n 1. 25 Meye^
reacts en avaiiaa-a povrf, whicn he takes as “im Falle irutpr

^

with the Latin bon,s. Xo doubt the true readim^ i 11? onlv ?tbe
’

. •

ulentifying

clause operate.
’ ’ ^ inundation reaches the hill will this
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The majority of the texts are however of the Kornaii period. Several also of these {e.g. the interesting

Latin will-formulary, no. 72, and the translation of a Latin protocol concerning the (jpening of a will

no. 73) had been published previously, but it useful to have them collected here, in an accessible place

and indexed. There are two new fragments of libelli lihellaticorum (61), and a good Trapax^pva-is of catoecie

land (62), a document relating to the transport of a mummy (74), and some interesting letters. In 69, 3,

iy\r]p.Top€s ...pos is puzzling
: p is not marked as doubtful, or one might perhaps conjecture kUlos. In 81,

Ilf., it is surely unnecessary to correct tcara to. KeXevfrBevra to k. ras KeXevo'^eto-a?, ^is Meyer does. The

meaning is “ according to the instructions of the prefect.*' In 86, 24, Meyer corrects npo^ao-i to npo^ara^

so that the meaning is ‘‘ three arourae were bought for you by Vetranius for grass at 130 drachmae, and

sheep have been sold by him for 68 drachmae.” This does not strike me as very probable. May not

7rp6^a(TL be right, the meaning being “three arourae were bought for you by Vetranius for grass at

130 drachmae and have been sold by him {ie. the grazing was sold) for sheep at 68 drachmae” ? This is

supported by 11. 11-13, where t6 otto voroc 7r€pLxcopa tcov beKaarra raty eirpdOr} seems to refer to the

sale of grazing. In 105, 14, is aTrapda-aoi/Ta possible’ In 111, 8, Jcrai^ rdipOaXpov is curious
;
should it not

be jcrarr* ocfiOaXpov 1

H. I. Bell.

Worterbuch der grlechischeti Papgrusnrkunden hdt Einschluss der griechischen Inschriften^ Aufschriften^

Ostraka^ Alnmiemddlder v$\i\ am Agypten. \ on Friedrich Preisigke. 1. Lieferung (a

—

diKi]),

Heidelberg : Selbstverlag des Herausgebers, 1924. (To be obtained from the author’s daughter, Grete

Preisigke, Grobzig, Anhalt. J

It is not without a certain keen emotion that one takes up this volume, designed, as Prof. Gradenwitz

tells us on the cover, by the author himself “as the completion of his activity” and now published, as

Fate has willed, after his death. The work of which this is the tirst instalment is a worthy termination to

a career extraordinarily fruitful of good and valuable work for papyrological studies—work undertaken not

as part of a scholars professional career but in the leisure left over from the duties of a civil servant

occupying important and responsible posts. It is designed as a complete word-index to published papyri
;

and only those who have hunted for some word through a score or so of indexes and in unindexed texts

can appreciate, on the one hand the laborioinness, on the other the utility of the undertaking. This first

instalment enables a judgement to be farmed on the work as a whole
;
and it can be said at once that it is

planned on the right lines and executed with complete j^uccess. A full statement of the principles followed

will be given in the introduction, to be included in the last part
;
in the meantime short explanations are

printed inside the front cover and on a leaflet enclosed with this instalment.

The work is not a glossary or lexicon but a true index, which aims at citing every occurrence of a word,

but meanings are added. In the case of wards which have many shades of meaning these are distinguished,

often with illustrative quotations
;
and there are also references to recent literature in the case of many

technical terms. The general word-index, in which cill w(>rds are included, will be followed by special

indexes for technical words of various classes.

The arrangement is admirable, both clear and compressed ;
dates are indicated for all the principal

references, and in the case of words like dya^oy the uses are excellently classified, phrases such as ed
dyaSS being separately entered.

It may be taken for granted in any work of this kind that it will contain errors, omissions, whether of

words or meanings, and faulty classifications, and I have noticed one or two such in this instalment

{e,g. SeaTToiviKos means not so much “ im kaiserlicheii Hausdienste stehend” as specifically “pertaining to

the Empress” [Sco-Trotj^a]
;
yXvidXaiov should probably be yXvKcXala [see my Jews and Christians^ 87 f.] ;

db€X<f)rj is not merely “ leibliche Schwester ” but also an honorific title for a wife, like dbeXcpos for husband

[so, correctly, Preisigke, ^.r.] ;
though in individual cases this is usually uncertain, there are some clear

instances, e.g. P. Oxy. 1070) ;
but they do not seem to be at all numerous. The work appears indeed to

have been performed with the most exemplary care and judgement, and Preisigke has once more laid all

papyrologists under heavy obligations to him. He is beyond the reach of thanks
;
but our gratitude must

be expressed to the scholars, in particular Prof. Kiessling and the Juristische Fakultat at Heidelberg, who
have made possible the appearance of the work.

H. I. Bell.

45—2
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The Problem of the Obelisks. By R. Engelbach, Assoc. C. and G. Inst., etc. London : T. Fisher Unwin,

Ltd., 1923.

Mr. Engelbach has chosen an appropriate title for his book, for the manner in which these huge monoliths

were handled, transported and erected has throughout the ages been a problem which seemed well-nigh

insoluble. Xo one can ever behold even our modest “Cleopatra's Needle” at close quarters without being

impressed by its vast mass. This monument, however, is a mere baby compared with the great obelisk

lying unfinished in the quarry at Aswfin. The latter has been exhaustively studied by the author in a

special monograph published by the Service des Antiquites in 1922. He now gives us the substance of this

technical work in a popular form, bereft of abstruse calculations and details, but lacking nothing of interest

or of value. Mr. Engelbach has provided a solution which is almost certainly correct. He has the advantage

of being not only an architect, but also an engineer and a mathematician, and by means of observation and
deduction, by means of models and experiments, he has worked out with great clearness and acumen a

difficult problem, and has produced a book which should appeal not only to archaeologists, but to architects

and engineers as well. The illustrations, which are admirably produced, add great value to the work.

Warren R. Dawson.

Among other books received for review we note the following :

Memcnres sur les ancieiines branches du Nil. Epoqne arahe. Tome I, Part ii. [Memoires presentes n la

Societe Archeologique d*Alexandrie.) By Prince Omar Toussoun. Cairo, 1923.

Social Life in Ancient Egypt. By Sir Flinders Petrie. London, 1923.

Elements de bihliographie hittite. By G. Contenau. Geuthner, Paris, 1922.

La glyptique syroLittite. [Hant-Commissariat de la Repuhlique Francaise en Syrie et au Lihan. Blhlio-
theque archeologique et historique, ii.) By G. Contenau. Geuthner, Paris, 1922,

Code hittite provenant de I'Asie Miiieure [revs 1350 ai\ J.-C.) [Hethitica, Tome i). By F. Hrozny. Geuthner
Paris, 1922.

’

Dr. Hall asks us to print the following letter

;

Dear Sir,

British Museum, London, W.C. L
August 25, 1924.

I wish to correct an error into which I have fallen in my review of M. Speleers’ “Figurines
funeraires egyptiennes” {Journal, 1924, p. 176), which makes the author say directly the opposite of what
he intended to say and actually does say. Owing, I suppose, to the small print of M Speleers’ note and
presumably a growing need of spectacles on my part, I unluckily read the word “infirment ” in his foot
note (5) on p. 3 as “confirment,” with the result of making him believe that there were no ushabti-fisures
made after the XXVIth Dynasty, whereas in reality he says just the opposite : “nos constatatioLSr
ment aussi 1 opinion de ceus qui pretendirent qu> ‘aprbs la XXVD dynastie il n’y a plus de figurines’
(Comme S. Birch, etc.y^

j ^ a

I can only express my great regret that I should have misread M. Speleers’ note and so given a wron-
impression of his views on this point, * ®

He explains to me the mysterious reference to “Set so-and-.so” in a description of illustrations of
certain objects in the British Mi^eum as meaning a “set” of the picture-postcards published by the
Muiseum. I confess this had escaped me, as he did not mention picture-postcards at all

The Editor of the Journal of Egyptian Archaeology.

Yom*s, etc.,

H. R. Hall.
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